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Preface

Historically, the opportunity to examine the inner
workings of the human body was limited to the study
of cadavers. In the past 30 years, medical imaging
technology has provided researchers with a new
window into the living human body. Advances in
medical imaging technology have, in fact, truly revo-
lutionized nearly every area of medicine. These
advances include both dramatic improvements in
image resolution and the development of novel
imaging techniques, from computed axial tomography
(CT), to positron emission tomography (PET), to single
photon emission tomography (SPECT), to magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), including fMRI (functional
MRI) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), to magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (MRS), ultrasound, and mag-
netoencephalography (MEG) – all of which provide an
unprecedented view, in exquisite detail, of anatomical
structures and/or functions in the living human body.

One medical discipline that has been in the fore-
front of this revolution is neuropsychiatry (defined
here as encompassing both psychiatry and behavioral
neurology), where novel neuroimaging tools have been
developed and applied to neuropsychiatric disorders in
order to understand further the neuroanatomical
and neurophysiological bases of mental illnesses
and cognitive disorders, including Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s diseases.

This book reviews important new findings about
the role of brain abnormalities in neuropsychiatric
disorders based on this new imaging technology. In
considering the progress in this area, it is clear that
initially the quest was to identify and characterize focal
brain abnormalities in an effort to delineate further
various psychiatric and neuropsychiatric syndromes.
Here, as will be evident from the chapters that follow,
much work has already been done to characterize
brain pathology in disorders for which the etiologies
are unknown, there are often no uniform or patho-
gnomonic clinical symptoms, and there is often exten-
sive overlap in clinical presentation across disorders.

More recently, the focus has shifted from the
examination of a single brain region, or multiple
discrete brain regions, implicated in a particular syn-
drome or disorder, to the examination of integrated
brain systems. This is a common theme that can be
followed throughout the chapters of this book. Spe-
cifically, the focus has shifted from investigating only
gray matter of the brain to investigating the “other
half” of the brain, white matter, and the neural net-
works involved in the pathophysiology of different
neuropsychiatric disorders. Accordingly, we have
moved from an appreciation that, for example,
schizophrenia is a brain disorder – something that
had been debated prior to the late 1980s – to a quest
to understand the complex mechanisms underlying
the neuropathology of schizophrenia. Thus there has
been a shift from the “what” and “where” of brain
regions implicated in neuropsychiatric disorders to an
effort to understand the neural basis of clinical symp-
toms, or “how” abnormal brain regions produce the
clinical picture of depression, or autism, or schizo-
phrenia. These advances in neuroimaging are moving
us towards a new understanding of neuropsychiatric
disorders based on their underlying neurobiology.
This will likely facilitate the diagnostic reclassification
of these complex heterogeneous disorders, improve
our ability to predict treatment outcome, and enhance
our understanding of the genetic and environmental
causes of these disorders.

The change in focus from discrete brain regions
and gray matter to white matter and the integrated
systems that underlie cognitive, behavioral, and emo-
tional abnormalities has followed, closely, the
advances and inroads made in imaging technology.
Importantly, none of the insights into the neuropath-
ology of neuropsychiatric disorders, to date, would
have been possible without these advances. That is,
without the tools to probe the brain, in vivo, we could
not even have begun to ask questions about brain
structure and function and their perturbations in xiii



neuropsychiatric disorders. There is now, however, a
need to go beyond the technology and shift to more
hypothesis- and model-driven approaches. These new
approaches must not only elucidate the neural net-
works involved in complex disorders, but must also
examine the inter-relationships among genetic vari-
ables, environmental stressors, behavioral, cognitive,
social, and emotional factors, and the structural and
functional integrity of the neural systems that under-
lie the symptomatology presently used to classify
these disorders.

When we were first approached by Marc Strauss
at Cambridge University Press to edit a book on
neuroimaging and its contribution to what we know
about neuropsychiatric disorders, we thought such a
book was very timely, as we believe we are now at a
critical juncture in terms of our knowledge of the
living brain in both health and illness. Moreover, we
believe that the most interesting and important find-
ings are yet to come.

In the chapters that follow, the current status of
neuroimaging is reviewed for each of the leading
neuropsychiatric disorders. The “maturity” of this
research and the breadth and depth of the available
data vary considerably across disorders. In some
cases, such as schizophrenia or mood disorders, neu-
roimaging findings are quite extensive, requiring
separate chapters to review structural imaging
(Proton MR and DTI), functional imaging (fMRI
and PET/SPECT blood flow and metabolism stud-
ies), and molecular imaging (PET/SPECT receptor
studies and MR spectroscopy). In other cases, such
as autism spectrum disorders, the data are still rela-
tively sparse and findings across imaging modalities

are reviewed in a single chapter. Each disease section
ends with a commentary from a luminary in the
field, addressing the broad question: “What do we
know and where are we going?” This was a feature
that we decided to include very early in the editorial
process. Given the broad scope of the book, we
thought it important for a luminary to review each
section, to provide a synthesis, and to comment
more generally on the knowledge gleaned from these
imaging techniques. The intended audience for this
book is also broad and includes the clinical psych-
iatrist, the general practitioner, the psychiatry or
neurology resident, the medical student, the PhD
student in psychology or neuroscience, and/or the
post-doctoral fellow interested in learning more
about how neuroimaging tools lead to new discover-
ies about brain and behavior associations in neuro-
psychiatric disorders.

We wish to thank Marc Strauss, Richard
Marley, and Nisha Doshi at Cambridge University
Press for their assistance on all aspects of this book.
We also wish to thank our spouses, George and
Nancy, who kindly accepted our taking on, yet
again, just one more task. Finally, we give our
heartfelt thanks to all of the authors of the chapters
in this book. These are leading investigators in
their respective fields, who have graciously taken
the time to offer their insights into neuropsychia-
tric disorders based on advances in neuroimaging.
It goes without saying that, without them, this
book would not exist.

Martha E. Shenton
Bruce I. Turetsky
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Section I
Chapter

1
Schizophrenia

Structural imaging of schizophrenia

Thomas J. Whitford, Marek Kubicki and Martha E. Shenton

Introduction
Emil Kraepelin, one of the founding fathers of the
diagnostic concept of schizophrenia, argued that the
disorder was underpinned by abnormalities in brain
structure. In his 1899 textbook, Kraepelin wrote: “in
dementia praecox [schizophrenia], partial damage to,
or destruction of, cells of the cerebral cortex must
probably occur” (Kraepelin, 1907). Since that time,
an enormous amount of research has been undertaken
with an eye to determining whether or not Kraepelin
was correct. Until recently, the question of whether
patients with schizophrenia (SZ) exhibit abnormalities
in brain structure was more or less synonymous with
the question of whether they exhibit abnormalities in
gray matter (GM). The GM, so-called because of its
grayish appearance in post-mortem tissue sections, is
thought to consist primarily of neuron bodies, den-
drites, axon terminals and other synaptic infrastruc-
ture and certain classes of neuroglia. Until recently, the
vast majority of research aimed at investigating the
neuroanatomical underpinnings of SZ has focused on
GM. This is perhaps understandable, given that GM
comprises both the brain’s fundamental units of infor-
mation processing (neurons) and the sites-of-action
for most psychotropic medications (synapses). In
recent years, however, a growing proportion of con-
temporary research has begun to focus on the “other
half of the brain” (as wryly denoted by Fields, 2004),
i.e. the white matter. The white matter (WM) is pri-
marily constituted of myelinated axon sheaths, which
form the infrastructure for signal transmission
between spatially discrete populations of neurons. By
way of analogy, just as the Internet is comprised of
spatially disparate computers connected via electrical
cabling, the brain is comprised of spatially disparate
neurons connected via myelinated axons. Despite the

fact that the role of WM in facilitating and modulating
communications between discrete brain structures
makes it theoretically relevant with respect to the pre-
vailing “connectivity”models of SZ (as discussed in the
third section), it is only in the past decade thatWMhas
become a major topic of interest in the SZ research
community. A major factor underlying this increased
interest has been the development of diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) as a mainstream neuroimaging tech-
nique. Unlike in conventional MRI, in which WM
appears relatively homogeneous, DTI enables the visu-
alization and quantification of fineWM structure. The
development of DTI as a WM imaging technique, in
combination with concurrent advances in the image
quality afforded by conventional MRI, has meant that
it has now become feasible to address the question of
whether patients with SZ exhibit abnormalities in their
GM, WM, or both (see Figure 1.1).

The primary aim of this chapter is to provide a
review of the vast body of published research that has
used either structural MRI or DTI to investigate for
neuroanatomical abnormalities in SZ patients. The
chapter also considers the implications of this research
with respect to two fundamental questions relating to
the neuropathology of SZ, namely: (1) what are the
possible causes of the reported GM and WM abnor-
malities in patients with SZ, and (2) is there a causal
relationship between these GM and WM abnormal-
ities? The first section of this chapter provides a broad
overview of the most consistent findings of the MRI
studies that have investigated GM abnormalities in
SZ patients. The second section provides a finer-
grained analysis of the more than 50 published DTI
studies that have investigated WM abnormalities
in SZ.1 This section also includes some discussion as
to the physiological bases and clinical implications of
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these WM abnormalities. Finally, in the third section,
a speculative hypothesis is introduced which suggests
how the GM abnormalities,WMabnormalities, hyper-
dopaminergia and clinical profile characteristic of SZ
could potentially arise from a single neuropathological
mechanism.

MRI studies of GM abnormality in
patients with schizophrenia: a review
In 2001, Shenton et al. published an influential review
of the 190þ studies published to that point which had
used MRI to investigate for neuroanatomical abnor-
malities in SZ patients. On the basis of the reviewed
literature, Shenton et al. (2001) concluded that SZ
patients, as a group, exhibit subtle but incontrovert-
ible volumetric reductions in a number of GM struc-
tures. Specifically, the review reported consistent
volumetric reductions in GM of the temporal cortex
(especially the superior temporal gyrus), and the GM
structures of the medial temporal lobe (esp. hippo-
campus), and moderately consistent reductions in the
frontal cortex (esp. orbitofrontal), parietal cortex (esp.
inferior parietal lobule) and basal ganglia (esp. stria-
tum). Since Shenton’s review, there has been an expo-
nential increase in the number of MRI studies in SZ,
such that there are currently more than 800 studies
published in the literature.2 Given the large number
of studies, it is clear that providing a comprehensive
review of the current MRI literature in SZ (as per
Shenton et al., 2001) would require the writing of an
entire book, and as such is outside the scope of this
chapter. Thus instead of providing a comprehensive
review, this section aims to summarize the most

consistent findings in the MRI literature by consider-
ing a selection of particularly illustrative studies.

SZ is associated with widely distributed
GM abnormalities, which are observable
with MRI
The past decade has seen enormous developments in
both MRI acquisition and analysis technologies, with
the development of 3 T magnets for human research
and the rise of voxel-based morphometry as cases in
point. In terms of identifying GM abnormalities asso-
ciated with SZ, however, the findings of contempor-
ary MR studies have, by and large, been consistent
with the conclusions drawn by Shenton et al. (2001)
almost a decade ago. It is now clear that SZ patients,
on average, show abnormal volumetric GM reduc-
tions, observable with MRI, throughout a substantial
proportion of the brain.3 And whilst it is true that
some GM regions have been more consistently
reported as being volumetrically abnormal compared
to others – with the language centers of the temporal
cortex, the ganglia of the limbic lobe and the associ-
ation areas of the parietal cortex being especially
strongly implicated (Honea et al., 2005; Glahn et al.,
2008; Pearlson and Marsh, 1999) – it is also true that
almost every square millimeter of GM has been
reported as being volumetrically reduced in SZ
patients in at least one study. Thus it appears as
though the GM pathology experienced in SZ is either
not spatially localized (in contrast, for example, to the
localized atrophy of the motor neurons in Amyo-
trophic Lateral Sclerosis), or that it is initially local-
ized but spreads with illness progression.

Figure 1.1 (a) A post mortem specimen of the human brain. Image used with kind permission of Getty Images. (b) A structural magnetic
resonance image (MRI) of the living human brain, showing a clear distinction between the gray and white matter. (c) Using diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) to image white matter in the living human brain. Note how that in contrast to panel (b) in which the WM appears largely
featureless and homogeneous, DTI enables a far richer visualization of the macrostructural features of WM fiber bundles.
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GM abnormalities are observable early in the
illness, and ostensibly pre-morbidly
The question of whether GM abnormalities are pres-
ent in SZ patients at the time of their first psychotic
episode has been the focus of a great deal of recent
research, which has been motivated by at least two
factors. First, it is hoped that gaining a better under-
standing of the dynamics of neuropathology will shed
light onto both the nature of SZ and its underlying
causes. Second, studying patients suffering from their
first episode of schizophrenia (FES) allows us to
address the issue as to whether the neuroanatomical
abnormalities so consistently reported in patients
with chronic SZ (CSZ patients) actually result from
the neuroleptic medications that patients are typically
exposed to, as opposed to anything fundamental to
the disease process itself. This issue is particularly
problematic in light of studies which have indicated
that: (1) exposure to antipsychotic medication can
influence brain structure in and of itself (see Scherk
and Falkai, 2006, for a review), and (2) different
classes of antipsychotics have differential effects on
brain structure (Konopaske et al., 2008), making it
difficult to covary for patients’ neuroleptic exposure
by converting the dosages of different medications
into a common scale (such as the Chlorpromazine-
Equivalent Scale). First-episode studies have attempted
to address this issue by minimizing the confounding
effects of medication exposure on brain structure
by investigating patients who have had little or no
exposure to neuroleptics.

Of the studies that have investigated for GM ab-
normalities in patients with FES, the majority have
reported evidence of abnormal volumetric GM reduc-
tions. Furthermore, these reductions have, by and
large, been observed in similar brain regions to those
consistently identified as being structurally comprom-
ised in patients in the chronic phase of the illness (see
reviews by Steen et al., 2006; Vita et al., 2006). How-
ever, on the whole, these studies have indicated that the
neuroanatomical abnormalities exhibited by FES
patients are both less severe and less widespread than
the abnormalities exhibited by patients with chronic
schizophrenia. Support for this point is provided by a
recent meta-analysis by Ellison-Wright et al. (2008),
who directly compared the extent of the GM reduc-
tions exhibited by CSZ patients in 20 voxel-based
morphometry (VBM) studies to the reductions
exhibited by FES patients in 9 VBM studies. The

results of this meta-analysis indicated that the CSZ
patients exhibited significantly more extensive GM
reductions in the frontal cortex (esp. dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex), temporal cortex (esp. superior
temporal gyrus) and insular cortex, compared to the
FES patients.

There is even some evidence suggesting that GM
abnormalities may in fact precede the onset of psy-
chotic symptoms in people who subsequently go on to
develop schizophrenia. Pantelis et al. (2003), for
example, compared the GM profiles of 23 people at
“ultra-high risk” (UHR) for developing schizophrenia
(based on genetic vulnerabilities, the presence of sub-
clinical symptoms, and several other factors) who
subsequently went on to develop psychosis (UHR-P)
with 52 UHR people who subsequently did not go on
to develop psychosis (UHR-NP). Pantelis et al. (2003)
found that the UHR-P group exhibited lower GM
volumes in hippocampal complex, superior temporal
gyrus, inferior frontal cortex and cingulate gyrus
compared to the UHR-NP group. Subsequent studies
have also identified GM abnormalities in the para-
cingulate cortex (Yücel et al., 2003), pituitary gland
(Garner et al., 2005) and insular cortex (Borgwardt
et al., 2007) in UHR groups (see Wood et al., 2008
for a review).

GM reductions are due to neuropil
elimination as opposed to neuron death
There is now considerable evidence indicating that
the GM abnormalities characteristically observed in
SZ patients are not the result of (any substantial
degree of ) neuron death. For example, the brains of
SZ patients have consistently been observed not to
exhibit gliosis. Gliosis, which refers to the prolifer-
ation of astrocytes in damaged regions of the central
nervous system (CNS), is a general feature of the
immune system’s response to necrotic cell death in
the CNS (Pekny and Nilsson, 2005). Hence, the fact
that the brains of SZ patients have consistently been
found not to exhibit gliosis (e.g. Roberts et al., 1986)
is evidence against the notion that SZ is associated
with any substantial degree of neuron death via
necrosis. However, the absence of gliosis does not
exclude the possibility that SZ patients experience
neuron death via apoptosis. Apoptosis, or pro-
grammed cell death, is not always associated with
gliosis, as apoptotic cells typically alert immune cells
prior to committing suicide, thus reducing the
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non-specific immune response (Thompson, 1995). It
is thus possible that the GM reductions characteristic-
ally exhibited by SZ patients are caused by increased
levels of apoptosis. The empirical evidence does not,
however, support this possibility. Pakkenberg (1993),
for example, used optical microscopy to estimate the
total number of neocortical neurons in the brains of
8 SZ patients and 16 controls. On the basis of this
technique, Pakkenberg (1993) estimated that there
was (on average) 22.06�109 neurons in the neocortex
of the controls, and 22.12�109 neurons in the SZ
patients – numbers that were essentially statistically
identical (p¼ 0.97). The results of this study were
subsequently replicated by Selemon and Goldman-
Rakic (1999) in the prefrontal cortex. However, while
Selemon and Goldman-Rakic (1999) did not find
evidence of neuron death, they did find evidence of
abnormally increased neuron density in SZ patients.
They argued that since SZ patients typically show
volumetric GM reductions compared to controls, the
best explanation for this increase in neuron density
was that “the distance between neurons diminished
while the number of neurons is not changed” (p. 18).
On the basis of this, they proposed the “reduced
neuropil hypothesis”, which argued that the increased
neuron density and decreased GM volume exhibited
by SZ patients resulted from the elimination of the
neuropil (i.e. dendritic arbors and associated synaptic
infrastructure) between neuron bodies. As will be
discussed further, the idea that the volumetric GM
reductions in SZ are caused by abnormal reductions
in synaptic infrastructure has potential implications
with respect to the WM abnormalities discussed later
in the chapter.

GM abnormalities are likely progressive,
at least over the initial years of illness
There is now a considerable amount of evidence to
suggest that SZ patients experience progressive GM
atrophy in the early stages of their illness (Whitford
et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2009; Cahn et al., 2002;
Salisbury et al., 2007; Kasai et al., 2003). In contrast,
a smaller proportion of the studies on chronic SZ
patients have reported progressive GM reductions
above those experienced by matched healthy controls.
A study by Gur et al. (1998) directly compared the
degree of GM volume reduction that occurred in the
frontal and temporal lobes over a 2–4-year follow-up
interval in FES patients, CSZ patients and healthy

controls. The results showed that the FES patients
experienced a significantly greater amount of progres-
sive GM atrophy over the follow-up interval than did
the CSZ patients, who on the whole did not experi-
ence more GM reductions than did the healthy con-
trols. Similarly, Van Haren et al. (2008) compared the
GM reductions over a 5-year period experienced
by 96 SZ patients (aged between 16 and 56), and
113 matched controls. They reported that, over this
5-year interval, the most severe GM reductions were
experienced by the youngest patients in the earliest
stages of the illness, and that GM reductions experi-
enced by the older patients were similar in degree to
the reductions experienced by the healthy controls.
Hence it appears that while SZ patients experience
progressive GM reductions in the early stages of their
illness, these reductions do not continue over patients’
life spans, but rather decelerate with age to normal (or
near-normal) levels. What factors might potentially
underlie this curvilinear pattern of GM atrophy?

It has previously been suggested that the answer to
this question might lie in the normative period of
brain development that typically occurs during late
adolescence to early adulthood (Feinberg, 1982;
Keshavan et al., 1994), which is an age that corres-
ponds to the typical age of onset for schizophrenia.
Adolescence is a period of enormous structural
change in the healthy human brain. In an influential
study, Bourgeois and Rakic (1993) used electron
microscopy to count the number of synapses in the
visual cortex of macaque monkeys aged between 2.7
and 5 years (i.e. the period corresponding to their
adolescence). Over this period, they observed the
monkeys to lose approximately 5000 synapses per
minute in the visual cortex alone. This staggering
number could well have been even higher in the
association cortices of these monkeys, given that
the association cortices are among the last brain
regions to mature (Yakovlev et al., 1967). The sheer
scale of this “synaptic prune” (as it has been dubbed)
suggests that its effects might be visible in humans
with MRI. And indeed, a number of MRI studies
have reported a period of accelerated GM volume
loss in healthy people, beginning around 16 years of
age and continuing until around 25–30 years of age
(Whitford et al., 2007b; Pfefferbaum et al., 1994;
Steen et al., 1997).

Given the sheer number of synapses thought to
be eliminated in this periadolescent “synaptic prune”,
it seems reasonable to assume that even a minor
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abnormality in the mechanisms underlying this pro-
cess could potentially result in catastrophic conse-
quences. Following this line of reasoning, Feinberg
(1982) suggested that schizophrenia could arise
because of an abnormality in this period of periado-
lescent brain maturation. A strength of Feinberg’s
(1982) theory is that it is able to explain why SZ
patients only seem to exhibit progressive GM atrophy
in the early stages of their illness. Specifically, if the
GM atrophy exhibited by SZ patients is caused by an
overly aggressive maturational period of synaptic
pruning, then the end of this maturational period
might be expected to result in an end to the progres-
sive GM atrophy. The mechanisms underlying the
synaptic “hyper-prune” hypothesized by Feinberg
(1982) have implications with respect to the WM
abnormalities reported in SZ patients (and summar-
ized in the following section), and these implications
are discussed further in the final section.

DTI studies of GM abnormality
in patients with schizophrenia:
a more detailed review
To reiterate from the first section, GM is thought
to be constituted primarily of neuron bodies, den-
drites, synaptic infrastructure and certain classes of

neuroglia (e.g. astrocytes). In contrast, white matter
(the subject of this section) is thought to be primarily
constituted of myelinated axon sheaths. More
precisely, WM is thought to be constituted of the
compacted cell membranes of a specialized class of
neuroglia named oligodendrocytes (see Figure 1.2a).
The processes of these oligodendrocytes (known as
myelin) can ensheath short segments of the axons of
several neighboring neurons (see Figure 1.2b), with a
single oligodendrocyte (OL) capable of providing
myelin sheaths for up to 50 axons. The hydrophobic
phospholipid bilayer provides electrical insulation
for the axon, which reduces ion leakage across the
axon membrane, thus preserving the amplitude of the
action potential and increasing the conduction vel-
ocity of the action potential as it travels along
the myelinated axon segment (Baumann and Pham-
Dinh, 2001). Thus it is clear that WM in the brain
plays a crucial role in modulating the speed of com-
munication between spatially disparate populations
of neurons.

Axons with similar destinations often form large
fiber bundles. These fiber bundles represent the
“information highways” of the brain, along which
travels the bulk of communication between popula-
tions of neurons separated by more than a few centi-
meters. Some of the most prominent fiber bundles in
the brain include the corpus callosum (connecting the

Figure 1.2 (a) An electron microscope image of an oligodendrocyte in rat optic nerve. Note the cell processes branching from the soma:
these processes go on to form the myelin sheaths that insulate the axons of neighboring neurons. A single oligodendrocyte is capable of
myelinating a single axon segment of up to 50 neurons. Image used with kind permission of Dr. Kachar at the Laboratory of Cell Structure and
Dynamics at the National Institutes of Heath, and Dr. Wagner at the Department of Biology at the University of Delaware. (b) A schematic
of the cellular features of a myelinated neuron. The primary purpose of myelin is thought to electrically insulate the axons and thus increase
the transmission velocity of the action potential. Image used with kind permission of Prentice Hall. (c) Using DTI tractography to image the
primary white matter fiber bundles of the brain. Myelinated axons connecting spatially disparate populations of neurons typically cluster
together into large fiber bundles known as fascicles. This image illustrates the shape and trajectories of some of the major WM fiber bundles in
the brain, including the corpus callosum (brown), cingulum bundle (purple), fornix (yellow), uncinate fasciculus (pink) inferior longitudinal
fasciculus (green) and inferior fronto occipital fasciculus (blue).
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cortices of the two cerebral hemispheres), the superior
longitudinal fasciculus (connecting the parietal and
temporal cortices with the prefrontal cortex), the
inferior longitudinal fasciculus (connecting the tem-
poral and occipital lobes), and the uncinate fasciculus
(connecting the frontal and anterior temporal lobes)
(see Figure 1.2c). Although WM constitutes approxi-
mately 40% of the total mass of the brain, it has only
recently become the topic of much empirical investi-
gation. One of the reasons for the recent increased
interest in WM has been the advent of Diffusion
Tensor Imaging (DTI), which enables a more precise
visualization of the WM than afforded by conven-
tional MRI. A second reason lies in the growing
popularity of “connectivity” models of SZ, as dis-
cussed below.

SZ as a disorder of neural integration
The conceptualization of schizophrenia as a disorder
defined by abnormal cognitive integration dates back
at least as far as Bleuler (1911). Bleuler described the
cardinal symptoms of schizophrenia (the name he
coined to describe Kraepelin’s “dementia praecox”)
as a “loosening of normal associations” between
thoughts. In his 1911 treatise, Bleuler commented:

Often ideas are only partially worked out, and fragments
of ideas are connected in an illogical way to constitute a
new idea . . . This results in associations which normal
individuals will regard as incorrect, bizarre, and utterly
unpredictable.

Bleuler’s conceptualization of schizophrenia as a dis-
order of cognitive integration has heavily influenced
the contemporary “connectivity” theories of schizo-
phrenia, which have sought to describe the neural
underpinnings of this cognitive disintegration.

The unifying tenet of “connectivity” theories of
schizophrenia is the proposal that rather than being
caused by normal interactions between pathological
GM structures, schizophrenia instead arises from
pathological interactions between pathological GM
structures (Friston, 1999). The various connectivity
theories differ, however, in terms of the specific
mechanisms they propose as underlying this “patho-
logical interaction”. Feinberg (1982), as previously
discussed, has suggested that this pathological inter-
action could arise from an abnormality in periadoles-
cent brain development. Specifically, Feinberg (1982)
suggested that in schizophrenia: “too many, too few

or the wrong synapses are eliminated”, leading to
“defects of neuronal integration” (p. 331). In a similar
vein, Friston (1999) has argued that the fundamental
neuropathology of schizophrenia lies in abnormal syn-
aptic plasticity; that is, in the abnormal strengthening
(and/or creation) and weakening (and/or elimination)
of synapses in response to experience and develop-
ment. Friston (1999) has argued that abnormalities in
the processes underpinning the modulation of synap-
tic strength could lead to abnormal interactions
between functionally specialized populations of
neurons in SZ patients. In contrast, Crow (1998) has
suggested that the aberrant neural interaction under-
lying schizophrenia is due to the fact that SZ patients
do not exhibit the normative hemispheric specializa-
tion of the language centers. Specifically, Crow (1998)
has suggested that the interhemispheric transmission
delays associated with using both hemispheres to
process language-related information could lead to
abnormalities in neural timing and hence cognitive
disintegration. And finally, Andreasen (1999) has
emphasized the role of the thalamus and cerebellum
in coordinating the development and maintenance of
normative associations between cognitions originating
in the prefrontal cortex. She has suggested that an
abnormality in this coordination (or a “cognitive dys-
metria”, in her words) could cause SZ patients to
“make abnormal associations between mental repre-
sentations” (p. 785).

SZ as a disorder of neural integration
arising from WM abnormalities
Bartzokis (2002) has offered a novel suggestion as to
the underlying cause of the neural disintegration that
is proposed to exist in patients with schizophrenia.
Specifically, Bartzokis (2002) suggested that neural
disintegration could arise from abnormalities in the
periadolescent process of myelination. It has long
been known that the normative developmental pro-
cess of myelination continues well into the second
decade of life, and that myelination of the association
cortices are not complete until at least 30 years of age
(Yakovlev et al., 1967). Given the aforementioned
role that myelin plays in increasing the transmission
velocity of neural signaling, Bartzokis (2002) proposed
that an abnormality in the periadolescent process of
myelination (particularly in the late-developing asso-
ciation cortices) could result in transmission delays,
causing “a loss of the brain’s ability to function
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normally by reducing its ability to maintain synchron-
ous communication across functional neural net-
works” (p. 678). In other words, Bartzokis suggested
that abnormalities in the normative maturational pro-
cesses of myelination could cause a breakdown in the
synchronicity of neural activity between spatially dis-
parate brain regions. This basic argument has also
been proposed independently by other researchers
(Fields, 2008; Walterfang et al., 2005).

Given the length of time that schizophrenia has
been thought of as a disorder of neural integration,
and given that WM constitutes the anatomical infra-
structure for long-distance communication in the
brain, it is in some ways surprising how little atten-
tion WM has, until recently, received in the neuro-
imaging literature. In another sense, however, this is
perhaps understandable, given the aforementioned
difficulties associated with studying WM via conven-
tional imaging techniques such as structural MRI.
The few studies which have used conventional MRI
to investigate WM abnormalities in patients with SZ
have produced equivocal results. Some studies have
reported volumetric and/or morphometric WM
abnormalities in patients with schizophrenia, including
in the corpus callosum (Rotarska-Jagiela and Linden,
2008), inferior longitudinal fasciculus (O’Daly et al.,
2007), and uncinate fasciculus (Park et al., 2004). Other
studies have reported volumetric abnormalities in FES
patients (e.g. Price et al., 2006), and at least one study
has reported progressive volumetric WM atrophy over
the first few years of illness in patients with FES
(Whitford et al., 2007a). In contrast, however, several
other published studies have failed to find evidence of
volumetric or morphometric WM abnormalities in SZ
patients (Cahn et al., 2002; Zahajszky et al., 2001;
Hirayasu et al., 2001).

The development of DTI in the 1980s opened up
new possibilities for the empirical investigation ofWM
in vivo. DTI differs from conventional MRI in that it is
sensitive to spin dephasing associated with molecular
movement. Specifically, DTI is sensitive to the random
movement of water molecules that result from unpre-
dictable thermal collisions, i.e. diffusion. DTI is based
on the fact that the direction and extent of water
diffusion in a given region of the brain provides clues
as to the microstructure of the underlying tissue.

In brain tissue, the diffusion of water molecules
is restricted by obstacles in the local environment,
such as phospholipid membranes, myelin sheaths,
macromolecules, etc. DTI relies on the fact that the

extent to which diffusion is restricted differs between
the different tissues of the brain. In the ventricular
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), for example, there are rela-
tively few obstacles to diffusion. As a result of this,
water diffusion in the CSF is relatively unrestricted,
and is consequently isotropic (i.e. spherical). In con-
trast, in a WM fiber bundle, the dense and coherently
aligned myelinated axons provide a considerable bar-
rier to water diffusion, with water being more likely to
diffuse parallel to the fiber bundle as opposed to
perpendicular to it. By calculating the distance over
which water diffuses from a given point in a given
amount of time in a number of independent direc-
tions, it is possible to construct a three-dimensional
shape that best describes the shape of the water diffu-
sion. The shape describing this diffusion is conven-
tionally modeled as an ellipsoid (see Figure 1.3).

The assumption in DTI is that the shape and size
of this ellipsoid provide information about the diffu-
sivity of the underlying tissue. There are various ways
in which the “shape” and “size” of a diffusion ellipsoid
can be quantified, but the two indices most com-
monly used in the literature are Fractional Anisotropy
(FA) for shape, and Mean Diffusivity (MD) for size.

FA is a measure of the anisotropy (i.e. non-
sphericity) of the diffusion ellipsoid. FA is generally
calculated with the following formula:

FA ¼ p
l1� l2ð Þ2 þ l2� l3ð Þ2 þ l1� l3ð Þ2� ��

p
2 � p l12 þ l22 þ l32

� �

FA can vary between values of zero and one, with
isotropic (spherical; Figure 1.3a) diffusion having a
value of zero and completely anisotropic (aspherical;
i.e. planar (Figure 1.3b) or linear (Figure 1.3c)) diffu-
sion having a value of 1 (see Figure 1.3b). In a WM
fiber bundle, reduced FA is generally assumed to
reflect damage to the myelin or axon membrane,
reduced axonal packing density, and/or reduced axo-
nal coherence (Kubicki et al., 2007).

MD, in contrast, is a measure of the size of the
diffusion ellipsoid, i.e. the average displacement of
water molecules as a result of diffusion in a given
amount of time. MD is generally calculated with the
following formula:

MD ¼ l1þl2þl3ð Þ=3 ¼ Trace=3

MD is highest in tissues where there are few
impediments to water diffusion (e.g. CSF), and lowest
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in tissues where diffusion is restricted at least one
direction (e.g. WM). Although FA and MD are almost
mathematically independent, they are often found to
be inversely related in the brain (such that tissue
showing high FA is generally found to show low
MD), as the microstructural impediments that give
rise to anisotropic diffusion also limit the maximal
volume of the diffusion ellipsoid. Whilst FA and MD
are the two indices that have been most commonly
employed in the literature, a number of other indices –
such as Mode (Ennis and Kindlmann, 2006), Inter-
Voxel Coherence (Federspiel et al., 2006), and Axial/
Radial diffusivity (Song et al., 2002) – have also been
developed. As will be discussed further below, these
novel indices are likely to play an important role in
determining the microstructural underpinnings of the
reported between-group differences in diffusivity.

Since 1998, when the first DTI study that investi-
gated for WM abnormalities in SZ patients was pub-
lished (Buchsbaum et al., 1998), over 50 DTI studies
have been published in the SZ literature. The

methodologies and results of the DTI studies pub-
lished to date are presented in Table 1.1. The remain-
der of this section summarizes the results of these
studies, and discusses their implications with respect
to the prevailing “connectivity”models of schizophre-
nia. This review aims to build on previously published
reviews of the DTI literature, such as by Kubicki et al.
(2007) and Kanaan et al. (2005).

Consistent findings in the DTI
literature on SZ
As can be seen in Table 1.1, there have already been
over 50 studies that have used DTI to investigate
WM abnormalities in SZ patients, and this number is
likely to increase dramatically in the next few years if
recent publication trends are any guide. Some consist-
ent results are already emerging, and these are sum-
marized on a point-by-point basis in the following
section. The following section also attempts to draw

Figure 1.3 Diffusion ellipsoids come in many different shapes and sizes. Panel (a) illustrates the shape of the diffusion ellipsoid resulting from
unrestricted water diffusion (i.e. isotropic). Isotropic diffusion is approximately what occurs in the fluid filled ventricles where there are few
obstacles to the diffusion of water. In the case of a WM fiber bundle, in contrast, the coherently aligned axon membranes and myelin sheaths
constitute a significant obstacle to the diffusion of water. In this case, water will more readily diffuse parallel to the fiber bundle as opposed to
perpendicular to it, and hence the resultant diffusion ellipsoid will be aspherical (i.e. anisotropic). An anisotropic diffusion ellipsoid can
show either planar anisotropy (i.e. shaped like a disk as in panel (b)) or linear anisotropy (i.e. shaped like a cigar as in panel (c)). Mode is a
measure of the linearity versus planarity of a diffusion ellipsoid. Panel (d) shows the variability in Mode between diffusion ellipsoids in the
inferior fronto occipital fasciculus of a healthy volunteer. Compare, for example, the “cigar shaped” ellipsoids at the top left of the panel
with the “disk shaped” ellipsoids near the bottom left. Images used with the kind permission of Drs. Westin (panels a c) and Kindlmann
(panel d) at the Surgical Planning Laboratory, Department of Radiology, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, and Harvard Medical School.
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some tentative conclusions regarding the physiological
underpinnings of the reported DTI abnormalities, and
how they might relate to the GM abnormalities that
were discussed in the first half of this chapter.

Fractional anisotropy is reduced in SZ patients, while
mean diffusivity is increased
By far the most consistent finding in SZ patients,
summarized in Table 1.1, is of FA reductions relative
to matched healthy controls. Of the 56 studies that
investigated group-wise differences in FA, all but 5
reported at least some evidence of FA reductions in
SZ patients. In saying this, however, it should be
noted that a sizeable proportion of the studies
reported in Table 1.1 employed voxel-based analysis
methods, which generally conduct thousands of stat-
istical comparisons and have been criticized for their
tendency to produce false-positive results, especially
in the absence of stringent corrections for multiple
comparisons (Davatzikos, 2004). The fact that statis-
tically non-significant results are, in general, more
difficult to publish than significant results could also
be reason behind the scarcity of negative results in
Table 1.1.

The second most consistent finding in SZ patients,
summarized in Table 1.1, is of increased MD. In spite
of the fact that MD was investigated in far fewer
studies than was FA, MD increases were reported in
the corpus callosum, inferior longitudinal fasciculus,
and fornix. As mentioned previously, an inverse rela-
tionship is often observed between FA and MD,
such that damage to a fiber bundle will typically result
in regionally decreased FA but increased MD
(Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2003). Thus, it is feasible
that the abnormally reduced FA and increased MD
simply reflect different indices of the same underlying
neuropathology.

Diffusion anisotropy abnormalities in SZ patients
are spatially widespread
Just as almost every gyrus and ganglion has been
implicated as being structurally abnormal in the
MRI literature (see above), diffusivity abnormalities
have been reported in almost every major WM fiber
bundle in SZ patients (see Table 1.1). This point is
illustrated by Figure 1.4, in which the centroids of
clusters of FA reductions from 20 VBM studies
(12 chronic and 8 FES) are overlaid onto a single
MR image. However, whilst it is true that the reported

diffusivity abnormalities have been widespread, it is
also true that some fiber bundles have been more
consistently found to be abnormal than have others,
with the corpus callosum, uncinate fasciculus, cingu-
lum bundle, and superior longitudinal fasciculus
among the most consistently affected bundles.

One explanation for these results is simply that SZ
is associated with diffuse WM abnormalities that
affect most of the major fiber bundles. However, an
alternative explanation (and one that will be revisited
in a later section) is that the non-specificity of the DTI
abnormalities is an artifact of studies lumping
together patients with vastly different clinical profiles
into a heterogeneous “schizophrenia group”. In other
words, it is possible that SZ patients with certain types
of clinical symptoms (e.g. auditory hallucinations)
will show quite different patterns of WM abnormality

Figure 1.4 An illustration of the observed extent of the
diffusion abnormalities exhibited by patients with schizophrenia.
The colored dots represent the centers of voxel clusters for which SZ
patients were found to exhibit reduced FA relative to matched
controls in 12 VBM studies with chronic patients (pink dots) and 8
VBM studies with FES patients (yellow dots). As can be seen, all of
the major WM fiber bundles have been implicated as being
structurally abnormal by at least one VBM study. Image used with
the kind permission of Eric Melonakos, Psychiatry Neuroimaging
Laboratory, Department of Psychiatry, Brigham and Women’s
Hospital, and Harvard Medical School, and the Neuroscience
Center, Brigham Young University.
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relative to patients experiencing other types of clinical
symptoms (e.g. passivity experiences), but that these
bundle-specific abnormalities are washed out when
patients are lumped together into a catch-all diagnos-
tic group. A third explanation lies in the fact that the
methodologies used for DTI acquisition, processing
and analysis have been largely unstandardized and
thus vary considerably between research groups.

Irregular myelin may underpin the diffusion anisotropy
abnormalities observed in SZ patients
There is evidence indicating that axonal membranes
are the primary determinant of anisotropic water
diffusion in WM fiber bundles (Beaulieu and Allen,
1994). Hence one possibility is that the reported FA
reductions in SZ patients are due to these patients
experiencing a pathological reduction in their number
of axons. However, as discussed previously, the evi-
dence suggests that SZ patients do not experience a
significant amount of neuron death, but that their
characteristic GM atrophy is more likely caused by a
reduction in synaptic infrastructure and neuropil.
Thus, if SZ patients do not show reduced numbers
of neurons (and hence axons) relative to healthy con-
trols, an alternative possibility is that the observed FA
abnormalities are caused by damage to their myelin.

It has already been demonstrated that myelin
abnormalities alone can result in substantial reduc-
tions in FA. In a recent study, Roy et al. (2007)
observed disrupted normal oligodendrocyte develop-
ment in mice by blocking the signaling of a necessary
growth factor (Neuroregulin-1). While these trans-
genic mice showed no differences in the size or den-
sity of axons in the corpus callosum, they did show
substantial reductions in myelin thickness and also
marked reductions in FA. Intriguingly, these mice
also showed abnormal increases in their levels of
dopamine receptors and transporters, both of which
are typical of SZ patients (Seeman and Kapur, 2000).

There is also evidence indicating that it is possible
to distinguish between axonal damage and dysmyeli-
nation on the basis of the distinctive patterns of
diffusivity abnormalities induced by these injuries.
Specifically, Song et al. (2002) demonstrated that
while the amount of diffusion perpendicular to the
principal orientation of the optic nerve (which they
termed “Radial Diffusivity”) was increased in trans-
genic shiverer mice with severe dysmyelination, the
amount of diffusion parallel to the tract (“Axial

Diffusivity”) was unaffected. Conversely, Song et al.
(2003) demonstrated that axonal injury concurrent
with myelin preservation resulted in a decrease in
axial diffusivity but no change in radial diffusivity.
These results are especially significant in the context
of the study by Ashtari et al. (2007) (see Table 1.1),
who found that schizophrenia patients exhibited
abnormally increased Radial Diffusivity in the infer-
ior longitudinal fasciculus, but no difference in Axial
Diffusivity – indicating the presence of myelin abnor-
malities but the absence of axonal abnormalities.
When taken in combination, the results of these stud-
ies suggest that myelin abnormalities are at least par-
tially responsible for the FA reduction typically
observed in SZ patients. These studies also illustrate
the value of using novel indices of diffusivity in com-
bination with the stalwart indices of FA and MD.

Evidence is equivocal as to whether WM abnormalities
are present at FES
It is as yet unclear as to whether WM abnormalities
are present in patients suffering from FES. The results
of the FES studies summarized in Table 1.1 are
equivocal. For example, Hao et al. (2006) reported
widespread FA reductions in FES patients, including
in the cingulum, inferior temporal gyrus WM and
precuneus WM. Price et al. (2007) also reported
abnormal FA reductions in the genu and splenium
of FES patients, and Federspiel et al. (2006) reported
widespread abnormal reduction in inter-voxel coher-
ence in FES patients, including in the corpus, cingu-
lum, and superior longitudinal fasciculus. On the
other hand, Price et al. (2005, 2008) failed to find
evidence of significant differences in FA between
FES patients and controls in the corpus callosum
and uncinate fasciculus, respectively. Friedman et al.
(2008) also failed to find evidence of FA abnormalities
in the inferior longitudinal fasciculus or the genu,
splenium, forceps minor, or forceps major of the
corpus in FES patients, but did report FA abnormal-
ities in at least a subset of these regions of interest
(ROIs) in patients with chronic schizophrenia.

The fact that FES patients have, as a whole, been
found to exhibit fewer and less severe diffusion
abnormalities compared to chronic patients suggests
that the inferred WM abnormalities are progressive,
at least over the initial years of illness. While this
issue has not yet been empirically addressed by means
of a longitudinal DTI study (although several studies
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have identified a negative correlation between age
and diffusion anisotropy measures in SZ patients;
e.g. Rosenberger et al., 2008), it has been investigated
using conventional MRI. For example, Whitford et al.
(2007a) reported evidence that FES patients lost a
significantly greater volume of WM in the uncinate
fasciculus bilaterally over the first 2–3 years of their
illness, relative to matched healthy controls. It would
be informative if this finding could be replicated
using DTI, especially in light of evidence from
functional MRI which has indicated that frontotem-
poral connectivity is abnormal in SZ patients (Lawrie
et al., 2002).

Positive correlation between FA and psychotic
symptoms in SZ patients
One interesting and consistently reported finding
in the DTI literature is of a positive correlation
between FA and the severity of psychotic symptoms
in SZ patients. That is, the majority of those studies in
Table 1.1 that reported a significant correlation
between FA and psychotic symptom severity observed
patients with higher FA values to show more severe
psychotic symptoms relative to patients with lower
FA values. Rotarska-Jagiela and Linden et al. (2008),
for example, reported a positive correlation between
FA in the corpus and patients’ scores on the PANSS-
Positive subscale. Similarly, Mitelman et al. (2007)
reported a positive correlation between FA in the
internal capsule and fronto-occipital fasciculus and
PANSS-Positive subscale score (although to be fair
they did also report a number of negative correl-
ations). Hubl et al. (2004) compared SZ patients with
auditory hallucinations to non-hallucinating patients
and found that the hallucinating patients exhibited
higher FA in the corpus, cingulum and arcuate fas-
ciculus than non-hallucinators. Similarly, Seok et al.
(2007) reported significantly higher FA values in the
SLF in patients with auditory hallucinations com-
pared with non-hallucinating patients. They also
reported a positive correlation between FA in SLF
and the severity of patients’ hallucinations. Shergill
et al. (2007) reported that the propensity for auditory
hallucinations in patients with SZ was associated
with increased FA in the superior longitudinal
fasciculus. Finally, Szeszko et al. (2008) reported
that higher FA in the inferior fronto-occipital
fasciculus correlatedwith the severity of several psychotic
symptoms including auditory hallucinations, delusions

of control, delusions of mind-reading, and persecutory
delusions.

What is notable about the aforementioned studies
is that they did not observe “highly symptomatic”
patients to exhibit abnormally high levels of FA, i.e.
relative to healthy controls. In contrast, of the two
studies (Seok et al., 2007; Hubl et al., 2004) that directly
compared the FA of “highly symptomatic” patients
with that of healthy controls, both observed the “highly
symptomatic” patients to have reduced FA in the ROIs
they investigated. The FA of these regions was, how-
ever, significantly higher in the “highly symptomatic”
patients relative to the “less symptomatic” patients.

What is the explanation for this seemingly para-
doxical finding that the more floridly psychotic a SZ
patient, the less severe their FA abnormalities? One
possibility lies in the fact that patients with chronic SZ
(who constituted the patient sample in the aforemen-
tioned studies) have typically received heavy exposure
to neuroleptic medications over the course of their
illness. This point is salient given that, in addition to
reducing the severity of patients’ psychotic symptoms,
neuroleptic medications have been suggested to cause
cerebral atrophy in and of themselves, and especially
in the oligodendrocytes which constitute the bulk of
the white matter (Konopaske et al., 2008). Thus one
possible explanation for the general finding that the
more floridly psychotic SZ patients had less severe FA
abnormalities than their less-psychotic counterparts
could be that highly psychotic patients received less
exposure to neuroleptic medications. Whilst this
explanation must be considered seriously, especially
in the absence of a study identifying a positive correl-
ation between diffusion anisotropy and psychotic
symptomatology in neuroleptic-naive SZ patients, it
must also be borne in mind that at least two of the
aforementioned studies (Seok et al., 2007; Szeszko
et al., 2008) statistically controlled for patients’ expos-
ure to neuroleptic medications and still observed the
positive correlation.

An alternative possibility lies with the “self-
monitoring” theory of psychotic symptoms (Feinberg,
1978; Frith, 1992; Ford et al., 2001). Broadly speaking,
the “self-monitoring” theory argues that psychotic
symptoms can arise when a person performs an action
(either physical, such as moving one’s hand, or mental,
such as engaging in internal speech) without being
aware of their intention to perform the action. This
“failure of awareness” has been hypothesized to be
caused by abnormalities in the “corollary discharges”
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(CDs) that are sent from the brain regions involved in
initiating the action (e.g. the premotor cortex, in the
example of a hand movement) to the regions involved
in processing the sensory consequences of that action
(e.g. the parietal lobe, in the example of the hand
movement; Frith et al., 2000). It has previously been
suggested by Whitford et al. (in press) that abnormal-
ities inWM fiber bundles connecting the initiation and
destination sites of CDs could underpin some psych-
otic symptoms. Specifically, if FA reductions resulting
from dysmyelination were present in WM fiber
bundles connecting the sites of CD initiation and des-
tination, then the consequently slowed transmission
velocity of the CDs could result in the CDs and the
primary discharges reaching their respective destin-
ations asynchronously. In the example of the hand
movement, this could result in a person moving their
hand before being aware of their intention to do so,
which could lead to delusions of control (Frith and
Done, 1989). The relevant point here is that a greater
degree of dysmyelination (and a consequently slower
transmission velocity), would not necessarily be
expected to result in more severe psychotic symptoms.
On the contrary, it is possible that primary discharges
and CDs can only be integrated (even pathologically, as
in the example of the delusion) if they arrive at their
respective destinations within a certain critical time
period. Thus if severe dysmyelination caused a CD to
arrive at its destination too late to even be pathologic-
ally associated with its primary discharges, then rather
than resulting in a psychotic symptom, this might
instead trigger symptoms of psychomotor poverty, as
the network might “freeze up”: “much as a computer
locks up when it cannot match signals sent at an
incorrect rate” in the words of Andreasen (1999, p.
785). This might explain why the “highly psychotic”
patients in the aforementioned studies exhibited FA
values closer to normal that their “less-psychotic”
counterparts. Testing this hypothesis could provide a
fruitful avenue for future research, and emphasizes the
importance of distinguishing between SZ patients on
the basis of their symptom profiles, rather than simply
lumping patients together into the catch-all diagnostic
basket of “schizophrenia”.

How do these findings relate to each
other? A speculative hypothesis
If one thing is clear from the multitude of MRI and
DTI studies reviewed in this chapter, it is that there

is now a great deal of evidence indicating that
SZ patients exhibit consistent (albeit subtle) and wide-
spread abnormalities in both their GM and WM. An
important question, then, is whether these GM and
WM abnormalities have separate causes, or whether
they share a common underlying pathology.

In this final section, a highly speculative theory
is presented as to how a single mechanism could
potentially underlie the GM abnormalities, WM
abnormalities, hyperdopaminergia and psychotic
features characteristic of schizophrenia.

The theory presupposes that schizophrenia arises
because of some (currently incompletely understood)
developmental trigger during late adolescence/early
adulthood. This trigger (which may relate to the peri-
pubertal increase in the levels of sex hormones; DeBellis
et al., 2001) causes the abnormal expression of a number
of oligodendrocyte-related genes during the peripuber-
tal myelination of the association cortices. The resulting
myelin is structurally abnormal (Uranova et al., 2007),
and subsequently functionally abnormal in its ability to
insulate axon membranes and increase the conduction
velocity of action potentials. This disruption results in
small but significant transmission delays in communi-
cations between spatially disparate GM regions. If this
dysmyelination occurs inWM fiber bundles connecting
the initiation and destination sites of certain corollary
discharges (CDs), then this results in the CDs reaching
their destination subsequent to the termination of their
corresponding primary discharge. As discussed previ-
ously, this could lead to actions being performed in the
absence of an awareness of an intention to act, which in
turn could lead to internally generated actions being
perceived as externally generated, and subsequently cer-
tain types of psychotic symptoms.

To speculate even further, it is possible that the
brain’s response to feedback indicating that internally
generated, willed actions are not being executed as
planned (i.e. due to them being perceived as externally
generated) is to amplify the neural signal(s) involved
in initiating the willed action. In this regard it is
interesting to consider the role that dopamine is
known to play in the initiation of motor actions
(Jahanshahi and Frith, 1998).4 To summarize, if the
brain’s response to the “feeling” that internally gener-
ated actions were not being executed as planned was
to either increase its levels of dopamine or increase its
sensitivity to dopamine (e.g. by increasing its number
of dopamine receptors), then this could explain the
hyperdopaminergia characteristically exhibited by SZ
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patients. Furthermore, this could also account for the
fascinating results of Roy et al. (2007). As previously
mentioned, Roy et al. (2007) disrupted normal oligo-
dendrocyte development in mice by blocking the sig-
naling of a necessary growth factor (Neuroregulin-1).
The resultant transgenic mice exhibited significantly
thinned myelin in the corpus callosum, significant FA
reductions, significant nerve conduction delays and
significantly increased levels of dopamine receptors and
transporters in the limbic system, basal ganglia and
cortex. In other words, by disrupting normal myelin
formation, they were able to increase the sensitivity of
the brains of these transgenic mice to dopamine – just
as the brains of SZ patients have been shown to be
hypersensitive to dopamine (Seeman and Kapur,
2000).

In addition to underpinning the hyperdopaminer-
gia and psychosis associated with schizophrenia, the
disruption in neural synchronization caused bymyelin
abnormalities could also potentially underlie the GM
atrophy associated with the disease. It has previously
been shown that one of the major factors influencing
whether a synapse in the embryonic nervous system
survives development is the synchrony of its activity
relative to the activity of other synapses on the same
neuron. Specifically, there is evidence that a synapse is
more likely to be eliminated if it is asynchronously
active relative to other synapses on the same neuron
(Purves and Lichtman, 1980). If (a) similar mechan-
isms for synaptic elimination occur for the periadoles-
cent “synaptic prune” as for embryonic development,
and (b) dysmyelination does indeed result in disrupted
neural synchrony in SZ patients, then this dysmyelina-
tion could result in the elimination of synapses that
would otherwise have been preserved, i.e. a period of
“hyper-pruning” in SZ patients (Bartzokis, 2002;
Whitford et al., in press). Such a reduction in the
number of synapses and their associated infrastructure
could potentially account for the GM atrophy typically
observed in SZ patients, and would be consistent with
the observation that SZ patients show an increase in
neuron density but not a reduction in neuron number
(Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1999).

Needless to say, this theory is extremely specula-
tive and would benefit from a great deal more sup-
porting empirical evidence. However, if nothing else,
the theory provides an example of how GM and WM
abnormalities that have been so consistently observed
in SZ patients could feasibly be caused by a single
underlying pathological mechanism.

Concluding comments
This chapter has attempted to summarize the findings
of the 800þ structural MR studies and 50þDTI studies
that have investigated structural brain abnormalities in
patients with schizophrenia. The chapter concludes
with a potential mechanism by which the GM abnor-
malities (identified via MRI) and WM abnormalities
(identified viaDTI) that have been consistently reported
in SZ patients could potentially result from a single
underlying cause – namely, abnormal myelin develop-
ment in the periadolescent period. Regardless of
whether the hypothesis turns out to be correct, however,
we suggest that it is important to consider both the
mechanisms underlying the characteristic neuropathol-
ogies of schizophrenia and the relationship between
these neuropathologies and the clinical features of the
disease. Only by understanding these mechanisms will it
become possible to target them directly with therapy –
both pharmacological and psychological. For example, if
dysmyelination was indeed shown to underlie the
GM atrophy and hyperdopaminergia characteristic of
schizophrenia, then targeting the root cause of this
problem (e.g. with remyelinating medications such as
those currently used in the treatment of multiple scler-
osis; Stangel, 2004) could provide a useful adjunct to the
presently available battery of antipsychotic medications.
In contrast to the prevailing belief of 50 years ago, it is
now clear – largely as a result of the MRI and DTI
research discussed in this chapter – that there is a neuro-
pathology of schizophrenia. The overriding challenge
now is to understand the cause of this neuropathology.
Once we are armed with this understanding, it may
finally be possible to develop a targeted and comprehen-
sive treatment strategy for this terrible disease that
causes so much suffering to so many people.
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Box 1.1. Summary

After more than 20 years of structural MRI and 10 years
of DTI research, it is now clear that schizophrenia is
associated with subtle yet widespread abnormalities in
both the gray and white matter of the brain.

The evidence suggests that the widely docu-
mented gray matter abnormalities (most consistently
reported in the temporal cortex, limbic system and
association cortices) do not represent widespread
neuron death, but are instead likely due to the elim-
ination of synaptic infrastructure.

While less is known about the microstructural
underpinnings of the white matter abnormalities
(inferred with DTI), they are thought, at least in part,
to be due to abnormalities in the developmental
process of myelination.

Given the role that myelin is known to play in
modulating the transmission velocity of action poten-
tials, there has been growing interest in the idea that
the cognitive disorganization and psychotic symptoms
characteristic of schizophrenia could result from dys-
myelination-induced transmission delays causing a dis-
coordination in the activity of spatially disparate
populations of neurons.

In light of studies indicating that the synchrony of
synaptic activity is a major determinant of synaptic
survival during development, it is also feasible that
such dysmyelination-induced transmission delays
could induce asynchronous synaptic activity and
hence abnormal synaptic elimination during the nor-
mative periadolescent period of “synaptic pruning”.
Dysmyelination could also feasibly underpin the
hyperdopaminergia characteristic of schizophrenia if
it interfered with the neural circuitry underlying the
generation and monitoring of willed actions.

While the ultimate role of myelin abnormalities in
the etiology of schizophrenia remains largely unclear,
the idea that schizophrenia could ultimately be a
disorder of the white matter – with the well-docu-
mented gray matter abnormalities as a secondary
consequence – is one that has the potential to radic-
ally change both the conceptualization of the dis-
order, and its treatment strategies.
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Endnotes

1. Given the length constraints of a book chapter, a fine grained
analysis of the DTI literature is more feasible than a similar
analysis of the MRI literature.

2. One of the primary factors behind this rapid recent expansion
in MRI research has been the development of voxel based
morphometry (VBM) as an MRI analysis method. In contrast
to traditional region of interest (ROI) methodologies, in which
specific brain structures are manually defined on MR images
and the volumes of these structures statistically compared
between groups (i.e. 1 statistical test per ROI), in VBM all
MR images are warped into the same global shape, and group
wise statistical analyses are performed at every voxel in the
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normalized images (i.e. thousands of statistical tests).
A significant advantage of VBM, and undoubtedly a major
reason behind its popularity, lies in the fact that it can be fully
automated, and hence is a far less labor intensive approach
than traditional ROI methods. Another advantage of VBM lies
in the fact that by investigating for structural abnormalities at
every voxel in the brain, it is not constrained to comparing
ROIs defined by potentially erroneous or incomplete prior
hypotheses. Notwithstanding the strengths of the method,
however, VBM has also been the subject of considerable criti
cism in the neuroimaging literature, with much of the criticism
revolving around the validity of the warping algorithms, the
danger of Type I error inflation due to the vast numbers of
statistical comparisons involved, and the negative connota
tions associated with the exploratory nature of an approach
not guided by a priori hypotheses.

3. It is important to emphasize the fact that the “GM abnormal
ities” reported here refer only to group wise differences in

brain structure between samples of SZ patients and samples
of matched healthy controls. In other words, not every SZ
patient has been found to exhibit these abnormalities in brain
structure the abnormalities are only apparent at the group
level. Thus it is not possible to “diagnose” someone with SZ on
the basis of an MR scan, as there is simply too great an overlap
in the structural variance of the brains of healthy people
relative to the brains of SZ patients. The hope, nonetheless,
is that as the spatial resolution of MR images improves, and as
advances continue in the post processing of neuroimages, we
will be able to use MR imaging, in conjunction with other
biomarkers, to diagnose schizophrenia on the basis of bio
logical features rather than on the basis of a symptom profile,
as is currently used.

4. Consider, for example, the difficulties that patients with Parkin
son’s disease (who experience dopaminergic cell death in the
substantia nigra and subsequently exhibit pathologically low levels
of striatal dopamine) have in initiating willed motor actions.
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Chapter

2 Functional imaging of schizophrenia

Godfrey D. Pearlson

Introduction
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) neu-
roimaging investigations in schizophrenia have been
used for a variety of purposes. These include shedding
light on the underlying pathophysiology of the illness,
understanding the neural basis of characteristic symp-
toms, aiding with diagnostic classification, predicting
treatment outcome, and understanding the effects of
risk genes for the disorder.

Many of these efforts have been complicated by
the fact that no central etiopathology is known for the
disorder, which is non-uniform in clinical presenta-
tion, and overlaps symptomatically with other psychi-
atric disorders. As well, there are many associated
challenges and confounds that add variance to func-
tional imaging data in schizophrenia, including the
fact that many patients are chronically ill and rou-
tinely take multiple medications known to affect
functional brain response. Due to both positive
and negative schizophrenia symptoms, they may be
unwilling or unable to engage fully with test proced-
ures, especially on complex tasks requiring sustained
attention. Much of the existing functional MRI litera-
ture is based on blood oxygen level-dependent
(BOLD) activation differences gathered during the
performance of cognitive tasks, most often those on
which patients are known characteristically to per-
form poorly outside of the scanner. Such an approach
has undoubtedly been valuable and produced a
large and rich literature. However, none of the fMRI
abnormalities recorded in this manner to date has
proved diagnostic, and as we discuss below, illness-
related performance differences can introduce un-
avoidable confounds in such task designs. However,
cognitive probe-based designs are not the only major
approach used by functional MRI researchers in

schizophrenia; some of the major paradigms are listed
in Table 2.1.

Early functional imaging studies of psychiatrically
ill patients, which used mainly single photon emis-
sion tomography (SPECT) or positron emission tom-
ography (PET), examined individuals at rest. More
recent investigators have argued persuasively that task
conditions should be standardized and carefully
specified, so that patients and controls could be more
validly compared. Cognitive-based designs were gen-
erally chosen to accomplish this, so that particular
brain regions or circuits could be specifically probed
using “cognitive stress tests”, based on tasks that were
known in healthy volunteers to be dependent on the
integrity of recognized neural circuits for their
normal performance. This general approach has
proved extremely useful and continues to be so,
although interestingly, as we will review later, in
recent years novel analysis methods have enabled
much useful information to be extracted from the
type of taskless design that was generally abandoned
for PET imaging in the 1980s.

Cognitive task-based designs
Consistent with the task-directed strategy, the major-
ity of functional imaging designs in schizophrenia
patients have focused on cognitive task-based para-
digms. This approach is a reasonable one since
impaired cognition is a fundamental feature of
schizophrenia, (the “dementia” of dementia praecox),
that manifests early in the disorder, tends to endure,
predicts instrumental functioning (Green, 1996), and
is not fundamentally altered by any current antipsy-
chotic medications (Harvey and Keefe, 2001). The
dominant paradigm is the use of cognitive activation
designs where cerebral BOLD measures are examined
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in relation to specific cognitive task demands within a
defined cognitive domain.

As reviewed by Ragland et al. (2007), investigators
hewing to this approach generally choose functional
tasks in which patients’ behavior clearly distinguishes
them from that of healthy controls – for example,
working memory or attention, where many schizo-
phrenia patients tend to be demonstrably impaired
and have used fMRI designs that quantify between-
group functional differences during task performance.
For example, in comparing schizophrenia patients
to healthy controls, workingmemory (WM) tasks such
as the N-back and Sternberg paradigms show robust
between-group differences in both behavior and acti-
vation in task-relevant circuits (that typically include
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, parietal regions, hippo-
campus). Patients may over- or under-activate relative
to controls, for example as a function of task difficulty
andWM load. A refinement of the above approach has
been to choose parametric designs where a graded
variety of task difficulties can be chosen, allowing

schizophrenia patients and controls to be compared
either at equivalent levels of task difficulty, or at
comparable levels of task performance. More sophis-
ticated task analysis has, for example, compared
low-performing controls to high-performing patients
to help dissect intrinsic illness from performance
factors.

More recent investigations have employed even
more specific task paradigms derived from experi-
mental cognitive neuroscience, that parse cognitive
operations into distinct components; for example,
working memory versus attention. Such improved
designs also parametrically adjust, for example,
working memory load or response inhibition com-
ponents separately. Also, newer fMRI studies have
transitioned from block design studies that average
activity over multiple trials to event-related designs
measuring activation during specific trials, yielding
the ability to select for analysis only those encoding
trials in a memory task that subsequently resulted in
correct recognitions, for example.

Working memory tasks
Barch and Smith (2008) concluded both that
working memory is a central, well-studied construct
in cognitive science and that this domain is con-
sidered to be a core cognitive deficit in schizophrenia.
Thus, among cognitive-based paradigms, working
memory (using several varieties of stimulus sets
including verbal and spatial material) has been the
dominant functional MRI task studied in schizophre-
nia patients.

Workingmemory is commonly defined as the abil-
ity to hold information on-line and manipulate it for
short periods of time (Baddeley, 1992), and has been
extensively studied in humans and animals. Working
memory is one exemplar of a related series of executive
abilities, including planning and multi-tasking, all of
which appear to be significantly impaired in many
patients with schizophrenia (Silver et al., 2003).
Working memory disturbances in schizophrenia are
present in never-treated individuals, both acutely ill
and chronic schizophrenia patients, and in unaffected
first-degree relatives of patients (Meda, 2008). WM
fMRI studies have largely focused anatomically on
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), an area
implicated in working memory studies of non-human
primates (Friedman and Goldman-Rakic, 1994;
Miller et al., 1996; Petrides, et al., 1995), as well as in

Table 2.1 Simplified summary of types of MRI experiments
commonly used to study schizophrenia

Probe/
domain

Examples References

Cognitive task Cognitive control Ragland et al.,
2007

Working memory
attention

Callicott et al.,
2003b

Response inhibition Manoach, 2003

Social/
emotional
task

Face processing Marwick and
Hall, 2008

Emotion
recognition

Baas et al.,
2008

Core positive
symptoms

Formal thought
disorder

Assaf et al.,
2007

Auditory
hallucinations

Hoffman et al.,
2007

No task Resting state Jafri et al., 2009

Default mode
derived from
cognitive
paradigms

Garrity et al.,
2008
Whitfield et al.,
2009
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human fMRI workingmemory tasks (D’Esposito et al.,
1999; Manoach et al., 2003; Rypma and D’Esposito,
1999; Veltman et al., 2003). Although DLPFC is a vital
node in a distributed circuit subserving this task, other
modules in the functional network relevant to the task
are additional portions of frontal cortex, including
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), frontal pole
and anterior cingulate cortex, as well as inferior par-
ietal lobule (Manoach, 2003) and hippocampus (Glahn
et al., 2005; Meda, 2008).

Working memory tasks typically incorporate three
epochs – encoding, maintenance, and recognition/
retrieval – although all three epochs are not explicitly
modeled separately in many task designs. There are
disagreements in the literature examining healthy sub-
jects as to relative DLPFC involvement in these various
task phases (see for example Rypma and D’Esposito,
1999 vs. Veltman et al., 2003).

Working memory deficits are clearly important in
schizophrenia; patients exhibit deficits on working
memory tasks of varied designs (Barch et al., 1998;
Cohen et al., 1996; Goldberg et al., 1998; Park
and Holzman, 1992; Park et al., 1999; Wexler et al.,
1998). Given the above-reviewed evidence for critical
DLPFC involvement in normal task performance,
fMRI studies in schizophrenia typically focus on
patient/control activation differences in this region.
Characteristics of the illness-related DLPFC abnormal-
ity are disputed; some studies report that schizophrenia
patients show DLPFC under-activation compared to
controls (Callicott et al., 1998; Yurgelun-Todd et al.,
1996); others reveal over-activation (Callicott et al.,
2003a; Manoach et al., 2000). These discrepant
reports are likely dynamic rather than simply being
“correct” vs. “incorrect”; the magnitude and direction
of BOLD response depend on relative task difficulty
and a given individual’s baseline efficiency on a particu-
lar task (Callicott et al., 2003a; Johnson et al., 2006;
Meda et al., 2008). Thus the apparent discrepancy
relates to task performance and task difficulty. In
Callicott et al. (2003a), when patients’ working
memory performance was matched to that of controls,
patients showed relative DLPFC over-activation; how-
ever, Manoach et al. (2000) found that at matched
performance between-group activation was similar.
A parsimonious explanation is that under conditions
of equivalent task performance, schizophrenia patients
activate DLPFC “inefficiently” and thus show greater
working memory-related activation than do controls
(Callicott et al., 2000). Then, as task difficulty increases,

patients may disengage or begin performing poorly
as they exceed their cognitive capacity, resulting in
relative DLPFC under-activation (Callicott et al.,
2003a; Johnson et al., 2006; Manoach et al., 2000,
2003; Callicott et al., 2000).

One way to summarize the above (see Figure 2.1) is
that working memory load appears to be correlated
with DLPFC activation in an inverted U-shaped curve.

Under the above explanatory scheme, the curve in
schizophrenia compared to healthy controls appears to
both be flatter and to be shifted towards the left, con-
sistent with inefficient task-related BOLD response
(Callicott, 2003b; Johnson et al., 2006).

One can address these issues experimentally by
examining activation across multiple levels of increas-
ing memory load, which several studies accomplished
using an N-back working memory task. For example,
Callicott et al. (2000) showed increasing right PFC
activation in schizophrenia with increased memory
load across a circumscribed range of loads below
capacity, and hypothesized by extension that activity
might begin to decrease when WM capacity was
exceeded, as previously shown in healthy control sub-
jects (Callicott et al., 1999). Perlstein et al. (2001) also
employed a limited working memory load range, but
found decreased right DLPFC activation at the
highest load in patients compared with control
subjects. Similarly, Jansma et al. (2004) exceeded
WM capacity in patients using a 3-back load; com-
pared with controls, schizophrenia patients showed
increasing DLPFC activity as load increased up to
capacity at the 3-back level, when activity dropped.

Figure 2.1 Conceptual model describing the hypothesized shape
of neural response to increasing task load in the working memory
network. The model predicts that schizophrenia patients and
controls have similar load response curves when dealing with
increasing working memory load, but that patients’ response curves
are both shifted to the left, resulting in apparent over activations at
low loads and under activations at high loads, as well as flatter in
shape, reflecting reduced ability to modulate neural response with
increasing task difficulty.
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N-back designs carry an inherent design problem,
however. The steep difficulty gradient of the task
limits studies of working memory load response to
three working memory load levels. The 1-back level
is relatively easy for all subjects, but the 3-back level
exceeds working memory capacity in many patients
and some healthy control subjects. This may explain
downward trends in activation as one moves from the
2- to the 3-back condition. Also, patients are aware of
their poor task performance at more difficult levels,
and as a consequence can become demoralized and
lose motivation and engagement with the task. In
addition, N-back tasks tend to incorporate target stim-
uli as probes, conflating the separate working memory
subprocesses of encoding, maintenance, and retrieval
which are important to model separately, as they may
both have differing underlying functional anatomy,
and show differential impairment in schizophrenia.

For the above reasons, other investigators have
used versions of the Sternberg Item Recognition Para-
digm (Sternberg, 1966) to examine working memory
(Manoach et al., 1997, 2000, 2003; Veltman et al.,
2003, Johnson et al., 2006; Meda et al., 2008) (Figures
2.2 and 2.3), because working memory load can be
increased more gradually and distinct task stages sep-
arated more easily.

Most recently, in selecting new working memory
tasks to address remaining knowledge gaps for the
Cognitive Neuroscience Treatment Research to
Improve Cognition in Schizophrenia (CNTRICS)
initiative, Barch et al. (2009) concluded that the two
major constructs of interest for future working
memory studies in schizophrenia were goal mainten-
ance and interference control. They recommended
use of the AX-Continuous Performance Task/Dot
Pattern Expectancy task for the former, and the recent
probes and operation/symmetry span tasks for the
latter, for translation for use in clinical trials.

Despite the many working memory studies con-
ducted in schizophrenia, several important questions
remain to be addressed regarding the specific neural
basis of impaired cognition in schizophrenia.

Is activation occurring in inappropriate
regions, and if so why?
Irrespective of the working memory task employed,
when examining task-related activation in schizo-
phrenia vs. controls, several investigators (e.g. Glahn
et al., 2005; Ragland et al., 2007), reviewing the
N-back literature, comment generally on more

Figure 2.2 Sternberg item recognition paradigm (SIRP) showing
the main effect of the encoding phase in 30 healthy control subjects.

Figure 2.3 Sternberg item recognition paradigm showing the
main effect of the recognition phase in the same 30 healthy control
subjects as Figure 2.2.
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diffuse/less punctuate DLPFC activation in schizo-
phrenia, and more specifically on anterior medial
and ventral frontal activation in patients that could
be interpreted as task-inappropriate activation, repre-
senting reliance for “backup” on more functional
neighboring regions. Some authors note a shift of
the most highly activated DLPFC voxels in schizo-
phrenia away from the area identified in healthy con-
trol subjects to immediately adjacent regions (Glahn
et al., 2005). The explanation for this latter phenom-
enon could be based on aberrant functional connect-
ivity, or even an anatomically based shift in functional
localization. Currently these explanations (“wrong
area” vs. “right area shifted to a different place”)
remain at the level of untested hypotheses, but
ultimately testing them empirically may prove
important for understanding the basis of the working
memory-associated activation abnormalities in
schizophrenia. A more recent quantitative meta-
analysis (Minzenberg et al., 2009) sheds more light
on this issue, and places it in a more general context,
by examining published studies of prefrontal cortical
dysfunction in schizophrenia across multiple tasks of
executive cognition, of which working memory rep-
resents one subset. The major aim was to clarify
whether aberrant frontal activation represents con-
current, overlapping dysfunction of several prefrontal
region- and process-specific impairments, versus a
more overarching dysfunction in a cognitive control
network. The authors concluded that during executive
task performance all groups activate a similar neural
network, with critical nodes in the DLPFC and ACC,
“consistent with the engagement of a general-purpose
cognitive control network”. Interestingly, in between-
group analyses, patients had related activation
reductions in left DLPFC, rostral/dorsal ACC, left
thalamus, as well as in inferior/posterior cortical
areas. Conversely, schizophrenia was associated with
increased activation in several midline cortical areas
which could be compensatory in nature, as suggested
in an earlier paper (Glahn et al., 2005).

The role of context and a dissection of task phase
The observation of Johnson et al. (2006), of differen-
tial patient vs. control responsiveness to difficulty
context, is consistent with a hypothesis that schizo-
phrenia is associated with reduced ability to use con-
text to guide task performance (Barch et al., 2001;
Cohen et al., 1996; Ford et al., 2004; Henik et al.,
2002; Servan-Schreiber et al., 1996). With regard to

clarifying specificity of deficits in working memory
in schizophrenia to task phase, better study of the
maintenance period between encoding and retrieval
could isolate the precise nature and progression of
working memory breakdown in schizophrenia.
A recent paper provides one example of this. Driesen
et al. (2008) compared prefrontal cortical activity
during specific phases of working memory in con-
trols and in schizophrenia using a spatial working
memory task, similar to that used in non-human
primates, at two levels of memory load, to better
separate activation into encoding, maintenance, and
response phases. While task accuracy was similar in
the two groups, patients showed less prefrontal brain
activation during maintenance and response phases,
but not during encoding phases of working memory.
The reduced prefrontal activity in patients during
maintenance was related to a greater decay rate of
activity over time.

In summary, abnormal working memory-related
fMRI activation in schizophrenia occurs in a network,
not a single region (DLPFC), and is affected by several
factors. Activation during retrieval is abnormal, perhaps
especially due to particular impairment of the mainten-
ance period. The working memory network in patients
seems less responsive to context and changing load
demands, suggesting that both hyper- and hypoacti-
vation are due to an inability to muster and allocate
neural resources at context-appropriate levels. Finally,
Johnson et al. (2006) argued for the need for future
studies to analyze performance at the trial rather than
the group level to characterize fully the relationship
between neural activity and successful workingmemory
performance.

An early, comprehensive approach was to consider
that schizophrenia was predominantly a disease of
DLPFC and that the workingmemory deficits in schizo-
phrenia explained comprehensively other notable
cognitive deficits as well as major positive symptoms
of the disorder (e.g. for the latter argument see Cohen
et al., 1996; Silver et al., 2003). However, brief reflection
suggests difficulties with this approach. First, network-
level understanding derived from cognitive neuro-
science provides a more sophisticated explanation
for circuit-wide abnormalities in schizophrenia, which
is consistent with more recent understanding of
how brain regions collaborate to support cognitive
operations.

Independent component analysis (ICA) is one
method used to identify such temporally coherent
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networks (Calhoun et al., 2008). ICA is a data-driven
approach which is especially useful for decomposing
activation during complex cognitive tasks where mul-
tiple operations may occur simultaneously.

One insight derived from ICA is that the same
region can participate simultaneously in concurrent
cognitive operations during performance of complex
multi-element cognitive tasks, such as simulated
vehicle driving. The theme that disruption of neural
circuits is an important part of the pathophysiology
of schizophrenia will be taken up again in the
concluding portion of this chapter.

Second, fMRI reveals that regions other than
DLPFC, and not necessarily strongly connected to it,
behave abnormally in schizophrenia. The anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC) is one example of a brain
region forming part of a network that is severely
disrupted in schizophrenia. ACC activity in schizo-
phrenia is abnormal across a wide range of cognitive
operations that normally involve this region. These
span both more complex cognitive paradigms such as
the Stroop paradigm, involving conflict monitoring/
cognitive interference, all the way to simpler tasks
such as auditory oddball detection (Laurens et al.,
2005; Kiehl et al., 2007). Response inhibition, error
detection and conflict tasks in schizophrenia reliably
elicit abnormal (usually deficient) ACC activation
(Rubia et al., 2001; Heckers et al., 2004; Kerns et al.,
2005), consistent with known cognitive impairment
in schizophrenia during tasks involving performance
of error monitoring and conflict resolution. Interest-
ingly, however, tasks that do not normally produce
robust activation of ACC in healthy subjects, such as
working memory paradigms, seem to inappropriately
activate ACC in schizophrenia subjects, perhaps
because they are invoking conflict situations not seen
in healthy controls, as suggested by Ragland et al.
(2007).

Positive-symptom-based approaches
Functional MRI studies in schizophrenia have utilized
multiple approaches. Some investigators have started
with obvious, active positive clinical symptoms, for
example hallucinations, and attempted to identify the
underlying circuitry. Although it is impossible to get
patients to hallucinate “on cue”, Sommer et al. (2008)
reported that auditory verbal hallucinations were
associated with activation in the right homologue of
Broca’s area and right superior temporal gyrus and

bilateral insula, supramarginal gyri, while Broca’s area
and left superior temporal gyrus were not activated.
Hoffman et al. (2008) reported that fMRI maps of pre-
hallucination periods revealed activation in the left
anterior insula and in the right middle temporal gyrus,
as well as deactivation in the anterior cingulate and
parahippocampal gyri, possibly reflecting brain events
triggering or increasing vulnerability to auditory/
verbal hallucinations.

Indirect methods, not looking at activation during
hallucination events, have been employed by other
investigators. For example, Wible et al. (2009) exam-
ined data from the Sternberg working memory task
in schizophrenia subjects during the task probe con-
dition (during which subjects rehearsed stimuli).
Patients with auditory hallucinations (relative to
non-hallucinating subjects) showed decreased activity
in superior temporal and inferior parietal regions,
where activity also correlated with severity of hallu-
cinations. Ford et al. (2009) examined patients during
performance of an auditory target detection task,
hypothesizing that hallucinating patients would show
less auditory cortical activation to external acoustic
stimuli in prespecified regions in primary and sec-
ondary auditory cortex, auditory association cortex,
and middle temporal gyrus. Hallucinators had less
activation to probe tones in left (but not right) pri-
mary auditory cortex (BA41). Overall, these studies
implicate dysfunction of the auditory and language
systems in the genesis of auditory hallucinations.

Because hallucinations are discrete, unpredictable
events that are difficult to characterize directly in fMRI
tasks, researchers interested in the neural basis of posi-
tive symptoms have tended to worked more with
formal thought disorder, based on existing cognitive
neuroscience knowledge. Formal thought disorder
(FTD) in schizophrenia has been of considerable inter-
est to researchers because of its resemblance to
Wernicke’s aphasia and the well-documented relation-
ship between structural differences in schizophrenia in
superior temporal gyrus in relationship to positive
symptoms first described by Barta et al. (1990).
Because it is hypothesized that FTD results from
impaired semantic memory processing, Assaf et al.
(2006) used an fMRI semantic object memory retrieval
task in schizophrenia subjects and healthy controls
and assessed symptom severity with the Thought
Disorder Index (TDI). Participants viewed two words
describing object features that either evoked (object
recall) or did not evoke a semantic concept. Patients
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tended to over-recall objects for feature pairs that did
not describe the same object. Functionally, activation
in rostral anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (an area
that may function in choosing between alternatives,
or in exclusion of inappropriate choices) in patients
positively correlated with FTD severity during both
correct recalled and over-recalled trials. Compared to
controls, during object recall, patients over-activated
bilateral ACC, temporo-occipital junctions, temporal
poles and parahippocampi, right inferior frontal gyrus,
and DLPFC, but under-activated inferior parietal
lobules. Thus schizophrenia patients abnormally
activated brain areas involved in semantic memory,
verbal working memory, and initiation and suppres-
sion of conflicting responses, which were associated
with semantic over-recall and FTD.

More recently, the same authors (Assaf et al.,
2009) better characterized the semantic object retrie-
val process by exploring the temporal sequence of and
the relationship between the left and right hemi-
spheres during the same fMRI semantic retrieval task
described above in healthy individuals. They found an
early activation of the right hemisphere that was
closely followed by left hemisphere activation, to
facilitate performance during word retrieval from
semantic memory. Taken in conjunction with the
above findings in both FTD and auditory hallucin-
ations, these data as a whole are consistent with aber-
rant hemispheric lateralization, or a variant of the
disconnection hypothesis underpinning these symp-
toms in schizophrenia.

Cognitive neuroscience tasks –Morris
water task
Another task approach has been to use well-explored
neuroscience paradigms developed originally in the
animal research world, such as human versions of the
hippocampally dependent Morris water task that
assesses allocentric navigation, or three-dimensional
mazes, that can be presented as virtual-reality tasks in
the fMRI scanner. In this context, ecologic validity is
the extent to which laboratory results or conditions are
generalizable to real-world conditions. Themajority of
standard neuropsychological measures compromise
ecologic validity for strong experimental control, but
virtual-reality designs enable reintroduction of strong
ecologic validity. Virtual reality (VR) has also been
used to create and administer tasks for humans
that are analogous to those used in non-humans

(for example, in rodent or primate studies), such as
the Morris Water Maze Task (Figure 2.4). Because
these paradigms have been extensively studied in
the animal world, the translation to human fMRI
can build immediately on this existing foundation.
Astur et al. (Foley et al., 2010; Carvalho et al., 2006;
Astur et al., 2005) have pioneered the use of virtual-
reality tasks for the fMRI environment in the form
of simulation-based tasks that provide realistic
environments in which to study complex natur-
alistic behaviours. Because it uses photorealistic
graphics and excellent experimental control, VR
can accomplish these goals, while providing a plat-
form to assess performance in real-life scenarios
that may be too complex or involved to examine
via alternative methods (Kurtz et al., 2007). Also,
VR has been used to study complex paradigms,
which are usually not amenable to direct measure-
ment, in conjunction with fMRI. However, incorp-
orating VR into the fMRI environment creates
specific challenges related to the hardware (for
example, the simulator must be non-magnetic and
must not generate radio frequency signals that
interfere with the fMRI scan).

Imaging emotional stimuli
Humans are social animals, and many brain areas
are devoted to face processing and/or identifying the

Figure 2.4 Screen shot of a virtual Morris water maze task adapted
as a functional MRI paradigm. In the active phase of the task,
subjects have to find a hidden platform beneath the surface of the
virtual pool, by navigating using a joystick to the target based on
memory cues in the environment. This task relies on hippocampus
based allocentric memory, which is impaired in schizophrenia
patients (e.g. Foley et al., 2010).
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emotions of other individuals, as these stimuli are
highly salient in social communication. As reviewed
comprehensively by Marwick and Hall (2008), indi-
viduals with schizophrenia have marked difficulties in
interpreting social cues from faces and manifest def-
icits in face identity recognition that are not fully
attributable to problems with mnemonic or attentional
factors. Schizophrenia patients have reduced func-
tional activity compared to controls during matching
of facial identity and emotion in the right fusiform
gyrus (Quintana et al., 2003), an area known previously
to be strongly implicated in processing facial identity as
well as more generally in object processing.

Schizophrenia patients appear to show behavioral
impairment in recognition of negative affect in par-
ticular (Hall et al., 2004), and related functional
abnormalities in mesial temporal responses to facial
affect, including reduced amygdala activation to fear-
ful versus neutral faces, but also increased amygdala
and parahippocampal activation to neutral faces
(Surguladze et al., 2006; Holt et al., 2006; Aleman
and and Kahn, 2005) that makes interpretation of
the former observation more complex.

Introduction to imaging functional
networks
Complex cognition arises not merely from the local
processing in a single task-engaged brain region,
but from widely distributed groups of brain regions
(Fuster, 2006; Mesulam, 1998). In addition to the
major, well-documented networks underlying, for
example, working memory or focused attention,
researchers were surprised to discover other sets of
networks unrelated to tasks and even present at rest
when no task was being performed (so-called “resting-
state networks”). This resting state activity was ini-
tially discovered by observing a significant degree of
low frequency correlations within contralateral motor,
visual and auditory cortices, related to both blood flow
and to BOLD activity (Biswal et al., 1997) mostly
occurring at lower frequencies (Cordes et al., 2001).
These phenomena are not merely local; temporal sam-
pling of whole brain data at low rates reveals similar
temporally coherent regions (Lowe et al., 1998).

This type of functional connectivity is often meas-
ured as inter-regional correlations among spontan-
eous fluctuations of hemodynamic activity during a
“resting state” while participants lie passively in the
MRI machine, but no active cognitive or behavioral

demands are imposed (Raichle et al., 2001). Initial
identification of significant temporal inter-correlation
among the precuneus/posterior cingulate, ventral
anterior cingulate, and ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(i.e. regions now defined as comprising the classic
“default mode” of brain activity; see Figure 2.5)
(Greicius et al., 2004) led to interest in locating
additional functionally integrated neural networks
during resting state. Further examination of resting
state brain activity indeed identified numerous func-
tionally connected circuits during rest, including
classically described motor, sensory, language, and
visual networks (Cordes et al., 2001). The brain is in
“default mode” when a person is awake but resting
quietly: this can be considered to represent brain
“idling”, nevertheless involving organized cognitive
activity such as monitoring the internal and external
environment. Studies applying independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA; see below) or similar data-
driven methods to resting-state fMRI data have
identified additional discrete neural circuits com-
prised of brain regions often engaged by higher-
order cognitive tasks, including fronto-cerebellar,
parietal–cerebellar, fronto-parietal, and cingulo-
opercular networks (Beckmann et al., 2005; Dosen-
bach et al., 2007; Fransson, 2006; Seeley et al.,
2007). In sum, fMRI resting state research has
found reproducible evidence for a “family” of 10
or more distinct networks engaged during rest
(Beckmann et al., 2005; Calhoun et al., 2008;
Damoiseaux et al., 2006; De Luca et al., 2005).
Resting-state networks are also present during and
modulated by cognitive task performance (where
they are usually referred to as “default mode net-
works”; DMN). Such circuits are more generally
termed “temporally coherent networks” (TCNs;
Calhoun et al., 2008), and are robust, straightfor-
wardly identified using ICA, and can be consistently
identified at rest and during cognitive tasks. The
“classic” DMN is highly metabolically active, being
responsible for approximately 80% of brain energy
metabolism. It participates in organized baseline
brain “idling”, and may represent self-reflection,
focus on internal stimuli, stream of consciousness,
or other activities (Gusnard et al., 2001); certainly it
diminishes during task-related behaviors (Raichle
et al., 2001) in a manner proportional to task diffi-
culty (McKiernan et al., 2003). In general, the more
effortful the cognitive task, the more the classic
resting state/default mode network activity
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diminishes during task engagement (McKiernan
et al., 2007); in addition, multiple “families” of
TCNs also show temporal and spatial modulation
during cognitive tasks versus rest (Figure 2.6).

ICA and similar techniques are methods for
recovering underlying signals from linear signal
mixtures using higher-order statistics to determine
a set of components that are maximally independ-
ent of each other. These are often used to identify
TCNs. ICA also has the advantage of not requiring
seed voxels or the use of temporal filtering
(McKeown and Sejnowski, 1998). Broyd et al.
(2009) review the pluses and minuses of these vari-
ous approaches.

ICA is based on the assumption of spatially inde-
pendent, temporally correlated, coherent brain net-
works, and is frequently used to examine the resting
state. In addition to the strong temporal correlations
within each network, ICA approaches can also be
used to identify weak temporal correlations among
the different components. The latter relationships, as
we will review later, are used to assess functional
network connectivity. ICA has been used to identify
several temporally coherent networks present in
healthy subjects either during rest or during the

performance of various tasks; of the 10 or so such
networks emerging from such analyses, as noted
above, one includes a predominance of signal from
bilateral temporal lobe regions. This circuit has been
used to reliably discriminate healthy controls from
schizophrenia patients (Calhoun et al., 2004).

Use of simple cognitive tasks
and “task-free” approaches
Growing awareness of the default mode and TCNs
in general had a significant effect on fMRI research in
schizophrenia. Their use supplied a need because
of problems inherent in the predominant strategy of
focusing on the use of cognitive challenge tasks based
in cognitive domains where schizophrenia patients
are behaviorally impaired (such as working memory,
as we reviewed earlier). Such problems include
patients often not fully comprehending complex
instructions and having problems performing tasks
consistently in the scanner. They fatigue easily, have
generally reduced concentration and attention, may
be poorly motivated, distracted by illness symptoms
such as hallucinations, and sedated from side effects
of medications. Poor performance and abnormal

Figure 2.5 “Classic” default mode network, with prominent activation in the posterior cingulate/precuneus, derived using independent
component analysis techniques from BOLD data collected during performance of an fMRI auditory oddball task. The default mode is always
present and detectable using this analytic approach during performance of any cognitive paradigm, as well as at rest.
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task-related BOLD response are thus confounded in a
“chicken and egg” situation which may be difficult to
disambiguate. One solution to this problem is to use
easy or minimal-effort paradigms where patients and
controls perform at comparable levels of accuracy, or
even at rest, when there is no task.

Such paradigms either use simple tasks such as the
auditory oddball paradigm, or even “taskless” para-
digms such as resting state/default mode, the latter of
which require no cognitive effort on the part of the
subject (e.g. Greicius et al., 2004; Bluhm et al., 2007;
Garrity et al., 2007). We and others have studied the
auditory oddball detection (AOD) paradigm in detail
using fMRI because it is a straightforward, simple task
that activates multiple, diverse cortical and subcortical
regions, and activation patterns are abnormal in most
schizophrenia patients (although not specifically so),

despite the fact that patients can perform the task
almost as well as healthy controls (i.e. generally as
accurately if slightly slower; Kiehl et al., 2005;
Calhoun et al., 2004, 2006a, 2006b, 2006c; Garrity
et al., 2007; Demirci et al., 2009; Sui et al., 2009).
The electrophysiological parallel equivalent of the
auditory oddball fMRI task is the well-known audi-
tory oddball P300 paradigm, a well-recognized endo-
phenotype or risk marker for schizophrenia, where
activation patterns show strong heritability, which is
minimally influenced by illness stage or antipsychotic
medication, and tends to be abnormal in first-degree
unaffected relatives of patients. As noted earlier,
resting-state networks are also present during and
modulated by cognitive task performance (as “default
mode networks”) in any cognitive task, including
during the AOD paradigm.

Figure 2.6 “Family” of several independent components (“networks”) derived from a resting state functional MRI scan. The “task” consisted of
subjects resting quietly in the scanner for 5 min with eyes open, fixated on a crosshair. Temporally coherent networks were subsequently
extracted using independent component analysis. Note that the lower right figure represents the “classical” default mode network portrayed in
Figure 2.5, while the figure at the lower left represents the “temporal lobe” network.
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This information was used by Garrity et al. (2007),
who extracted default mode activity during perform-
ance of an auditory oddball task, and showed abnor-
malities in schizophrenia that correlated with both
positive and negative illness symptoms. In a separate
experiment that examined diagnostic discrimination
between schizophrenia, psychotic bipolar disorder
and healthy controls, an approach incorporating both
the classic default and temporal lobe modes derived
from an AOD task and a leave-one-out approach was
able to achieve an average sensitivity and specificity of
90% and 95%, respectively (Calhoun et al., 2008). This
article showed the utility of the default mode as a
diagnostic classifier even when two psychotic groups
were included in the analysis.

Disturbed interactions between key
circuits; functional network
connectivity
As discussed above, complex cognition arises from task-
related, widely distributed groups or networks of brain
regions (Fuster, 2006; Mesulam, 1998) and in addition
influences activity in other, non-task-related networks.
For example, as noted above, in Calhoun et al. (2008),
we examined temporally coherent networks revealed
using ICA of fMRI data under two different conditions,
during an auditory oddball task and rest. We found
wide-ranging patterns of spatial and temporal changes
in the networks, even for those not showing significant
correlations with the oddball task. This differs from
prior reports that non-task-related TCNs are unaffected
by the task (Arfanakis et al., 2000).

The profile and strength of such network-to-
network influences, i.e. interactions across, rather
than within, networks (“functional network connect-
ivity”; FNC) turns out to contain useful information.
ICA of fMRI is well-suited to characterize multiple
functional networks, because by definition the brain
regions in each component have the same profile
hemodynamic signal change. Demirci et al. (2009)
and Jafri et al. (2008) recently examined functional
network connectivity in controls and schizophrenia
patients during resting state alone or in addition to
working memory and attention tasks.

For example, the Jafri et al. (2008) study, rather
than deriving default mode from a cognitive
task (even a simple one, such as the auditory oddball),
used a classic resting-state paradigm where

schizophrenia patients and matched healthy controls
were imaged while alert with eyes open but perform-
ing no active task in the scanner. Rather than looking
within each of the family of components derived by
ICA, they looked at relationships between these cir-
cuits. Although there are strong temporal relation-
ships within circuits, there often are weak temporal
relationships, such as lags, among circuits.

These studies not only found evidence for meas-
urable, directed influences among large-scale func-
tional networks, but also found that a diagnosis of
schizophrenia resulted in widespread disruption,
greater dependency, and greater variability of network
inter-relationships. Schizophrenia subjects showed
significantly higher correlations than controls among
many of the dominant resting-state networks. Thus,
healthy adult brain function is characterized by the
presence of distinct, directed relationships among
numerous distributed neural networks that are dis-
rupted in schizophrenia, possibly reflecting cortical
processing deficiencies.

Several different functional networks identified
through ICA of BOLD activation appear to be impor-
tant indicators of schizophrenia pathophysiology.
Emerging neural network research indicates that these
circuits are commonly engaged across many tasks
in both schizophrenia and control groups, including
networks subserving complex focused attention,
“brain idling”, working memory/executive decision-
making, set maintenance and language. These circuits
are focused around four major anatomic hubs already
implicated in schizophrenia, and suggest that illness-
related deficits might arise from abnormalities in
the quality or strength of functional connections
among major nodes: (1) prefrontal–parietal, (2) cin-
gulate–opercular, (3) temporal lobe, and (4) the classic
“default mode” network. Therefore, an overarching
hypothesis is that the “disconnection syndrome” in
schizophrenia represents miscommunication and/or
disconnection between these key networks, which
can be best understood through analytic approaches
that determine how structural or functional connect-
ivity abnormalities underlie the well-documented
cognitive deficits or symptomatic syndromes.

Imaging genomics
Over the past several years, new discoveries in
the genetics of schizophrenia have begun to have
more impact on functional neuroimaging research.
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The underlying normal function of most of these risk
genes in the brain, and an overall understanding of
how they may interact in leading to a common eti-
ology or final common path of schizophrenia, is
unknown. However, schizophrenia disease risk is
likely mediated by two major genetic mechanisms
(Allen et al., 2009; Meyer-Lindenberg and Weinber-
ger, 2006). The first mechanism consists of rare
(not necessarily inherited) copy number variants in
CNS-relevant genes. The second, probably more fre-
quent mechanism fits into a “common disease
common gene” schema of multiple, interacting gene
variants of individually small effect, acting likely epi-
statically, but ultimately converging at molecular
“bottlenecks”. Through fast, inexpensive, replicable
identification of risk genes for schizophrenia (espe-
cially chips that cover the entire human genome with
millions of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)),
more large-scale, testable, etiopathologic models of
major mental illnesses have been advanced (Goldberg
and and Weinberger, 2004; McDonald et al., 2006;
Meyer-Lindenberg and Weinberger, 2006, Pearlson
and Folley, 2008a, 2008b), that trace plausible paths

from genes, through molecular and cellular biology,
via brain systems, to overt behavior. (For potential
complications in the use of such methods, see the
section on parallel ICA.)

Obviously, schizophrenia risk genes did not evolve
expressly to confer a predisposition to the disorder.
Thus, once a potential schizophrenia risk gene is
identified, an obvious step is to explore possible influ-
ences of normal SNP variants of the gene on normal
brain structure or function. This helps provide a
context for how dysfunction at the genetic level may
have effects at a brain system level.

Starting with knowledge of working memory
deficits in schizophrenia, Egan et al. (2001) quanti-
fied the effects of the well-known functional
Val/Met COMT polymorphism in conjunction with
an N-back working memory task in healthy subjects.
There was a significant COMT genotype effect: Val/Val
individuals had the lowest N-back performance and
slowest reaction time, while Met/Met individuals
had the highest performance. Similar effects were
also seen in schizophrenia patients and their unaffected
first-degree relatives. COMT genotype did not

Figure 2.7 A hypothetical analysis illustrating differences between two diagnostic groups is portrayed. Within each “family”, i.e. neural
component/circuit shown in Figure 2.6, temporal correlations are by definition strong. The weaker temporal correlations among different
families of circuits can be explored using functional network connectivity analyses as illustrated here.
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influence attention or IQ, suggesting specificity to
working memory.

Callicott et al. (2003a) also examined COMT
genotype effects on PFC fMRI activation in similar
diagnostic groups matched for performance, during
the N-back task. Met allele load predicted a more
efficient physiological response (less PFC BOLD acti-
vation) in the 2-back condition. In other words, “the
group with relatively more cortical dopamine avail-
able at the synapse (i.e. Met homozygotes) had rela-
tively greater behavioral ‘bang’ for its physiological
‘buck’, irrespective of diagnosis.” In both cohorts, sib-
lings and schizophrenia patients showed increased
DLPFC activation (inefficiency) relative to control sub-
jects, despite comparable performance. Further data
from Meyer Lindenberg et al. (2001) and Winterer
et al. (2003) suggest that schizophrenia Val homozy-
gotes perform especially poorly on working memory
tasks, illustrating that COMT genotype influences
working memory performance and associated fMRI
BOLD across normal subjects, schizophrenia patients,
and first-degree relatives.

Analogously, the Disrupted in Schizophrenia-1
(DISC1) gene is expressed predominantly in the
hippocampus; allelic variation at a Ser704Cys DISC1
SNP affects hippocampal function (and structure) in
healthy subjects; the Ser allele is associated with
altered hippocampal activation during several cogni-
tive fMRI tasks (Callicott et al., 2005). Pezawas et al.
(2004) and Di Georgio et al. (2008) have shown a
similar functional MRI role for a common variant
of the putative schizophrenia risk gene, brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF).

To summarize the above, Karlsgodt et al. (2008)
concluded that the evidence across these and other
studies implicates neurodevelopmental disruption of
brain connectivity in schizophrenia that likely involves
susceptibility genes affecting processes involved in the
development of intra- and inter-regional connectivity.
Similarly, Tan et al. (2007) conclude that these reports
suggest a final common effect of risk genes on “macro-
circuit stability and functional efficiency” as the
pathophysiologic convergence underpinning the char-
acteristic cognitive deficits in schizophrenia. They fur-
ther suggest that patients engage larger networks of
cortical regions during task performance consistent
with “reduced signal-to-noise components and
the recruitment of compensatory networks”. They
hypothesize how genes (such as COMT) that affect
cortical dopamine signaling, and GRM3, which alters

synaptic glutamate, may interact to modulate cortical
processing strategies.

Finally, given the prior discussion of resting-state
circuitry and its relevance to schizophrenia diagnosis
in fMRI paradigms, determining the gene variants
that normally contribute to default mode activity
could potentially contribute to identifying novel
schizophrenia risk genes.

Parallel independent component
analysis (para-ICA); relating brain
activation patterns to clusters of SNPs
There are other problems to tackle in analyzing
large, complex data sets, such as the millions of gene
variants and hundreds of thousands of voxels typic-
ally involved in a Genome Wide Association Study
(GWAS)/functional imaging study (Pearlson, 2009).
This multiplicity can rapidly overwhelm any relevant
signal. This challenge has led to the development of
new statistical techniques such as parallel independent
component analysis (para-ICA), for analyzing high-
dimensional, multi-modal data. Recent papers (Liu
et al., 2009a, 2009b) used this algorithm to identify
simultaneously independent components of imaging
and genetic modalities and the relationships between
them.

Many relevant schizophrenia risk genes have yet
to be identified, and require clusterwise or other
agglomerative techniques to point the field towards
reasonable but so-far unsuspected candidate genes.
Finally, it is likely that certain demonstrable genetic
influences on neural dysfunction may exert their
effects epistatically, depending on the presence or
absence of other genotypes’ combined influence on
brain structure/function. Therefore, without examin-
ing the genome, such effects would not be detected.

Para-ICA identifies “clusters” of SNPs that are
functionally linked; it is likely that these represent
SNPs with common interactions. The technique is an
approach for revealing relationships between brain
function and SNP groupings, i.e. to identify a combin-
ation of SNPs related to a functional brain network.
This involves simultaneously solving three problems:
revealing a set of specific independent brain functions,
identifying independent SNP associations, and finding
the relationship between SNP associations and brain
functions. The resulting components extracted from
fMRI data can be interpreted as networks of brain
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regions expressing functional changes in different sub-
jects to different degrees. For instance, the value of a
given component may distinguish healthy subjects
from schizophrenia patients. Similarly, components
extracted from SNP data are distinct linear combin-
ations of SNPs that may affect certain genetic func-
tionalities or phenotypes, or even represent clusters of
physiologically interacting genes. These components
are also expressed to different degrees in different
subjects or under different conditions. Relationships
between the two modalities can be assessed. For
example, if an fMRI component is functionally related
to a SNP component, i.e. if such a cluster of SNPs
has functional consequences manifested in a specific
fMRI brain network, then logically the expression pat-
tern of these two components is correlated in all
participants.

As proof of principle, from data derived from an
fMRI auditory oddball task in only 43 healthy controls
and 20 schizophrenia subjects (all Caucasian), the
para-ICA approach was able to identify (Liu et al.,
2009b) a fronto-parietal fMRI component that sig-
nificantly separated schizophrenia patients from
healthy controls, and an associated 10-SNP com-
ponent that also significantly separated the groups,
that contained several known putative schizophrenia
risk genes, including DISC1, CHRNA7 and the
alpha-2 adrenergic receptor gene.

Future trends and conclusion
In summary, functional MRI activation tasks are
becoming increasingly sophisticated and informative
due to integration of cognitive neuroscience and
genetic methods. Although most findings are still at
the level of groups rather than individuals, the field
is evolving towards what appear to be potentially
useful clinical diagnostic tests. At the clinical level,
current DSM-IV diagnoses are based on cross-
sectional phenomenology and course, with no refer-
ence to neuroimaging. This will hopefully change with
future editions of the DSM. Therefore, the question
of the clinical specificity of brain imaging research
findings will be examined more than at present, and
may ultimately translate into a reclassification of
psychiatric disorders, based on their biology.

As the fMRI field in general becomes more sophis-
ticated, with faster integration of techniques from clin-
ical neuroscience and the employment of novel
analytic strategies, functional neuroimaging in

schizophrenia becomes increasingly exciting. Some
techniques have come full circle. The limitations of
the initial resting, no-task nuclear medicine imaging
studies in schizophrenia led to a functional MRI
approach that focused heavily on cognitive challenge
paradigms. With the relatively recent discovery that
the default mode and resting state asmeasured in fMRI
contain useful information, and that, moreover, these
data distinguish schizophrenia patients from healthy
controls, then approaches using simple cognitive tasks
or no task at all are again recognized as informative.

Finally, the integration of functional MRI with gen-
etic approaches is gathering momentum, with the sense
that many exciting discoveries are on the horizon.

Box 2.1. Functional MRI investigations in
schizophrenia: take-home points

Two variant major approaches to functional imaging:
1. “Traditional” approaches.

� Task probes derived from cognitive neurosci-
ence, based on tasks in which schizophrenia
patients perform poorly, thus “cognitive
stress tests”, in order to identify dysfunctional
brain regions.

� Problematic in that task performance is inev-
itably confounded with diagnosis.

� Typical paradigms include working memory
and executive function, but also diverse tasks
including Morris water maze and facial recog-
nition/emotional tasks.

2. “Recent, novel” approaches.
� Rely on simple task paradigms for example

auditory oddball or no task (resting state).
� More likely to focus on neural networks rather

than isolated brain regions.
� Use of independent component analysis (ICA)

to identify temporally coherent brain
networks.

� Focus on default mode circuitry, either
extracted from task-related paradigms or
derived from resting state data.

� Importance of functional network connectiv-
ity measurements.

� More straightforward integration of genetic
approaches for example using parallel ICA
analytic paradigms.
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Chapter

3 Spectroscopic imaging of schizophrenia

Jay W. Pettegrew, Richard J. McClure and Kanagasabai Panchalingam

With all technological advances there is the initial
infatuation followed by more thoughtful reassessment.
In vivo, non-invasive magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(MRS) has progressed along this trajectory over the
past 20–30 years. While much of the initial excitement
revolved around technological advances, case reports,
and small clinical studies, now is a good time to engage
in a thoughtful reassessment of the potential new
insights and pitfalls provided by this technology. This
review will attempt this assessment in the context of
MRS findings in schizophrenia research.

The first part of the review will address fundamen-
tal technological considerations followed by a discus-
sion of what molecular and metabolic information
can be obtained from 31P and 1H MRS. This will be
followed by a selective review of the literature to date
on 31P and 1H MRS studies in schizophrenia.

High field methodological issues
The development of in-vivo MR spectrometers with
higher magnetic fields potentially increases sensitiv-
ity; however, methodological issues limit the antici-
pated improvement in both sensitivity (signal to noise
ratio) and spectral resolution (Fleysher et al., 2009).
These methodological issues are discussed below.

Signal–noise ratio (SNR) following a 90
degree pulse along the rotating frame y-axis
The SNR improves with higher magnetic field (B0).
Under ideal conditions, one can calculate the theoret-
ical SNR. For N nuclei of gyromagnetic ratio g,
the signal is approximated by Ng3B0

2, and the noise
detected by the receiver is approximated by g1/2B0

1/2

to give SNR ~Ng5/2B0
3/2 (Chandrakumar and Subra-

manian, 1987). However, for in-vivo studies above

1 MHz, the SNR increases are at best linear with B0
(Hoult and Lauterbur, 1979). For a single voxel there is
a 23–38% gain in SNR at 3.0 Tesla (T) compared to
1.5 T. For chemical shift imaging (CSI), there is a
23–46% gain in SNR at 3.0 T vs. 1.5 T (Gonen et al.,
2001). At fields higher than 4.0 T, SNR is a function of
location within a non-uniform sample and particular
sample geometry (Ugurbil et al., 2003). Average SNR
at 7.0 T is about 1.6-times that at 4.0 T.

B0 inhomogeneity
The spread in B0 due to inhomogeneity will result in a
spread in o0, the resonance frequency in angular units
for rotating frame, observable as line broadening.

n0 ¼ gB0=2p

2pn0 ¼ o0

o0 ¼ gB0

o0 þ�o ¼ g B0 þ�Bð Þ;
where DB is inhomogeneity.

Radio frequency (RF) B1 field
inhomogeneity
An RF pulse applied along an axis orthogonal to the
B0 field (z-axis) will produce a tip (nutation) of
the magnetic dipole moment and produce a magnetic
dipole moment in the x–y plane. The resonance
condition for the RF pulse is given by:
o1 ¼ gB1

where B1 is the RF field.
The nutation angle (y) is given by:

y ¼ gB1tw
where tw is the time the B1 RF field is applied.

Understanding Neuropsychiatric Disorders, ed. M. E. Shenton and B. I. Turetsky. Published by Cambridge University Press.
# Cambridge University Press 2011.
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A 90 degree nutation angle will produce the
maximum projection in the x–y plane and therefore
the maximum signal. At higher B0 fields, there is
more variation of the B1 field in biological samples
such as human brain, resulting in B1 field inhomo-
geneity. Spread in the B1 RF field will produce a
spread in y, resulting in a spread in the SNR. The
estimated B1 field inhomogeneity at 4.0 T is 23%
compared to 42% at 7.0 T using the same size RF
coils and identical acquisition parameters (Vaughan
et al., 2001).

1H–31P dipolar coupling
Similar considerations are important when consider-
ing the use of 1H decoupled 31P MRS to increase
SNR; i.e. the lack of uniform 1H decoupling RF power
across a very inhomogeneous volume such as the
human brain. This can lead to non-linear distortion
of the true amplitude of the signal resonances
(Li et al., 1996). If spin–spin splitting resulting from
1H (nucleus A) spin coupling with 31P (nucleus B) is
given by JAB, then the decoupling field (B2) should be
large enough such that gB2>>JAB. Spread in B2 RF
field due to tissue inhomogeneity will result in a
spread of the 1H–31P decoupling effect. In addition,
due to the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE), this will
lead to a spread in SNR over the sample volume,
especially for 31P resonances, which can have positive
or negative NOEs which can introduce significant
confounds. NOE enhancements of Pi, PCr, and
ATP (25%, 25%, and 10%, respectively) were meas-
ured in human brain in vivo by Murphy-Boesch
et al. (1993). Reported in-vitro NOE enhancements
(Barany and Glonek, 1984) of 31P resonances are:
sPME, PC (22%); Pi (11%); sPDE, GPC (22%), GPE
(82%); PCr (0%); aATP (24%); βATP (11%); gATP
(7%), and dinucleotide phosphates (120%). Therefore,
the carefully determined in-vitro NOE enhancements
for the in-vivo 31P MRS observable metabolites ranges
from 0 to 120%. This will introduce a significant
confound into 1H-decoupled 31P MRSI quantitative
results.

RF power requirements
In transverse electromagnetic coils, about 2 times
more RF power is required at 7.0 T compared to
4.0 T for a 90 degree pulse for identical head coils.
In addition, larger bandwidths are required at higher
fields (Ugurbil et al., 2003).

Phased array coil
Phased array coils provide uniform B1 field and sen-
sitivity. In 2D and 3D CSI methods, additional prob-
lems exist, such as B0 and B1 field inhomogeneities,
because larger brain volumes are involved. This
necessitates the availability of higher-order shims to
improve B0 field homogeneity.

Spectral resolution
At higher fields, there is improved resolution due to
chemical shift dispersion. However, linewidths also
increase with field due to chemical shift anisotropy
effects, molecular dipole–dipole interactions, local
B0 fluctuations due to molecular motion (vibrations
and rotations), tissue paramagnetic effects (blood
vessels, tissue ferritin), susceptibility broadening due
to tissue–air or tissue–bone interfaces, and the intrin-
sic B0 inhomogeneity. A consideration of these par-
ameters allows one to determine an optimal voxel size
which enhances both spatial (SNR-limited) and spec-
tral (chemical shift dispersion þ line broadening-
limited) resolution. Fleysher et al. (2009) have shown
that spectral resolution improves very slowly with
increasing B0, and is proportional to B0

0.2. The reso-
lution of J-coupled multiplets (Hz units), however,
decreases with a B0

0.8 relationship. These two oppos-
ing factors limit the effective increase in spectral
resolution with increasing B0. Methods based on
coherence transfer have been proposed that in the
future could improve resolution even in magnetic
fields with unknown spatiotemporal variation
(Pelupessy et al., 2009).

Summary
In order for MRS methods to be practically applied to
clinical populations with sufficient statistical power
(i.e., sufficiently large sample size), cost becomes a very
important factor. The cost of MR instruments are
roughly onemillion dollars per Tesla. Given the sizeable
increase in acquisition, siting, and maintenance costs
above 3.0–4.0 T, with little real improvement in critical
factors such as spectral resolution, a strong economic
case can be made for lower-field studies (1.5–4.0 T).
In addition, molecular species with intermediate
correlation times will be more reliably quantified at
1.5 T than 3.0–4.0 T and will be lost at fields higher
than 4.0 T.
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Quantifiable information from
in-vivo 31P MRS
In a proton-coupled in-vivo 31P brain spectrum, the
resonances that are reliably quantifiable include
phosphomonoester (PME), inorganic orthophosphate
(Pi), phosphodiester (PDE), phosphocreatine (PCr),
g-adenosine-50-triphosphate (gATP), aATP, and
βATP (see Figure 3.1). The freely mobile metabolites
with short correlation times are predominantly intra-
cellular, and are only exchanged very slowly with
blood (McIlwain and Bachelard, 1985, p. 42). For
example, there are no detectable arterio-venous dif-
ferences for any of the acid-soluble metabolites meas-
ured by MRS, and after intravenous injection of 32Pi
isotope the labeling of acid-soluble metabolites peak
at 12–24 h and at 3–4 days for phospholipids. Because

of this, the in-vivo 31P MRS signal is not affected by
brain vascular changes, unless the vascular changes
result in changes in brain chemistry.

High-energy metabolites
The 31P MRS resonances related to high-energy phos-
phate metabolism, Pi, PCr, and the nucleoside
phosphate resonances are derived from small, rapidly
tumbling molecules with short NMR correlation
times. The simplest assignments are the Pi resonance,
which is derived solely from inorganic phosphate
(5 mmole P/g fresh tissue, rat) (mainly H2PO4

1– and
HPO4

2– at physiologic pH), and the PCr resonance
which is derived solely from PCr (3.2–5.0 mmole P/g
fresh tissue). The nucleoside mono-, di-, and tri-
phosphate (NMP, NDP, and NTP, respectively)
resonances include contributions from adenosine,
cytosine, guanosine, and uridine derivatives. The
adenosine compounds are the predominant species
in brain with a concentration of 10.0 mmole P/g fresh
tissue; the concentrations of the other nucleotides
(mmole P/g fresh tissue) are: guanine nucleotides 2.4;
uridine nucleotides 2.4; and cytidine nucleotides
0.8 (McIlwain and Bachelard, 1985). The gATP
resonance is made up of the terminal β-phosphate
of NDPs and the terminal g-phosphates of NTPs,
predominantly ADP and ATP. The aATP resonance
is made up of the nucleotide-coupled a-phosphates
of NDPs and NTPs, predominantly ADP and ATP,
but there also are contributions from dinucleotides,
such as nicotine adenine diphosphate, as well as
uridine diphospho-sugars (UDP-glucose 67 mmole/kg;
Goldberg and O’Toole, 1969), and cofactors in
membrane phospholipid synthesis such as cytidine-
diphospho-choline (0.03 mmole/g tissue) (CDP-
choline) and CDP-diacylglycerol. The difference in
the aATP-gATP contribution (a-g) provides a way
to determine UDP-sugar and CDP-choline, CDP-
diacylglycerol contributions. The middle (βATP)
resonance is the simplest of the nucleoside resonances,
being composed only of the middle β-phosphate of
NTPs, mainly ATP. The linewidth of the PME and
nucleoside phosphate resonances can be increased by
increased intracellular levels of free Ca2þ or Mg2þ

which form complexes with the phosphate groups,
producing chemical exchange line broadening
(Pettegrew et al., 1988). The intracellular pH is deter-
mined by the chemical shift difference between the
PCr and Pi resonances (Petroff et al., 1985). The

Box 3.1. Fundamental MRS technological
considerations

� 31P and 1H MRS are extremely powerful non-
invasive molecular imaging techniques.

� The trend has been to employ higher and higher
magnetic fields (B0) to increase signal-to-noise
and spectral resolution.

� However, inhomogeneities in both B0 and RF (B1)
fields and magnetic susceptibility effects limit the
anticipated improvement in both signal-to-noise
and spectral resolution.

� For 31P MRS, signal-to-noise also can be increased
by 1H-decoupling. However, inhomogeneity in
the 1H decoupling RF field across inhomogen-
eous brain tissue can lead to confounds in
multi-voxel quantitation. In addition, the Nuclear
Overhauser Effect (NOE) will further increase the
signal-to-noise spread over the volume of the
brain. Since the NOE of in-vivo 31P MRS observ-
able metabolites range from 0 to 120%, this can
result in a significant confound.

� In order for 31P–1H MRS to gain wide clinical
application, cost (purchase, site preparation,
operating) becomes an important factor. At this
time, fields above 4.0 Tesla provide insufficient
improvement in critical factors such as spectral
resolution to justify the significant increase in
cost. In addition, important molecular species
such as vesicles (synaptic and transport) and
small phosphorylated proteins and peptides
cannot be reliably quantified at fields much
above 1.5 Tesla.
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degree of intracellular di- and tri-valent cations can be
estimated by the difference between the chemical
shifts of ionized ends and esterified ends (Pettegrew
et al., 1988).

Physiologic significance of PCr
There is an abundance of basic neuroscience literature
dating back to the 1950s demonstrating that the
major source of brain PCr utilization is repolarization
of depolarized synapses (Kennedy and Sokoloff, 1957;
Jansson et al., 1979; Sokoloff, 1991, 1993). PCr is a
buffer for ATP and is consumed to maintain ATP
levels as given in the creatine kinase (CrK) reaction
below. Therefore, PCr levels provide a biomarker for
functional activity of neural networks. Also, PCr line-
width can be a useful “internal standard” for B0
homogeneity across the field of view provided suscep-
tibility effects are minimal.

PCrþ ADPþHþ  ��������������!CrK

E:C:2:7:3:2
Crþ ATP

Molecular composition of the PME
and PDE resonances
The lineshape of the relatively broad in-vivo PME and
PDE NMR spectral peaks is a superposition of various
metabolites with PME and PDE moieties, which
have different chemical shifts, and also includes the
superposition of metabolites with different motional
and/or rotational environments. This degree of
mobility is characterized by a correlation time (tc),
which is proportional to 1/T2

*, the spin–spin relax-
ation rate plus the static magnetic field (B0) inhomo-
geneity. For example, the PME resonance is
composed of freely mobile PMEs that have relatively
short correlation times (sPME), including
predominantly phosphocholine (PC) and phos-
phoethanolamine (PE). In-vitro concentrations as
determined by careful freeze-clamped PCA tissue
extraction and quantitation by high-resolution
NMR (11.7 T) are PC¼ 0.47� 0.04 mM/g tissue and
PE¼ 0.99� 0.07 mM/g tissue (Klunk et al., 1996).
MRS in-vivo concentrations measured at 4.0 T are

Figure 3.1 An example of modeling an in vivo 31P MRSI FID from the prefrontal region at (A) 1.5 T with DTs of (a) 1.75 ms and (b) 4.95 ms,
and at (B) 3.0 T with DTs of (d) 1.55 ms and (e) 4.75 ms. The FT of the modeled FID superimposed on the acquired and residual are shown
on the left and the individual peaks that make up the modeled FID are shown on the right for all DTs. The difference in the FT of the
modeled FID (left) and in the individual peaks (right) between DT of 1.75 ms and 4.95 ms are shown for (c) 1.5 T and (f) 3.0 T.
The intermediate correlation time peaks at 3.0 T (f) are marginally observable compared with 1.5 T (c). Abbreviations: DT, delay time; FID, free
induction; FT, Fourier transform.
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PC¼ 0.46� 0.14mM/l tissue and PE¼ 0.81� 0.21
mM/l tissue (Jensen et al., 2002b). This demonstrates
that there is good agreement between in-vivo and
in-vitro MRS concentrations, with the in-vivo meas-
urements having much higher variance. In-vivo
MRS concentrations are often reported as mole
percent, which correlates well with absolute concen-
trations and may yield a more accurate estimate of
the relative change in disease state versus healthy
control subjects (Klunk et al., 1994). Inositol-1-
phosphate, a-glycerol phosphate, phosphothreonine,
and L-phosphoserine (L-PS) are present at lower
concentrations (Glonek et al., 1982; Pettegrew
et al., 1994). The PME resonance is also composed
of less mobile molecules with PME moieties that
have intermediate NMR correlation times (iPME),
including phosphorylated proteins such as the phos-
phorylation of serine and threonine residues in pro-
teins, and PMEs that are tightly coupled (in terms
of MRS) to macromolecules (i.e. PMEs inserting
into membrane phospholipids (Mason et al.,
1995)). Neuronal cytoskeletal proteins such as neu-
rofilaments and the microtubule-associated protein
tau are highly abundant in axons and exist in phos-
phorylated forms which would give rise to iPME
signals. It is our contention that phosphorylated
peptides and small proteins are observable as an
iPME.

Therefore, the iPME resonance could monitor the
phosphorylation–dephosphorylation state of proteins
and indirectly monitor the protein kinase–protein
phosphatase cascades in the brain which are influ-
enced by brain neurotransmitter activity, especially
glutamatergic (NMDA and AMPA, see below) and
dopaminergic (D1 and D2) receptor activity. Multiple
neurotransmitters acting through the second messen-
gers cAMP, cGMP, and Ca2þ regulate the phosphoryl-
ation of dopamine-cAMP-regulated phosphoprotein
molecular weight 32 kDa (DARPP-32) at the Thr34

site. Phosphorylation of DARPP-32 Thr34 is regulated
through cAMP-stimulated protein kinase A and pro-
tein kinase G by various transmitters, principally
dopamine through D1 receptors but also by receptors
for adenosine (A2A), serotonin (5-HT), vasoactive
intestinal peptide, and nitric oxide. Dephosphoryla-
tion of DARPP-32 Thr34 by protein phosphatase 2B
(also known as calcinerin), a Ca2þ/calmodulin-
dependent phosphatase, is activated by several trans-
mitters, principally following Ca2þ influx produced by
glutamate activity at N-methyl-D-aspartic acid

(NMDA) and (�)a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl isoxa-
zole-4-propionic acid (AMPA) receptors, but also by
dopamine D2 receptors. The potency of dopamine
receptor antagonists, whether typical or atypical,
correlate with their potency as antagonists at the
D2 receptor (Creese and Hess, 1986; Seeman,
2002), and both typical and atypical neuroleptics
increase the phosphorylation state of DARPP-32.
Phosphorylated DARPP-32 inhibits a major brain
phosphatase, protein phosphatase 1, which would
secondarily increase the phosphorylation state of
many brain proteins, including membrane channels
and receptors. Loss of synapses, if they contain
predominantly ionotropic glutamate receptors,
could lead to an increased level of protein phosphoryl-
ation due to the mechanisms discussed. The level of
DARPP-32 in bovine caudate is 2.5 mM (King et al.,
1984). However, the total level of all phosphoproteins in
mammalian brain is 1.1mM/g fresh tissue or 1.1mmoles
(McIlwain and Bachelard, 1985). A 1H and 31P study of
one phosphoprotein, the 155-kDa phosphophoryn,
revealed a 31P line width of 34 Hz (Evans and Chan,
1994), which suggests that brain phosphoproteins could
be observable by in-vivo 31PMRS. The in-vivo 31PMRS
iPME line width observed in the chronic schizophrenia
study is 75 Hz (Pettegrew et al., unpublished observa-
tions). Therefore, we contend that brain phosphopro-
teins are detectable by in-vivo 31P MRSI.

Likewise, the PDE resonance is composed of: (1)
freely mobile PDEs (sPDE), glycerophosphocholine
(GPC), and glycerophosphoethanolamine (GPE). In-
vitro concentrations as determined by careful freeze-
clamped PCA tissue extraction and quantitation by
high-resolution NMR (11.7 T) are GPC¼ 0.81 �
0.05mM/g tissue and GPE¼ 0.93 � 0.06 mM/g tissue
(Klunk et al., 1996). MRS in-vivo concentrations meas-
ured at 4.0 T are GPC¼ 1.15� 0.43 mM/l tissue and
GPE¼ 0.74� 0.30mM/l tissue (Jensen et al., 2002b),
and have relatively short correlation times in vivo (Glo-
nek et al., 1982; Pettegrew et al., 1994); (2) less-mobile
PDE moieties (iPDE) that have relatively intermediate
correlation times and are part of small membrane phos-
pholipid structures including micelles, synaptic vesicles
and transport/secretory vesicles associated with the
Golgi and endoplasmic reticulum (Pettegrew et al.,
1994; Murphy et al., 1989; Kilby et al., 1991; Gonzalez-
Mendez et al., 1984; de Kruijff et al., 1979, 1980) or are
tightly coupled to larger molecular structures (i.e.,
PDEs inserting into membrane phospholipid struc-
tures which would then give rise to a relative longer
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correlation time; Pettegrew et al., 1994); and (3)
partially mobile PDE moieties (lPDE) that have
relatively long NMR correlation times and are part
of the membrane phospholipid bilayer structure in
myelin, external cell membranes and large organelle
membranes such as the Golgi, endoplasmic reticu-
lum, and nuclear membranes (Murphy et al., 1989,
1992; McNamara et al., 1994; Pettegrew et al., 1994;
Kilby et al., 1991; Cerdan et al., 1986; Seelig, 1978).
A typical in-vivo 31P brain spectrum would have
negligible contribution from the long correlation
time component unless the reacquisition delay time
(DT) or echo time is of the order of 100 ms or less
(Stanley et al., 1994). Therefore, in a typical in-vivo
31P MRSI study, the quantified PME and PDE would
only include the short and intermediate correlation
time contributions of PME and PDE resonances. Syn-
aptic vesicles containing iPDE moieties are enriched
in gray matter nerve terminals. Transport/secretory
vesicles containing iPDE moieties are enriched in
white matter axons. Although the exact molecular
sources for the iPME and iPDE signals have not been
definitely proven, tentative assignments to phosphor-
ylated peptides and proteins (iPME), transport vesicles
(iPDE, white matter), and synaptic vesicles (iPDE, gray
matter) are supported by the available line width data
presented above.

Physiologic significance of freely
mobile PMEs and PDEs
The PME and PDE levels from the short NMR correl-
ation time components provide a measure of mem-
brane phospholipid metabolism. The sPME (i.e. PE,
PC, and L-PS) are predominantly building blocks of
phospholipids and, therefore, the relative concentra-
tions of these metabolites are a measure of the active
synthesis of membranes (Vance, 1988; Vance, 1991).
This role for the water-soluble PME with short cor-
relation times, such as PE and PC, has been demon-
strated directly in an entorhinal cortical lesioned rat
model of neural degeneration–regeneration in which
high levels of these sPME are observed at the time and
site of neuritic sprouting (Geddes et al., 1997). I1P
predominantly reflects phospholipase C (PLC) activ-
ity directed towards phophatidylinositol. Sources of
PE, PC and L-PS are: (1) phosphorylation of their
respective bases by kinases; (2) PLC cleavage of their
respective phospholipids; and (3) phosphodiesterase

cleavage of their respective PDE, such as GPC and
GPE. The PME are broken down by phosphatases to
release Pi and the constituent base. Water-soluble
sPDE, such as GPE and GPC, are the major products
of membrane phospholipid degradation (Vance,
1988; Vance, 1991), which again has been demon-
strated directly in an entorhinal cortical lesioned rat
model of neural degeneration–regeneration in which
high levels of GPE and GPC are observed at the site
and time of neuronal membrane breakdown (Geddes
et al., 1997). The sPDE are products of phospholipase
A1 þ A2 activity toward their phospholipids, and are
converted to their respective PME by PDE phospho-
diesterase activity. In spite of their high abundance in
the brain, the physiological function of the water-
soluble sPDE remains unknown. Methods to reliably
quantify the sPME, sPDE, iPME and iPDE by in-vivo
31P MRSI at 1.5 T have been published (Stanley and
Pettegrew, 2001).

PCr – a biomarker for exaggerated
synaptic elimination in schizophrenia
There is in-vivo 31P MRS-based evidence for exagger-
ated synaptic elimination in schizophrenia subjects
(Pettegrew et al., 1991) reviewed in McClure et al.
(1998), especially in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DPFC). DPFC undergoes synaptic elimination in
humans during late adolescence to young-adult life,
which is the same time frame as the usual onset of
clinical symptoms in schizophrenia.

Synaptic elimination should result in an increased
percentage of non-synaptic components (glial cell
bodies and processes; neuronal cell bodies and pro-
cesses without synapses), and a decrease in the highest
energy-consuming component, i.e. the synapse, in a
given brain voxel. There is evidence to suggest
this would result in an elevation of high-energy phos-
phates. Research on anesthetic agents shows that syn-
aptic activity in a normal awake “steady-state” is
enough to drive high-energy phosphate levels below
that which would occur in inactive neurons. Several
studies have shown that anesthesia causes an elevation
of PCr and ATP in parallel to the decrease in neuronal
activity (McCandless and Wiggins, 1981). This is
consistent with the studies of Jansson et al. (1979),
who showed that PCr and ATP levels are lower in
isolated cerebral nerve endings than in whole
brain. Unlike nerve tissue in general, synaptosomes
preferentially utilize endogenous PCr and ATP
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stores. Jansson et al. (1979) conclude that synaptic
transmission primarily depends on local stores of
high-energy phosphates, rather than on the availability
of glucose per se.

Demonstration of synaptic elimination in
human brain development by 31P MRS
We have recently demonstrated (Goldstein et al.,
2009) the correlation of molecular biomarkers of
membrane phospholipid turnover (sPME/sPDE) and
PCr with structural and cognitive changes observed
in human brain development, as illustrated in
Figure 3.2. 31P and 1H MRSI and neuropsychological
examination of 105 healthy subjects (ages 6–18 years)
at 1.5 T in an axial slice containing (left and right)
DPFC, basal ganglia (BG), STC, IPC, centrum semi-
ovale (CS), and OC; the time period of synaptic elim-
ination was observed to be from 9.5 to 12 years, as
reflected by change in gray matter volume and
changes in sPME/sPDE. Note that N-acetyl aspartate
(NAA) levels are less sensitive to the structural changes
associated with synaptic elimination. Low levels of PCr
prior to 9.5 years of age probably reflect the utilization
of ATP and by extension PCr in membrane phospho-
lipid synthesis (295 moles of ATP per mole of dipalmi-
toylphosphatidylcholine) and cholesterol synthesis
(276 moles of ATP per mole of cholesterol). Following
synaptic elimination, there is a marked increase in PCr
levels in keeping with reduced numbers of synapses
and/or reduced synaptic activity and decreased utiliza-
tion of PCr for membrane synthesis.

Summary
31P MRS is ideally suited to investigate high-energy
phosphate and membrane phospholipid metabo-
lism in brain. In addition, resonances proposed
to measure membraneous vesicles such as synaptic
and transport vesicles are quantifiable at 1.5 T and to
a lesser extent at 3.0 T, but are lost at 4.0 T and above.
The high-energy phosphate PCr is a potential mol-
ecular biomarker for synaptic activity and indirectly
of synaptic number. Finally, the potential exists to
measure phosphorylated proteins and peptides
which indirectly monitor protein kinase and protein
phosphatase activity at 1.5 T, but probably not
at fields above 3.0 T. Given the above and given
the pivotal roles high-energy phosphate and mem-
brane phospholipid metabolism, synaptic/transport

vesicles and protein kinase/protein phosphatase
activity play in brain function and structure, it is
clear that 31P MRS is an attractive modality for brain
studies.

Quantifiable information from
in-vivo 1H MRS
N-Acetyl groups with short correlation times (sNA),
total creatine (PCrþCr (Crt)), and trimethlyamines
(TMA) are the predominant short correlation time
metabolites observed by in-vivo 1H MRS studies.
NAA and NAAG are the major contributors to sNA;
however, metabolites with short correlation times
such as sialic acids and UDP-N-acetyl sugars could
contribute (see below). An example of quantifying a
1H MRS spectrum using LC model fitting is shown in
Figure 3.3.

Both PCr and Cr contribute to the total creatine
(Crt) resonance, so this resonance is not a preferred
measure for high-energy phosphate metabolism. The
TMA resonance of the in-vivo 1H MR spectrum is
comprised of freely mobile metabolites (Miller, 1991),
including GPC (1.15 � 0.43 mmole/l tissue) and PC
(0.46 � 0.14 mmole/l tissue) (Jensen et al., 2002b),
and to a much lesser degree choline (10–60 nmole/g)
(McIlwain and Bachelard, 1985, p. 415), acetylcholine
(7 nmole/g) (McIlwain and Bachelard, 1985, p. 416),
carnitine (150 nmole/g) (Makar et al., 1995), and
acetyl-L-carnitine (15 nmole/g).

Figure 3.2 Z score plots for comparison of PCr and NAA levels,
sPME/sPDE ratio, gray matter percent, and composite language
cognitive scores with age of healthy volunteers.
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NAA, which is second to glutamate in terms of
total brain concentration of free amino acids,
accounts for approximately 85–90% of the 1H N-
acetyl methyl resonance at 2.01 ppm, and NAAG
contributes to the remaining 10–15% (Koller et al.,
1984; Frahm et al., 1991; Pouwels and Frahm, 1997).
Rat brain NAA levels rapidly increase from birth to
adolescence (3 months). Both NAA and NAAG are
localized exclusively in mature neurons and neuronal
processes, and not in mature glia (Tallan et al., 1956;
Koller et al., 1984; Birken and Oldendorf, 1989;
Urenjak et al., 1993). NAA is formed in neuronal
mitochondria from acetyl-CoA and aspartate by the
membrane bound enzyme L-aspartate N-acetyltrans-
ferase, an enzyme found in brain but not in other
tissue such as heart, liver and kidney (Goldstein,
1959, 1969; Knizley, 1967; Truckenmiller et al.,
1985). The neuronal synthesis of NAA is directly
coupled to glucose and energy metabolism in the
human brain. Monoclonal antibody studies show
NAA to be localized to neurons with intense

staining of the perikarya and proximal dendrites
and axons (Simmons et al., 1991). The neuronal
immunoreactivity does not correspond to primary
neurotransmitter characteristics. Approximately
30% of neurons do not appear to contain appreciable
amounts of NAA. After formation in neuronal mito-
chondria, NAA undergoes regulated release into the
extracellular space and is hydrolyzed by aspartoacy-
lase (amidohydrolase II), which is found in oligo-
dendrocytes rather than astrocytes (Bhakoo et al.,
2001). The aspartate that is released is taken up by
neurons and recycled into NAA (Baslow, 2003).
Most of the acetyl groups that are released are taken
up and metabolized by oligodendrocytes or astro-
cytes where they are oxidized, converted into
acetyl-CoA, or incorporated into membrane lipids,
including myelin. Potential roles for NAA include a
storage form of aspartate or acetate, oligodendroglia
myelin formation, and a molecular water pump to
remove metabolic water from metabolically active
neurons (Baslow, 2003).

In-vitro versus in-vivo 1HMRS values for NAA
In general, in-vivo spectroscopy studies have consist-
ently reported higher concentration values of brain
NAA as measured by the 1H N-acetyl methyl reson-
ance at 2.01 ppm (7.9–16.6 mmole/kg wet weight,
average concentration 10.3 mmole/kg wet weight)
than those reported using gas chromatography
(5.5 mmole/kg wet weight) (Tallan, 1957; Nadler
and Cooper, 1972), or high-resolution NMR of
human biopsy brain tissue (5–6 mmole/kg wet
weight; 5.97 � 0.26 mmole/kg wet weight gray
matter, 3.99 � 0.20 mmole/kg weight white matter;
5.87 mmole/kg wet weight frontal) (Perry et al.,
1971). There are several factors that may account
for the discrepancy, including breakdown of NAA
during tissue removal and extraction, such that in-
vitro values will be lower than in-vivo values. How-
ever, with careful, freeze-clamped extraction methods
(Glonek et al., 1982; Pettegrew et al., 1990), break-
down is not a likely cause for the differences (see
discussion of in-vivo versus in-vitro concentrations
of PME and PDE). Other N-acetyl groups with short
correlation times such as N-acetyl sugars, including
UDP-N-acetyl sugars, could contribute to the sNA
resonance, especially under pathological conditions,
such as observed in chronic schizophrenia in which
there is membrane repair and especially if there is
repair of gangliosides (enriched in synaptosomal

Figure 3.3 An example of quantifying a short TE MRSI 1H spectrum
of a healthy individual using LC Model fitting. The acquired
spectrum with no line broadening is superimposed on the modeled
and baseline spline function, and the residual is below. The
quantified macromolecule signal is indicated in a separate trace.
A high resolution (11.7 T) spectrum of GT1b ganglioside is shown at
the top.
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membranes), since UDP-N-acetyl sugars are used
in ganglioside synthesis.

Evidence indicates that gangliosides are specific-
ally localized in neurons (Lowden and Wolfe, 1964),
and are enriched in synaptic membranes (Whittaker,
1966; Wiegandt, 1967). The levels of gangliosides
in human brain cerebral gray matter (1.45–1.68
mmoles/100 g dry weight) and cerebral white matter
(0.28–0.37 mmoles/100 g dry weight) have been
determined by Eeg-Olofsson et al. (1966). The levels
of gangliosides are developmentally regulated. In rat
brain, ganglioside levels start to increase by post-
natal day 5 and peak at approximately post-natal
day 20 (Suzuki, 1966). Hess et al. (1976) report that
human neurons contain six times more sialic acid
groups than rat brain. Sialo proteins also contain
sialic acid and could contribute up to 15% of the
total brain protein (McIlwain and Bachelard, 1985,
p. 316). Gangliosides are synthesized by the sequen-
tial transfer of sialic acids and neutral sugars by
membrane-bound glycosyl transferases and sialyl
transferases located in regions of the Golgi apparatus
that generally correspond to the order of sugar
addition; i.e. initial sugar additions in the cis
Golgi and terminal additions in the distal trans
Golgi. CMP-N-acetylneuramic acid is used by sialyl
transferases, and UDP-N-acetyl galactosamine and
UDP-N-acetylglucosamine are used by glycosyl
transferases (Merrill and Sandhoff, 2002, pp. 390–3).
UDP-N-acetyl glucosamine and UDP-N-acetyl galac-
tosamine levels have been observed to increase seven-
fold in human tumor cells grown in tissue culture
(Shedd et al., 1993), suggesting that under conditions
of enhanced ganglioside synthesis, UDP-N-acetyl
sugar levels can increase several fold. Ganglioside bio-
synthesis also involves O-acetylation of sialic acid and
N-deacetylation of the 5-amino group of sialic acid.
Synthesized gangliosides are incorporated into the
outer leaflet of the plasma membrane, especially the
synaptosomal membrane, by vesicle-mediated trans-
port (Merrill and Sandhoff, 2002).

Glutamate is the most abundant amino acid in
the brain (781–125 mmole/100 g; McIlwain and
Bachelard, 1985, p. 155), and plays a major role as
an excitatory neurotransmitter in the cerebral cortex
(Erecinska and Silver, 1990), which is rich in gluta-
matergic neurons; all cortical efferents and cortico-
cortical connections are glutamatergic. Synaptic-
released glutamate is taken up by surrounding glia
and converted into glutamine (215–560 mmole/100 g;

McIlwain and Bachelard, 1985, p. 155) by glutamine
synthase [EC 6.3.1.2]. The glutamine is then released
by glia and taken up by the pre-synaptic neurons and
converted into glutamate by mitochondrial glutami-
nase [EC 3.5.1.2]. This glutamate–glutamine cycle
increases with brain activity and is coupled with glu-
cose utilization and lactate production in glia. The in-
vivo concentration of glutamate is much higher than
glutamine, which suggests that the majority of the in-
vivo 1H MRS observable glutamate is metabolic glu-
tamate and not synaptic glutamate. In addition, glu-
tamate, glutamine, and GABA cannot be reliably
quantified at field strengths below 4.0 T, and even
at 4.0 T are more convincing quantified by 2D
J-resolved, single-voxel MRS (Onger et al., 2008).

Summary
The in-vivo 1H MRS spectrum contains three major
resonance regions. The trimethylamine region is
composed primarily of the membrane phospholipid
precursor PC and breakdown product GPC with
much smaller contributions from choline, acetylchol-
ine, carnitine, and acetyl-L-carnitine. PC and GPC
cannot be reliably separated and quantified by in-vivo
1H MRS even at 7.0 T. Therefore, this 1H resonance
region is confounded and in-vivo interpretation is
controversial. The N-acetyl region is predominantly
comprised of NAA, but there are likely contributions
by other in-vivo N-acetyl containing molecules, such
as N-acetyl sugars found in ganglioside metabolism,
which need to be considered.

The in-vivo 1H MRS region referred to as total
creatine contains both the labile high-energy PCr and
its breakdown product, creatine. PCr and Cr cannot
be reliable separated and quantified even at 7.0 T, so
the interpretation is highly confounded.

Finally, glutamate and glutamine are difficult
to reliably quantify at field strengths below 4.0 T,
and even at 4.0 T and higher are more convincingly
quantified by 2D J-resolved MRS, which requires a
single-voxel approach. In addition, a majority of the
glutamate resonance comes from metabolic glutamate
and not neurotransmitter glutamate.

31P MRS findings in schizophrenia
Many neurochemical, neuropathological and func-
tional imaging studies have implicated the frontotem-
poral neural networks in schizophrenia (for review,
see McClure et al., 1998; Weickert and Kleinman,
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1998). Our 1991 PME and PDE results (Pettegrew
et al., 1991) were interpreted as consistent with either
neurodegeneration or exaggerated synaptic elimin-
ation with reduced utilization of βATP secondary to
reduced frontal lobe activity. In one subject, these
findings were present 2 years prior to the onset of
illness (Keshavan et al., 1991). Since our 1991 paper,
over 175 31P and 1H MRS studies in schizophrenia
have been conducted, and most of these studies
continue to demonstrate alterations in indices of

membrane phospholipidmetabolismwhich is remark-
able given the non-uniform MRS and clinical meth-
odological procedures used. Findings related to high-
energy phosphate levels have been more variable (for
reviews see McClure et al., 1998; Keshavan et al., 2000;
Fukuzako, 2001; Stanley, 2002). Table 3.1 provides a
list of 31P MRS findings and characteristics of the
studies conducted after these reviews. Tables 3.2–3.4
summarize the results from these 31P MRS studies.

Important factors contributing to inconsistent
membrane phospholipid and high-energy phosphate
results among schizophrenia studies are: (1) diverse
patient cohorts with small sample size, i.e. medica-
tion-naive, first-episode vs. chronic schizophrenia
cohorts; (2) different brain region(s) studied; (3)
methodological issues, e.g. sensitivity, field strength,
localization techniques, resolution of metabolites, and
quantitation methods (Stanley et al., 2000).

The finding of reduced PME levels in the dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex reported in our 1991 study
(Pettegrew et al., 1991) has been replicated in most
studies; however, increased PDE in the DPFC has
not been consistently demonstrated in more recent
studies. Examination of the reasons for this helps to
illustrate the issues that need to be considered in
31P MRS studies in schizophrenia. Medication-naive,
first-episode cohorts provide the gold standard for
MRS studies of the molecular underpinnings of
schizophrenia. Chronic schizophrenia cohorts are
much more diverse, with several confounds that may
affect membrane phospholipid and high-energy phos-
phate metabolism such as cognitive status, length of
illness, number of episodes, age, and type of antipsy-
chotic medication. Clinical differences may account
for some of the inconsistency, but methodological
differences most likely account for the inconsistency
of reported PDE levels in the prefrontal region. Our
1991 study was conducted at 1.5 T, localized to the
DPFC, and quantitated by Lorentzian curve fitting.
Smesny et al. (2007), however, report a reduction
in PDE levels in the right prefrontal cortex. This is
likely due to the contribution of both intermediate
and short correlation time PDEs to the quantitation
of PDE in the Pettegrew et al. (1991) paper. Smesny
used a quantitation method that removed the “mobile
phospholipid” (MP) resonance (similar to the iPDE).
Potwarka et al. (1999) reported that the MP increased
in the frontal cortex of schizophrenia patients, and
that this also may artificially increase the PDE peak.
The Potwarka et al. (1999) study was done at 1.5 T

Box 3.2. What molecular and metabolic
information can be obtained from 31P and 1H MRS?

� 31P MRS
31P MRS provides quantitation of molecular

species related to membrane phospholipid
metabolism (sPME, sPDE) and high-energy
phosphate metabolism (PCr, ATP, ADP, Pi). In
addition, at 1.5 Tesla, membrane vesicles (syn-
aptic, transport) and phosphorylated proteins
and peptides can be quantified.

A major source of ATP consumption in brain is
the repolarization of depolarized synaptic
membranes. Since PCr is a buffer for ATP, via
the creatine kinase reaction, levels of PCr
potentially provide a surrogate measure of
synaptic activity.

� 1H MRS
N-Acetyl groups with short correlation times

(sNA, predominantly N-acetylaspartate), total
creatine (PCr þ Cr combined), and trimethyl-
amines (GPC þ PC combined) are the predom-
inant metabolites observable by in-vivo
1H MRS. Since the creatine and trimethylamine
resonances contain both precursors and prod-
ucts, informative metabolic information is
lacking. Other minor resonances include glu-
tamate, glutamine, myo-inositol, GABA, taur-
ine, NAAG, lactate and aspartate.

Under some circumstances, sialic acids and UDP-
acetyl sugars could make observable contribu-
tions to the sNA resonance region.

In-vivo concentration of glutamate is much
higher than glutamine, suggesting that the
majority of in-vivo observable glutamate is
metabolic glutamate and not synaptic vesicle
glutamate. Glutamate, glutamine and GABA
cannot be reliably quantified by in-vivo
1H MRS at fields below 4.0 Tesla and even at
4.0 Tesla are more convincingly quantified by
2D J-resolved, single-voxel techniques.
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Table 3.1 Phosphorus in vivo MRS findings in schizophrenia

Study Cohort Brain region(s) Method Field
(Tesla)

Metabolite changes
SZ vs. control
subjects

Pettegrew
et al. (1991)

11 FEAN SZ (7M, 4F)
Age 24.4 � 1.8 yrs (SEM)
10 Controls (6M, 4F)
Age 24.1 � 1.8 yrs (SEM)

DPFC Surface coil
localized single
voxel,
approximately
20 cm3

1.5 Decreased PME;
Increased PDE

Fukuzako
et al. (1996)

31 CH SZ (22M, 9F)
Age 31 yrs
31 Controls (22M, 9F)
Age 31 yrs

2 voxels averaged
R and L TL

2D CSI
3�3�4 cm3

2 Increased PDE in R and
L TL;
Decreased βATP in L TL

Fukuzako
et al. (1999)

17 FEAN SZ (10M, 7F)
Age 23.1 yrs
17 Controls (10M, 7F)
Age 22.5 yrs

2 voxels averaged
R and L TL

2D CSI
3�3�4 cm3

2 Decreased PME in TL;
Increased PDE in TL

Potwarka
et al. (1999)

11 CH SZ (10M, 1F)
Age 45.7 � 6.2 yrs
11 Controls (10M, 1F)
Age 45.0 � 7.5 yrs

R and L PFC, MC,
POC

2D CSI
1H decoupled
27 cm3

1.5 Increased MP in PFC;
Decreased PC and PI in
PFC

Klem et al.
(2001)

14 HR for SZ (4M, 10F)
Age 16.7 � 1.9 yrs
14 Controls
Age 16.9 � 2.6 yrs
(4M, 10F)

R and L PFC ISIS
2.8�2.8�5 cm3

1.5 Increased PDE in PFC;
Decreased PME/PDE

Jensen et al.
(2002a)

11 CH SZ (11M)
Age 42.2 � 8.5 yrs
6 olazapine, 2
conventional, 1
clozapine, 1 Quelipine,
1 ziprasidone
11 Controls (11M)
Age 42.9 � 7.4 yrs

R and L PFC, ACC,
POC, PC,
Thalamus,
Hippocampus,
Cerebellum

3D CSI
15 cm3

4 GPE decreased in ACC,
RPFC, L Thalamus;
GPE increased in
L Hippocampus and
L Cerebellum
PE; GPC decreased in
RPFC; PC decreased
in ACC

Riehemann
et al. (2002)

72 CH SZ
Divided into 3 groups for
study of pH effects of
medication
Study A: 51 CH SZ (31M,
20F)
Age ¼ 34.9 � 12 yrs
29 received haloperidol,
14 received atypical
clozapine;
8 drug-free for at least
1 week
Study B: 8 CH SZ (5M, 3F)
Age ¼ 35.8 � 12.8 yrs
2 scans, first drug-free 7.5
days, second, 20.6 � 11.1
days classical drug

R and L PFC ISIS
Studies A and B:
39.2 � 0.6 cm3

1.5 Clozapine lowered
intracellular pH in the
PFC
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Table 3.1 (cont.)

Study Cohort Brain region(s) Method Field
(Tesla)

Metabolite changes
SZ vs. control
subjects

treatment;
StudyC: 13 CH SZ (6M, 7F)
Age 42.2 � 9.5 yrs.
3 MR scans, first drug-free
at least 3 days; second
after 2 weeks on classical
haloperidol, third scan
after 2 weeks on atypical
olanzapine
32 Controls (19M, 13F)
Age 37.1 � 11.5 yrs

Yacubian
et al. (2002)

18 AN SZ (9M, 9F)
Age 29.4 � 9.3
35 SZ drug-free for at
least 2 weeks (21M, 14F)
Age 32.1 � 9.3 yrs
35 Controls (15M, 20F)
Age 29.8 � 8.6 yrs

LPFC ISIS
2.8�2.8�5 cm3

1.5 PDE decreased in LPFC
of AN SZ

Jayakumar
et al. (2003)

20 AN SZ (15M, 5F)
Age 27.0 � 7.5 yrs
30 Controls (21M, 9F)
Age 29.4 � 8.3 yrs

R and L BG ISIS
2.5�2.5�5 cm3

1.5 PME/PDE and PME/
total phosphorus
increased in L and R BG

Keshavan
et al. (2003)

11 HR for SZ (8M, 8F)
Age 15.4 � 2.1 yrs
37 Controls (29M, 8F)
Age 14.2 � 2.7 yrs

L and R PFC 2D CSI
4.5�4.5�3.0 cm3

1.5 sPME decreased in PFC;
sPME/sPDE increased in
PFC.
These changes were
more prominent in HR
subjects with Axis
I psychopathology.

Rzanny
et al. (2003)

18 HR for SZ (8M, 10F)
Age 16.0 � 2.5 yrs
19 Controls (8M, 10F)
Age 16.8 � 3.2 yrs

R and L DPFC ISIS
2.8�2.8�5.0 cm3

1.5 PDE increased
PME/PDE decreased
βNTP decreased

Jensen et al.
(2004)

15 FE SZ (10 AN)
(13M, 2F)
Age 22.5 � 3.4 yrs
4 taking atypical
antipsychotics
1 taking a typical
antipsychotic
15 Controls (13M, 2F)
Age 22.1 � 3.0 yrs

R&L PFC, ACC,
POC, PC,
Thalamus,
Cerebellum

3D CSI
15 cm3

31P metabolite
levels corrected
for voxel gray and
white matter and
CSF content

4.0 GPC, PC, βATP, Pi
increased in ACC

Puri et al.
(2004)

15 Violent SZ (15M)
Age 37.1 � 12.4 yrs
13 Controls
Age 37.0 � 10.6 yrs

Cerebrum ISIS
7�7�7 cm3

1.5 βNTP increased in
Cerebrum
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Table 3.1 (cont.)

Study Cohort Brain region(s) Method Field
(Tesla)

Metabolite changes
SZ vs. control
subjects

Shirayama
et al. (2004)

11 CH SZ (11M)
Age 28.6 � 8.6 yrs
15 Controls (15M)
Age 28.4 � 8.1 yrs

PFC ISIS
3.5�4.5�7.0 cm3

(Prior knowledge
curve fitting)

2.0 GPC decreased in PFC

Theberge
et al.
(2004b)

9 CH SZ (9M)
Age 41 � 7 yrs all taking
typical antipsychotics
8 Controls (9M)
Age 43 � 9 yrs

L ACC
L Thalamus

31P 3D CSI
1H STEAM (TE ¼
20 ms)
31P metabolite
levels corrected
for voxel CSF
content

4.0 Correlated
1H metabolites with
31P metabolites
PE vs. Gln positive
correlation in L ACC;
GPC vs. NAA negative
correlation in
L Thalamus.

Gangadhar
et al. (2006)

19 AN SZ (11 had
developmental reflexes)
(15M, 4F)
Age 27.4 � 7.4 yrs
26 Controls (18M, 8F)
Age 30.1 � 8.7 yrs

R and L BG ISIS
2DCSI
2.5�2.5�5.0 cm3

1.5 PCr/total ATP ratio in
the BG was lowest in
those patients who had
developmental reflexes.

Jayakumar
et al. (2006)

12 AN SZ (10M, 2F)
Age 28.7 � 8.8 yrs
13 Controls (6M, 7F)
Age 29.6 � 9.4 yrs

R and L Caudate ISIS
2D CSI
2.5�2.5�5.0 cm3

1.5 L Caudate reduced PCr;
L and R Caudate
reduced volume.
L Caudate PCr vs.
L Caudate volume
negative correlation.

Jensen et al.
(2006)

12 FE SZ (11M, 1F)
Age 23.2 � 3.6 yrs
11 Controls (9M, 2F)
Age 22.2 � 3.4 yrs

Frontal Lobe
(averaged voxels)
Fronto-temporal-
striatal (averaged
voxels)

3D CSI
5.4 cm3

31P metabolite
levels corrected
for voxel gray and
white matter and
CSF content

4.0 In fronto-temporal-
striatal region βATP
increased in white
matter and decreased
in gray matter. No
differences were found
in frontal-lobes.

Smesny
et al. (2007)

12 FEAN SZ (7M, 5F)
Age 32.2 � 9.7 yrs
19 SZ (8M, 11F)
Age 40.2 � 11.5 yrs
Off antipsychotic
medication for at least 2
weeks (32.5 � 59 days)
Treatment before wash
out Olanzapine (n ¼ 7),
Risperidone (n ¼ 5),
Haloperidol (n ¼ 7)
31 Controls (15M, 16F)
Age 37.2 � 11.3 yrs

R and L PFC
medial temporal
(including
hippocampus)
caudate nucleus,
thalamus, ACC

2D CSI
21 cm3

1.5 PME, PDE, PCr and Pi
reduced in R and L PFC;
factor analysis of
changes showed a
characteristic spatial
pattern of changes.
No significant
medication � voxel
interactions found
between ANFE SZ and
AN SZ groups.
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Table 3.1 (cont.)

Study Cohort Brain region(s) Method Field
(Tesla)

Metabolite changes
SZ vs. control
subjects

Puri et al.
(2008)

15 Violent SZ (15M)
12 Controls (9M)
Medication (not
reported)

Cerebrum ISIS
7�7�7 cm3 MP
removed in
quantitation
method

1.5 βATP reduced in
Cerebrum
No change in PME, PDE,
MP

Abbreviations. ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; AN, antipsychotic naive; BG, basal ganglia; 2DCSI, 2 dimensional chemical shift imaging,
FE, first episode; ISIS, image selected in vivo spectroscopy; L, left; MP, mobile phospholipid; MO, motor cortex; PC, posterior cingulate;
POC, parieto occipital; R, right; SEM, standard error of the mean; SZ, schizophrenia subjects; TE, time of echo; TL, temporal lobe.

Table 3.2 Phosphorus MRS phospholipid and high energy metabolite findings of studies from Table 3.1. Studies that did not
compare schizophrenia subjects to control subjects were not included in this table. Violent schizophrenia subjects were considered
a separate subgroup and were not included in this table. Findings reported as ratios to other metabolites are not included

First episode and/or
antipsychotic naive

First episode Chronic

Number of studies

Partial
volume

correction Number of studies

Partial
volume

correction Number of studies

Partial
volume

correction

Metabolites Increased Decreased Increased Decreased Increased Decreased

Phospholipid

PME 1 3 4N 1 1Y 2 1N, 1Y

PDE 2 2 4N 1 1Y 2 2 3N, 1Y

iPDE 1 1N

High-Energy

βATP 1 1Y 1 1N

PCr 2 1Y, 1N 1 1 2Y

Pi 1 1N 1 1Y 1 1N

Table 3.3 Summary of phosphorus MRS phospholipid
metabolite findings

10 Studies 3 FEAN

2 AN

2 with partial
volume
correction

5 decreased
PME, 2
increased
PME

1 FE
8 no partial
volume
correction

4 decreased
PDE, 5
increased
PDE

4 CH 1 increased
iPDE

Table 3.4 Summary of phosphorus MRS high energy
metabolite findings

6
Studies

1
FEAN

3 with partial
volume
correction

1 decreased βATP,
1 increased βATP

1 AN

2 FE

3 no partial
volume
correction

3 decreased PCr,
1 increased PCr

2 CH 2 decreased Pi,
1 increased Pi
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with a 1H-decoupled 31P chemical shift method pro-
viding resolution of the PME (PE and PC) and PDE
(GPE and GPC) resonances. Note that 1H-decoupled
31P spectra would greatly enhance (82%) the GPE
contribution to the PDE resonance. Although reso-
lution of the PME and PDE resonances is desirable,
studies at higher field strength provide partial reso-
lution of these peaks. Studies at 1.5 T by Volz et al.
(2000) and Smesny et al. (2007) report a decrease in
PDE after removal of the MP component. Studies at
higher field strength (3.0 or 4.0 T) have greatly reduced
MP contributions to the 31P spectrum due to chemical
shift anisotropy effects. Studies of schizophrenia
subjects at higher field report no change in PDE
(Jensen et al., 2006) in the frontal brain region. In
summary, the reported increase in prefrontal PDE
(Pettegrew et al., 1991) could have been due to an
increase in iPDE and not sPDE. The Smesny et al.
(2007) 31P MRS study is an example of chemical shift
imaging which simultaneously samples multiple brain
regions providing data on molecular changes through-
out regions of interest. The echo-planar spectroscopic
imaging (EPSI) protocol (Ulrich et al., 2007) is another
technological advance which improves the acquisition
of 31P MRS data.

Evidence for altered membrane phospholipid
metabolism in subjects at high risk for schizophrenia
and antedating first break episodes has been
obtained by Keshavan et al. (2003) and Rzanny
et al. (2003). Both studies report a reduction in the
ratio sPME/sPDE for high-risk subjects versus con-
trols, although compared to controls Keshavan et al.
(2003) reported significantly reduced sPME but
not sPDE, whereas Rzanny et al. (2003) reported a
significant increase in sPDE, but no significant
reduction in sPME. Keshavan et al. (2003) reported
increased iPDE levels in the high-risk subjects
whereas Rzanny et al. (2003) reported decreased
broad component values in the high-risk subjects.
However, the quantification methods were different
for the two studies, and therefore the results are not
entirely compatible.

Puri and colleagues have examined forensic
schizophrenia cohorts by 31P MRS (Puri et al., 2004,
2008). Puri et al. (2008) examined a 7�7�7 cm3

central voxel with 31P ISIS, quantified by AMARES/
MRUI software (prior knowledge with the first
1.92 ms removed to analyze only short correlation
metabolites) then modeled in time domain. The short
correlation components were subtracted from the

original spectrum to give a “broad component”,
whose area is fitted by Gaussian function and com-
pared to the total short correlation metabolites and
reported as a percentage. No change was observed for
the “broad component” of forensic schizophrenia
patients 57.9% (SEM 5.6) vs. controls 57.7% (SEM
6.0). (Note, the same quantitation method was not
used for short correlation time metabolites or inter-
mediate correlation time metabolites.) Puri and cow-
orkers (2008) did not find support for membrane
alterations in forensic schizophrenia patients. How-
ever, the clinical samples in the Puri studies are quite
different from those reported in FEAN and chronic
schizophrenia studies.

Shirayama et al. (2004) reported increased GPC
in schizophrenia males (n¼11) with no change in
high-energy metabolites. The study was done at
2.0 T and quantitated by curve-fitting with prior
knowledge.

Yacubian et al. (2002) reported reduced PDE in
drug-naive schizophrenia subjects (n¼18) compared
to controls (n¼35) and medicated schizophrenia sub-
jects (n¼35). Voxel size was 2.8�2.8�5 cm3 at 1.5 T
quantitated by a convolution difference procedure
with baseline correction. This quantitation method
includes a baseline roll, which is removed by operator
interaction.

1H MRS findings
Most of the in-vivo 1H MRS findings in schizophrenia
focus on changes in NAA, the largest resonance in
1H MRS spectra. As mentioned above, the NAA res-
onance contains N-acetyl moieties in addition to
NAA, such as NAAG and N-acetyl sugars. Two
other prominent resonances are the trimethylamine
resonance (PC, GPC, a small amount of choline,
acetylcholine, L-carnitine, and acetyl-L-carnitine),
often labeled Cho, and total creatine resonance (PCr þ
creatine); however, 31P MRS is best-suited for
obtaining quantitative results of PC, GPC, and PCr
metabolites. 1H MRS acquisition with long (272 ms)
echo times (TE) simplify the spectra to these three
resonances. 1H MRS acquisition using short TE
(20 ms) produces resonances for additional metabol-
ites, i.e. glutamate, glutamine, and myo-inositol (MI).
Acquisition at higher field (4.0 T) is needed to sep-
arately quantify the complex resonances of glutamate
and glutamine, even with prior knowledge quantifi-
cation methods, such as the commercially available
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LC Model. Most of the 1H MRS studies reported in
the literature focus on one or two localized regions
of the brain; however, with advances in acquisition
methods such as magnetic resonance spectroscopic
imaging (MRSI), multiple regions can be acquired in
times comparable to single voxel experiments. Exam-
ining multiple regions in the same cohort should
help clarify the regional relationship of metabolite
changes found in single-voxel studies. Longitudinal
studies are needed to examine heterochronous
regional changes in subjects at various stages of the
disease. Reviews of methodological advances in
1H MRS by Stanley et al. (2000) and Dager et al.
(2008) provide a more detailed discussion of tech-
nical issues such as increasing signal-to-noise ratio,
resolution of resonances, lipid suppression, and uni-
form magnetic field.

Reviews of 1H MRS findings in schizophrenia
provide a starting point for our review of selected
literature reports of 1H MRS findings in schizophre-
nia (Keshavan et al., 2000; Steen et al., 2005; Abbott
and Bustillo, 2006; Dager et al., 2008). Table 3.5 lists
1H MRS findings and characteristics of the studies
conducted after these reviews. Tables 3.6 and 3.7
summarize the results from these 1H MRS studies.
Steen et al. (2005) report a meta-analysis of 64
1H MRS studies and focus on NAA levels. The
meta-analysis found a robust reduction of NAA levels
in gray and white matter in frontal lobes in both first-
episode and chronic schizophrenia subjects compared
to controls. A robust reduction in hippocampal NAA
was also found. Structural MRI studies reveal volu-
metric reductions in these areas (Shenton et al., 2001).
Abbott and Bustillo (2006) reviewed proton studies of
schizophrenia between June 2004 and September
2005 and concluded that abnormalities in Glu and
Gln findings were consistent with the glutamatergic
excitotoxic process. Progress has been made in regard
to improving Glu and Gln quantitation at 4.0 T
(Onger et al., 2008); however, separation of Glu and
Gln resonances, the origin of the Glu and Gln reson-
ance (i.e. metabolic pool versus synaptic glutamate
recycling), and possible medication effects remain
problematic in interpreting these results in the con-
text of glutamatergic dysfunction in schizophrenia.
Paz et al. (2008) review the literature supporting a
glutamatergic-centered hypothesis of pathophysio-
logical events in schizophrenia, and in particular evi-
dence of the neurodevelopmental timing of cognitive
abilities in the PFC involving dopamine–glutamate

interactions that do not mature until post-puberty.
Neurodevelopmental timing of synaptic elimination
and membrane repair are best obtained by 31P MRSI
as discussed above, and recently demonstrated in
control subjects 6–18 years old (Goldstein et al.,
2009).

Stanley et al. (2007) explored the reduction of
NAA in the DLPFC of first-episode, antipsychotic-
naive (FEAN) schizophrenia subjects compared to
healthy controls. The FEAN were divided by age into
early onset (n¼8, 17.5 � 2.1 years) and adult onset
(n¼10, 28.0 � 4.6 years) groups. Early-onset FEAN
demonstrated a 13% reduction in NAA compared to
age-matched healthy controls; adult-onset did not
show significant reduction in NAA in the left DLPFC.
Symptom severity was not different in the early-onset
versus adult-onset FEAN subjects.

1H MRS findings reported after the reviews men-
tioned above include the following studies. No
changes in Glu/Gln were found in the anterior cingu-
late and parieto-occiptal cortex (2�2�2 cm3 nominal
voxel at 4.0 T) of chronic schizophrenia subjects
compared with controls (Onger et al., 2008). No
changes in short TE 1H MRS metabolites were seen
in the right and left medial temporal cortex (largely
consisting of the anterior hippocampus) (2�2�2 cm3

nominal voxel at 3.0 T) in treatment-naive and
chronic schizophrenia subjects compared to
controls; however, myo-inositol levels correlated with
cumulative antipsychotic dose in a subgroup of
the treated subjects (Woods et al., 2008). A study of
the DLPFC in first-episode and chronic schizophrenia
subjects demonstrated a correlation of NAA levels of
the left DLPFC (3.375 cm3 voxel size, 1.5 T) with
verbal learning and memory (Ohrmann et al., 2007).
Adult siblings of schizophrenia subjects free of psy-
chopathology indicated elevated MRS glutamate levels
in the medial frontal lobes (2.5�2.5�2.5 cm3 nominal
voxel, 3.0 T), and stratification by glutamate levels in
the sibling group indicated a difference between the
high- and low-glutamate subjects in performance on
the Continuous Performance Test (CPT) (Purdon et
al., 2008). Tang et al. (2007) have reported correlations
of NAA levels and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
anisotropic indices of chronic schizophrenia subjects
compared with controls in the left medial temporal
region white matter (CSI data nominal voxel
1.0�0.9�0.9 cm3 at 3.0 T, three slices were obtained
to cover DLPFC and occipital white matter tracts in
addition to the medial temporal region). A short TE
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Table 3.5 Proton in vivo MRS findings in schizophrenia

Study Cohort Brain region(s) Method Field
(Tesla)

Metabolite
changes SZ vs.
Control subjects

Delamillieure
et al. (2004)

5 with deficit SZ
17 without deficit SZ
21 Controls

R and L Medial
PFC

STEAM
TE ¼ 30 ms
8.0 cm3

1.5 Positive correlation
between R
MPFC NAA/Cr and
Stroop tests
performance in
deficit SZ

O’Neill et al.
(2004)

11 child and
adolescent SZ (7M, 4F)
Age 12.3 � 3.8 yrs
(7 18 yrs)
20 Controls (10M, 10F)
Ages 11.7 � 2.9 yrs
(6.8 16.3 yrs)

Mean of R and
L PFC; ACC;
Thalamus;
Striatum

3DMRSI
TE ¼ 272 ms
nominal voxel 1.2 cm3

1H metabolite levels
corrected for voxel
gray and white matter
and CSF content

1.5 PCr þ Cr higher in
ACC
PC þ GPC þ
Choline higher in
ACC, PFC, and
caudate head

Theberge
et al. (2004a)

19 FEAN SZ (14M, 5F)
Age 25 � 8 yrs

L ACC and
L Thalamus

STEAM
TE ¼ 20 ms nominal
voxel 1.5 cm3

1H metabolite levels
corrected for voxel
gray and white matter
and CSF content

4.0 Effect of duration
of untreated
illness, duration
of prodromal
symptoms, and
duration of
untreated psychosis.
PC þ GPC þ Choline
positively correlated
with DUP in L ACC
and L Thalamus

Tibbo et al.
(2004)

20 HR for SZ (7M, 13F)
Age 16.4 � 2.0 yrs
22 Controls (9M, 13F)
Age 16.7 � 1.7 yrs

R medial PFC STEAM
TE ¼ 20 ms
2.5 cm3

3.0 Glu þ Gln/PCrþCr
decreased in
R medial PFC

Ende et al.
(2005)

14 SZ (12M, 2F)
Age 38.9 � 7.3 yrs
14 Controls (8M, 6F)
Age 35.6 � 3.7 yrs

Cerebellum,
Pons, Dentate
Nucleus

PRESS
TE ¼ 135 ms
2.1�2.1�1.5 cm3

1.5 NAA significantly
lower in
cerebellar cortex and
cerebellar vermis.
Showed no
difference in gray
and white matter
and CSF content in
SZ vs. controls.

Jakary et al.
(2005)

22 SZ (22M)
Age 34.5 � 9.4 yrs
36% on typical and
64% on atypical
antipsychotics
22 Controls (22M)
Age 36.4 � 11.3 yrs

L and R
Thalamus
(mediodorsal,
anterior)

3D MRSI
TE ¼ 135 ms
0.8�0.8�1.5 cm3

0.9 cm3

1H metabolite levels
corrected for voxel
gray and white matter
and CSF content

1.5 Decreased NAA in
mediodorsal and
anterior thalamus
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Table 3.5 (cont.)

Study Cohort Brain region(s) Method Field
(Tesla)

Metabolite
changes SZ vs.
Control subjects

Miyaoka et al.
(2005)

15 with GS (þ) SZ
(7M, 9F)
Age 32.5 � 10.7 yrs
70.5% on atypical
antipsychotics
15 without GS (–) SZ
(8M, 7F)
Age 34.0 � 11.0 yrs
69.3% on atypical
antipsychotics
15 Controls (8M, 7F)
Age 41.7 � 14.7 yrs

L hippocamus
L BG, vermis of
cerebellum

PRESS
TE ¼ 30 ms
8 cm3

1.5 GS(þ) vs. GS( ) SZ:
NAA/Cr and MI/Cr
reduced in
hippocampus, and
MI/Cr reduced in LBG;
GS(þ) SZ vs. controls:
NAA/Cr and MI/Cr
reduced in
hippocampus
and LBG;
GS (þ) vs. controls:MI/
Cr reduced in vermis
of cerebellum; GS ( )
vs. control: NAA/Cr
reduced in
hippocampus

Ohrmann
et al. (2005)

18 FEAN SZ (13M, 6F)
Age 29.3 � 11.2 yrs
21 CH SZ (15M, 6F)
Age 29.7 � 7.4 yrs
95% on atypical
antipsychotics
21 Controls (13M, 8F)
Age 28.0 � 6.8 yrs

DLPFC Fast spin echo single
voxel

1.5 In DLPFC, CH SZ vs.
Controls and CH SZ
vs. FE SZ: NAA, Glx,
and Cr reduced; FE
SZ vs. Controls:
reduced Cr and Cho

Rowland et al.
(2005)

10 Controls (10M)
Age 24.7 � 3.4 yrs
3 MR scans (before,
while loading, and
with maintenance
dose of ketamine or
placebo)

R and L ACC STEAM
TE ¼ 20 ms
8 cm3

4.0 Gln increased from
ketamine infusion in
Controls

Szulc et al.
(2005)

14 CH SZ (10M, 4F)
Age 32.0 � 7.2 yrs
MR scans after 7 day
washout and after 4
weeks of risperidone

Frontal lobe, TL,
Thalamus

Single-voxel PRESS
TE ¼ 35 ms
8 cm3

1.5 Risperidone
treatment increased
NAA and MI in the
Thalamus;
Risperidone
treatment improved
PANSS scores
Positive correlation
of NAA levels with
positive PANSS scale
before treatment in
the frontal lobe and
negatively in the
temporal lobe.
Positive correlation of
Glx/Cr with negative
PANSS scale in the
temporal lobe
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Table 3.5 (cont.)

Study Cohort Brain region(s) Method Field
(Tesla)

Metabolite
changes SZ vs.
Control subjects

Terpstra et al.
(2005)

13 CH SZ (8M, 5F)
Age 26 � 5 yrs
9 Controls (4M, 5F)
Age 25 � 5 yrs

ACC STEAM
TE ¼ 5 ms
8 cm3 and 17 cm3

4.0 No significant GSH
differences

Van Elst et al.
(2005)

21 CH SZ (13M, 8F)
Age 28.5 � 1.4 yrs
All on atypical
antipsychotics
32 Controls (23M, 10F)
Age 28.2 � 1.0 yrs

L DLPFC
L Hippocampus

PRESS
TE ¼ 30 ms
2�2�2 cm3

2.0 Increased Glu and
Gln in L DLPFC,
increased Glu in
L Hippocampus

Marenco et al.
(2006)

54 healthy individuals
genotyped at SNP
rs6465084k

R and L DLPFC,
Cingulate, CS,
hippocampus,
OC

2D MRSI
Spinecho
TE ¼ 280 ms
0.75�0.75�0.75 cm3

3.0 Decreased NAA/Cr in
R DLPFC in subjects
with SNP rs6465084

Tanaka et al.
(2006)

14 CH SZ (10M, 4F)
Age 29.4 � 4.1 yrs
approximately 70% on
atypical antipsychotics
13 Controls (10M, 3F)
Age 29.5 � 4.1 yrs

L frontal lobe PRESS
TE ¼ 30 ms
1.5�1.5�1.5 cm3

1.5 Decreased NAA In
L frontal lobe; NAA
negative correlation
with WCST
perseveration errors

Wood et al.
(2006)

46 FE SZ (29M, 15F)
Age 21.6�3.2 yrs all
treated with atypical
antipsychotics at time
of scan
Entry MR examination,
subjects then followed
longitudinally with
clinical tests,
antipsychotic
medication given at
the time of the MR
examination

L DLPFC
L MTL

PRESS
TE ¼ 135 ms
1.5�1.5�1.5 cm3

1.5 NAA/Cr in L DLPFC
correlated positively
with Global
Assessment of
Functioning score;
This suggests
L DLPFC NAA/Cr is a
predictor of poor
outcome.

Aydin et al.
(2007)

12 FE SZ (8M, 4F)
Age 25.5 � 5.8 yrs
83% given atypical
antipsychotics before
MR scan shortly after
hospitalization,
2 subjects AN
14 Controls (9M, 5F)
Age 25.2 � 5.4 yrs
16 CH SZ (11M, 5F)
Age 29.3 � 11.4 yrs
Most were on atypical
antipsychotics
14 Controls (9M, 5F)
Age 28.9 � 10.2 yrs

Corpus
Callosum

STEAM 1.5 NAA reduced in FE
SZ, CH SZ, and
combined SZ;
NAA negatively
correlated with BPRS
and SAPS in
combined SZ; FE SZ
did not show
correlations of NAA
with BPRS or SAPS
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Table 3.5 (cont.)

Study Cohort Brain region(s) Method Field
(Tesla)

Metabolite
changes SZ vs.
Control subjects

Chang et al.
(2007)

23 CH SZ
Age 66.3 � 7.2 yrs
22 Controls
70.0 �5.3 yrs

R and L
frontal white
matter,
OC white
matter,
temporal white
matter

Double spin echo
sequence
TE ¼ 30 ms

4.0 SZ had increased
Cho [probably GPC]
in R temporal white
matter;
decreased NAA in all
white matter regions
measured;
decreased Cr in
R frontal;
increased Glx in
R frontal, L temporal,
and occipital;
decreased mI in
L frontal, R frontal,
and R temporal

Molina et al.
(2007)

11 CH SZ (11M)
Age 36.7 � 5.8 yrs
82% on atypical
antipsychotics
13 Type I Bipolar
Age 37.8 � 6.7 yrs
10 Controls
Age 27.2 � 4.9 yrs

R and L DLPFC PRESS
TE ¼ 136 ms
3.0�1.5�1.5� cm3

1.5 NAA decreased in
DLPFC of both CH SZ
and Type I Bipolar;
more marked in SZ
than in Type I Bipolar

Ohrmann
et al. (2007)

15 FEAN SZ (10M, 5F)
Age 27.0 � 6.9 yrs
20 CH SZ (14M, 6F)
Age 30.3 � 7.3 yrs
95% on atypical
antipsychotics
20 Controls (13M, 7F)
Age 28.1 � 6.5 yrs

L DLPFC STEAM
TE ¼ 20 ms
3.375 cm3

1.5 In L DLPFC NAA
reduced in CH SZ
patients compared
with controls, NAA
reduced in CH SZ
compared with FEAN
SZ;
Cr and Glx reduced
in CH SZ compared
to controls and to
FEAN SZ. CR reduced
in FEAN SZ
compared with
controls. Cho
reduced in CH SZ
compared to
controls. Medication
had no significant
impact on metabolite
levels in CH SZ

Rothermundt
et al. (2007)

6 CH SZ
(high S100B, 6M)
Age 23.8 � 4,4 yrs
6 CH SZ

L amygdala/
anterior
hippocampus

STEAM
TE ¼ 20 ms
33.75 mm3

1H metabolite levels

1.5 Serum S100B
concentration, assay
of astroglial
activation and MRS
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Table 3.5 (cont.)

Study Cohort Brain region(s) Method Field
(Tesla)

Metabolite
changes SZ vs.
Control subjects

(low S100B, 5M, 1F)
Age 26.8 � 4.9 yrs
12 Controls

corrected for voxel
gray and white matter
and CSF content

mI concentration
were compared.
Those SZ with
increased S100B had
increased MI.

Shimizu et al.
(2007)

19 CH SZ (11M, 8F)
Age 40.4 �13.1 yrs
84% on atypical
antipsychotics
18 Controls (12M, 6F)
Age 34.9 � yrs

PCG, L and
R MTL

PRESS
TE ¼ 144 ms
15�15�15 mm3

1.5 Reduced NAA/Cr
ratio in PCG;
Controls showed
negative correlation
of NAA/Cr vs. age, SZ
subjects did not

Stanley et al.
(2007)

15 FEAN SZ
3 Schizoaffective
(8 early-onset (5M, 3F)
Age 17.5 � 2.1 yrs
27 younger Controls
(18M, 9F)
Age 18.3 � 3.0 yrs
10 adult-onset (8M, 2F)
Age 28.0 � yrs)
34 older Controls
(21M, 13F)
Age 28.5 � 4.9 yrs

L DLPFC STEAM
TE ¼ 20 ms
20�20�20 mm3

1H metabolite levels
corrected for voxel
gray and white matter
and CSF content

1.5 In L DLPFC of FEAN
SZ, NAA decreased;
NAA and GPC þ PC
positively correlated
with age in FEAN SZ;
NAA decreased in
L DLPFC of early-
onset FEAN SZ
compared with age
matched controls
whereas NAA levels
in adult-onset FEAN
SZ compared with
age-matched
controls were not
significantly different

Tang et al.
(2007)

40 CH SZ
Age 38.7 � 11.4 yrs
76% on atypical
antipsychotics
42 Controls
Age 43.3 � 20.2 yrs

L and R DLPFC
and OCC white
matter,
MTL white
matter
ROI included
1 3 voxels
averaged

PRESS 2DCSI
TE ¼ 30 ms
10�5�5 mm3

(MTL and OCC white
matter);
10�9�9 mm3

(DLPFC white matter)

3.0 Reduced NAA in
L and R MTL white
matter; NAA and DTI-
anisotropy indices
correlated in L MTL
white matter

Theberge
et al. (2007)

16 FEAN SZ (14M, 2F)
Age 25 � 8 yrs
16 Controls
longitudinal study, SZ
MR examinations
before and after 10
months and 30
months of atypical
antipsychotic
treatment; Controls
MR examinations at

L ACC;
L Thalamus,
parietal,
temporal

STEAM
TE ¼ 20 ms
10�10�15 mm3

4.0 GLN levels higher in
L ACC and
L Thalamus in FEAN
SZ;
L Thalamic levels of
Gln significantly
reduced after 30
months; in SZ,
limited gray-matter
reductions seen at 10
months; widespread
gray-matter loss at
30 months; Parietal
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Table 3.5 (cont.)

Study Cohort Brain region(s) Method Field
(Tesla)

Metabolite
changes SZ vs.
Control subjects

baseline and 30
months

and temporal lobe
gray matter loss at 30
months

Wood et al.
(2007)

15 CH SZ (15M)
Age 31.8 � 7.5
13 on atypical
antipsychotics,
2 antipsychotic-free
14 Controls (15M)
Age 33.5 � 8.5

R and L
Dorsal and
Rostral ACC

PRESS
TE ¼ 30 ms
6.5 cm3

3.0 CH SZ decreased
NAA in both R and
L Dorsal and Rostral
ACC

Ongur et al.
(2008)

17 SZ (10M, 7F)
Age 41.8 � 9.8 yrs
15 Bipolar (7M, 8F)
Age 36.3 � 11.6
21 Controls (11M, 10F)

ACC, POC PRESS modified for 2D
J-resolved 1H MRS;
TE ¼ 30 500 ms 10 ms
increments;
20�20�20 mm3

4.0 Gln/Glu significantly
higher in ACC and
POC in BP, but not
SZ compared with
controls; NAA in ACC
significantly lower in
SZ compared with
controls. Percent
gray matter
positively correlated
with MRS measures

Bustillo et al.
(2008)

32 SZ (26M, 6F)
Age 24.7 � 6.9 yrs
15 were antipsychotic-
free at baseline, 17
received minimal
treatment
21 Controls (18M, 3F)
Age 24.7 � 5.3 yrs
Longitudinal, SZ
scanned every 6
months up to 2 years,
16 SZ on haloperidol
16 SZ on quetiapine

L Caudate;
L PFC
L OC
R Cerebellum

PRESS
TE ¼ 40 ms
12.6 cm3 except L
Caudate 6 cm3

1H metabolite levels
corrected for voxel
gray and white matter
and CSF content

1.5 No change in slope
for NAA vs. study
timepoint for
haloperidol vs
quetiapine

Purdon et al.
(2008)

15 HR for SZ (siblings)
(2M, 13F)
Age 46.3 � 6.1 yrs
14 Controls (3M, 11F)
Age 43.5 � 6.8 yrs

Medial frontal
cortex

STEAM
TE ¼ 20 ms
R and L

3.0 HR group showed
higher variability in
Glu. HR and Controls
were grouped by
high and low Glu
levels. More HR
subjects were in the
high Glu group. CPT
test scores were
lower for high Glu
HR subjects

Scherk et al.
(2008)

9 FE SZ
19 euthymic bipolar 1
disorder

L Hippocampus Spin echo
TE ¼ 30 ms
10�10�35 mm3

1.5 Participants grouped
by SNP genotype of
SNAP-25 gene (an
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Table 3.5 (cont.)

Study Cohort Brain region(s) Method Field
(Tesla)

Metabolite
changes SZ vs.
Control subjects

10 OCD
17 Controls

integral part of the
vesicle docking and
fusion machinery
that controls
neurotransmitter
release). SNAP-25
protein in
hippocampus of SZ
and BD found to be
reduced at autopsy;
NAA/Cho reduced
for CC vs. TT SNPs

Wood et al.
(2008)

15 FEAN SZ (12M, 3F)
Age 20.0 � 4.0
19 FE SZ (12M, 7F)
Age 19.5 � 4.0 treated
with atypical
antipsychotics
19 Controls (12M, 3F)

R and
L Anterior
Hippocampus

PRESS
TE ¼ 30 ms
20�20�20 mm3

1H metabolite levels
corrected for voxel
gray and white matter
and CSF content

3.0 No metabolite
changes due to
treatment status.
Also, none found in
7 participants that
were followed
longitudinally
(scanned at 12 weeks)

Ongur et al.
(2009)

15 CH SZ (8M, 7F)
Age 42.9 � 9.8 yrs
15bipolarmanic(7M,8F)
Age 36.3 � 11.6 yrs
22 Controls (12M, 10 F)
Age 34.9 � 10.0 yrs

ACC and POC PRESS modified for 2D
J-resolved 1H MRS;
TE ¼ 30 500 ms in 10
ms increments;
20�20�20 mm3

4.0 Cr [PCr þ Cr] levels
reduced in SZ ACC
and POC

Abbreviations: ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; AN, antipsychotic naive; CPT, Continuous Performance Test; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex; DUP, duration of untreated psychosis; DUI, duration of untreated illness; DPS, duration of prodromal symptoms; FE, first episode;
GS, Gilbert’s syndrome; HR, high risk; MPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; MTL, medial temporal lobe; OC, occipital cortex; OCD, obsessive
compulsive disorder; PCG, posterior cingulate gyrus; POC, parieto occipital cortex; PRESS, point resolved spectroscopy; SNP, single
nucleotide polymorphisms; STEAM, simulated acquisition mode; SZ, schizophrenia; TE, time of echo.

Table 3.6 Proton MRS metabolite findings of studies from Table 3.5. Studies reporting findings as ratios of NAA to total creatine were
not included. Findings limited to total creatine, or choline were not included

First episode antipsychotic naive First episode Chronic

Number of studies

Partial
volume

correction Number of studies

Partial
volume

correction Number of studies

Partial
volume

correction

Metabolite Increased Decreased Increased Decreased Increased Decreased

NAA 1 1Y 1 1N 9 7N, 2Y

Glu 1 1N

Gln 1 1Y 1 1N

Glu þ Gln 1 1 1N, 1Y
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1H MRS study (Aydin et al., 2007) of the corpus callo-
sum, a major inter-hemispheric white matter tract, in
first-episode and chronic schizophrenia subjects com-
pared with controls showed reduction in NAA in the
corpus callosum of first-episode and chronic schizo-
phrenia subjects combined. NAA levels in the corpus
callosum of first-episode and chronic schizophrenia
subjects combined correlated with severity of psych-
otic symptoms.

A longitudinal study (1.0�1.0�1.5 cm3 at 4.0 T)
of the anterior cingulate and thalamus region in
first-episode schizophrenia subjects compared with
controls was conducted at 10 months and 34
months after the first examination (Theberge et al.,
2007). Anterior cingulate and thalamic glutamine
levels were higher in the schizophrenia cohort com-
pared with controls at baseline. Thalamic glutamine
levels were reduced at 30 months. Widespread gray-
matter loss was seen at 30 months. A longitudinal single
voxel (nominal 6 cm3 at 1.5 T, 4 regions, left caudate,
frontal and occipital lobes, and right cerebellum)
1HMRS study (Bustillo et al., 2008) ofminimally treated
schizophrenia patients examined at 6-month intervals
up to 2 years showed no significant changes in NAA
levels due to antipsychotic medication.

Future recommendations
1. All future studies should include quantitative

neuromorphometric data so the quantitative
neuromolecular data can be corrected for partial
volume effects. There is little benefit in obtaining
neuromolecular data that are confounded by
structural changes such as atrophy.

2. All future studies should have well-defined clinical
populations using validated, standardized
diagnostic, clinical, and neuropsychological
instruments (such as the NIMH consensus panel
developed MATRICS).

3. The possibility to measure synaptic activity by
PCr levels, estimate the number of synaptic and
transport vesicles, and phosphorylated proteins
and peptides by 31P MRSI needs to be pursued in
future studies.

4. Given the greatly increased cost and technical
issues associated with higher magnetic fields, there
needs to be compelling scientific and clinical
justification for studies at field strengths above
3.0 T. If the information content obtained/cost is
too small, the technology will not likely be widely
available and therefore will have limited impact on
the field of schizophrenia.
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Chapter

4 Neuroreceptor imaging of schizophrenia

Dean F. Wong, James Robert Brašić and Nicola Cascella

Introduction
Since the development of neuroreceptor positron
emission tomography (PET) imaging in the 1980s,
the application of this novel in-vivo technology has
revolutionized the study of schizophrenia for patho-
physiology and drug development. This now-coined
“molecular imaging” in schizophrenia has a historical
root in the very basis of in-vivo neuroreceptor
imaging with PET and single-photon emission com-
puted tomography (SPECT). Indeed, the first success-
ful imaging study in 1983 in living human brain was
with a radiolabeled antipsychotic, spiperone (Spiro-
peridol), labeled with [11C]-methyl iodine (Wagner
et al., 1983), and later with [18F]. This was followed
with the isotopic labeling of [11C]-raclopride (i.e. no
change in the chemical structure or pharmacology),
also an antipsychotic and D2/D3 dopamine (DA)
antagonist. Both unlabeled spiperone and raclopride
have been studied for their potential therapeutic value
for schizophrenia in clinical trials. Although neither
of these antipsychotics was used clinically, their radio-
labeled PET analogs led the way for studying D2-like
dopamine receptors, and opened up the entire field
of studying neuroreceptors as essentially a new sub-
specialty of neuroimaging with tremendous applica-
tion in neuropsychiatry. These two radiotracers were
quickly shown to be displaceable by unlabeled
marketed antipsychotics such as haloperidol (Haldol),
which led ultimately to dopamine D2/D3 occupancy
studies (see below), and guidance of therapeutic drug
dose levels now being visualized in human brain.
Most importantly, they illustrate the merging of basic
psychopharmacology, CNS nuclear medicine meth-
odology, and in-vivo neuropsychiatric applications.

Following these initial dopamine imaging studies,
there was increased interest in the serotonin system,

which also is believed to be relevant in schizophrenia
symptomatology and potentially in treatment. Many
antipsychotics starting with clozapine (Clozaril) and
subsequently risperidone (Risperdal) and olanzapine
(Zyprexa) have both serotonin and dopamine binding
properties. Hence, the development of molecular
imaging of the serotonin sites was a natural progres-
sion, which is described below.

Molecular imaging of dopamine
in schizophrenia
Considerable lines of evidence converge to confirm
that alterations in the density, distribution, and func-
tion of dopamine D2/D3 receptors in the brain play a
role in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia (Wong
and Brašić, 2005). The dopamine hypothesis of
schizophrenia proposes that schizophrenia results
from dysfunction of dopaminergic neurotransmission
in the brain (Carlsson, 1999; Carlsson et al., 1999), and
can be tested with the aid of molecular imaging tools.
An early application of dopamine D2 PET imaging was
to measure absolute receptor density (Bmax). Early
studies included [11C]-3-N-methylspiperone ([11C]-
NMSP) in schizophrenia.

The observation that the positive symptoms of
schizophrenia are alleviated when 60–80% of dopa-
mine D2/D3 receptors in the brain are occupied
by antipsychotic drugs as demonstrated by PET
(Gründer et al., 2003; Wong et al., 2002) represented
a major advance in the development of novel drugs to
treat people with schizophrenia. PET/SPECT receptor
occupancy allows determination of the likely optimal
dose of dopamine D2 receptor blocking drugs to
produce a therapeutic effect with minimal adverse
effects (Wong and Brašić, 2005).
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Cognition (i.e. working memory) is related to D1,
for example, so the role of dopamine is relevant to all
domains of schizophrenia psychopathology. All are
developed below.

Imaging tools for D2/D3 dopamine
As mentioned earlier, the development of molecular
imaging studies resulted from the successful radiola-
beling of the dopamine receptor antagonists, raclo-
pride and spiperone, in the mid 1980s, consistent with
the investigation of post-synaptic dopamine (DA)
D2-like receptors (Table 4.1). The study of the binding
of D2-like DA receptors is typically made by a single
PET or SPECT scan at high specific activity (low
mass, non-pharmacologic, injected intravenously) to
measure the so-called binding potential, which is a
product of the receptor density and the binding
affinity (Innis et al., 2007).

This imaging has been accomplished using two
main classes of radiotracers. The first class of radio-
tracers to visualize D2 or D3 receptors in the brain
includes butyrophenones such as [11C]-NMSP and

[18F]-spiperone. The second class of radiotracers to
visualize D2-like receptors in the brain includes radio-
labeled benzamides such as [11C]-raclopride (Figure
4.1). More recently, imaging of extrastriatal D2/D3

receptors has been enabled with [18F]-fallypride
([18F]-FP) (Figure 4.2) and [11C]-FLB457 (Nyberg
et al., 2002), or iodine-123 [123I]-iodobenzamide
(IBZM).

Estimation of absolute dopamine
D2-like receptors
Density
The original studies in the 1970s to examine abnor-
malities in dopamine and dopamine receptors in
schizophrenia could only be carried out in post-
mortem brain tissue of patients. These studies mostly
showed elevation of D2 dopamine receptors in schizo-
phrenia using in-vitro test tube techniques, where
homogenates of tissue or X-ray film of the receptor
distribution (autoradiography) were employed. How-
ever, since these studies were all done in post-mortem

Table 4.1 Imaging studies of dopamine neurotransmission in schizophrenia: observations and possible mechanisms

Site Observation Salient and related findings Possible
mechanism

D2 (striatum) Elevations with [11C]-NMSP
(butyrophenone)

Varied post-mortem changes, internalization,
monomer elevation

Decreased
tonic DA

No change (benzamides) except
following AMPT using [123I]-IBZM
or [11C]-raclopride

Due to competition with intra-synaptic DA or
dimer configuration, unmasking of D2 due to
intrasynaptic DA removal with AMPT

Increased
phasic DA
Decreased
tonic DA

DDC (striatum) Elevation with [18F]-fluorodopa Majority of imaging studies Decreased
tonic DA

DA (striatum)
release after
AMP challenge

Elevation with [123I]-IBZM or
[11C]-raclopride

Majority of imaging studies Increased
phasic DA

DA (striatum)
release after
ketamine
challenge

Elevation with [11C]-raclopride
Elevation with [11C]-FLB457

Glutamate antagonist stimulates
hypoglutamatergic state

Increased
phasic DA

Prefrontal D1 Decrease with [11C]-SCH23390 One published imaging study Unknown

ACCX D2 Decrease with [11C]-FLB457 Post-mortem tyrosine hydroxylase
immunoreactive changes

Unknown

[11C] NMSP, (3 N [11C]methylspiperone; DDC, dopa decarboxylase; DA, dopamine; AMPT, α methylparatyrosine; AMP, amphetamine;
[11C] FLB457, ((S) N ((1 ethyl 2 pyrrolidinyl)methyl) 5 bromo 2[11C], 3 dimethoxybenzamide); [11C] SCH23390, [11C] (R) (þ) 7 chloro 8
hydroxy 3 methyl 1 phenyl 2,3,4,5 tetrahydro 1H 3 benzazepine; ACCX, anterior cingulate cortex. (Adapted from Wong (2002b),
with permission.)
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tissue, it was not possible to verify what the potential
effects of medication or post-mortem change might
be on these elevations of dopamine D2 receptors. In
particular, since these tissue samples looked only at
the surface receptor protein, with any endogenous
dopamine rinsed away in the in-vitro procedures,
there were some inherent disadvantages of using this
method. With the advent of the first PET studies in
humans in 1983 (Wagner et al., 1983), there was an
opportunity to study living humans where not only
the diagnosis could be more readily confirmed, but
also drug exposure could be established through drug
screening and the use of outside informants. While
this is still something of a controversial area, the
original measurements of the dopamine receptors
in schizophrenia began with measuring absolute

receptor density (Bmax), not simply the binding
potential (Bmax/KD). The first studies by Wong et al.
(1986) and Farde et al. (1986) used a saturation pro-
cedure which required at least two or more PET scans
to establish independently the measurement of the
receptor density (Bmax) and the binding affinity.
Therefore, some discussion about the methodology
for measuring receptor density, which is still
employed, is given below (Innis et al., 2007).

The measurement of absolute Bmax can be carried
out by performing two brain scans with the adminis-
tration of [11C]-raclopride or [11C]-NMSP, after a
known potent dose of an unlabeled (non-radioactive)
D2-like DA receptor antagonist, such as unlabeled
raclopride (former) itself or haloperidol (in the latter),
respectively, to reduce some of the binding of the first

Figure 4.1 Representative transversal images from positron emission tomography (PET) with [11C] raclopride, a radiotracer for striatal D2/D3

receptors in the brain, of a healthy adult volunteer without medication (left) and after treatment for 14 days with either 2 mg (middle) or 30 mg
(right) aripiprazole (Abilify). The baseline study (left) demonstrates marked uptake of the radiotracer in the striatum (caudate nucleus and
putamen) indicating a high density of striatal D2/D3 receptors. After treatment with 2mg aripiprazole for 14 days, approximately 70% of the D2/D3

receptors in the striatum are occupied by aripiprazole so the radiotracer uptake is markedly reduced (middle). After treatment with 30 mg
aripiprazole for 14 days, almost all of the D2/D3 receptors in the striatum are occupied by aripiprazole so the radiotracer uptake is almost
completely blocked (right). These results confirm that aripiprazole occupies the D2/D3 receptors in the striata of healthy adults in a dose
dependent manner, and that clinical doses of the drug lead to almost complete saturation of striatal D2/D3 receptors. (Modified from Yokoi et al.,
2002, with permission.)

Figure 4.2 Representative sagittal (left),
tranversal (middle), and coronal (right)
images from positron emission
tomography (PET) with [18F] fallypride
([18F] FP), a radiotracer for extrastriatal
D2/D3 receptors in the brain, of a
24 year old man with his first episode of
schizophrenia treated with aripiprazole
until 78 h before the tomography. The
average striatal D2/D3 receptor occupancy
was 82%. At the moment of tomography
the aripiprazole serum concentration was
106 ng/mL. (From Gründer et al., 2008,
with permission.)
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scan. Following some additional mathematical mod-
eling, these results then provide an estimate of the
Bmax and the binding affinity. These results corres-
pond to those from autoradiography studies or
in-vitro homogenate studies (although not exactly in
absolute units). Subsequently, simplified studies
involving single high-specific activity scans (radiotra-
cer mass injections of typically under 20 mg) were
carried out to estimate the binding potential (BP);
that is, the ratio of the Bmax to KD. Nonetheless, in
order to mathematically separate these variables of
Bmax and KD, it is necessary to carry out receptor
saturation studies with varying unlabeled mass injec-
tions. In general, the absolute Bmax studies have
tended to show elevations ranging from small to large,
and as much as a threefold increase with [11C]-NMSP,
a butyrophenone. Although Bmax elevations have been
consistently shown with [11C]-NMSP, no significant
changes have been demonstrated with Bmax using
benzamides such as [11C]-raclopride. Interestingly
(see below), one of the characteristics of these benza-
mides is that they are also quite susceptible to
endogenous dopamine, and recently have gained
popularity for measuring the effect of pharmacologic
challenges or psychological stress that alter endogen-
ous dopamine levels. Some have suggested that the
differences in Bmax between raclopride and NMSP
could be attributed to the preferential affinity for a
monomer versus a dimer form of the dopamine
receptor in the case of [11C]-NMSP, and possibly
receptor internalization and susceptibility to
endogenous neurotransmitter for [11C]-raclopride.
Regardless of the reasons for the differences, meta-
analysis has shown that there is a small (12%) signifi-
cant elevation of striatal D2 receptors with an effect
size of 0.51, and there is an association between
increased D2 receptor density and positive symptoms.

Imaging neuroreceptor systems following
pharmacological challenges
Pharmacological challenges are one of the most prom-
ising areas in in-vivo neuronal receptor imaging to
alter neurotransmitters levels. The most successful
approaches have been with the dopaminergic system
using amphetamine, methylphenidate or cocaine
to increase, or a-methyl-para-tyrosine (AMPT) to
decrease intra-synaptic dopamine when given before
PET scans. These techniques have shown that intra-
synaptic dopamine is increased on average in drug-free

schizophrenia (Laruelle et al., 1996; Breier et al., 1997)
following the administration of amphetamine. Eleva-
tions of baseline dopamine D2 receptors have been
shown using AMPT administration, where schizo-
phrenia subjects appear to have more dopamine avail-
able than controls, although both are decreased
compared to non-treated AMPT subjects (as evidenced
by elevated [11C]-raclopride binding; Abi-Dargham
et al., 2000).

Subjects with schizophrenia may demonstrate
abnormally elevated intra-synaptic levels of dopamine
in the phasic state due to elevated DA, as evidenced by
amphetamine challenge. Pharmacological challenges
in the imaging of schizophrenia also include tools to
evaluate the mechanisms of actions of treatments that
may effect DA release and could become a potential
imaging biomarker just as is D2 receptor occupancy
(see below).

Methodology for measuring intra-synaptic dopamine
In the 1990s, an important behavior of radiolabeled
benzamides was discovered. Specifically, [123I]-IBZM,
[11C]-raclopride, and more recently [18F]-fallypride
(Figure 4.2) and [11C]-FLB 457, show DA receptor
binding potential changes in the presence of a phar-
macologic challenge that can elicit increased or
decreased levels of intra-synaptic DA. In the case of
increased intra-synaptic DA, challenges with dopami-
nergic agents, including oral and IV methylphenidate
(Ritalin) as well as amphetamines, have been
employed. Investigators have shown that these radio-
labeled benzamides can have a reduced binding in
the presence of an IV amphetamine challenge (0.2–
0.3 mg/kg body weight), and significantly greater
decreases in binding potentials in patients with
schizophrenia in contrast to healthy normal control
volunteers (Laruelle et al., 1996; Abi Dargham et al.,
2004; Breier et al., 1997; Wong et al., 2003). There is
still some controversy about the meaning of these
decreases in binding potential (Munro et al., 2006a,
2006b; Oswald, et al., 2005). One mystery is that the
radiotracer does not return to baseline as one might
expect after psychostimulant challenge. Instead, the
baseline continues to be depressed for many hours
following a continuous infusion of [11C]-raclopride,
sometimes exceeding 6 h. This implies other factors
than intra-synaptic dopamine release alone (Carson
et al., 1997), suggesting potential heterogeneity in DA
response to challenges with stimulants. The reduction
in occupancy has been hypothesized to be due to the
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increased intrasynaptic dopamine, but also a change
of the affinity state (e.g. as D2 at high and low states)
could be envisioned. What may be most justifiable is
that there is an increase in occupancy of the D2/D3

receptors due to DA that competes directly with the
radiolabeled benzamides (Wong et al., 2006). An
observed heterogeneity in DA release may be related
to clinical heterogeneity in schizophrenia, as at least
one study has shown that dopamine release is greater
in patients with more positive symptoms during PET
scanning (Nozaki et al., 2009). Furthermore, one
other neuropsychiatric disorder, Tourette’s syn-
drome, has also demonstrated significant elevations
of dopamine release after IV amphetamine challenge
and [11C]-raclopride PET (Singer et al., 2002, Wong
et al., 2008). These also seem to be greater with
Tourette’s syndrome patients who additionally have
comorbid obsessive–compulsive disorder, suggesting
that clinical heterogeneity may have a role in dopa-
mine release differences.

Dopamine depletion
Another procedure used for measuring changing
intrasynaptic dopamine is dopamine depletion. This
has been carried out with reserpine in animal studies,
or with AMPT (a drug which is approved in humans
for pheochromocytoma). Such challenges have
allowed the demonstration of elevation in binding
potential presumably due to competition with intra-
synaptic DA. These measures allow an estimate of
basal synaptic dopamine. One study (Abi-Dargham
et al., 2000) demonstrated the elevation of binding
potential following AMPT. The elevation of binding
is greater in people with schizophrenia, and patients
with greater elevations showed better improvement in
positive symptoms following antipsychotic treatment.
This is consistent not only with an increase in baseline
intra-synaptic dopamine in schizophrenia, but also is
consistent with elevated D2 receptor densities. These
findings support the results of a meta-analysis that
shows a small but significant elevation of D2 receptors
(a few percent) in schizophrenia by PET or SPECT
imaging (Laruelle, 1998).

Dopa decarboxylase pre-synaptic measures
Dopamine precursor imaging using [18F]-fluorodopa
or [11C]-dopa can reflect dopa decarboxylase (DDC)
rates of activity, or represent some measure of dopa-
mine pre-synaptic function. Several studies (more
than 6) have shown that the [18F]-fluorodopa binding

is higher in patients with schizophrenia (e.g. Reith
et al., 1994). Such increased [18F]-fluorodopamine
(FDOPA) turnover has been shown in at least 5 of 6
PET studies. These striatal findings are among the
most consistent in schizophrenia imaging and are
consistent with the concept of increased tonic dopa-
mine and elevated phasic dopamine suggested by
Grace in 1991 (Wong, 2002a, 2002b).

Dopamine transporter imaging
The dysfunction in dopaminergic neurotransmission
in the pathobiology of schizophrenia may be tied to
having several synaptic/neuronal sites. The dopamine
transporter in schizophrenia has been studied using
SPECT imaging with [123I]-CIT (Martinez et al.,
2001; Laruelle et al., 2000), but no significant changes
have been detected.

Extrastriatal dopamine receptor imaging
Recently, higher-affinity radiopharmaceuticals of the
D2-like receptors, such as [18F]-fallypride (Buchs-
baum et al., 2006) (Figure 4.2) and [11C]-FLB457
(Muhkerjee et al., 2001, 2002, 2004, 2005; Nyberg
et al., 2002; Yasuno et al., 2004), have allowed PET
and SPECT imaging of extrastriatal dopamine D2-like
receptors in cortical regions in human brain. Some
PET/SPECT studies have been carried out showing
decreases or no change. Some studies have suggested
decreased binding in the thalamus, and in the cingu-
late cortex, temporal cortex (Davidson and Heinrichs,
2003), and amygdala. Absolute receptor density has
not yet been carried out, as it has been in the case of
striatal D2 receptors and may be more technically
challenging given the lower cortical than striatal D2

density.

D1 receptor imaging
Some PET studies have reported associations
between D1 receptor density in dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, and impairments in working memory
performance and negative symptoms. However,
there are limitations of these studies of the D1 recep-
tor in that the radiotracers ([11C]-SCH 23390 and
[11C]-NNC 112) are not selective for D1 receptors,
but also bind to 5-HT2A receptors. Thus, further
radiotracer development is needed for the D1 recep-
tor site.
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Serotonin imaging
Serotonin is the second major neurotransmitter
system studied in schizophrenia. This has mostly been
motivated in part by theories of the mechanisms of
action of atypical antipsychotics. However, the study
of serotonin is also relevant given the psychotic symp-
tomatology from the hallucinogenic effects of chem-
ically similar lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD).

Serotonin (5-HT2A) imaging studies
of 5-HT2A receptors
5-HT2A receptors were originally imaged in human
brain with non-selective radiotracers such as [11C]-3-
N-methylspiperone (NMSP), which has affinity for
both striatal D2-like DA and for 5-HT2A cortical recep-
tors (Wong et al., 1984). [18F]-altanserin has also been
used with ketamine challenge to study 5-HT transmis-
sion (Matusch et al., 2007). Post-mortem studies have
found decreased 5-HT2A binding in the prefrontal
cortex, but some PET studies in drug-free or drug-
naive patients with schizophrenia have found normal
or increased 5-HT2A receptor binding (Talvik-Lofti
et al., 2000; Erritzoe et al., 2008). One study demon-
strated significant decreases in prefrontal cortex in
drug-naive schizophrenic patients (Hurlemann et al.,
2005), while other studies have shown recently some
elevations (Zanardi et al., 2001). Recent studies in
drug-naive schizophrenia have shown depressions
(Erritzoe, et al., 2006, 2008; Rasmussen et al., 2010).

Serotonin transporter (SERT) imaging
Initial studies of SERT were carried out with less-
selective SPECT radiotracers, such as [123I]-b-carbo-
methoxy-3-b-(4-iodophenyl)-tropane ([123I]-b-CIT),
and more selective [11C]-3-amino-4-(2-dimethyl-
aminomethylphenylthio) benzonitrile ([11C]-(DASB)),
which labeled SERT in the midbrain and where no
differences were found (Frankle et al., 2005). This is
despite the fact that some post-mortem studies have
shown decreases in SERT in frontal cortex and in cin-
gulate cortex (Joyce et al., 1993; Laruelle et al., 1993).

Glutamate system imaging
Glutamate, the excitatory neurotransmitter, likely
has multiple roles in the pathogenesis and pathology
of schizophrenia. A “glutamate hypothesis” has
developed in schizophrenia related to some extent to

dopamine. A prevailing theory is that a hypoglutama-
tergic state (possibly in frontal cortical regions) con-
tributes to the hyperdopaminergic state seen in the
striatum PET DA studies described above. If this
hypothesis is confirmed, this may help explain the
evidence for elevated amphetamine-induced dopa-
mine release in some studies with schizophrenia
(see below). NMDA antagonists which affect the
phencyclidine (PCP) site (an ion channel), such as
ketamine (Ketalar), which allow the possibility of
measuring blood flow and dopamine release changes,
are being actively studied. Imaging one site of
the NMDA receptor channel, the PCP site, in thal-
amic and other regions in healthy humans was done
with N-(1-naphthyl)-N0-(3-[123I]iodophenyl)-N-
methylguanidine ([123I]-CNS-1261). This binds to the
thalamic PCP site. This binding was reduced by keta-
mine, which also binds to the PCP site. Initial studies
did not show differences in patients compared to con-
trols, but clozapine did reduce the binding of the [123I]-
CNS-1261. This suggests that clozapine may exert
some of its action through the glutamate system. As
negative symptoms were increased in these studies,
one possibility is that reductions of glutamate may lead
to negative symptoms. Also, blockade of the NMDA
receptor by glutamate antagonists may precipitate
positive symptoms, as has been shown by the human
administration of ketamine (Abi-Dargham et al., 2000;
Krystal et al., 2005). [123I]-CNS-1261 in patients
with schizophrenia (both unmedicated and those
under antipsychotic treatment) was unchanged com-
pared to healthy controls. Treatment with first-gener-
ation antipsychotics did not alter NMDA receptor
binding.

Ketamine challenge may stimulate hallucinations
in schizophrenia, and hence has been considered to be
a potential human model. Also, imaging studies with
ketamine infusion have significantly reduced the
binding of [11C]-FLB457 in the posterior cingulate/
retrosplenial cortices. This may suggest intrasynaptic
DA release. This has further been supported by pri-
mate microdialysis studies (Adams et al., 2002). Sim-
ultaneously, ketamine-induced psychotic symptoms
were measured with imaging and suggested that cor-
tical DA mechanisms may relate to ketamine-induced
psychotic-like symptoms. This study showed that psy-
chotomimetic doses of s-ketamine decreased the
in-vivo binding of [11C]-raclopride while eliciting
psychotic-like symptoms. Dopamine release in the
ventral striatum also correlated with heightened
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mood (euphoria and grandiosity). This provided add-
itional evidence that the glutamate NMDA receptor
may contribute to psychotic symptoms. Indeed, even
in normal volunteers, studies have suggested evidence
for ketamine-induced symptoms (Krystal et al., 2005).
These dopamine release effects, while not greater than
those with IV amphetamine, were similar to the clin-
ical symptomatology seen in schizophrenia. Thus,
there is evidence of this relationship between indirect
NMDA antagonists and dopamine release. These
challenge studies with NMDA antagonists may simu-
late a hypoglutamatergic state, the subsequent effects
on dopamine release, and may relate to positive
symptoms.

PET/SPECT imaging in CNS drug
development
Neuroreceptor imaging has a major role in aiding
how to administer a clinically effective drug dose that
minimizes dose-dependent side effects. At a given
dose, plasma concentrations of antipsychotic drugs
vary widely because of large inter-individual differ-
ences including absorption, metabolism, and excre-
tion. PET and SPECT have been used extensively to
document the relationships between receptor occu-
pancy and plasma concentrations of the antipsychotic
medication under study. PET occupancy measures
have now reached the status almost of biomarkers,
and are often critical in decision-making in the devel-
opment of new antipsychotics. Determination of the
appropriate occupancy level for various classes of
drugs is vital to streamlining drug development.
These studies have also helped to elucidate the mech-
anism of action of some psychotropic drugs, includ-
ing some of the newer-generation antipsychotics,
including the study of serotonin occupancy.

D2 receptor occupancy and effects
of antipsychotic medication
Lars Farde and collaborators (Farde et al., 1988, 1990;
Reith et al., 1994; Wong 2002a, 2002b) demonstrated
that clinically effective doses of typical neuroleptics
occupy D2-like dopamine receptors in the range
between 65 and 90% in patients with schizophrenia.
This so-called “therapeutic window” of D2 receptor
occupancy was predictive for sufficient treatment
response, and a plateau of about 80% occupancy for
extrapyramidal side effects (EPS) was confirmed,

especially for first-generation antipsychotics (Figure
4.3). Generally, the incidence of EPS increases in a
dose-dependent manner, and also applies for most of
the second-generation antipsychotics, including olan-
zapine and risperidone. Overall, striatal D2 occupancy
increases to levels that are associated with a higher
incidence of EPS for both first- and second-generation
antipsychotics.

Some exceptions include clozapine and quetia-
pine, which occupy a maximum of 60–70% of striatal
D2-like dopamine receptors even at extremely high
plasma concentrations. For example, 24 h after the
last administration of quetiapine, a significant occu-
pancy of striatal D2 receptors is no longer detectable
as determined by PET. These particular characteris-
tics of clozapine and quetiapine are most likely due to
their low D2 affinity. Thus, the tolerability and safety
of these drugs is limited by other mechanisms rather
than EPS.

A novel approach to the treatment of schizophre-
nia is that some antipsychotics act as dopamine sta-
bilizers, and may provide beneficial therapeutic
effects for the positive symptoms without the signifi-
cant EPS, even with receptor occupancy exceeding
80% (Carlsson, 1999; Gründer et al., 2003; Wong
and Brašić, 2005). Aripiprazole (Abilify) is a relatively
recent example of a dopamine stabilizer occupying as
many as 95% of available dopamine D2 receptors in
patients under chronic treatment (Gründer et al.,
2003; Wong and Brašić, 2005). These dopamine sta-
bilizers likely produce beneficial effects with minimal
adverse effects by exhibiting both weak partial agon-
ism and antagonism for dopamine D2 receptors
(Gründer et al., 2003; Wong and Brašić, 2005). Ari-
piprazole (Abilify) leads to complete saturation of
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Figure 4.3 Relationship between striatal D2 receptor occupancy
and clinical effects. (From Farde et al., 1988, with permission.)
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striatal D2 receptors, as demonstrated in PET studies
(Yokoi et al., 2002), where efficiency occurs closer to
90% occupancy, perhaps due to the partial DA agon-
ism. A review of Proof of Concept in CNS drug
development and other uses of neuroreceptor
imaging can be reviewed in (Wong et al., 2009).

Box 4.1. Summary box
� Alterations in the density, the distribution, and the

function of dopamine D2/D3 receptors in the brain
play a role in thepathophysiology of schizophrenia.

� The dopamine hypothesis of schizophrenia pro-
poses that schizophrenia results from dysfunction
of dopaminergic neurotransmission in the brain.

� The positive symptoms of schizophrenia are alle-
viated when 60–80% of dopamine D2 receptors
in the brain are occupied by antipsychotic drugs
as demonstrated by positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET) and single photon emission com-
puted tomography (SPECT).

� PET/SPECT neuroreceptor occupancy facilitates
the determination of the likely optimal dose of
dopamine D2 receptor blocking drugs to produce
a therapeutic effect with minimal adverse effects.

� The study of the binding of neuroreceptors is
typically made by a single PET or SPECT scan to
measure the binding potential (BP), the ratio of
the receptor density (Bmax) to the radioligand
equilibrium dissociation constant (KD), the inverse
of the affinity of ligand binding, as follows:

BP ¼ Bmax

KD
¼ Bmax � 1

KD
¼ Bmax � affinity

� Increased striatal dopamine D2 receptor density
is associated with the positive symptoms of
schizophrenia.

� Some people with schizophrenia have abnor-
mally elevated intra-synaptic levels of dopamine
in the phasic, excited state.

� People with schizophrenia exhibit greater [18F]-
fluorodopa binding in the striatum. This finding
suggests elevations of dopamine in both tonic,
resting, and phasic, excited, states in schizophrenia.

� Serotonin (5-HT2A) receptors are reduced in the
prefrontal cortex of drug-naive people with
schizophrenia.

� Clinically effective doses of typical neuroleptics
occupy 65–90% of the D2-like dopamine recep-
tors in patients with schizophrenia. When more
than 80% of D2-like dopamine receptors are
occupied, there is a marked risk of extrapyramidal
side effects (EPS).
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Chapter

5 Neuroimaging of schizophrenia:
commentary
Nancy Andreasen

As demonstrated in the previous four chapters, neu-
roimaging technologies have revolutionized our cap-
acity to study schizophrenia and our understanding of
its neural substrates and neural mechanisms. At the
end of the first decade of the twenty-first century, it
seems appropriate to take stock of how far we have in
fact come.

The “Dark Ages” of schizophrenia
research
When I began my career as a schizophrenia
researcher in the mid 1970s, we had no way to directly
study the malfunctioning organ that was producing
the illness: the brain. In fact, it did not occur to most
psychiatrists that the brain was the organ that they
should study! The field of “biological psychiatry” was
engaged in a fruitless examination of peripheral
metabolites, such as platelet monoamine oxidase – a
very remote window into the brain. As a young stu-
dent of schizophrenia, I instead chose to study lan-
guage and cognition, because they seemed to me to be
a better window, since they at least clearly reflected
the functional activity of the brain.

When I saw my first Computerized Tomography
(CT) scan around this time, however, it was clear to
me that this kind of technology offered enormous
potential for studying schizophrenia, since it could
permit us to make quantitative brain measurements
using case-control designs. Because it required radi-
ation exposure, however, and because our Insitutional
Review Board was convinced that we would not learn
anything about schizophrenia by conducting brain
measurements, the honor of conducting the first
CT study of schizophrenia was captured by the
Northwick Park group in England (Johnstone et al.,

1976). The early CT studies firmly established that
schizophrenia is a brain disorder with a measurable
structural component that can be observed at the
gross anatomic level when groups of patients are
pooled together, averaged, and compared with
normal volunteer control subjects. Measurement
techniques were primitive, however. The principal
measurement generated from CT, the ventricular
brain ratio (VBR), was produced using a planimeter!
And it was an extremely crude index of overall brain
tissue loss – at that time typically referred to as
“atrophy”. Nonetheless, CT studies yielded many
useful findings. Structural brain abnormalities were
shown to be present from the outset, and ventricular
enlargement was associated with poor pre-morbid
functioning, negative symptoms, poor response to
treatment, and cognitive impairment (Johnstone
et al., 1976; Weinberger et al., 1980; Andreasen
et al., 1982).

The “Middle Ages”
By the early 1980s, a thrilling new imaging technology
emerged: Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Seeing
the enormous promise of MRI, with its beautiful
anatomical resolution, I resolved to conduct the first
quantitative MR study of schizophrenia (or any
mental illness) and in that study reported a selective
decrease in the frontal cortex, in addition to smaller
cerebral and intra-cranial size, in a group of 38
patients with schizophrenia and 39 normal controls
(Andreasen et al., 1986). We suggested that this com-
bination of findings was consistent with a neurodev-
elopmental process in which the brain failed to
grow normally, rather than with a neurodegenerative
process. We also resolved to abandon our planimeter,
to collaborate with colleagues with expertise in
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computer science and biomedical engineering, and to
write dedicated software custom-designed for rapid
quantitative image analysis of MR data (Cohen et al.,
1992; Andreasen et al., 1992; Cizadlo et al., 1997).

A floodgate was opened. Now, some 25 years later,
the family of MR technologies has expanded to
include structural MR (sMR), diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI), functional MR (fMR), and magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (MRS). In addition, positron
emission tomography (PET) permits us to do quanti-
tative measurements of regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF) and receptor occupancy. An abundance of
sophisticated software packages, many of them
employing elegant statistical techniques, is available
to facilitate rapid and automated image processing
(Gold et al., 1998; Worsley et al., 1992; Arndt et al.,
1996). As demonstrated in this book as a whole,
neuroimaging has become a major psychiatric
research tool that is being applied to a broad range
of diseases and to fundamental questions of cognitive
neuroscience. Eight hundred papers have now been
published on sMR abnormalities in schizophrenia
alone. Thousands of papers have been published
using neuroimaging technologies to study various
mental illnesses.

The modern era
What have we learned about schizophrenia since the
dawn of the neuroimaging era some 35 years ago?
And what opportunities are in our future?

1. We have moved from the use of crude indices
of generalized tissue loss, such as the VBR, to
increasingly refined measurements of specific
cortical and subcortical brain regions, and our
models for describing the nature of the brain
dysfunction in schizophrenia have become
increasingly more sophisticated.

During the “middle ages” of imaging research, we
moved from asking “Can schizophrenia be localized
in the brain?” to “Can schizophrenia be localized in
the brain?” Psychiatry had traded the ego, id, and
super ego for the prefrontal cortex, the temporal
lobes, and subcortical regions such as the thalamus
or basal ganglia. It had joined hands with neurology,
neuropsychology, and cognitive neuroscience. Early
in the modern era investigators tended to emphasize
the study of specific brain regions in relation to cog-
nitive functions and illness symptoms (e.g. Shenton
et al., 1992). The prefrontal cortex was the ruler of

“executive functions”; it mediated processes such as
working memory, decision-making, and goal initi-
ation; it was potentially linked to negative symptoms.
The temporal cortex and its subregions ruled over
language and components of memory, and was
potentially linked to positive symptoms such as audi-
tory hallucinations. And so on. While this approach
was valuable, because it reduced the nearly over-
whelming complexity of the brain to manageable
“concept bites”, it also led to oversimplified models.
As described in the chapters on structural and func-
tional imaging, the field has now advanced to more
complex network and connectivity models that more
realistically capture the way that the brain actually
works.

2. There is now a relatively widespread consensus
that schizophrenia should be conceptualized as a
neurodevelopmental disorder. The finer details
of “when?” and “how?” are still being parsed,
however.

The issue of “when” turns on the question of whether
the initial hit occurs in the perinatal period, whether it
occurs during adolescence, or whether it occurs in
both time periods as a “two hit hypothesis”. The two
time periods are typically referred to as “early neuro-
development” or “late neurodevelopment”. The cur-
rent prevailing opinion tends to favor “late
neurodevelopment” occurring during the timeframe
of adolescence, particularly because it gives more
leverage on the “how” question. sMR studies of
normal individuals have enhanced our understanding
of the brain changes that occur during childhood,
adolescence, young adulthood, and later life. These
have documented the expansion of white matter
(WM) during adolescence/young adulthood and the
coincident pruning of gray matter (GM) (Sowell et al.,
2001). This information, combined with the charac-
teristic age of onset of schizophrenia during this time
period, suggests that overpruning could be a potential
mechanism that could explain the occurrence of the
brain abnormalities that have been shown to be pres-
ent in first-episode patients (Feinberg, 1982).

The time course of brain changes after onset is less
well characterized in the sMR literature, due chiefly to
the inherent difficulty in executing the appropriate
design: a prospective longitudinal study of first-
episode patients that examines these patients over the
lifetime trajectory of the illness. While some evidence
suggests that most of the tissue loss occurs early in the
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illness and does not progress, the data addressing this
topic are limited by small samples (usually only 15–30
subjects) and short time periods (usually 1–5 years)
(DeLisi, 2008; Cahn et al., 2002; Whitford et al., 2006).
Given that some patients show cognitive and clinical
decline during the 5–20 years after onset, it is plausible
to hypothesize that these changes could be accompan-
ied by (and are presumably due to) ongoing brain
tissue loss during later stages of the illness as well.

Achieving clarity on this issue is handicapped,
however, by the ambiguous meaning of the term
“neurodevelopmental”. In some usages it refers to a
time period (e.g. perinatal, adolescent). In other
usages it refers to a process (e.g. formation of syn-
apses, spines, and dendritic arbors; neuronal migra-
tion; myelination). Some of these processes are linked
to time periods (e.g. neuronal migration during fetal
development), while others are ongoing throughout
life (e.g. synapse formation as an ongoing neuroplas-
tic process that is driven by learning and memory). In
the instance when the process is ongoing throughout
life, it could be argued that brain changes measured
during the later phases of the illness (or during later
phases of life in normal individuals) are due to aber-
rations in neurodevelopment – i.e. a failure in any of
the various mechanisms that drive and regulate neu-
roplasticity. In this instance, the boundary between
neurodevelopmental processes and neurodegenerative
processes (when used to refer to brain changes occur-
ring in mid- and late-life) is blurred. Perhaps we
should limit the meaning of the term “neurodegen-
eration” to demonstrable neuronal loss, as is implied
in Chapter 1.

3. Functional imaging has come of age with the
advent of fMR, as a consequence of
interdisciplinary collaborations that include
psychologists, cognitive neuroscientists, basic
neuroscientists, psychiatrists, statisticians,
radiologists, biomedical engineers, and geneticists.

The technical challenges of positron emission tom-
ography (PET), the need for a cyclotron and a radio-
chemist, and design limitations imposed by repeated
radiation exposure prevented this functional imaging
modality from becoming widely available. Nonethe-
less, PET research laid the foundations of functional
imaging research in psychiatry. Most of the funda-
mental problems inherent in functional imaging were
first worked out in the world of PET: methods for
correcting for multiple comparisons in correlated

voxels, identification of appropriate sample sizes,
selection of tasks that were suitable for both patients
and controls, and addressing between-group differ-
ences in task performance (e.g. Andreasen et al.,
1996). PET was used to explore many facets of cogni-
tion and emotion in schizophrenia, providing mul-
tiple “ready-made” task designs that could be adapted
to fMR.

While few sites have PET scanners, everyone has
an MR scanner, and the advent of fMR opened up
opportunities to do functional imaging studies to a
broad range and a large number of investigators.

Chapter 2 nicely summarizes the various issues
that have been confronted and experimental designs
that have been developed in the fMR world. In an
interesting twist of direction, functional imaging –
which began by studying the resting state using
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) or O15 water and PET,
has now come full circle: the study of REST (Random
Episodic Silent Thought) is now perceived as a
valuable experimental pursuit for tapping into self-
referential thought and primary process thinking;
both of these components of cognition are of interest
to students of schizophrenia (Andreasen et al., 1995).
As described in Chapter 2, the introduction of Inde-
pendent Component Analysis (ICA) has also intro-
duced a novel exploratory statistical tool that can be
used to integrate disparate data domains, such as fMR
and genetics or fMR and structural imaging.

4. MR Spectroscopy (MRS) is a promising technology
whose potential is still developing.

Unlike structural and functional imaging, spectro-
scopic imaging is still not widely used in schizophrenia
research, although a great deal of preliminary work has
been done to suggest its promise. As Chapter 3 makes
clear, MRS research requires a reasonable knowledge
of biochemistry, physical chemistry, and physics.
Furthermore, for many applications, access to high-
field MR equipment is needed, and this equipment
is neither widely available nor easy to use even
when it is available. Nonetheless, MRS offers excit-
ing opportunities for studying the biochemical
mechanisms of diseases such as schizophrenia.
However, most of its potential is as yet unrealized.

5. PET neuroreceptor imaging has provided an
empirical scientific basis for determining drug
mechanisms and drug doses.

This field is another one that is not for the faint-
hearted or mathematically disadvantaged. Those
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without access to cyclotrons, radiochemists, and a
large, well-trained interdisciplinary research team will
not be able to conduct PET neuroreceptor research.
However, the fields of psychiatry and neuropsycho-
pharmacology have benefited greatly from this work.
Thanks to PET research pioneered at Hopkins, the
Karolinska Institute, and Brookhaven, we now have
methods for doing in-vivo pharmacology. This work
is technically challenging, in that it requires develop-
ing radioligands that cross the blood–brain barrier
and are safe, easy to measure, and informative. Once
developed, such ligands can be used to ask basic
questions about distribution of receptors in the living
human brain; for example, what is the distribution
and density of extrastriatal D2 receptors? how does
that distribution compare with other types of dopa-
mine receptors? These ligands can be used to address
pathophysiological questions; for example, do first-
episode neuroleptic-naive patients have a higher or
lower density of D2 receptors than normal controls?
Perhaps most important in terms of clinical applica-
tions, they can be used to measure receptor occu-
pancy at variable doses of medication in order to
study dose–response curves. This latter application
has been the most fruitful. We now have empirical
data that define the therapeutic window for many of
our most commonly used neuroleptic medications.

The future
Imaging technologies have become mature enough to
address fundamental questions about the brain mech-
anisms of schizophrenia. In a sense there have been
more limitations in experimental design and analysis
than in the technologies themselves. For example,
most studies examine chronic patients who have
received large amounts of neuroleptic medications
and are on neuroleptics at the time that imaging data
are collected. We do not know the extent to which
these data are compromised by neuroleptic effects,
but we now have some evidence that these medications
can change both brain structure and function (Dorph-
Petersen et al., 2005; Lieberman et al., 2005; Miller
et al., 2001). Optimally the field needs more studies
of neuroleptic-naive patients and matched controls
who are studied using longitudinal rather than cross-
sectional designs, so that we can dissect medication
effects from disease effects. Such studies are at present
done very infrequently, for several reasons. First, such
patients are difficult to find and to retain in research

studies. Second, the payoff is slow because the initial
results will not be available for 3–5 years, and perhaps
longer. Third, funding mechanisms are not designed
to support this type of work, since funding occurs in 5-
year segments, and yet a period of 10 years is needed
for the recruitment and follow-up of an adequate
sample size, given the scarcity of such patients.

The rapid growth of spinoffs in the MR world
suggests that this technology is likely to continue to
develop, and that these new developments will con-
tinue to be applied to the study of schizophrenia. In
the world of MRS, a future goal is to develop the MR
sequences and the analysis tools for conducting
whole-brain MRS. In the world of sMR, goals include
improved measurement of actual fiber tracts with
DTI and improved resolution of GM imaging for
visualization of cellular alignment. In the world of
fMR, goals include methods to measure blood flow
and metabolism rather than the BOLD effect.
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Section II
Chapter

6
Mood Disorders

Structural imaging of bipolar illness

Stephen M. Strakowski

Introduction
Bipolar disorder is a common psychiatric condition,
affecting up to 3% of the world’s population (Angst,
1998; Narrow et al., 2002), and it is the sixth leading
cause of disability worldwide (Murray and Lopez,
1996). Although bipolar disorder is defined by the
occurrence of mania (type I disorder) or hypomania
(type 2 disorder), in fact, the symptoms of bipolar
disorder include affective instability, neurovegetative
abnormalities, cognitive impairments, psychosis, and
impulsivity. The likely neural basis of these symp-
toms, based on neuroimaging and other studies, has
produced models of bipolar disorder that focus on
dysfunction within so-called anterior limbic brain
networks (Strakowski et al., 2004, 2005, 2007; Adler
et al., 2006a; Brambilla et al., 2005). These networks
consist of iterative prefrontal–striatal–pallidal–
thalamic circuits that are modulated by amygdala
and other limbic structures to direct social and emo-
tional behaviors. An example of one such anterior
limbic network model is provided in Figure 6.1 and
is based on work that has been reviewed previously
(Strakowski et al., 2005, 2007; Adler et al., 2006a).
Indeed, recent advances in neuroimaging techniques,
particularly those based on magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and spectroscopy, have revolutionized
the study of bipolar neurophysiology, leading to a
proliferation of studies attempting to clarify the
neural substrates of bipolar disorder.

One approach toward evaluating and extending
functional neuroanatomic models of bipolar disorder
is to use brain imaging to determine whether struc-
tural brain abnormalities within relevant networks
can be identified. Structural imaging is ultimately
limited by the fact that intact or abnormal structure
does not guarantee normal function or dysfunction,

respectively. Nonetheless, the presence of structural
abnormalities in bipolar disorder helps to reinforce
and extend possible neuroanatomic models that
might underlie the condition. Additionally, structural
imaging may identify brain regions of interest to
direct functional and neurochemical (e.g. spectro-
scopic) imaging, thereby potentially improving the
power of these latter studies.

Since a number of recent reviews and meta-
analyses of structural imaging of bipolar disorder have
been published (e.g. McDonald et al., 2004; Strakowski
et al., 2005, Konarski et al., 2008; Kempton et al.,
2008), we will not exhaustively review prior work in
this chapter. Instead, we will focus on recent structural
neuroimaging studies that specifically address regions
of interest in the proposed anterior limbic network
model (Figure 6.1). Given the predominance of MRI
in structural imaging of psychiatric disorders, we
will focus on this imaging modality.

Anterior limbic network
and bipolar disorder
To begin, we will review the network model illustrated
in Figure 6.1. A major component of this network
is the ventral prefrontal–striatal–pallidal–thalamic
loop. It is well recognized that the prefrontal cortex
(PFC) is a heterogeneous structure in which specific
regions of PFC topographically map to specific
regions of striatum, globus pallidus and thalamus,
thereby providing relatively independent circuits that
iteratively evaluate internal and external stimuli and
direct various behavioral outputs (Mega et al., 1997;
Ongür and Price, 2000; Tekins and Cummings, 2002).
In the model in Figure 6.1, ventromedial (orbitofron-
tal) and ventrolateral prefrontal cortices map to
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corresponding portions of the striatum (these circuits
are combined in this model for simplicity, but are
actually relatively distinct portions of a larger inte-
grated network) that then connect through the cor-
responding locations on the globus pallidus and
thalamus, only to connect back to the originating
prefrontal area (Tekin and Cummings, 2002).
This circuit is innervated through each of the com-
ponents from diverse brain regions providing both
processed and unprocessed external and internal data,
which it then iteratively processes to produce emo-
tional responses and social behavior (Tekins and
Cummings, 2002). We hypothesize that the output
from this iteration in bipolar patients is disturbed,
leading to the affective instability and inappropriate
interpersonal behavior that characterize mania and
depression (Adler et al., 2006a, Strakowski et al.,
2005). The amygdala nuclei and their extensions pro-
vide critical inputs into the network, which can be
thought of simplistically as setting an “emotional
tone” over the iterations. One could posit that if this
“thermostat” is set incorrectly, maladaptive behaviors
(e.g. mania) result. Although the cerebellum has been
primarily viewed as an error detector within motor
networks in order to provide coordinated intentional

motion, in fact the midline cerebellum (the vermis) is
known to innervate the amygdala and modulate
affective functions (Schmahmann et al., 2007). Con-
sequently, the vermis can be hypothesized to poten-
tially perform a similar function (error detection)
within these emotional networks consistent with the
cerebellum’s function in iterative prefrontal–striatal–
pallidal–thalamic motor networks. Again, disruption
of this function can produce erratic emotional behav-
ior (Schmahmann et al., 2007). The affective symp-
toms of bipolar disorder can then be posited to result
from dysfunction within several or all of these inte-
grated brain regions.

The anterior limbic network also connects to the
anterior cingulate, which appears to integrate ventral
and dorsal prefrontal neural streams (Yamasaki et al.,
2002). Indeed, these ventral and dorsal streams appear
to inversely affect each other’s function (Mayberg
et al., 1999; Yamasaki et al., 2002). Consequently, if
the anterior limbic network is dysfunctional, it might
disrupt cognitive networks, resulting in the cognitive
impairments exhibited in bipolar disorder (Bearden
et al., 2001). This brief review of the anterior limbic
model of bipolar disorder provides an overview
of more extensive discussions published elsewhere

Social/emotional Behavior

Ventrolateral PFC 
(BA 10, 47) 

Ventromedial
PFC (BA 11)

Striatum 

Globus pallidus  

Thalamus 

Amygdala 

Cerebellar 
Vermis 

Anterior cingulate 
(BA 24, 25, 32) 

Cognitive Behavior Dorsolateral PFC 
(BA 9, 46) 

Figure 6.1 Graphical representation of
the anterior limbic network. PFC,
prefrontal cortex; BA, Brodmann Area(s).
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(Adler et al., 2006a; Strakowski et al., 2005, 2007).
A question arising from this discussion vis-à-vis
neuroimaging is: “Do structural imaging studies iden-
tify abnormalities within this network in bipolar
disorder, both to support and extend the neuroana-
tomic substrate of this model?” We will now focus
on studies of the structures identified in Figure 6.1 to
address this question.

Prefrontal cortex
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is a functionally and
histologically heterogeneous brain region in which
specific regions topographically map to correspond-
ing and specific regions within the striatum to initiate
the iterative networks previously described (Tekins
and Cummings, 2002). Functionally, then, the PFC
modulates a wide variety of executive, emotional,
social, and cognitive behaviors (Tekins and Cum-
mings, 2002; Voorn et al., 2004). Classic morpho-
metric MRI approaches, in which specific structural
boundaries are used to define specific regions of
interest (ROIs), do not work well within the PFC,
due to variability in sulcal and gyral landmarks
among individuals, as well as variability within those
landmarks in the anatomic boundaries of specific
prefrontal functions. Consequently, many imaging
studies of PFC have delineated relatively large ROIs
(e.g. all gray matter anterior to the genu of the corpus
callosum) that almost certainly lack functional speci-
ficity (Strakowski et al., 2005). It is perhaps no sur-
prise, then, that studies comparing bipolar to healthy
subjects that examine large prefrontal regional
volumes are equivocal (Strakowski et al., 2005;
Konarski et al., 2008). However, in all cases, when
differences have been reported, prefrontal volumes in
bipolar subjects are smaller than in healthy subjects
(e.g. Sax et al., 1999, Coffman et al., 1990). Moreover,
Lyoo et al. (2006) found decreased cortical thickness
in bipolar compared with healthy subjects, a finding
that is consistent with the decreased prefrontal gray
and white matter density observed in bipolar subjects
by Haznedar and colleagues (2005). In order to inter-
pret the clinical meaning of these putative findings,
Sax et al. (1999) observed that decreased prefrontal
volumes were associated with worse performance on
an attentional task, and Haldane et al. (2008) found a
lack of the healthy correlation between inhibitory
control and prefrontal structure in bipolar disorder.
These findings suggest that structural measurements

of even large, functionally non-specific prefrontal
regions may inform performance on cognitive meas-
ures. Lyoo et al. (2006) found that the thickness
of PFC was inversely correlated with the duration
of illness, providing a potential marker of illness
progression. In the end, however, these volumetric
studies of large prefrontal areas are too few and
the measures too non-specific to adequately inform
neuroanatomic models of bipolar disorder.

To address this limitation, investigators have used
two approaches. One is to define smaller prefrontal
subregions based on sulcal and gyral landmarks
within the PFC. As noted, subject variability limits
the specificity of this approach as well, although
presumably these smaller volumes are more likely to
be functionally homogeneous than the overall, large
prefrontal “slabs” reviewed previously. A second
approach is to abandon landmarks and use a voxel-
wise approach, similar to methods employed in fMRI
research. This latter approach places subjects’ brains
into a common stereotactic framework and can then
combine subjects within groups for comparisons
without having to specifically delineate prefrontal
subregions a priori (see Figure 6.3, for example).
The trade-off with this method is that, virtually by
definition, it is exploratory, which limits the statistical
power of many studies due to relatively small samples.
Nonetheless, with these approaches, investigators
have evaluated some of the specific brain regions of
interest in our anterior limbic model of bipolar dis-
order: namely, ventral (orbitofrontal), dorsolateral
and anterior cingulate prefrontal cortices.

Ventral (orbitofrontal) prefrontal cortex
The ventral PFC (primarily within Brodmann areas
(BA) 10, 11 and 47) appears to be responsible for
integrating emotional and social behaviors, so that
dysfunction within these prefrontal regions is likely
to produce symptoms seen in bipolar disorder
(Tekins and Cummings, 2002; Strakowski et al.,
2005; Blumberg et al., 2006). Unlike the studies of
larger prefrontal regions, studies of ventral PFC have
more consistently reported gray matter decreases in
bipolar compared with healthy subjects. Specifically,
when comparing bipolar and healthy subjects using
volumetric (ROI) approaches, although Chang et al.
(2005) found no differences in an adolescent sample,
three studies in adult patients observed smaller gray
matter volumes in bipolar than healthy subjects
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(Lopez-Larson et al., 2002; Nugent et al., 2006;
Blumberg et al., 2006). However, in contrast to the
gray matter findings, these latter three studies reported
increased white matter volume (Nugent et al., 2006),
decreased white matter volume (Blumberg et al., 2006),
and no white matter differences (Lopez-Larson et al.,
2002) between bipolar and healthy subjects. Conse-
quently, decreases in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
appear to reflect reduced gray matter. Additionally,
both Nugent et al. (2006) and Blumberg et al. (2006)
found that increased gray matter volumes were associ-
ated with increased medication exposure, suggesting
that medication confounds may minimize some of
the differences observed between healthy and bipolar
subjects, as the latter are almost always receiving
psychotropic medications in these studies.

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) has generally
supported the ROI findings, as several studies have
observed reductions in ventral prefrontal cortical gray
matter volumes or density (Wilke et al., 2004; Farrow
et al., 2005; Lyoo et al., 2004; Frangou et al., 2005;
Nugent et al., 2006). Again, gray matter abnormalities
were not observed in adolescent patients using VBM
by Dickstein et al. (2005; although they were reported
by Wilke et al., 2004), nor in first-episode patients
(Adler et al., 2007). In another study, Adler et al.
(2005) actually reported increased gray matter
volume using VBM in the ventrolateral PFC of
early-course bipolar patients. They suggested that
these two latter early-course studies (Adler et al.,
2005, 2007), coupled with the findings in adolescents
(Dickstein et al., 2005; Chang et al., 2005) and con-
trasted with older patients, supports a hypothesis
that ventral gray matter volumes may decrease over
time during the course of bipolar disorder. Support-
ing this notion, Brambilla et al. (2001a) and Lopez-
Larson et al. (2002) found that gray matter volumes

were inversely associated with duration of bipolar
illness. Blumberg et al. (2006) also found that the
decline in ventral prefrontal cortical volume in
young bipolar patients appeared to be more rapid
than that in healthy subjects. Together, these studies
suggest that progressive changes in ventral PFC may
be associated with the early progression of bipolar
disorder in which euthymic intervals become pro-
gressively shorter with each affective episode (Angst
and Sellaro, 2000; Roy-Byrne et al., 1985; Kraepelin,
1921; see Figure 6.2). However, whether the changes
in ventral PFC precede the clinical progression, or
instead result from recurring affective episodes, is
not known.

Figure 6.3 This image presents an
example of voxel based morphometry.
In this contrast, 19 healthy and 28 bipolar
subjects were compared in which
significant differences were defined as
p<0.01 for a cluster of 25 voxels. Orange
areas indicate ares of reduced gray matter
density in the bipolar subjects
(Strakowski et al., unpublished data).

Figure 6.2 Chart demonstrating decreasing duration of intervals
between successive affective episodes during the early course of
bipolar disorder from two studies: white bar, Kraepelin (1921);
black bar, Roy Byrne et al. (1985).
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Anterior cingulate cortex
The cingulate gyrus is located in cerebral midline
beginning inferiorly to the genu of the corpus callo-
sum (the subgenual prefrontal cortex, SGPFC, BA 25)
and proceeding along the corpus callosum superiorly
and posteriorly through the rostral anterior cingulate
(BA 24) and dorsal anterior cingulate (BA 32). The
SGPFC is heavily connected with limbic structures
and, as the anterior cingulate is then followed super-
iorly and posteriorly, it appears to become pro-
gressively less connected to ventral brain regions
associated with affective regulation and more con-
nected to cognitive (dorsal) cortex. Consequently,
the subgenual and anterior cingulate cortices appear
to integrate cognitive and affective (dorsal and ven-
tral) brain functions, modulating and integrating
emotional and “logical” behavior (Devinsky et al.,
1995). Given the dysregulation of these functions in
bipolar disorder, the anterior cingulate plays poten-
tially a central role in neuroanatomic models of the
condition (Figure 6.1). Moreover, the subregions of
anterior cingulate can be relatively consistently
defined (even though it is not likely that there are
distinct functional boundaries within these anatomic
areas), so that there are a number of structural
imaging studies examining this brain area in bipolar
disorder.

Drevets et al. (1997) first reported that patients
with bipolar disorder (and unipolar depression) and a
family history of affective illness exhibited smaller left
SGPFC volumes than healthy subjects. This finding
was replicated by Hirayasu et al. (1999) and Koo et al.
(2008) in combined samples of patients with first-
episode psychotic affective (bipolar and unipolar)
disorders, and in bipolar disorder by Sharma et al.
(2003) and Haznedar et al. (2005). However, two
other studies have not found differences in the SGPFC
between healthy and bipolar subjects (Brambilla et al.,
2002; Sanchez et al., 2005). It is likely that these
different findings reflect differences in patient sam-
pling and imaging approaches, although all of these
studies used ROI methods. Although somewhat
equivocal, these studies suggest that SGPFC abnor-
malities may occur, perhaps non-specifically, in bipo-
lar and unipolar depressed patients with familial
affective illness. Indeed, a meta-analysis of SGPFC
studies found this decrease to be greatest on the left
in unipolar, rather than bipolar, patients who also had
a family history of affective illness (Hajek et al., 2008).

Additionally, the study by Koo et al. (2008) suggested
that SGPFC volumes decrease over time, more so in
patients who fail to improve with treatment than in
treatment responders.

Similar findings have been observed in the
remainder of the anterior cingulate. Most investiga-
tors found decreases in the ACC volumes, thickness
or density in bipolar compared with healthy subjects
(Wilke et al., 2004; Kaur et al., 2005; Farrow et al.,
2005; Lyoo et al., 2004, 2006; Lochhead et al., 2004;
Yatham et al., 2007; Chiu et al., 2008), although Sassi
et al. (2004) found no differences and Javadapour
et al. (2007) actually found an increase ACC volume
in bipolar disorder. In a first-episode sample,
Strakowski et al. (1993) also observed no differences
between bipolar and healthy subjects in cingulate
volume. However, since Farrow et al. (2005) found
that anterior cingulate volumes decreased in bipolar
patients during the first two years of illness, together,
these studies may reflect a finding similar to that
observed in ventral PFC: namely, that the anterior
cingulate volume decreases with illness progression
or duration. Complicating this story are two studies,
using VBM methods, that have reported increased
anterior cingulate gray matter volumes in bipolar
versus healthy subjects (Adler et al., 2005; Frangou
et al., 2002).

Together, these studies suggest decreases in some
regions of the ACC in bipolar disorder, particularly in
people with a family history of affective illness. These
decreases may reflect progressive tissue losses in these
brain areas during the course of bipolar illness.
Additionally, a recent study by Fornito et al. (2008)
found evidence of developmental abnormalities in the
cingulate in bipolar disorder. Together, these findings
converge with those of ventral PFC to suggest an
underlying substrate of structural changes and per-
haps developmental abnormalities in prefrontal areas
in bipolar disorder. These specific prefrontal areas
modulate mood, affect, and social interactions
consistent with the symptoms of bipolar illness.

Dorsolateral PFC
The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; BA 9, 10,
46) manages cognitive function, in particular working
memory and attention, as well as the integration of
cognitive processes to provide executive modulation
of cognitive behavior. Patients with bipolar disorder
express cognitive impairments, particularly during
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mood episodes, that may persist to a lesser degree
into euthymia (Bearden et al., 2001). These cognitive
studies suggest possible involvement of the DLPFC in
the neuroanatomic substrate of this illness.

Several studies observed decreased DLPFC gray
matter volumes using both ROI and VBM methods
in bipolar versus healthy subjects (Lopez-Larson et al.,
2002; McIntosh et al., 2004; Frangou et al., 2005;
Dickstein et al., 2005), although others have not
(Schlaepfer et al., 1994; Adler et al., 2005, 2007; Chang
et al., 2005). Relatively speaking, there has been less
attention to DLPFC in the study of bipolar disorder,
as the focus has been more commonly directed
toward areas of the prefrontal cortex thought to
modulate mood (i.e. ventral PFC). The results of these
studies of DLPFC are clearly equivocal. One could
hypothesize that a primary abnormality in ventral
and anterior cingulate cortical regions underlies
bipolar disorder, consistent with mood symptoms

defining the condition, with reciprocal, secondary
changes in cognitive (dorsal) brain. Indeed, as
Mayberg et al. (1999) have demonstrated, the ventral
and dorsal prefrontal cortices are inversely connected
so that dysfunction in one leads to dysfunction in the
other. Yamasaki et al. (2002) have suggested that
anterior cingulate modulates these reciprocal
interactions. Consequently, in our functional neuro-
anatomic model of Figure 6.1, we hypothesize that
abnormalities observed in DLPFC are secondary,
reflecting primary dysfunction within emotional
(ventral) brain. Clearly, neuroanatomic studies
cannot ultimately disentangle these considerations,
as this work falls within the realm of functional
(fMRI) and chemical (MRS) neuroimaging.

Striatum
Within our anterior limbic model, the prefrontal
cortical areas project to the striatum (Figure 6.1).
The striatum can be divided into dorsal and ventral
divisions. The dorsal striatum consists of the caudate
nucleus and the putamen. These two structures share
a common embryology and histology and, in fact, the
head of the caudate fuses with the anterior putamen
(Bonelli et al., 2006). The ventral striatum is com-
prised of the olfactory tubercle and the nucleus
accumbens; the latter in particular shares histology
with the dorsal striatum and is not actually a distinct
nucleus (Voorn et al., 2004). However, ultimately, a
sharp distinction between ventral and dorsal striatum
is probably imprecise (Voorn et al., 2004).

The striatum serves as input nuclei into the larger
basal ganglia system (which is comprised of the
striatum plus globus pallidus and substantia nigra)
(Bonelli et al., 2006). The striatum receives diffuse
input from the cerebral cortex, amygdala and hippo-
campus, as well as thalamus (Bonelli et al., 2006).
The ventral striatum and ventral caudate receive
cortical input from brain areas consistent with a role
in affective and reward processes, whereas the
remaining caudate appears to modulate cognitive
processes (Bonelli et al., 2006; Voorn et al., 2004).
The putamen receives sensorimotor cortical fibers
(Yelnik, 2002). Consequently, the striatum appears
to provide the first-level processing of prefrontal
information, and this input is then further modu-
lated within the effector components of the basal
ganglia (e.g. globus pallidus; Bonelli et al., 2006;
Yelnik, 2002; Voorn et al., 2004). With its central

Box 6.1. Prefrontal cortex in bipolar disorder –
“take home points”
� Prefrontal cortex’s role in healthy brain:

Ventral prefrontal (orbitofrontal) cortex – initiates
iterative prefrontal–striatal–pallidal–thalamic
circuit to modulate social/emotional behavior.

Anterior cingulate cortex – integrates cognitive
and emotional iterative networks (i.e. ventral
and dorsal streams).

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex – initiates iterative
prefrontal–striatal–pallidal–thalamic circuit to
modulate cognitive behavior.

� Prefrontal cortex’s relevance to bipolar disorder:
Ventral prefrontal cortex – dysfunction leads to

loss of emotional homeostasis and impulsive
erratic behavior.

Anterior cingulate cortex – dysfunction may lead
to loss of inhibitory control.

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex – dysfunction leads
to cognitive impairments, particularly in
memory and attention.

� Prefrontal structural MRI findings – summary:
Ventral prefrontal cortex – decreased gray matter

volumes in bipolar versus healthy subjects that
may progress with illness duration.

Anterior cingulate cortex – decreased volumes,
particularly in subgenual cingulate, that may
progress with illness duration.

Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex – equivocal changes
that may be secondary to primary “emotional”
cortex.
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location within the anterior limbic networks previ-
ously mentioned, the striatum has garnered some
interest in the study of the neuroanatomy of bipolar
disorder.

A number of studies identified striatal enlarge-
ment in subjects with bipolar disorder relative to
healthy subjects (see Strakowski et al., 2005 or
Konarski et al., 2008 for review). Specifically, enlarge-
ment was noted in studies of bipolar adolescents
(Wilke et al., 2004; DelBello et al., 2004), adult first-
episode patients (Strakowski et al., 2002a), and adults
with multiple affective episodes (Aylward et al., 1994;
Strakowski et al., 1999; Sax et al., 1999; Frangou et al.,
2002, 2005). Noga and colleagues (2001) observed
increased caudate volumes in both bipolar subjects
and their unaffected monozygotic twins. The first-
episode and twin studies suggest this abnormality
may predate illness onset and not simply reflect medi-
cation effects, since, notably, conventional antipsy-
chotic use has been observed to enlarge striatum
(Chakos et al., 1994).

However, there are also a number of studies
that did not observe striatal enlargement in bipolar
relative to healthy subjects, including first-episode
(Strakowski et al., 1993), adolescent (Chang et al.,
2005) and adult (McIntosh et al., 2004) samples.
Moreover, even among the positive studies, when
separately measured, enlargement was variably noted
in caudate or putamen, but typically not both
(Konarski et al., 2008). We recently examined striatal
volumes in 8–12-year-old children of bipolar parents
(who did not meet criteria for bipolar disorder them-
selves) and matched children of healthy parents and
found no differences between groups, although the
number of subjects was relatively small (Singh et al.,
2008). A meta-analysis of most of these studies of
striatal volumes found no differences between healthy
and bipolar subjects (Kempton et al., 2008). Some of
these discrepancies may be explained by a study from
Hwang and colleagues (2006). Although they did not
observe striatal volume differences between bipolar
and healthy subjects, they did report subtle shape
differences in the anterior and ventral surfaces of
the striatum, particularly on the right.

Although equivocal, there are enough positive
studies of striatal enlargement in bipolar disorder that
suggest anatomic abnormalities occur in this brain
structure. However, these abnormalities may be subtle
and limited to small regions of the ventral striatum
and antero-ventral caudate/putamen, resulting in

discrepant studies. In contrast, studies in unipolar
depression often report decreased striatal volumes,
and this difference between bipolar and unipolar
depressive disorders has been suggested to potentially
distinguish these conditions (Strakowski, 2002;
Strakowski et al., 2002b; Konarski et al., 2008).
Together, this work suggests that additional investi-
gation is warranted into striatal dysfunction and
morphometry as a potential component of the func-
tional neuroanatomy of bipolar disorder, using
more sophisticated or higher-resolution approaches
(e.g. Hwang et al., 2006).

Globus pallidus
The globus pallidus is the primary output structure
of the basal ganglia. It is heavily connected to the
striatum and, within the pallidus, integrated with the
ventral tegmental area and substantia nigra, so that
convergence across the segregated prefrontal–striatal
pathways may occur, perhaps so that the relatively
independent iterative networks can “inform” one
another (Yelnik, 2002; Bonelli et al., 2006). Addition-
ally, the globus pallidus has both internal and exter-
nal segments that send differently valenced (i.e.
inhibitory versus excitatory) information to the thal-
amus, which then relays the information back to the
cortex (Haber and McFarland, 2001). This portion of
the basal ganglia circuit may inhibit unwanted or
unsuccessful behaviors (Haber and McFarland,
2001). Although obviously closely linked to the stria-
tum and serving in a critical output role within this
network, the globus pallidus has been less studied
with morphometric MRI in bipolar disorder than
the striatum.

In their recent meta-analysis of five studies,
Kempton et al. (2008) observed enlargement of the
globus pallidus in bipolar compared with healthy
subjects (effect size 1.09, p¼ 0.052). Brambilla et al.
(2001b), among these studies, did not specifically
observe significant globus pallidus enlargement, but
noted older patients (>36 years of age) exhibited
enlargement compared with younger patients, con-
sistent with two studies in pediatric bipolar disorder
that did not observe globus pallidus enlargement
(DelBello et al., 2004; Ahn et al., 2007). Consequently,
enlargement of this subcortical structure may reflect
age or duration of illness effects. Coupled with the
studies in striatum, together these findings suggest
structural abnormalities within the basal ganglia in
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bipolar disorder: namely, relative enlargement or
shape abnormalities. Whether any of these potential
abnormalities exist prior to illness onset (as suggested
by Noga et al., 2001, but not Singh et al., 2008) or
develop over time (e.g. Brambilla et al., 2001b)
requires additional longitudinal work.

Thalamus
The thalamus is a subcortical structure that is actually
comprised of a number of distinct subregions and
nuclei that, typically, are difficult to resolve using
current imaging methods. Consequently, measure-
ments tend to involve the entire multinuclear struc-
ture. Processed information from the globus pallidus
topographically maps onto distinct subregions of the
thalamus, much like the prefrontal cortical mapping
onto the striatum. As noted, the thalamus then relays
information back to the originating prefrontal
cortical area, as well as to the basal ganglia, provi-
ding feedback loops critical to iterative information
processing and behavioral responses (Haber and
McFarland, 2001). For the regions of interest in this
discussion, specifically the “emotional” ventral PFC,
brain networks appear to map predominantly onto
the medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus. Although
historically often simply considered a relay station
between subcortical and cortical structures, in fact,
through its feedback connections, extensive connec-
tions to sensory and motor brain areas, and both
reciprocal and non-reciprocal corticothalamic con-
nections, the thalamus is likely to be further modulat-
ing processed information received from the globus
pallidus in order to refine behavioral outputs (Haber
and McFarland, 2001).

To date, those studies that examined thalamic
structure in bipolar disorder have primarily been
negative, as few studies reported differences in thal-
amic volumes between bipolar and healthy subjects
(see Konarski et al., 2008 for summary), and when
differences have been observed, they have included
both decreases (Lochhead et al., 2004; Frangou 2005;
Haznedar et al., 2005; McIntosh et al., 2004) and
increases (Strakowski et al., 1999; McIntosh et al.,
2001). Indeed, a meta-analysis of three studies
(Kempton et al., 2008) found no difference in thal-
amic volumes between healthy and bipolar subjects.
In total, studies to date do not provide support for the
presence of structural abnormalities of the thalamus
in bipolar disorder.

Amygdala
Although by necessity the amygdala is treated as a
unitary structure in morphometric MRI studies, due
to the current spatial resolution limits of MRI, it is
actually a collection of nuclei located in the medial
temporal lobe that is connected with a number of
other brain structures (e.g. basal nucleus of the stria
terminalis), sometimes referred to as the “extended
amygdala”. The amygdala appears to modulate both
emotional and cognitive functions, although it is
clearly involved in managing the “fight or flight”
(fear) response in lower animals (and humans). It is
known to be activated in a number of affective pro-
cesses, from studies of induced sadness (Posse et al.,
2003) to recognizing fearful faces (Adolphs, 2008). As
noted in our anterior limbic model of bipolar dis-
order, we simplistically view the amygdala as setting
an emotional tone over the iterative prefrontal–stria-
tal–pallidal–thalamic iterative circuits; indeed, abla-
tion or injury to the amygdala produces a state of
emotional indifference and lassitude (Mega et al.,
1997). Given its central role in emotional modulation
and processing, it is no surprise that the amygdala has
received considerable attention in neuroimaging stud-
ies of bipolar disorder.

In general, these studies have used ROI
approaches, as the boundaries of the amygdala nuclei
(as a group) can be relatively easily delineated at the
current resolution of MRI. In one of the earlier stud-
ies, we performed an ROI analysis of the amygdala in
bipolar compared with healthy subjects, within the
context of a larger analysis of anterior limbic struc-
tures (Strakowski et al., 1999). We found the amyg-
dala to be enlarged in the bipolar group, which was a
relatively novel finding as brain regions tend to
be smaller in psychiatric patients in general (e.g.
Strakowski, 2002; Honea et al., 2005) than in healthy
subjects. Concurrently, Altshuler et al. (1998 prelim-
inary report; 2000 final report) were also measuring
amygdala volumes in patients with bipolar disorder,
schizophrenia, and healthy subjects, and they also
reported amygdala enlargement in the bipolar sub-
jects compared with both other groups. Moreover,
they found no differences in hippocampal volumes
in bipolar compared with healthy subjects (which is
generally observed across studies; see Konarski et al.,
2008 for review), although they did find smaller
hippocampal volumes in patients with schizophrenia.
A meta-analysis of studies comparing these patient
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groups supported the conclusion that the hippocam-
pus is larger in bipolar than schizophrenic patients
(Kempton et al., 2008). These two studies led to a
hypothesis that amygdala enlargement coupled with
normal hippocampal volumes might be relatively
unique to bipolar disorder, and might distinguish
bipolar and schizophrenic patients (Altshuler et al.,
2000). Moreover, differences in age-related changes
in amygdala growth reported by Chen et al. (2004)
suggested that this enlargement might represent

a developmental anomaly in bipolar disorder.
However, in contrast, Doty et al. (2008) reported
age-related reductions in amygdala volumes, and a
recent study by Geller et al. (2009) also suggests that
stressful life events may impact amygdala volumes,
perhaps interacting with and disrupting development
in bipolar children. Moreover, lithium exposure has
been associated with increased amygdala volume
(Foland et al., 2008). Subsequent attempts to replicate
the findings of amygdala enlargement in bipolar dis-
order have been mixed, at least in adults with bipolar
disorder. Indeed, in a meta-analysis of studies of
amygdala volumes in bipolar adults, Pfeiffer et al.
(2008) concluded that there were no differences
between the bipolar and healthy subjects. In contrast,
studies in pediatric bipolar disorder have consistently
found decreased amygdala volumes as compared with
healthy children, supported by meta-analysis (Pfeiffer
et al., 2008).

Together, the combined results imply an abnor-
mal underdevelopment or atrophy of amygdala in
childhood bipolar disorder that may be normalized
or over-grown during adolescence. However, in the
absence of longitudinal measurements within sub-
jects, and with the potentially confounding influences
of lithium and life events, this speculation cannot be
directly supported. Moreover, there is a dearth of
histological studies to even begin to suggest what
abnormalities in development could account for these
volumetric changes. Nonetheless, given the function
of the amygdala in affective modulation, clearly more
research into its development and function during the
early progression of bipolar disorder is warranted.

Cerebellum
The cerebellum has been recognized for perhaps cen-
turies as a critical component of fine motor control.
Specifically, the cerebellum seems to coordinate
movement by serving an error detection function,
preventing over- and under-shooting of intentional
movement, thereby ensuring fine motor control
(Jueptner and Weiller, 1998). Studies in animal
models suggest that the cerebellum participates in
emotional behavior, motor learning and fear condi-
tioning (Sacchetti et al., and 2005), consistent with
findings of emotional dysregulation in patients with
cerebellar abnormalities (Schmahmann, 2004). In
particular, lesions in the cerebellar vermis are associ-
ated with affective symptoms, leading Schmahmann

Box 6.2. Subcortical structures in bipolar disorder
– “take home points”
� Subcortical structures’ role in healthy brain:

Striatum – first-level processing of prefrontal
information, integrating sensory and other
cortical input.

Globus pallidus – second-level processing from
striatum converging information and provid-
ing output from basal ganglia.

Thalamus – third-level processing to modulate
basal ganglia output in order to refine behav-
ior and provide feedback to prefrontal cortex.

Amygdala – modulates fear and other emotional
states, setting “emotional tone” over mood
networks.

� Subcortical structures’ relevance to bipolar
disorder:
Striatum – dysfunction disrupts integration of

cortical and limbic information, disturbing
emotional homeostasis.

Globus pallidus – dysfunction disrupts conver-
gence of cortical information, disturbing
emotional homeostasis.

Thalamus – dysfunction disrupts initiation of
behavioral responses to processed basal
ganglia information.

Amygdala – dysfunction leads to abnormal
emotional tone; injury can cause lassitude
and emotional indifference.

� Subcortical structural MRI findings – summary:
Striatum – may be enlarged or abnormally

shaped in bipolar disorder, findings equivocal.
Globus pallidus – enlarged in bipolar disorder,

which may reflect effects of illness
progression.

Thalamus – structurally does not differ between
bipolar and healthy subjects.

Amygdala – volumes are decreased in bipolar
adolescents, although in bipolar adults
volumes are similar to or larger than healthy
subjects. Difference may reflect developmen-
tal abnormalities in bipolar disorder.
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(2004) to hypothesize that the vermis is the “limbic
cerebellum”. Because the histological structure of the
cerebellum is relatively uniform throughout, it sug-
gests that this brain structure serves a consistent role
in all of the neural networks that it modulates; in
other words, the cerebellum may serve an error-
detector role in iterative prefrontal–striatal–pallidal–
thalamic networks that control mood similarly to its
role in prefrontal–striatal–pallidal–thalamic networks
that control movement. Consequently, Schmahmann
(2004) hypothesizes that impairments in cerebellar
function produce dysmetria in movement, in cogni-
tion or in emotional behavior, depending on which
part of the cerebellum is injured. Given that the
emotional dysregulation in bipolar disorder could be
interpreted as emotional dysmetria, it is reasonable to
consider abnormalities within the midline cerebellum
as potentially playing a role. With these considerations
in mind, several investigators examined the cerebellar
vermis in bipolar patients using structural MRI.

DelBello and colleagues (1999) were the first to
report cerebellar vermis abnormalities in bipolar dis-
order. Specifically, they observed that, although the
vermis in first-episode bipolar patients did not differ
from healthy subjects, in multiple-episode patients
the vermis (specifically vermal area 3) was smaller
and its size was inversely associated with the number
of depressive episodes. In a separate study, this same
group again found decreased volumes in multiple-
episode bipolar patients in vermal area 3, as well as
area 2, although they noted an association with anti-
depressant exposure, suggesting a possible treatment
effect (Mills et al., 2005). Monkul and colleagues
(2008) similarly observed a smaller vermis (area 2)
size in pediatric bipolar patients, with an inverse
correlation between vermal size and the number of
previous affective episodes. Brambilla et al. (2001c)
observed smaller vermal size in bipolar patients with
familial illness, although not in patients more gener-
ally, compared with healthy subjects; they did not
separate first- and multiple-episode patients, however.
Moorhead et al. (2007) also recently reported signifi-
cantly greater progressive decreases in the cerebellum
over a four-year period in bipolar compared with
healthy subjects. Although the decreases were in the
left lobe of the cerebellum, rather than the midline,
these changes may reflect similar processes. Taken
together, these findings suggest that the cerebellar
vermis may be smaller in bipolar patients after
repeated affective episodes or antidepressant exposure

(or both). This interpretation suggests progressive
atrophy in the cerebellar vermis, and perhaps cerebel-
lum more generally, consistent with the findings in
PFC mentioned previously.

White matter
Of course, the brain regions of interest in the anterior
limbic network do not simply float in space, but are
connected through white matter tracts. These tracts
pass from the PFC posteriorly to the basal ganglia,
thalamus and back, comprising much of the periven-
tricular structure of the brain. Although direct meas-
urements of these white matter tracts are few, in fact,
one of the more established findings in bipolar dis-
order is lateral ventricular enlargement (see Kempton
et al., 2008, for meta-analysis), which might reflect a
decrease in periventricular white matter, in the very
connections that constitute the anterior limbic model.
One question arising from these reports of lateral
ventricular enlargement in bipolar disorder is
whether increased ventricles are present at illness
onset or instead reflect changes during the course
of illness. To address this, we examined lateral ven-
tricular volumes in bipolar patients at the time of
their first-episode and compared them to patients
with multiple episodes and healthy subjects
(Strakowski et al., 2002a). We found that first-episode
patients’ ventricular volumes were virtually identical
to matched healthy subjects, whereas ventricular
enlargement was noted in the multiple-episode
patients. Since the periventricular gray matter struc-
tures were either similar to or larger in the patients
than healthy subjects, ventricular enlargement likely
reflected decreases in white matter. Supporting these
suggestions, the corpus callosum, which represents a
significant part of the periventricular white matter,
was recently observed in a meta-analysis to be
reduced in size in bipolar disorder compared with
healthy subjects (Arnone et al., 2008). Moreover,
Strakowski et al. (2002a) found that ventricular
volumes were correlated with the number of prior
manic episodes, which, like the changes in cerebellar
vermis and prefrontal cortex, might reflect a neuro-
anatomic basis for the early course progression in
bipolar disorder (Figure 6.2).

Further support for white matter abnormalities in
bipolar disorder arises from a number of recent stud-
ies that used diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) tech-
niques to examine white matter structure in bipolar
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disorder. These studies have fairly consistently
observed differences in fractional anisotropy (FA) in
bipolar compared with healthy subjects (see Table 6.1),
supporting the suggestion that ventricular changes
may reflect abnormalities in white matter in bipolar
disorder. FA provides a measure of water movement
in the brain and is believed to increase with increasing
tissue organization (e.g. in the presence of well-
defined and organized white matter tracts). Therefore,
decreases in FA might suggest a loss of “bundle
coherence” in these regions, whereas increases could

suggest a loss of healthy variability. Increases in FA in
bipolar compared with healthy subjects were reported
in 4/12 studies, whereas 8/12 observed decreases
(Table 6.1). Some studies observed increases in FA in
some brain areas with decreases in other regions, sug-
gesting regional specificity to the finding. However,
many of these studies were hampered by small numbers
of subjects. Nonetheless, abnormalities in the structure
of white matter in brain regions that potentially repre-
sent disruption of tracts involved within the anterior
limbic network may occur in bipolar disorder.

Table 6.1 Differences in fractional anisotropy values in bipolar and healthy subjects from recent reports

Study Bipolar
subjects N

Healthy
subjects N

Direction Location

McIntosh et al.,
2008

40 49 dec Uncinate fasciculus, anterior thalamic radiation

Versace et al.,
2008

31 25 inc Left uncinate fasciculus, left optic radiation,
right anterothalamic radiation

dec Right uncinate fasciculus

Wang et al.,
2008a

42 42 inc Anterior cingulum

none Posterior cingulum

Wang et al.,
2008b

33 40 dec Anterior and middle corpus callosum

Bruno et al., 2008 36 28 dec Inferior and and middle temporal, middle
occipital regions.

Frazier et al.,
2007*

10 8 dec Bilateral superior frontal, left orbital frontal,
right corpus callosum.

Yurgelun-Todd
et al., 2007

11 10 inc Genu of corpus callosum

Houenou et al.,
2007

16 16 none Fiber tracts between subgenual cingulate
and and amygdala

Adler et al.,
2006b*

11 17 dec Superior frontal

Beyer et al., 2005 14 21 none Orbital frontal, superior and and middle frontal

Haznedar et al.,
2005

40** 36 inc Right anterior frontal

dec Fronto-occipital anterior fasciculus

Adler et al., 2004 9 9 dec Prefrontal white matter

dec, bipolar subjects with significantly decreased FA versus healthy subjects; inc, bipolar subjects with significantly increased
FA versus healthy subjects; none, non significant differences between groups.
*Subjects were children and adolescents; **included a range of bipolar spectrum patients.
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Finally, perhaps the most robust neuroimaging
finding in bipolar disorder is the presence of signal
hyperintensities observed with T2-weighted MRI, pre-
dominantly in white matter. In a recent meta-analysis,
Kempton et al. (2008) found that bipolar patients had
approximately a threefold increased risk of hyperin-
tensities than healthy subjects. A number of brain
locations were involved supporting this increased risk
including deep white matter, subcortical gray matter,
both hemispheres (although right > left), frontal and
parietal lobes. The specific histopathological basis
of these hyperintensities has remained elusive, but
these findings further suggest abnormalities in white
matter in bipolar disorder.

Summary and conclusions
In this review, we examined studies of structural MRI
abnormalities in brain regions that comprise an
anterior limbic model of bipolar disorder. Perhaps

the most consistent theme among these studies is that
replicating imaging findings in bipolar disorder has
often been difficult (Kempton et al., 2008; Konarski
et al., 2008; Strakowski et al., 2005). Nonetheless,
when framed within the context of a specific func-
tional neuroanatomic model of bipolar disorder, a
number of findings do appear to support the notion
that structural brain abnormalities may exist consist-
ent with that model. Additionally, in several brain
regions there is a suggestion of progressive or devel-
opmental changes that might either reflect or underlie
the early progression of the course of bipolar
disorder.

From these and other considerations, several
approaches for future research using structural MRI
techniques are suggested. First, longitudinal studies
are needed to clarify how brain structures change
within individual patients, with particular regard to
the corresponding course of illness. It will be import-
ant to determine if changes precede or follow affective
episodes, for example. Additionally, given the
dynamic nature of bipolar disorder, brain regions that
are changing in structure may be more likely to local-
ize etiological factors for the illness. Second, more
sophisticated measures, such as DTI tractography or
shape analyses, may more consistently define the
subtle structural abnormalities that are likely in bipo-
lar disorder and that may be missed with less-specific
measures. Third, studies in young patients are critical
given the typical adolescent onset of bipolar disorder
and early course progression, but must be framed
within the context of understanding normal brain
developmental changes in healthy subjects; this
approach has not been used frequently to date.
Fourth, integrating structural imaging with functional
and neurochemical (e.g. magnetic resonance spectros-
copy or proton emission tomography) are the only
ways to move morphometric imaging from high-
priced and sophisticated phrenology to a better
understanding of the neural basis of bipolar disorder.
It is critical that we move our imaging research from
“where” to “how” with these types of integrations.
Indeed, finally, as our understanding and identifica-
tion of genetic risk factors in this illness increase,
integrating genetic and neuroimaging techniques
likely will provide the most powerful means for
untangling the neurophysiological basis of bipolar
disorder (e.g. Chepenik et al., 2009).

There is little doubt that neuroimaging, including
structural MRI, has changed the way we think about

Figure 6.4 Examples of diffusion tensor imaging illustrating
distribution of fractional anisotropy (brighter represents higher
values) and vector maps in which red is left right, blue is inferior
superior and green is anterior posterior (diffusion has been
calculated in 30 directions).
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studying bipolar disorder and other psychiatric
illnesses. The constant acceleration in advances of
neuroimaging technologies guarantees that we will
be able to increasingly better understand brain func-
tion, in health and illness, in living human beings in
the future. The neuroanatomic substrate underlying
bipolar disorder, as suggested by the studies reviewed
in this chapter, represents a starting point. The future
for further advances and finally defining the neural
basis of bipolar disorder remains bright and provides
hope that we will soon be able to develop better
treatments that truly improve the lives of people
affected by this illness.
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Chapter

7 Functional imaging of bipolar illness

William M. Marchand and Deborah A. Yurgelun Todd

Introduction
Bipolar disorder (BD) is a complex neuropsychiatric
disorder characterized by cognitive, emotional and
motor symptoms. Multiple neuroimaging modalities
have been applied to patients with bipolar disorder;
nevertheless, the underlying neurobiology remains
poorly understood. Data acquired with increasingly
sophisticated functional neuroimaging techniques in
combination with advances in neuroscience have the
potential to enhance our understanding of the neur-
opathy of this illness. Further, these studies may pro-
vide a means of assessing those brain functional
abnormalities associated with a specific phase of ill-
ness and those consistent across mood states, thus
differentiating brain changes which are trait markers
from those functional changes related to mood state.
Moreover, functional neuroimaging is being incorp-
orated into the development of biomarkers that may
aid in clinical diagnosis and treatment selection.

The number of functional imaging studies reported
in the literature has increased dramatically in recent
years. Comparison of these studies is complicated by
several factors. These include the fact that patient groups
have been studied with significant differences in clinical
variables, such as comorbidity, duration of illness and
current treatment. Also, many different activation para-
digms have been used for functional magnetic reson-
ance imaging (fMRI) studies and somemetabolism and
blood flow studies have been conducted at rest. None-
theless, a review of functional imaging studies may
provide insights into the neurobiology of this disorder.

Since bipolar illness is a disorder characterized by
dysregulation of affect as well as changes in cognitive
function, it is likely that the underlying neuropathology
involves the neural systems involved in the produc-
tion and regulation of affect. Several different models

have been proposed in conceptualizing the neurobio-
logical changes underlying affective changes in mood
disorders. For example, there has been an interest in
examining mood disorders in light of disruption in
brain reward circuitry, given that these disorders have
notable disturbances in motivated behavior (Sala-
mone, 2007). A second approach has been to examine
the relationship between stress, the hypothalamic–pitu-
itary–adrenal (HPA) axis and brain responses and
mood changes, a perspective that has been of particu-
lar relevance to depression (Nestler et al., 2002). How-
ever, the neurobiological model that appears to best
address both depressed and manic states is to consider
mood changes as a disruption of interactive brain
groups defined as either ventral or dorsal networks
(Davidson, 1998; Blumberg et al., 2000; Mayberg,
1997; Yurgelun-Todd and Ross, 2006). Considerable
evidence suggests that two neural systems are critical
in human affect generation and modulation. The first
of these is a ventral system which includes the ventral
prefrontal cortex (VPFC), amygdala, insula, ventral
striatum, thalamus, orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), ven-
tral anterior cingulate, and brainstem nuclei. This
ventral system is responsible for the perception of
emotional stimuli, generation of an affective state,
and production of an autonomic response. In con-
trast, the dorsal system, which includes the dorsolat-
eral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), medial prefrontal
cortex, dorsal anterior cingulate and hippocampus,
is responsible for effortful regulation of affective
state (Phillips et al., 2003).

Mood dysregulation in bipolar disorder could
theoretically occur as a result of dysfunction in the
dorsal or ventral system or both. Dysregulation of the
ventral system could result in the pathologic mood
states of mania and depression at the level of affect
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generation. Impairment in the dorsal system could
result in mood episodes as a result of inadequate
regulation. In this chapter, we review functional neu-
roimaging findings in the dorsal and ventral systems,
as well as in other brain regions.

Dorsal system
Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
The DLPFC (BA 9 and 46/middle frontal gyrus) is
involved in executive functions including shifting
attention, working memory, and voluntary response
inhibition. The mid-dorsolateral frontal cortex is
involved with visual working memory tasks (Stern
et al., 2000) and regulation of emotional responses
(Goel and Dolan, 2003; Liotti et al., 2000; Levesque
et al., 2003). Thus, the DLPFC could be associated
with both cognitive and emotional symptoms of BD.

Multiple studies have reported DLPFC functional
abnormalities in BD. An 18F-FDG PET study found
decreased glucose metabolism in the left dorsal ant-
erolateral PFC, which correlated with the total Hamil-
ton Depression Rating Scale score (Baxter et al.,
1989). Many fMRI studies have reported DLPFC
abnormalities in BD.

Among the fMRI studies that have examined
homogeneous depressed groups, increased activation
has been reported in response to both motor
(Marchand et al., 2007a) and emotional (Malhi et al.,
2004b) paradigms. However, decreased activation in
response to an emotional paradigm has also been
reported (Altshuler et al., 2008). In regard to DLPFC
function in the euthymic state, increased activation has
been reported by studies usingmotor (Marchand et al.,
2007b) and emotional (Lagopoulos and Malhi, 2007)
tasks, while decreased activation has been reported in
response to cognitive (Frangou, 2005; Frangou et al.,
2008; Strakowski et al., 2005; Monks et al., 2004;
Lagopoulos et al., 2007; Malhi et al., 2007a) and emo-
tional (Jogia et al., 2008) paradigms. The only study of
mania (Elliott et al., 2004) reported increased acti-
vation in response to an emotional task. In regard to
treatment response, one study found that with medi-
cation for depression, left PFC metabolism increased
significantly and the percentage change in the Hamil-
ton scale score correlated with the percentage change
in metabolism (Baxter et al., 1989). Another study
(Benedetti et al., 2007), using a cognitive activation
paradigm, found that for sleep deprivation combined
with light therapy, treatment response was related to

changes in bilateral DLPFC, and genotype of the pro-
moter for the serotonin transporter influenced base-
line neural responses in this region.

Taken together, these studies provide compelling
evidence of DLPFC dysfunction in BD, and some
evidence of functional change related to treatment
response in this region. DLPFC functional abnormal-
ities appear to exist across depressed, manic, and
euthymic mood states. The strongest evidence is in
the euthymic state, for which nine separate studies
have demonstrated abnormalities. A particularly
compelling finding is that all six studies using cogni-
tive paradigms that have studied the euthymic state
report decreased activation in this region.

Medial frontal cortex
A 99mTc-HMPAO SPECT study (Culha et al., 2008)
found the mean regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF)
values of the bipolar euthymic patients were signifi-
cantly lower than those of the controls in the bilateral
medial frontal cortex. In regard to fMRI studies,
increased activation in depression (Malhi et al., 2004b)
has been reported in response to an emotional task.
Cognitive tasks have revealed increased (Monks et al.,
2004; Lagopoulos et al., 2007) and decreased (Malhi
et al., 2007a) activation in euthymia. Finally an fMRI
study using a facial affect recognition task (Jogia et al.,
2008) found that following lamotrigine monotherapy,
patients demonstrated increased right medial frontal
activation. At this time, the evidence for medial frontal
dysfunction in BD is limited in comparison to other
frontal regions, and results are variable.

Hippocampus
An 18F-FDG PET study (Drevets et al., 2002) found
left hippocampus metabolism was increased in BD
depressives, relative to a control group. A few fMRI
studies have reported hippocampal functional abnor-
malities (Lagopoulos and Malhi, 2007; Lawrence
et al., 2004; Altshuler et al., 2008). Mood state-specific
results indicate increased activation in depression in
response to a cognitive task (Altshuler et al., 2008),
and in euthymia in response to an emotional task
(Lagopoulos and Malhi, 2007).

Anterior cingulate cortex
The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is involved in
normal sadness (Liotti et al., 2000), and the detection
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of unfavorable outcomes, response errors, response
conflict, and decision uncertainty (Ridderinkhof et al.,
2004). Further, as discussed above, the dorsal ACC is
part of the system involved with effortful regulation
of affect, while the ventral ACC is part of the system
which produces affect. Many studies suggest ACC
dysfunction in BD; however, in many cases, dorsal
and ventral segments are not clearly differentiated in
reports. Thus, we have included all studies reporting
abnormal ACC function in BD in this section.

An 18F-FDG PET study (Dunn et al., 2002) found
that the Beck Depression Inventory psychomotor–
anhedonia symptom cluster correlated with higher
glucose metabolism in the anterior cingulate in
bipolar depressed medication-free subjects. Also,
a 15O-H2O PET study found brain activity in mania
was increased in the left dorsal anterior cingulate
(Blumberg et al., 2000). Abnormal ACC function has
also been reported in multiple fMRI studies (Killgore
et al., 2008; Lennox et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2006;
Malhi et al., 2004b, 2007a; Lagopoulos et al., 2007;
Monks et al., 2004; Gruber et al., 2004; Marchand
et al., 2007b). A study of mania revealed decreased
activation in response to an emotional task (Lennox
et al., 2004). Depression studies using emotional para-
digms (Malhi et al., 2004b; Chen et al., 2006) have shown
increased ACC activation. Studies of euthymic subjects
have revealed increased activation using motor tasks
(Marchand et al., 2007b) and decreased activation using
cognitive tasks (Malhi et al., 2007a; Lagopoulos et al.,
2007; Monks et al., 2004). In regard to treatment, a
99mTc-exametazime SPECT study found that manic
relapse after lithium withdrawal was associated with
increased perfusion of the superior anterior cingulate
(Goodwin et al., 1997).

Ventral system
Ventral prefrontal cortex
An 18F-FDG PET study (Ketter et al., 2001) using the
Continuous Performance Test (CPT) revealed increased
metabolism in the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
(VLPFC) for the entire BD group, and increased right
VLPFC metabolism for the euthymic-only subgroup.
Among fMRI studies of homogeneous mood state, cog-
nitive tasks have revealed increased (Strakowski et al.,
2004; McIntosh et al., 2008) and decreased (Lagopoulos
et al., 2007; Frangou, 2005; Frangou et al., 2008; Monks
et al., 2004) activation in euthymia. However, studies
using emotional paradigms (Lagopoulos and Malhi,

2007; Malhi et al., 2005; Jogia et al., 2008) have consist-
ently demonstrated decreased activation in euthymia.
In mania, an emotional task revealed increased acti-
vation (Elliott et al., 2004), while a cognitive paradigm
revealed decreased activation (Blumberg et al., 2003a).
All three studies of depression have reported increased
activation using emotional (Malhi et al., 2004b; Chen
et al., 2006) and cognitive (Blumberg et al., 2003a)
tasks. Further, Drapier and colleagues (2008) studied
20 remitted bipolar I disorder patients, 20 of their
unaffected first-degree relatives, and 20 controls
using fMRI and an N-back working memory task.
Unaffected relatives demonstrated abnormal activity
in the left VLPFC regions, which the authors conclude
suggests that left prefrontal hyperactivation during
working memory represents a potential neurobio-
logical endophenotype for the illness.

As with the DLPFC, studies suggest VPFC dys-
function occurs across all phases of illness, including
euthymia. Further, there is evidence of consistent
decreased activation in euthymia and increased acti-
vation in depression in response to emotional tasks.
Finally, one study suggests increased activation in
depression in response to a cognitive paradigm as well.

Orbitofrontal cortex
A 15O-H2O PET study found that manic subjects had
decreased right OFC activation during word gener-
ation and decreased orbitofrontal activity during rest
(Blumberg et al., 1999). As with other frontal regions,
a variety of fMRI tasks have demonstrated abnormal
functioning. Of the investigations of homogeneous
mood state, one study using an emotional paradigm
(Altshuler et al., 2008) found some OFC regions with
increased and decreased activation in depression.
A recent investigation of newly diagnosed bipolar
patients demonstrated that bipolar patients produced
increased orbitofrontal activation relative to controls
early in the response to happy face stimuli, suggesting
that the duration of increased response in this region
may be time limited (Yurgelun-Todd and Killgore, in
preparation). However, only decreased activation has
been reported in mania using cognitive (Altshuler
et al., 2008) and emotional (Altshuler et al., 2005;
Elliott et al., 2004) tasks. Finally, a 99mTc-exametazime
SPECT study found that manic relapse after lithium
withdrawal was associated with increased perfusion of
the left OFC (Goodwin et al., 1997). In summary,
studies to date indicate OFC dysfunction in depression
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and mania. Of particular interest is the fact that all
studies (three fMRI and one PET) of mania report
decreased OFC activation using both cognitive and
emotional paradigms.

Insula
An 18F-FDG PET study (Dunn et al., 2002) found the
Beck Depression Inventory psychomotor–anhedonia
symptom cluster correlated with lower absolute

metabolism in the right insula in bipolar depressed
subjects. Another project using 18F-FDG PET and a
CPT (Ketter et al., 2001) found increased right insula
metabolism in euthymic subjects as compared to
controls. Functional MRI studies have revealed
increased insula activation in mania (Lennox et al.,
2004) and depression (Malhi et al., 2004b) in response
to emotional tasks, and in euthymia in response to a
cognitive task (Strakowski et al., 2004). Additionally,
one study (Benedetti et al., 2007) suggests treatment
may impact insula activation.

Amygdala
Two 18F-FDG PET studies have reported amygdala
abnormalities in BD. One, using an auditory CPT
(Ketter et al., 2001), revealed increased metabolism
in the right amygdala among BD depressed subjects,
and the other (Drevets et al., 2002) found left amyg-
dala metabolism was increased in BD depressives. In
the later study (Drevets et al., 2002), BD subjects were
also imaged during remission, and amygdala metab-
olism remained elevated in remitted subjects not
taking mood-stabilizing drugs, but was within the
normal range in subjects taking mood stabilizers.

A number of fMRI studies have also reported
abnormal amygdala function in BD (Malhi et al., 2005;
Lagopoulos andMalhi, 2007; Malhi et al., 2004b, 2007b;
Altshuler et al., 2005; Lennox et al., 2004;
Lawrence et al., 2004; Yurgelun-Todd et al., 2000;
Mitchell et al., 2004; Strakowski et al., 2004). Those that
have reported results from homogeneous mood states
have revealed increased (Altshuler et al., 2005) and
decreased (Lennox et al., 2004) activation in response
to emotional tasks during mania. One study reported
increased activation in response to an emotional task
during depression (Malhi et al., 2004b). During euthy-
mia, increased (Lagopoulos and Malhi, 2007) and
decreased (Malhi et al., 2005) activation has been found
in response to emotional tasks and increased activation
has been reported in response to a cognitive task
(Strakowski et al., 2004).

In one of the few functional connectivity studies done
in BD, Foland and colleagues (2008) studied 9 bipolar
manic and 9 control subjects using fMRI and an
emotional faces paradigm and functional connectivity
analyses to evaluate the hypothesis that VLPFC modu-
lation of the amygdala was altered in bipolar subjects
when manic. The degree to which the VLPFC regulated
amygdala response during these tasks was assessed

Figure 7.1a,b Bipolar patients differed significantly in the pattern
of early (block A) versus late (block B) stage activation in response
to a passive happy face perception task during acquisition of fMRI
data. Within the bipolar sample, contrasts between the two blocks
showed significantly different temporal activation of regions of the
orbitofrontal cortex for early stage (block A) and late stage (block B)
responses. Bipolar patients also showed greater activation across
widespread posterior cortical regions involved in visual processing
and memory for the same contrast for late stage (block B) relative to
early stage (block A). Relatively limited areas of activation were
evident for the control group when activation was contrasted for
the two time blocks.
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using a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis.
Compared with healthy subjects, manic patients had a
significantly reduced VLPFC regulation of amygdala
response during the emotion labeling task (an increased
BOLD response in the amygdala and a decreased BOLD
response in VLPFC). The authors conclude that these
findings, taken in context with previous fMRI studies of
bipolar mania, suggest that reductions in inhibitory
frontal activity in these patients may lead to increased
reactivity of the amygdala.

Ventral striatum and globus pallidus
Multiple functional imaging studies indicate basal
ganglia dysfunction in BD. We have included the
globus pallidus in this section with the striatum, since
both are integral components of the frontal subcort-
ical circuitry. An HMPAO SPECT study (Benabarre
et al., 2004) using visual analysis of images found
decreases of blood flow among five patients in the
basal ganglia.

With regard to abnormalities in specific basal
ganglia structures, reports have indicated dysfunction
in both the striatum (caudate, putamen and nucleus
accumbens) and globus pallidus. Two 18F-FDG PET
studies have reported striatal dysfunction in BD. One,
using an auditory CPT task (Ketter et al., 2001),
revealed that depressed subjects compared to controls
exhibited increased metabolism in the caudate, puta-
men and nucleus accumbens. Another (Dunn et al.,
2002), found Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)
psychomotor–anhedonia symptom cluster correlated
with lower absolute metabolism in right anteroventral
caudate/putamen in bipolar depressed subjects. An
HMPAO SPECT study of a group of mixed mood
state bipolar subjects (Benabarre et al., 2005) found
increased striatal profusion associated with deficits in
memory and attention. Finally, a 15O-H2O PET study
(Blumberg et al., 2000) revealed that brain activity in
mania was increased in the left head of the caudate.

Further, many fMRI studies have demonstrated
striatal dysfunction (Strakowski et al., 2005; Malhi
et al., 2004a, 2005, 2007a, 2007b; Killgore et al.,
2008; Chen et al., 2006; Lawrence et al., 2004; Adler
et al., 2004; Caligiuri et al., 2003, 2006; Marchand
et al., 2007a; McIntosh et al., 2008). Studies of
euthymia have revealed increased activation in
response to motor (Caligiuri et al., 2006; Marchand
et al., 2007a) and cognitive tasks (Adler et al., 2004),
as well as decreased activation in response to

emotional (Malhi et al., 2005, 2007b) and cognitive
(Malhi et al., 2007a; Strakowski et al., 2005) tasks.
However, striatal activation is increased in mania in
response to motor (Caligiuri et al., 2006) and emo-
tional (Malhi et al., 2004a) tasks, as well as in depres-
sion in response to motor (Caligiuri et al., 2003;
Marchand et al., 2007a) and emotional tasks (Chen
et al., 2006). Further, one fMRI study (Benedetti et al.,
2007) of bipolar depression suggests that treatment
response is related to changes in activation in the
bilateral caudate.

To date, three fMRI studies implicate the globus
pallidus in the neurobiology of BD. Increased acti-
vation has been reported in response to a motor task
in mania (Caligiuri et al., 2003). In depression,
increased activation has been reported in response
to an emotional task (Malhi et al., 2004b), and
decreased activation in response to a motor task
(Caligiuri et al., 2006).

In summary, there is compelling evidence of dys-
function of the striatum in BD and some evidence of
abnormalities in the globus pallidus. Of particular
interest is the pattern of consistent increased striatal
activation demonstrated in both depression and mania.

Thalamus
One 18F-FDG PET study using an auditory CPT task
(Ketter et al., 2001) revealed increased metabolism in
the thalamus in BD. Studies using fMRI have found
increased (Adler et al., 2004) and decreased (Malhi
et al., 2007a) activation in response to cognitive tasks,
and decreased activation in response to emotional
(Malhi et al., 2005) tasks in euthymia. One study found
increased activation in mania in response to an emo-
tional task (Malhi et al., 2004a). Three studies suggest
relatively compelling evidence of consistent increased
activation in depression in response to emotional
(Malhi et al., 2004b; Chen et al., 2006) and motor
(Caligiuri et al., 2003) tasks. Finally, one study (Jogia
et al., 2008), which used fMRI during a sad facial
affect recognition task to study 12 euthymic bipolar
subjects, revealed that following lamotrigine mono-
therapy, patients demonstrated increased right thalamus
activation.

Other brain regions
Prefrontal cortex
Specific subregions of the prefrontal cortex were dis-
cussed above. Here, we provide a more generalized
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review of functional abnormalities of the PFC in BD.
For the entire PFC, at least 31 studies of adults have
reported prefrontal functional abnormalities in BD in
either the depressed, manic, or euthymic state. Fur-
ther, another seven studies have reported frontal
abnormalities in studies combining individuals with
different mood states (Yurgelun-Todd et al., 2000;
Lawrence et al., 2004; Killgore et al., 2008; Roth
et al., 2006, Mitchell et al., 2004; Ketter et al., 2001).

Among those studies reporting findings related to
specific mood states, 10 (Benabarre et al., 2004; Ketter
et al., 2001; Baxter et al., 1989; Ito et al., 1996; Rubin
et al., 1995; Marchand et al., 2007a; Altshuler et al.,
2008; Malhi et al., 2004b; Chen et al., 2006; Blumberg
et al., 2003a) have reported findings during bipolar
depression. Six (Benabarre et al., 2004; Ketter et al.,
2001; Baxter et al., 1989; Ito et al., 1996; Rubin et al.,
1995; Altshuler et al., 2008) reported decreased acti-
vation, and five (Malhi et al., 2004b; Chen et al., 2006;
Blumberg et al., 2003a; Marchand et al., 2007a;
Altshuler et al., 2008) reported increased activation
(one study reported both increased and decreased
activation). Seven studies (Rubin et al., 1995; Blumberg
et al., 1999; Altshuler et al., 2005, 2008; Elliott et al.,
2004, Blumberg et al., 2003a; Hariri et al., 2003) have
reported findings during mania, and all have reported
decreased activation. In regard to the euthymic state,
20 studies have reported abnormal activation (Malhi
et al., 2005, 2007a, 2007b; Matsuo et al., 2007; Curtis
et al., 2001; Adler et al., 2004; Marchand et al., 2007b;
Frangou, 2005; Frangou et al., 2008; Jogia et al., 2008;
Lagopoulos et al., 2007; Strakowski et al., 2004,
2005; Monks et al., 2004; Culha et al., 2008; Ketter
et al., 2001; Blumberg et al., 2003a; Drapier et al.,
2008; Lagopoulos and Malhi, 2007; McIntosh et al.,
2008). Of these, 10 have reported increased (Curtis
et al., 2001; Adler et al., 2004; Marchand et al., 2007b;
Lagopoulos and Malhi, 2007; Monks et al., 2004; Ketter
et al., 2001; Drapier et al., 2008; McIntosh et al., 2008;
Lagopoulos et al., 2007; Strakowski et al., 2004) and 14
decreased (Malhi et al., 2005, 2007a, 2007b; Matsuo
et al., 2007; Frangou, 2005; Frangou et al., 2008; Jogia
et al., 2008; Lagopoulos et al., 2007; Strakowski et al.,
2004, 2005; Monks et al., 2004; Culha et al., 2008;
Blumberg et al., 2003a; Lagopoulos and Malhi, 2007)
activation (some studies have reported increased and
decreased PFC activation). Thus, reviewing all studies
that have reported PFC function reveals compelling
evidence of dysfunction in BD in multiple regions and
all mood states.

Posterior cingulate
Functional abnormalities in posterior cingulate cortex
have been identified using fMRI. In mania, an emo-
tional task revealed increased activation (Lennox et al.,
2004), while in depression decreased activation has
been demonstrated using cognitive (Marchand et al.,
2007a) and increased activation using emotional
(Chen et al., 2006) tasks. Studies of euthymia have
shown decreased activation using emotional (Malhi
et al., 2007b) and cognitive (Malhi et al., 2007a) tasks.
Further, abnormalities in unspecified cingulate
regions have also been reported using fMRI (Altshuler
et al., 2008; Malhi et al., 2007b; Jogia et al., 2008) and
99mTc-HMPAO SPECT (Culha et al., 2008).

Finally, two studies suggest that treatment may
impact cingulate function. An fMRI study of sleep
deprivation combined with light therapy for bipolar
depression (Benedetti et al., 2007) revealed that treat-
ment response was associated with changes in bilateral
cingulate activation. Another fMRI study (Haldane
et al., 2008), using working memory and facial affect
tasks, found lamotrigine monotherapy compared to
baseline was associated with increased cingulate
activation.

Taken together, studies that have reported cingu-
late findings indicate dysfunction across all mood
states, as well as treatment likely impacting on cingu-
late function. In regard to the ACC, all three studies
of euthymia have shown decreased activation in
response to cognitive paradigms. There is also evi-
dence of consistent ACC hyperactivation in depres-
sion in response to emotional tasks, and consistent
decreased PCC activation in euthymia in response to
both emotional and cognitive tasks.

Primary motor cortex and SMA
Several fMRI studies have demonstrated primary
motor cortex and supplementary motor area (SMA)
dysfunction in BD. In studies of mania, increased
primary motor cortex activation has been reported
in response to cognitive (Monks et al., 2004) and
motor (Caligiuri et al., 2004) tasks. For depression,
decreased activation has been reported in response to
emotional tasks (Malhi et al., 2004b), and in the
euthymic phase, increased activation has been
reported in response to a cognitive (Monks et al.,
2004) and decreased activation in response to an
emotional (Malhi et al., 2007a) task. For the SMA,
increased activation in response to a motor task has
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been reported during depression (Caligiuri et al.,
2004). In addition to the studies above, studies sug-
gest treatment may impact primary motor and SMA
cortical function. A study (Silverstone et al., 2005)
using fMRI and word generation and verbal memory
tasks found that, after lithium treatment, the mean
BOLD signal decreased significantly in the left pre-
central gyrus and the left SMA. Another study (Jogia
et al., 2008) used fMRI during a sad facial affect
recognition task, and found that after lamotrigine
monotherapy, patients demonstrated reduced right
and increased left precentral activation. A study of
bipolar depression treated with sleep deprivation
combined with light therapy (Benedetti et al., 2007)
found that treatment response was related to changes
in activation in the bilateral PFC. In summary, these
studies suggest functional abnormalities in the pri-
mary motor cortex in all phases of illness. Both cog-
nitive and motor studies suggest consistent activation
of M1 in mania. Some evidence also suggests that
treatment impacts M1 function.

Parietal cortex
Three fMRI studies have demonstrated functional
abnormalities of somatosensory cortex in BD. Studies
have shown decreased S1 activation in the euthymic
state in response to a cognitive paradigm (Malhi et al.,
2007a), and increased activation during euthymia in
response to a cognitive paradigm (Strakowski et al.,
2004). Also, a treatment study (Benedetti et al., 2007)
reported that response was related to changes in acti-
vation in the right postcentral cortex. In regard to other
parietal regions, fMRI has demonstrated decreased
activation of the inferior parietal lobule in depression
(Malhi et al., 2004b) in response to an emotional task
and increased activation in euthymia has been demon-
strated using PET (Ketter et al., 2001). Further, one
treatment study reported changes in inferior parietal
lobule (IPL) activation (Lawrence et al., 2004). In euthy-
mia, decreased (Monks et al., 2004) and increased
(Adler et al., 2004) precuneus activation has been
reported in response to a cognitive task. Further,
treatment-related changes in activation have also been
reported in this region (Lawrence et al., 2004; Benedetti
et al., 2007). More generalized abnormalities in parietal
regions have also been reported. A 99mTc-HMPAO
SPECT study (Culha et al., 2008) reported that the
mean regional cerebral blood flow values of the
bipolar euthymic patients were significantly lower

than those of the controls in bilateral parietal regions.
Another HMPAO SPECT investigation (Benabarre
et al., 2005) also reported decreased left parietal profu-
sion, in this case associated with deficits in working
memory and attention. One fMRI study (Strakowski
et al., 2004) reported increased activation in the right
superior and inferior parietal gyrus in euthymic bipolar
patients compared to controls. A treatment study (Ben-
edetti et al., 2007) of bipolar depression reported that
treatment response was related to changes in activation
in bilateral parietal regions. These studies provide some
evidence of parietal dysfunction in BD as well as
changes related to treatment.

Occipital cortex
A few studies have reported functional abnormalities
in the occipital cortex in BD. Two HMPAO SPECT
studies have reported occipital abnormalities in BD;
one (Benabarre et al., 2005) found increased bilateral
occipital profusion associated with deficits in execu-
tive dysfunction, and the other (Culha et al., 2008)
found that mean rCBF values of bipolar euthymic
patients were significantly lower than those of the
controls in the bilateral occipital regions. Functional
MRI studies have found occipital increased (Adler
et al., 2004; Strakowski et al., 2005) and decreased
(Malhi et al., 2007a) activation in response to cogni-
tive tasks in euthymia. Finally, increased activation of
right lingual cortex has been reported in depression in
response to an emotional task (Chen et al., 2006).

Temporal cortex
Considerable evidence suggests temporal dysfunction
in BD. An IMP SPECT study (Gyulai et al., 1997)
revealed 123I-IMP distribution in the anterior part of
the temporal lobes was asymmetric in both depres-
sion/dysphoria and mania/hypomania, but not in
euthymia. An HMPAO SPECT study (Migliorelli
et al., 1993) found that manic patients showed signifi-
cantly lower blood flow in the basal portion of the
right temporal lobe compared with normal control
subjects, but another (O’Connell et al., 1995) found
an increase in the temporal lobe CBF of manic
patients using 123I-IMP SPECT. An 18F-FDG PET
study (Dunn et al., 2002) found Beck Depression
Inventory psychomotor–anhedonia symptom cluster
correlated with lower absolute metabolism in right
temporal cortex in bipolar depressed subjects. In
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contrast, another investigation (Dye et al., 1999) used
a PET verbal fluency paradigm to compare remitted
BD patients to controls and schizophrenics, and
found a similar pattern of relative reduction of rCBF
in the superior temporal cortex bilaterally without
any significant between-group differences. Another
99mTc-HMPAO SPECT study (Culha et al., 2008)
found that the mean rCBF values of the bipolar
euthymic patients were significantly lower than those
of the controls in the bilateral medial–basal temporal
cortex. Finally, an HMPAO SPECT study (Benabarre
et al., 2005) found increased bilateral temporal profu-
sion associated with deficits in memory and executive
function among BD subjects.

Additionally, several fMRI studies have reported
temporal activation abnormalities (Strakowski et al.,
2005; Monks et al., 2004; Adler et al., 2004, Malhi
et al., 2004b, 2007a, 2007b; Mitchell et al., 2004;
McIntosh et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2006; Frangou
et al., 2008; Roth et al., 2006; Lawrence et al., 2004;
Lagopoulos et al., 2007; Jogia et al., 2008). In regard to
mood state, parahippocampal dysfunction has been
reported in depression (Malhi et al., 2004b) in
response to a cognitive task. During euthymia,
decreased (Lagopoulos et al., 2007; Malhi et al.,
2007a) and increased (Strakowski et al., 2004) acti-
vation has been shown in response to cognitive tasks
as well as increased activation in response to emo-
tional tasks (Malhi et al., 2007b; Jogia et al., 2008).
Finally, treatment has been reported to impact tem-
poral activation in two studies (Jogia et al., 2008;
Benedetti et al., 2007).

Cerebellum
One HMPAO SPECT study (Benabarre et al., 2005)
found decreased cerebellar profusion associated with
deficits in memory and executive function. An
18F-FDG PET study (Ketter et al., 2001) found that
for a heterogeneous BD group, in terms of mood state
compared to controls, there was increased metabolism
in the cerebellum. Further, a comparison of the 10
euthymic subjects to controls also revealed increased
cerebellar metabolism. Investigators using fMRI have
found increased cerebellar activation in depression
(Malhi et al., 2004b) in response to an emotional task,
and decreased activation in euthymia in response to
emotional (Malhi et al., 2005, 2007a) and cognitive
(Strakowski et al., 2005) tasks. Additionally, a recent
study (Figure 7.2) showed significant BOLD activation
in the right cerebellum associated with increasing age
during a passive fearful face perception task. Authors
suggest that as bipolar individuals grow older, they
use their cerebellar regions more for processing visual
affective information (Yurgelun-Todd and Killgore,
in preparation).

Hypothalamus and midbrain
Two fMRI studies have suggested increased activation
of the hypothalamus; one (Strakowski et al., 2004)
among euthymic, and one (Malhi et al., 2004b)
among depressed subjects. Two fMRI studies have
also found abnormalities in the midbrain of bipolar
subjects. The first (Lawrence et al., 2004) found that a
mixed group of bipolar subjects exhibited decreased

Figure 7.2 Chronic bipolar patients showed
significant BOLD activation in the right
cerebellum associated with increasing age
during the viewing of a passive fearful face
perception task. These results suggest that with
increasing age bipolar patients rely increasingly
on cerebellar regions for processing visual
affective stimuli.
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activation compared to controls in the bilateral mid-
brain in response to intense happy facial expression.
The second (Malhi et al., 2007a) studied euthymic
bipolar subjects and found that positive affect
achieved greater activation among controls in the
midbrain.

Bipolar II studies
Only two studies have examined brain function in
bipolar II disorder. A 15O-H2O PET study using a
novel motor sequence task (Berns et al., 2002) found
that comparison subjects activated the superior par-
ietal lobe and SMA in response to the introduction of
the new sequence. In contrast, BD subjects did not
display this activation pattern; instead, a widespread
limbic network was activated in response to the new
sequence. In the other study, Ketter et al. (2001) used
an auditory CPT task during 18F-FDG PET. Compari-
son of the bipolar I to bipolar II group revealed
increased metabolism among the bipolar I cohort in
the subgenual ACC, right middle frontal and right
inferior parietal lobule regions.

Pediatric studies
Relative to the number of adult studies, few pediatric
BD functional imaging studies have been completed.
However, this area of investigation has expanded sig-
nificantly in recent years.

Dorsal system
Several fMRI studies suggest abnormal functioning of
prefrontal regions in pediatric BD. In amixed group in
regard to mood state, increased DLPFC activation was
reported (Nelson et al., 2007) in response to a visual
attention task. Two studies of euthymia report
decreased (Pavuluri et al., 2008) and increased (Chang
et al., 2004) activation in the DLPFC in response to
cognitive tasks. Three studies have reported ACC dys-
function using fMRI and working memory (Chang
et al., 2004), emotional faces (Dickstein et al., 2007),
and color word matching (Pavuluri et al., 2008) para-
digms. Finally, a comorbidity study (Adler et al., 2005)
revealed that ADHD comorbidity was associated with
less activation in the anterior cingulate.

Ventral system
A study of a mixed mood state cohort and event-
related fMRI showed that BD subjects, compared to

controls, had increased neural activation in the orbi-
tofrontal cortex when successfully encoding angry
faces (Dickstein et al., 2007). Two studies indicate
VLPFC dysfunction in euthymic pediatric BD sub-
jects. The first (Pavuluri et al., 2008) found less acti-
vation in right rostral VLPFC in response to a color
word matching paradigm and the second (Chang
et al., 2004) found greater VLPFC activation in
response to a cognitive task. Finally, a study of
comorbidity (Adler et al., 2005) revealed that ADHD
was associated with less activation in the ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex compared to BD subjects without
ADHD.

As with adult studies, dysfunction of the amygdala
has been reported in pediatric studies. One (Pavuluri
et al., 2008) using fMRI and a color word matching
paradigm found that patients with bipolar disorder
demonstrated greater activation of the left amygdala.
The other (Rich et al., 2008) studied 33 bipolar and 24
control subjects using fMRI and a task of face emo-
tion identification and functional connectivity analy-
ses. Compared to healthy subjects, BD subjects had
significantly reduced connectivity between the left
amygdala and two regions: right posterior cingulate/
precuneus and right fusiform gyrus/parahippocampal
gyrus. Deficits were evident regardless of mood state
and comorbid diagnoses. The authors conclude that
BD youth exhibit deficient connectivity between the
amygdala and temporal association cortical regions
previously implicated in processing facial expressions
and social stimuli.

Amygdala dysfunction has also been reported in a
study (Chang et al., 2008) of lamotrigine treatment.
Blocks of negatively and neutrally valenced emotional
pictures were presented during scanning. Activation
in bilateral amygdalae for negative minus neutral
pictures was correlated with Children’s Depression
Rating Scale scores. Clinical improvement was correl-
ated with decreased right amygdalar activation. The
authors conclude that adolescents with BD treated
with lamotrigine demonstrated less amygdalar acti-
vation when viewing negative stimuli as depressive
symptoms improved.

A study of adolescents with bipolar depression
using a color-naming Stroop task found increased
activation in the left putamen in the bipolar disorder
group compared to controls (Blumberg et al., 2003b).
Another investigation (Chang et al., 2004) of euthymic
male subjects with BD performing a 2-back visuospa-
tial working memory task and an affective task found
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that for the visuospatial working memory task, sub-
jects with BD had greater activation in the left
putamen. In viewing positively valenced pictures, sub-
jects with BD had greater activation in the bilateral
caudate. Lastly, an event-related fMRI study (Dickstein
et al., 2007) of a mixed affective state cohort showed
that PBD subjects, compared to controls, had
increased neural activation in the striatum.

Two studies have reported thalamic dysfunction in
pediatric BD. The first (Blumberg et al., 2003b) studied
10 adolescents with bipolar depression and 10 healthy
comparison subjects using a color-naming Stroop
task during event-related fMRI. They found increased
activation in the left thalamus in the bipolar disorder
group compared to controls. The second (Chang et al.,
2004) studied 12 euthymic male subjects with BD
and 10 age-, sex- and IQ-matched healthy controls.
Subjects underwent fMRI at 3 T while performing
a 2-back visuospatial working memory task and an
affective task with positively, neutrally, or negatively
valenced pictures. For the visuospatial working
memory task, subjects with BD had greater activation
in the left thalamus. In viewing positively valenced
pictures, subjects with BD had greater activation in
the bilateral thalamus. Finally, a study (Chang et al.,
2004) of euthymic male subjects with BD found that in
viewing negatively valenced pictures, subjects with BD
had greater activation in the right insula.

Other brain regions
One project (Nelson et al., 2007) used event-related
fMRI and a visual attention and response flexibility
task. On correctly performed change trials relative to
correctly performed go trials, BD patients generated
significantly more activity in the left primary motor
cortex than did healthy controls, even though per-
formance levels did not differ across groups. Another
study (Chang et al., 2004) of euthymic male subjects
found that for a visuospatial working memory task,
controls had greater activation in the cerebellar vermis.
Finally, a study found that ADHD comorbidity was
associated with greater activation in the middle tem-
poral gyrus as well as in the posterior parietal cortex
(Adler et al., 2005).

Summary of pediatric studies
Functional imaging studies of pediatric BD to date
have found evidence of abnormalities of the dorsal
and ventral emotional control systems as well as in

other brain regions also implicated in adult BD. At
this time it is unknown whether pediatric bipolar
disorder is the result of the same neuropathology as
the adult condition. The fact that functional brain
abnormalities have been found in the same regions
among children and adolescents with BD as among
adults could suggest similar underlying neuropathol-
ogy. Nonetheless, it is unclear whether findings in
either pediatric or adult studies represent primary
neurobiology or a final common pathway. Thus, it is
possible that the pediatric form of the illness might
have different primary pathology but the same final
common pathways as the adult disorder. Further
studies will be needed to disambiguate this issue.
However, it is encouraging that studies are now being
done with the aim of beginning to elucidate functional
brain abnormalities associated with pediatric BD.

Dorsal and ventral emotional
control systems
As discussed above, the dorsal emotional control
system, which includes the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, medial prefrontal cortex, dorsal anterior cin-
gulate and hippocampus, is responsible for effortful
regulation of affective state (Phillips et al., 2003).
Impairment of this system could theoretically result
in mood episodes as a result of deficient modulation
of affective states generated in the ventral system.

The studies reviewed above provide compelling
evidence of dorsal system dysfunction in BD. The
strongest evidence is for DLPFC dysfunction. Studies
have reported functional abnormalities in depression
(Marchand et al., 2007a; Malhi et al., 2004b; Altshuler
et al., 2008) and mania (Elliott et al., 2004). Further,
nine studies (Marchand et al., 2007b; Lagopoulos and
Malhi, 2007; Frangou, 2005; Frangou et al., 2008;
Strakowski et al., 2005; Monks et al., 2004; Lagopoulos
et al., 2007; Malhi et al., 2007a; Jogia et al., 2008)
indicate that functional abnormalities persist in the
euthymic state. Interpretation of activation patterns
is complex because abnormalities have been demon-
strated using cognitive (Frangou, 2005; Frangou et al.,
2008; Strakowski et al., 2005; Monks et al., 2004;
Lagopoulos et al., 2007; Malhi et al., 2007a), emotional
(Malhi et al., 2004b; Lagopoulos andMalhi, 2007; Jogia
et al., 2008; Elliott et al., 2004) and motor (Marchand
et al., 2007a, 2007b) paradigms, and many paradigms
have only been used in one mood state. Nonetheless,
most fMRI studies (8 of 13) report decreased DLPFC
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activation in BD. If only the studies using cognitive
and emotional paradigms are considered, then 73% (8
of 11) report decreased activation. Therefore, while
variable results have been reported, these studies sug-
gest that impaired DLPFC function could contribute
to a lack of dorsal system regulation of affect in BD.
Further, three studies (Nelson et al., 2007; Pavuluri
et al., 2008; Chang et al., 2004) have reported func-
tional abnormalities in pediatric BD in this region,
suggesting this dysfunction may represent core neuro-
pathology rather than occur as a consequence of
repeated mood episodes or treatment.

Studies to date have also provided evidence of
abnormalities in other components of the dorsal
system. Several studies suggest medial frontal (Culha
et al., 2008; Malhi et al., 2007a, 2004b; Monks et al.,
2004; Lagopoulos et al., 2007) and hippocampal
(Drevets et al., 2002; Lagopoulos and Malhi, 2007;
Lawrence et al., 2004; Altshuler et al., 2008) dysfunc-
tion in BD; however, activation patterns have been
variable.

The studies reviewed in this chapter also provide
compelling evidence of ventral system dysregulation in
BD. Functional abnormalities have been reported in the
VPFC, OFC, insula, amygdala, striatum and thalamus.

Ventral prefrontal cortical dysfunction has been
demonstrated using PET (Ketter et al., 2001) and
fMRI in mania, depression and euthymia (Strakowski
et al., 2004; McIntosh et al., 2008; Lagopoulos et al.,
2007; Frangou, 2005; Frangou et al., 2008; Monks

et al., 2004; Lagopoulos and Malhi, 2007; Malhi
et al., 2004b, 2005; Jogia et al., 2008; Elliott et al.,
2004; Blumberg et al., 2003a; Chen et al., 2006).
Activation patterns have been variable; however, all
three studies of depression (Malhi et al., 2004b; Chen
et al., 2006; Blumberg et al., 2003a) report increased
activation, and one (Elliott et al., 2004) of two studies
(Elliott et al., 2004; Blumberg et al., 2003a) of mania
also reported hyperactivation. VPFC dysfunction has
also been demonstrated in first degree relatives of
bipolar subjects (Drapier et al., 2008) and pediatric
BP subjects (Pavuluri et al., 2008; Chang et al., 2004).
Interestingly, increasing age of adult chronic BP sub-
jects has been shown to be associated with decreased
BOLD activation in the left and right inferior
frontal gyrus during a passive fearful face perception
task, suggesting that activation of this region may be
related to duration of illness (Yurgelun-Todd and
Killgore, in preparation) (see Figure 7.3). Taken
together, these studies indicate that VPFC abnormal-
ities likely play a critical role in the neurobiology of
BD. Similarly, several studies have indicated OFC
dysfunction. A particularly interesting finding is that
only decreased activation has been reported during
mania using PET (Blumberg et al., 1999) and fMRI
(Altshuler et al., 2005, 2008; Elliott et al., 2004). In
regard to the insula, fMRI studies have revealed
increased insula activation in mania (Lennox et al.,
2004), depression (Malhi et al., 2004b), and in euthy-
mia (Strakowski et al., 2004). An 18F-FDG PET study

Figure 7.3 Chronic bipolar patients
showed significant BOLD activation in the
left inferior frontal gyrus associated
negatively with increasing age during the
viewing of a passive fearful face perception
task. Significant activation for this regression
was also seen for the inferior right frontal
gyrus. In contrast to the results in Figure 7.2,
these findings suggest that with increasing
age bipolar patients show decreasing
reliance on frontal regions for processing
visual affective stimuli.
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(Ketter et al., 2001) also found increased right insula
metabolism in euthymic subjects as compared to con-
trols; however, another (Dunn et al., 2002) found BDI
psychomotor–anhedonia symptom cluster correlated
with lower absolute metabolism in the right insula in
bipolar depressed subjects. Multiple studies (Ketter
et al., 2001; Drevets et al., 2002; Malhi et al., 2004b,
2005, 2007b; Lagopoulos and Malhi, 2007; Altshuler
et al., 2005; Lennox et al., 2004; Lawrence et al., 2004;
Yurgelun-Todd et al., 2000; Mitchell et al., 2004;
Strakowski et al., 2004) suggest amygdala dysfunction
in BD, but activation patterns have been variable.
There is compelling evidence of increased striatal
activation in depression (Ketter et al., 2001; Caligiuri
et al., 2003; Marchand et al., 2007a; Chen et al., 2006)
and mania (Blumberg et al., 2000; Caligiuri et al.,
2006; Malhi et al., 2004a), although results in euthy-
mia have been variable (Caligiuri et al., 2006; Marc-
hand et al., 2007a; Adler et al., 2004; Malhi et al.,
2005, 2007a, 2007b; Strakowski et al., 2005). Three
studies of pediatric BD also report hyperactivation
(Blumberg et al., 2003b; Chang et al., 2004; Dickstein
et al., 2007). Finally, studies also suggest hyperactiva-
tion of the thalamus in depression (Malhi et al.,
2004b; Chen et al., 2006; Caligiuri et al., 2003) and
mania (Malhi et al., 2004a), with variable results
(Adler et al., 2004, Malhi et al., 2005, 2007a) in
euthymia. Two pediatric studies also report increased
thalamic activation (Blumberg et al., 2003b; Chang
et al., 2004).

Although some results are variable, multiple func-
tional imaging studies using cognitive, emotional and
motor tasks clearly demonstrate dysfunction of both
the dorsal and ventral emotional regulation systems
in BD. With regard to the dorsal system, decreased
activation of the DLPFC may indicate an impairment
of effortful regulation of affect. Functional abnormal-
ities in the ventral system could occur either as a
result of, or in addition to, attenuated dorsal system
modulation. These studies provide preliminary evi-
dence that hyperactivation of the VPFC, striatum and
thalamus occur in both mania and depression, while
decreased OFC activation is associated with mania.

Other brain regions
The focus of the chapter has been on the dorsal and
ventral emotional control systems. Nonetheless, the
review provides considerable evidence of dysfunction
in other brain regions including temporal, posterior

cingulate, motor, parietal, occipital, and cerebellar
regions. While an in-depth discussion of these abnor-
malities is beyond the scope of this review, these
findings suggest that multiple cortical and subcortical
regions are impacted by this illness.

Limitations of current research
The functional neuroimaging studies reported in the
literature have provided important insights into the
neurobiology of bipolar disorder. Nonetheless, BD is
a complex illness which is difficult to study using
neuroimaging methods. Thus, the interpretation of
results requires recognition of some inevitable con-
founding variables.

One potential confound is that BD subjects some-
times do not perform as well as normal controls on
cognitive tasks (Gruber et al., 2004; Strakowski et al.,
2005). It has been pointed out that if task performance
differs between groups, then differences in brain acti-
vation may reflect a diminished ability of the patients
to complete the task, instead of actual differences in
brain function (Strakowski et al., 2004). Also, func-
tional neuroimaging studies of bipolar patients who
are experiencing a mood episode may reveal differ-
ences in brain activation from healthy subjects, which
represent epiphenomena of that mood state but are not
a trait of bipolar disorder (Strakowski et al., 2004).
Thus it will be important for future studies to disam-
biguate trait versus mood state abnormalities. Finally,
subtle variations in mood state may be a confound.
For example, similar but slightly different results
have been found comparing mild to severe bipolar
depression (Ketter et al., 2001).

Findings related to medication
and treatment
The potential impact of treatment on functional stud-
ies reviewed herein is a significant concern. Most
studies have examined medicated subjects, which
introduces a significant potential confound. However,
due to the nature of the illness, it is extremely diffi-
cult, and some would say unethical, to study unmedi-
cated subjects.

One approach to this problem is to utilize second-
level regression analyses to determine whether medi-
cation has impacted the findings of the study. For
example, a study revealed that patients off antipsy-
chotic or mood-stabilizing medication exhibited
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greater activation compared with patients on these
medications in the bilateral MI, right thalamus and
right SMA (Caligiuri et al., 2003). In another study,
BD subjects treated with antipsychotics or mood-
stabilizingmedications exhibited lower BOLD responses
in M1 and SMA (Caligiuri et al., 2004).

Conclusions and future directions
Despite the limitations described above, the emer-
gence of functional neuroimaging methodologies has
provided an opportunity to greatly enhance our
understanding of the neurobiology of bipolar dis-
order. Results to date suggest that further functional
neuroimaging studies are warranted, and also suggest
some potential directions for future investigations.

Perhaps the most compelling argument is for add-
itional studies to disambiguate the precise mechan-
isms by which dorsal and ventral emotional control
circuitry dysfunction contributes to the expression of
mood symptoms and cycling in bipolar disorder. One
approach is the utilization of functional connectivity
methods. For example, two studies have already
provided insights into the mechanisms of amygdala

dysfunction in BD. In one of these, Foland and
colleagues (2008) studied 9 bipolar manic and
9 control subjects using fMRI and an emotional faces
paradigm and functional connectivity analyses to
evaluate the hypothesis that VLPFC modulation of
the amygdala was altered in bipolar subjects when
manic. The degree to which the VLPFC regulated
amygdala response during these tasks was assessed
using a psychophysiological interaction analysis.
Compared with healthy subjects, manic patients had
a significantly reduced VLPFC regulation of amyg-
dala response during the emotion labeling task
(increased BOLD response in the amygdala and a
decreased BOLD response in VLPFC). The authors
conclude that these findings, taken in context with
previous fMRI studies of bipolar mania, suggest that
reductions in inhibitory frontal activity in these
patients may lead to an increased reactivity of the
amygdala. In the other, Rich and colleagues (2008)
studied 33 bipolar and 24 control subjects using
fMRI and a task of face emotion identification and
functional connectivity analyses. Compared to
healthy subjects, BD subjects had significantly
reduced connectivity between the left amygdala and

Box 7.1. Functional imaging studies of bipolar disorder – summary of key findings

Although studies are difficult to compare because of different populations and methodologies, there is consistent
evidence of abnormalities of function in both the dorsal and ventral emotional control systems in response to a
variety of activation paradigms.
� Abnormal activation of the dorsal system, which provides conscious regulation of affect.

� Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in depression, euthymia and mania.
� Anterior cingulate in depression, mania and euthymia.
� Medial frontal cortex in depression and euthymia.
� Hippocampus in depression and euthymia.

� Abnormal activation of the ventral system, which perceives emotional stimuli, generates affective state and
produces an autonomic response.
� Ventral prefrontal cortex in depression, euthymia and mania.
� Insula in depression, euthymia and mania.
� Amygdala in depression, euthymia and mania.
� Striatum in depression, euthymia and mania.
� Thalamus in depression, euthymia and mania.
� Orbitofrontal cortex in depression and mania.
� Globus pallidus in depression and mania.

Other brain regions in which several studies have demonstrated abnormalities of activation.
� Various prefrontal subregions in depression, euthymia and mania.
� Temporal lobe in depression, euthymia and mania.
� Posterior cingulate in depression, euthymia and mania.
� Primary motor cortex in depression, euthymia and mania.
� Cerebellum in depression and euthymia.
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two regions: right posterior cingulate/precuneus and
right fusiform gyrus/parahippocampal gyrus. Deficits
were evident regardless of mood state and comorbid
diagnoses. The authors conclude that BD youth
exhibit deficient connectivity between the amygdala
and temporal association cortical regions previously
implicated in processing facial expressions and social
stimuli. These encouraging results suggest future
studies evaluating connectivity between the dorsal
and ventral system as well as between regions within
each system may provide important information in
regard to emotional dysregulation in BD. Other
promising areas include studies combining functional
imaging and genetics as well as those combining
functional imaging and structural methods, such as
diffusion tensor imaging.
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Chapter

8 Molecular imaging of bipolar illness

John O. Brooks III, Po W. Wang and Terence A. Ketter

Introduction
Investigation of the pathophysiology of psychiatric
disorders includes molecular, cellular, and behavioral
studies that go from “bench to bedside” and back
again, with basic, translational, and clinical studies
informing one another (chapter 14 in Goodwin and
Jamison, 2007). For example, the serendipitous dis-
covery of the clinical utility of medications that affect
monoaminergic neurotransmission in mood, anxiety,
and psychotic disorders led to extensive studies of the
roles of monoamines in the pathophysiology of these
conditions.

Bipolar disorders are a heterogeneous group of
conditions characterized by diverse mood, anxiety,
and psychotic symptoms, so it is understandable that
their pathophysiology is complex. Consequently,
neurochemical studies have included assessments of
both intercellular signaling (i.e. neurotransmitters
such as monoamines, acetylcholine, and amino acids)
and intracellular signaling (e.g. signal transduction
and amplification, mitochondrial function, and con-
trol of genetic expression). Intercellular (neuronal
surface receptor) effects, such as the serotonergic
and noradrenergic actions of antidepressants, the
antidopaminergic actions of antipsychotics, and the
pro-gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABAergic) and
antiglutamatergic actions of anticonvulsants, as well
as the intracellular actions of the mood stabilizers
lithium and valproate, are relevant to the underlying
neurochemistry of bipolar disorder (Table 8.1).

Neuroimaging studies of bipolar disorder have
assessed the neuroanatomy, and increasingly the
neurochemical anatomy of this illness. For example,
functional neuroimaging studies of bipolar disorder
have provided evidence of neuroanatomical and
biochemically non-specific functional corticolimbic

dysregulation in euthymic (Brooks et al., 2009a),
manic (Brooks et al., 2010), and depressed phases
(Ketter et al., 2001; Brooks et al., 2009b) of bipolar
disorder. Advances in neuroimaging technology have
increasingly allowed the assessment of regional neu-
rochemical alterations that support the hypothesis of
specific neurochemical corticolimbic dysregulation in
bipolar disorder. This chapter focuses on translational
studies that integrate neurochemical and neuroana-
tomical information to better understand the patho-
physiology of bipolar disorders.

Corticolimbic dysregulation
The hypothesis of corticolimbic network dysregu-
lation (Mayberg, 1997; Strakowski et al., 2005; Adler
et al., 2006; Brooks et al., 2009a) has been invoked
as an explanation for bipolar symptoms. Figure 8.1
provides a graphic depiction of network linkages
across brain regions that have been implicated in the
pathology of bipolar disorder.

There are three major frontal–subcortical circuits
that constitute the corticolimbic network: dorsolateral
prefrontal, lateral orbitofrontal, and anterior cingu-
late. We shall describe the neuroanatomy of each
and then organize the subsequent review of cerebral
neurochemistry accordingly.

Dorsolateral prefrontal and
orbitofrontal circuits
The dorsolateral prefrontal subcortical circuit origin-
ates in Brodmann’s Areas (BA) 9 and 10 of the anterior
frontal lobe. From BA 9 and 10, neurons project to the
caudate nucleus and then directly to the mediodorsal
globus pallidus interna and indirectly to the dorsal
globus pallidus externa (Mega and Cummings, 1994).
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Thedorsal globus pallidus externaprojects to the lateral
subthalamic nucleus from which fibers terminate in
the globus pallidus interna and substantia nigra pars

reticulata. The output from both structures terminates
in the ventral anterior and mediodorsal thalamus,
which in turn project back to BA 9 and 10. According
to Mega and Cummings (1994), the dorsolateral
prefrontal circuit receives afferent projections from BA
46 and 7a, and has efferent projections to BA 46 and 8.

The orbitofrontal circuit (Mega and Cummings,
1994), which originates laterally in BA 10 and 11,
projects to the ventromedial caudate, which in turn
projects to the mediodorsal globus pallidus interna as
well as the substantia nigra pars reticulata. The globus
pallidus and the substantia nigra projections go to
the ventral anterior thalamus and the magnocellular
division of the mediodorsal thalamus. The circuit is
completed through the projections of the thalamus to
the lateral orbitofrontal cortex.

Anterior cingulate circuit
The anterior cingulate circuit originates in BA 24 of
the anterior cingulate, which provides input to the
ventral striatum (ventromedial caudate, ventral puta-
men, nucleus, accumbens, and olfactory tubercle).
From the ventral striatum, there are projections to
the rostromedial globus pallidus interna, ventral
pallidum, and the rostrodorsal substantia nigra. The
ventral pallidum provides projections to the magno-
cellular mediodorsal thalamus, which completes the
circuit by projecting back to the anterior cingulate.

Neuroimaging modalities
Several techniques have been developed that allow for
non-invasive assessment of neurochemistry. Ligand-
specific positron emission tomography (PET) and

Table 8.1 Neurochemicals and neurochemical anatomic studies

Neurochemical group Neurochemicals Interventions Imaging

Monoamines 5-HT, NE Antidepressants PET

DA Antipsychotics PET

Amino acids GABA VPA, BZD MRS

Glutamate LTG MRS

Other Acetylcholine Anticholinergics MRS

Second messengers Inositol Lithium, inositol MRS

Choline Choline MRS

Note: 5 HT, serotonin; NE, norepinephrine; DA, dopamine; GABA, gamma aminobutyric acid; VPA, valproic acid; BZD,
benzodiazepine; LTG, lamotrigine; PET, positron emission tomography; MRS, magnetic resonance spectroscopy.

Figure 8.1 A model of corticolimbic dysregulation in bipolar
disorder. Areas and connections generally associated with increased
activity in bipolar disorder are depicted in red and those with
decreased activity in blue. Such color coding represents consensus
data, though some findings vary. Cerebral regions are overlaid
upon a surface rendering of the brain, yielding a simpler figure,
but requiring readers to impute locations of subcortical structures.
Appropriate numbers for Brodmann’s areas are provided. ACC,
anterior cingulate cortex; AMYG, amygdala; ATC, anterior temporal
cortex; CV, cerebellar vermis; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex;
HYPTH, hypothalamus; MOFC, medial orbital prefrontal cortex; PHG,
parahippocampal gyrus; SGPFC, subgenual prefrontal cortex; THAL,
thalamus; VLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. With permission
from Brooks et al. (2009a).
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single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) permit regional measurement of mono-
amines and other neurochemicals, which are thought
to be crucial to affective processes. The origins of
monoaminergic innervation derive from the brain-
stem and project to prefrontal and paralimbic circuits.
The raphe nuclei serve as the origins for serotonin,
locus ceruleus for norepinephrine, and substantia
nigra and ventral tegmental area for dopamine.

Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(1H-MRS), which is a form of magnetic resonance
technology, allows non-invasive, limited resolution
imaging of concentrations of diverse cerebral metab-
olites, including amino acids, cystolic choline, and
N-acetyl aspartate (NAA). Metabolite concentrations
are reported in either absolute or relative (compared
to creatine) terms. Neurochemical signals detected
by MRS often reflect components that are not directly
related to neurotransmission. For example, although
choline is an acetylcholine precursor and itself
involved in second messenger cascades, 1H-MRS
choline peaks represent total cellular choline stores.
The predominant component of these peaks is likely
from cell membranes (phospholipids) rather than
acetylcholine. Similarly, NAA is an amino acid that
is involved in amino acid metabolism and fatty acid
and protein synthesis, but is broadly distributed in

diverse brain regions, and mature neurons; NAA may
reflect neuronal density and integrity. In contrast to
monoamines, these metabolites are more diffusely
distributed, but the components related to neuro-
transmission can have important regional differences.
For example, excitatory glutamatergic neurons pro-
ject between components of diverse circuits, including
the circuit described in Figure 8.2. In contrast, inhibi-
tory GABAergic neurons project within components
of such circuits.

MRS also permits measurement of concentrations
of cerebral gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)
and glutamate, which are the main inhibitory and
excitatory amino acid neurotransmitters, respectively.
Measures of glutamate are somewhat complicated
because glutamate exists in both metabolic and neuro-
transmitter pools. In addition, the glutamine and
glutamate peaks overlap, so that some studies report
combined glutamine/glutamate concentrations.

1H-MRS allows for the measurement of concen-
trations of inositol (stored as myo-inositol), which
is involved in signal transduction and may itself
have antidepressant effects. Inositol depletion may
contribute to the pathophysiology of mood disorders,
and some data suggest that administration of inositol
yields modest benefits in patients with mood
disorders (Agam et al., 2002).

Amygdala
orbitofrontal

insula
anterior cingulate

glutamateglutamate

glutamate

GABA

GABA

GABA

GABA

Ventral
Pallidum

Subthalamic
nucleus

glutamate

negative feedback loop positive feedback loop

Ventral
Pallidum

Thalamus:
medial dorsal,

ventral anterior, &
anterior medial nuclei

Anterior paralimbic loop

Ventral
Striatum

Figure 8.2 Limbic basal ganglia
thalamocortical circuits. Solid lines indicate
positive feedback loop, and dashed lines
indicate negative feedback loop. GABA,
inhibitory gamma aminobutyric acid
interneuron connections. Glutamate,
excitatory glutamatergic projection neuron
connections. Adapted from Alexander et al.
(1990).
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Phosphorus-31 magnetic resonance spectroscopy
(31P-MRS) permits measurement of concentrations of
cerebral phospholipids, including phosphomonoesters,
phosphodiesters, inorganic phosphate, high-energy
phosphates and related compounds such as phospho-
creatine. Phosphomonoesters consist of phosphoetha-
nolamine, phosphocholine, phosphoserine, and sugar
phosphates such as inositol-1-monophosphate; phos-
phodiesters consist of glycerophosphocholine, glycero-
phosphoethanolamine, and mobile phospholipids.
Phosphomonoesters and phosphodiesters include cell
membrane precursors and degradation products,
respectively, and are related to intracellular signaling
and membrane phospholipid changes proposed in
bipolar disorder. Phosphocreatine is considered a
high-energy phosphate buffer.

Dorsolateral prefrontal and
orbitofrontal circuit neurochemistry
Monoamines
There have been numerous findings of peripheral
serotonergic dysfunction in bipolar disorder, including
decreased serotonergic reuptake in platelets (Marazziti
et al., 1993; Stahl et al., 1983). A high-sensitivity study
of serotonin transporter binding potential in unmedi-
cated, depressed patientswith bipolar disorder revealed
increased serotonin transporter binding potential
(consistent with increased serotonin transporter
concentrations or decreased endogenous serotonin
concentrations) in medial prefrontal cortex, as well as
insula anddorsal cingulate cortex (Cannon et al., 2006).
A subsequent study of unmedicated patients (Oquendo
et al., 2007) did not replicate these findings, and found
evidence of decreased serotonin transporter binding
potential (consistent with decreased serotonin trans-
porter concentrations or increased endogenous sero-
tonin concentrations) in insula, thalamus, and anterior
cingulate. The contradictory findings could reflect
variations in subject samples or the differences in deri-
vation of estimates of binding potential. Other
researchers, however, have reported increased pre-
frontal serotonin transporter binding potential in
patients with unipolar depression who attempted
suicide (Meyer et al., 1999).

The role of the dopaminergic system in bipolar
disorder has not been the focus of many studies.
There is evidence of reduced dopamine D1 receptor
binding potential (consistent with decreased dopamine

D1 receptor concentrations or increased endogenous
dopamine concentrations) in the frontal cortex
of unmedicated bipolar patients compared to controls
(Suhara et al., 1992).

NAA
NAA and NAA/creatine findings exhibit regional vari-
ation in bipolar disorder patients. One study of pedi-
atric bipolar disorder patients compared to controls
reported decreased NAA in left dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (Olvera et al., 2007), as was reported in some
studies of adult bipolar disorder (Sassi et al., 2005;
Winsberg et al., 2000). One study found that medial
and orbitofrontal NAA was decreased in bipolar dis-
order patients relative to controls (Cecil et al., 2002);
however, other studies have found little or no differences
between bipolar disorder patients and controls inmedial
frontal cortex (Cecil et al., 2003; Hamakawa et al., 1999),
or frontal/prefrontal regions (Bertolino et al., 2003;
Brambilla et al., 2005; Castillo et al., 2000; Dager et al.,
2004;Hajek et al., 2008;Michael et al., 2003; Scherk et al.,
2007). One study reported a difference between bipolar
type I and type II patients regarding left dorsolateral
NAA/Creatine (Winsberg et al., 2000), but another
study did not find such differences (Hamakawa et al.,
1999). In addition, there does not appear to be a relation
between illness duration and prefrontal NAA (Brambilla
et al., 2005; Hamakawa et al., 1999; Sassi et al., 2005).
Prefrontal NAA appear to be unrelated to degree of
depression in bipolar disorder as measured byHamilton
Depression Rating Scale scores (Hamakawa et al., 1999),
nor does it appear to differ between hypomanic patients
and control subjects (Malhi et al., 2007).

Because lithium has neurotrophic properties
and may increase NAA, it could mask NAA deficits
in patients with bipolar disorders, although the
evidence is unclear. A four-week lithium monother-
apy trial similarly increased prefrontal, temporal,
parietal and occipital NAA in depressed adult bipo-
lar I disorder patients and healthy controls, but
cerebral NAA did not correlate with blood lithium
concentrations (Moore et al., 2000b). In contrast, in
primarily depressed adult bipolar I and bipolar II
disorder patients, lithium for a mean of 3.6 months
and valproate for a mean of 1.4 months failed
to alter NAA (Friedman et al., 2004). In adult
healthy volunteers, lithium administration for four
weeks failed to alter dorsolateral prefrontal NAA
(Brambilla et al., 2004).
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Glutamate and GABA
Findings regarding glutamate and glutamate/creatine
suggest differences in specific prefrontal regions.
Relative to healthy controls, glutamate or glutamate/
creatine in bipolar disorder patients was increased in
prefrontal (Castillo et al., 2000; Cecil et al., 2002) and
dorsolateral prefrontal (Michael et al., 2003) regions,
but not medial prefrontal regions (Cecil et al., 2002).
Port et al. (2008) reported decreased glutamate
in bilateral frontal white matter. However, one study
of medication-free bipolar disorder patients did not find
prefrontal differences in glutamate (Frey et al., 2007b).
One small study reported preliminary evidence of
increased GABA-A receptor binding (consistent
with increased GABA-A receptor concentrations or
decreased endogenous GABA-A concentrations) in
BA 9 in bipolar disorder patients relative to controls
(Dean et al., 2001).

Choline
Studies consistently report the absence of choline
differences in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex between
bipolar disorder patients and healthy controls (Amaral
et al., 2006; Bertolino et al., 2003; Brambilla et al., 2005;
Cecil et al., 2002; Michael et al., 2003; Sassi et al., 2005;
Winsberg et al., 2000; Molina et al., 2007; Scherk et al.,
2007). Although there is one report of decreased
choline in medial prefrontal regions of bipolar
disorder patients relative to control subjects (Cecil
et al., 2002), other studies have not found any difference
(Dager et al., 2004; Hamakawa et al., 1999; Hajek et al.,
2008). Choline and choline/creatine do not appear to be
related to illness duration in dorsolateral prefrontal
(Brambilla et al., 2005) ormedial prefrontal (Hamakawa
et al., 1999) cortices.

Emerging data suggest possible medication effects
on choline. In depressed adult bipolar I disorder
patients, lithium monotherapy yielded antidepressant
effects and decreased prefrontal choline (Moore et al.,
1999). In contrast, in primarily depressed adult
bipolar I and bipolar II disorder patients, lithium
administration for a mean of 3.6 months and valpro-
ate for a mean of 1.4 months failed to alter gray or
white matter or regional choline (Friedman et al.,
2004). Also, in children and adolescents during manic
or mixed episodes, anterior cingulate choline/creatine
did not change with acute (one week trial) adjunctive
lithium and did not correlate with serum lithium
concentrations (Davanzo et al., 2001). Finally, in

healthy adult volunteers, lithium administration for
four weeks failed to alter dorsolateral prefrontal
choline (Brambilla et al., 2004). Patients taking lith-
ium on a chronic basis, compared to those who
did not, had similar basal ganglia choline/creatine
(Kato et al., 1996) and choline (Hamakawa et al., 1998),
medial prefrontal choline (Hamakawa et al., 1999),
temporal choline/creatine (Wu et al., 2004), and
anterior cingulate choline/creatine (Moore et al.,
2000a), and serum lithium concentrations were not
related to basal ganglia or occipital choline/creatine
(Sharma et al., 1992).

Myo-inositol
Some studies have reported increased myo-inositol/
creatine in the dorsolateral prefrontal regions of bipo-
lar disorder patients (Cecil et al., 2002; Winsberg
et al., 2000), although this finding was not replicated
in studies of pediatric bipolar disorder patients
(Olvera et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2003). A more recent
study of medication-free bipolar disorder patients also
failed to detect any difference between myo-inositol
levels compared to healthy controls. There is no evi-
dence of myo-inositol differences in bipolar disorder
patients in medial prefrontal (Cecil et al., 2002;
Hajek et al., 2008) or fronto temporal regions
(Silverstone et al., 2002).

Emerging data suggest possible medication
effects on myo-inositol and myo-inositol/creatine
in bipolar disorder patients. Lithium inhibits inosi-
tol monophosphatase and thus depletes inositol.
In depressed bipolar I disorder patients, lithium
monotherapy yielded about a 30% decrease in
prefrontal myo-inositol in patients who were gener-
ally still depressed at days 5–7; the decrease
persisted at weeks 3–4 when patients were generally
improved (Moore et al., 1999). The authors
proposed that the temporal dissociation between
myo-inositol decreases and clinical improvement
suggested that short-term myo-inositol depletion
per se was not related to lithium antidepressant
effects. In contrast, in adult healthy volunteers, lith-
ium administration for four weeks failed to alter
dorsolateral prefrontal myo-inositol (Brambilla
et al., 2004). Moreover, in a more sensitive para-
digm in which lithium amplified amphetamine-
induced phosphomonoester increases, a similar
effect was not detected for myo-inositol/creatine
(Silverstone et al., 1999). In contrast, in one study
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of primarily depressed adult bipolar I and bipolar II
disorder patients, lithium for a mean of 3.6 months,
but not valproate for a mean of 1.4 months,
increased gray matter myo-inositol (Friedman
et al., 2004).

Creatine and phosphocreatine
Early work revealed decreased prefrontal phospho-
creatine in bipolar II patients (independent of mood
state) compared to healthy controls (Kato et al., 1995;
Deicken et al., 1995), but failed detect such differences
in bipolar I patients (Kato et al., 1992, 1993).
Decreased prefrontal phosphocreatine in bipolar II
patients could reflect decreased creatine or creatine
phosphokinase activity, increased intracellular mag-
nesium, or mitochondrial dysfunction (Kato et al.,
1994). In bipolar disorder patients, phosphocreatine
appears to be decreased in the left prefrontal region
during depression (Kato et al., 1995) and the right
prefrontal region in mania (Kato et al., 1995) and
euthymia (Kato et al., 1995; Deicken et al., 1995).
A study of medication-free euthymic bipolar
I disorder and bipolar II disorder patients did not
detect any differences in prefrontal phosphocreatine
(Kato et al., 1998).

Bipolar disorder patients may have lower
creatine and phosphocreatine in the dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex compared to control subjects (Frey et al.,
2007b), although not all studies report such a finding
(Scherk et al., 2007). However, in bipolar depression
there is evidence of increased creatine and phosphocrea-
tine in bipolar disorder patients relative to controls
(Frye et al., 2007b).

There are limited data regarding the effect of
oral creatine administration on cerebral creatine. In
healthy volunteers, creatine 20 g/d for 4 weeks yielded
increased gray matter, cerebellum, white matter, thal-
amus and overall creatine; these changes were reversed
on repeat scans at least three months after creatine
was discontinued (Dechent et al., 1999). In healthy
volunteers, creatine 8 g/d for 5 days yielded attenuation
of mathematical calculation task-induced mental
fatigue and cerebral oxygenated hemoglobin increases
(Watanabe et al., 2002).

There are few data regarding medication effects
on creatine. In depressed bipolar I disorder patients,
lithium monotherapy yielded antidepressant effects
by weeks 3–4, but did not alter prefrontal, temporal,
parietal, or occipital creatine at days 5–7 or weeks 3–4

(Moore et al., 1999). In primarily depressed adult
bipolar I and bipolar II disorder patients, lithium
for a mean of 3.6 months and valproate for a mean
of 1.4 months did not affect cerebral creatine
(Friedman et al., 2004). In bipolar disorder patients
lithium, valproate, antidepressant, and benzodiazep-
ine therapy were not related to medial prefrontal
creatine (Hamakawa et al., 1999). Bipolar disorder
patients who were taking antipsychotics, compared
to those who were not, did not exhibit changes in
medial prefrontal creatine (Hamakawa et al., 1999).

Phosphomonoesters
Euthymic patients diagnosed with bipolar disorder
type I appear to have decreased prefrontal phospho-
monoesters, consistent with abnormal phospholipid
metabolism and resultant alterations in signal trans-
duction (Manji and Lenox, 2000). Indeed, several
studies have revealed decreased prefrontal phospho-
monoesters in euthymic bipolar I patients com-
pared to healthy controls (Kato et al., 1992, 1993,
1994a, 1994b), depressed bipolar disorder patients
(Kato et al., 1992, 1994a), and manic patients
(Kato et al., 1991, 1993). Curiously, one previous
study from the same research group did not find
decreased prefrontal phosphomonoesters in euthy-
mic patients and found increased prefrontal phos-
phomonoesters in manic patients (Kato et al., 1991).
In addition, Deicken and associates found that euthy-
mic medication-free bipolar I disorder patients had
decreased prefrontal phosphomonoesters compared
to controls (Deicken et al., 1995).

In studies that have included bipolar type II dis-
order, findings have been less consistent. Some studies
have not found any differences between prefrontal
phosphomonoesters in euthymic type II patients com-
pared to healthy controls (Kato et al., 1994a, 1994b),
nor have they reported differences across affective
episodes (Kato et al., 1994a). Interestingly, there is
some evidence of increased phosphomonoesters in
depressed and hypomanic bipolar II patients com-
pared to healthy controls (Kato et al., 1994a). Studies
that have combined medicated bipolar I and bipolar II
patients have provided varied results, ranging from
non-significant decreases in prefrontal phospho-
monoesters in euthymic BD patients relative to healthy
controls (Kato et al., 1994b) to non-significant
increases in another (Kato et al., 1995). Considering
studies thus far, it appears that prefrontal
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phosphomonoester differences may be unique to
bipolar disorder type I.

In a meta-analysis of phosphomonoester find-
ings in bipolar disorder, the authors concluded
that phosphomonoesters were lower in euthymic
bipolar disorder patients than controls and patients
with bipolar depression had higher phosphomono-
esters than did euthymic bipolar disorder patients
(Yildiz et al., 2001).

Phosphodiesters
Phosphodiesters have been the focus of less research
than phosphomonoesters. This difference in focus
may reflect the general lack of findings of differences
between bipolar disorder patients and controls. For
example, two studies reported that euthymic bipolar
I disorder patients compared to healthy controls had
similar prefrontal phosphodiesters (Kato et al., 1992,
1993), but another reported increased bilateral pre-
frontal phosphodiesters (Deicken et al., 1995).
A meta-analysis that included the four published
studies of phosphodiesters concluded that levels were
similar for bipolar disorder patients and healthy con-
trols (Yildiz et al., 2001).

Summary
There are a number of potential neurochemical alter-
ations in the dorsolateral prefrontal circuit that are
related to the clinical expression of bipolar disorder.
Relative to healthy controls, bipolar disorder patients
could have an increased medial prefrontal serotonin
transporter binding potential during depression.
However, this finding was not replicated, and there
is some evidence of decreased serotonin transporter
binding potential in the insula. There is limited evi-
dence of decreased dopamine transporter binding
potential in the frontal cortex. Currently, it appears
that monoaminergic alterations in the dorsolateral
prefrontal circuit of bipolar disorder patients are
debatable.

Explanations of the neurochemical pathology of
bipolar disorder that involve neuronal integrity in the
prefrontal cortex are not strongly supported by the
current state of findings. Consistent with neuroima-
ging findings using other modalities (e.g. cerebral
glucose metabolism, gray matter density), there have
been several reports of decreased NAA concentrations
in prefrontal cortex. However, these findings were
often not replicated, and there is a lack of evidence

for concordance between NAA levels in prefrontal
cortex and affective state or illness duration.

Glutamatergic transmission appears impaired in
bipolar disorder patients, although findings are again
somewhat inconsistent. As with NAA levels, glutamine/
glutamate concentrations could vary in dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, but are less likely to vary in medial
prefrontal cortex. Even this conclusion is called into
question by several recent studies that have failed to
replicate these findings.

Many studies of choline and the choline/creatine
ratio have failed to find differences in between bipolar
disorder patients and controls regarding elements of
the dorsolateral prefrontal and orbitofrontal circuits.
This lack of relation is consistent with failures to find
relations between choline and choline/creatine ratios
and illness duration.

Studies of myo-inositol differences in the dorso-
lateral prefrontal and orbitofrontal circuit in bipolar
disorder patients have been equivocal. Some studies
have suggested dorsolateral differences in which
bipolar disorder patients have exhibited higher
myo-inositol levels than controls, but other studies
have failed to replicate these findings.

Differences in creatine and phosphocreatine may
be confined to bipolar disorder type I. There is a lack
of support for such differences between type II
patients and controls or across different mood states
of bipolar type II. With bipolar type I, however, there
is substantial evidence of alterations of phosphocrea-
tine in prefrontal regions. These findings have largely
centered on decreased phosphocreatine in dorsolat-
eral prefrontal cortex during mania and depression
and even some evidence of differences during euthy-
mia. Although findings have been largely consistent,
they have derived mainly from the work of one
research group, and need to be replicated by other
investigators.

Phosphomonoesters, which could reflect alter-
ations in signal transduction, appear to be decreased
in euthymic and depressed bipolar disorder type
I patients. Studies of samples of heterogeneous type
I and II patients and homogeneous type II patients
have not detected prefrontal alterations in phospho-
monoesters. Phosphodiesters have been the focus of
too few studies to draw firm conclusions.

There are numerous unanswered questions about
neurochemical changes associated with bipolar dis-
order in the dorsolateral prefrontal and orbitofrontal
circuits. Thus far, findings suggest that NAA and
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creatine would be more fruitful measures to explore
for neurochemical alterations of dorsolateral pre-
frontal/orbitofrontal circuits.

Anterior cingulate circuit
neurochemistry
Monoamines
An early post-mortem study in bipolar disorder
patients who committed suicide found a significant
55% mean decrease in the major serotonin metabolite
hydroxyindolacetic acid (HIAA) in the temporal
cortex (Young et al., 1994). A PET study using
[18F]-setoporone did not find any evidence of differ-
ential serotonin 5-HT2 receptor binding potential
when comparing depressed patients (some of whom
were diagnosed with bipolar disorder) and control
subjects (Meyer et al., 1999). A study with a small
(n¼ 4) number of depressed bipolar disorder patients
who had relatives with a mood disorder suggested
that serotonin 5-HT1A receptor binding potential
was reduced in the hippocampus and amygdala
relative to control subjects (consistent with decreased
serotonin 5-HT1A receptor concentrations or
increased endogenous serotonin; Drevets et al.,
1999). A subsequent PET study using a different
radioligand ([11C]-3-amino-4-(2-dimethylamino-
methyl-phenylsulfanyl)-benzonitrile11; [11C]-DASB)
revealed decreased serotonin transporter binding cap-
acity (consistent with decreased serotonin transporter
concentrations or increased endogenous serotonin) in
the thalamus, dorsal cingulate and insula (Cannon et al.,
2006). Moreover, more recently, a study of serotonin
transporter binding in medication-free depressed
children diagnosed with bipolar disorder compared
to healthy controls revealed that bipolar disorder
was associated with decreased serotonin transporter
binding potential (consistent with decreased
serotonin transporter concentrations or increased
endogenous serotonin) in the anterior cingulate,
amygdala, hippocampus, thalamus, and putamen
(Oquendo et al., 2007).

Bipolar disorder patients with current mood
episodes with psychotic features (manic more than
depressed) exhibit increased dopamine D2 receptor
binding (consistent with increased dopamine D2 recep-
tor concentrations or decreased endogenous dopa-
mine) in the caudate, which correlates with ratings of
psychosis (Pearlson et al., 1995). In depressed patients

with bipolar disorder type II, baseline dopamine D2

receptor binding did not differ from control subjects,
but responders after sleep deprivation had decreased
basal ganglia D2 receptor binding (consistent with
decreased dopamine D2 receptor concentrations or
increased endogenous dopamine; Ebert et al., 1994).
This finding suggests that enhanced dopamine release
may be associated with sleep deprivation antidepres-
sant response. Striatal dopamine transporter density
in bipolar disorder patients may be higher than con-
trols in the right posterior putamen and the left caud-
ate (Amsterdam and Newberg, 2007). There does
not appear to be evidence of differential dopamine
D1 receptor binding in the striatum (Suhara et al.,
1992). However, some studies have reported increased
vesicular monoamine transporter protein (consistent
with decreased monoaminergic receptor concentra-
tions or increased endogenous monoamines) in the
thalamus and ventral brainstem of bipolar disorder
patients compared to controls (Zubieta et al.,
2000, 2001).

Glutamate
Relative to control subjects, glutamate was increased in
basal ganglia of bipolar disorder patients (Castillo
et al., 2000). Some studies have found no evidence of
changes in glutamate levels in the anterior cingulate
(Davanzo et al., 2001; Dager et al., 2004; Frey et al.,
2007b). However, a recent study found that, compared
to control subjects, melancholic depressed bipolar
patients exhibited increased glutamate levels in the
anterior cingulate (Frye et al., 2007b). In a study of
acute mania, the glutamate/glutamine was elevated in
the anterior cingulate (Ongür et al., 2008). Even with
variability of findings, a recent review concluded that
there is likely abnormal glutamatergic transmission in
the hippocampus (Ng et al., 2009). Interestingly, post-
mortem studies of bipolar disorder patients have
reported diffuse abnormalities of glutamatergic
neurons in the anterior cingulate (Benes et al., 2000)
and hippocampus (Frey et al., 2007a).

GABA
GABA levels tend to be increased in certain regions.
One study found that GABA was increased in left
insula and tended to be increased in left cingulate
(but not in other regions) in BD patients compared
to controls (Dager et al., 2004). Another study found
that bipolar disorder patients tended to have
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increased medial prefrontal/anterior cingulate GABA/
creatine compared to healthy controls (Wang et al.,
2006). Regulation of GABA activity could explain the
activity of some medications used to treat bipolar
disorder (Ketter and Wang, 2003).

NAA
Findings regarding cerebral NAA levels have
been variable. Several studies have failed to report
alterations of NAA levels in the anterior cingulate
of bipolar disorder patients (Amaral et al.,
2006; Bertolino et al., 2003; Dager et al., 2004;
Davanzo et al., 2001).

An early study reported that first-episode psy-
chosis patients (about half of whom were diagnosed
with bipolar disorder) exhibited decreased temporal
NAA/Creatine (Renshaw et al., 1995). A later study,
however, failed to detect a difference in NAA levels
between bipolar disorder patients and controls
(Moore et al., 2000a).

Examination of deeper temporal complexes has
provided different results than consideration of the
temporal lobe as a whole. Relative to controls, patients
with familial bipolar disorder exhibited decreased
hippocampal NAA (Deicken et al., 2003), and NAA/
creatine was decreased in the hippocampus of non-
familial bipolar disorder patients (Bertolino et al.,
2003). Also, first-episode affective psychosis patients,
who were also depressed or manic, exhibited
decreased NAA/creatine in hippocampus but not
other regions (Blasi et al., 2004). In a post-mortem
study, BD patients (most of whom had had psychotic
symptoms) exhibited decreased superior temporal
cortex NAA, which is consistent with the notion that
temporal lobe NAA deficits may be a common feature
of psychotic disorders (Nudmamud et al., 2003).

Other structures have demonstrated alterations in
NAA or NAA/creatine. For example, a recent study
reported bilaterally increased NAA in the head of
caudate in bipolar disorder patients compared to con-
trols (Port et al., 2008). Studies of the basal ganglia
have reported that bipolar disorder patients compared
to controls had decreased (Frye et al., 2007a),
increased (Sharma et al., 1992), or similar (Bertolino
et al., 2003; Hamakawa et al., 1999; Kato et al., 1995;
Ohara et al., 1998) basal ganglia NAA/creatine. One
study found increased NAA in medication-free bipo-
lar disorder patients compared to controls in left
putamen (Dager et al., 2004). In the thalamus, NAA

was found to be increased in bipolar disorder patients
relative to control subjects in one study (Deicken
et al., 2001), but similar in another (Dager et al.,
2004); NAA/creatine in the thalamus has also been
found to be similar (Bertolino et al., 2003).

Choline
Choline and choline/creatine in the anterior cingulate
of bipolar disorder patients compared to that of
healthy controls have been found to be increased
(Moore et al., 2000a) or similar (Amaral et al., 2006;
Bertolino et al., 2003; Davanzo et al., 2001; Scherk
et al., 2007). However, in a recent study, manic and
hypomanic bipolar disorder patients were found to
have somewhat lower levels of choline in the anterior
cingulate than euthymic bipolar disorder patients
(Malhi et al., 2007). Temporal (Renshaw et al., 1995;
Wu et al., 2004) and hippocampal (Bertolino et al.,
2003; Deicken et al., 2003) choline has been found
to be similar between bipolar disorder patients
and controls. Choline and creatine have been found
to be decreased in the head of the right caudate
(Port et al., 2008).

Myo-inositol
In theanterior cingulate, findings regardingmyo-inositol/
creatine are variable, with some data suggesting
an increase (Davanzo et al., 2001), and other data
indicating no difference (Moore et al., 2000a). Myo-
inositol has also been found to be elevated in the head
of the left caudate in medication-free patients diag-
nosed with bipolar disorder (Port et al., 2008). Also,
in adult healthy volunteers, acute (one-week trial) lith-
iummonotherapy did not alter temporalmyo-inositol/
creatine (Silverstone et al., 1999).

Creatine and phosphocreatine
Anterior cingulate creatine appears to be similar
in bipolar disorder patients compared to control
subjects (Davanzo et al., 2001; Ongür et al., 2008;
Hajek et al., 2008). Although one study did find
evidence of increased creatine in the hippocampus
of bipolar disorder patients compared to controls
(Bertolino et al., 2003), another study reported
decreased hippocampal creatine (Deicken et al., 2003).
Bipolar disorder patients who were taking antipsycho-
tics compared to those who were not had increased
basal ganglia creatine (Hamakawa et al., 1999).
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Euthymic medication-free bipolar I disorder
patients appear to be similar to control subjects with
respect to temporal lobe phosphocreatine (Deicken
et al., 1995a, 1995b). Although a later study did not
find gray matter differences in phosphocreatine
between bipolar disorder patients and controls, it
did reveal an inverse relation between white matter
phosphocreatine and scores on the Hamilton Depres-
sion Rating Scale (Dager et al., 2004).

Phosphomonoesters
Lithium inhibits inositol monophosphatase (Hallcher
and Sherman, 1980), so lithium could affect phospho-
monoesters (PMEs), which have a limited (about 10%)
inositol phosphate component (Gyulai et al., 1984).
If lithium increases phosphomonoesters, this could
be related to lithium inhibiting conversion of
inositol-1-phosphate to inositol. In six manic bipolar
disorder patients, lithium failed to significantly alter
prefrontal PMEs (Kato et al., 1993). In healthy volun-
teers, lithium administration for one week failed to
significantly alter left temporal phosphomonoesters
(Silverstone et al., 1996; 1999), but in a more sensitive
paradigm lithium amplified amphetamine-induced
phosphomonoester increases (Silverstone et al., 1999).
Euthymic bipolar disorder patients taking chronic lith-
ium therapy compared to those taking chronic valpro-
ate therapy had similar temporal phosphomonoesters
(Silverstone et al., 2002).

Phosphodiesters
There have been few reports of phosphodiesters in the
anterior cingulate circuit in bipolar disorder. There is
one report of similar levels of phosphodiesters in the
temporal lobe of bipolar disorder patients compared
to controls (Deicken et al., 1995). It is likely, then, that
any differences in phosphate metabolism in the anter-
ior cingulate circuit related to bipolar disorder may be
at most subtle.

Summary
Neurochemical changes in components of the anterior
cingulate circuit appear more consistent than those
that have been reported for the dorsolateral prefrontal
and orbitofrontal circuits. Perhaps not surprisingly,
alterations in monaminergic transmission appear rela-
tively reliable. In particular, decreased serotonin 5-HT2

receptor and 5-HT transporter binding potential in

the thalamus, dorsal cingulate, and insula have been
reported as well as decreased serotonin transporter
binding potential during bipolar depression in the
anterior cingulate, amygdala, hippocampus, putamen,
and thalamus. Dopaminergic transmission in the puta-
men and caudate appears to be affected in bipolar
disorder, though primarily during affective episodes.

Glutamate may be altered in the anterior cingu-
late, basal ganglia, and hippocampus. These findings
are further supported by reported associations with
mood state and post-mortem studies. Abnormalities
of glutamatergic transmission support the contention
that the anterior cingulate circuit is intimately
involved in affective regulation in bipolar disorder,
and are consistent with antiglutamatergic properties
of some medications used in the treatment of bipolar
disorders (Ketter and Wang, 2003).

NAA levels may be unaltered in the anterior cingu-
late, but temporal structures including the hippocam-
pus appear to exhibit decreased NAA and NAA/
creatine. In addition, there is growing evidence of
altered NAA or NAA/creatine associated with bipolar
disorder in the thalamus, caudate, and basal ganglia.

Choline levels in the anterior cingulate appear to
be increased or similar relative to controls. Interest-
ingly, there is also evidence of decreased choline levels
in the anterior cingulate in manic and hypomanic
patients compared to euthymic bipolar disorder
patients. Choline levels in the hippocampus appear
to be similar in bipolar disorder patients and controls.

Alterations of myo-inositol levels associated with
elements of the anterior cingulate circuit do not
appear reliable, although alterations within the anter-
ior cingulate and caudate are possible.

Phosphate metabolism in the anterior cingulate
circuit of bipolar disorder patients does not appear
to be grossly disrupted. Although there are a few
reports of altered phosphocreatine in the hippocam-
pus and phosphodiesters in the temporal lobe, these
findings have not been replicated.

Conclusions
The neurochemistry of corticolimbic circuits presents
additional challenges for clarifying the neurochemical
basis of dysregulation that has been observed in func-
tional neuroimaging studies. In contrast to the grow-
ing consensus of cerebral metabolic or cerebral blood
flow dysregulation in euthymic (Brooks et al., 2009a),
depressed (Brooks et al., 2009b; Ketter et al., 2001),
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and manic (Brooks et al., 2010; Drevets et al., 1997)
phases of bipolar disorder, the findings in neuro-
chemical studies are more variable.

Nevertheless, neurochemical dysregulation may
be present, such as glutamatergic transmission in the
anterior cingulate, basal ganglia, and hippocampus,
and future studies may have success in determining
the associations between other neurochemical abnor-
malities and clinical presentations of bipolar disorder.
Additional studies that control bipolar subtype, mood
state, medications, and other individual differences,
such as illness severity, may provide a more detailed

picture of neurochemical dysregulation. If patterns of
neurochemical dysregulation were defined for bipolar
disorder, attempts could be made to validate them as
biomarkers of treatment success.
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Box 8.1. Corticolimbic network comprises three
major circuits

Dorsolateral prefrontal circuit
Originates in BA 9 and 10.
Projects through the caudate to the mediodorsal

globus pallidus.
Eventually terminates in the ventral anterior and

mediodorsal thalamus.
Receives afferent projections from BA 46.

Orbitofrontal prefrontal circuit
Originates in BA 10 and 11.
Projects to ventromedial caudate, then through

globus pallidus interna.
Terminates in the mediodorsal thalamus.

Anterior cingulate circuit
Originates in BA 24.
Projects to ventral striatum and then to rostro-

medial globus pallidus interna.
Terminates in magnocellular mediodorsal thalamus.

Box 8.2. Neurotransmitters and corticolimbic
circuits

Dorsolateral and orbitofrontal prefrontal circuits
Data do not support the notion that neuronal integ-

rity explains the pathology of bipolar disorder.
Glutamatergic transmission is likely to be impaired.
Creatine and phosphocreatine differences have

only been found in bipolar disorder type I.
Phosphomonoesters may only be decreased in

bipolar disorder type I.
Anterior cingulate circuit
There appear to be glutamatergic abnormalities

associated with bipolar disorder.
GABA levels are increased.
Findings with NAA have been variable.
Creatine levels appear to be similar to controls.
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Chapter

9 Structural imaging of major depression

Anand Kumar and Olusola Ajilore

Introduction
An important step in our understanding of the
pathophysiology of mood disorders has been made
with the advent of neuroimaging. Studies exploring
structural changes in the brain associated with uni-
polar major depression have identified key regions
that may underlie the pathogenesis, course, and prog-
nosis of major depression. This chapter will review
structural imaging findings in major depression
focusing on MRI methodologies such as volumetric
analysis, shape analysis, magnetization transfer, and
diffusion tensor imaging. We will first examine mor-
phological changes associated with major depression.
Then we will discuss white matter changes such as
signal hyperintensities and microstructural alter-
ations identified by novel MR-based techniques. We
will also explore the pathological and cognitive
correlates, as well as the clinical significance of these
structural findings.

Cerebral cortex
Initial studies showing neuroanatomical changes
associated with major depression explored global cor-
tical alterations, typically characterized by evidence of
volume loss. An early qualitative study demonstrating
cortical changes showed greater cerebral sulcal and
temporal sulcal atrophy in addition to larger ven-
tricles (Rabins et al., 1991). Global gray matter
volume losses have been associated with major
depression and correlated with clinical variables, such
as illness duration (Lampe et al., 2003). Other global
structural characteristics have been associated with
major depression. For example, patients with major
depression are less likely to display left–right asym-
metries seen in control subjects (Kumar et al., 2000b).

While earlier studies have demonstrated global cor-
tical volumetric changes, a number of studies using a
variety of methods have shown significant specific
reductions in frontal regions. For example, depressed
patients were more likely to have decreased frontal lobe
volumes compared to control subjects (Kumar et al.,
2000a). There has been a specific focus on two frontal
lobe regions: anterior cingulate (AC) and orbitofrontal
cortex (OFC). One of the first papers to implicate the
OFC in geriatric depression using simple volumetric
measurements demonstrated reduced total OFC
volume in elderly depressed patients (Lai et al., 2000).
These findings have been more accurately detailed in a
study using MRI-based parcellation of the prefrontal
cortex into seven distinct subregions (Ballmaier et al.,
2004b) (Figure 9.1). In this study, elderly depressed
patients exhibited decreased gray matter volumes of
the bilateral AC, OFC, and gyrus rectus (medial OFC).
There were also white matter reductions in AC and
gyrus rectus. In a paper using cortical pattern-matching,
which allows for standardization among individual
subjects, bilaterally decreased OFC volume was demon-
strated in elderly depressed patients (Ballmaier et al.,
2004a). Interestingly, this decrease in volume was asso-
ciated with an increase in gray matter, whichmay reflect
an imbalance of gray matter to white matter in
depressed patients. Focusing specifically on late-onset
geriatric depression, Ballmaier et al. used cortical
pattern-matching to identify right temporal and right
parietal graymatter deficits, expanding typical structural
findings outside of frontal regions (Ballmaier et al.,
2007). In a comprehensive volumetric analysis of mul-
tiple cortical and subcortical regions, Andreescu and
colleagues (2008) identified 17 out of 24 regions of
decreased volumes associated with geriatric depression.
These regions included frontal cortical areas, gyrus
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rectus, hippocampus, amygdala, putamen, pallidum,
thalamus, and temporal areas.

There have been some studies to examine gender
differences in volumetric changes. For example, left
AC volumes have been shown to be smaller in
depressed males compared to depressed females,
while amygdala volumes are smaller only in depressed
females compared to controls (Hastings et al., 2004).
In a geriatric depression study, depressed men dem-
onstrated lower frontal gray matter volumes com-
pared to depressed women (Lavretsky et al., 2004).

Hippocampus
In addition to prefrontal cortical regions, the hippo-
campus has been the focus of a great deal of research
into structural brain changes in major depression. In
a study of depressed women, bilateral hippocampal
volumes were significantly smaller compared to con-
trols and hippocampal volumes were correlated with
the duration of depression (Sheline et al., 1996). Simi-
lar hippocampal volume decreases have also been
seen in geriatric depression (Steffens et al., 2000).
These studies suggest that chronicity of depression is
related to hippocampal volume reduction. This
notion is also confirmed in a study comparing first-
episode medication-naive depressed patients with
multiple-episode depression patients. In this study,
MacQueen et al. (2003) found that only multiple-
episode depressed patients had significant volume
reductions compared to controls. In addition, they
found a significant association between depression
duration and hippocampal volume consistent with

previous reports. A more refined examination of the
relationship between depression duration and hippo-
campal volume decreases was done by Sheline et al.
(2003). Hippocampal volume loss was specifically
related to length of time untreated during a depressive
episode (Sheline et al., 2003). In line with the relation-
ship between hippocampal volumes and antidepres-
sant treatment, remitted patients no longer on
medication and medication-naive depressive patients
still have smaller posterior hippocampal volumes,
suggestive of a trait characteristic (Neumeister et al.,
2005). Posterior hippocampal changes were also seen
in a study by Maller et al. (2007).

The neurocognitive correlates of hippocampal
volume loss associated with major depression was
explored in a study showing a significant association
with persistent memory deficits (O’Brien et al., 2004;
Hickie et al., 2005b). Hippocampal volume loss has
also been correlated with impairment in executive
function (Frodl et al., 2006). Thus, volume changes
in the hippocampus may underlie some of the cogni-
tive symptoms of major depression.

In addition to volumetric analysis, there have been
attempts for more detailed characterization of hippo-
campal changes associated with major depression. In
a study using high-dimensional brain mapping, hip-
pocampal shape was analyzed. The authors of that
study found that hippocampal surface deformation in
depressed patients involved the subiculum (Posener
et al., 2003). The subiculum has also been implicated
in another shape analysis study of hippocampal
morphology that showed specific contractions in
CA1–CA3 cell fields associated with geriatric

Figure 9.1 Three dimensional high resolution shape representations detailing the parcellation of prefrontal cortex subregions. With
permission from Ballmaier et al., 2004b.
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depression (Ballmaier et al., 2007). This study also
distinguished changes specific to late-onset geriatric
depression (left CA1 and subiculum contractions)
compared to early-onset cases, and found correlations
between these morphological changes and memory
deficits. Another shape analysis that also confirmed
lateralized effects showed left hippocampal deform-
ations noted in depressed patients compared to control
subjects. In contrast to what was observed with hippo-
campal volume data, remitted depressed subjects were
undifferentiated from controls, suggestive of a state
characteristic (Zhao et al., 2008).

Basal ganglia
The basal ganglia are another major locus of struc-
tural changes in major depression. Depressed patients
have smaller putamen volumes compared to controls
(Husain et al., 1991). Both caudate and putamen
volumes have been shown to be significantly reduced
in depressed patients and related to the age of first
depressive episode (Parashos et al., 1998). In a study
excluding subjects that were positive for cerebrovas-
cular risk factors, striatal volume differences were not
seen between depressed patients and control subjects
(Lenze and Sheline, 1999). No differences in basal
ganglia volumes were shown in another study com-
paring depressed patients and control subjects (Pillay
et al., 1998). However, the authors found that left
caudate volumes had a significant negative relation-
ship to baseline depression severity scores. A similar
finding was noted by Lacerda et al., who found no
volume differences between depressed patients and
control subjects, but did find a significant negative
correlation between left putamen volumes and illness
duration (Lacerda et al., 2003). In a paper using
three-dimensional surface mapping, bilateral reduced
caudal volumes were found in geriatric depressed
patients compared to control subjects, with caudal
volume reduction correlated with disease severity
(Butters et al., 2008). Reduced caudate volumes may
be limited to gray matter according to a study by
Kim and colleagues (2008). While most studies have
focused on depression in older depressed patients, there
is a one report of smaller basal ganglia volumes associ-
ated with pediatric major depression in medication-
naive patients (Matsuo et al., 2008). The literature on
neurocognitive correlates of basal ganglia volume in
major depression is sparse. However, there is one
study that showed that reduced right caudate volumes

appear to at least partially mediate psychomotor
slowing seen in geriatric depression (Naismith et al.,
2002).

Amygdala
The first report of amygdalar volumes found a
decrease in amygdala core nuclei volumes in depressed
patients (Sheline et al., 1998). In a study of treatment-
resistant depressed patients, amygdalar asymmetries
with left larger than right occurred in depressed
patients, but not control subjects (Mervaala et al.,
2000). Smaller left amygdalar volumes were found
in depressed patients with subjective memory com-
plaints in a report from von Gunten et al. (2000).
Depressed patients also had smaller left amygdalar
volumes in a functional MRI study by Siegle et al.
(2003). Bilateral amygdalar volume reductions were
noted in a study of pediatric major depression (Rosso
et al., 2005). In contrast tomost studies demonstrating a
decrease in structural volumes, in the amygdala, larger
volumes have also been seen in depressed patients com-
pared to controls (Frodl et al., 2002). This has been
replicated in a study of young depressed women who
had 13% larger amygdalar volumes compared to control
subjects (Lange and Irle, 2004). A study comparing
depressed patients, remitted depressed patients, and
controls demonstrated bilateral enlarged amygdala
volume in acutely depressed patients compared to
remitted patients and controls, indicative of a state
characteristic (van Eijndhoven et al., 2008).

In an effort to clarify the divergent data described
above, Hamilton et al. reviewed the literature of
amygdalar volume changes in major depression in a
recent meta-analysis (2008). They found that overall
there was no significant difference between depressed
patients and control subjects. However, there was a
great deal of variability in the data secondary to
medication exposure in the studies analyzed. Unmedi-
cated depressed subjects tended to have smaller
volumes, compared to medicated depressed subjects
with increased volumes.

Clinical significance
In order to understand the functional significance of
these structural changes seen in major depression,
studies have been performed correlating functional
impairment with the severity of volumetric findings.
Taylor and colleagues looked at the relationship
between structural changes and functional disability.
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They showed that smaller OFC volumes, along with
increased cognitive impairment, in elderly depressed
patients are significantly correlated with impairment
in basic activities of daily living (Taylor et al., 2003c).
Volumetric changes have also been correlated with
clinical features of major depression. Lavretsky et al.
demonstrated that AC volumes have also been associ-
ated with apathy in geriatric depression (2007).

The functional and clinical significance of the
changes described above have been examined in stud-
ies that focus on treatment response and remission
rates associated with neuroimaging findings. In
patients who did not respond to fluoxetine treatment,
gray matter volumes were negatively correlated with
depression severity (Pillay et al., 1997). Lower volumes
in frontotemporal regions have also been associated
with treatment-resistance in elderly depressed patients
(Simpson et al., 2001). In one of the few prospective
studies examining neuroanatomical changes associ-
ated with major depression, decline in gray matter
density was seen in hippocampus, AC, left amygdala
and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in depressed
patients compared to controls over a three-year period
(Frodl et al., 2008b). Frodl et al. also found lower rates
of graymatter decline in remitted patients. In addition,
lower hippocampal volumes have also been associated
with higher rates of recurrence in male depressed
patients (Kronmuller et al., 2008).

There have been a few genetic correlations of hip-
pocampal volume loss in major depression. For
example, the l/l genotype for the serotonin transporter
gene (5HTTLPR) has been associated with smaller
hippocampal volumes in depressed patients compared
to controls (Frodl et al., 2004, 2008a). In addition,
smaller caudate volumes have been associated with
the short allele of the 5HTT gene (Hickie et al., 2007).

White matter hyperintensities
One of the early links between major depression and
structural brain changes was first shown in studies
that demonstrated a consistent radiological finding of
white-matter hyperintensities (WMH) on magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). WMH are regions of
increased signal intensity, especially on T2-weighted
images, commonly associated with geriatric depres-
sion. They are typically found in subcortical, periven-
tricular, and deep white matter regions. One of the
first studies associating WMH with major depression
was done by Coffey et al. (1988). They showed that

approximately two-thirds of elderly depressed
patients referred for electroconvulsive therapy (ECT)
had evidence of subcortical white matter disease. In a
subsequent study where elderly depressed patients
were compared with age-matched controls, the
depressed patients demonstrated more severe WMH
more often (Coffey et al., 1990). WMH appear to be
more associated with late-onset elderly depression
compared to early-onset depression in the elderly
(Figiel et al., 1991; Salloway et al., 1996). This has
been confirmed in later studies which have shown
that these subcortical WMH in elderly depressed
patients tended to be more severe in late-onset
depression versus early-onset cases and controls
(Tupler et al., 2002; Murata et al., 2001), suggestive
of complementary pathways for early-onset as com-
pared to late-onset cases. There have been attempts to
localize WMH associated with depression. Studies of
WMH in major depression have demonstrated that
frontal regions are particularly important (Taylor
et al., 2003a). In particular, WMH in the left frontal
deep white matter and left putamen appear to be
associated with geriatric depression (Greenwald
et al., 1998).

While many studies often control for cerebrovas-
cular risk factors, there has been a considerable effort
to examine the specific role of cerebrovascular risk
factors for WMH in depression. Some studies dem-
onstrate that cerebrovascular risk factors are import-
ant for the expression of WMH in geriatric
depression. An early study which excluded subjects
with cerebrovascular risk factors found no predomin-
ance of WMH in depressed subjects compared to
control subjects. However, they did find a significant
correlation between age and depression and WMH
number (Lenze et al., 1999). In a study by Greenwald
et al., hypertensive depressed patients had signifi-
cantly more subcortical and deep white matter hyper-
intensities compared to depressed patients with
normal blood pressures (Greenwald et al., 2001).
Deep WMH and subcortical hyperintensities were
associated with hypertension and diabetes in another
study of depressed patients (Hickie et al., 2005a).

However, the role of cerebrovascular risk factors is
more complex than initially conceptualized. In a study
that excluded subjects with hypertension, diabetic or
ischemic heart disease, elderly depressed patients had
larger frontal WMH volumes compared to elderly
controls (Firbank et al., 2004). In a more recent study
that matched elderly depressed subjects and control
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subjects for vascular risk factors, depressed subjects
had significant increases in WMH in specific regions
(superior longitudinal fasciculus, fronto-occipital fas-
ciculus, uncinate fasciculus, extreme capsule and infer-
ior longitudinal fasciculus) compared to control
subjects (Sheline et al., 2008). Taken together, these
studies indicated that major depression, independent
of vascular risk factors, is associated with WMH.

Despite the confusion from the associative studies
discussed above, further evidence for the role of cere-
brovascular risk factors comes from pathological
studies. Neuropathological correlates of WMH have
been examined to better characterize what these white
matter lesions actually represent. Initial pathological
studies indicated that periventricular hyperintensities
in geriatric depression are due to dilated perivascular
spaces, oligemic demyelination, and ischemic demye-
lination (Thomas et al., 2002, 2003).

Genetic factors also play a role in the association
ofWMHwithmajor depression. One of the first studies
to show such a role for genetic factors demonstrated an
increased prevalence of longitudinal increases inWMH
in elderly depressed patients with the apolipoprotein-E
(APOE) epsilon 4 allele (Lavretsky et al., 2000). APOE
epsilon 4 was also implicated in a study showing a
significant correlation between having the allele and
subcortical lesion volumes in depressed patients
(Steffens et al., 2003). More recently, the BDNF Val66-
Met polymorphism has been shown to be associated
with more WMH in elderly depressed and control sub-
jects (Taylor et al., 2008b). The l/s genotype of the
serotonin transporter gene (5HTTLPR) was associated
with higher WMH volumes in elderly depressed
patients (Steffens et al., 2008).

The clinical significance of WMH in major
depression is characterized by treatment response,
disease severity, and cognitive performance. WMH
associated with major depression has been associated
with poorer treatment-response (both ECT and phar-
macotherapy) in a number of studies (Hickie et al.,
1995; Simpson et al., 1997, 1998; Steffens et al., 2001;
Iosifescu et al., 2006). Elderly depressed patients that
achieved remission after antidepressant treatment
had lower WMH volume increases compared to those
who did not respond (Taylor et al., 2003b). There is
one study that showed no association with the pres-
ence or absence of WMH in elderly depressed patients
treated with sertraline (Salloway et al., 2002); how-
ever, most studies support the notion of treatment
resistance in association with WMH burden.

Not only do WMH have implications for treatment
response, they also appear to be related to prognosis and
disease progression. It has been shown that depressed
subjects with WMH have more severe depressive
episodes and a more severe longitudinal course
(Heiden et al., 2005; O’Brien et al., 1998). Further evi-
dence of greater disease severity associated with WMH
come from studies demonstrating that in younger
depressed patients, periventricular WMH are more
prevalent in cases of depression with a history of suicid-
ality (Ehrlich et al., 2004). This finding has also been
replicated with an older adult sample (Pompili et al.,
2008). Even mortality has been associated with deep
WMH in elderly depressed patients (Levy et al., 2003).

The neurocognitive consequences of WMH have
been demonstrated in studies showing impaired execu-
tive function in geriatric depression (Lesser et al., 1996)
and impaired performance on memory and naming
tasks (Kramer-Ginsberg et al., 1999). Specifically, geri-
atric depressed patients with subcortical hyperintensi-
ties have been found to have problems with semantic
encoding and learning efficiency (Jenkins et al., 1998).
One study examining WMH regional localization and
cognitive performance found periventricular WMH
associated with delayed recall after distraction, basal
ganglia hyperintensities associated with impaired
category production, and pontine WMH related to
psychomotor speed (Simpson et al., 1997). WMH also
predicted chronicity of depression and subsequent cog-
nitive decline in a longitudinal study by Hickie et al
(Hickie et al., 1997). Another focus on localization
suggests that basal ganglia WMH are particularly
related to depression severity and cognitive impairment
(Agid et al., 2003). WMH in elderly depression is also
associated with cognitive decline and even dementia
according to a study by Steffens et al. (2007). WMH
are also associated with functional decline associated
with geriatric depression as demonstrated by a Japanese
study of elderly patients (Sonohara et al., 2008). In a
study by Steffens et al., impairment in the activities of
daily living (ADLs) was significantly correlated with the
volume of white-matter lesions (Steffens et al., 2002).

In an interesting case study indicating possible
causality, the longitudinal increase in WMH volume
was associated with onset of major depression in one
elderly subject compared to 12 subjects who did not
develop depression and had significantly less longitu-
dinal change in WMH volume over the study period
(Nebes et al., 2002). This intriguing finding has
been further explored in a longitudinal study that
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demonstrated higher WMH volumes significantly
increases the risk of developing depression (OR¼ 1.3,
95% CI 1.1–1.7) (Godin et al., 2008).

While data from volumetric studies and WMH
studies have been presented separately, there have
been some attempts to study how these findings may
be related. The interaction of WMH and decreased
OFC volume was demonstrated in a study of Lee
et al. This study showed that decreases in OFC volume
(left, right, and total) were negatively associated with
the degree of subcortical white-matter lesions (Lee
et al., 2003). This suggests that disruption in white
matter tracts connecting frontal–subcortical circuits
might lead to functionally significant abnormalities
in the OFC. However, in a path analysis study, it was
shown that volumetric changes and WMHs likely rep-
resent distinct pathological processes that co-exist in
major depression (Kumar et al., 2002).

Magnetization transfer imaging
Magnetization transfer (MT) imaging is a method to
examine the biophysical properties of the brain par-
enchyma by means of MR imaging (Barbosa et al.,
1994; Eng et al., 1991; Grossman, 1994; Henkelman
et al., 2001). MT allows for the measurement of white
matter microstructural integrity and can detect abnor-
malities in normal-appearing white matter. Water
protons produce the signal used to create MT images,
as well as other forms of MRI. MT imaging, however,
utilizes the fact that there are two classes of water in
biological tissues: water bound to macromolecules
(bound water) and free water. The free water signal is
the main contributor to MRI; bound water contributes
less to the signal, secondary to its wide frequency band
distribution. An “off-resonance” saturation pulse is util-
ized to minimize the exchange between the two water
pools, thereby minimizing the contribution of the
bound water pool to the MR signal. In the MT imaging
protocol, two images are acquired at every slice location
within an organ. The signal of the MT acquisition is
reduced compared to the control acquisition in every
tissue region having water protons that exchange
between the free and bound states. Therefore, amagnet-
ization transfer ratio (MTR) image can then be created,
reflecting the difference in signal intensity between the
two images. In thewhitematter,myelin-related proteins
are the main macromolecular contributors in MT
imaging. Decreases in MT ratios are associated with
findings in multiple sclerosis, which is characterized

by demyelination and underlying axonal transections
(Bjartmar et al., 1999; Grossman, 1994; vanWaesberghe
et al., 1999). In gray matter, decreases in MT ratios are
less clear, but may represent abnormalities in the
macromolecular protein pool.

There have been two studies which have used MT
to probe white matter changes associated with geriat-
ric depression. Kumar et al. (2004) found lower MT
ratios in the genu and splenium of the corpus callo-
sum, right caudate and putamen, and occipital lobes
in elderly depressed patients compared to controls.
These findings were echoed in a later study of geriat-
ric depression finding lower MT ratios in multiple left
hemispheric regions such as anterior and posterior
cingulate, insular, subcallosal, middle occipital lobe
and the thalamus (Gunning-Dixon et al., 2008). These
studies further implicate white matter abnormalities
in the pathophysiology of major depression.

Diffusion tensor imaging
An imaging technique that has been useful for the
study of white matter integrity and brain microstruc-
tural changes is diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). DTI
works on the principle that water diffuses randomly
in unrestricted environments resulting in isotropic
movement (or equal movement in all directions).
This movement is restrained in white matter tracts,
thus water diffusion tends to move along the axis of
axon sheath, leading to anisotropy. One of the ways
DTI can be quantified is fractional anisotropy (FA),
which represents a measure of directional coherence
and in white matter tracts, the degree of structural
alignment. Another quantification technique meas-
ures the average diffusion of water in a voxel and
can be expressed as the apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC). Several studies have used to DTI to examine
microstructural changes in white matter that appears
normal using more conventional MRI techniques.

In one of the first studies to use DTI to examine
white matter abnormalities associated with major
depression, Taylor et al. (2001) found that in geriatric
depressed patients and controls, brain regions with
hyperintensities demonstrated higher ADC and lower
FA compared to normal regions. While this first study
of DTI in geriatric depression demonstrated no differ-
ences between depressed patients and controls, a later
report from Nobuhara and colleagues found that geri-
atric depression patients had widespread regions of
lower FA in frontal and temporal white matter
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(Nobuhara et al., 2006), but no differences in parietal
or occipital white matter were seen. In addition, they
found that higher frontal white matter FA below the
AC–PC line was significantly correlated with lower
scores on the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression.
Consistent with WMH associations, DTI has other
clinical correlates as demonstrated by a study showing
that diastolic blood pressure is negatively correlated
with FA in anterior cingulate (Hoptman et al., 2008).
The theme of regional specificity has been echoed in
other studies. For example, in elderly depressed
patients, Bae et al. (2006) demonstrated lower FA in
the white matter of the right anterior cingulate cortex,
bilateral superior frontal gyri, and left middle frontal
gyrus. Similar regions were affected in a study by
Yang et al. (2007) demonstrating lower FA in frontal
and temporal white matter. Lower FA has also been
demonstrated in elderly depressed patients in remission
after their first episode (Yuan et al., 2007). The first
demonstration of lower FA associated with major
depression in a non-geriatric population was done in
a study published by Ma et al. In their brief report,
depressed patients (mean age¼ 28.9 years) had lower
FA in the white matter of the middle frontal gyrus, left
occipitotemporal gyrus, and the subgyral and angular
gyri of the parietal lobe (Ma et al., 2007). Although
these results were suggestive that similar white matter
alterations occur in younger depressed patients, later
work from the same group showed that, unlike older
depressed patients, lower FA was not correlated with
illness severity or course (Li et al., 2007). A more recent
study in non-elderly depressed did show an association
between low FA in the anterior limb of the internal
capsule and severity of illness (Zou et al., 2008).

The white matter disruptions detected by DTI are
not just correlated with WMH and disease severity,
they have also been shown to have implications for
treatment. In an early study using DTI to detect white
matter changes associated with major depression,
Alexopoulos et al. found microstructural white matter
abnormalities lateral to the anterior cingulate were
associated with low remission rates after 12 weeks of
citalopram treatment (Alexopoulos et al., 2002, 2008).
This association with low remission rates has been
replicated in a recent study using sertraline (Taylor
et al., 2008a). It is interesting to note that while lower
FA was associated with poor remission to oral anti-
depressant treatment, FA has been shown to increase
in response to ECT treatment. Nobuhara et al. dem-
onstrated that lower frontal white matter FA seen in

elderly depressed patients increased within two weeks
after the cessation of ECT treatment. Although the
authors found lower FA in temporal white matter, FA
in that region did not change in response to ECT
treatment (Nobuhara et al., 2004).

In addition to being an indicator of treatment
resistance and response, changes assessed by DTI have
also been associated with cognitive functions. For
example, it has been associated with poor performance
on executive function as measured by the Stroop task
(Murphy et al., 2007). Thus, white matter alterations
detected by DTI have implications for neuropsycho-
logical sequelae seen in major depression.

Summary
Structural imaging studies in major depression have
identified volume alterations in prefrontal cortex,
hippocampus, amygdala, and basal ganglia structures.
In addition, white matter hyperintensities have been
seen in periventricular, deep white matter and subcort-
ical regions in association with major depression. More
subtle white matter alterations have been detected
with DTI andMT, suggestive of microstructural abnor-
malities, even in normal-appearing white matter. The
neuroanatomical changes seen in major depression
appear to be modified by genetic and environmental
factors, such as polymorphisms, gender, and comorbid-
ity. The changes described above have functional and
clinical significance in terms of having an impact on
cognitive function, disease severity, and treatment
response. While these studies have been important for
the neuroanatomical localization of major depression,
further work is needed to understand how derange-
ments in these brain regions contribute to clinical pic-
ture of depression, and how they may provide targets
for better and more effective treatments.

Box 9.1. Structural imaging findings associated
with major depression
� Volumetric decreases in prefrontal cortex, hippo-

campus, amygdala and basal ganglia
� White matter hyperintensities in periventricular,

subcortical and deep white matter regions
� White matter alterations in normal-appearing

white matter detected by DTI and MT
Clinical and functional associations with structural
imaging abnormalities
� Cognitive and functional impairment
� Treatment resistance and lower remission rates
� Genetic polymorphisms
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Chapter

10 Functional imaging of major depression

Simon A. Surguladze and Mary L. Phillips

Major depressive disorder (MDD) remains one of the
most debilitating psychiatric illnesses worldwide, with
an estimated lifetime prevalence of 16% (Kessler et al.,
2003). By the year 2020, MDD is predicted to become
the second-largest cause of disability after ischemic
heart disease, is amongst leading causes of disability-
adjusted life years (World Health Organization,
1999), and is associated with lost productivity, phys-
ical morbidity, and suicide (Üstün and Chatterji,
2001). Unfortunately, each depressed episode
increases the risk for subsequent episodes (Solomon
et al., 1997; Mueller et al., 1999). Early identification
and diagnosis of MDD is therefore crucial to help
target appropriate treatment interventions as early as
possible in the illness history for individuals suffering
from this debilitating illness.

The recent research agenda for DSM-V has
emphasized a need to translate basic and clinical
neuroscience research findings into a new classifica-
tion system for all psychiatric disorders based upon
pathophysiologic and etiological processes (Charney
and Babich, 2002; Hasler et al., 2004, 2006; Phillips
and Frank, 2006). These pathophysiologic processes
involve complex relationships between genetic vari-
ables, environmental stressors, and abnormalities in
neural systems supporting neuropsychological func-
tion and behavior, that may be represented as biomar-
kers of a disorder (e.g. Kraemer et al., 2002), and, in
turn, be used to help improve diagnostic accuracy of
illnesses such as MDD. Examination of the functional
integrity of neural systems supporting key cognitive
and emotion processing abnormalities that character-
ize MDD is therefore a first stage toward identifying
biomarkers of MDD.

Studies in MDD have been consistent in reporting
impaired performance on executive control tasks,

such as tasks involving cognitive flexibility, problem-
solving, planning and monitoring (Austin et al., 1992;
Veiel, 1997; Dalla et al., 1995; Beats et al., 1996;
Moreaud et al., 1996); as well as episodic and declara-
tive memory (for meta-analysis see Zakzanis et al.,
1998). Studies have also highlighted negative emo-
tional information processing bias in individuals with
MDD. For example, cognitive theories of MDD pro-
pose negatively biased associative processing, espe-
cially negative self-referent information underlying
the dysfunctional assumptions that predispose a
person to depression (Beck et al., 1979; Teasdale,
1988). Depressed individuals with MDD are also poor
in interpersonal functioning (Libet and Lewinson,
1973; Gotlib and Whiffen, 1989), which may in part
be due to faulty appraisal of socially salient stimuli.
Studies have demonstrated that depressed individuals
with MDD are impaired in recognition of facial
expressions of emotion, accompanied by negative
reactions to others’ emotions (Persad and Polivy,
1993), together with a negative perceptual bias, i.e.
recognizing significantly more sadness (Gur et al.,
1992; Bouhuys et al., 1999), or less happiness (Suslow
et al., 2001; Surguladze et al., 2004) in facial expres-
sions compared with healthy volunteers. There are
further reports that the negative attentional bias to
facial expressions may persist during remission
(Koschack et al., 2003; Bhagwagar et al., 2004), and
may be found in first-degree relatives of depressed
patients (Masurier et al., 2007). Therefore, it has been
suggested that increased sensitivity to recognition of
negative facial expressions may represent a familial
vulnerability factor for MDD (Masurier et al., 2007).

In this chapter we focus on recent developments
in functional neuroimaging that have highlighted
functional abnormalities in key neural regions and
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neural systems underlying different executive control
and emotional processes that are impaired in MDD.
These studies have contributed to a better under-
standing of the neural mechanisms underlying
MDD, and in turn have begun to help identify poten-
tial biomarkers of MDD.

We first briefly describe neural systems support-
ing normal emotion processing and executive control.
We then turn to findings from studies that employed
functional neuroimaging techniques to examine func-
tional neural abnormalities during rest, executive
control and emotional challenge in individuals with
MDD during depressed episode. There is, however, a
growing consensus that abnormalities that are persist-
ent rather than episodic or state features of a disorder
can be more readily used to identify those individuals
with the disorder (e.g. Kraemer et al., 1994). We
therefore examine the extent to which neuroimaging
abnormalities may persist during recovery from
depressed episodes in individuals with a history of
MDD. We next describe findings from studies that
employed pharmacological challenge paradigms to
examine the likely neurotransmitter dysfunction
underpinning these neural system abnormalities in
MDD. We then move to describe new directions in
functional neuroimaging of MDD, including func-
tional neuroimaging studies that have examined the
nature of functional neuroimaging abnormalities in
child and adolescent MDD, functional neuroimaging
abnormalities in late-life MDD, and studies that
examined the extent to which functional neuroima-
ging abnormalities are present in healthy individuals
at familial risk of developing MDD. We also examine
the newer neuroimaging analysis techniques that can
be employed in the study of MDD, including func-
tional and resting-state connectivity analyses. We
conclude with an integration of the major findings
from these studies that have led to the development of
neural models of MDD and highlight the key neural
system functional abnormalities that may represent
potential biomarkers of MDD.

Neural systems for emotion processing
and executive control
An increasingly large number of functional neuro-
imaging studies implicate a network of predominantly
subcortical, anterior limbic regions in processing dif-
ferent emotional stimuli, including dorsal and ventral
striatal regions, amygdala, hippocampus and anterior

insula (Calder et al., 2001; Hariri et al., 2002; Haxby
et al., 2000; Phillips et al., 1997; Sprengelmeyer et al.,
1998; Surguladze et al., 2003). While a variety of
different emotional stimuli have been used to exam-
ine neural activity associated with emotion process-
ing, some of the most commonly used stimuli for this
purpose are facial expressions of different positive
and negative emotions because of their importance
as highly salient social signals of emotional states, the
correct recognition of which is crucial for social inter-
action (Phillips et al., 2003a, 2003b). Other widely
employed emotional stimuli include the photographs
of emotional and non-emotional pictures from the
International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang
et al., 2001), or emotional words.

The nature of neural systems implicated in emo-
tion regulation remains less well-studied. However,
neural systems supporting cognitive control (refer-
ring to a combination of planning, working memory,
inhibitory control, strategy development, and cogni-
tive flexibility; Stuss and Levine, 2002) have been
widely examined, and mapped to a lateral prefrontal
cortical system, comprising dorsolateral and ventro-
lateral prefrontal cortices (DLPFC and VLPFC),
important for cognitive and executive function (e.g.
Monchi et al., 2001) and the hippocampus, important
for memory (Zola-Morgan et al., 1991). We recently
developed a neural model of emotion regulation that
emphasizes the roles of two major neural systems for
emotion regulation that necessarily include cognitive
control processes (Phillips et al., 2008). Here, we
highlight roles of voluntary and automatic subpro-
cesses supporting emotion regulation. We indicate
that voluntary emotion regulation subprocesses
include voluntary behavioral control, voluntary atten-
tional control, and voluntary reappraisal of emotional
content, that are associated with dorsal and lateral
prefrontal cortical regions, including bilateral DLPFC
and VLPFC, bilateral dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
(MdPFC), and bilateral dorsal anterior cingulate
gyrus (ACG). In contrast, we indicate that medial
prefrontal cortical regions, including bilateral subgen-
ual ACG, bilateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), left
rostral ACG, bilateral MdPFC, midline dorsal ACG,
and contributing roles of the hippocampus and para-
hippocampus, are more implicated in the different
subprocesses associated with automatic emotion
regulation, including automatic behavioral control,
automatic attentional control, and automatic cogni-
tive change.
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While few studies have specifically focused on
examination of neural systems during emotion regu-
lation per se in individuals with MDD, a relatively
large number of functional neuroimaging studies
have examined neural systems supporting emotion
processing and executive control in this population.
We next examine findings from these studies and
from functional neuroimaging studies that examined
functional neural abnormalities during rest, in indi-
viduals with MDD. We first focus on studies that
examined individuals with MDD during depressed
episodes and then describe findings from studies that
examined these individuals after treatment and
during remission.

Neuroimaging studies
of the depressed episode
In this section, we describe findings from studies
that employed positron emission tomography (PET)
and single photon emission tomography (SPET) to
examine abnormalities in metabolism or blood flow
during rest.

Studies examining metabolism and blood
flow at rest in MDD
A number of PET studies have provided evidence for
reduced metabolism in multiple regions within
DLPFC and MdPFC prefrontal cortex together with
ACG in MDD during depressed episodes (Baxter
et al., 1985, 1989; Biver et al., 1994; Martinot et al.,
1990). Furthermore, metabolism in the ACG has been
found to negatively correlate with the severity of
depression (Kimbrell et al., 2002). Reduced activity
in DLPFC during rest during depressed episodes in
MDD has also been replicated in a more recent SPET
study (Gonul et al., 2004).

Other studies have implicated medial prefrontal
cortex and ACG in depressed episode in MDD. One
study reported reduced resting state glucose metabol-
ism in subgenual ACG (Drevets et al., 1997). Subse-
quent studies, however, accounted for the reduction
of gray matter volume in this structure in individuals
with MDD, and then demonstrated increased rather
than decreased metabolism in subgenual ACG in
depressed individuals with MDD (Drevets, 1999).
Another study demonstrated that metabolism in rostral
anterior cingulate gyrus predicted treatment response
in depressed subjects, whereas hypometabolism in this

area predicted poor response to antidepressant treat-
ment; treatment responders had hypermetabolism
(Mayberg et al., 1997). A further study demonstrated
increased resting blood flow in medial hippocampus,
cerebellum, anterior cingulate gyrus, and striatum,
and a positive correlation between blood flow in
hippocampus and depression severity in female partici-
pants, whereas this correlation was reversed in males
(Videbech et al., 2002).

Regarding subcortical limbic regions, such as the
amygdala, a PET study of patients with familial MDD
(Drevets et al., 1992) showed increased resting state
blood flow in left amygdala, in addition to left
VLPFC, relative to healthy individuals. Other
resting-state studies have shown positive correlations
between amygdala metabolism, and between amyg-
dala blood flow, and depression severity (Drevets
et al., 1992; Abercrombie et al., 1998), and even
increased amygdala metabolism in depressed individ-
uals with MDD during sleep (Nofzinger et al., 1999).
Subsequent research also demonstrated increased left
amygdala metabolism in unmedicated depressed indi-
viduals, although in this study, the elevated amygdala
metabolism normalized with treatment (Drevets et al.,
2002). A more recent SPET study has also shown an
inverse correlation between blood flow in amygdala
and depression severity (Perico et al., 2005). Thus, the
role of resting-state amygdala metabolism in depres-
sion warrants further investigation.

We next describe studies that have employed PET
and SPET to examine abnormalities in metabolism
and blood flow, and studies that employed functional
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) to measure
neural activity, during executive control and emo-
tional challenge paradigms in individuals with MDD
during depressed episodes.

Studies employing PET and SPET to examine
metabolism and blood flow during executive
control paradigms in MDD
These studies have mainly demonstrated abnormally
reduced metabolism in depressed MDD individuals in
different prefrontal cortical regions implicated in cog-
nitive control processes. Using a Stroop divided atten-
tion task, which measures the ability to redirect
attention toward one and away from another stimulus
feature, an early study (George et al., 1997) found
decreased blood flow in anterior cingulate gyrus,
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although increased blood flow in dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, in depressed MDD individuals.
Another study, using the Tower of London task, a
well-validated task measuring planning and working
memory (Elliott et al., 1997) demonstrated attenu-
ation of prefrontal cortical blood flow, as well as
significantly reduced blood flow in anterior cingulate
gyrus and striatum. The same paradigm (Elliott et al.,
1998) was also used to examine neural blood flow to
positive or negative feedback. In this study, depressed
MDD individuals failed to show blood flow in neural
regions implicated in reward mechanisms – medial
caudate and ventromedial orbitofrontal cortex.

A SPET study on verbal fluency (Audenaert et al.,
2002), measuring working memory, found blunted
blood perfusion in ACC and inferior prefrontal cortex
in depressed MDD relative to healthy individuals, that
was associated with poorer task performance.

Studies employing fMRI to examine neural
activity during executive control
paradigms in MDD
Here, we describe findings from studies that emp-
loyed fMRI to measure blood oxygen level-dependent
(BOLD) signal change, an indirect measure of neural
activity, in MDD individuals during depressed epi-
sodes. Many of these studies, similar to studies
employing PET and SPET, demonstrated predomin-
antly abnormal reduction in prefrontal cortical activ-
ity during executive control tasks in MDD relative to
healthy individuals. In one study, for example (Okada
et al., 2003), a verbal fluency task was employed to
compare neural activity in depressed MDD versus
healthy individuals. MDD produced significantly
fewer words and had reduced activity in left DLPFC
than healthy individuals. In other studies MDD and
healthy individuals were matched on task perform-
ance, although MDD had abnormal neural activity
during the tasks. For example, one study (Barch
et al., 2003) assessed working memory performance
with an N-back working memory task. There were no
significant differences between MDD and healthy
individuals on N-back task performance, but healthy
individuals had significantly greater activity in bilat-
eral thalamus, right precentral gyrus, and right par-
ietal cortex, relative to depressed MDD individuals.

More recent studies, however, have demonstrated
increased rather than decreased activity in prefrontal

cortical regions in depressed MDD individuals
relative to healthy individuals during executive con-
trol tasks. In one study of medication-free depressed
individuals (Walsh et al., 2007), N-back task per-
formance (with increasing memory load from 1-, 2-,
3-back) was associated with increased load-response
activity in frontal and posterior cortical regions in
depressed MDD relative to healthy individuals. Simi-
larly, another study employing an N-back task
(Matsuo et al., 2007) found in unmedicated
depressed MDD individuals significantly increased
left DLPFC activity during performance of the
2-back versus 1-back contrast, relative to healthy
individuals. Again, in a study employing Tower of
London and N-back tasks (Fitzgerald et al., 2008b),
although depressed MDD did not differ from healthy
individuals on N-back task performance (they did
differ on the Tower of London task performance),
MDD individuals showed abnormally increased
activity in right prefrontal regions during both tasks.
Together, these latter studies provide evidence in
support of increased rather than reduced recruitment
of prefrontal cortical regions by depressed MDD
individuals in order to achieve the same or even
poorer level of performance as healthy individuals
on executive control tasks.

Studies employing fMRI to examine
neural activity during emotion challenge
paradigms in MDD
The majority of neuroimaging studies examining
neural systems supporting emotion processing in
depressed MDD individuals have employed fMRI
rather than PET and SPET, due to the non-invasive
nature and better temporal resolution of fMRI.
These studies examining neural responses to emo-
tional stimuli in depressed MDD individuals have
provided accumulating evidence for a pattern of
significant increases in activity in subcortical limbic
regions during processing of (mainly negative) emo-
tional stimuli in depressed MDD versus healthy
individuals. For example, one study employing an
affective go–no-go task, in which individuals are
required to inhibit response to non-salient and
attend only to salient emotional words, demon-
strated a general attenuation of neural response in
ventral portions of ACC to emotional words as well
as mood-congruent processing bias in depressed
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MDD individuals: an attenuated neural response to
happy emotional words and enhanced activity to sad
emotional words in rostral anterior cingulate gyrus,
medial prefrontal cortex, right anterior temporal
cortex, left middle temporal gyrus and bilateral
medial frontal gyri (Elliott et al., 2002). Another
study (Kumari et al., 2003) of treatment-resistant
depressed MDD individuals employed emotional
and non-emotional pictures paired with congruent
and non-congruent captions to evoke the corres-
ponding affect in participants. Here, increased
activity within temporal cortex to negative picture–
caption pairs and decreased activity in hippocampus
to positive stimuli, and in anterior cingulate regions
to both positive and negative stimuli, was demon-
strated by depressed MDD relative to healthy
individuals.

Studies employing emotional facial expressions
have provided compelling evidence for a mood-
congruent emotion processing bias in depressed
MDD individuals. For example, one study (Lawrence
et al., 2004) demonstrated increased activity within
parahippocampus/hippocampus to mild sad facial
expressions, and increased activity to intense fear
facial expressions in dorsomedial prefrontal gyrus in
depressed MDD relative to healthy individuals.
Another study (Surguladze et al., 2005) demonstrated
a dissociation in neural activity to happy and sad
facial expressions: healthy individuals demonstrated
linear increases in activity in bilateral fusiform gyri
and right putamen to expressions of increasing degree
of happiness (neutral to mild happy to intense happy
facial expressions), while depressed individuals dem-
onstrated linear increases in activity in left putamen,
left parahippocampal gyrus/amygdala, and right fusi-
form gyrus to expressions of increasing degree of
sadness – from neutral to mild sad to intense sad
facial expressions (Figures 10.1–10.4). Similarly, in
other studies, in response to sad faces, depressed
MDD individuals demonstrated increased activity in
left amygdala, ventral striatum, frontoparietal cortex
and decreased activity in prefrontal cortex (Fu et al.,
2004).

In further studies (Keedwell et al., 2005b), focus-
sing on examination of neural activity to presenta-
tions of happy faces during happy mood induction,
depressed MDD individuals showed increased activity
within the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, that posi-
tively correlated with severity of anhedonia, while
activity within the striatum negatively correlated with

anhedonia severity. Another study examined neural
activity to positive, negative and neutral words in
depressed MDD and healthy individuals (Epstein
et al., 2006), and demonstrated abnormally reduced
activity in bilateral ventral striatum to positive stimuli,
that was associated with decreased interest/pleasure
measures. Additionally, one study (Siegle et al.,
2002) demonstrated sustained amygdala activity to
negatively valenced words which was replicated in a
later study (Siegle et al., 2007). One study that specif-
ically examined neural activity during performance
of a reward task in depressed MDD individuals
(Knutson et al., 2008) showed that although MDD
individuals did not differ from healthy individuals in
ventral striatal activity, they showed increased dorsal
ACG activity during anticipation of gains, suggestive
of increased conflict, in addition to showing reduced
discrimination of gain versus non-gain outcomes.
Together, these findings indicate patterns of abnor-
mal activity in neural regions implicated in emotion
and reward processing, and, specifically, increasingly
consistent evidence for a mood-congruent emotion
processing bias: reduced activity to positive, and
increased activity to negative, emotional stimuli in
amygdala and striatal regions, in depressed MDD
individuals.

We next turn to neuroimaging studies that exam-
ined neural activity in MDD individuals after treat-
ment and during remission.

Z = –12.5 Z = –2.0

F P

Figure 10.1 Between group differences in trends in neural
response to happy expressions of increasing intensity of emotion.
Two brain slices are depicted at 12.5 and 2 mm below the
transcallosal plane, demonstrating significant between group
differences in neural response to expressions of increasing intensity
of happiness. Increases in neural response were demonstrated in
healthy individuals within right and left fusiform gyri (BA 19) and
the right putamen, but decreases in these regions were
demonstrated in depressed individuals. The right and the left sides
of each brain slice are displayed on the right and left sides of each
image, respectively. P, putamen; F, fusiform gyrus; BA, Brodmann
area. From Surguladze et al. (2005). Copyright 2009, with kind
permission from Elsevier Ltd.
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Studies examining changes in neural
activity after treatment and recovery
from depressed episode in MDD
Here, we describe findings from studies employing
PET, SPET and fMRI to examine neural activity in
MDD individuals after treatment, and in remitted
individuals with a history of MDD.

Successful treatment has been found to reverse
patterns of abnormal neural activity in MDD individ-
uals. For example, studies have provided evidence
of an imbalance in limbic–cortical pathways in
depressed individuals with MDD, and showed reduced
blood flow in DLPFC and increased blood flow in
rostral ACG that reversed during remission (Mayberg
et al., 1999, 2005). Similarly, in an fMRI study
(Sheline et al., 2001), abnormally elevated activity
within the amygdala to masked fearful facial expres-
sions reduced with antidepressant treatment. Another
study (Davidson et al., 2003) demonstrated an effect
of treatment in a study employing emotionally nega-
tive, positive and neutral stimuli from the IAPS. At
baseline, depressed MDD individuals showed reduced
activity in left insula and left ACG relative to healthy
individuals. After treatment with venlafaxine, the pat-
tern of reduced activity in insula and ACC reversed.
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DI Figure 10.2 Time series of percent
change in blood oxygenation level
dependent (BOLD) signal to neutral
and both intensities of happy
expression in the right fusiform gyrus.
The figure represents the time course
of BOLD signal change in right
fusiform gyrus average for 16
depressed (DI) and 14 healthy (HI)
individuals. From Surguladze et al.
(2005). Copyright 2009, with kind
permission from Elsevier Ltd.
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Figure 10.3 Between group differences in trends in neural
response to sad expressions of increasing intensity of emotion. Two
brain slices depicted at 2 and 23.5 mm below the transcallosal plane
and the slice in coronal plane (y 0) demonstrate significant
between group differences in neural response to expressions of
increasing intensity of sadness. Decreases in neural response were
demonstrated in healthy individuals within the right fusiform gyrus
(BA 37), left parahippocampal/amygdalar region, and left putamen,
but increases within these regions were demonstrated in depressed
individuals. The right and the left sides of each brain slice are
displayed on the right and left sides of each image, respectively.
P, putamen; PH, parahippocampal/amygdalar region; F, fusiform
gyrus; BA, Brodmann area. From Surguladze et al. (2005). Copyright
2009, with kind permission from Elsevier Ltd.
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Furthermore, depressed MDD individuals with
greater ACC activity at baseline to negative versus
neutral stimuli showed the most robust treatment
response. This finding replicated an earlier report
showing that greater pregenual ACC activity at baseline
predicted better response to antidepressant treatment
in depressed MDD individuals (Mayberg et al., 1997).

Studies employing facial expressions have also
shown an amelioration of baseline patterns of abnor-
mal activity after antidepressant (selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitor, SSRI) treatment. Here, in response
to happy faces (Fu et al., 2007), depressed MDD
individuals demonstrated attenuated extrastriate
cortical activity that subsequently increased following
antidepressant treatment, while symptomatic improve-
ment was associated with greater overall capacity in the
hippocampal and extrastriate regions. In contrast,
abnormal patterns of increased activity in subcortical
and frontal cortical regions to sad facial expression
normalized after SSRI treatment in these depressed
MDD individuals (Fu et al., 2004). Similarly, in a
recent study, subgenual cingulate and extrastriate cor-
tical activity to sad facial expressions was reduced,
while extrastriate activity to happy facial expression

increased, after antidepressant treatment (Keedwell
et al., 2009). Interestingly, in one study (Canli et al.,
2005), amygdala activity to either positive or negative
facial expressions predicted illness outcome: greater
activity in amygdala at baseline predicted lower
depression score 8 months later. Recent research on
functional connectivity sheds more light on cortico-
striatal relationships associated with the treatment
response: in a study measuring BOLD response to
sad facial expressions, Chen et al. (2008) demon-
strated treatment-related increased coupling of BOLD
response between left amygdala and right middle
prefrontal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus, pregenual
anterior cingulate, anterior mid cingulate, insula, thal-
amus, caudate, and putamen. This is in line with
the connectivity studies based on resting state low-
frequency BOLD-weighted temporal fluctuations
(LFBF) described below (Anand et al., 2007).

Studies involving psychological treatment have also
demonstrated changes in neural activity following
remission. Thus, in a PET study employing either
paroxetine treatment or interpersonal therapy showed
that the decrease in Hamilton depression rating
scale was associated in both treatment groups with

Figure 10.4 Time series of percent change in blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal to neutral and both intensities of sad
expression in the left parahippocampal/amygdalar region. The figure represents the time course of BOLD signal change in left
parahippocampus/amygdala average for 16 depressed and 14 healthy individuals. HI, healthy individuals; DI, depressed individuals.
From Surguladze et al. (2005). Copyright 2009, with kind permission from Elsevier Ltd.
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decreases in normalized PFC and left ACGmetabolism,
and increases in normalized left temporal lobe metab-
olism (Brody et al., 2001). A SPET study (Martin
et al., 2001) analogously used interpersonal therapy
vs. venlafaxine and found that both treatments dem-
onstrated increased basal ganglia blood flow, although
there were differences as well: in addition to basal
ganglia, clinical improvement in venlafaxine group
was associated with right posterior temporal acti-
vation, while the IPT group had limbic right posterior
cingulate activation.

Broad replication of these results has been
reported in a study of CBT vs. venlafaxine (Kennedy
et al., 2007). This study showed that response to either
treatment modality was associated with decreased
glucose metabolism bilaterally in the orbitofrontal
cortex and left medial prefrontal cortex, along with
increased metabolism in the right occipital-temporal
cortex. Changes in metabolism in the anterior and
posterior parts of the subgenual cingulate cortex
and the caudate differentiated CBT and venlafaxine
responders.

A more recent fMRI study examining the effect
of CBT showed that pretreatment, MDD individuals
had elevated amygdala-hippocampal activity to sad
faces, that normalized following 16 sessions of CBT
(Fu et al., 2008b). Interestingly, baseline dorsal
anterior cingulate activity in depressed MDD indi-
viduals showed a significant relationship with subse-
quent clinical response. Another study demonstrated
that more sustained amygdala activity to negative
emotional words was associated with better response
to CBT in depressed MDD individuals (Siegle et al.,
2006).

Regarding neuroimaging studies of remitted indi-
viduals with a history of MDD, findings indicate some
similarity in neural activity between depressed and
remitted individuals with MDD that would indicate
persistent abnormalities in neural activity in MDD.
For example, one study demonstrated that left amyg-
dala metabolism did not differ between individuals in
depressed episode and in remission (Drevets et al.,
1992) that motivated the authors to suggest that ele-
vated metabolism in left amygdala may be a trait
biomarker in individuals vulnerable to MDD. In a
PET study using sad mood induction in remitted
MDD, acutely depressed MDD and healthy individ-
uals (Liotti et al., 2002), regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF) in remitted MDD individuals mirrored that
of acutely depressed MDD individuals: rCBF was

abnormally decreased in medial orbitofrontal cortex
in both MDD groups, but unchanged in healthy indi-
viduals. In addition, the sad mood provocation para-
digm was associated with a pattern of reduced rCBF
in pregenual anterior cingulate gyrus that was unique
to remitted MDD individuals. The authors proposed
that these findings indicated a pattern of rCBF that
conferred vulnerability to MDD.

Together, these studies provide converging find-
ings indicating an amelioration of abnormal patterns
of pretreatment, baseline neural activity in depressed
MDD individuals after pharmacologic and psycho-
logical treatments. They also suggest that baseline
activity in rostral ACG and amygdala may serve to
predict subsequent response to treatment in this
population. They also indicate shared patterns of
abnormal rCBF in depressed and remitted MDD
individuals in amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex at
rest and during emotion challenge, which may repre-
sent vulnerability to MDD.

It is known that despite progress in pharmaco-
therapy and advances in psychotherapeutic app-
roaches, up to 20% of patients with major
depression fail to respond to traditional methods of
therapy, and must undergo treatment with multiple
agents and/or electroconvulsive therapy (Fava, 2003).
One of the methods offering a promise in managing
treatment-resistant depression (TRD) is deep brain
stimulation (DBS) – a procedure that involves the
direct implantation of stimulation electrodes in local-
ized brain regions with the aim of modifying local
and connected brain activity through ongoing, usually
high-frequency, stimulation. Although DBS is an
invasive procedure with potentially serious side
effects, it has advantages over other psychosurgical
methods since the implants are minimally destructive
of brain tissue (for a review see Fitzgerald, 2008). The
pioneering study of 6 patients with TRD (Mayberg
et al., 2005) and a subsequent study involving an
additional 14 patients (Lozano et al., 2008) reported
the results of chronic DBS of subgenual cingulate
white matter bilaterally. The stimulation site was
chosen according to findings (Mayberg et al., 1999)
of involvement of the subgenual cingulate in both
acute sadness and antidepressant treatment effects.
The results showed that at 12 months from the start
of DBS, 55% of patients were responders (50% reduc-
tion of Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression, HRSD-
17) and 35% achieved or were within 1 point of
remission (scoring 8 or less on the HRSD-17 scale).
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The effects of DBS on brain functioning were
explored with neuroimaging techniques. Whereas
the original PET regional blood flow study (Mayberg
et al., 2005) showed a decrease in blood flow in the
subgenual cingulate gyrus, the subsequent 18F-fluoro-
deoxyglucose PET study (Lozano et al., 2008) found
focal increases in metabolism in the immediate vicin-
ity of the stimulating electrode with decreases in
metabolism in the adjacent caudal subcallosal gray
matter. Apart from these local changes DBS produced
decreases in metabolism in orbital, medial frontal
cortex and insula and increases in lateral prefrontal,
parietal, mid- and posterior cingulate cortices. The
authors hypothesized that DBS disrupted pathological
activity in the circuits underlying depression which
helped to normalize cerebral function. Another study
employing DBS (Schlaepfer et al., 2008) targeted the
nucleus accumbens based on the evidence of dysfunc-
tion of reward system in depression. One-week stimu-
lation in 3 patients showed a decrease in depression
scores (HRSD-24) as well as changes in glucose
metabolism in the cortical–limbic networks (meas-
ured by PET): increases in metabolism were observed
in the nucleus accumbens, amygdala, dorsolateral,
and dorsomedial prefrontal cortices; decreases in
metabolism were observed in medial prefrontal cortex
and caudate.

We next examine findings from neuroimaging
studies that employed pharmacologic challenge para-
digms to examine the extent to which dysfunction in
neural systems implicated in executive control and
emotion processing may be associated with deficits
in specific neurotransmitters.

Neuroimaging studies combined with
pharmacologic challenge paradigms
There is ample evidence that MDD is associated with
decreased serotonin metabolism (for review see Booij
et al., 2002). Acute tryptophan depletion (ATD)
experiments have been shown to induce depressive
symptoms in individuals at risk for depression or
remitted individuals with a history of MDD, thereby
revealing a trait abnormality associated with MDD. In
combination with neuroimaging, ATD therefore pro-
vides an opportunity to study the neural correlates of
this trait abnormality. A PET study examining
regional cerebral glucose utilization (rCMRGlu) dem-
onstrated that ATD in individuals with a history of
MDD induced a relapse of depression, which was

associated with increased glucose utilization in
orbitofrontal cortex, medial thalamus, anterior and
posterior cingulate cortices, and ventral striatum
(Neumeister et al., 2004). These results provide
experimental support for previous studies that impli-
cated the above prefrontal cortico-striatal neural
systems in MDD and highlight that abnormalities in
these neural systems may represent trait-like, vulner-
ability markers of MDD.

Other studies examined the potential role of other
neurotransmitters in MDD. In an fMRI study, oral
dextroamphetamine sulphate was administered to
stimulate dopaminergic reward systems (Tremblay
et al., 2005). Individuals with MDD experienced
hypersensitivity to the rewarding effects of dextro-
amphetamine, although activity was reduced in
reward processing neural regions such as orbitofron-
tal cortex, caudate and putamen. These findings were
interpreted as evidence for deficient dopamine-
mediated reward processing in MDD. A recent PET
fluorodeoxyglucose study (Hasler et al., 2008)
employed a catecholamine depletion (CD) paradigm.
Glucose metabolism was increased in remitted MDD
subjects, but decreased or remained unchanged in
healthy individuals in ventromedial frontal polar
cortex, midcingulate and subgenual ACG, temporo-
polar cortex, ventral striatum, and thalamus – regions
comprising a limbic–cortical–striatal–pallidal–thal-
amic network implicated in MDD. Metabolic changes
induced by CD in the left ventromedial frontal polar
cortex correlated positively with depressive symp-
toms, whereas changes in the anteroventral striatum
were correlated with anhedonic symptoms. Thus, the
study highlighted the close association between
decreased catecholaminergic neurotransmission,
depression and elevated activity in limbic–cortical–
striatal–pallidal–thalamic neural system.

Together, these findings indicate that abnormal-
ities in serotonergic and catecholaminergic transmis-
sion may together underlie the dysfunction in
prefrontal cortical and subcortical limbic neural
systems supporting executive control and emotion
processing that have been increasingly reported in
depressed – and even remitted – individuals with a
history of MDD.

We now turn to the emerging studies focusing on
examination of neural systems supporting executive
control and emotion processing in child and adoles-
cent and in late-life MDD, providing a lifespan per-
spective to neuroimaging studies of the illness.
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Child and adolescent MDD
There have been few neuroimaging studies of child
and adolescent MDD. PET and SPET are considered
inappropriate for use with children and adolescents
because they require exposure to radiation. Therefore,
studies to date have employed fMRI. One study
(Thomas et al., 2001) reported a blunted amygdala
response to fearful facial expressions in children with
depression, and exaggerated response in children with
anxiety. In contrast, another, larger study (Roberson-
Nay et al., 2006) found elevated amygdala activity in
adolescents with MDD during incidental memory
encoding of faces.

Exploring the functioning of reward-related
systems in children and adolescents with MDD,
another study (Forbes et al., 2006) reported blunted
activity in ACC, bilateral caudate, and inferior orbito-
frontal cortex bilaterally during both anticipation and
outcome phases of reward processing, together with
increased amygdala activity in the outcome phase.
These findings were interpreted as indicating a gener-
ally diminished responsiveness to reward in child-
hood onset MDD.

This small number of studies in child and adoles-
cent MDD provides parallel findings to those in adult
MDD, namely, reduced activity in emotion and
reward processing neural regions during positive
emotion and reward processing paradigms, although
to date findings have been less consistent regarding
the role of the amygdala in response to negative
emotional stimuli. Clearly, further studies examining
neural activity during emotion processing and cogni-
tive control are needed in this vulnerable population
of children and adolescents with MDD.

Functional neuroimaging studies
of MDD in late-life depression
Late-life depression (LLD) has been variably defined
as depression that starts between 50 and 65 years of
life (for a review, see Vaishnavi and Taylor, 2006).
LLD is often under-recognized, and there is surpris-
ingly little research on neural abnormalities accom-
panying this condition. One of the reasons for this
lack of research is a high heterogeneity of this sample
with regard to psychiatric and general medical
comorbidity, which complicates the examination of
the mood disorder itself. Therefore, researchers need
to take into account any age-related changes in brain

structure and function, e.g. the selective aging in
prefrontal cortex (Raz et al., 1997). On the other
hand, there may be abnormalities in neural systems
that are specific to LLD. For example, there are indi-
cations of high rates of “silent strokes” in individuals
with LLD that support a “vascular depression”
hypothesis for the illness (Alexopoulos et al., 1997).
The age-related specificity of brain abnormalities
in LLD is further supported by findings of signifi-
cantly more deep white matter hyperintensities and
periventricular hyperintensities in individuals with
the first onset of major depression over age 50 years
compared with those individuals with earlier age of
onset (Hickie et al., 1995; Salloway et al., 1996).
Recent volumetric studies have been able to detect
subtler abnormalities in cerebral cortex in patients
with LLD, e.g. bilateral gray matter and white matter
volume reductions in the anterior cingulate gyrus and
medial orbitofrontal cortex (Ballmaier et al., 2004).

We focus here on the limited number of func-
tional neuroimaging studies that have examined rela-
tively homogenous samples of elderly individuals with
MDD. These studies point to several characteristics of
LLD that are analogous to mid-life MDD, as well as to
some features that might be specific for LLD.

Resting state SPET studies showed reductions in
temporal lobe perfusion in individuals with LLD
compared with early-life depressed MDD and healthy
individuals (Ebmeier et al., 1998). Another well-
documented finding is prefrontal hypoperfusion
(Navarro et al., 2004), accompanied by striatal hyper-
perfusion (Alexopoulos, 2002). Importantly, perfusion
deficits in “vascular depression”may persist even after
remission, when compared with non-late-life MDD
individuals in remission (Kimura et al., 2003).

Functional MRI studies have examined neural
activity associated with performance of executive con-
trol and emotion processing in LLD, similar to the
studies in younger individuals. One study on
sequence learning (Aizenstein et al., 2005) showed
that depressed LDD individuals relative to healthy,
age-matched individuals showed diminished activity
in dorsolateral PFC bilaterally and increased activity
in right caudate and putamen, supporting the fronto-
striatal dysfunction hypothesis. A study examining
neural systems supporting emotion processing in
individuals with LLD (Brassen et al., 2008) demon-
strated that these individuals showed decreased activ-
ity to negative compared with positive word stimuli
in ventromedial prefrontal cortex. This finding was
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consistent with findings from a previous study of
mid-life MDD (Keedwell et al., 2005a), and also cor-
related with the severity of depression and resolved
following clinical improvement.

These findings therefore suggest that LLD, like
mid-life adult MDD and child and adolescent MDD,
is associated with a dissociation between functional
abnormalities in neural systems supporting positive
and negative emotion processing, and, like mid-life
MDD, may also be associated with decreased activity
in prefrontal cortical regions subserving executive
control. Further neuroimaging studies are needed in
this population.

We next describe findings from the very small
number of neuroimaging studies that have examined
neural activity in individuals at familial risk of MDD.

Individuals at familial risk of MDD
There have been few reports on neuroimaging studies
of people at risk for depression.

One study of young offspring of individuals with a
history of MDD (Mannie et al., 2008) showed that in
an emotional word-counting Stroop task, adults at
familial risk of MDD had less activity in the affective
subdivision of the ACC, compared with healthy indi-
viduals with no familial risk of MDD. This was par-
tially explained by the lack of difference between
neural activity in this region to neutral and emotional
words in individuals at risk. This finding was consist-
ent with findings of an earlier study (Elliott et al.,
2002) that showed a general attenuation of ACC
response to emotional words in depressed individuals
with MDD.

There is also evidence concurrent with the find-
ings of abnormal activity of amygdala in adult MDD.
In another recent study (Monk et al., 2008), high-risk
child and adolescent offspring of parents with MDD
demonstrated greater amygdala and ventral striatal
(NAcc) activity to fearful faces and lower NAcc activ-
ity to happy faces. These findings provide evidence
that the previously observed dissociation between
amygdala and striatal activity to happy and sad emo-
tional facial expressions in depressed individuals with
MDD may also represent a vulnerability marker for
MDD in familial at-risk but otherwise healthy
individuals.

These preliminary findings in individuals at famil-
ial at risk of developing MDD suggest converging
patterns of abnormality in neural systems supporting

emotion processing in depressed individuals with
MDD and those individuals at risk for the illness.
This is an exciting area of research and further studies
in this field will have the potential to yield important
findings that will ultimately help to identify biomar-
kers of MDD.

Novel neuroimaging techniques
in MDD
New methods are now emerging in fMRI studies to
examine resting state-related neural activity, measur-
ing the correlation of low-frequency BOLD-weighted
temporal fluctuations (LFBF) in steady-state fMRI
data as a measure of connectivity between different
neural regions (Biswal et al., 1995). One study
(Anand et al., 2005a) found that, in a standard task
exposing subjects to emotional pictures, depressed
MDD individuals showed increased activity in
amygdala, striatum, insula, ACG and anteromedial
prefrontal cortex, but decreased resting state LFBF
correlations between cortical and limbic sites com-
pared with healthy individuals. In a subsequent
study the authors examined an effect of 6-weeks
treatment with an SSRI antidepressant sertraline
(Anand et al., 2005b). The LFBF-based connectivity
in this study was measured during the presentation
of emotionally positive, negative and neutral pic-
tures from IAPS. The results demonstrated that
the treatment was associated with the increased con-
nectivity during processing of pleasant and neutral
but not negative pictures. A more recent study by
the same group (Anand et al., 2007), employing
both the activation task to emotionally negative
pictures and the resting state LFBF as a measure of
connectivity, demonstrated a decrease in previously
elevated subcortical limbic activity to negative emo-
tional pictures that was paralleled by an increase
in LFBF connectivity between pregenual ACC and
these subcortical limbic regions. A recent report
(Greicius et al., 2007) has shown that resting-state
connectivity within a brain “default network”,
including medial prefrontal cortex and postcingulate
gyrus, and that may be implicated in self-referential
processing, is increased in depressed MDD
individuals.

Another novel technique is a method to examine
regional homogeneity (ReHo; Zang et al., 2004). This
method is based on measuring the similarity of time
series of a given voxel to those of its nearest voxels,
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and eventually reflecting the temporal homogeneity
of regional BOLD signal, which can reflect the tem-
poral homogeneity of neural activity. One study (Yao
et al., 2008) found a diffuse ReHo decrease in
depressed individuals with MDD during resting state,
which was mainly distributed over frontal cortices,
subcortical limbic regions and basal ganglia. Import-
antly, correlational analysis with Hamilton Depres-
sion rating score for depression severity showed that
several dimensions of depression were significantly
and positively associated with ReHo in various limbic
and cortical regions, e.g. the severity of hopelessness
correlated with ReHo in right ventral anterior cingu-
late gyrus. This was consistent with previous studies
that implicated functional abnormalities in subgenual
cingulate cortex in depressed MDD individuals
(Drevets et al., 1997).

One new analytical approach to fMRI data utilizes
a support vector machine pattern classification
method that allows quantification of brain activity
patterns in terms of sensitivity and specificity to
depression (Fu et al., 2008a). Thus, in a sad facial
emotional expression processing task, 84% sensitivity
and 89% specificity was achieved in discriminating
between depressed MDD and healthy individuals,
corresponding to an accuracy of 86% (p < 0.0001).
This pattern classification method of fMRI data there-
fore provides for a highly valid test, comparable to
other clinical procedures, and may potentially be
used for diagnostic purposes. For example, electrocar-
diogram (ECG) treadmill testing of risk of cardiac
disease has a sensitivity of only 67% and specificity
of 70%.

Toward a neural model of MDD
The above findings have allowed the development of
neural models of MDD that can be used as frame-
works for examining in greater detail function within
neural systems supporting different executive control
and emotion processes to further facilitate identifica-
tion of biomarkers of the illness. One model
(Mayberg, 1997; Mayberg et al., 1999, 2005) proposed
an imbalance in limbic–cortical pathways with
reduced activity in dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex
and increased activity in subgenual anterior cingulate
gyrus, which reverses in remitted states.

This is broadly supported by another model
(Phillips et al., 2003b) that postulated increased activ-
ity within regions important for the identification

of emotional stimuli and generation of emotional
behavior, including the subgenual cingulate gyrus,
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, amygdala, anterior
insula, ventral striatum, and thalamus, and
decreased activity within regions implicated in the
effortful regulation of emotional behavior, including
dorsomedial and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices
(Figure 10.5).

Similarly, Drevets and colleagues (1992, 1997,
2008) have proposed that the pattern of brain meta-
bolic abnormalities in depression is characterized by
increased glucose metabolism in regions of dorsal
and ventromedial prefrontal, frontal polar cortices,
pre- and subgenual ACC, posterior cingulate, hippo-
campus, amygdala and parahippocampal gyrus,
ventromedial striatum, and medial thalamus. The
metabolism in these regions is normalized with
remission.

Recent studies provide evidence for involvement
of “default mode network” malfunctioning in depres-
sion. This network includes regions of ventromedial
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Figure 10.5 Schematic model for the neural basis of the observed
deficits in emotion perception and behavior, and the relationship
between these and the symptoms of patients with major
depression. Volume reductions within the amygdala and other
components of the ventral neural system (depicted in dark gray),
together with increased rather than decreased activity within these
regions during illness, may result in a restricted emotional range,
biased toward the predominant role of the amygdala in the
perception of negative rather than positive emotions. Structural and
functional impairments within regions of the dorsal system
(depicted in pale gray), associated with impairments in executive
function and effortful regulation of emotional behavior (reduced
size of the curved arrow representing the regulation of the
ventral by the dorsal system), may perpetuate these phenomena,
resulting in depressed mood and anhedonia. DLPFC, dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex; DMPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; ACG,
anterior cingulate gyrus; VLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex.
From Phillips et al. (2003b). Copyright 2009, with kind permission
from Elsevier Ltd.
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prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate gyrus and
inferolateral parietal cortices. Anterior parts of this
network are implicated in self-referential processing
(Gusnard et al., 2001), and tend to deactivate during
performance of cognitive tasks, as cognitive resources
are redirected (Raichle et al., 2001; McKiernan et al.,
2003). The normal decrease in VMPFC activation
during demanding tasks may indicate intact emo-
tional gating (Pochon et al., 2002), and conversely,
lack of this deactivation may indicate impaired
gating – as reported in a study on working memory
(N-back) task (Rose et al., 2006). An fMRI study
specifically focusing on resting state activity within
the default mode network (Greicius et al., 2007) dem-
onstrated that depressed MDD individuals showed
increased network functional connectivity in the sub-
genual cingulate gyrus, the thalamus, the orbitofron-
tal cortex, and the precuneus.

This is in line with the recent conceptualizations.
Gotlib and Hamilton (2008) and Drevets et al. (2008)
highlight the closeness of the default network to a
“visceromotor system” that modulates introspective
functions and visceral reactions to emotional stimuli
and is overactive during the depressed state of MDD.

A recent meta-analysis (Fitzgerald et al., 2008a)
comprising a large number of neuroimaging studies
of resting state, emotional activation and effects of
treatment, concluded that since there is limited over-
lap between the areas found across imaging methods,
“pathophysiology as potentially identified with these
techniques appears complex and not reducible to
simple models or understandable with single imaging
methods.” Amongst the areas strongly supported by
the meta-analysis was the network involving dorsal/
pregenual anterior cingulate, bilateral middle frontal
gyrus (DLPFC), insula and superior temporal gyrus.
This network was characterized by reduced activity in
resting state, which normalized with treatment, and
relative lack of activation in response to emotionally
negative stimuli. Another network, comprising
cortico-subcortical limbic structures of medial and
inferior frontal cortex, basal ganglia (caudate or puta-
men) and (less consistently) amygdala and thalamus
has been found to be hyperactive in the depressed
state and hyper-responsive to both negative and
positive stimuli which then normalized following
treatment. The meta-analysis did not find either
over- or under-activity in subgenual ACC cortex,
but demonstrated a reduction in its activity with SSRI
antidepressant treatment.

Summary and conclusion
We have described findings from a wide range of
different functional neuroimaging studies that have
provided converging findings that have contributed
to a better understanding of the neural mechan-
isms underlying MDD, and in turn may begin to
help identify potential biomarkers of MDD. There
is now increasingly compelling evidence that
MDD is associated with dysfunction within differ-
ent neural systems during rest, during executive
control and during emotion processing. Findings
from these studies indicate that patterns of
increased activity within and functional connectiv-
ity between different components of neural systems
implicated in emotion and reward processing, and
most consistently to negative emotional stimuli,
characterize the depressed episode of MDD. Con-
versely, decreased connectivity between different
prefrontal cortical regions implicated in executive
control, although inconsistent findings of both
decreases and increases in activity within these
regions during performance of such tasks are evi-
dent in depressed individuals with MDD. These
abnormalities ameliorate in part with successful
treatment for MDD, although some findings sug-
gest residual abnormalities in these neural systems
in remitted individuals with MDD. Abnormalities
in both serotonergic and catecholaminergic neuro-
transmitter systems may underlie the patterns of
dysfunction observed macroscopically in MDD.
Emerging findings from the relatively small
number of studies that have examined activity in
these neural systems in children and adolescent
with MDD, and in LLD, are beginning to show
that similar patterns of dysfunction in these neural
systems may characterize MDD at both ends of the
lifespan. Furthermore, dysfunction in subcortical
limbic regions supporting emotion and reward
processing, and in prefrontal cortical regions sup-
porting executive control may also characterize
individuals at familial risk of developing MDD.
New technologies for investigating connectivity
between different regions in these neural systems
both at rest and during performance of executive
control and emotion processing tasks are promis-
ing techniques for more in-depth study of these
neural systems, and the extent to which abnormal-
ities in these neural systems may represent illness
biomarkers, in MDD.
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Box 10.1. Most significant findings of functional
neuroimaging studies of major depression

� Depressive episode: resting state
Reducedmetabolism in lateral prefrontal regions
Increasedmetabolism in subgenual ACC (especially

in treatment responders)
Increased metabolism in amygdala

� Depressive episode: cognitive tasks
Increased BOLD signal in dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex
� Depressive episode: emotion processing abnor-

malities that reverse with treatment
Decreased BOLD signal in ACC and dorsal pre-

frontal cortex
Mood-congruent bias of BOLD signal in amygdala,

ventral striatum, hippocampus, extrastriate
visual cortex

Reduced connectivity between cortical and limbic
structures

� Remitted individuals
Reduced blood flow in ventral orbitofrontal

cortex during sad mood induction
Increased blood flow in amygdala at rest

� Individuals at familial risk: emotion processing
Low reactivity of ACC
Increased amygdala and nucleus accumbens

activity to negative signals, decreased nucleus
accumbens activity to positive signals

� Children and adolescents with MDD
Blunted response in orbitofrontal cortex and ACC

to reward
Increased or decreased amygdala to emotional

signals
� Late-life depression

Prefrontal hypoperfusion in resting state
Reduced prefrontal BOLD signal in cognitive tasks
Mood-congruent dissociation in ventromedial

prefrontal cortex BOLD response to emotional
signals, that reverses after treatment
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Chapter

11 Molecular imaging of major depression

Julia Sacher and Gwenn S. Smith

Introduction
The initial publications of monoamine receptor
binding in the living human brain in the mid 1980s
and the progress in neurochemical brain imaging since
that time have had a profound influence on our ability
to test hypotheses generated from clinical observa-
tions, preclinical and post-mortem data regarding the
neurochemistry of neuropsychiatric disorders in the
living human brain (Wagner et al., 1983; Wong et al.,
1984; Arnett et al., 1986). Progress in radiotracer
chemistry and instrumentation over the past 20 years
has enabled us to test mechanistic hypotheses about
pathophysiology, as well as to understand the mech-
anism of action of psychotropic medications.

The primary focus of radiochemistry development
for Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and Single
Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT)
has been dopamine and serotonin neurotransmission
(including imaging of neurotransmitter metabolism/
synthesis, transporters and receptors). Major
advances have been made in areas including choliner-
gic (muscarinic and nicotinic), glutamatergic (Brown
et al., 2008), and opiate systems (Hashimoto et al.,
2008; Hirvonen et al., 2009; Reid et al., 2008; Sorger
et al., 2008). More recently, the focus of radiotracer
development has broadened to include molecular
targets such as signal transduction, inflammation
and aspects of neuropathology such as amyloid
deposition (Vasdev et al., 2008; Fujita et al., 2008;
Suhara et al., 2008). Other more challenging targets
of interest for which radiotracers continue to be in
development include receptors and transporters for
norepinephrine, corticotrophin-releasing factor and
the hypothalamo-pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis and
neurogenesis (Schou et al., 2007; Steiniger et al.,
2008; Sullivan et al., 2007). Table 11.1 lists the

radiotracers in current use for animal and human
studies. With respect to instrumentation, the reso-
lution of PET and SPECT scanners has improved
considerably over the years. Over the past 10 years,
dual-modality scanners such as PET/CT and PET/MR
scanners have been developed (for a review, see Myers
and Hume, 2002; Riemann et al., 2008; Rowland and
Cherry, 2008; Heiss, 2009).

PET and SPECT imaging measures of glucose
metabolism, cerebral blood flow and perfusion have
provided a fundamental understanding of the neural
circuitry associated with affective states in normal
control subjects, as well as differences between non-
depressed and control subjects, differences between
patients who respond to treatment compared to non-
responders, and the effects of antidepressant interven-
tions including pharmacologic, non-pharmacologic,
and somatic treatments (as reviewed by Mayberg,
2003; Ressler and Mayberg, 2007). The ultimate goal
of this work has been to identify the functional cir-
cuitry which determines what treatment modality will
be indicated for a given patient, which intervention
will be indicated for treatment-resistant patients, and
how the neuroimaging data could be used to predict
recurrence (Mayberg, 2003; Agid et al., 2007). Having
identified the functional circuitry implicated in treat-
ment response, we can begin to evaluate specific neu-
rochemical mechanisms using neurochemical brain
imaging. A summary of the neurochemical mechan-
isms that can be measured in vivo with PET and
SPECT is shown in Box 11.1.

This chapter will review the PET and SPECT
neurochemical brain imaging studies to understand
the neurochemical mechanisms underling depression
and the response to treatment. A section describing
clinical and methodological considerations will be
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Table 11.1 Overview of radiotracers in current use for animal and human in vivo PET and SPECT studies

Neurotransmitter
site

Radiotracer Reference*

Dopamine

Metabolism L-[18F]-6-fluoroDOPA, L-[β-11 C]DOPA Garnett et al., 1983; Hartvig et al., 1991

Transporter [11C]-D-threo-methylphenidate, [18F]-FP-CIT,
[11C]-WIN 35,428, [18F]-FECNT, [123I]-betaCIT

Volkow et al., 1995; Chaly et al., 1996; Frost et al.,
1993; Davis et al., 2003; Laruelle et al., 1994

Monoamine oxidase
inhibitor (A and B)

[11C]-clorgyline, [11C]l-deprenyl, [11C]-harmine Fowler et al., 1987; Ginovart et al., 2006

Vesicular
monoamine
transporter (type 2)

[11C]-(þ) dihydrotetrabenazine Frey et al., 1996

D1 Receptor [11C]-SCH23390, [11C]-NNC112 Suhara et al., 1991; Halldin et al,. 1998

D2 Receptor:
antagonists

[18F]-N-methylspiroperidol, 3-N-[11C]-n-methyl-
spiperone, 3-(2’0-[18F]fluoroethyl)spiperone,
[11C]-Raclopride, [18F]-Fallypride, [11C]-FLB 457,
[123I]-IBZM, [123I]-Epidepride, [123I]-IBF

Arnett et al., 1986; Wagner et al., 1983;
Satyamurthy et al., 1990; Farde et al., 1985;
Mukherjee et al., 2002; Halldin et al., 1995; Kung
et al., 1990; Kessler et al., 1992; Brücke et al.,
1993

D2 Receptor:
Agonists

( )-N-[11C]Propyl-Norapomorphine, [11C]-(þ)-
PHNO

Hwang et al., 2000; Willeit et al., 2006

D3 Receptor** Leopoldo et al., 2002

D4 Receptor** Huang et al., 2001

Serotonin

Metabolism [11C]-alpha-methyltryptophan Okazawa et al., 2000

Transporter [11C]-McN5652, [11C]-DASB, [123I]-β-CIT,
[123I]-ADAM

Szabo et al., 1995; Houle et al., 2000; Pirker et al.,
2000; Erlandsson et al., 2005

5-HT1A receptor:
antagonists

[11C]-carbonyl-WAY100635, p-[18F]-MPPF Farde et al., 1998; Shiue et al., 1997b

5-HT1A receptor:
Agonists

[11C]-CUMI-101 Milak et al., 2008

5-HT1B receptor [11C]-AZ10419369 Pierson et al., 2008

5-HT2A receptor [18F]-altanserin, [18F]-setoperone, [11C]-
MDL100907

Smith et al., 1998; Blin et al., 1990; Ito et al., 1998

5-HT4 [11C]-SB207145, [123I]SB 207710 Marner et al., 2007; Pike et al., 2003

5-HT6 [11C]GSK-215083 Parker et al., 2008

Norepinephrine

Transporter (S,S)-[18F]FMeNER-D2, (S, S)-[11C]MRB Takano et al., 2008; Ding et al., 2006

Acetylcholine

Vesicular transporter [123I]-iodovescamicol Kuhl et al., 1994

Muscarinic receptors [11C]-benztropine, [11C]-NMPB, [18F]-FTZP,
[123I]-QNB, [123I]4-iododexetimide, [123I]4-
iodolevetimide

Dewey et al., 1990; Suhara et al., 1993;
Podruchny et al., 2003; Eckelman et al., 1984;
Muller-Gartner et al., 1992
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presented first, followed by sections summarizing
the findings for the serotonin and dopamine systems,
as well as other neurochemical and molecular targets.
While the majority of studies have been performed
in mid-life unipolar depressed patients, the available
data on depression subtypes (bipolar disorders and
geriatric depression) will be reviewed as well. The
neuroimaging data will be reviewed with a particular
emphasis on those highly informative studies that
have also integrated symptom measures and geno-
typing with the neurochemical measures to elucidate
the variability observed in the neurochemical
imaging data.

Table 11.1 (cont.)

Neurotransmitter
site

Radiotracer Reference*

Nicotinic receptors [11C]-nicotine, 2-[18F]-F-A85380, [18F]-FPH Nordberg et al., 1995; Horti et al., 2000;
Villemagne et al., 1997

Acetylcholinesterase [11C]-PMP, [11C]-physostigmine Koeppe et al., 1999; Pappata et al., 1996

Glutamate

NMDA receptor [11C]-ketamine, [18F]FTCP, [18F]methyl-MK-801 Shiue et al., 1997; Ferrarese et al., 1991; Blin
et al., 1991

Metabotropic
glutamate subtype 5
(mGluR5)

[18F]-SP203 Brown et al., 2008

Benzodiazepine
receptor

Central [11C]-flumazenil, [123I]-iomazenil Koeppe et al., 1991; Zoghbi et al., 1992

Peripheral [11C]-PK11195, [11C]DAA1106 Junck et al., 1989, Yasuno et al., 2008

Opiate [11C]-carfentanil, [11C]-methyl-naltrindole Frost et al., 1985; Smith et al., 1999

Neuropeptides

Corticotrophin
releasing factor
receptor

[18F]-FBPPA, [11C]R121920, [11C]DMP696 Martarello et al., 2001; Sullivan et al., 2007

Substance P (NK-1) [18F]-SPA-RQ, Hargreaves et al., 2002

Arachidonic acid
metabolism

[11C]-arachidonic acid Giovacchini et al., 2002

Phosphodiesterase
IV inhibitor

[11C]-rolipram DaSilva et al., 2002

Alzheimer pathology [18F]FDDNP Shoghi-Jadid et al., 2002

Amyloid deposition [11C]-6-OH-BTA-1, [11C]-SB-13 Mathis et al., 2003; Verhoeff et al., 2004

* If available, studies utilizing human subjects are cited.
**Still in development.

Box 11.1. Molecular brain imaging in affective
disorders

Mechanistic Studies
� Cerebral Metabolism/Blood Flow

� Cognitive Activation
� Pharmacologic Activation

� Neurotransmitter Synthesis/Vesicular
Storage

� Neurotransmitter Transporter/Receptor
Binding

� Endogenous Neurotransmitter Activity
� Neurotransmitter Concentrations
� Neurotransmitter Interactions
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Clinical and methodological
considerations
The clinical and methodological aspects involved in the
design, analysis and interpretation of neurochemical
imaging studies will be reviewed. While the majority
of studies have examined patients and demographically
matched controls in a cross-sectional manner, more
recent studies have used within-subjects designs to
evaluate state- or treatment-dependent effects. The
repeated study of patients during the course of treat-
ment provides invaluable information to understanding
trait- versus state-related effects, as well as to evaluating
the neurochemical substrates of treatment response and
treatment resistance.

Clinical considerations
Medication status and treatment
Issues such as prior medication exposure, duration of
unmedicated interval for the current episode, and treat-
ment response history may introduce variability into
the results obtained. The majority of neurochemical
imaging studies were conducted in patients who have
never been treated, or who have undergone a medica-
tion-free interval. The selection of such patients repre-
sents a challenge to patient recruitment, but also has
limited the ability to conduct neurochemical imaging
studies in severely symptomatic patients or subgroups
of patients (e.g. mania, psychotic depression). More
information regarding the sensitivity of neurochemical
brain imaging measures to psychotropic drug exposure
might enable the data obtained in currently treated
patients to be interpreted. In the studies involving
repeated imaging before and during treatment, the
primary consideration is whether the treatment interval
is sufficient to observe a consistent response (either
response or non-response), and whether the duration
between last medication dose and time of scan was
controlled.

Psychiatric and medical comorbidity
Another major issue in the design and interpretation
of neurochemical brain imaging studies in psychiatric
patients is psychiatric and medical comorbidity, par-
ticularly in the elderly. Given the high comorbidity of
depression with anxiety disorders and addictive dis-
orders, for example, study samples that exclude such
individuals may not be representative of the popula-
tion. At the same time, such comorbid diagnoses may

contribute variance into the results and should be con-
sidered in data analyses.Medical comorbidity is amajor
issue in studies of geriatric patients. Conditions such
as cerebrovascular disease or diabetes are commonly
observed in the elderly. There is no correct approach
to addressing these issues. The decision involves either
enrolling a highly selected sample of patients, or exclud-
ing the patients who are often those who present
challenges in clinical management and may have more
severe neurochemical deficits. These considerations
have limited our ability to study treatment-resistant
patients for whom in-vivo neurochemical information
could inform clinical management.

Patient characterization, phenomenology
and genotyping
Some of the most informative neurochemical imaging
studies have explained the variability obtained within
groups based upon correlations with affective or cog-
nitive symptoms or particular genotypes. There are
numerous examples of studies reviewed in this chap-
ter that have found no between-group differences, but
relationships in the patient group between the neuro-
imaging measures and symptoms or genotypes. The
primary limiting factor for this type of investigation is
sample size. Most neurochemical imaging studies
have relatively limited sample sizes, while studies to
evaluate the functional correlates of genetic poly-
morphisms require larger sample sizes. The pre-
selection of patients to enroll in neuroimaging studies
based on genotype is a potential approach that could
be implemented. In addition, issues such as popula-
tion stratification and control for multiple compari-
sons should be addressed. While such strategies are
complicated to implement and may require a multi-
center approach, the available data suggest that such
integrative approaches have yielded highly informa-
tive data.

Methodological considerations
Radiotracer properties
After radiochemical synthesis procedures have been
developed for a particular target, rodent and non-
human primate studies are typically conducted to
determine the time course of binding in the brain.
Then, the binding profile of the radiotracer is charac-
terized by “blocking” studies (measuring the magni-
tude occupancy of an unlabelled compound, either
the same compound or a similar compound to the
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labeled agent) for the target of interest, in addition to
other sites for which the radiotracer may have a
higher affinity.

Several considerations for determining the suit-
ability of a radiotracer for PET or SPECT include
the following: (1) how selective is the binding of the
radiotracer to the target of interest, (2) how high are
the ratios of specific to non-specific binding (typically
ratios greater than two are considered acceptable),
(3) are the kinetics of the radiotracer such that the
radiotracer reaches equilibrium and washes out
within several half lives of the radiotracer and in a
reasonable amount of time so that the patients can
tolerate the scanning duration, and (4) do radiola-
beled metabolites of the radiotracer enter the brain
and are the metabolites found in high enough
amounts to hinder quantification of specific binding?

Acute and chronic treatment
When performing neuroreceptor studies prior to and
following treatment, the primary considerations in-
clude the effects of the intervention (1) on ligand
delivery (particularly with respect to high-affinity
ligands), (2) on the rate of metabolism of the radio-
tracer, and (3) on endogenous neurotransmitter
concentrations (if the radiotracer is sensitive to alter-
ations in neurotransmitter concentrations). The abil-
ity to interpret the data obtained is largely determined
by the degree to which the radiotracer has been char-
acterized in terms of its binding profile and sensitivity
to its endogenous competitor. Regarding the design of
intervention paradigms, the pharmacologic profile
of the intervention agent must be considered, in
addition to the time course of the acute (minutes
to hours) or chronic (weeks) neuropharmacological
effects. In this context, the incorporation of plasma
levels of the intervention agents and neuroendocrine
measures may enhance the interpretation of the neu-
roimaging data. Measures of the effects of the inter-
ventions on cognition and mood and correlating
the neuroimaging data with relevant genotyping
may provide useful information with respect to inter-
pretation of between-subject variability of the neuro-
imaging data.

Instrumentation and study design
In the evaluation of the PET/SPECT studies, there are
many issues concerning the design of the imaging
protocol and image analysis that may affect the results

obtained and their interpretation. Regarding the con-
duct of the PET studies, there is potential variability
introduced by (1) the specific PET scanner used
(which would affect the spatial resolution); (2) the
data acquisition mode (two-dimensional versus
three-dimensional); and (3) whether the study was
quantitative (were venous or arterial blood samples
obtained to measure radioactivity/metabolite concen-
trations), or was a reference region approach used.

Image processing
The two challenging issues are corrections for partial
volume effects (imaging of reduced brain tissue in a
region of interest due to cerebral atrophy or imaging
of a small gray matter structure surrounded by white
matter or cerebrospinal fluid) and correction for head
movement during the scans. Correction methods
for both issues have been proposed and implemen-
ted (Rousset et al., 2008; Shidahara et al., 2009;
Montgomery et al., 2006; Rahmim et al., 2008). Par-
tial volume effects can result in a signal loss and can
be observed as spillover of radioactivity between
regions. This phenomenon occurs when the size of
the region is similar or smaller than the point spread
function, being attributed to the limited spatial reso-
lution of the scanner. Head movement can occur,
especially given the long scan protocols for neuro-
chemical radiotracers (60 min or longer), and may
be a more critical issue when studying symptomatic
rather than treated patients.

Data analysis
Regarding the analysis of the PET data, the consider-
ations in evaluating neurochemical imaging studies
include: (1) whether the data are analyzed using a
region of interest (ROI) approach or a voxel-wise
approach (e.g. statistical parametric mapping, SPM),
(2) whether structural brain scans are used for ana-
tomical definition and correction for the effects of
cerebral atrophy, (3) whether the tracer kinetic model
has been validated; and (4) the statistical procedures
used (e.g. analysis of variance, principal component
analysis).

The impact of mood disorders
Major Depressive Disorder (MDD, also known as
unipolar depression) is the most common psychiatric
disorder and is defined as a period of at least
two weeks of sustained depressed mood and/or
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anhedonia (Kessler et al., 2005; First et al., 1995).
Other symptoms include loss of appetite, disturbed
sleep pattern, loss of energy, irritability, problems with
concentration and memory, feelings of worthless-
ness, and suicidal thoughts (First et al., 1995). The
lifetime prevalence for MDD is as high as 20% in
the general population worldwide, with a female to
male ratio about 5:2 (Weissman et al., 1996).

Bipolar disorder (BD) has a lifetime prevalence of
1–2.4% for subthreshold BD in the United States
and ranks sixth as a burden of disease worldwide
(Merikangas et al., 2007; Murray, 1996). BD is char-
acterized by the presence of one or more episodes of
mania or, if milder, hypomania. Manic episodes com-
monly alternate with depressive episodes or symp-
toms, or mixed episodes in which features of both
mania and depression are present at the same time.
Psychotic major depression (PMD) is a type of
depression that can include symptoms such as para-
noia, higher levels of anxiety, as well as higher scores
of depressed mood, motor retardation, and cognitive
disturbance. Thus, clinical course and treatment
for PMD differ from those of non-psychotic major
depressive disorder, as reviewed by Keller et al.
(2007). PMD is estimated to affect about 0.4% of the
population (Ohayon and Schatzberg, 2002). The preva-
lence of geriatric depression requiring clinical attention
is 13.5% (Beekman et al., 1999), and more than 50%
have a chronic course (Beekman et al., 2002; Cole et al.,
1999). Cognitive impairment, attention deficits,
decreased learning ability, memory loss, and problems
in executive function are frequent (Abas et al., 1990;
Alexopoulos et al., 2000), and associated with disability
and poor treatment outcome (Alexopoulos et al., 1996,
2000; Simpson et al., 1997). Geriatric depression is also
associated with a dramatic increase in the rate of com-
pleted suicide andwith greatermortality in themedically
ill elderly (Conwell et al., 1996; Bruce and Leaf, 1989).

Converging clinical, biochemical, neuroimaging,
and post-mortem data suggest that MDD, as well as
other affective disorders, is unlikely to be an illness of
one brain region or a single neurotransmitter system,
but a complex disease affecting integrated pathways
linking specific cortical, subcortical, and limbic sites
and their related neurotransmitter and molecular
mediators (Castren, 2004; Krishnan and Nestler,
2008; Ressler and Mayberg, 2007; Smith et al., 2007).
In the following section, we will review the studies
on neurochemical imaging in depressive illness.
While the majority of studies have focused on

unipolar depression, we will discuss the available data
on other depression subtypes.

Neurochemical imaging in mood
disorders
Serotonin system
Serotonin dysfunction in MDD is supported by numer-
ous observations. These findings include reduced cere-
brospinal fluid (CSF) concentrations of the serotonin
metabolite 5-hydroxyindolacetic acid inmedication-free
depressed patients; decreased serotonin concentrations
in post-mortem brain tissue in depressed and suicidal
patients; recurrence of depression after tryptophan
depletion in remitted, medication-free patients; and a
decrease in serotonin uptake, transporter and receptor
binding sites in platelets and the brains of drug-free
depressed patients (as reviewed by Mann, 1999; Owens
and Nemeroff, 1994; Stockmeier, 2003). In addition,
pharmacologic intervention studies have shown a
blunted neuroendocrine response to acute pharmacolo-
gic interventions of the serotonin system and alterations
in mood in depressed patients by pharmacologic
manipulations of serotonin system (improvement in
mood with increased serotonin and worsening of mood
with reduced serotonin concentrations, as reviewed by
Kilts, 1994; Maes andMeltzer, 1995; Owens andNemer-
off, 1994; Nobler et al., 1999a, 1999b; Mann, 1999).

With advances in radiotracer chemistry, in-vivo
imaging studies have evaluated components of the sero-
tonin system including serotonin synthesis, serotonin
transporter, 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors. The
majority of these studies have been conducted in mid-
life unipolar, depressed patients). Radiotracers for other
serotonin receptor sites are being evaluated (5-HT1b
(Pierson et al., 2008), 5-HT4 (Comley, et al., 2006),
5-HT6 (Parker et al., 2008); see Table 11.1). Several
studies provide evidence for reduced serotonin synthe-
sis in depression. Agren et al. (1991) reported lower
uptake of [11C]-5-hydroxytryptophan, a radiolabeled
precursor for serotonin synthesis, in depressed patients.
Serotonin synthesis as measured by trapping of the
radiotracer alpha-[11C]-methyl-L-tryptophan was
shown to be reduced in anterior cingulate gyrus (bilat-
erally in females, left hemisphere in males) and left
medial temporal cortex in unmedicated depressed
patients (Rosa-Neto et al., 2004). These findings suggest
that the transporter and receptor alterations observed
are related to reduced pre-synaptic serotonin function.
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Serotonin transporter (5-HTT)
The human 5-HTT is a 630 amino acid-long receptor
that spans the lipid bilayer 12 times with cytoplasmic
NH2 and COOH termini (Blakely et al., 1998). The
5-HTT is particularly relevant to understanding the
functional neuroanatomy of depression given its
localization in cortical, striatal, and limbic areas
(Varnas et al., 2004). Post-mortem autoradiographic
studies (Cortes et al., 1988; Hall et al., 1998) have
shown that the serotonergic system is hetero-
geneously distributed throughout the human brain,
with the majority of 5-HT neurons located in the
raphe nuclei in the brainstem, as well as in the locus
coeruleus, substantia nigra, and some areas of the
thalamus and hypothalamus. Intermediate densities
of 5-HTT are found in the basal ganglia, various parts
of the amygdala and hypothalamus, and in substruc-
tures of the pons and medulla oblongata located out-
side the raphe nuclei. The lowest density of 5-HTT
was measured in the cerebellum, as well as in cortical
structures and in most areas of the amygdala (Cortes
et al., 1988; Hall et al., 1998). Thus, the localization of
the serotonin transmitter suggests that it has a poten-
tially important modulatory role with respect to areas
implicated in depression.

Two PET radiotracers have been most commonly
used to image 5-HTT. The initial human studies
were performed with [11C](þ)McN5652 (trans-
1,2,3,5,6,10-b-hexahydro-6-[4-(methylthio)phenyl]-
pyrrolo-[2,1–1]-isoquinoline) (Suehiro et al., 1993).
This radiotracer shows good brain uptake and high
selectivity for 5-HTT relative to other monoamine
transporters (Ikoma et al., 2002; Kung et al., 1999;
Parsey et al., 2000; Shank et al., 1988). Due to a low
ratio of specific to free and non-specific binding, and
modest reversibility of binding during the time
frame of the PET scan, measurement of cortical
5-HTT binding with [11C](þ)McN5652 is limited
(Buck et al., 2000; Frankle et al., 2005; Ikoma
et al., 2002; Parsey et al., 2000). At the present time,
the PET radiotracer [11C]-DASB (3-amino-4-(2-
dimethylaminomethylphenylsulfanyl)-benzonitrile) is
themost commonly used radiotracer for 5-HTT. [11C]-
DASB is highly selective, shows good brain uptake with
an adequate ratio of specific binding relative to non-
specific binding with high test–retest reliability of
regional 5-HTT binding (Ginovart et al., 2001;
Wilson et al., 2002; Frankle et al., 2006). SPECT
studies for 5-HTT have been performed using the

radiotracers [123I]-CIT ([123I]-methyl 3-(4-iodophenyl)
tropane-2-carboxylate (Kugaya et al., 2003; Pirker
et al., 2000; Willeit et al., 2000), and [123I]-ADAM
(2-((2-((dimethylamino)methyl)phenyl)thio)-5-iodo-
phenylamine (Catafau et al., 2006; Erlandsson et al.,
2005; Sacher et al., 2007). [123I]-ADAM is more
selective for 5-HTT compared to [123I]-CIT (that
also binds to the dopamine transporter).

PET and SPECT studies have evaluated 5-HTT
binding in mid-life unipolar and bipolar patients
(e.g. Malison et al., 1998; Meyer et al., 2001b; Szabo
et al., 2002). Increased 5-HTT (Cannon et al., 2006,
2007), decreased 5-HTT (Malison et al., 1998;
Newberg et al., 2005; Parsey et al., 2006a; Reimold
et al., 2008; Oquendo et al., 2007), or no difference
in unmedicated, recovered or remitted patients
(Bhagwagar et al., 2007; Meyer et al., 2004) has been
reported. Reduced 5-HTT has been associated with
anxiety symptoms in depressed patients (Reimold
et al., 2008). It has been suggested that the discrep-
ancy between studies may be related to differences
between studies in the inclusion of patients with
comorbid psychiatric diagnoses, such as post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), generalized anxiety dis-
order (GAD), binge eating disorder, and simple
phobia (Meyer, 2007). The studies that have excluded
patients with comorbid Axis I illness have shown
increased 5-HTT binding (Ichimiya et al., 2002),
whereas the studies that included patients with other
Axis I disorders showed lower 5-HTT binding (Parsey
et al., 2006a). Higher 5-HTT binding is associated
with greater pessimistic thinking as indicated by
scores on the dysfunctional attitudes scale (Meyer
et al., 2004). Similarly, higher thalamic 5-HTT is asso-
ciated with greater neuroticism in young control sub-
jects (Takano et al., 2007). Two [11C](þ)McN5652
PET studies have reported that higher baseline
5-HTT binding predicted remission to acute fluoxetine
treatment, as well as remission at one year (Kugaya
et al., 2004; Miller et al., 2008). While the direction of
the results across studies is different, the regions
implicated are remarkably consistent (e.g. cingulate
gyrus, frontal cortex, insula, thalamus and striatum).
The factors that may contribute to differences across
studies include differences in the radiotracers used
([11C]-DASB versus [11C]-McN5652) and sample
characteristics, including comorbid psychiatric diag-
noses and duration of medication-free interval.

The serotonin transporter represents the primary
target for selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
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(SSRIs), the class of antidepressants most widely pre-
scribed for MDD. SSRIs bind to 5-HTT, thereby
blocking serotonin reuptake from the synaptic cleft
and subsequently raising extracellular serotonin.
Occupancy by SSRIs has been evaluated in controls
and depressed patients (Klein et al., 2006, 2007;
Meyer et al., 2001b; Parsey et al., 2006a). Studies in
controls treated acutely with fluoxetine or depressed
patients treated for four weeks with either paroxetine
or citalopram have reported significant 5-HTT occu-
pancy in caudate, putamen, thalamus, in addition to
prefrontal and anterior cingulate cortices. The magni-
tude occupancy for these SSRIs was similar (ranging
from 65 to 87% across regions; Meyer et al., 2001b).
These studies in both controls and depressed patients
all demonstrated relatively high brain 5-HTT occu-
pancy even at low plasma concentrations. The studies
in patients did not show a correlation between 5-HTT
occupancy and improvement in depressive symptoms.
A recent study in elderly depressives, who were treated
for 8–10 weeks with citalopram to establish treatment
response, showed a similar magnitude of striatal and
thalamic occupancy, as well as similar relationship
between brain occupancy and plasma concentrations
to that observed in younger depressed patients also
treated with the SSRI citalopram (Smith et al., 2008).
A representative [11C]-DASB parametric image from
elderly depressed patients is shown in Figure 11.1. In
this study of elderly depressed patients, voxel-wise
analysis of the 5-HTT data showed that there was a
remarkable degree of similarity between regions
of 5-HTT occupancy that were correlated with
improvement in depressive symptoms and regions of

cerebral metabolic decrease (e.g. anterior cingulate
gyrus, middle frontal gyrus, precuneus, parahippo-
campal gyrus) and increase (inferior parietal lobule,
cuneus) by citalopram. These data suggest that a ser-
otonergic mechanism may underlie observations of
altered cerebral blood flow and metabolism associated
with the antidepressant response and that voxel-wise
analyses of the neurochemical imaging data may be
informative for detecting changes in brain regions
with lower concentrations of the transporters and
receptors of interest.

In summary, while the data concerning 5-HTT
binding in the baseline, unmedicated state in unipolar
and bipolar depressed patients are controversial, there
is consistency between studies with respect to the
brain regions implicated, occupancy by antidepres-
sant medications, as well as the predictive value of
baseline 5-HTT binding with respect to treatment
outcome and remission. The available data suggest
that the correlation of 5-HTT binding with behavioral
measures such as pessimistic thinking may explain
the variability in patients. While the studies in control
subjects have been largely negative with respect to
finding an association between 5-HTT binding and
genetic polymorphisms for the 5-HTT promoter
(Shioe et al., 2003; Willeit et al., 2001), such associ-
ations might be informative to study in depressed
patients, as the s allele has been related to lower
serotonin concentrations and slower speed of
response relative to the l allele (e.g. Lesch et al.,
1996; Yu et al., 2002, as reviewed in Smith et al.,
2004). As the 5-HTT promoter is a functional poly-
morphism, the evaluation of the genotype relative to

Figure 11.1 A parametric [11C] DASB
PET image of a representative elderly
depressed patient (female aged 68 years)
co registered to an MR scan.
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functional serotonin measures may be more
revealing. For example (as shown in Figure 11.2),
the cerebral metabolic response to citalopram in
normal controls with at least one s allele showed a
blunted response in the right hemisphere and an
increased response in the left hemisphere (including
the amygdala) relative to subjects with the ll genotype,
which was similar to the pattern observed in patients
with depression (Smith et al., 2004). These PET find-
ings of an increased amygdala response associated
with the s allele were similar to the results of fMRI
studies (Hariri et al., 2003).

Serotonin receptors: overview
With respect to the localization of serotonin recep-
tors, high to intermediate concentrations have been
observed throughout the cerebral cortex, amygdala
and hippocampus (Hoyer et al., 1986a, 1986b; Varnas
et al., 2004; Mengod et al., 1990). Of the 14 serotonin
receptor subtypes identified to date, the serotonin
5-HT2A receptor and 5-HT1A subtypes have a more
widespread distribution, relatively greater density
and better described neurophysiologic roles in the
cerebral cortex (frontal, temporal, parietal, cingulate
and occipital cortices) and limbic system (hippocam-
pus, entorhinal cortex; Peroutka, 1994; Schotte et al.,
1983; Biegon et al., 1986; Pazos et al., 1987). High
densities of 5-HT1C (now called 5-HT2C) receptors
are found in the substantia nigra, globus pallidus and

choroid plexus (Pazos et al., 1987). 5-HT3 receptors
are found in the hippocampus, entorhinal cortex and
amygdala (Abi-Dargham et al., 1993).

5-HT1A receptors are located in the soma and
dendrites of serotonergic neurons, where they mostly
act as autoreceptors (Sotelo et al., 1990). When
located in the terminal fields of the serotonergic
system such as target neurons in cortical and subcort-
ical regions, they are predominantly post-synaptic
receptors (Pazos et al., 1987). Thus, 5-HT1A receptor
activation could lead to increased transmission of
serotonin when mostly pre-synaptic autoreceptors
are involved, whereas a decreased function of the
target neurons could subsequently decrease 5-HT1A
transmission effects (Blier et al., 1990).

Post-mortem studies have demonstrated alter-
ations in 5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors in depression
and suicide. These data provided a rationale for neu-
roimaging studies (e.g. Arango et al., 2002;Mann et al.,
2000; Schatzberg, 2002). Alterations of 5HT2A recep-
tors in depression have been reported in several auto-
radiographic studies (reviewed in detail by Arango
et al., 1997; Stockmeier, 2003). Whereas the findings
have been controversial to some extent, there is fairly
consistent evidence that 5-HT2A receptors are up-
regulated in the dorsal prefrontal cortex in suicide
victims (Arango et al., 1997; Stockmeier, 2003).

Post-mortem data on the 5-HT1A receptors in
prefrontal cortex and hippocampus of suicide victims
have yielded conflicting results, as some studies report
an increase whereas other studies did not detect any
significant changes (reviewed in detail by Stockmeier,
2003; e.g. Arango et al., 1995; Stockmeier et al., 1996;
Francis et al., 1993). However, several studies suggest
reduced receptor function, as depressed subjects show
blunted thermic and endocrine responses to 5-HT1A
receptor agonist challenge (as reviewed by Drevets
et al., 1999). A positive post-mortem study detected
a significant decrease in mRNA in the hippocampus
of MDD patients who died of suicide (Lopez et al.,
1998). Bowden et al. (1989) found a decrease in tem-
poral polar and posterior venterolateral prefrontal
cortex in MDD and bipolar patients who died of
natural causes.

Given the strength of the evidence for a role of the
5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptor in a variety of neuro-
psychiatric conditions, as well as the neuroanatomic
distribution and neurophysiologic role, radiotracer
development has focused on these sites. Thus, the
best-validated radiotracers are available for the

Figure 11.2 The cerebral metabolic response to acute citalopram
administration (40 mg, IV) as a function of 5 HTT transporter
promoter polymorphisms. Greater left hemisphere response
(including the amygdala) associated with the ss versus ll genotypes
in normal control subjects (Smith et al., 2004).
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5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors. The following
section provides a summary of the literature.

Serotonin receptors 5-HT1A
11C-[Carbonyl]-WAY-100635 and [18F]-MPPF have
been shown to be suitable radiotracers for the
5-HT1A receptors in vivo (Pike et al., 1996; Shiue
et al., 1997a). Binding potential values of seven or
more are observed in medial temporal structures,
where the highest concentration of receptors have
been reported (Pike et al., 1996). Data from imaging
studies in depressed patients for the 5-HT1A receptor
have either shown decreased (Drevets et al., 1999;
Sargent et al., 2000; Hirvonen et al., 2008, 2009) or
increased (Parsey et al., 2006a) binding. In the study by
Parsey et al. (2006a), antidepressant-naive subjects and
subjects homozygous for the functional 5-HT1A
G(-1019) allele of the promoter polymorphism dem-
onstrated higher 5-HT1A binding. A correlation
between higher baseline 5-HT1A binding and poorer
treatment response has been reported (Parsey et al.,
2006b; Moses-Kolko et al., 2007). No alterations of
5-HT1A binding following SSRI treatment has been
observed in humans (Sargent et al., 2000,Moses-Kolko
et al., 2008), a finding that is in contrast to animal
studies showing a functional 5-HT1A response (Cowen,
1996) induced by SSRI treatment. One of the explan-
ations for the lack of an observed effect is that the 5-
HT1Aantagonist radiotracer binds to low-affinity sites,
whereas the changes with treatment may be observed
in high-affinity sites. To test this hypothesis, a promis-
ing 5-HT1A agonist radiotracer has been developed
(Milak et al., 2008). In addition, several promising
radiotracers have been developed for the 5-HT1B
receptor, which may represent a novel pharmacologic
mechanism, as well as a tool for measuring endogen-
ous serotonin concentrations (Pierson et al., 2008).

5-HT1A receptor binding has also been studied in
bipolar disorder (as reviewed by Drevets et al., 2000),
post-partum depression (Moses-Kolko et al., 2008),
and geriatric depression (Meltzer et al., 2004). In all
three studies, a significant decrease in receptor avail-
ability has been reported for geriatric depressed
patients in the dorsal raphe (Meltzer et al., 2004),
and for patients with bipolar disorder in midbrain
raphe, as well as in limbic and neocortical areas
in the mesiotemporal, occipital, and parietal cortex
(Drevets et al., 2000; Meltzer et al., 2004). In
depressed patients with post-partum onset the
decrease in 5-HT1A receptor binding has been

detected in anterior cingulate and mesiotemporal
cortex (Moses-Kolko et al., 2008).

Several studies have correlated behavioral variables
and genetic polymorphisms with 5-HT1A binding.
A significant negative correlation between lifetime
aggression and 5-HT1A binding was observed in the
anterior cingulate, amygdala, dorsal raphe, and medial
and orbital prefrontal cortices in healthy controls
(Parsey et al., 2002). Anxiety symptoms were positively
correlated with 5-HT1A binding in dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, parietal cortex,
and occipital cortex in control subjects (Tauscher et al.,
2001). These observations suggest that behavioral vari-
ables such as aggression and anxiety may explain some
of the between-subject variability in 5-HT1A binding
studies. With respect to genetic studies, lower 5-HT1A
receptor binding was associated with the s genotype
of the 5-HTTLPR rather than the l genotype in the
absence of an association with 5-HT1A genotypes
(David et al., 2005). The study cited above by Parsey
et al. (2006a) demonstrated an association between
5-HT1A binding and receptor polymorphisms in
depressed patients but not in controls. These observa-
tions support further studies of the relationship between
serotonin genetic polymorphisms and receptor binding
measures in controls and MDD patients.

In summary, the 5-HT1A site is the best-studied
serotonin receptor site with respect to studies in
patients, as well as correlations with behavioral and
genetic measures. The baseline comparisons between
patients and controls are controversial, but may be
explained by some of the associations with behavioral
variables and genotypes. While a treatment effect has
not been detected with the existing antagonist radio-
tracers, the development of 5-HT1A agonist, as well
as 5-HT1B radiotracers, may be informative with
respect to testing the hypothesis of 5-HT1 receptor
desensitization as the mechanism of action of SSRIs
(Milak et al., 2008; Pierson et al., 2008).

Serotonin receptors 5-HT2A
There are several radiotracers for the 5-HT2A recep-
tor that have suitable imaging properties and are in
routine use, including [18F]-Altanserin (Leysen, 1990;
Smith et al., 1999), [18F]-Setoperone (Blin et al.,
1990), and [(11)C]MDL 100907 (Lundkvist et al.,
1996). With respect to differences between depressed
patients and controls, the results are controversial. Both
focal (right posterolateral orbitofrontal cortex and
anterior insular cortex) and global reductions in
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cortical 5-HT2A binding have been reported (Biver
et al., 1997; Messa et al., 2003; Yatham et al., 2000).
Reduced prefrontal cortical 5-HT2A binding was
observed in suicide attempters compared to control
subjects (Van Heeringen et al., 2003). In contrast, two
studies showed results (increases) consistent with the
post-mortem data. An increase in prefrontal cortical
5-HT2A receptor binding was observed in a subgroup
of patients with severe depression and high levels of
dysfunctional (more pessimistic) attitudes, but was
not observed in the total group of patients (Meyer
et al., 1999b). A [18F]-Altanserin PET study identified
a positive correlation between 5-HT2A receptor bind-
ing and personality risk factors for affective disorders,
such as neuroticism, in control subjects (Frokjaer
et al., 2008). These observations indicate that in both
controls and patients, differences in 5-HT2A
receptors emerge when symptoms and personality
variables are considered. Recovered, non-medicated
patients with a history of recurrent unipolar depres-
sion were also shown to have increased 5-HT2A
receptor binding in extensive parts of the cortex
(Bhagwagar et al., 2006). A study in late-life depressed
patients showed no difference in cortical 5-HT2A
receptor binding (Meltzer et al., 1999).

The effects of antidepressant treatment on the
5-HT2A receptor are controversial. Meyer et al.
(2001b) reported a decrease in 5-HT2A receptor
availability after six weeks of paroxetine treatment
only in younger depressed patients (under the age of
30). Several earlier studies reported increased cortical
binding to the 5-HT2A receptor with antidepressant
treatment in depressed patients (Moresco et al., 2000;
Massou et al., 1997), but one study reported a
decrease (Yatham et al., 1999). The main reason for
the discrepancy between studies may be that in the
Yatham et al. (1999) study, desipramine was adminis-
tered, which binds directly to the 5-HT2A receptors,
whereas SSRIs were used in the other studies. The
effects of electroconvulsive treatment on 5-HT2A
receptor availability have been evaluated in non-
human primates (Strome et al., 2005). The study
demonstrated acute decreases in 5-HT2A receptor
availability that persisted for one week and returned
to baseline levels two weeks later.

In summary, neurochemical imaging studies dem-
onstrate increased 5-HT2A binding in frontal and
other cortical regions in depressed patients, as well
as associations with depression-related personality
traits in controls. As is the case with the 5-HTT, the

differences emerge when behavioral variables are
taken into account. The effects of antidepressant
medication are controversial. Future studies of the
5-HT2A receptor should focus on the evaluation of
association between 5-HT2A binding and behavioral
variables such as treatment response, as well as an
evaluation of genetic polymorphisms (e.g. Nomura
and Nomura, 2006) that might explain some of the
variability between subjects.

Monoamine oxidase A (MAO-A) and vesicular
monoamine transporter (VMAT)
Monoamine oxidase A (MAO-A) is a mitochondrial
enzyme that breaks down serotonin, norepinephrine
and dopamine, and is present throughout the human
brain. [11C]-harmine is a selective, reversible PET
radiotracer for MAO-A that is preferable to [11C]-
clorgyline that binds irreversibly and may be influ-
enced by changes in blood flow (ligand delivery;
Ginovart et al., 2006). [11C]-harmine shows high
affinity (Ki¼ 2 nM) with high brain uptake in
humans, with the greatest uptake in regions with the
highest MAO-A density, and the metabolites of har-
mine have been shown to be polar and not to cross
the blood–brain barrier (Tweedie and Burke, 1987).

Specific binding of [11C]-harmine can be fully
displaced by MAO-inhibitors in animal models
(Bergstrom et al., 1997a). In humans, MAO-inhibitors
at clinically tolerable doses can displace 80% of specific
binding (Bergstrom et al., 1997a, 1997b; Ginovart
et al., 2006). Recently, a significant increase in MAO-
A binding has been shown in depressed patients versus
healthy controls (Meyer et al., 2006). Radiotracers for
the potentially important target, MAO-B, are available
(e.g. Fowler et al., 1987) but have not been applied to
the study of mood disorders.

The vesicular monoamine transporter (VMAT)
accumulates catecholamines, serotonin and tyramine,
and the distribution of VMAT parallels that of the
plasma membrane dopamine transporter (DAT) in
normal subjects. As reviewed in detail by Efange
(2000), the radiotracers [11C]TBZOH and [11C]
MTBZ have been used successfully with PET to detect
changes in VMAT2 density in neuropathology. In a
study of asymptomatic, treated bipolar patients with a
previous history of manic and psychotic symptoms,
an increase in VMAT2 binding in the striatum and
thalamus was observed and the regional binding was
positively correlated with performance of tasks of
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executive function (Zubieta et al., 2001b). The patients
were medicated at the time of scanning (all with mood
stabilizers and some with antipsychotics); however, the
radiotracer for VMAT2 has been shown to be insensi-
tive to medication exposure with a variety of classes of
psychotropic drugs. These studies provide some evi-
dence for a role of dopamine in the mechanism of
action of sodium valproate treatment, for increased
VMAT2 binding in bipolar disorders as a trait marker
of monoaminergic dysfunction and for an association
between VMAT2 binding and executive function.

Dopamine system
The role of the dopamine system in depression has
been reviewed in detail (Brown and Gershon, 1993;
Nestler and Carlezon, 2006). There are several lines of
evidence to support dopamine dysfunction in depres-
sion, including: improvement in depressive symp-
toms with dopamine agonists, the induction of a
depressive relapse by pharmacologic depletion of
dopamine and low cerebrospinal fluid homovanillic
acid levels in depressed patients compared to controls.
The limited post-mortem data available do not show
differences in D1 and D2 receptors in depressed sui-
cides (Bowden et al., 1997, Allard and Norlén, 2001).
In the next section, the available neuroimaging data
on the dopamine system in MDD will be reviewed.

With respect to the localization of dopamine
receptors in the human brain, intermediate levels of
D1 receptors are found diffusely in the cerebral
cortex, amygdala and hippocampus, and much lower
densities of D2 receptors (slightly higher in temporal
and frontal cortices) have been observed (Camps
et al., 1989; Cortes et al., 1988). D1 and D2 receptors
are in highest concentration in the basal ganglia,
whereas D3 receptors are found in areas associated
with the limbic system (such as nucleus accumbens,
hippocampus). D4 and D5 mRNA are found in
greater density in frontal cortex and hippocampus,
respectively, and to a much lesser extent in basal
ganglia (Van Tol et al., 1991; Sokoloff et al., 1990;
Meador-Woodruff et al., 1989). Dopamine transport-
ers are located in high concentrations in the striatum
and to a lesser extent in motor, premotor, anterior
cingulate, prefrontal, entorhinal/perirhinal, insular,
and visual cortices and amygdala (Ciliax et al.,
1999). The dopamine system has been the major focus
of radiochemistry development, and numerous radio-
tracers are available for dopamine synthesis and

metabolism, dopamine transporter, D1 and D2/D3
receptors (Volkow et al., 1996).

The available imaging data suggestmodest decreases
or no change in dopamine metabolism, dopamine
transporter and D1 and D2 receptor binding (Agren
and Reibring, 1994; Meyer et al., 2001a; Suhara et al.,
1992). Dopamine transporter binding was reduced in
MDD relative to controls (Meyer et al., 2001a). Several
studies of striatalD2 receptor availability have shownno
differences between patients and controls, even inmedi-
cation-naive patients (Klimke et al., 1999; Parsey et al.,
2001;Hirvonen et al., 2008, 2009).Greater psychomotor
slowing has been associated with increased striatal D2
receptor binding, indicating that perhaps differences
may be observed in subgroups of depressed patients
(Meyer et al., 2006). Pearlson and colleagues demon-
strated that D2 binding was increased in patients with
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder with psychotic fea-
tures, but not in bipolar patients without psychotic
features (Pearlson et al., 1995). These findings indicated
that increased D2 binding was associated with psych-
osis, but not bipolar disorder. A preliminary study using
a high-affinity radiotracer to bind to extrastriatal D2
receptors also observed no difference in D2 receptors
in patients relative to controls (Montgomery et al.,
2006). With respect to the D1 receptor, decreased bind-
ingwas observed in the leftmiddle caudate in one report
(Cannon et al., 2009). In addition, no differences in
amphetamine-induced striatal dopamine release have
been observed (Anand et al., 2000; Parsey et al., 2001).
Thus, these studies do not provide compelling evidence
of striatal D2 dopamine dysfunction in depressed
patients, although there is preliminary support for a role
of the D1 receptor.

The effects of antidepressant treatment on striatal
D2 receptor availability have been studied. The effects of
acute and chronic SSRI treatment on striatal D2 recep-
tor availability is modest (Smith et al., 2009; Tiihonen
et al., 1996). There is some controversial evidence of
changes in striatal D2 binding after total sleep depriv-
ation (TSD) and antidepressant treatment (Ebert et al.,
1994; Klimke et al., 1999). Several studies in control
subjects have shown that acute prefrontal repetitive
transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) increases
extracellular dopamine concentrations as measure by
decreased D2 receptor availability using PET and
SPECT methods (Strafella et al., 2003; Pogarell et al.,
2007). The evaluation of this paradigm inMDDpatients
and the correlation with alterations in depressive symp-
toms might be revealing.
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With respect to bipolar disorders and mood sta-
bilizers, Yatham et al. (2002a) studied medication-
naive manic patients with [18F]FluoroDOPA. While
uptake did not differ between the patients and con-
trols at baseline, treatment with sodium valproate
resulted in a decrease in uptake. In contrast, a study
of the striatal D2 receptor showed no effect of disease
or treatment (Yatham et al., 2002b).

In summary, in contrast to the evidence from
pharmacologic and CSF studies that suggest decreased
dopamine function and a role of dopamine augmenta-
tion in MDD, neurochemical imaging studies do not
support a role of the dopamine system in MDD.
The evidence of elevated D4 receptor mRNA in the
amygdala from a post-mortem study supports the
study of the dopamine system in limbic regions
(Xiang et al., 2008). Future studies might examine
changes in extracellular dopamine concentrations in
extrastriatal brain regions, particularly cortical and
limbic regions, using high affinity D2 radiotracers
and D1 radiotracers when such materials are validated
(e.g. Riccardi et al., 2006).

Other neurotransmitters and
neuromodulators and molecular targets
The serotonin and dopamine systems have been the
major focus of in-vivo neurochemical imaging stud-
ies in depression, as well as other conditions includ-
ing schizophrenia and anxiety disorders. In this
section, we will review the available neurochemical
imaging data for other neurotransmitter systems, as
well as highlighting active areas of radiotracer
development for other potentially important neuro-
chemical targets. Many of the mechanisms poten-
tially involved in the pathophysiology of depression
have been suggested by recent augmentation studies
that show improvement in depressive symptoms by
such pharmacologic agents as muscarinic and
NMDA antagonists in treatment-resistant patients.

Noradrenergic system
Radiotracer development for the norepinephrine
transporter as well as b-adrenergic receptors (b-AR)
has been challenging due to the lack of pharmaco-
logically selective agents, and the low signal to noise
levels of binding in brain regions due to relatively
high levels of non-specific binding (as reviewed by
Schou et al., 2007; Ding et al., 2006). Given the role of
the norepinephrine transporter in the mechanism of

action of antidepressant agents, a suitable radiotracer
would permit drug occupancy studies, as well as
studies of pathophysiology. The b-AR is a potentially
relevant receptor site because, when stimulated by
norepinephrine, the receptor inhibits CRH release
and suppresses the stress response of the HPA axis.

Acetylcholine
The role of the cholinergic system in the pathophy-
siology of MDD has been implicated by the demon-
stration of centrally active cholinomimetic drugs
rapidly inducing depressed mood (as reviewed by
Dilsaver, 1986), as well as muscarinic antagonists
having a rapid antidepressant effect (Furey and
Drevets, 2006). Nicotinic antagonists may also have
an antidepressant effect (George et al., 2008). Given
the role of nicotine in depression and neurodegen-
erative diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s
disease, [11C]-nicotine was used for brain imaging of
nicotinic receptors. As reviewed by Heiss and Her-
holz (2006), high binding density was found in pons,
cerebellum, occipital cortex, and white matter. How-
ever, the tracer has limitations with regards to high
non-specific binding and a rapid washout phase.
More specific ligands, such as epibatidine and deriva-
tives labeled with 11C or 18F, showed high uptake in
thalamus and hypothalamus or midbrain, intermedi-
ate uptake in the neocortex and hippocampus, and
low uptake in the cerebellum (Villemagne et al.,
1997). For other aspects of the cholinergic system,
radiotracers have been developed for the vesicular
acetylcholine transporter, acetylcholinesterase, and
muscarinic receptors. With the exception of the
radiotracer [18F]FP-FTZP that is selective for the
M2 muscarinic receptor subtypes, the other muscari-
nic radiotracers are not subtype-selective (Eckelman,
2001). One study using [18F]FP-FTZP observed
reduced muscarinic receptor binding in the anterior
cingulate gyrus in bipolar depressed patients relative
to MDD patients and controls (Cannon et al., 2006).
The reduction in receptor binding was negatively
correlated with depressive symptoms. The further
investigation of muscarinic and nicotinic mechan-
ism in depression would be of mechanistic and
therapeutic relevance.

Opiates
The difficulties inherent in radiotracer development
for the opiate system have been reviewed (Frost,
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2001). Radiotracers have been used in humans for the
mu and delta receptor subtypes. [11C]-carfentanil has
demonstrated sensitivity to alterations in opiate con-
centrations (Zubieta et al., 2001a). In a mood induc-
tion study using [11C]-carfentanil, the effects of
endogenous opioid neurotransmission on mu-opioid
receptors differed in depressed patients relative to
controls (Zubieta et al., 2003).

HPA axis
TheHPA axis is highly relevant to the pathophysiology
of mood disorders. Consistent findings show abnor-
malities in the HPA axis and maladaptive responses to
stress to have a central role in the pathophysiology
of mood disorders (as reviewed by Holsboer, 2000).
To evaluate the HPA axis directly, radiotracer devel-
opment has focused on the CRF receptor (e.g. Steiniger
et al., 2008; Sullivan et al., 2007). However, a radio-
tracer with suitable properties is not yet available.

Peripheral and central benzodiazepine receptors
For the GABA/benzodiazepine receptor, [11C]-
flumazenil, which binds to the antagonist site, and
the partial agonist [123I]-iomazenil are the most
commonly used radiotracers. The relationship of
low occipital GABA levels determined by MR spec-
troscopy and [123I]-iomazenil binding in depressed
patients was evaluated by Kugaya et al. (2003). The
investigators observed low GABA levels in this sample
replicating earlier findings, but did not observe a
difference in [123I]-iomazenil receptor binding or a
correlation between the neuroimaging data and GABA
levels. Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) treatment
using bitemporal electrode placement, was associated
with increased cortical [123I]-iomazenil binding in all
regions except temporal cortex (Mervaala et al., 2001).
To evaluate theories about the role of neuroinflamma-
tion in depression (Raison et al., 2006), peripheral
benzodiazepine (PBR) radiotracers can be applied that
bind with high affinity to translocator protein (TSPO).
TSPO is upregulated in activated microglia and repre-
sents a marker of neuroinflammation. A number of
radiotracers have been developed and evaluated in
human subjects (as reviewed by Chauveau et al., 2008,
Fujita et al., 2008), but not yet in depressed patients.

Glutamate
The recent evidence for the antidepressant effects of
the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) antagonist, keta-
mine, and the genetic data implicating glutamate

receptor polymorphisms in the response to SSRIs
has stimulated research to evaluate the role of gluta-
mate in depression (as reviewed by Matthew et al.,
2008). Several radiotracers have been evaluated for
the NMDA receptor (Blin et al., 1991; Ferrarese
et al., 1991; Shiue et al., 1997a) and do not have
suitable imaging properties for human studies. The
recent emphasis and greatest success for glutamate
radiotracer development has been the metabotropic
glutamate subtype 5 (MgluR5) receptor (Brown et al.,
2008). Such radiotracers could be extremely informa-
tive with respect to understanding the possible glut-
amatergic basis of cerebral hypermetabolism in
depression, as well as the role of serotonin modula-
tion of glutamate in the effects of antidepressants
(Smith et al., 2008; Marek and Aghajanian, 1998).

Other mechanisms
In addition to neuropeptides associated with the HPA
axis, the role of Substance P, the endogenous sub-
strate for the neurokinin 1 (NK-1) receptor, in affect-
ive disorders is supported based on the regional
localization of the receptors in cortical and limbic
regions associated with affective processing and stress,
as well as preclinical evidence for antidepressant and
anxiolytic effects (as reviewed by Matthew et al.,
2008). Both NK-1 and NK-2 trails have shown weak
or mixed results with respect to efficacy (Keller et al.,
2007; as reviewed by Matthew et al., 2008). Radio-
tracers for NK-1 receptors are available (Syvanen
et al., 2007; Yasuno et al., 2007).

The role of second messengers in the mechanism
of action of antidepressant and mood stabilizing
agents has been described (Zarate et al., 2006). There
are several well-established radiotracers for second
messengers that have not yet been investigated in
either unipolar or bipolar depressed patients. [11C]-
rolipram is a phosphodiesterase (PDE) 4 inhibitor
that has been developed as a PET radiotracer, and in
unlabelled form has shown promise as an antidepres-
sant drug with anti-inflammatory properties. A second
agent is [11C]-arachidonic acid, which has been stud-
ied extensively in animal and humans by Rappoport
and colleagues (Rappoport, 2008; Pifferi et al., 2008).
A radiotracer for cyclic adenosine monophosphate
(cAMP; Vasdev et al., 2008) has also been evaluated.
These radiotracers could provide unique evidence
for a role of second messengers in the mechanisms
of action of antidepressants and mood stabilizers as
well as the pathophysiology of depression.
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The most exciting observation in antidepressant
physiology has been the observation that antidepres-
sants, such as the SSRIs, and mood stabilizers (lith-
ium, sodium valproate) increase the expression of
trophic factors (e.g. brain-derived neurotrophic
factor; Duman et al., 1997). While volumetric changes
in structural brain imaging have been interpreted as
suggestive of neurogenesis, the development of mech-
anistically selective neuroimaging methods to evalu-
ate such changes in the human brain would be
extremely important. The possibility that commonly
prescribed psychotropic medications may induce
neuronal plasticity has significant implications for
the treatment of psychiatric and neurodegenerative
diseases.

Conclusions
Neurochemical imaging research in mood disorders
has primarily focused on imaging aspects of serotonin
and dopamine neurotransmission in the unmedicated
state, as well as evaluating the effects of antidepressant
treatment. While variable results have been reported,
the studies that have incorporated genotyping or
behavioral measures have begun to help us interpret
the between-subject variability observed. While such
integrative research is limited by the small sample
sizes of neurochemical imaging studies, such data
are invaluable. The rapid scientific development in
the areas of pharmacogenetics of antidepressant
response and gene expression profiling in affective
disorders will have a major influence on the identifi-
cation of new therapies and neuroimaging targets in
the future (Kato and Serretti, 2010; Psychiatric GWAS
Consortium Steering Committee, 2009).

There are many critical areas of study that are
needed to advance the field of the neurobiology of
affective disorders. Studies that involve imaging of
comorbidities such as substance abuse or psychiatric
disorders such as anxiety disorders are critical to
understanding whether the effects of the comorbid
disorders are merely additive, or whether there are
distinct pathophysiological consequences. A second
critical area is the study of affective disorder comorbid-
ity with medical (e.g. cardiovascular disease, diabetes)
and neurodegenerative disorders (e.g. Alzheimer’s dis-
ease, movement disorders), as well as the impact of
affective symptoms on individuals at “high risk” for
these disorders, such as mild cognitive impairment
and gene carriers for conditions such as Huntington’s

disease. Longitudinal investigations of disease course
have not yet been a major focus of study, but could be
very informative in evaluating the effects of repeated
episodes on neurochemical function, particularly as
many patients become less responsive to treatment
with repeated episodes.

With respect to mechanisms of drug action, most
studies have focused on evaluating antidepressant
effects and measuring occupancy at the initial target
sites of action (such as SSRI occupancy of the
5-HTT). Much more work is needed, as driven by
preclinical research, to understand the secondary
drug effects that may be better linked to treatment
response. In this regard, studies examining dynamic
changes in neurotransmitter concentrations are
potentially informative.

The demonstration that endogenous neurotrans-
mitter concentrations could be measured in vivo by
combining neurotransmitter receptor binding meas-
ures with acute pharmacologic interventions was an
exciting development in neuroimaging methodology
in the previous decade (Dewey et al., 1993; Volkow
et al., 1994; Smith et al., 1997). The impetus for the
development of these methods was the observation
that dynamic aspects of neurotransmitter function
would be more revealing of pathophysiology and
treatment response than static aspects of receptor or
transporter binding. This approach can be applied to
investigating the changes in a single neurotransmitter
system or interactions between neuroanatomically
and functionally linked systems. The majority of stud-
ies have focused on the dopamine system and modu-
lation of dopamine by neurotransmitter systems
(acetylcholine, glutamate, serotonin) and pharmaco-
logic agents that have recently been shown to be
effective as antidepressant agents (e.g. scopolamine
and ketamine; Furey and Drevets, 2006; Matthew
et al., 2008). Such dynamic neurotransmitter para-
digms have been applied to depression to a limited
extent to examine dopamine concentrations (Anand
et al., 2000; Parsey et al., 2001). Methodology devel-
opment is in progress to extend this approach to other
neurotransmitter systems (e.g. sertonin, acetylcholine,
and opiates) as well as applications to affective
disorders. Figure 11.3 is an example of the effects of
acute citalopram on 5-HT2A receptor availability.
Citalopram reduced 5-HT2A receptor availability in
the cortex consistent with an increase in endogenous
serotonin competing for binding to the 5-HT2A
receptor and lower receptor availability. The ability
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to evaluate neurotransmitter function and inter-
actions in vivo is a potentially informative approach
to understanding the neurobiology of affective dis-
orders that also provides an opportunity to conduct
translational studies in mice and rodents for which
in-vivo microdialysis methods provide similar dynamic
information.

With respect to pharmacologic agents for mood
disorders, the mood stabilizers remain an understud-
ied class of medications for which neurochemical
imaging methods could be extremely informative.
Psychotherapy and somatic treatments (including
ECT, deep brain stimulation and rTMS) are also
largely understudied with respect to neurochemical
brain imaging. The initial studies to evaluate changes
in neural circuitry have been highly informative with
respect to identifying the pathways involved (as
reviewed by Ressler and Mayberg, 2007). The exciting
developments of pharmacologic and somatic approaches
to treating treatment-resistant patients represent
unique opportunities to apply neurochemical imaging
methods to understand the neurobiology of treatment
resistance and the mechanism of action of these
promising treatments. The goal of the chapter was
to provide a critical overview of neurochemical
imaging research in affective disorders. The findings
in many areas are controversial, but highlight the
potential of the neuroimaging approaches. The
advances in radiotracer chemistry, PET/SPECT
instrumentation and small animal PET imaging will

enable us to make considerable progress with respect
to translational research in affective disorders, drug
discovery and human mechanistic studies.
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Chapter

12 Neuroimaging of mood disorders:
commentary
Paul E. Holtzheimer III and Helen S. Mayberg

Introduction
Over the past several decades, intensive effort has
been devoted to the neurobiological investigation of
mood disorders, with the goal of improving the pre-
vention and management of these conditions through
biologically based interventions. This work has been
revolutionized by the advance of neuroimaging
methods that allow highly detailed study of the struc-
ture and function of the brain in normal and patho-
logical states. The six chapters in this section provide
a comprehensive review of the field, highlighting how
this larger body of work has contributed to, and
largely defined, how we conceptualize the structural
and functional neuroanatomy of mood disorders.

In this chapter, we will summarize and synthesize
these various findings in an attempt to highlight what
has been learned and where future research might be
directed. First, the clear variance between study findings
will be addressed. This variability is at times striking and
potentially argues for a rather skeptical view of the field.
However, there are also many reasons for optimism
going forward, despite this variability (and possibly
because of it). At the very least, it appears that a highly
consistent network of brain regions involved in mood
regulation is emerging, even if the varied interactions
among these regions remain poorly understood. Utiliz-
ing this neural network framework – along with con-
tinued developments in neuroimaging methods and
data analysis – provides a convenient starting point for
future mood disorders imaging research.

Interpreting variability: reasons
for skepticism
Even a casual reading of the previous chapters
will reveal an uneasy reality: despite some degree

of agreement, there exists great variability in the
structural and functional mood disorders imaging
literature that defies simple explanation. The most
critical response to these inconsistencies would be
to dismiss the findings as irrelevant until greater
consistency can be achieved. However, a better under-
standing of the potential sources of variability in
neuroimaging may help reframe this potentially pes-
simistic state-of-the-art as a reason for optimism.

Challenges inherent to neuroimaging
methods
Inherent to all imaging modalities are issues that
affect the acquisition and interpretation of data.
Obvious concerns are spatial and temporal resolution.
Many earlier structural (e.g. computed tomography
[CT]) and functional (positron emission tomography
[PET], single photon emission computed tomography
[SPECT]) approaches were notably limited in both
spatial and temporal resolution. This continues to be
an issue with many contemporary methods, including
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) (where voxel
size is often on the order of centimeters instead of
millimeters), structural magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) (where even a 1 mm3 voxel may not be fine
enough to detect subtle structural differences, e.g. in
smaller nuclei within the thalamus and amygdala), and
DTI (where the voxel size can be thousands of times
larger than the individual white matter axons being
imaged – a consideration critical to the interpretation
of white matter tractography studies using DTI-based
methods). In many cases, greater spatial and temporal
resolutions are theoretically possible but practically
limited by feasibility (e.g. time needed motionless in
the scanner) and safety (e.g. field strength of the MRI
magnet or total dose of radiation for PET/SPECT
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studies). These pragmatic issues often lead investigators
to choose to optimize one type of resolution (and how
much of the brain can be imaged at one time) at the
expense of the other.

Functional imaging studies must take into account
additional concerns. Much of the functional imaging
data in mood disorders relies on studies conducted
with subjects “at rest”. Given that the human brain is
rarely, if ever, truly “at rest”, this introduces the
confound of what being “at rest” means for a particu-
lar individual at a particular time. Important ques-
tions must then be addressed, such as: should subjects
have eyes open or closed? What instructions should
be given prior to the task? And how does one ensure a
subject doesn’t fall asleep? Theoretically, the “noise”
of the resting state can be reduced by using task-based
functional studies. However, these studies must deal
with other limitations. During fMRI studies, for
example, excessive subject motion can degrade the
data to the point of being unusable; therefore, tasks
must be carefully selected to limit the amount ofmotion
(especially head motion) needed for performance.
Additionally, analysis of task-activated data must take
into account differences in performance across subjects,
validity of the task for assessing the neurological process
under investigation, and the potential variance in time
course for the brain activity needed to perform the task
and the actual monitored behavior (e.g. the activity time
needed for themotor cortex to control fingermovement
versus the time needed to monitor finger movement).

Finally, interpretation of imaging data must keep
in mind the relationship between the data collected
and the biological process being studied. In all cases,
the signal detected in an imaging scan is a proxy
for the process of interest. For example, DTI meas-
ures the diffusion of water within each voxel – this
information is used as a proxy for white matter integ-
rity based on the presumption that water should
diffuse in a spatially coherent way in organized white
matter. However, in regions where multiple white
matter tracts cross (e.g. in ventral and medial pre-
frontal areas of particular interest in psychiatry), each
tract may be highly organized, but the apparent diffu-
sion of water within the voxel (which would contain
multiple crossing fibers) may not reflect this. For this
specific example, methods have been developed to
begin to address this concern (Behrens et al., 2007),
although difficulties remain.

During functional imaging, common proxies of
neuronal activity include glucose utilization, blood

flow, and the ratio of oxygenated to deoxygenated
hemoglobin. With these measures, one must be
cognizant of time course (e.g. between increased
neuronal activity and increased glucose uptake or
blood flow) and conditions that may affect the
presumed relationship (e.g. diabetes, hypertension,
vascular disease and certain medications). Also, it is
relevant to consider what activity might actually
mean: for an excitatory neuron, activity means release
of neurotransmitters that induce firing in the post-
synaptically connected cell; for an inhibitory neuron,
the opposite occurs. Ultimately, it must be recognized
that imaging data are more or less indirect measures
of the biological processes of interest – influenced by a
multitude of factors, many of which are not understood.

Challenges inherent to the study
of neuropsychiatric disorders
In addition to the methodological imaging issues dis-
cussed above, certain difficulties are inherent to the
study of mood disorders. These primarily include diag-
nostic complexity, treatment variability, and etiologic
variability including complicated gene–environment
interactions.

By definition, mood disorders are syndromal con-
ditions diagnosed by mostly subjective symptoms.
Using DSM-IV criteria, it is possible for patients with
highly variable symptomatic presentations to meet
criteria for the same mood episode; it is unknown
whether these different presentations result from dif-
ferent alterations of neural function, although previ-
ous attempts to subtype mood episodes based on
symptomatic presentation (e.g. anxious vs. non-
anxious, melancholic vs. atypical) have not proven
to have much neurobiological or clinical relevance.
The course of mood disorder is also highly inconsist-
ent across patients, and it is again unknown whether
this variance has biological meaning. For example,
some bipolar I disorder patients have a single manic
episode early in life, followed by recurrent severe
depressive episodes; others may continue to have
manic episodes intermixed with depressive and mixed
episodes throughout their course of illness. As the
chapters on bipolar disorder highlight, many of these
imaging studies have included subjects with bipolar
I and bipolar II disorders, occasionally in different
phases of the illness at the time of scanning. Finally, it
is unknown what impact successive mood episodes
have on the brain; there is some suggestion from both
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the bipolar and unipolar data that being ill may be
toxic in a real anatomical sense (Sheline et al., 2003;
Farrow et al., 2005).

In addition to variability in presentation of a
mood disorder, a number of subject-level characteris-
tics may influence the results of imaging studies. As
reviewed in the previous chapters, these include, but
are likely not limited to, age of the subject (e.g. child,
young adult, older adult), gender, age of onset (e.g.
childhood, adulthood, later life), and genetic predis-
position. Also, there is etiological variability: many
cases of depression arise following a significant psy-
chosocial stressor, while others emerge de novo. As
mood disorders are probably best conceptualized as
the result of complex gene–environment interactions,
it becomes of concern to what degree genetics and
previous experience (and the interaction of these)
may influence the imaging data collected. At the
extreme, it may be that imaging results are specific
to certain subjects (age, gender, age of onset), with a
specific genotype, with a specific environmental his-
tory, presenting with a coherent and consistent
phenomenology.

In addition to this phenomenological heterogen-
eity, the majority of mood disorder patients receive at
least some form of treatment before ever presenting
for a research study. This treatment can vary
according to treatment provider, patient concerns,
financial issues, etc. As discussed throughout this
book, current and prior treatment may impact the
neuroimaging data collected – potentially independ-
ent of effects on the underlying mood disorder.
Therefore, simply including “medication-free” sub-
jects may not adequately address this concern: first,
the brain may not return to its “pre-medication” state
even a few weeks off of a psychotropic medication due
to plastic changes (e.g. downregulation of post-
synaptic receptors) that may have occurred; second,
previous medications may have specific effects on
structural and functional neuroanatomy that may
depend on duration of treatment and the presence
of other medications – both of which are difficult to
accurately document historically; and third, as sug-
gested in earlier chapters, medication effects may be
independent of time since treatment. Focusing study
on never-treated subjects has its own disadvantages:
many subjects with bipolar disorder present with a
major depressive episode; patients with more severe
illness will likely remain medication-free for a shorter
time compared to patients with less severe illness;

patients may opt against treatment for subtle reasons
that may relate to potentially neurobiologically
important differences in personality and coping style.

If, at the end of the day, all of these potential
sources of variability have a significant impact on
structural and functional neuroimaging findings, then
we will have reached a nearly impossible situation: the
ideal study must then include subjects essentially
identical – including same symptomatic presentation,
age of onset, and identical treatment history. Fortu-
nately, we do not believe this to be the case. Despite
the limitations described above – as well as numerous
others that arise in specific imaging studies – it is still
possible to draw some important conclusions from
these data to justify optimism for the field going
forward.

Consistency despite variability:
reasons for optimism
When reviewing the mood disorders neuroimaging
literature to date, one can appreciate a consistent set
of brain regions (including gray and white matter
components) as critical to normal and abnormal
mood regulation. These include:
� dorsolateral prefrontal (Brodmann Areas 9/46);
� Ventrolateral prefrontal (Brodmann Areas 45/47);
� dorsomedial prefrontal (Brodmann Areas 9/10);
� ventromedial prefrontal, including paracingulate

regions (Brodmann Area 10/32);
� orbitofrontal (Brodmann Area 11);
� anterior cingulate, especially perigenual

(Brodmann Area 24a/b) and subgenual
(Brodmann Area 24a/25) portions;

� amygdala;
� hippocampus;
� thalamus, especially anterior and mediodorsal

portions;
� basal ganglia, especially caudate, putamen and

ventral striatum; and
� less consistently, portions of the parietal lobe,

occipital lobe, hypothalamus, brainstem and
cerebellum have been identified.

Regardless of the direction of abnormality (smaller vs.
larger; more vs. less active; type of neurochemical
disturbance), these regions are frequently identified
in structural and functional imaging studies in
depression and bipolar disorder. This has led to the
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conceptualization of a mood regulation neural net-
work (Mayberg, 2003; Phillips et al., 2003); one
example is shown in Figure 12.1. It is hypothesized
that abnormal function within this network leads to
mood disturbance; this might result from dysfunction
of a critical node (e.g. left prefrontal cortex following
a stroke (Robinson et al., 1983)), dysfunction of mul-
tiple nodes, or disturbed communication between
nodes resulting from white matter disruption. Despite
the variability seen throughout the chapters in this
book, we posit that the consistent identification of
this similar group of brain regions validates a role
for these regions in the pathophysiology of mood
disorders.

Within this neural network framework, another
way to understand neuroimaging variability emerges:
the impact of the brain’s attempt to compensate for
abnormality. In the face of dysfunction, one would
expect the brain – as a dynamic homeostatic system –
to try to overcome this dysfunction. Therefore, the
brain’s state at time of scanning likely reflects not only
the neuropathology of the underlying disruption, but
also this attempt at compensation (Figure 12.2). By
including this notion of compensatory response into

the interpretation of imaging findings, a rational
explanation for certain differences (e.g. variable find-
ings in first-episode vs. recurrent episode patients, or
in patients with different ages of onset) can be postu-
lated, akin to theories implicating sustained allostatic
load in models of metabolic stress and addiction
(McEwen, 1998; Koob and Le Moal, 2001).

A more dynamic, neural network approach to
mood disorders research also argues against the uni-
variate analytic approaches most often used in neu-
roimaging studies. Univariate approaches to data
analysis necessarily treat each variable (e.g. each voxel
or brain region) independently, potentially losing
critical information about how variables may be
interacting and interdependent. By contrast, multi-
variate analytic methods treat several variables simul-
taneously to potentially identify meaningful patterns
of variance. So, by example, the isolated activity of the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in depressed vs. control
subjects may be less relevant than a pattern of activity
across the prefrontal cortex, perigenual cingulate and
amygdala. Multivariate approaches to seemingly
inconsistent neuroimaging data sets may help identify
coherence not detected through standard univariate

Figure 12.1 A proposed mood regulation model showing brain regions implicated in mood disorders based on neuroimaging data.
PF46/9, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; PM6, premotor area; Par40, dorsal parietal cortex; MCC24, midcingulate cortex/Brodmann Area 24; dp hc,
dorsal portion of the hippocampus; PCC23, posterior cingulate cortex; mF10/9, medial frontal cortex; mOF11, medial orbitofrontal cortex;
pACC24, pregenual anterior cingulate cortex/Brodmann Area 24; vst cd, ventral striatum caudate; dm Th, dorsomedial thalamus; amg,
amygdala; mb vta, midbrain/ventral tegmental area; SCC25, subcallosal cingulate cortex/Brodmann Area 25; va Hc, ventral area of the
hippocampus; a ins, anterior insula; hth, hypothalamus; bstem, brainstem nuclei; CBT, cognitive behavioral therapy; DBS, deep brain
stimulation of Brodmann area 25; Meds, antidepressant medications.
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analyses and provide the basis for more complex
hypothesis development and testing. The application
of multivariate analyses to mood disorders neuroima-
ging data is on the rise (Seminowicz et al., 2004; Fu
et al., 2008; Craddock et al., 2009; James et al., 2009).

Future directions
The consistency across imaging studies in location of
abnormality, if not always direction, provides a useful
starting point for future investigation. We suggest two
primary goals for a mood disorders imaging research
agenda: (1) increasing the signal-to-noise ratio for
structural and functional imaging studies through
technological developments, large-scale multi-center
trials and novel analytic methods; and (2) shifting
from hypothesis-free to hypothesis-guided investiga-
tions based within developing neural network models.

Decreasing noise, increasing signal
A major aim in neuroimaging research is, and will
continue to be, limiting the variability in findings due
to noise inherent to the methods. Much of this will
come from further technological and methodological
advances, such as safe and well-tolerated higher inten-
sity scanners (e.g. >9 Tesla MRI) and novel data
analytic techniques. These technological develop-
ments will also improve the ability of investigators
to pool data acquired on different scanners with
varied acquisition parameters – a critically important
step required for large-scale, multi-center studies that

will mitigate the noise from phenomenological and
clinical heterogeneity through recruitment of greater
numbers of subjects.

For functional imaging studies, one of the greatest
sources of variability is difference in the task para-
digm used: therefore, more consistency in task among
studies – or at least in domains assessed – would be of
benefit. An important intermediate goal for the mood
disorders functional imaging community could be to
review, agree upon and standardize a set of tasks
relevant to the study of depression and bipolar dis-
order, a strategy similar to those being tested in the
schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s Dementia research
communities (Cho et al., 2005; Jack et al., 2008).

Novel approaches to data analysis will likely play a
critically important role in improving signal detection
in neuroimaging studies of depression and bipolar dis-
order. As discussed above, multivariate analytic tech-
niques provide opportunities for identifying relevant
patterns of activity or structural changes that may
distinguish mood disorder patients from controls, or
potentially subgroups of mood disorder patients from
each other. Combining different types of data may also
be useful. For example, DTI tractographymight be used
to help define regions of interest (ROIs) for functional
imaging analyses, especially those focused on functional
connectivity. Joint independent component analysis
(ICA), a multivariate technique designed to identify
shared variance patterns among two diverse data sets
(Calhoun et al., 2006), might be applied to identify
shared structural and functional brain abnormalities.

Figure 12.2 Potential time course of neural network changes during a depressive episode and recovery emphasizing the possible role of
compensatory response. Functional abnormalities can be seen as resulting from the combined effect of a triggering event (e.g. stressor), the
brain’s immediate response, and subsequent intrinsic adaptive or maladaptive responses. Different compensatory responses (over correction
[A], partial correction [B], under correction [C]; or absent/failed correction [D]) may lead to different brain states and possibly the need
for different types of treatment. CBT, cognitive behavioral therapy; meds, antidepressant medications; ECT, electroconvulsive therapy;
DBS, deep brain stimulation.
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Model-based, hypothesis-driven research
Although hypotheses are often stated for neuroima-
ging studies in depression or bipolar disorder, the
individual study often fits only loosely within a model
or paradigm for brain dysfunction in mood disorders.
As the neural network involved in mood regulation
becomes better understood, it would seem reasonable
to begin framing hypotheses within this framework;
this allows both a stronger, more generalized basis for
the hypothesis and a more direct test of the model
itself. For example, using a putative neural network
model derived from neuroimaging data, it was
hypothesized that focal stimulation of the white
matter adjacent to Brodmann Area 25 in the subgen-
ual cingulate cortex could effect functional changes
throughout the network leading to clinical improve-
ment in patients with severe, treatment-resistant
depression. This hypothesis was supported in a small,
proof-of-concept study (Mayberg et al., 2005; Lozano
et al., 2008). Similar model-based, hypothesis-driven
investigations should become a focus of research
going forward.

Conclusion
The field of mood disorders neuroimaging is vibrant,
productive and at times chaotic. Over the past nearly
30 years, we have seen an explosion of structural and
functional data that has dramatically changed how
we think about the neurobiology of depression and
bipolar disorder. Along with genetic, metabolic, neu-
roendocrinological and neuroimmunological studies,
neuroimaging findings have helped establish mood
disorders as physiological disorders of the brain.
This has likely played a pivotal role in the slow but
steady destigmatization of mood disorders among
the lay public, non-psychiatric clinicians, and other
neuroscientists.

The results of neuroimaging studies to date have
not always been consistent. Significant variability is
often more the rule than the exception. Much of this
variability is likely due to methodological limitations
inherent to the field, as well as clinical and phenom-
enological heterogeneity among mood disorder
patients. However, in spite of this variability, some
important trends are emerging: most specifically,
a consistent set of brain regions involved in normal
and abnormal mood regulation has been identified

that can be organized into a putative mood regulation
neural network.

As the field continues to progress, technological
developments will continue to help decrease or at least
explain some of the residual variability. Large-scale
trials and novel approaches to data analysis will fur-
ther improve our ability to confidently identify mean-
ingful structural and functional abnormalities that
characterize mood disorder patients as well as patient
subgroups. We are also at a stage where the neural
network that has emerged can be used to develop
more relevant model-based hypotheses to guide
future investigations.

So, notwithstanding the many inconsistencies and
limitations of mood disorders neuroimaging results
thus far, there are more reasons for optimism than
pessimism. The field is strong and getting stronger
through multidisciplinary contributions from bio-
medical engineering, imaging physics, biostatistics,
cognitive neuroscience and neuropsychiatry. Sooner
rather than later, it is expected that neuroimaging
findings will be able to play a vital role in diagnosis,
treatment planning, and treatment development.
And, these results will continue to define and at times
redefine how we conceptualize these serious disorders
of mood, thought and behavior.

Box 12.1. Overview of mood disorders
neuroimaging data

� Significant variability exists in the published
literature; potential sources include:
Noise inherent to current neuroimaging methods
Methodological variability between studies
Biological heterogeneity of the underlying

disorders
� Despite this variability, a highly reliable network

of brain regions has been implicated in the
pathophysiology of mood disorders

� Future directions include:
Continued improvement of imaging technologies
Multi-modal imaging (e.g. combination of struc-

tural and functional imaging methods)
Large, multi-site neuroimaging studies
Shifting from univariate to multivariate analytic

methods
Shifting from hypothesis-free to hypothesis-driven

investigations; i.e. increasing power by focusing
on the more limited network of brain regions
consistently implicated in these disorders
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Section III
Chapter

13
Anxiety Disorders

Structural imaging of post-traumatic
stress disorder
Mark W. Gilbertson

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) includes a
constellation of disabling behavioral and emotional
symptoms that occur in a proportion of individuals
exposed to severe psychological trauma. PTSD can be
a chronic and debilitating condition in which intru-
sive memories, hypervigilence, heightened physio-
logical reactivity to reminders of the traumatic
event, and avoidance can lead to significant social
and occupational impairment. Understanding the
neurobiology of this disorder has not only served as
validation of PTSD as a diagnostic entity, but may
ultimately be critical to the development of more
effective therapeutic interventions.

Neuroimaging studies of structural brain abnor-
malities in PTSD have largely emerged in the context
of two principal lines of evidence in the literature.
First, early animal research provided compelling
evidence that exposure to severe and chronic stress, a
process that may be mediated by the neurotoxic
impact of elevated corticosteroids, can damage the
hippocampal formation, namely, CA3 neuronal cell
loss, diminished neuronal regeneration, atrophy
of dendritric branching, and reduced levels of brain-
derived neurotrophic factor (Gould et al., 1997;
Margarinos et al., 1996; McEwen, 1995; Sapolsky
et al., 1990; Smith et al., 1995; Uno et al., 1989). As a
result, the initial neuroanatomical investigations of
PTSD centered largely upon the morphology of the
hippocampus. Second, an improved understanding in
recent years of the neurocircuitry underlying condi-
tioned fear acquisition and extinction in animals
has identified a number of specific brain regions of
interest (Herry et al., 2008; Maren, 2005) that are
potentially relevant to an understanding of the symp-
tomatology of PTSD (Rauch et al., 2006). In
this regard, the literature has not only identified the

hippocampus as an important component of the
fear circuit, but dominant roles also appear to be
played by other brain regions, principally the amyg-
dala and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). Structural
neuroimaging findings pertaining to specific brain
regions in adults with PTSD are reviewed below,
followed by a discussion of findings relevant to pediat-
ric studies of PTSD.

Adult neuroimaging studies
Hippocampus
The pioneering studies of hippocampal volume in
PTSD (Bremner et al., 1995, 1997; Gurvits et al.,
1996; Stein et al., 1997) all found significant reduc-
tions in hippocampal volume among PTSD patients
relative to both non-traumatized and traumatized
controls without PTSD, lending support to the notion
that, as with animals, severe stress may also damage
the hippocampus in humans. These early studies
employed structural MRIs in chronic populations of
PTSD patients, namely, combat veterans and adult
survivors of childhood abuse, and diminutions in
hippocampal size ranged from 5 to 26%. Since that
time, over 20 published studies examining hippocam-
pal volume have now appeared in the literature, the
clear majority of which provide empirical support for
smaller hippocampal volume in PTSD (Bonne et al.,
2008; Bossini et al., 2008; Bremner et al., 2003; Chen
et al., 2006; Emdad et al., 2006; Gilbertson et al., 2002;
Hedges et al., 2003; Kasai et al., 2008; Letizia et al.,
2008; Lindauer et al., 2004; Nakano et al., 2002; Pavić
et al., 2007; Shin et al., 2004; Villarreal et al., 2002a;
Vythilingam et al., 2005; Wignall et al., 2004; Winter
et al., 2004). In addition to combat veterans and adult
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survivors of abuse, smaller hippocampal volumes
have also been demonstrated in firefighters, police-
men, cancer and burn patients, and mixed trauma
groups (e.g. rape, physical assaults, traffic, and occu-
pational accidents) with PTSD. It should be noted,
however, that a number of studies have failed to find
significant differences in hippocampal volume, most
consistently and notably among pediatric PTSD
samples (Carrion et al., 2001; De Bellis et al., 1999,
2001, 2002a), suggesting the possible impact of neu-
romaturational factors (see the section on pediatric
neuroimaging below). Interestingly, a few studies of
elderly PTSD patients (Freeman et al., 2006; Golier
et al.; 2005) have also failed to show significantly
smaller hippocampal volume compared with trauma-
tized controls, perhaps representing a confounding
impact of aging on the measurement of hippocampal
differences or reflecting the overall neurological
robustness and resilience of those individuals (regard-
less of PTSD) who survive into older age. In general,
adult PTSD studies that have failed to find smaller
hippocampal volumes have largely employed subject
populations with less severe or less chronic illness
(Bonne et al., 2001; Fennema-Notestine et al., 2002;
Jatzko et al., 2006; Pederson et al., 2004; Yamasue
et al., 2003; Yehuda et al., 2007). Empirical findings
have suggested that severity of illness is an important
factor in determining effect size of hippocampal
differences in PTSD (Gilbertson et al., 2002; Karl
et al., 2006). However, at least one study employing
patients with recent onset and less severe PTSD
(Wignall et al., 2004) has reported smaller hippo-
campi. Additionally, although Yehuda et al. (2007)
failed to find significant overall group differences
between their PTSD and non-PTSD samples, they
did report that individuals within the PTSD group
who developed PTSD following their first traumatic
exposure (versus those who did not) did demonstrate
smaller hippocampal volumes (perhaps suggesting
that hippocampal volume represents a PTSD-related
resilience factor).

Meta-analyses of the available literature regarding
hippocampal volume in PTSD (Karl et al., 2006;
Kitayama et al., 2005; Smith, 2005; Woon et al.,
2008) have all supported the presence of bilateral
hippocampal diminution in adult PTSD. In a highly
controlled meta-analysis reported by Smith (2005)
that encompassed 215 PTSD subjects and 325 control
subjects, adult patients with PTSD demonstrated on
average a 6.9% smaller left hippocampal volume and a

6.6% smaller right hippocampal volume compared
with control subjects. MRI hippocampal volume
studies have employed a diverse set of methodologies,
including differences in slice thickness, scanner reso-
lution, anatomical boundary definitions, and a variety
of other acquisition parameters. In a large-scale meta-
analysis, Karl et al. (2006) reported that MRI studies
employing high spatial resolution and whole-brain
volume correction were more likely to find significant
hippocampal differences when comparing PTSD
patients to trauma-exposed controls. However, other
meta-analyses have not found methodological differ-
ences in general to constitute a significant moderator
variable in PTSD hippocampal studies (Kitayama
et al., 2005; Smith, 2005), and the fact that hippocam-
pal differences have emerged regardless of methodo-
logical differences likely argues for the robust nature
of the findings.

A number of sample-related factors have also been
examined with regard to volumetric differences of the
hippocampus in PTSD. Although individual studies
have shown variations in identifying right, left, or
bilateral hippocampal volume diminutions, current
meta-analyses have consistently concluded that
smaller hippocampal volume in PTSD is best charac-
terized as bilateral with no significant differences in
right versus left volumes. Likewise, the majority of
meta-analyses have not provided strong evidence for a
gender effect; that is, male and female PTSD patients
do not appear to differ significantly in effect size for
hippocampal volume differences. However, many
studies may lack sufficient statistical power to discern
subtle gender differences, and one meta-analytic
study (Karl et al., 2006) found evidence for samples
containing more males to show larger effect sizes,
with the effect being more pronounced in the right
hemisphere.

It should be noted that a number of unresolved
issues persist regarding the interpretation of hippo-
campal volume differences that have been observed
in PTSD. Psychiatric comorbidity is a common con-
founding factor in PTSD research, particularly with
regard to the co-existing conditions of alcohol abuse
and depression. It is important to note that both
depression and alcohol abuse have been independ-
ently associated with reduced hippocampal volume
(Bremner et al., 2000; Laakso et al., 2000). As a result,
many volumetric studies of the hippocampus in
PTSD have been confounded by the comorbid pres-
ence of alcohol abuse and depression, or both.
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More recently, however, a number of studies have
attempted to control for the impact of these comorbid
conditions, and have concluded that hippocampal
volume differences in PTSD do not appear to be
accounted for merely by histories of alcohol abuse
or depression (Bonne et al., 2008; Emdad et al.,
2006; Gilbertson et al., 2002; Hedges et al., 2003;
Letizia et al., 2008; Lindauer et al., 2004; Pavić et al.,
2007). In contrast, at least one recent, well-controlled
study (Woodward et al., 2006a) has reported that
hippocampal volume differences were only apparent
in PTSD patients with comorbid alcoholism (versus
PTSD patients without comorbid alcoholism). Fur-
ther work is required to more fully elucidate the
potential impact of comorbid disorders.

A second unresolved issue concerns the origin of
hippocampal volume differences in PTSD. It has
often been reasonably assumed that smaller hippo-
campal volume results from trauma-related neuro-
toxic processes analogous to those documented in
animal studies. However, an alternative literature
also exists to support the idea that pre-existing
genetic variations in hippocampus size can impact
subsequent fear-related behavior in animals (Crusio
et al., 1989; Schwegler et al., 1983). These competing
literatures lay the foundation for an obvious “chicken
or egg” problem, namely, is smaller hippocampal
size in PTSD a result of trauma exposure, or does it
exist as a pre-trauma risk factor that increases the
likelihood of developing PTSD once exposed to a
traumatic stressor? In an effort to address this issue,
Gilbertson et al. (2002) studied identical twin brothers
discordant for combat service in Vietnam in which
some index combat twins developed chronic PTSD
whereas other combat exposed twins did not. As
expected, combat veterans with PTSD had smaller
hippocampi than combat veterans who never
developed PTSD. Of greater interest, however, was
the finding that the identical twin brothers of combat
veterans with PTSD, who themselves had neither
combat experience nor PTSD, nonetheless had hip-
pocampal volumes comparable to their PTSD broth-
ers, and smaller than combat veterans without PTSD
(and their brothers). This study provided the first
evidence in humans that hippocampal volume may
serve as a predisposing risk factor rather than as a
neurotoxic product of trauma exposure. However,
other neuroimaging evidence is not fully consistent
with a “risk factor only” interpretation. A number of
meta-analyses (Karl et al., 2006; Smith, 2005) have

demonstrated that while PTSD patients show smaller
hippocampi relative to traumatized controls, this
difference is smaller than that observed in the com-
parison between PTSD patients and non-traumatized
controls. That is, traumatized individuals with-
out PTSD may also demonstrate some degree of hip-
pocampal diminution, which suggests either the
presence of a trauma-induced atrophy or that hippo-
campal volume may also represent a risk factor for
trauma exposure itself. Furthermore, Bonne et al.
(2001), in one of the few longitudinal studies of hip-
pocampal volume in PTSD to be published, failed to
find volume differences, pre-existing or otherwise, in
traumatized individuals who eventually developed
PTSD-related symptoms. However, as previously
noted, patients with PTSD in this study demonstrated
only mild, recent-onset symptomatology (as well
as being followed for only a brief time period).
To the degree that hippocampal volume differences
exist, they may potentially represent both a pre-
disposing factor as well as a neurotoxic product of
trauma, and resolution of this issue must await fur-
ther longitudinal studies.

Finally, studies employing an alternative struc-
tural imaging methodology, magnetic resonance
spectroscopic imaging (MRSI), have also reported
deficits in the integrity of the hippocampus in PTSD.
MRSI quantifies the concentration of N-acetylaspar-
tate (NAA), a putative marker of neuronal density.
Numerous studies have now demonstrated a signifi-
cant reduction of NAA, namely, loss of neuronal
density, in the hippocampus of individuals diagnosed
with PTSD (Freeman et al., 1998; Ham et al., 2007;
Li et al., 2006; Mahmutyazicioğlu et al., 2005;
Mohanakrishnan Menon et al., 2003, 2004; Schuff
et al., 2001, 2008; Villarreal et al., 2002b). At least
one study (Freeman et al., 2006) failed to find signifi-
cant PTSD-related reductions in NAA concentration,
albeit in an elderly population of patients, a finding
that mirrors previously discussed MRI findings.
Also similar to MRI findings, mixed patterns of left,
right, or bilateral hippocampal differences have
been reported by individual MRSI studies. In an effort
to examine the impact of alcohol abuse, a recent
MRSI study (Schuff et al., 2008) carefully controlled
for presence and absence of comorbid alcoholism,
and concluded that hippocampal NAA reduction in
PTSD cannot be explained by alcohol abuse/
dependence as a confounding factor. It has further-
more been suggested that MRSI may represent a more
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sensitive measure of hippocampal integrity than
structural MRI. In support of this proposition,
Schuff et al. (2008) have found hippocampal NAA
concentration reductions in PTSD samples in which
MRI hippocampal volumetric measures did not reach
significance.

Amygdala
Far fewer structural imaging studies examining amyg-
dala volume in PTSD have been published, and many
have been reported as control measures in the context
of hippocampal volume studies. One study (Matsuoka
et al., 2003) has reported reduced left amygdala volume
in cancer survivors with traumatic intrusive recollec-
tions, although only a very small percentage of the
subjects in this sample were actually diagnosed with
PTSD. However, the majority of MRI imaging studies
have failed to find significant PTSD-related volumetric
differences in the amygdala (Bonne et al., 2001;
Bremner et al., 1997; De Bellis et al., 1999, 2001,
2002a; Fennema-Notestine et al., 2002; Gilbertson
et al., 2002; Gurvits et al., 1996; Lindauer et al., 2004;
Wignall et al., 2004). As such, structural findings are
in contrast to functional neuroimaging studies that
have consistently demonstrated increased activation
of the amygdala in adult patients with PTSD (Hull,
2002; Pitman et al., 2001), and which are reviewed fully
elsewhere in this volume. Available meta-analyses
regarding MRI volumetric studies of the amygdala
and PTSD (Karl et al., 2006; Woon et al., 2008) have
also failed to find strong or consistent evidence for
volumetric differences in PTSD. However, Karl et al.
(2006) did note some evidence for a significant but
small reduction in left amygdala volume in PTSD
patients. The reported effect sizes were small (0.13–
0.14) but suggestive of amygdala asymmetry in PTSD.

Frontal lobe
A growing literature in PTSD neuroimaging
studies has reported significant volume reductions in
frontal regions of the brain, especially medial pre-
frontal cortex (mPFC). Although reduced orbitofron-
tal cortex (Hakamata et al., 2007) and cortical
thinning in bilateral superior and middle frontal
gyri (Geuze et al., 2008) have also been reported, a
focal area of interest has been the anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC), an area thought to exert significant
top-down inhibition (along with the hippocampus)
of the amygdala (Rauch et al., 2003). A number of

structural MRI studies have now documented
reduced ACC volume in PTSD (Araki et al., 2005;
Chen et al., 2006; Kasai et al., 2008; Kitayama et al.
2006; Rauch et al., 2003; Woodward et al., 2006b;
Yamasue et al., 2003). A meta-analysis of this litera-
ture (Karl et al., 2006) has supported the conclusion
of reduced ACC volume with moderate effect sizes.
A few studies (Corbo et al., 2005; Hakamata et al.,
2007) have failed to find clear ACC volume differ-
ences in more acute PTSD; however, one of these
studies (Corbo et al., 2005) nonetheless reported sig-
nificant differences in the “shape” of the ACC even in
the absence of actual volume differences. Although
structural findings to date appear largely consistent
in identifying smaller ACC volume, little consensus
has yet emerged regarding laterality or regional speci-
ficity within the ACC. Individual studies, as with
hippocampal studies cited previously, have varied in
their report of bilateral (Kasai et al., 2008; Rauch
et al., 2003), left (Chen et al., 2006; Yamasue et al.,
2003), and right (Kitayama et al., 2006) ACC reduc-
tions. Likewise, some studies have reported ACC
reductions in only the pregenual region of the ACC
(as well as closely associated subcallosal cortex) (Kasai
et al., 2008), whereas others have reported differences
in both pregenual and dorsal ACC (Kitayama et al.,
2006; Woodward et al., 2006b). In contrast to previ-
ously reported findings in the hippocampus, a study
of combat-discordant twins has suggested that reduc-
tion in pregenual ACC may represent an acquired
sign in PTSD, namely, trauma-induced reduction
only seen in combat veterans with PTSD, as opposed
to a pre-existing vulnerability (Kasai et al., 2008).

Other structural imaging methodologies have pro-
vided additional evidence for the relevance of ACC
alterations in PTSD. As with the hippocampus, recent
MRSI studies of the ACC have reported diminished
neuronal density, namely, reduced NAA, in PTSD
patients (Ham et al., 2007; Mahmutyazicioğlu et al.,
2005; Schuff et al., 2008). Furthermore, a relatively
new methodology, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI),
has been employed recently to explore the existence
of white matter abnormalities in medial frontal cortex
in PTSD. DTI provides a measure of the integrity of
specific white matter tracts in the brain by examining
the movement of water molecules as a function of
the degree of density and coherence of local tissue
components. A number of initial DTI studies have
provided evidence for aberrant white matter integrity
in the cingulum bundle, a major neuronal tract
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connecting the ACC with the amygdala (Abe et al.,
2006; Kim et al., 2005, 2006).

Other brain regions
Although the majority of adult neuroimaging reports
have centered on the hippocampus, medial prefrontal
cortex, and amygdala, structural studies have exam-
ined potential abnormalities in other brain regions as
well. Some of these regions have served as control
sites for previously described studies, and most lack
a sufficient database from which to draw firm conclu-
sions. For example, the caudate nucleus has been
employed as a control region in hippocampal studies
(Bremner et al., 1995, 1997) and has not been found
to show volumetric changes associated with PTSD.
Likewise, the cerebellar vermis has not been shown
to differ in patients with PTSD (Levitt et al., 2006). In
contrast, the cavum septum pelucidum (CSP), a
small cerebrospinal fluid filled cleft in the anterior
portion of the septo-callosal junction, has been
found to exist with greater frequency in individuals
diagnosed with PTSD (May et al., 2004;
Myslobodsky et al., 1995). Neurodevelopmental
abnormalities in the region of the callosal–fornix–
hippocampus circuitry are thought to lead to the
persistence of CSP, which normally resolves shortly
following birth. In addition, the corpus callosum has
been implicated by a small number of studies as a site
of reduced volume in adult PTSD especially in the
midbody subregion (Kitayama et al., 2007; Villarreal
et al., 2004). Similarly, a few studies have found
reduced volume of the insula in PTSD (Corbo et al.,
2005; Kasai et al., 2008). Finally, some limited evi-
dence suggests general cortical white matter atrophy
or lesions to be associated with PTSD in adults
(Canive et al., 1997; Villarreal et al., 2002a).

Pediatric neuroimaging studies
To date, only a small number of investigators have
published findings regarding structural brain differ-
ences in children and adolescents diagnosed with
PTSD. Existing studies involving children have
revealed a pattern of structural brain deficits that is
largely inconsistent with findings reported in the
adult PTSD literature. Most notable in this regard is
the failure to replicate reduced hippocampal volume
(Carrion et al., 2001; De Bellis et al., 1999, 2001,
2002a; Tupler et al., 2006). To some degree, this
failure appears to reflect the fact that total intracranial

and/or cerebral volume in children with PTSD (unlike
adults) has often been found to be smaller relative to
non-PTSD control subjects (Carrion et al., 2001; De
Bellis et al., 1999, 2002a). As a result, even in those
pediatric studies in which smaller hippocampal
volume was found, this difference became non-
significant when controlling for overall brain volume
(Carrion et al., 2001). Tupler and De Bellis (2006)
pooled subjects from a number of their previous
studies and found that hippocampal volume in chil-
dren and adolescents with PTSD was actually larger
than in control subjects when adjusting for overall
brain volume (i.e. less relative volume reduction in
the hippocampus than in the brain as a whole).
A meta-analysis of 105 children with PTSD versus
160 controls (Woon et al., 2008) concluded that stud-
ies of hippocampal volume in pediatric PTSD samples
have failed to show significant reductions. Nonethe-
less, some controversy may still remain in that at least
one recent longitudinal study (Carrion et al., 2007)
has reported a relative volume loss bilaterally in the
hippocampus of abused children followed over a
12–18-month period, especially in those children with
higher PTSD symptoms and cortisol levels at baseline.
However, the general consensus in failing to find
hippocampal diminution in children with PTSD has
led to speculations that active neurodevelopmental
plasticity and rapid limbic growth in childhood may
mask hippocampal atrophy, or that the neurotoxic
nature of glucocorticoid exposure associated with
trauma may have a more generalized impact (i.e.
whole-brain) in childhood, rather than the more
localized impact (i.e. hippocampus) of adulthood.
Resolution of these questions awaits further research.

In addition to findings demonstrating reduced
overall intracranial brain volume in children and ado-
lescents with PTSD, a number of studies have identi-
fied specific brain regions that appear altered in
volume even after controlling for overall brain size.
While specific studies of ACC analogous to those
reported in adults have not yet been published, a
few studies have identified volumetric differences in
prefrontal cortex in pediatric PTSD samples (Carrion
et al., 2001; De Bellis et al., 2002a, 2003; Richert et al.,
2006). These findings have suggested reduced volume
of overall prefrontal cortex (De Bellis et al., 2002a)
and dorsal PFC (Richert et al., 2006), larger middle-
inferior and ventral PFC (Richert et al., 2006),
increased prefrontal lobe and lateral ventricle
CSF (De Bellis et al., 2003), and a loss of the normal
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right > left asymmetry of the frontal lobes (Carrion
et al., 2001). In addition to frontal lobe alterations,
several studies have consistently reported loss of
volume and white matter integrity of the corpus cal-
losum, especially medial and posterior regions, in
children with PTSD (De Bellis et al., 1999, 2002a,
2003; Jackowski et al., 2008). As such, these findings
appear consistent with the limited reports of corpus
callosum reduction in adults with PTSD as previously
described. Finally, De Bellis and colleagues (De Bellis
et al., 2002b, 2006; Thomas et al., 2004) have also
reported a number of isolated findings in children
with PTSD, including: larger pituitary volumes in
pubertal/postpubertal children (but not prepubertal
children), larger superior temporal gyrus volume
(especially right hemisphere), and smaller total cere-
bellum volumes.

Summary
Structural neuroimaging studies have revealed a rela-
tively consistent pattern of volumetric reductions in
both the hippocampus and anterior cingulate cortex of
adults diagnosed with chronic PTSD. As such, these
findings are consistent with a model of PTSD that
posits a reduced capacity of hippocampus/ACC to
inhibit amygdala-based fear responses, likely reflecting
a failure of these brain regions to effectively utilize
cues in the environment to signal safety (hippocam-
pus) and to adaptively maintain extinction of condi-
tioned emotional responses (ACC) once traumatic
experiences are no longer relevant. As further studies
using new imaging technologies such as DTI are com-
pleted, findings may extend PTSD-related structural
abnormalities of the hippocampus and ACC to the
associated white matter tracts relevant to their inter-
connections (including amygdala) in the broader
neural circuitry of fear conditioning and extinction.
At this time, only limited data exist to implicate struc-
tural alterations in other brain regions (e.g. corpus
callosum) and the relevance of these potential brain
sites awaits further study. Pediatric studies of PTSD
have not fully replicated findings reported in the
adult literature, and suggest that the neuroanatomical
correlates of PTSDmaymanifest in amore generalized
manner (e.g. reduced total brain volume) in children
and adolescents who are traumatized. Further research
will be required to advance our understanding of
the impact of developmental factors and brain matur-
ation on the expression of PTSD-related brain

abnormalities. Additional longitudinal investigations
are also needed to more fully elucidate the source
of specific volumetric reductions in PTSD, namely,
pre-existing vulnerability traits versus the toxic impact
of traumatic exposure itself (or perhaps both). As these
issues move toward resolution, neuroimaging studies
in PTSD will not only continue to contribute to our
understanding of the neuropathology of this psychi-
atric condition, but more importantly, may offer dir-
ections for more effective prevention and treatment.

Box 13.1. Summary of structural neuroimaging
findings in post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
� Diminished volumes of the hippocampus and

anterior cingulate cortex represent the most fre-
quently replicated findings in patients with PTSD,
especially those with chronic and severe disorder.

� Most studies suggest that observed volumetric
reductions in PTSD can not be fully explained
by comorbid conditions such as substance abuse
and depression.

� Evidence exists to support both neurotoxicity and
pre-existing vulnerability as etiological models of
brain volume reductions in PTSD.

� Structural findings are consistent with a model of
PTSD that suggests a reduced capacity of hippo-
campus/ACC to inhibit amygdala-based fear
responses.

� Pediatric studies of PTSD have not fully replicated
findings reported in the adult literature and sug-
gest that trauma in children may have a more
generalized impact on the brain.
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Chapter

14 Functional imaging of post-traumatic
stress disorder
Lisa M. Shin, Kathryn Handwerger Brohawn, Danielle L. Pfaff and Roger K. Pitman

Introduction
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is an anxiety
disorder that can develop in individuals who (1) are
exposed to an event or events that involve the threat
of death or serious injury, and (2) react with intense
fear, helplessness or horror (APA, 2000). Individuals
with PTSD re-experience the traumatic event in vari-
ous ways, including nightmares, intrusive recollec-
tions, and flashbacks. In addition, patients may
attempt to avoid thoughts or reminders of the trauma
and may experience a restricted range of affect, espe-
cially positive affect. Finally, patients with PTSD
report hyperarousal symptoms, such as hypervigi-
lance, exaggerated startle, and difficulty concentrating
(APA, 2000).

In this chapter, we will summarize a neurocircui-
try model of PTSD and briefly describe the techniques
that have been used to study brain function in this
disorder. We will then review the findings of relevant
functional neuroimaging studies. Given that current
neurocircuitry models focus on the amygdala, medial
prefrontal cortex, and hippocampus, this review will
include studies that have reported significant findings
in those brain regions. (For other recent reviews, see
Francati et al., 2007; Lanius et al., 2006; Rauch et al.,
2006.) Lastly, we will summarize the findings and
suggest directions for future research.

Neurocircuitry model of PTSD
Several brain structures have been of interest in func-
tional neuroimaging studies of PTSD. First is the
amygdala, because it is involved in the assessment of
potential threat or ambiguity in the environment
(Davis and Whalen, 2001; Whalen, 1998), and it plays
a critical role in fear conditioning (LeDoux, 2000) and

the encoding of emotional memories (McGaugh,
2004; Dolcos et al., 2004). The medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC), including rostral anterior cingulate
cortex (rACC), subcallosal gyrus, and medial frontal
gyrus, is relevant to PTSD because these brain regions
are involved in the inhibition of emotional informa-
tion during task performance (Bishop et al., 2004;
Whalen et al., 1998), as well as in extinction and the
retention of extinction memories (Milad and Quirk,
2002; Morgan et al., 1993; Quirk et al., 2000), which
appear to be deficient in PTSD (Orr et al., 2000).
Finally, the hippocampus is relevant to PTSD because
it is involved in the encoding of both neutral and
emotional memories (Eichenbaum, 2000; McGaugh,
2004; Dolcos et al., 2004), and in memory for context
during fear conditioning and extinction (Sanders
et al., 2003; Maren and Holt, 2000; Corcoran and
Maren, 2001).

According to neurocircuitry models of PTSD
(Rauch et al., 1998, 2006), the amygdala is hyper-
responsive, which may account for exaggerated fear
responses and the indelible quality of traumatic mem-
ories. Furthermore, the mPFC (including the rACC) is
hyporesponsive, and fails to inhibit the amygdala. This
may underlie deficits in extinction and in inhibiting
attention to trauma-related stimuli. Abnormal hippo-
campal function may be associated with declarative
memory impairments, deficits in identifying safe con-
texts, and impaired regulation of the hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis in PTSD. (See also
models described by Layton and Krikorian, 2002;
Elzinga and Bremner, 2002; Hamner et al., 1999.)

Tasks, stimuli, and techniques
Several different types of tasks have been developed
for use in functional neuroimaging studies of PTSD.
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Some employ personalized stimuli that cue subjects to
recall traumatic as well as other events from their own
lives. A technique that is frequently used to accom-
plish this goal is script-driven imagery, which was
developed by Peter Lang and colleagues (1983) and
later adapted to the study of PTSD by Roger Pitman
and Scott Orr (Pitman et al., 1987). In script-driven
imagery, participants write narratives of their own
traumatic and other personal events. Later, on the
basis of these narratives, “scripts” are composed in
the second person, present tense and audiotaped for
playback in the scanner. During script-driven imagery
scans, participants are asked to recall and imagine the
event being described.

Although script-driven imagery is quite effective at
provoking symptomatic or emotional states, a disad-
vantage of this technique is that, because they are
personalized, the stimuli vary widely across subjects.
In order to decrease variability and increase experi-
mental control, some researchers have designed sets of
“standardized” trauma-related stimuli that are tailored
to an entire group of trauma survivors as a whole.
Such stimuli include photographs, words, sounds, or
smells that are relevant to a particular type of trauma,
e.g. combat. Some studies require participants simply
to attend to these stimuli, whereas others require them
to perform a cognitive task involving them.

In order to determine whether functional abnor-
malities in PTSD are specific to the processing of
trauma-related information, some researchers have
implemented emotional stimuli that are unrelated to
the traumatic event, including imagery scripts of
other life events, generally negative and/or positive
photographs, and facial expressions. Several studies
have even used neutral stimuli, such as neutral words
or auditory tones, in cognitive tasks designed to acti-
vate specific brain regions of interest.

Researchers have also examined brain activity of
PTSD patients at rest. However, interpreting the find-
ings of resting state studies is often difficult given that
participants do not perform any specific task in the
scanner. Nevertheless, resting state findings can be
illuminating especially if they are correlated with
symptom severity or treatment response.

A few research groups have attempted to study
the relationship between functional neuroimaging
measures and treatment response in PTSD. In some
studies, researchers scan patients before and after treat-
ment to determine whether changes in brain function
are associated with symptomatic improvement. In

other studies, functional imaging measures obtained
before treatment are used to predict clinical response.

Researchers studying brain function in PTSD have
implemented a wide variety of imaging techniques,
including positron emission tomography (PET), single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT),
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).
Furthermore, among researchers using PET, some
have implemented oxygen-15 labeled water or carbon
dioxide to measure regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF), whereas others have used 18F-fluorodeoxyglu-
cose (FDG) to measure regional cerebral metabolic
rate for glucose (rCMRglu).

In the following review, we present the results of
functional neuroimaging studies that have yielded
findings relevant to the amygdala, medial prefrontal
cortex, and hippocampus in PTSD. We have organ-
ized the studies according to both the type of stimuli
and the type of imaging technique used.

Amygdala
Script-driven imagery
PET
Several PET oxygen-15 studies have used script-
driven imagery to study individuals with PTSD.
Rauch and colleagues (1996) demonstrated amygdala
activation in individuals with PTSD during imagery
of traumatic as compared to neutral scripts, although
there was no non-PTSD comparison group. Shin and
colleagues (2004a) found greater amygdala activation
in the traumatic vs. neutral contrast in male Vietnam
combat veterans with versus without PTSD. Female
nurses with PTSD who served in Vietnam did not
exhibit exaggerated amygdala activation relative to
female nurse veterans without PTSD. However, both
male and female participants with PTSD showed posi-
tive correlations between amygdala blood flow and
PTSD symptom severity. Osuch and colleagues
(2008) scanned individuals 10–29 days after experi-
encing motor vehicle accidents and then assessed
their PTSD symptoms 3 months later. Compared to
healthy, trauma-unexposed comparison subjects,
accident survivors showed less amygdala activation
in response to traumatic versus neutral imagery
scripts. This would seem to contradict findings of
exaggerated amygdala activation in PTSD. However,
follow-up assessments revealed that only 4 of the 22
accident survivors developed the disorder. That most
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of the accident survivors did not develop PTSD
suggests that resilience may be characterized by less
amygdala responsivity. Britton and colleagues (2005)
also reported diminished amygdala activation during
traumatic imagery in trauma-exposed individuals
without PTSD.

Using functional connectivity methods, Gilboa
and colleagues (2004) demonstrated a positive rela-
tionship between amygdala, anterior cingulate, sub-
callosal cortex, and visual cortex in their PTSD group.
In contrast, Shin and colleagues (2004a) found a
negative correlation between blood flow changes in
the amygdala and those in medial prefrontal cortex in
PTSD. In a resilient group of accident survivors,
Osuch and colleagues (2008) found a positive correl-
ation between activation in the amygdala and rostral
anterior cingulate cortex during traumatic vs. neutral
script-driven imagery.

fMRI
Piefke and colleagues (2007) studied accident sur-
vivors with acute PTSD using fMRI and script-driven
imagery. They found amygdala activation during the
traumatic condition compared to both a baseline and
a negative, non-traumatic condition. However, inter-
pretation of these findings is limited by the lack of a
non-PTSD comparison group.

Trauma-related stimuli
PET
Shin and colleagues (1997) reported amygdala acti-
vation during visual mental imagery of standardized
combat-related photographs in combat veterans with
PTSD, but not in combat veterans without PTSD.
Pissiota and colleagues (2002) found amygdala acti-
vation in response to combat sounds versus white
noise in veterans with PTSD; this amygdala activation
was positively correlated with subjective ratings of
distress. Vermetten and colleagues (2007) presented
a combat-related smell (diesel fuel) to combat veterans
with versus without PTSD during PET scanning. The
PTSD group exhibited greater amygdala activation,
distress, and symptom severity in response to the
diesel smell than the combat veterans without PTSD.

SPECT
Liberzon and colleagues (1999) presented combat
sounds and white noise in separate conditions to
combat veterans with versus without PTSD, as well

as to healthy combat-unexposed participants. They
found greater amygdala activation in the combat
sounds versus white noise contrast in combat veterans
with PTSD relative to the other groups.

fMRI
Two recent fMRI studies have reported exaggerated
amygdala activation during the presentation of
trauma-related photographs to participants with
PTSD. Hendler and colleagues (2003) presented
combat-related and neutral photographs at varying
recognition thresholds to combat veterans with versus
without PTSD. They found that the PTSD group had
greater amygdala responses to both combat-related
and neutral photographs regardless of the recognition
threshold. Morey and colleagues (2009) presented
combat veterans with task-irrelevant combat-related
photographs or neutral photographs while they per-
formed a neutral working memory task in the fMRI
scanner. Combat veterans with PTSD showed greater
amygdala activation in response to the combat-related
versus neutral photographs, whereas the combat vet-
erans without PTSD did not show this effect.

Two fMRI studies have reported amygdala hyper-
responsivity to trauma-related words in PTSD. Pro-
topopescu and colleagues (2005) presented trauma-
related, panic-related, positive, and neutral words to
individuals with PTSD and trauma-unexposed
healthy individuals. Relative to the comparison group,
the PTSD group showed greater amygdala responses
to the trauma-related words versus neutral words. In
addition, amygdala activation was positively correl-
ated with PTSD symptom severity. Furthermore,
amygdala activation in the trauma vs. neutral word
comparison habituated over time in the PTSD group.
Driessen and colleagues (2004) presented participants
with words that would cue them to recall specific
personal traumatic and non-traumatic events.
Women with PTSD and borderline personality dis-
order showed exaggerated amygdala/uncus activation
in response to traumatic vs. non-traumatic word cues,
whereas women with borderline personality disorder
alone did not.

Trauma-unrelated emotional stimuli
PET
Researchers recently have become interested in imple-
menting Pavlovian fear conditioning paradigms
during neuroimaging to study amygdala function in
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patients with this disorder (Rauch et al., 2006). In the
first study of its type, Bremner and colleagues (2005)
scanned subjects during a fear conditioning phase,
which consisted of presenting a specific visual stimu-
lus (blue square) along with a mild electric shock to
the forearm. They found that abuse survivors with
PTSD showed greater amygdala responses during fear
conditioning than healthy control subjects without
abuse histories.

fMRI
Exaggerated amygdala activation in PTSD has also
been found in response to some types of trauma-
unrelated emotional material, such as facial expres-
sions. Rauch and colleagues (2000) presented
participants with fearful and happy facial expressions
that were “backwardly masked” by neutral facial
expressions such that participants did not report
seeing the emotional expressions. Relative to the
trauma-exposed comparison group, the PTSD group
exhibited greater amygdala responses to the masked
fearful versus masked happy faces. Furthermore,
amygdala responses in the PTSD group were posi-
tively correlated with PTSD symptom severity, but
not with depression severity. Similarly, Armony and
colleagues (2005) reported a positive correlation
between amygdala responses to masked fearful faces
and PTSD symptom severity. Bryant et al. (2008b)
found greater amygdala responses to masked fearful
versus neutral expressions in a PTSD group than in a
trauma-unexposed comparison group. Furthermore,
in the PTSD group, amygdala responses were nega-
tively correlated with responses in the rostral anterior
cingulate cortex. Using unmasked, i.e. overtly pre-
sented, fearful and happy facial expressions, Shin
and colleagues (2005) demonstrated exaggerated
amygdala responses in individuals with PTSD com-
pared to trauma-exposed individuals without PTSD.
(See Figure 14.1.) Furthermore, in the PTSD group,
amygdala activation was negatively correlated with
activation in medial prefrontal cortex. This study also
reported a trend for less habituation to the fearful vs.
happy faces in the PTSD group compared to the
control group. In a similar study using overtly pre-
sented fearful and neutral facial expressions, Wil-
liams et al. (2006) also reported greater amygdala
activation in the PTSD group compared to a
trauma-unexposed comparison group. Positive cor-
relations were found in the PTSD group between
right amygdala and left anterior cingulate cortex,

although exactly which portion of the anterior cingu-
late was correlated with the amygdala was unclear.
Dickie and colleagues (2008) showed facial expres-
sions to participants with PTSD during fMRI scan-
ning and afterwards tested their recognition memory
for the faces. Although there was no control group,
PTSD symptom severity scores were positively cor-
related with left amygdala activation. In a different
memory paradigm that manipulated emotional con-
text, Whalley et al. (2009) presented participants with
neutral stimuli superimposed upon negative or posi-
tive photographs. Later during fMRI, participants’
recognition memory for the neutral stimuli was
tested. The PTSD group showed greater amygdala/
ventral striatum activation associated with the correct
recollection of the neutral stimuli.

Neutral stimuli or rest
PET
A study by Semple and colleagues (2000) employed a
neutral auditory continuous performance task during
PET scanning. Veterans with PTSD and comorbid
substance abuse had higher amygdala blood flow
compared to a healthy trauma-unexposed compari-
son group. Shin and colleagues (2004b) studied fire-
fighters with versus without PTSD using a word-stem
completion recall task during scanning. Collapsing

Figure 14.1 Right amygdala activation in response to Fearful vs.
Happy facial expressions (x, y, z: þ22, þ2, 14 and þ22, 0, 26)
that was greater in the PTSD group than in the trauma exposed
control group.
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across deep and shallow recall conditions, the PTSD
group had greater rCBF in the amygdala and hippo-
campus than the non-PTSD group. In contrast, in a
resilient group of motor vehicle accident survivors,
Osuch et al. (2008) found lower blood flow in the
amygdala at rest.

SPECT
Chung and colleagues (2006) reported greater amyg-
dala perfusion at rest in a PTSD group compared to a
trauma-unexposed healthy control group. However,
other resting-state SPECT studies have not revealed
exaggerated amygdala activation in PTSD (Bonne
et al., 2003; Mirzaei et al., 2001; Pavic et al., 2003;
Sachinvala et al., 2000).

fMRI
Bryant and colleagues (2005) used an auditory odd-
ball paradigm and found enhanced amygdala
responses to targets in a PTSD group relative to a
trauma-unexposed healthy comparison group.

Association with treatment response
SPECT
In a group of patients with subthreshold PTSD, Peres
et al. (2007) found that amygdala responses to trau-
matic imagery scripts decreased following exposure
and cognitive restructuring therapy.

fMRI
Two recent studies have reported a relationship
between amygdala function and clinical response to
cognitive-behavioral therapy. Felmingham and col-
leagues (2007) presented fearful and neutral facial
expressions to participants with PTSD both before
and after cognitive behavioral therapy. Decreases in
amygdala responses were associated with symptom-
atic improvement. Using a different design, Bryant
and colleagues (2008a) found that greater pretreat-
ment amygdala activation to masked fearful vs. neu-
tral faces was associated with a poorer response to
cognitive-behavioral therapy.

Summary and comments
Overall, amygdala activation appears to be exagger-
ated in PTSD, especially in studies involving the use
of fearful facial expressions. Additionally, several
studies have reported positive correlations between
amygdala activation and PTSD symptom severity,

suggesting that amygdala responses are related to
the clinical presentation of the disorder. However,
not all studies have found this pattern of results (e.g.
Bremner et al., 1999a, 1999b; Britton et al., 2005;
Lanius et al., 2001, 2002; Shin et al., 1999). There
may be multiple reasons for the lack of amygdala
activation, particularly in studies that implement
PET or SPECT imaging. These techniques have
poorer temporal resolution because they require a
block design in which blood flow within a condition
is typically averaged over a long period of time (from
1 min with PET 15O to 40 min with PET-FDG).
Amygdala responses can habituate during this period
(Breiter et al., 1996), even in PTSD (Shin et al., 2005;
Protopopescu et al., 2005). Averaging blood flow or
glucose metabolic rate over several minutes reduces
the likelihood of detecting amygdala activation both
within and between groups. The lack of amygdala
hyper-responsivity in some studies of PTSD also
may be due to the use of an imagery task. Amygdala
responses to internally generated stimuli appear to be
smaller than those in response to externally presented
stimuli (Reiman et al., 1997).

Medial prefrontal cortex/rostral
anterior cingulate cortex
Script-driven imagery
PET
Studies implementing script-driven imagery have typ-
ically reported less activation or even deactivation in
mPFC regions in PTSD during traumatic versus neu-
tral imagery scripts. Bremner and colleagues (1999a)
reported deactivation of subcallosal gyrus and a fail-
ure to activate the rACC in childhood sexual abuse
survivors with PTSD compared to those without
PTSD. Shin et al. (1999) found relatively less rACC
activation in childhood sexual abuse survivors with
PTSD compared to those without. (See Figure 14.2.)
Using similar techniques, Shin and colleagues (2004a)
found less activation in medial frontal gyrus, just
anterior to the rACC, in male combat veterans and
female nurse veterans with PTSD compared to those
without PTSD. In addition, within the PTSD group,
rCBF in medial frontal gyrus was negatively correl-
ated with both PTSD symptom severity and rCBF in
the amygdala. Similarly, Britton et al. (2005) reported
lower rACC activation in combat veterans with
PTSD than in veterans without PTSD and healthy
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non-combat control subjects. In the PTSD group,
dorsomedial prefrontal cortex activation was nega-
tively correlated with PTSD symptom severity.

SPECT
In a study of police officers with versus without
PTSD, Lindauer and colleagues (2004) reported lower
activation in medial frontal gyrus in response to trau-
matic versus neutral script-driven imagery in officers
with PTSD.

fMRI
In the first fMRI study to implement script-driven
imagery in the study of PTSD, Lanius et al. (2001)
reported significantly diminished activation in the
rACC and medial frontal gyrus in the traumatic vs.
baseline imagery condition. Diminished ACC
responses have also been reported during script-
driven imagery involving sad and anxious mood
states (Lanius et al., 2003), suggesting that decreased
ACC responses are not specific to reminders of
trauma. In contrast, this group found that a subgroup
of PTSD patients who dissociated, rather than
re-experienced, during traumatic imagery showed an
opposite pattern of greater activation in the rACC and
medial frontal gyrus (Lanius et al., 2002, 2005). This
group also found that patients with PTSD and comor-
bid MDD had greater rACC activation than patients
with PTSD alone, although both groups showed
less rACC activation than trauma-exposed control

subjects. Hopper and colleagues (2007) recently
reported a negative correlation between rACC acti-
vation and self-reported re-experiencing during trau-
matic scripts in PTSD. Frewen et al. (2008) reported a
negative correlation between activation in the ACC
during traumatic script-driven imagery and degree of
emotional awareness in PTSD. In contrast, the control
group showed a positive correlation between these
two variables. In a study of acute accident-related
PTSD, Piefke and colleagues (2007) reported rACC
activation during traumatic scripts vs. baseline. How-
ever, whether this activation deviated from normal is
unknown because this study lacked a control group.

Trauma-related stimuli
PET
Bremner and colleagues (1999b) found less activation
in the rACC and deactivation in subgenual cortex in
response to trauma-related audiovisual stimuli in
combat veterans with PTSD. Also using trauma-
related visual stimuli, Shin and colleagues (1997)
found less blood flow in rACC during the perception
of trauma-related vs. neutral photographs, yet greater
blood flow in subgenual ACC during visual mental
imagery of those photographs. Bremner and col-
leagues (2004) used an emotional Stroop task, which
involved naming the ink color of trauma-related
words, to study brain activation in a group of sexual
abuse survivors with versus without PTSD. In the
trauma-related vs. the neutral comparison, the PTSD
group showed significantly less activation in the
rACC than the group without PTSD.

SPECT
Two SPECT studies seem to have yielded findings in
the mPFC that are different from the findings of other
types of studies. Liberzon and colleagues (1999) found
equivalent ACC activation in veterans with PTSD,
veterans without PTSD, and non-veteran healthy con-
trols during the presentation of combat sounds versus
white noise. A different study that employed stan-
dardized combat sounds revealed greater medial pre-
frontal cortex reactivity in veterans with PTSD than
in combat and healthy controls (Zubieta et al., 1999).

fMRI
Yang et al. (2004) assessed neural correlates of the
imagery and perception of earthquake-related pictures
in adolescent earthquake survivors. Results revealed

Figure 14.2 Activation in the rostral anterior cingulate (x, y, z:
þ7, þ38, 0) in the Traumatic vs. Neutral contrast that was
lower in women with PTSD than in women without PTSD.
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that participants without PTSD activated the rACC,
whereas those with PTSD did not. Hou and colleagues
(2007) found decreased anterior cingulate activation
in response to trauma-related pictures vs. neutral pic-
tures in a group of survivors of a coal mining accident
with PTSD compared to those without PTSD. In con-
trast, Morey and colleagues (2009) reported a signifi-
cant positive correlation between PTSD symptom
severity and rACC activation to combat-related vs.
neutral photographs. However, this study lacked a
comparison group without PTSD. Using an emotional
Stroop task with trauma-related words, Shin et al.
(2001) reported a failure to activate the rACC in
combat veterans with PTSD relative to combat vet-
erans without PTSD. The PTSD group instead showed
greater activation of the dorsal ACC (dACC).

Trauma-unrelated emotional stimuli
PET
Studies employing trauma-unrelated emotional stim-
uli have also reported relatively diminished activation
in the rACC in PTSD. Phan and colleagues (2006)
presented aversive and neutral photographs to sub-
jects during PET scanning and found deactivation in
the ventral mPFC in a PTSD group compared to
healthy comparison group. Using emotional word
stimuli, Bremner and colleagues (2003b) found blood
flow decreases in the rACC and subcallosal cortex
during the retrieval of deeply encoded negative vs.
neutral words in women with PTSD compared to
healthy women without PTSD. In a fear-conditioning
and extinction paradigm, Bremner and colleagues
(2005) reported decreased activity in the rACC and
subcallosal cortex during extinction in women with
PTSD relative to trauma-unexposed controls.

fMRI
Using emotional facial expression stimuli, Shin et al.
(2005) reported diminished responses to fearful vs.
happy expressions in the rACC, dorsal mPFC, and
ventral mPFC in men with PTSD compared to
trauma-exposed men without PTSD. In addition,
rACC activation was negatively correlated with PTSD
symptom severity. Relatively diminished rACC acti-
vation in response to fearful vs. neutral faces in PTSD
has also been reported by Williams and colleagues
(2006). Similarly, Kim and colleagues (2008) found
diminished rACC activation in response to fearful vs.
neutral faces in a PTSD relative to a trauma-

unexposed control group. Rostral ACC activation
was negatively correlated with PTSD symptom sever-
ity. Dickie et al. (2008) found a negative correlation
between symptom severity and ventral mPFC activity
in response to subsequently forgotten faces in PTSD.
In contrast to the previous studies, Bryant and col-
leagues (2008b) reported greater ventral mPFC acti-
vation during the unconscious processing of fearful
vs. neutral faces in PTSD compared to trauma-
unexposed control subjects. Using a very different
task involving decision-making, Sailer et al. (2008)
found diminished activation in medial frontal
gyrus and nucleus accumbens in response to gain
feedback.

Neutral stimuli or rest
PET
Semple et al. (2000) reported diminished blood flow
in the ACC/medial frontal gyrus both at rest and
during an auditory continuous performance task in
patients with PTSD and histories of substance abuse
relative to healthy trauma-unexposed subjects. In a
group of resilient motor vehicle accident survivors,
most of whom did not develop PTSD, Osuch and
colleagues (2008) found greater blood flow at rest in
the rACC.

Only three PET studies have utilized FDG to study
rCMRglu in PTSD. Molina and colleagues (2010)
reported diminished activity in the ACC and medial
frontal gyrus in veterans with PTSD relative to those
without the disorder. Bremner et al. (1997) found no
rCMRglu differences in the ACC between veterans
with PTSD and trauma-unexposed healthy individ-
uals. Finally, Shin and colleagues (2009) reported
greater rCMRglu in the dACC and midcingulate
cortex in combat veterans with PTSD and their iden-
tical co-twins compared to combat veterans without
PTSD and their identical co-twins. (See Figure 14.3.)
This finding suggests that hypermetabolism in this
region is a familial risk factor for developing PTSD
after trauma exposure, rather than an acquired char-
acteristic of PTSD.

SPECT
Again, SPECT studies have yielded different findings
with regard to the ACC in PTSD. Sachinvala and
colleagues (2000) found enhanced perfusion at rest
in theACC in individuals with PTSD relative to healthy
controls. Chung et al. (2006) reported greater rCBF
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in subgenual cingulate cortex at rest in car accident
survivors relative to trauma unexposed healthy partici-
pants. Bonne et al. (2003) foundnodifference in resting
ACC perfusion between PTSD, trauma-exposed con-
trol, and trauma-unexposed control groups.

fMRI
The finding of diminished rACC responsivity
appears to occur less frequently in fMRI studies that
implement neutral stimuli. Bryant and colleagues
(2005) used fMRI to study brain responses to an
auditory oddball paradigm in individuals with PTSD
compared to trauma-unexposed healthy control sub-
jects. The PTSD group showed enhanced rACC and
dACC activation (relative to healthy controls) in
response to oddball targets versus non-targets. In a
study by Shin et al. (2007), PTSD and non-PTSD
groups did not differ with regard to rACC activation
during a neutral Stroop task, although there were
trends for greater dACC activation in PTSD. In a
group of children with posttraumatic stress symp-
toms relative to healthy children, Carrion et al.
(2008) found greater activation in the dACC and
rACC during a Go–NoGo task. Finally, in a study
of verbal working memory, Moores and colleagues
(2008) found diminished ACC activation during
working memory updating in a PTSD group relative
to a healthy comparison group.

Association with treatment response
PET
Several studies have documented a relationship
between activity in the anterior cingulate and
improvement following various methods of treatment.
In an early case report, Fernandez et al. (2001) found
that successful treatment of PTSD with fluoxetine was
associated with increased activation in ventral pre-
frontal cortex.

SPECT
Seedat and colleagues (2004) examined brain activation
in patients with PTSD both before and after 8 weeks of
treatment with citalopram. Perfusion increases in
mPFC (left paracingulate gyrus) in response to treat-
ment were correlated with symptomatic improvement.
Peres and colleagues (2007) reported a significant
increase in left anterior cingulate activity in response
to traumatic scripts following exposure-based and
restructuring psychotherapy. Similarly, Levin et al.
(1999) noted increases in ACC activation in a single
patient treated with EMDR. Lansing and colleagues
(2005) found increased activation with EMDR treat-
ment in medial frontal gyrus/rACC.

fMRI
Felmingham and colleagues (2007) assessed brain
activation to fearful vs. neutral faces both before and
6 months following cognitive behavioral therapy in
individuals with PTSD. They found significantly
increased rACC activation following treatment.
In contrast, Bryant et al. (2008a) assessed brain
responses to masked fearful versus neutral facial
expressions in patients with PTSD before undergoing
cognitive behavioral treatment. Pretreatment rACC
responses were positively correlated with post-
treatment PTSD symptom severity scores. Individuals
who did not respond well to the CBT displayed sig-
nificantly greater pretreatment rACC than those who
did respond. The researchers speculated that this
counterintuitive finding was due to the rapid presen-
tation of fear stimuli, which differed from the types of
stimulus presentations used in previous studies.

Summary and comments
Relatively diminished activation of the mPFC, includ-
ing the rACC, subcallosal gyrus, and medial frontal
gyrus, is one of the most robust, although not univer-
sal, findings in functional neuroimaging studies of

Figure 14.3 Greater glucose metabolism at rest in the dorsal
anterior cingulate/midcingulate cortex (x, y, z: þ10, þ2, þ42) in
Vietnam veterans with PTSD and their identical co twins
compared to Vietnam veterans without PTSD and their identical
co twins.
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PTSD. Diminished activation in the mPFC appears to
be more commonly found in studies that use trauma-
related or emotional stimuli, although it has occurred
in some tasks implementing neutral stimuli as well.
Overall, mPFC activation appears to correlate nega-
tively with PTSD symptom severity and to increase
with successful treatment.

It is important to note that most findings of
diminished mPFC activation in PTSD have occurred
in rostral or ventral portions of the ACC or the
medial frontal gyrus. In fact, several of the reviewed
studies suggest that the dorsal portions of the ACC
actually may be hyper-responsive in PTSD (Bremner
et al., 2005; Bryant et al., 2005; Shin et al., 2001, 2007).
Thus, when interpreting functional neuroimaging
findings within the ACC in PTSD, determining the
location of the effects, e.g. rostral vs. dorsal, appears to
be critical.

Although not reviewed here, some studies have
reported decreased volumes of the ACC in PTSD
(Rauch et al., 2003; Yamasue et al., 2003; Woodward
et al., 2006). Whether diminished volumes can
explain diminished function of the ACC is not cur-
rently clear, but future studies should evaluate this
issue.

Hippocampus
Script-driven imagery
PET
Bremner and colleagues (1999a) used PET and script-
driven imagery to study rCBF in childhood sexual
abuse survivors. Relative to survivors without PTSD,
those with PTSD exhibited rCBF decreases in the
hippocampus in the traumatic versus neutral script
contrast. Recently, Osuch et al. (2008) reported a
similar finding of decreased hippocampal blood flow
during traumatic vs. neutral imagery in recent motor
vehicle accident survivors compared to healthy
trauma-unexposed comparison subjects. These
researchers also found a significant negative correl-
ation between PTSD symptom severity and right hip-
pocampal blood flow changes. However, as noted
previously, only a small percentage of these subjects
ended up meeting diagnostic criteria for PTSD. In
contrast, Osuch and colleagues (2001) reported a
positive correlation between flashback intensity
during script-driven imagery and blood flow in the
left perihippocampal region, among other areas.

SPECT
In a study implementing SPECT and script-driven
imagery before and after treatment with exposure/
cognitive restructuring, Peres and colleagues (2007)
reported increased left hippocampal activity to trau-
matic scripts following psychotherapy in a group of
individuals with PTSD. Waitlist control subjects
showed no rCBF changes over time.

Trauma-related stimuli
fMRI
Using fMRI and a verbal declarative memory task,
Thomaes et al. (2009) assessed hippocampal function
in female childhood abuse survivors with “complex”
PTSD versus healthy comparison subjects. During
scanning, subjects were presented with abuse-related
and neutral words that they encoded either deeply or
shallowly. Subjects were also scanned a few minutes
later during a recognition test. The PTSD group
showed greater activation than controls in the left
parahippocampal gyrus during the deep encoding of
negative words vs. baseline. The PTSD group also
showed greater left hippocampal and parahippocam-
pal activation during the correct recognition of
trauma-related words. Thus, it appears that hippo-
campal activation is not always diminished in PTSD,
and that the use of trauma-related stimuli may be
more likely to reveal exaggerated hippocampal and
parahippocampal activation in PTSD.

Trauma-unrelated emotional stimuli
PET
Bremner et al. (2003b) presented childhood sexual
abuse survivors with PTSD and healthy trauma-
unexposed comparison subjects with neutral and
emotional word pairs. Subjects were then scanned
during the recollection of the word pairs. Relative to
the comparison group, the PTSD group showed
greater blood flow decreases in the left hippocampus
during the retrieval of the emotional versus neutral
word pairs.

Neutral stimuli or rest
PET
Bremner et al. (2003b) reported no differences in
hippocampal activity between a PTSD and healthy
control group during retrieval of neutral word pairs.
However, in a separate study, these investigators
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(Bremner et al., 2003a) found relatively diminished
left hippocampal activation in a PTSD versus control
group during the encoding of neutral verbal passages.
The finding remained even when hippocampal
volumes were statistically controlled. In a word-stem
cued recall study by Shin and colleagues (2004b),
subjects saw neutral words and encoded them either
deeply or shallowly before scanning. Subjects were
then scanned during recall, and hippocampal blood
flow was compared between the deeply encoded and
shallowly encoded word conditions. Firefighters with
PTSD showed less hippocampal activation than fire-
fighters without PTSD. (See Figure 14.4.) However,
this finding was driven by enhanced hippocampal
activity in the shallow condition in the PTSD group.
In fact, collapsing across conditions revealed that the
PTSD group had higher hippocampal blood flow than
the non-PTSD group. Other studies have reported
evidence for greater hippocampal activity in PTSD
during a continuous performance task (Semple
et al., 2000), and at rest (Sachinvala et al., 2000).
However, Molina and colleagues (2010) reported
lower rCMRglu in the hippocampus at rest in combat
veterans with PTSD relative to those without PTSD.

fMRI
A number of recent fMRI studies have examined
hippocampal activation in tasks involving neutral

stimuli. Astur and colleagues (2006) found reduced
hippocampal activation during a virtual Morris Water
Maze task in a PTSD group relative to a healthy
control group. In addition, PTSD symptom severity
was negatively correlated with hippocampal acti-
vation. Moores et al. (2008) found diminished hippo-
campal activation during working memory updating
in PTSD relative to a healthy comparison group.
Geuze and colleagues (2008) scanned veterans with
versus without PTSD while they encoded and
retrieved neutral word-pair associates. In the PTSD
group, parahippocampal activation was relatively
greater during encoding and relatively less during
retrieval. Similar findings were reported by Werner
and colleagues (2009), who found greater hippo-
campal activation during the encoding of paired
associates, i.e., face–profession name pairs, and less
parahippocampal activation during their retrieval.

Summary and comments
Several studies have reported diminished hippocam-
pal activation in PTSD, especially in those studies that
implemented tasks with neutral stimuli. Interestingly,
the one study that used trauma-related material in the
context of a memory task showed enhanced hippo-
campal activation in PTSD (Thomaes et al., 2009).
Additional studies of this type are needed to more
completely characterize hippocampal function in this
disorder.

Although not reviewed in the text above, several
studies have reported decreased hippocampal
volumes in PTSD (Bremner et al., 1995; Gurvits
et al., 1996, Karl et al., 2006). Although some func-
tional neuroimaging studies controlled for hippocam-
pal volumes in their analyses (Bremner et al., 2003a,
Shin et al., 2004b), additional research is needed to
determine the effect of possible volumetric loss on
measures of hippocampal function in PTSD.

Future directions
Functional neuroimaging studies of PTSD first
appeared in the literature in the early 1990s. Since
that time, the field has progressed rapidly, and
research has yielded an enormous amount of infor-
mation concerning the functional neurocircuitry of
this disorder. However, many issues remain incom-
pletely investigated, and further research will be
required. For example, whether patients with acute
PTSD show functional abnormalities similar to those

Figure 14.4 Left hippocampal activation (x, y, z: 28, 16, 24)
in the deep vs. shallow comparison that was lower in firefighters
with PTSD than in firefighters without PTSD.
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found in the much more frequently studied chronic
form of the disorder has not been established; future
research might directly compare neuroimaging meas-
ures in these two groups. In addition, the extent to
which functional abnormalities seen in PTSD are
specific to that disorder has not been fully deter-
mined. Although the functional neurocircuitry of PTSD
does appear to be distinct from that of obsessive–
compulsive disorder, how much it differs from panic
and social anxiety disorder requires further research.
Finally, whether the functional abnormalities
described herein represent acquired signs of PTSD
or whether they are risk factors for its development
after the occurrence of psychological trauma has
scarcely been investigated. Future studies utilizing
twin and longitudinal designs will be needed to
adequately address this issue. If functional neuroima-
ging abnormalities are determined to be risk factors,
then additional research might investigate whether
these abnormalities represent endophenotypes for
specific genetic polymorphisms (Binder et al., 2008;
Koenen et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2005).

Box 14.1. Summary Box

Amygdala activation is exaggerated in PTSD and
correlates positively with symptom severity.

Activation in rostral portions of the medial prefrontal
cortex is diminished and correlates inversely with
symptom severity.

These results support a neurocircuitry model in
which a hyporesponsive medial prefrontal cortex
fails to inhibit the amygdala.

This dysfunction may result in failure to inhibit atten-
tion to trauma-related stimuli and deficits in the
extinction of fear responses.

Functional abnormalities in medial prefrontal regions
normalize with successful treatment.
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Chapter

15 Molecular imaging of post-traumatic
stress disorder
J. Douglas Bremner

Synopsis
Recent advances in brain imaging have permitted an
examination of alterations in brain function in
patients with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
These studies have been informed by research in the
field of neuroscience showing that stress is associated
with changes in brain areas involved in the stress
response including the amygdala, hippocampus, and
prefrontal cortex. Neurochemical/receptor studies in
patients with PTSD have replicated findings in animal
studies by finding alterations in the hippocampus and
frontal cortex. Brain regions implicated in PTSD also
play an important role in memory function, high-
lighting the important interplay between memory
and the traumatic stress response. Abnormalities in
these brain areas are hypothesized to underlie symp-
toms of PTSD and other stress-related psychiatric
disorders. This chapter reviews findings from neuro-
chemical and neuroreceptor brain imaging measured
with positron emission tomography (PET), single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
and magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS). The
studies show alterations in neurochemical and neu-
roreceptor function in brain areas implicated in the
stress response and previous functional and structural
imaging studies in PTSD, including the hippocampus
and prefrontal cortex.

Neural circuits of PTSD
PTSD is characterized by specific symptoms, includ-
ing intrusive thoughts, hyperarousal, flashbacks,
nightmares and sleep disturbances, changes in
memory and concentration, and startle responses.
Symptoms of PTSD are hypothesized to represent the
behavioral manifestation of stress-induced changes

in the brain. Stress results in acute and chronic changes
in neurochemical systems and specific brain regions,
which result in long-term changes in brain “circuits”
involved in the stress response (Pitman, 2001; Brem-
ner, 2002; Vermetten and Bremner, 2002a, 2002b).
Brain regions that are felt to play an important
role in PTSD include the hippocampus, amygdala,
and medial prefrontal cortex (Francati et al., 2007;
Bremner et al., 2008).

The hippocampus, which is involved in verbal
declarative memory, is very sensitive to the effects of
stress. Stress in animals has been associated with
damage to neurons in the CA3 region of the hippo-
campus (which may be mediated by hypercortisol-
emia, decreased brain derived neurotrophic factor,
and/or elevated glutamate levels) and inhibition of
neurogenesis (Sapolsky et al., 1990; McEwen et al.,
1992; Nibuya et al., 1995; Magarinos et al., 1996;
Sapolsky, 1996; Gould et al., 1998).

In addition to the hippocampus, other brain struc-
tures have been implicated in a neural circuitry of
stress including the amygdala and prefrontal cortex.
The amygdala is involved in memory for the emo-
tional valence of events, and plays a critical role in
the acquisition of fear responses (Davis, 1992). The
medial prefrontal cortex includes the anterior cingu-
late gyrus (Brodmann’s area (BA) 32) and subcallosal
gyrus (BA 25) as well as the orbitofrontal cortex.
Lesion studies demonstrated that the medial pre-
frontal cortex modulates emotional responsiveness
through inhibition of amygdala function (Morgan
et al., 1993). Studies show that neurons of the medial
prefrontal cortex play an active role in inhibition of
fear responses that are mediated by the amygdala
(Milad and Quirk, 2002; Milad et al., 2006). Condi-
tioned fear responses are extinguished following
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repeated exposure to the conditioned stimulus (in the
absence of the unconditioned aversive, e.g. electric
shock stimulus). This inhibition appears to be medi-
ated by medial prefrontal cortical inhibition of amyg-
dala responsiveness. Animal studies also have shown
that early stress is associated with a decrease in
branching of neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex
(Radley et al., 2004). The insula also plays a critical
role in integrating the physiological stress response.

Neurochemical brain systems involved in the
stress response are also affected by PTSD. These
include norepinephrine, the hypothalamic–pituitary–
adrenal (HPA) axis, serotonin, opiate and benzodi-
azepine systems (Vermetten and Bremner, 2002a). In
animal studies, chronic stress is associated with
changes in benzodiazepine, serotonin, and opiate
receptor binding in brain areas outlined above,
including hippocampus and frontal cortex (Vermet-
ten and Bremner, 2002a; Bremner, 2004).

Neurochemical and neuroreceptor
imaging techniques
Brain chemicals and receptors can be measured with
the brain imaging techniques of positron emission
tomography (PET), single photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT), and magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy (MRS) (Bremner, 2005).

PET is a type of tomographic imaging that detects
positron-emitting substances which are typically
made on-site in a cyclotron. PET can be used to
measure the concentration of neuroreceptors, in add-
ition to providing assessments of brain blood flow
and metabolism, or function (reviewed in another
chapter). PET imaging is based on the principles of
radioactivity. Radioactive substances are those that
are unstable because they have too many positive or
negative charges. An atom wants to have an equal
balance of negative and positive charges. If it does
not, it will change by releasing a negative or positive
charge, what is known as radioactivity. Imaging
devices such as PET cameras can measure these
charges when they are let go. If this process is multi-
plied millions of times, the camera can get a picture of
where in the body all of these radioactive atoms are
located, and reconstruct a picture of the physiological
process of interest. The radioactive substances used in
PET can be prepared in an on-site cyclotron, attached
to a compound that binds to neuroreceptors, and
injected immediately into the patient for imaging.

Neuroreceptors can also be measured with single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT).
SPECT differs from PET in that a single photon is
emitted from the radionuclide of interest which is
detected by the crystals of the camera. SPECT
cameras typically use sodium iodide (NaI) crystals,
which are optimized for the 140 KeV energy of the
typical radiopharmaceutical [Tc-99m] HMPOA (as
opposed to the 511 KeV energy of [F-18] FDG).
SPECT tracers have much longer half lives than PET
tracers which makes them easier to work with for
radiochemists. The most common isotope used for
neuroreceptor imaging with SPECT is I-123, which
has an energy of 159 KeV and a half-life of 13 hours,
as opposed to, for instance, C-11, with an energy of
511 KeV and a half-life of 20 minutes.

Radiopharmaceuticals can be labeled with 99mTc
or 123I for SPECT imaging or 18F or 11C for PET
imaging of neuroreceptors. Radiopharmaceuticals
applied to the study of PTSD to date have involved
imaging of benzodiazepine, nicotinic, opiate, and
serotonin receptors.

Using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), it is
possible to measure the physical properties, or spec-
tra, of individual chemicals in the brain. Measuring
the spectra of the chemicals in a particular region of
the brain provides an estimate of the concentration
of specific chemicals in that area. One example
of this that has been applied to the study of PTSD
is the measurement of a chemical called N-acetyl-
aspartate (NAA). NAA is an amino acid, the presence
of which is felt to correlate with the integrity or health
of neurons, which are the basic cells of the brain.
Decreases in NAA are felt to represent a loss of
neurons or changes in the integrity of neurons that
indicate abnormalities. Most studies have looked at
the ratio of NAA to creatine (Cr), another chemical
not felt to be affected by neuropsychiatric disorders,
that acts as a kind of control. Choline (Cho) is
another chemical that can be measured with MRS
and is felt to be related to glia function or integrity.

Brain imaging studies are consistent with dysfunc-
tion of the hippocampus and anterior cingulate in
PTSD (Bremner, 2007). Several studies have looked
specifically at neurochemical alterations in the hippo-
campus, and some have also looked at the anterior
cingulate, most using NAA as a marker of neuronal
integrity (Table 15.1). In an initial pilot study, Schuff
et al. (1997) measured the ratio of NAA to Cr plus Cho
in seven Vietnam veterans with combat-related PTSD
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and seven healthy non-deployed controls. They found
a decrease in right hippocampal NAA/CrþCho.
Freeman et al. (1998) looked at 21 men with Vietnam
combat-related PTSD and 8 male veterans without
PTSD. They found decreased bilateral hippocampal
NAA/Cr. They also found a reduction in left mesio-
temporal Cho/Cr. De Bellis et al. (2000) studied six
boys and five girls with maltreatment-related PTSD
and pair-matched healthy, non-traumatized children.
They found a reduction in anterior cingulate NAA/Cr.
Schuff et al. (2001) replicated their pilot study in a
group of 18 men with Vietnam combat-related PTSD
and 19 male healthy non-deployed veterans showing a
decrease in bilateral hippocampal NAA. In a mixed
PTSD sample of two men and seven women, Villareal
et al. (2002) found decreased NAA in the left hippo-
campus compared to five healthy controls, with no
change in occipital NAA/Cr. Lim et al. (2003) com-
pared 16 Chinese persons with fire-related PTSD to 8
healthy controls and found a decrease in NAA in the
basal ganglia (the hippocampus was not assessed).
Mohanakrishnan Menon et al. (2003) studied 13
patients with combat-related PTSD and 7 non-PTSD
veterans and found decreased left hippocampal NAA/
Cr. Kimbrell et al. (2005) looked at 68 male veterans
with PTSD and 21 male veterans without PTSD and
found no differences between the groups in hippo-
campal NAA/Cr. Patients with non-combat-related
PTSD had lower left hippocampal NAA/Cr concen-
trations than patients with combat-related PTSD.
In another study (Mahmutyazicioglu et al., 2005)
decreased bilateral hippocampal NAA/Cr was found
in a mixed sample of 10 Turkish PTSD patients
compared to 6 healthy controls. Hippocampal Cho/
Cr was increased.

Seedat et al. (2005) found no difference in anter-
ior cingulate NAA/Cr (hippocampus was not exam-
ined) between women with intimate partner violence
with (N¼ 7) and without (N¼ 9) PTSD, or between
11 healthy women. They did, however, find eleva-
tions in choline (Cho/Cr), which they interpreted
as possibly being related to proliferation of glia.
Freeman et al. (2006) found no differences in
hippocampal NAA/Cr or Cho/Cr in repatriated pris-
oners of war with (N¼ 10) and without (N¼ 10)
PTSD or healthy subjects (N¼ 6). Li et al. (2006)
examined 12 patients with fire-related PTSD and
matched fire victims without PTSD and showed
a decrease in left hippocampal NAA/Cr. Finally,
Schuff et al. (2008) studied 55 veterans with PTSD

and 48 veterans without PTSD and showed
decreased bilateral hippocampal NAA/Cr and right
anterior cingulate NAA/Cr in PTSD. In summary,
the finding of decreased hippocampal NAA is a
well-replicated finding. These studies indicate that
a loss of hippocampal neuronal integrity is associ-
ated with PTSD. Some studies are also consistent
with altered neuronal integrity in the anterior
cingulate.

Studies have begun to use PET and SPECT to
measure neuroreceptors in PTSD. Bremner et al.
(2000) studied 13 male patients with Vietnam
combat-related PTSD and 13 healthy non-veteran
controls using SPECT [I-123]iomazenil for measure-
ment of brain benzodiazepine receptor binding. They
found a reduction in quantitative measures of recep-
tor binding in the anterior prefrontal cortex (Brod-
mann’s Area 9). Fujita et al. (2004) studied 19 males
with Gulf War-related PTSD and 19 healthy non-
deployed veterans using SPECT [I-123]iomazenil.
There were no regional or global differences in bind-
ing concentrations between groups; there was a cor-
relation between binding in the superior temporal
gyrus and childhood trauma exposure. Geuze et al.
(2008) used PET [C-11]iomazenil to compare benzo-
diazepine binding in nine Dutch military peacekeeper

Figure 15.1 Statistical parametric map showing areas of greater
decrease (yellow) in benzodiazepine receptor binding in Vietnam
combat related PTSD. Decreases in binding were seen in
anterior medial prefrontal cortex.
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veterans with PTSD to seven veterans without PTSD.
There were global reductions in binding, with the
greatest reduction in anterior cingulate, prefrontal
and other cortical areas, thalamus and hippocampus.
In summary, two-thirds of studies have found reduc-
tions in medial prefrontal benzodiazepine receptor
binding, with one study showing decreased hippo-
campal binding as well.

Bonne et al. (2005) studied serotonin 5-HT1A
receptor binding using [F-18]FC-WAY in 12 patients
with PTSD from mixed causes and 11 healthy non-
traumatized controls. There were no differences in
binding between the groups.

Liberzon and colleagues (2007) used PET and
[C-11]carfentinil to measure mu opiate receptor bind-
ing in Vietnam combat veterans with (N¼ 16) and
without (N¼ 14) PTSD and healthy subjects without
combat exposure (N¼ 15). The authors found a reduc-
tion in anterior cingulate binding in the PTSD patients
compared to the other groups. Both combat groups
compared to non-combat had lower binding in amyg-
dala, insular and prefrontal cortex, and nucleus
accumbens.

Czermak et al. (2008) used SPECT and the marker
of the beta2 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor [I-123]
5–IA, in 10 patients with mixed PTSD and 10 healthy
controls. PTSD patients showed an increase in mesio-
temporal (i.e. hippocampal) binding when the subgroup
of non-smokers were compared. Re-experiencing
symptom severity in the group as a whole correlated
with binding in the thalamus.

Discussion
Neurochemical and neuroreceptor brain imaging
studies performed to date are consistent with func-
tional and structural brain imaging studies (reviewed
in other chapters) that have implicated the hippo-
campus and medial prefrontal cortex/anterior cin-
gulate in PTSD. Decreased NAA in these regions
indicates a loss of neuronal integrity, either a loss
of neurons or neuronal branching. Additionally,
since benzodiazepine receptors are ubiquitous on all
neurons, the loss of benzodiazepine receptors in
these regions could be due to either a decrease in
neuronal integrity, and/or a loss of the receptor itself.
Decreased opiate binding in anterior cingulate and
increased nicotinic binding in the hippocampus indi-
cate involvement of these neurochemical systems in
symptoms of PTSD.

Box 15.1. Summary of Findings

� Replicated finding of reduced N-acetyl-aspartate
(NAA) in hippocampus shows loss of neuronal
integrity.

� Replicated finding of reduced NAA in anterior
cingulate shows loss of neuronal integrity.

� Possible changes in choline in hippocampus and
anterior cingulate of uncertain significance.

� Replicated finding of decreased benzodiazepine
receptor binding in frontal cortex.

� Single study of increased nicotinic acetylcholine
receptor binding in hippocampus.

� Single study of reduced mu opiate receptor bind-
ing in anterior cingulate.

� No change in serotonin 5-HT1A binding in single
study performed to date.

� No information on effects of treatment on neu-
rochemical or neuroreceptor binding.
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Chapter

16 Structural imaging of obsessive–compulsive
disorder
Andrew R. Gilbert, Alison M. Gilbert, Jorge R. C. de Almeida and Philip R. Szeszko

Introduction
Obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) is a psychiatric
disorder with a substantial prevalence in adulthood
(2–3%) and in childhood and adolescence (1–2%), char-
acterized by anxiety-producing obsessions (intrusive,
unwanted thoughts or images) and anxiety-neutralizing
compulsions (repetitive behaviors). OCD causes signifi-
cant psychosocial impairment, and in 1996 was recog-
nized by the World Health Organization as one of the
top 10 leading causes of years lived with a disability
(Murray and Lopez, 1996). With approximately 40%
of pediatric OCD patients reporting continued symp-
toms into adulthood, OCD has a substantial chronic
course, contributing to social, academic, occupational
and neurocognitive problems across the lifespan (Stew-
art et al., 2004).

In this chapter we present findings from structural
neuroimaging studies of OCD in both pediatric and
adult populations. We first briefly discuss neurobio-
logical models of OCD, and next review the structural
neuroimaging literature with a focus on regions
strongly implicated in the pathophysiology of OCD,
including the orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate,
basal ganglia, and thalamus.We also discuss the poten-
tial role of other brain regions in the pathogenesis of
OCD. Neuroimaging evidence that OCD involves a
disruption in the brain white matter is reviewed with
emphasis placed on results from diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) studies. We finally discuss future direc-
tions in structural neuroimaging research in OCD.

Neurobiological models
Although the pathophysiology of OCD remains to
be fully elucidated, neuroscientific studies over the
past several decades have greatly contributed to our

understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying
the disorder. The parallel frontal–striatal circuits
described by Alexander and colleagues (Alexander
et al., 1986, 1990) are frequently integrated into
mechanistic neuroanatomical explanations of OCD.
For example, several researchers have described an
imbalance in systems regarding direct versus indirect
basal ganglia pathways in patients with OCD (Baxter
et al., 1996; Saxena et al., 2001). These pathways
include the orbitofrontal cortex basal ganglia circuit
(Saxena et al., 1998; Modell et al., 1989), as well as
abnormalities in the striatum (Schwartz, 1998) that
alter connectivity between the orbitofrontal cortex
and thalamus (Modell et al., 1989). Others have
proposed abnormal basal ganglia effects upon both
motor and cognitive regulation in OCD (Graybiel
and Rauch, 2000). These elegant models are sup-
ported by both structural and functional abnormal-
ities in the orbitofrontal cortex, caudate, and
thalamus, three regions that are consistently abnor-
mal in patients with OCD compared to healthy
controls.

Recent advances in neuroscience have enhanced
our understanding of frontal striatal circuitry, which
coupled with the growth in neuroimaging studies of
OCD have led to broader models of OCD pathophysi-
ology that include the anterior cingulate, hippocampus,
parietal lobe and amygdala (Menzies et al., 2008a).
Recent functional and structural neuroimaging studies
have supported abnormalities in other cortico-striatal–
thalamic (CST) circuits, including more lateral frontal
systems, and components of disgust and emotion pro-
cessing systems, such as the insula and amygdala (Men-
zies et al., 2008a; Valente et al., 2005; Phillips et al.,
2000; Aouizerate et al., 2004). Moreover, cognitive
deficits in individuals with OCD further support this
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broad model of cortical dysfunction. For example,
abnormalities in response inhibition, set shifting,
working memory and planning have all been reported
in patients with OCD, and are related to neural
regions including the anterior cingulate, dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, insula, temporal and parietal lobes,
and the cerebellum (Rauch et al., 2007; Burdick
et al., 2008; van den Heuvel et al., 2005; Chamberlain
et al., 2005; van der Wee et al., 2003; Christian et al.,
2008).

Structural neuroimaging techniques
There has been a substantial increase in the number
of structural neuroimaging studies investigating
the neurobiology of OCD over the past decade.
These studies have identified abnormalities in CST
neural systems, especially in the orbitofrontal cortex
and have informed many of the dominant neurobio-
logical models of OCD (Baxter et al., 1996; Saxena
et al., 1998, 2001; Rauch and Jenike, 1993; Modell
et al., 1989). Some of the first studies used computer-
ized tomography (CT), a series of X-rays of limited
resolution. The emergence of magnetic resonance
(MR) imaging techniques advanced the field by pro-
viding higher-resolution images without the potential
risk of ionizing radiation. Early MR imaging studies
utilized manual tracing techniques to measure spe-
cific regions-of-interest (ROIs). Although manual
tracing of ROIs has continued and remains the “gold
standard” for brain mensuration, more advanced
techniques have permitted automated brain measure-
ments to be computed using voxel-wise analysis.
Other sophisticated algorithms have permitted inves-
tigators to investigate gray matter thickness in OCD
across the cortical surface (Narayan et al., 2008;
Shin et al., 2007). Because accumulating evidence
does not support gross neuroanatomical abnormal-
ities in OCD, structural neuroimaging studies can
greatly contribute to our understanding of the more
subtle aberrant neural patterns that likely contribute
to the disorder.

Orbitofrontal cortex
The orbitofrontal cortex is located in the ventral
portion of the prefrontal cortex and has reciprocal
projections to and from all sensory modalities
(Rolls, 2004). The orbitofrontal cortex plays an
important role in human emotion as well as learning
the reward and punishment value of sensory stimuli

(Hornak et al., 2003; Rolls, 2004), and therefore, has
direct relevance to the phenomenology of OCD.
Several studies investigating the orbitofrontal cortex
in adults with OCD reported less volume in patients
compared to healthy controls (Szeszko et al., 1999;
Choi et al., 2004; Kang et al., 2004; Atmaca et al.,
2006, 2007; Pujol et al., 2004) and that orbitofrontal
volume correlates with symptom severity (Kang et al.,
2004; Atmaca et al., 2007). In contrast, other studies
reported more gray matter in this region in patients
compared to healthy controls (Valente et al., 2005;
Christian et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2001).

Some data suggest that treatment and/or treat-
ment course may be an important consideration in
OCD structural neuroimaging studies investigating
orbitofrontal cortex volume. For example, treatment
of patients with OCD with selective serotonin reup-
take inhibitors (SSRIs) has been linked to changes in
brain structure (Gilbert et al., 2000; Szeszko et al.,
2004a). In a study investigating the relationship
between orbitofrontal cortex volume and treatment
response, Atmaca and colleagues (2006) reported that
lower orbitofrontal volumes were found in treatment-
naive patients compared to treatment-responders and
healthy controls. Interestingly, treatment-refractory
patients had decreased orbitofrontal volumes com-
pared to treatment-responders. Patients in the study
by Kim et al. (2001), which identified greater orbito-
frontal gray matter density in OCD, included patients
who remained psychotropic drug-free for at least
4 weeks. In another study, which compared results
obtained using regional volumetry and a voxel-wise
analysis, Szeszko et al. (2008) reported that psycho-
tropic drug-naive pediatric patients with OCD had
more gray matter in the orbitofrontal cortex using
both methods compared to healthy controls.

Anterior cingulate cortex
The anterior cingulate cortex is located on the medial
surface of the cingulate gyrus and wraps around
the anterior portion of the corpus callosum (Barbas,
1992; Vogt et al., 1995). The anterior cingulate
is considered an integrative center for cognitive–
behavioral and emotional–autonomic, motor neural
networks (Bush et al., 2000; Vogt et al., 1992). Several
neuroimaging studies of OCD have examined struc-
tural alterations in the anterior cingulate, a region that
has been linked to difficulties with set-shifting, decision-
making and both action and error-monitoring in this
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disorder (Ursu et al., 2003; Fitzgerald et al., 2005;
Maltby et al., 2005). In this regard, a recent meta-
analysis combining both adult and pediatric studies
reported an overall reduction in anterior cingulate
volume in OCD subjects compared to controls (Rotge
et al., 2009a). When looking at individual adult stud-
ies, however, clear differences in anterior cingulate
volumes between patients with OCD and controls
were not particularly pronounced. Other studies did
not identify significant structural alterations in the
anterior cingulate in patients with OCD versus
controls (Kang et al., 2004; Grachev et al., 1998).
Interestingly, studies in pediatric OCD reported con-
sistent findings of more anterior cingulate gray matter
in psychotropic drug-naive patients compared to
healthy controls (Rosenberg et al., 1998; Szeszko
et al., 2004b, 2008). In contrast, however, another
pediatric OCD study reported less anterior cingulate
volume in patients compared to controls (Carmona
et al., 2007).

Basal ganglia
The basal ganglia refers to a collection of subcortical
nuclei that includes the caudate nucleus, putamen,
globus pallidus, subthalamic nucleus, and substantia
nigra. These structures are involved in multiple segre-
gated parallel loops that regulate cortical activity
(Alexander et al., 1986, 1990; Graybiel, 2000). Com-
ponents of the basal ganglia are implicated in the
processing of movement, learning, motivation, and
reward (Delgado, 2007; Packard and Knowlton,
2002; Robbins and Everett, 1992) and have been con-
sistently implicated in both adult and pediatric neu-
roimaging studies of OCD (see Figure 16.1). The
basal ganglia include brain regions implicated in tic
disorders and other movement disorders and, thus,
may play a role in the repetitive behaviors character-
istic of OCD. Furthermore, it may be noteworthy that
effective deep brain stimulation treatment of OCD
specifically targets the anterior limb of the internal
capsule, a region linking cortical, thalamic, and basal
ganglia structures (Greenberg et al., 2006).

Investigation of basal ganglia volumes from early
structural neuroimaging studies of OCD using CT
prompted initial interest in the CST pathway. One
early study of male adolescents with OCD found
decreased caudate volumes in patients compared to
controls (Luxenberg et al., 1988). Another study
(Stein et al., 1993) found no group differences in

caudate or lenticular nucleus volumes in adult OCD
patients compared to controls, although CT revealed
greater ventricular size in patients with OCD with
high versus low neurological soft signs. While these
early studies brought interest to a potential role for
the CST pathway in the pathophysiology of OCD,
methodological limitations of CT limited findings
and their interpretation.

Although the striatum (caudate and putamen) is
viewed as a key component of the circuitry implicated
in OCD, MR imaging ROI studies of the striatum
have provided mixed results. Larger (Scarone et al.,
1992), smaller (Robinson et al., 1995) and normal
(Kang et al., 2004; Atmaca et al., 2006, 2007; Riffkin
et al., 2005; Garber et al., 1989; Aylward et al., 1996;
Jenike et al., 1996; Kellner et al., 1991) caudate gray
matter volumes have been reported in adult OCD
patients relative to controls. Results from a study of
adult OCD and trichotillomania revealed no significant
differences in caudate volume among groups of patients
with OCD, trichotillomania and healthy controls (Stein
et al., 1997). Smaller caudate volumes in subjects were
associated with difficulties in visual-spatial processing

Figure 16.1 Illustration of basal ganglia regions implicated in
the neurobiology of OCD (blue, caudate nucleus; red, putamen;
yellow, globus pallidus).
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on the Rey–Osterreith test (copy dysfunction) and
executive control (Stroop Task), lower intellectual
functioning and neurological soft signs (i.e. abnormal
fine motor coordination, involuntary and mirror
movements and visuospatial function). Although
caudate volume was related to possible neuropsycho-
logical deficits, it was not associated with symptom
severity. An explanation for inconsistent findings
across studies is the potential for abnormalities to
be localized to specific areas of the caudate nucleus
in OCD. In this regard, it is noteworthy that Pujol
et al. (2004) reported that portions of the ventral
striatum, including the ventral putamen, were larger
in adult OCD patients compared to healthy controls,
supporting the possibility of altered motor related
circuitry possibly associated with implicit learning
difficulties in OCD. Other issues regarding discrepant
findings may be related to variation in morphologic
delineation criteria including the choice of anatomical
landmarks, resolution of images and potential mod-
erators, including different symptom dimensions
and sex.

Similar to results from adult studies, basal ganglia
findings in pediatric OCD have been mixed. Rosenberg
and colleagues (1997a) reported smaller striatal
volumes in OCD subjects compared to healthy con-
trols; striatal volumes were inversely correlated with
symptom severity but not illness duration. No differ-
ences were reported between groups in prefrontal,
lateral ventricular or intracranial volumes. In a differ-
ent cohort of pediatric OCD patients, Szeszko et al.
(2004b) reported smaller globus pallidus volumes in
patients compared to controls, but without associated
group differences in volumes of the caudate nucleus
or putamen. There were positive correlations between
the total globus pallidus and anterior cingulate
volumes in the healthy volunteers, but not in the
patients with OCD. A voxel-based morphometry
study of psychotropic drug-naive children and
adolescents with OCD found more gray matter in
the putamen compared to healthy control subjects
(Szeszko et al., 2008), which was supported by
findings using manual volumetry.

Motivated by interest in potential associations
between OCD symptoms and streptococcal infections
in children and adolescents, Giedd and colleagues
studied pediatric OCD subjects with streptococcal
infections and healthy controls (Giedd et al., 2000).
The group with potential streptococcus-associated
OCD and/or tics had larger volumes of the caudate,

putamen, and globus pallidus. Peterson and col-
leagues (2000) examined the relationship between
streptococcal infections and gray matter in a group
of children and adolescents with OCD, tic disorders,
or attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)
and healthy controls. Interestingly, the subjects with
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder or OCD had
associations between larger basal ganglia volumes and
higher antistreptococcal antibodies. These findings
suggest that associations between streptococcal infec-
tions and neuropsychiatric disorders may not be
specific to OCD and tic disorders and could include
other disorders, such as ADHD. However, these find-
ings continue to implicate the basal ganglia in the
pathophysiology of OCD and offer one possible
mechanism through which structural alterations
may occur.

Thalamus
The thalamus is a subcortical structure involved in the
relay of information from multiple brain regions to
the cortex. It is involved in the regulation of percep-
tion, attention and conscious awareness (Jones, 2002).
The thalamus has been considered integral to neuro-
biological models of OCD and several structural neu-
roimaging studies have implicated this region in the
pathophysiology of the disorder. Several adult studies
reported larger thalamic volumes in patients with
OCD (Atmaca et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2001), both
with and without comorbid MDD (Christian et al.,
2008) compared to healthy controls. In contrast,
however, several studies did not find evidence for
thalamic abnormalities in OCD (Kang et al., 2004;
Jenike et al., 1996; Kwon et al., 2003). Of particular
interest, however, is that a recent meta-analysis
reported that thalamic volume was positively associ-
ated with OCD symptom severity (Rotge et al.,
2009a), consistent with the hypothesis that greater
thalamic volume may be pathological in OCD. Along
similar lines, Christian et al. (2008) reported that
among OCD patients without comorbid major
depression, more right thalamic gray matter correl-
ated significantly with worse motor functioning. One
study reported that thalamic volume was significantly
inversely correlated with orbital frontal volumes in
patients with OCD, but not among healthy subjects
(Rotge et al., 2009b), suggesting that these brain
regions may comprise a common neurobiological
process in OCD.
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There is some evidence that treatment status may
be an important consideration in studies investigating
thalamic volume in OCD. In the study by Christian
and colleagues (2008), which demonstrated larger
thalamic volume in patients, patients were still mod-
erately ill as reflected by their Yale Brown Obsessive–
Compulsive Scale scores, despite having been treated
for theirOCD.More direct evidence comes fromAtmaca
and colleagues (2006), who demonstrated that patients
with first-episode OCD had larger bilateral thalamic
volumes compared to treatment-responders and healthy
controls. Furthermore, treatment-refractory OCD
patients demonstrated larger bilateral thalamic
volumes compared to treatment responders (Atmaca
et al., 2006).

Studies in children and adolescents have also
reported larger thalamic volumes in OCD subjects
compared to healthy controls. A study of psycho-
tropic drug-naive pediatric OCD patients reported
significantly greater thalamic volume compared to
healthy controls (Gilbert et al., 2000). Interestingly,
the thalamic volumes reduced to levels similar to the
healthy comparison group following treatment with
the serotonin reuptake inhibitor, paroxetine. The thal-
amic gray matter reduction was associated with a
decrease in OCD symptoms. Of particular interest
is that thalamus changes in a pediatric OCD cohort
were not evident following non-pharmacologic inter-
vention using cognitive behavioral therapy (Rosenberg
et al., 2001).

Other brain regions
While CST networks are most commonly associated
with OCD, investigators have also explored the pos-
sible role of limbic regions, which are typically asso-
ciated with fear and anxiety, in the neurobiology of
OCD. Several structural neuroimaging studies
reported less gray matter in the amygdala (Szeszko
et al., 1999; Atmaca et al., 2008) and hippocampus
(Atmaca et al., 2008; Hong et al., 2007; Kwon et al.,
2003) in adult patients with OCD compared to
healthy controls, although Kwon et al. (2003)
reported larger amygdala volume in patients. Studies
have also found that OCD patients exhibit less hemi-
spheric asymmetry in amygdala and hippocampal
volumes compared to healthy controls (Szeszko
et al., 1999). In one study, symptom severity was
correlated with left hippocampal volume, but not
correlated with amygdala volume (Atmaca et al.,

2008). This study also reported that illness duration
was negatively associated with both left amygdala and
bilateral hippocampal volumes. Alterations in amyg-
dala volume have been reported in a treatment study
of pediatric OCD that found significant asymmetry of
the amygdala prior to the initiation of treatment
(Szeszko et al., 2004a). Following a 16-week course
of paroxetine, the pediatric patients with OCD dem-
onstrated a reduction in left amygdala volume. Inter-
estingly, amygdala volume correlated significantly
with higher paroxetine dosage at the time of the
follow-up scan and total cumulative paroxetine
exposure between the two scans.

Voxel-based morphometry studies of OCD have
reported gray matter alterations (both increases and
decreases) in the insula (Valente et al., 2005; Kim
et al., 2001; Pujol et al., 2004), a region associated
with disgust, an emotion related to contamination/
washing symptoms in OCD patients (Phillips et al.,
2000). These same voxel-based morphometry studies
also revealed parietal and cerebellar gray matter
volume alterations in OCD patients compared to
healthy controls. Another study of adult OCD found
significantly less gray matter in several dorsal cortical
regions (BA6, 8, 9, and 46) and significantly greater
gray matter in the midbrain of patients compared to
healthy controls (Gilbert et al., 2008). The gray matter
differences were correlated with OCD symptom
severity. Several recent studies have reported smaller
pituitary volumes in both adult (Atmaca et al., 2009;
Jung et al., 2009) and pediatric (MacMaster et al.,
2006) OCD subjects compared to healthy controls,
implicating a potential role of stress in mediating
these structural volumes across the age span.

White matter
Despite its relevance to CST models of the disorder,
the brain white matter has not been well investigated
in OCD. There is now increasing evidence, however,
that the brain white matter may be abnormal in OCD
and that these abnormalities play an important role in
phenomenology. Of particular note is that Stewart
and colleagues (2007) reported that variation in sev-
eral single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in
oligodendrocyte lineage transcription factor 2 was
associated with a diagnosis of OCD. Along these lines,
several studies used regional volumetry or voxel-
based morphometry to assess white matter integrity
in patients with OCD. Corpus callosum volumes were
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reportedly larger in patients with OCD compared to
healthy controls (Rosenberg et al., 1997b). Using this
same sample, this group also reported lower genu
signal intensity in patients with OCD, which may
have reflected greater myelinization of the region.

Duran et al. (2009) reported significant global
white matter reductions in OCD patients compared
to controls. Although regional specificity was not
evident, these authors reported positive correlations
of OCD severity with the anterior limb of the internal
capsule. Decreased prefrontal white matter volume
was reported in patients with OCD compared to
healthy controls (Van den Heuvel et al., 2009; Carmona
et al., 2007). In a study investigating white matter in
treatment-naive patients, Atmaca et al. (2007) reported
greater white matter volume in treatment-naive adult
patients with OCD compared to healthy volunteers.

Recently, investigators have used DTI to investi-
gate the potential role of white matter abnormalities
in the pathogenesis of OCD. This neuroimaging tech-
nique permits quantification of water diffusion and
can be used to assess white matter integrity via meas-
ures such as fractional anisotropy (FA). In one of the
first studies to apply this technique to the study of
OCD, Szeszko and colleagues (2005) reported lower
FA in the cingulate, parietal and occipital regions in
patients compared to healthy volunteers. In a partial
replication, Cannistraro et al. (2007) reported lower
FA in the right cingulum of patients with OCD com-
pared to healthy volunteers, but also identified several
areas where there was higher FA in patients, including
the left cingulum and anterior limb of the internal
capsule. Another study reported higher FA in the
bilateral semiovale center in patients compared to
healthy volunteers (Nakamae et al., 2008). In two
DTI studies that assessed the functional significance
of white matter abnormalities in OCD, lower FA in
the corpus callosum (Saito et al., 2008) and parietal
lobe (Szeszko et al., 2005) white matter was associated
with greater symptom severity. There is also increas-
ing attention being paid to the possibility of using the
brain white matter as an endophenotype in OCD
studies. In this regard, Menzies et al. (2008b) reported
that patients and their first-degree relatives had lower
FA in a large region of right inferior parietal white
matter and increased FA in a right medial frontal
region compared to healthy controls.

Several studies reported changes in white matter
integrity in OCD following pharmacologic intervention.
In a study assessing white matter in drug-naive

patients, Yoo and colleagues (2007) reported higher
FA in the corpus callosum, internal capsule, and white
matter superiolateral to the right caudate. FA increases
were mostly no longer evident following 12 weeks of
citalopram treatment, suggesting that the observed
abnormalities may be altered by pharmacologic inter-
vention. In another study, treatment-naive children
and adolescents with OCD had less right parietal white
matter, but this deficit normalized to levels compar-
able to healthy volunteers following 6 months of treat-
ment (Lazaro et al., 2009). These studies point to the
intriguing possibility that medications used to treat
OCD may ameliorate some brain white matter struc-
tural abnormalities in the disorder, but more research
is clearly needed in this area.

Conclusions
Several decades of structural neuroimaging studies in
pediatric and adult OCD have supported an evolving,
broad model of CST pathology underlying the devel-
opment and expression of the disorder. Both gray and
white matter abnormalities in OCD contribute to
this substantially prevalent and potentially disabling
condition. Consistent findings of gray matter differ-
ences between patients with OCD (both pediatric and
adult) and healthy controls in orbitofrontal cortex,
basal ganglia, thalamus and anterior cingulate sup-
port core abnormalities in CST systems implicated in
both cognitive and emotional processing. A growing
literature that includes abnormalities in other brain
regions in OCD has broadened this neurobiological
model; this growth has contributed to a greater
understanding of brain–behavior relationships in
the disorder. Treatment status and the potential influ-
ence of psychotropic medications on brain structure
appear to be an important consideration in the inter-
pretation of results from OCD structural neuro-
imaging studies.

Future directions
Growth in our understanding of neurobiological
mechanisms in OCD will likely parallel continued
growth in MR imaging and other neuroimaging tech-
nologies. The use of a higher magnetic field strength
may permit the detection of more subtle structural
differences between patients with OCD and healthy
controls as well as the potential resolution of the
internal architecture of key CST structures that have
particular significance for neurobiological models of
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the disorder. Moreover, coupling structural brain
imaging with comprehensive neuropsychological
examinations will provide important information
regarding structure–function relations in OCD. Rep-
lication of findings in structural neuroimaging studies
should also be an important goal of future research.
Multi-site neuroimaging studies will be important
in this regard, as studies with small sample sizes
may contribute to discrepant findings and disease
heterogeneity (i.e. subtypes) can be examined more
comprehensively. MR imaging studies linking brain
morphology with genetics studies will provide valu-
able information regarding the potential functional
significance of genetic findings. Another important
consideration in future structural neuroimaging stud-
ies of patients with OCD should be their treatment
status as several studies have documented changes in
brain structure following pharmacologic intervention
consistent with the functional neuroimaging litera-
ture. MR imaging done in the context of controlled
treatment trials in OCD could be useful in this regard.
Furthermore, the use of colormaps (see Figure 16.2)
in future DTI studies of OCD will facilitate the iden-
tification of specific white matter tracts to inform
neurobiological models of the disorder. Finally, to
better understand the abnormal neural systems

underlying the pathophysiology of OCD, future stud-
ies should include the use of more sophisticated
neuroimaging analyses that allow for the investigation
of anatomical connectivity.
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Box 16.1. Structural neuroimaging in OCD

� Gray matter volume differences between patients
with OCD and healthy controls are consistently
found in the following components of cortico-
striatal–thalamic pathways:
Orbitofrontal cortex
Basal ganglia
Thalamus
Anterior cingulate.

� The direction (smaller versus larger) of between-
group gray matter differences in structural neuro-
imaging studies may be related to the following
variables:
Methodological approach (automated vs. manual

assessment of brain regions)
Treatment status (especially serotonin reuptake

inhibitors)
Age (child vs. adult).

� A disruption in the brain white matter may also
contribute to the neurobiology of OCD, although
the regional localization of abnormalities has not
always been consistent.

� Structural neuroimaging studies suggest that
the neurobiology of OCD is associated with more
widespread neural system dysfunction rather
than gross abnormalities in one or two brain
regions.

� Heterogeneous findings in structural imaging
studies of OCD may reflect and/or explain the
clinical heterogeneity of the disorder.

� Future structural neuroimaging studies in OCD
could benefit from investigating brain abnormali-
ties in relationship to symptom subtypes and
genetic polymorphisms.
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Chapter

17 Functional imaging of obsessive–compulsive
disorder
Bon Mi Gu, Do Hyung Kang and Jun Soo Kwon

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
research in obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD)
has explored a broad range of cognitive functions, in
addition to the neural correlates of symptom provo-
cation and symptom improvement after treatment.
Additionally, given the heterogeneity of patients with
OCD, some fMRI research has examined symptom-
specific neural correlates or comparisons of different
symptom dimensions in these patients. fMRI research
on OCD has also included family members of patients
with OCD, and have suggested trait-dependent neural
patterns of cognitive dysfunction and genetic suscep-
tibility to OCD.

The current model of OCD pathophysiology
involves cortico basal ganglia–thalamo-cortical loop
dysfunction, especially including dysfunction in the
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), caudate nucleus,
and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). The major find-
ings in neuroimaging research in OCD suggest hyper-
activation in the ventral frontal–striatal areas, such as
theOFC, insula, ACC, and caudate head, during symp-
tom provocation or resting states, and generally show
normalized activation after symptom improvement.
Additionally, various cognitive paradigms have been
applied to fMRI research in OCD, and have provided
evidence of neural correlates of specific cognitive dys-
function. The overall results of fMRI research in cog-
nitive paradigms indicate reduced brain activation
in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) or par-
ietal lobes, related to executive function or cognitive
flexibility, increased hippocampus activation, as com-
pensation for dysfunction in the basal ganglia during
implicit sequence learning, and hyperactivation in
ACC, related to error processing.

Symptom provocation studies
Symptom provocation studies using fMRI in OCD
have suggested abnormal activation of affected brain
areas in patients during symptom exposure. To date,
most findings have been of abnormal activation in the
insula and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (vlPFC)
during the processing of disgust-evoking pictures
(Adler et al., 2000; Breiter and Rauch, 1996; Mataix-
Cols et al., 2004; Phillips et al., 2000; Schienle et al.,
2005; Shapira et al., 2003), or during the perception of
facial expressions of disgust (Cannistraro et al., 2004;
Lawrence et al., 2007). The insula, part of the gustatory
cortex that processes unpleasant tastes and smells,
is known to mediate the disgust response through
various paradigms (Phillips et al., 1997, 1998; Spren-
gelmeyer et al., 1997). The vlPFC brain area is known
to be involved in common emotion processes, inte-
grating information from distributed networks during
facial expression recognition (Sprengelmeyer et al.,
1998), and to play a role in monitoring of internal
states (Critchley et al., 2004). Accordingly, abnormal
activation in the insula and vlPFC suggests that
patients with OCDmay bemore prone to experiencing
disgust and have increased attention to their bodily
responses to facial expressions of disgust.

In the first symptom provocation study using
fMRI, Breiter and Rauch (1996) reported increased
activation in the OFC, insula, ACC, and temporal and
striatal areas in medicated patients with OCD. Similar
results were reported in unmedicated patients with
OCD (Adler et al., 2000); that study showed increased
activation in frontal regions, including the OFC and
ACC, and in the temporal cortex during symptom
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provocation. In that study, provocative stimuli varied
widely, based on each subject’s symptoms. For
example, a patient with an ordering obsession was
shown a picture of an overturned suitcase with clothes
in disarray, and another patient with a fear of con-
tamination was shown a picture of a dirty paper
towel. Another fMRI study attempted to provoke each
subject’s symptoms using individualized symptom-
relevant pictures (Schienle et al., 2005). Schienle and
colleagues (2005) used four kinds of stimuli, OCD-
irrelevant, disgust-inducing, fear-inducing, and neu-
tral pictures, and OCD-relevant pictures were taken
by each patient from their personal environment to
specifically trigger their OC symptoms. In the process-
ing of OCD-relevant pictures, as compared to neutral
pictures, patients with OCD showed increased acti-
vation in the OFC, insula, dlPFC, supramarginal
gyrus, left caudate nucleus, and right thalamus, many
of which are consistent with previous reports of symp-
tom provocation in OCD. However, even the OCD-
irrelevant disgust-inducing, or fear-inducing pictures
induced higher activation of the insula in patients with
OCD compared to control subjects, suggesting they

had elevated sensitivity for negative cues and were
more prone to experience negative somatic states.

However, much of the research reported indicates
that the sensitivity to negative stimuli in patients with
OCD is restricted to disgust, not fear (Mataix-Cols
et al., 2004; Phillips et al., 2000; Shapira et al., 2003).
Using disgust-inducing, threat-inducing, and neutral
pictures, the neural correlates of disgust and fear
have been demonstrated in both patients with OCD
and healthy controls. As a result, patients with
OCD showed increased activation in the insula during
disgust provocation compared to healthy controls,
while no difference was observed between the two
groups during fear provocation using threat-inducing
pictures (Figure 17.1).

In addition to this symptom provocation study,
emotional facial recognition tasks also address the
differences in fear and disgust information-processing
in patients with OCD, as compared to other anxiety
disorders. Studies have reported that patients
with OCD have deficits when asked to identify facial
representations of disgust, as compared to those
with other anxiety disorders (Corcoran et al., 2008;

Figure 17.1 Differential brain activation by disgust and threat in healthy volunteers and in patients with OCD. Viewing disgust inducing
pictures versus neutral pictures in healthy volunteers (A) and in patients with OCD (B). Viewing threat inducing pictures versus neutral pictures
in healthy volunteers (C) and in patients with OCD (D). While overall response to threat inducing pictures was similar between healthy
controls and patients with OCD, different brain activation was found during disgust inducing pictures in several areas, especially in the insula.
INS, insula; BG, basal ganglia; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; CBM, cerebellum; PHc, parahippocampal region. Adapted with permission
(Shapira et al., 2003).
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Sprengelmeyer et al., 1997), although an inconsistent
report has been published (Parker et al., 2004). With
a different response to disgust in OCD compared to
other anxiety disorders, the neural response to fear
also showed differences between patients with OCD
and those with other anxiety disorders (Cannistraro
et al., 2004). Contrary to findings of hyperactivity in
the amygdala in other mood or anxiety disorders
(Rauch et al., 2000; Sheline et al., 2001), patients
with OCD demonstrated rather attenuated amygdala
responses during the perception of facial emotion
expressions of fear compared to healthy controls.
The pathophysiology of OCD has been suggested
to involve cortico basal ganglia–thalamo-cortical
loop dysfunction, including the OFC, insula, ACC,
basal ganglia, and thalamus (Saxena et al., 1998;
Saxena and Rauch, 2000), and OCD has been sug-
gested to be distinguishable from other anxiety
disorders.

Lawrence and colleagues (2007) replicated the
finding of the abnormal processing of facial expres-
sions of disgust, but not fear, in OCD using the more
sophisticated paradigm of backward masking. In this,
they presented photos of fear, disgust, and neutral
facial expression just above conscious awareness,
masked with neutral facial expression photos. The
patients with OCD, especially those with high
washing symptoms, showed increased left vlPFC
activity with disgust-expression pictures, while they
showed no difference with fear-expression pictures, as
compared to healthy controls.

Symptom provocation studies have also been
used to address the distinct neural correlates of dif-
ferent symptom dimensions. Patients with different
symptom dimensions of checking and washing were
examined while viewing disgusting pictures (Phillips
et al., 2000). Phillips and colleagues (2000) used
three kinds of stimuli, neutral, normally disgusting,
and washer-relevant pictures (pictures rated as more
disgusting by washers than normal controls or
checkers) in healthy controls, patients with checking
symptom OCD, and those with washing symptom
OCD. All three groups showed activation of disgust-
related areas, the insular and visual cortical areas,
during the normally disgusting picture process. How-
ever, washer-relevant pictures induced disgust-related
activation only in the washers. This suggested that
washers showed different neural responses to
washer-relevant stimuli and sensitive emotional
responses, unlike the healthy controls and checkers,

who attended more to non-emotive visual details in
the washer-relevant stimuli.

While many symptom provocation studies have
targeted washing symptoms, other symptom dimen-
sions have also been examined. Mataix-Cols et al.
(2004) reported distinct neural correlates of washing,
checking, and hoarding symptom dimensions in a
group of patients with OCD having mixed symptoms.
While the subjects were looking at pictures in the
fMRI machine, they had to imagine a situation that
provoked symptoms, such as with the instructions,
“Imagine that you must come into contact with what’s
shown in the following pictures without washing
yourself afterwards” (washing), “Imagine that you
are not sure whether you switched off or locked the
following objects and it is impossible for you to go
back and check” (checking), or “Imagine that
the following objects belong to you and that you must
throw them away forever” (hoarding). The patients
with OCD showed distinct neural activation, accord-
ing to each symptom provocation, with partially
overlapping neural systems. Patients with OCD dem-
onstrated greater activation than healthy controls
in the bilateral ventromedial prefrontal (vmPFC)
and right caudate nucleus during washing symptom
provocation, in motor and attentional function-
related areas during checking symptom provocation,
and in the left precentral gyrus and right OFC during
hoarding symptom provocation. Another study also
reported the specific neural basis of hoarding symp-
toms in a patient displaying hoarding behavior
(An et al., 2009). In hoarding-related anxiety provo-
cation, patients with OCD having hoarding symp-
toms showed increased activation in the bilateral
anterior vmPFC, as compared to healthy controls
and patients without hoarding symptoms.

fMRI researchusing cognitiveactivation
paradigms in OCD
Cognitive function in patients with OCD is known
to be impaired in several aspects. Deficits in inhib-
ition, cognitive inflexibility, exaggerated error pro-
cessing, and problems in implicit sequence learning
are consistently reported findings regarding cognitive
function in OCD. Some of these deficits, such as
response inhibition and cognitive inflexibility, have
been reported in close relatives of patients with OCD
(Bannon et al., 2006; Chamberlain et al., 2006, 2007,
2008), indicating that this cognitive dysfunction could
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be trait-like in nature, rather than a state-dependent
characteristic. Various fMRI paradigms have been
used to examine patients with OCD to find neural
correlates of cognitive dysfunction or activation to
compensate for the deficit.

OCD is characterized by intrusive, unwanted
thoughts that cause distress and ritualistic behaviors
aimed at reducing these intrusions. Related to these
symptoms, deficits in response inhibition and cogni-
tive inflexibility in OCD may constrain patients in
rigid conceptual frameworks and disturb them from
suppressing their compulsive behaviors. Dysfunction
in inhibitory control has long been theorized to be a
central feature of OCD (Chamberlain et al., 2005;
Rosenberg and Keshavan, 1998; Stein and Ludik,
2000), and various behavioral reports support this
postulate (Bannon et al., 2002; Chamberlain et al.,
2006; Enright and Beech, 1993; Penades et al., 2007).
fMRI studies using a go–no-go paradigm and a stop
task, which examinemotor inhibitory processes, or the
Stroop task, which is related to cognitive inhibition,
have been applied in researching inhibition in OCD.

Maltby and colleagues (2005) used a go–no-go
task in which participants were instructed to press a
button when a go stimulus was presented and to
inhibit responding to no-go stimuli as quickly and
accurately as possible. The proportion of go to no-go
stimuli was 5:1, causing a potent bias toward
go stimuli. Under the no-go condition, when the sub-
jects needed strong response inhibition, patients with
OCD showed increased activation in the ACC, lateral
PFC, lateral OFC, caudate, and thalamus compared
to controls. Another study used a go–no-go task
(Roth et al., 2007), but the ratio of go to no-go stimuli
was 1:1 because of concern for the “oddball” effect of
no-go stimuli (Stevens et al., 2000), which has also
been reported to be impaired in OCD (Miyata et al.,
1998; Morault et al., 1997; Towey et al., 1993). In that
study (Roth et al., 2007), while healthy controls
showed right hemisphere activation, including the
right inferior frontal gyrus, patients with OCD showed
more diffuse and bilateral patterns of activation, and
less activation in the right inferior and medial frontal
areas. The diffuse and bilateral activation in OCDmay
operate in neural recruitment to compensate for the
failure in recruitment of the right inhibitory frontal
network during response inhibition. Additionally,
symptom scores using Yale–Brown Obsessive Com-
pulsive Scale (Y–BOCS) were negatively correlated
with the right OFC and positively correlated with left

thalamus activation during response inhibition, indi-
cating a role of the OFC in suppressing unwanted
behaviors and hyperactivation of the thalamus in
patients with high OC symptoms (Figure 17.2).

Cognitive inflexibility is frequently reported in
patients with OCD (Bannon et al., 2006; Chamberlain
et al., 2006; Veale et al., 1996), and among various tasks,
reversal learning (Chamberlain et al., 2008; Remijnse
et al., 2006) and task-switching paradigms (Gu et al.,
2008) have been applied tomeasure dysfunctional brain
activation in OCD. Reversal learning with appropriate
behavioral flexibility after negative feedback involves,
for example, a previous object that provided a positive
answer or reward being changed to a wrong answer,
giving negative feedback, so that participants must suc-
cessfully change their previous favorable choice after the
negative feedback. The OFC has long been known to be
important in reversal learning (Boulougouris et al.,
2007; Dias et al., 1996; Hornak et al., 2004). Using a
reversal learning paradigm, Remijnse and colleagues
(2006) reported that patients with OCD showed
reduced activation in the OFC, dlPFC, anterior PFC,
and insula cortex when they successfully adapted their
behavior to the negative feedback. Chamberlain and
colleagues (2008) also reported reduced activation in
the lateral OFC, lateral PFC, and parietal cortices in
patients with OCD and their close relatives during
reversal learning. These results indicate that dysfunc-
tion in the OFC, in addition to the PFC or parietal
cortex, is responsible for this deficit in reversal learning
and impairs day to day flexibility in patients with OCD.

Gu and colleagues (2008) used a task-switching
paradigm to examine cognitive flexibility in OCD, in
which subjects had to frequently change the task rules,
depending on the presented cue. The task-switching
paradigm required the ability to disengage attention
from a previous task, resolve interference from previ-
ous stimuli or task sets, and update new task sets.
Patients with OCD showed increased error rates in
switching from a previous task rule, for example,
changing the rule from color discrimination to fea-
ture discrimination for the stimulus, and decreased
brain activation in the dorsal frontal–striatal regions,
vmPFC, and right OFC compared to healthy controls.
However, the differences in dorsal frontal–striatal
regions, including the dlPFC, ACC, and right caudate
body, were caused by activation in the healthy controls
and inactivation in the patients with OCD, while the
ventral frontal areas of OFC and vmPFC differences
were due to deactivation in the patients with OCD,
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which might suggest an imbalance in the dorsal and
ventral frontal regions in these patients (Figure 17.3).

Executive function, such as planning and working
memory, has also been examined in patients withOCD
using fMRI. Patients with OCD have been reported to
perform poorly on spatial working memory tasks,
especially as the task becomes more difficult (Purcell
et al., 1998a, 1998b). A previous fMRI study also
addressed differences in brain activation between
patients with OCD and controls, and showed that
increased ACC activation was associated with poor
performance by patients with OCD (van der Wee
et al., 2003). Regarding planning ability, Purcell and
colleagues (1998b) reported that patients with OCD
were impaired in planning ability, as measured using
the Tower of London (ToL) task, and that unaffected
relatives of patients with OCD also shared this execu-
tive dysfunction (Delorme et al., 2007). Additionally,
patients with OCD showed decreased activation in the
dlPFC and caudate nucleus during the ToL task, sug-
gesting that the dorsal prefrontal–striatal area is

responsible for the impaired planning capacity in
patients with OCD (van den Heuvel et al., 2005).

Another cognitive paradigm applied to OCD is
the serial reaction time (SRT) task, which is used to
assess implicit information processing and learning.
During the SRT task, participants are presented with
repeated sequences of visual cues and then the loca-
tions of the cues are implicitly predicted and the
responses can become faster because of the implicit
learning. Striatal dysfunction in OCD has been sug-
gested to underlie the deficit in implicit learning and
inability to be aided by implicit learning in improving
reaction time (Deckersbach et al., 2002; Rauch, 2003).
A PET study showed that patients with OCD
exhibited deficient striatal activation and aberrant
hippocampal recruitment during implicit sequence
learning (Rauch et al., 1997a), and fMRI has shown
consistent results (Rauch et al., 2007), with abnormal
recruitment of the hippocampus and OFC. Failure in
implicit information processing, mediated by striatal
areas, is believed to lead to compensatory

Figure 17.2 Correlations between
OCD symptom severity and
activation in right orbitofrontal
gyrus (A) and left thalamus
(B) during response inhibition.
Adapted with permission
(Roth et al., 2007).
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involvement of explicit information processing and
related brain structures, such as the hippocampus.

Brain activation related to error processing also has
been researched in patients with OCD, and excessive
error signals generated by the ACC have been sug-
gested to underlie the patients’ feeling of being “just
not right” and the need for behavioral changes to
correct the problem (Pitman, 1987). The ACC is
known to be involved in the detection of errors (Gehr-
ing et al., 1995; Kiehl et al., 2000; Menon et al., 2001),
and both event-related potentials (ERP) and fMRI
studies have shown that patients with OCD produce
exaggerated error signals in the ACC after errors of
commission (Gehring et al., 2000; Johannes et al.,
2001; Ursu et al., 2003). However, this hyperactivation
in the ACC in patients with OCD has been shown not
only during errors of commission, but also during
correctly completed, high-conflict trials of a go–no-
go task (Maltby et al., 2005) or a continuous perform-
ance task (Ursu et al., 2003), suggesting an overactive
action-monitoring system in OCD. Additionally, Fitz-
gerald and colleagues (2005) reported increased error-
related activation of the rostral ACC in patients with
OCD, and showed a significant correlation between
this region and symptom severity in patients.

In summary, various cognitive activation para-
digms have been used to examine cognitive deficits in
OCD, such as inhibition, cognitive flexibility, implicit
learning, executive function, and error processing, and
to determine the pathophysiology underlying these

cognitive deficits. Research has also addressed other
aspects of cognitive function in OCD, such as the
neural correlates of deficits in decision making (Tolin
et al., 2009), or different brain activation patterns
related to biological motion perception (Jung et al.,
2009) related to social functioning (Kim et al., 2005).
Recent fMRI research using cognitive activation para-
digms has sought to explain the neural correlates of
behaviors and cognitive functions of patients with
OCD, whether the differential brain activation is pri-
marily caused by the pathophysiology of OCD, espe-
cially frontal–striatal dysfunction, or is the result of
compensatory activation, rather than the intact
recruitment, of corresponding brain areas.

fMRI studies in the family members
of patients with OCD
OCD has been suggested to be a heritable neuropsy-
chiatric disorder based on evidence from twin and
family studies (Inouye, 1965; Nestadt et al., 2000;
Pauls et al., 1995). The level of monozygotic twin con-
cordance has been reported to be between 63 and 87%,
and first-degree relatives showed increased rates of
OCD (10–22.5%) compared to the normal population
risk of 2–3% (Nestadt et al., 2000; Pauls et al., 1995). In
an effort to determine objective brain-basedmeasurable
traits, or endophenotypes, some fMRI studies have
examined brain activation in unaffected close relatives
of patients with OCD (Chamberlain et al., 2008), in

Figure 17.3 The significantly different activation regions during task switching between patients with OCD and healthy controls.
Patients with OCD showed significantly decreased activation in dlPFC, OFC, ACC, vmPFC, and caudate body compared to healthy controls
(a). Mean activations for each region of interest shows the inactivation in dorsal frontal striatal regions and deactivation in ventral frontal
regions in the patients with OCD compared to healthy controls (b). dlPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; ACC,
anterior cingulate cortex; vmPFC, ventromedial prefrontal cortex. Adapted with permission (Gu et al., 2008).
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addition to behavioral and volumetric markers (Cham-
berlain et al., 2005; Chamberlain et al., 2007; Menzies
et al., 2007).

Using a reversal learning paradigm, Chamberlain
and colleagues (2008) reported abnormally reduced
activation of the bilateral OFC and inferior parietal
lobe in patients with OCD and their unaffected close
relatives (Figure 17.4), consistent with other reports
of impaired reversal learning and related reduced
OFC activation in patients with OCD (Dias et al.,
1996; Remijnse et al., 2006). The OFC has an import-
ant role in neurobiological models of OCD (Cham-
berlain et al., 2005; Menzies et al., 2008) and is known
to be an important region in behavioral flexibility
after negative feedback (Boulougouris et al., 2007;

Dias et al., 1996; Hornak et al., 2004). The result of
cognitive inflexibility and related reduced OFC acti-
vation in people at increased genetic risk is consistent
with the existence of a trait or endophenotype for
OCD, even in the absence of chronic treatment or
symptom confounds.

In addition to genetic factors, environmental stres-
sors or adverse gene–environment interactions also
account for OC symptoms, and the suggested environ-
ment risk factors for OCD, for example, streptococcal
infection, prenatal problems, psychosocial stress,
familial factors, and several life events, such as preg-
nancy and divorce, may trigger OC symptoms (Alonso
et al., 2004; Karno et al., 1988; Miguel et al., 2005). In
this regard, discordant OC symptoms have been

Figure 17.4 Patients with OCD and their unaffected relatives showed underactivation during reversal learning bilaterally in the lateral
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), and parietal cortices. The images are of representative brain slices showing regions
activated during reversal learning across all subjects (yellow area) and regions in which there was a significant effect of group (blue areas).
Peripheral graphs indicate mean group activations for each of the four identified clusters where there was a significant effect of group. Top left,
left lateral OFC and left lateral PFC, top right, right lateral OFC and right lateral PFC, bottom left, left parietal lobe, bottom right, right parietal
lobe. *P<0.05. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001. Adapted with permission (Chamberlain et al., 2008).
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reported in monozygotic twins, and different brain
activation has also been reported (den Braber et al.,
2008). The subjects included 17 monozygotic twin
pairs, in which one twin with high OC symptoms
and the co-twin with low OC symptoms were screened
from 419 twin pairs using the Padua Inventory-R
(PI-R) as a screening tool for OC behavior (Cath
et al., 2008; Sanavio, 1988; van Oppen and Arntz,
1994). During a ToL planning task, twins with OC
symptoms showed significantly decreased brain acti-
vation in the dlPFC, thalamus pulvina, and inferior
parietal cortex compared to the monozygotic twins
without OC symptoms. These findings are consistent
with previous reports of impaired planning ability in
OCD using the ToL task (Purcell et al., 1998a) and
decreased dlPFC and caudate nucleus activation
related to the ToL task (van den Heuvel et al., 2005).
Together, the different brain activation patterns
during the planning task in discordant monozygotic
twins indicate that neural correlates of OC symptoms
may be caused by environmental risk factors or by
gene–environment interactions.

fMRI studies related to treatment
effects in OCD
The treatment for OCD has long been characterized
by a reputation for being highly resistant, but
several effective treatments have been recognized
recently. According to the effects of pharmacological
and/or behavioral treatment, neuroimaging research
has addressed changes in brain activation after
symptom improvement. Using PET or SPECT stud-
ies, reduced glucose metabolism (Baxter et al., 1992;
Benkelfat et al., 1990; Swedo et al., 1992) and
regional cerebral blood flow in the OFC, caudate
nuclei, and thalamus (Kang et al., 2003; Rubin
et al., 1995; Saxena et al., 1999, 2002) have been
reported after successful treatment. Consistent with
this, fMRI has also been used to address the effects of
treatment on brain activation during cognitive tasks,
such as working memory or the Stroop test, and
during symptom provocation (Lazaro et al., 2008;
Nabeyama et al., 2008; Nakao et al., 2005b; van der
Wee et al., 2007).

Nakao and colleagues (2005b) reported changes in
brain activation both during a cognitive task using the
Stroop test and during symptom provocation. In that
study, symptoms in each patient were provoked
through symptom-related word generation, which

had been selected for each patient before the fMRI
experiments. After 12 weeks of treatment, pharmaco-
therapy with fluvoxamine or behavioral therapy,
patients with OCD showed mild-to-moderate symp-
tomatic improvement. Related to this improvement,
patients with OCD showed decreased activation in
the OFC, including the insula, dlPFC, and ACC,
following symptom provocation. In contrast, during
the Stroop test, patients showed increased activation
in broad regions, such as the parietal cortex, cerebel-
lum, dlPFC, and ACC, after treatment. The areas
with increased activation are among the prefrontal–
subcortical–cerebellar connections believed to play roles
in coordinating higher cognitive function (Andreasen
et al., 1998; Schmahmann and Pandya, 1997), and
among those areas, the ACC has shown decreased acti-
vation in patients with OCD in the Stroop test (Nakao
et al., 2005a). Accordingly, the increased brain activation
related to the Stroop test may reflect changes in cogni-
tive function, such as inhibitory processes, in contrast to
decreased brain activation related to the symptom-
provocative state in patients with OCD after successful
treatment.

Regarding the dissociation between the effects of
medication and that of behavioral therapy, Nabeyama
and colleagues (2008) examined symptom improve-
ment effects solely induced by behavioral therapy.
During the same cognitive task of the Stroop test,
patients with OCD showed increased activation in
the cerebellum and parietal lobe after treatment, with
decreased activation in the OFC, middle frontal gyrus,
and temporal regions. While the previous report
showed increases in more broad cognitive regions
after treatment with applied heterogeneous therapy,
including behavioral therapy or pharmacotherapy,
behavioral therapy alone primarily increased acti-
vation in the posterior brain regions, especially the
cerebellum, indicating different effects between behav-
ioral therapy and pharmacotherapy.

Although most neuropsychological studies found
no effect of treatment on behavioral performance
(Kim et al., 2002; Mataix-Cols et al., 2002; Nielen
and Den Boer, 2003), some research has reported
limited improvement or even deterioration in neuro-
psychological performance (Bolton et al., 2000; Sanz
et al., 2001). When we consider that treatment using
only behavioral therapy improved performance on
the Stroop test (Nabeyama et al., 2008), the hetero-
geneity of treatment, such as intervention with differ-
ent medications, may have caused the seemingly
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inconsistent results regarding the treatment effect on
performance. Furthermore, the characteristics of the
examined cognitive paradigm, the subjects’ response
to medication, and/or the duration of illness, are
other variables that could affect the results of behav-
ioral performance according to treatment.

One study examined changes in brain activation
according to the response to pharmacological treat-
ment using fMRI (van der Wee et al., 2007). After
12 weeks of pharmacological treatment, working
memory performance and related brain activation
were examined in both responders and non-responders.
Responders showed significant improvement in per-
formance, as well as overall changes in brain activity
related to task difficulty. This result indicates that the
working memory deficit and related abnormal brain
activation would be, to some extent, state-dependent,
as demonstrated by changes in the treatment
responders.

Some research on treatment effect has targeted
children and adolescents with OCD (Lazaro et al.,
2008) because the shorter duration of their disorder
would be expected to reduce potential confounding
factors, such as prolonged exposure to pharmaco-
logical treatment, comorbidity, or chronicity. After 6
months of pharmacological treatment in children and
adolescents with OCD, activation in the left insula
and putamen during the SRT task decreased signifi-
cantly compared to the pretreatment state. The SRT
task is one of the paradigms measuring ability in
implicit serial learning, and implicit serial learning is
known to involve the cortico-striatal system (Rauch
et al., 1997a, 1997b). The insula and putamen are
included in this cortico-striatal system, which is also
involved in the pathophysiology of OCD, and the
insula is known to play a role in mediating emotional
states, including disgust and anxiety.

fMRI research to date regarding treatment effects
has generally shown normalized activation com-
pared to the pretreatment state, sometimes with
performance improvement. However, the heterogen-
eity of OCD, with respect to symptom type, dur-
ation of illness, and/or comorbidity, may cause
inconsistencies in the results, as can the diversity
of treatment methods, such as behavioral therapy
and pharmacology.

In summary, various approaches of neuroima-
ging have revealed abnormal brain activations
related to symptoms or cognition in patients with
OCD. However, there are some discrepancies

between findings, which might be caused by the
heterogeneous character of OCD, such as the variety
of the symptoms and comorbidity, or the diversity
of applied cognitive paradigms in neuroimaging
research. Future research on symptom-specific
neural correlates and related cognitive dysfunctions
will bring better understanding to the pathophysiol-
ogy of OCD. In addition, genetic or family studies will
give information regarding traits or state-related char-
acteristics as well as putative vulnerabilities to the
disorder. Finally, considering the current model of
cortico basal ganglia–thalamo-cortical loop dysfunc-
tion of OCD, functional connectivity research that
examines the functional relationships between these
brain areas will facilitate our understanding of the
disorder.
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Box 17.1. Summary box

The major findings of symptom provocation fMRI
research in obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD)
suggest that hyperactivation is found in the ventral
frontal–striatal areas of OCD patients, such as in the
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), insula, anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) and caudate head, which generally
show normalized activation after symptom improve-
ment. In addition, deficits in cognitive functions, such
as those in response inhibition and cognitive flexibil-
ity, have been reported in patients with OCD as well
as in their genetically close relatives, which implies
that these cognitive features are trait-dependent.
fMRI research using cognitive paradigms have
reported that reduced brain activation in the dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and parietal lobes are
related to cognitive inflexibility and the dysfunction
of executive functions. In particular, reduced acti-
vation in the lateral OFC, lateral PFC, and parietal
cortices during reversal leaning has been reported
not only in patients with OCD but also in their gen-
etically close relatives, which sheds some light on the
neural correlates of trait-dependent cognitive
inflexibility.
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Chapter

18 Molecular imaging of obsessive–compulsive
disorder
Martijn Figee, Jan Booij and Damiaan Denys

Introduction
Obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) is a chronic
psychiatric disorder that is characterized by the pres-
ence of recurrent and anxiety-provoking thoughts,
images or impulses (obsessions), typically followed
by repetitive ritualistic behaviors (compulsions) to
relieve anxiety. The prevalence of OCD is estimated
to be between 1 and 3% (Ruscio et al., 2010; Fullana
et al., 2009). Without adequate treatment, obsess-
ions and compulsions can become extremely time-
consuming, causing significant impairments in social
and occupational functioning. Effective treatment
options for OCD are cognitive behavioral therapy,
pharmacotherapy or psychosurgical interventions.

Approximately 40–60% of OCD patients respond
to pharmacotherapy with drugs that increase intrasy-
naptic serotonin (Denys 2006; Soomro et al., 2008).
Hence, it is often suggested that OCD is related to a
dysfunction of brain serotonin systems. Central dopa-
minergic systems are likely to be involved as well,
since patients who do not respond to treatment with
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SRIs) can be success-
fully augmented with dopamine receptor antagonists
(Fineberg et al., 2006; Bloch et al., 2006). Finally, the
potential efficacy of glutamate modulating drugs in
OCD (Denys, 2006) suggests glutaminergic abnor-
malities in OCD.

Functional imaging studies indicate involvement
of the cortico-striatal–thalamic–cortical circuit in
OCD pathophysiology (Saxena and Rauch, 2000;
Menzies et al., 2008) and within this circuitry, the
neurotransmitters serotonin, dopamine and glutam-
ate are important regulators of neuronal activity. The
exact function of these neurotransmitters in OCD is
still unclear, however. They may be directly impli-
cated in the pathophysiology of OCD, or only related

to treatment effects. Dysfunctional neurotrans-
mission may be primary, e.g. the result of structural
(genetic) defects, or secondary to the illness. Seroto-
nergic, dopaminergic and glutaminergic neuro-
transmission in OCD has been examined using
pharmacological challenge experiments, investiga-
tions into metabolites, genetic association studies
and animal models. However, these are all indirect
measures of neurotransmission, and taken together,
they did not reveal consistent results. Neurochemical
imaging techniques allow for a more direct examin-
ation of neurotransmission systems in OCD patients.
Aspects of dopaminergic, serotonergic and glutama-
tergic systems can be visualized with single photon
emission computed tomography (SPECT) and posi-
tron emission tomography (PET). In addition, gluta-
minergic neurotransmission can be measured using
1H magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H MRS).

SPECT and PET studies may visualize neurore-
ceptors, but what exactly is being measured with these
imaging techniques? SPECT and PET techniques
measure binding of radiopharmaceuticals to neuro-
transmitter transporters or receptors in brain regions
of interest, e.g. the serotonin transporter (SERT), the
dopamine transporter (DAT), the serotonergic 5-HT2a

receptor or the dopaminergic D1and D2/3 receptor.
Binding of a specific radiopharmaceutical will occur
only if receptors or transporters are available on the
surfaces of synaptic membranes. Thus, altered bind-
ing reflects altered availability of transporters or
receptors. Receptor availability may alter due to up-
or downregulation, as a compensatory mechanism in
response to neurotransmission. For example, recep-
tors become temporarily unavailable for further
stimulation when they are internalized back into the
neuronal cell shortly after receptor activation, and
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prolonged activation may decrease the actual number
of receptors by lysosomal degradation (Gray and
Roth, 2001). SERT and DAT are transporter pro-
teins that are located on membranes of the
presynaptic terminals of serotonin- and dopamine-
producing neurons, respectively. Because of this local-
ization, decreased availability of SERT may reflect
degeneration of serotonergic neurons originating
from the raphe nuclei and decreased availability of
DAT may have been caused by degeneration of dopa-
minergic neurons. More specific, degeneration of
nigrostriatal or mesocortical neurons is reflected by
loss of striatal and cortical DATs, respectively. Finally,
availability of receptors and transporters can change
in response to short-term alterations in synaptic con-
centrations of serotonin and dopamine, because of
competition with the tracer for binding. For example,
lower synaptic serotonin levels means less competi-
tion and, thus, more available binding sites for sero-
tonergic radiotracers.

1H MRS is a complementary technique to struc-
tural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which can
graphically visualize a spectrum of magnetic reson-
ances that corresponds to different metabolic com-
pounds in a brain region of choice. It can be used to
measure human brain levels of glutamate and its
precursor and metabolite glutamine (together: Glx).
Glx was found to have a direct relation to glucose
metabolism in a combined 18F-fluorodeoxy-glucose
PET and 1H MRS study (Pfund et al., 2000), which
suggests it is a marker of brain activity.

To explore the role of these neurotransmitters in
OCD, we will review all PET and SPECT binding
studies on serotonin and dopamine, and all available
1H MRS research into glutamate levels in OCD. We
will try to combine these findings into a pathophysio-
logical model for dysfunctional neurotransmission in
OCD. Eight studies have investigated serotonergic
neurotransmission in OCD, by comparing the avail-
ability of SERT or 5-HT2a receptors between patients
and healthy controls. In another eight studies, dop-
aminergic function was examined measuring density
of DAT or dopamine D1, D2/3 receptors. We will
report on combined SERT and DAT studies for each
transporter separately. Six studies performed binding
scans before and after treatment with SRIs, to study
how this affects serotonergic and dopaminergic neu-
rotransmission. Five studies used 1H MRS to estimate
brain levels of glutamate in OCD patients and healthy
controls, including one study that performedmeasures

before and after SRI treatment. To the best of our
knowledge, no SPECT or PET studies have been per-
formed on imaging of the central glutamatergic system
in OCD patients. For a summary of the different stud-
ies discussed in this review, see Table 18.1.

Imaging studies on the serotonergic
system
Using radiotracers that predominantly bind to SERT
in brain areas where this transporter is highly pre-
valent, e.g. midbrain–pons and thalamic regions,
most SERT studies demonstrated decreased SERT
availability in OCD, although increased availability
was reported in early-onset patients (Pogarell et al.,
2003). SERT decreases in thalamic regions were
related to OCD severity and duration. Two studies
investigated post-synaptic serotonergic 5-HT2a recep-
tors in OCD, showing either increased or decreased
availability of the 5-HT2a receptors. Simpson et al.
(2003) were the first to study SERT availability in OCD,
using PET and 11C-(þ)-6β-(4-methylthiophenyl)-
1,2,3,5,6a,10β-hexahydropyrrolo[2,1-a]isoquinoline
([11C]McN5652), which is a potent and selective
PET tracer for SERT. Comparing 11 OCD patients
and 11 age-matched healthy control subjects, they
failed to show statistically significant differences in
SERT binding within striatal, limbic or cortical areas.
This might be partially due to low OCD severity scores
in this study (mean Yale–Brown Obsessive Compulsive
Scale (Y-BOCS) scores of 20 � 4 points). Subsequent
studies used SPECT imaging to measure uptake of
iodine-123-labeled 2β-carbomethoxy-3β-(4-iodophe-
nyl)tropane ([123I]β-CIT). Uptake of this radiotracer
reflects predominantly binding to SERT in extrastriatal
brain regions. On the other hand, in the striatum, where
density of DAT is much higher than that of SERT, it
mainly indicates binding to DAT (Laruelle et al., 1993,
1994). The first study using β-CIT found an increase of
SERT availability in midbrain–pons, but this was only
statistically significant for the early onset patients (<17
years), and it was not correlated with clinical severity
measures (Pogarell et al., 2003). The lack of differences
in the late-onset OCD group might be explained by
older age and more comorbid depression within this
group, since these factors are associated with decreased
SERT binding (Pirker et al., 2000; Malison et al., 1998).
SERT is crucial for maintaining a constant level of
intrasynaptic serotonin and, thus, increased SERT
may suggest higher levels of intrasynaptic serotonin
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in the early-onset OCD group. Alternatively, higher
SERTmight be indicative of an inability to compensate
for serotonergic deficits in early-onset patients, which
is compatible with research suggesting early-onset
OCD is a more severe and SRI-resistant subtype (Ros-
ario-Campos et al., 2001). Three other β-CIT SPECT
studies demonstrated decreased SERT availability
within midbrain–pons regions. Stengler-Wenzke
et al. (2004) found reduced SERT availability in 10
patients compared to 7 controls, Hasselbalch et al.
(2007) in 9 patients and 9 controls, and Hesse et al.
(2005) comparing 15 patients with 10 controls. In the
latter study, SERT reductions were also reported in the
thalamus/hypothalamus in correlation with OCD
severity and duration, suggesting that SERT alterations
in thalamic regions are more strongly related to OCD
and occur in the process of illness. Consistent with
these results, two studies found reduced SERT in thal-
amic regions to be strongly correlated with OCD
severity. Zitterl et al. (2007) demonstrated reduced
SERT in thalamus and hypothalamus, comparing 24
obsessive–compulsive checkers with 24 controls.
Decreased thalamic SERT was not only correlated with
more severe checking symptoms, but also with shorter
illness duration, suggesting that transporter dysfunc-
tions develop early in the course of OCD. Reimold
et al. (2007) showed reduced thalamic SERT availability
in 9OCDpatients when comparedwith 19 age-matched
controls, using the PET tracer 3-amino-4-(2-dimethyl-
aminomethylphenylsulfanyl)-benzonitrile ([11C]DASB).
In contrast, van der Wee et al. (2004) reported no
differences in SERT-related β-CIT binding in either
midbrain–pons or thalamus between 15 drug-naive
OCD patients and 15 controls. This might have been
caused by measuring β-CIT uptake after 4 h, since it is
uncertain whether this is long enough to visualize SERT
optimally (Laruelle et al., 1994; Pirker et al., 2000).

Two groups investigated availability of the 5-HT2a

receptor with PET tracers that selectively bind to
these receptors. Using [18F]Altanserine PET, Adams
et al. (2005) reported increased 5-HT2a receptor
availability in both the left and the right caudate
nucleus in 15 OCD patients compared to 15 matched
controls, which was unrelated to OCD severity. No
between-group differences were found in other sub-
cortical or cortical regions. Increased 5-HT2a receptor
availability in this study most likely signifies lower
concentrations of synaptic serotonin causing more
availability of 5-HT2a receptors and upregulation.
Since patients in this study were not drug-naive,

upregulation might have occurred secondary to previ-
ous SRI treatment. Perani et al. (2008) showed reduced
5-HT2a receptor availability in several cortical brain
regions of 9 drug-naive OCD patients compared to
6 matched control subjects, using the radiotracer (R)-
(þ)-4-(l-hydroxy-1-(2,3-dimethoxyphenyl)methyl)-N-
2-(4-fluorophenylethyl)piperidine ([11C]MDL). Reduced
5-HT2a availability in orbitofrontal and dorsolateral
frontal cortex was significantly related to OCD sever-
ity, but not to disease duration. Decreased 5-HT2a

receptor density within these cortical regions could
reflect receptor downregulation. Although 5-HT2a

receptor upregulation would be expected as a com-
pensation for lower serotonin in OCD, downregula-
tion may indicate further attenuation of serotonergic
activity at the post-synaptic level in more severe and
untreated OCD patients. Another possible explan-
ation is that OCD is related to a primary dysfunction
of cortical 5-HT2a receptors, which might be genetic.
Genetic research examining associations between OCD
and polymorphisms of the 5-HT2a receptor gene has
produced conflicting results (Saiz et al., 2008).

Together, findings from SERT and 5-HT2a imaging
studies suggest lower synaptic serotonin in OCD
patients, causing presynaptic SERT decreases to com-
pensate for this, and upregulation of post-synaptic stria-
tal 5-HT2a receptors to increase sensitivity for the
remaining serotonin. Since specifically decreased thal-
amic SERT availability was related to illness severity,
and to either short or long duration of OCD, this might
be an importantmarker forOCD, but it is still debatable
whether the deficit is primary or secondary to the
illness. Interestingly, serotonergic deficits were not
compensated by SERT decreases in early-onset OCD
patients, which might shed some light on the cause of
refractoriness to SRIs in this clinical subgroup. In a
group of untreated patients, serotonergic neurotrans-
mission was diminished due to a dysfunction of post-
synaptic 5-HT2a receptors in cortical brain regions.

Imaging studies on the dopaminergic
system
Central dopaminergic neurotransmission in OCD has
been imaged with SPECT and PET radiotracers that
predominantly bind to striatal DAT, D1 or D2/3 recep-
tors. It is not possible to separately visualize D2 and
D3 receptors because all available radiotracers bind
with equal affinity to both subtypes. Most studies
on presynaptic striatal DAT demonstrated increased
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availability in OCD, whereas one study reported
decreased availability. All dopamine D1 and D2/3

binding studies demonstrated decreased striatal avail-
ability in OCD. None of these dopaminergic alter-
ations were related to clinical OCD measures. Using
SPECT and [123I]N-(3-iodopropen-2-yl)-2β-carbo-
methoxy-3β-(4-chlorophenyl) tropane ([123I]IPT),
Kim et al. (2003) demonstrated statistically signifi-
cantly increased DAT availability within the right
basal ganglia of 15 OCD patients, compared to 19
age-matched healthy adults. Non-significant increases
were shown in the left basal ganglia. Although five
OCD patients had a comorbid tic disorder and seven
patients had depressive disorder, this did not influ-
ence DAT availability. Using β-CIT SPECT, Pogarell
et al. (2003) found non-significant increases of striatal
DAT availability in 9 predominantly drug-naive OCD
patients compared to 10 healthy control subjects that
were not properly matched regarding age and gender.
Van der Wee et al. (2004) reported increased striatal
DATbinding in 15 drug-naive OCDpatients, relative to
15 controls. This was statistically significant only for left
basal ganglia. Contrasting these previous results, Hesse
et al. (2005) found reduced striatal DAT in 15 OCD
patients compared to 10 controls. DAT increases in this
study may have been overestimated due to age differ-
ences between patients and controls.

Using iodine-123-labeled iodobenzamide ([123I]
IBZM) SPECT (Figure 18.1), Denys et al. (2004)
showed statistically significantly decreased D2/3 recep-
tor availability in the left caudate nucleus within a
group of 10 OCD patients compared to 10 matched
healthy controls. They also demonstrated differences
between the left and the right caudate nuclei for D2/3

availability and for volume, suggesting laterality in the
pathophysiology of OCD. D2/3 differences in this
study could not be explained by polymorphisms in
the dopamine D2 receptor gene. Schneier et al. (2008)
found comparable striatal D2/3 decreases in 8 pre-
dominantly drug-naive OCD patients compared to 7
control subjects. However, these findings were not
statistically significant, possibly owing to the lack of
coregistration with MRI for adequate analysis of stria-
tal subregions. The authors did report significantly
decreased D2/3 availability for a second group of 7
patients with OCD and comorbid generalized social
anxiety disorder (GSAD), which is in line with their
previous research showing decreased D2/3 availability
in GSAD patients (Schneier et al., 2000). Using PET
imaging and the selective D2/3 antagonist [11C]

raclopride, Perani et al. (2008) demonstrated statistic-
ally significantly decreased D2/3 binding in dorsal
caudate, dorsal putamen and ventral striatum of 9
drug-naive OCD patients compared to 9 controls.
D2/3 alterations were more prominent in the ventral
striatum. Olver et al. (2009) reported reduced avail-
ability of dopamine D1 receptors in caudate nucleus
and putamen of 7 OCD patients relative to 7 healthy
controls, using PET and the selective D1 receptor
antagonist [11C]-SCH23390.

Taken together, findings from DAT, D1 and D2/3

receptor binding studies suggest higher synaptic
dopamine levels in the striatum of OCD patients,
causing presynaptic DAT elevations for compensa-
tory dopamine reuptake, along with downregulation
of post-synaptic D1 and D2/3 receptors to attenuate
dopaminergic neurotransmission. Contrary to the
serotonergic findings, alterations in dopaminergic
neurotransmission were not related to severity, dur-
ation or onset of OCD, suggesting that dopaminergic
alterations are secondary to the illness.

Serotonergic and dopaminergic
changes in response to SRI treatment
At low doses, SRIs already occupy 80% of the SERTs,
which will decrease their availability for binding to a
SERT tracer. Long-term SRI treatment might cause

Figure 18.1 Transversal slice at the level of the striatum of an [123I]
IBZM SPECT scan (2 h after injection of the radiotracer) performed
in a healthy control subject. [123I]IBZM binds in vivo to dopamine
D2/3 receptors, especially in the striatum.
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SERT downregulation to further increase seroto-
nergic transmission, as has been shown in animals
(Benmansour et al., 2002). Accordingly, all studies
investigating SRI-induced SERT changes in OCD
patients demonstrated decreases of SERT availability
(reflecting occupancy of the SERT by the SRI together
with a possible downregulation) in midbrain–pons
and thalamic regions. Only thalamic SERT occupancy
was related to symptom improvement, suggesting this
is important for the therapeutic efficacy of SRIs.
SERT occupancy was increased following 12 weeks
of treatment with citalopram 40 mg in 2 SRIs patients
(Pogarell et al., 2005), following one-year treatment
with citalopram 60 mg in 5 patients (Stengler-Wenzke
et al., 2006), and following 12 weeks of clomipramine
150 mg treatment in 24 obsessive–compulsive
checkers (Zitterl et al., 2008). In the latter study, lower
baseline SERT was a marker for OCD severity and
poor treatment response. The only group investigat-
ing 5-HT2a receptor availability after SRI treatment
reported no statistically significant alterations
following 12–38 weeks of effective treatment with
various SRIs in 11 OCD patients (Adams et al.,
2005). Measures were performed in the caudate nuclei,
where it can be difficult to detect 5-HT2a receptor
alterations owing to low 5-HT2a density.

SRIs have been demonstrated to decrease striatal
dopamine in animal experiments using D2/3 receptor
imaging and microdialysis (Dewey et al., 1995).
Dopaminergic changes in response to SRI treatment
have also been shown in healthy and depressive sub-
jects (Smith et al., 1997; Fowler et al., 1999). Three
studies suggest that OCD response to SRI treatment is
related to dopaminergic changes. A 12-week treat-
ment period with 40 mg citalopram in 2 drug-naive
OCD patients led to a 40% increase in DAT availabil-
ity in striatum, as measured with β-CIT SPECT
(Pogarell et al., 2005). This finding is surprising, since
it suggests that OCD treatment with SRIs increases
synaptic dopamine levels, although other mechanisms
may also be involved (Booij et al., 2007). Treatment
response in these two patients was only mild and the
exact decreases in Y-BOCS scores were not reported.
A SPECT study with [123I]IPT found decreased DAT
binding of 37% in the right basal ganglia after a 16-
week treatment with SRIs in 10 OCD patients (Kim
et al., 2007). Correlation was found between symptom
improvement and changes of basal ganglia DAT bind-
ing. Moresco et al. (2007) reported a slight but statis-
tically significant increase in striatal [11C]raclopride

binding to D2/3 receptors, varying from 6.9 to 9.7%, in
7 drug-naive OCD patients who responded to 12-
week treatment with 150–300 mg fluvoxamine. D2/3

availability normalized to a level that was previously
observed in healthy subjects. No significant correl-
ation was found between clinical measures and base-
line D2/3 receptor availability, or between Y-BOCS
changes and post-treatment receptor availability.

In conclusion, the therapeutic efficacy of SRIs in
OCD is related to occupancy of SERT, especially in
thalamic regions, but not to changes in 5-HT2a recep-
tors. Moreover, successful SRI treatment in OCD
induces decreases of DAT, and elevations of D2/3

receptor availability in striatum, indicating normal-
ization of striatal dopaminergic hyperactivity. How
serotonin reuptake blocking agents induce dopami-
nergic changes in OCD treatment is speculative.
Dopaminergic and serotonergic neurons are located
closely to each other within the striatum. Animal
studies suggest that in case of SRI-induced elevation
of serotonin, striatal DAT will transport significant
amounts of serotonin into dopaminergic terminals
(Zhou et al., 2005). Consequently, the competition
between dopamine and serotonin for DAT binding
will reduce dopaminergic signaling. Additionally,
SRIs are able to cause direct dopaminergic alterations
independent of changes in synaptic serotonin (Koch
et al., 2002). Finally, serotonin has been found to have
inhibitory effects on the firing rate of dopaminergic
neurons (Dewey et al., 1995; Kapur and Remington,
1996). Of interest, there are some indications that
dopaminergic changes are related to higher SRI doses
(Koch et al., 2002), and SRI treatment in OCD is only
efficacious when using high doses.

Glutaminergic studies
Five studies have used 1H MRS to measure human
brain levels of glutamate and its precursor and metab-
olite glutamine (Glx). The results of these studies
suggest elevated caudate Glx levels in OCD, which
are normalized in response to SRI treatment.
Decreased Glx levels in the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) were also found; however, this was not illness-
specific. Moore et al. (1998) first hypothesized
increased caudate Glx in OCD, after having found
that paroxetine treatment in a 9-year-old boy with
OCD led to a reduction of left caudate Glx. Consistent
with this hypothesis, Rosenberg et al. (2000) demon-
strated higher Glx levels in the left caudate nucleus of
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11 drug-naive OCD children compared to 11 matched
healthy children. Glx levels decreased after 12 weeks
of treatment with 10–60 mg of paroxetine to levels
comparable with those of controls, and these
decreases were correlated with improvement of
OCD symptoms. In two studies, no caudate Glx
abnormalities were found in adult medicated OCD
patients. Whiteside et al. (2006) found no differences
in caudate Glx between 15 stably SRI-treated patients
and 15 controls, while Starck et al. (2008) reported
no differences between 8 predominantly medicated
patients and 12 controls. These results seem to be in
agreement with the pediatric MRS studies, where
caudate Glx normalized after SRI treatment. In the
Starck study, however, caudate Glx levels were posi-
tively correlated with OCD severity. Two studies
reported statistically significantly reduced Glx levels
in ACC of OCD patients. Rosenberg et al. (2004)
showed reduced Glx ACC concentrations in 20 drug-
naive children with OCD, compared to 14 matched
controls. However, comparable reductions were found
in a group of 14 children with major depressive dis-
order, indicating this finding is not specific to OCD.
Yücel et al. (2008) showed reduced ACC Glx in 10
female (mostly medicated) OCD patients compared
to healthy females, but no differences for male OCD
patients. Again, this suggests that reduced ACC Glx is
not specific to OCD.

In summary, OCD may be related to glutaminer-
gic hyperactivity in the caudate nucleus, which can
normalize after successful SRI treatment. As a poten-
tial marker of brain activity, increased caudate Glx
may indicate striatal hyperactivity in OCD. In add-
ition, OCD may be related to reductions of ACC
Glx levels; however, this is likely to be less specific
for OCD, since it was only found in female OCD
patients, and comparable reductions were found in
depressed patients.

Conclusion
Results from SPECT and PET binding studies suggest
that OCD is related to decreased presynaptic SERT
availability in thalamic and midbrain–pons regions,
along with increased post-synaptic 5-HT2a receptor
availability in cortical areas, indicating diminished
serotonergic input into the frontosubcortical circuits.
In addition, elevated DAT availability and lower dens-
ity of dopamine D1 and D2/3 receptors in striatum
suggest dopaminergic hyperactivity. Whereas only

serotonergic changes are related to OCD course and
severity, dopaminergic changes are related to symp-
tom improvement in response to SRI treatment. This
suggests that obsessive–compulsive symptoms are
primarily caused by a serotonergic deficit, leading to
secondary dopaminergic alterations that can be suc-
cessfully reversed with drugs that increase synaptic
serotonin. Serotonergic deficits may cause increased
striatal dopamine levels by disinhibiting the dopa-
mine system. Serotonergic projections originating
from the brainstem raphe nuclei inhibit the firing of
the dopamine cells projecting from the substantia
nigra, while in the striatum and cortex they in-
hibit synaptic release and/or synthesis of dopa-
mine (Kapur and Remington, 1996). Findings from
a recent PET study by Wong et al. (2008) suggest
dopaminergic hyperactivity in striatum due to sero-
tonin deficits in three patients with Tourette syn-
drome and comorbid OCD.

1H MRS studies demonstrate striatal glutaminer-
gic hyperactivity in OCD, which is normalized in
response to SRI treatment. Both dopamine (through
D1 and D2/3 receptors) and serotonin (through 5-
HT2a receptors) have a modulatory influence on the
excitatory activity of glutamate and the inhibitory
activity of GABA in the cortico-striatal–thalamic–
cortical circuit. Glutamate is an inhibitor of serotonin
release and vice versa (Becquet et al., 1990). Decreased
serotonergic activity in OCD may therefore lead to
increased dopaminergic neurotransmission, through
diminished inhibition of GABA interneurons on glu-
tamate projection to the striatum.

How these neurotransmitter changes might be
related to the expression of OCD symptoms can only
be speculated. Patients with obsessive thoughts are
often excessively focused on the potential negative
consequences of their own behavior; for example,
being constantly worried one might have caused a fire
or explosions due to the possibility of not having
turned off the gas properly. Compensatory compul-
sive behaviors, e.g. repetitively checking the gas, may
be temporarily rewarding in that they are experienced
as reassuring and anxiety-relieving. Several lines of
evidence suggest that mesolimbic dopamine neurons
are important in detecting potential alerting and
rewarding environmental stimuli that can be used
for modulation of behavior by reinforcement learning
(Schultz, 1998). It can be speculated that dopami-
nergic hyperactivity in the ventral striatum leads to
obsessive awareness of potential alerting events,
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along with inadequate rewarding of compulsive be-
haviors. Dopamine-induced reward processing may
be enhanced by serotonergic deficits in the raphe nucei
as was reported in rats with lesioned midbrain seroto-
nergic neurons (Fletcher et al., 1999). Serotonergic
depletion has been demonstrated to cause behaviors
that might explain some of the obsessive–compulsive
symptoms, such as disinhibition of motor activity,
decreased cognitive flexibility and increased focused
attention (Olvera-Cortés et al., 2008).

In conclusion, studies that have visualized neuro-
transmission in OCD clearly indicate abnormalities of
serotonin, dopamine and glutamate systems in OCD
pathophysiology, but more research is needed to
unravel how these abnormalities are related to each
other and to the behavioral aspects of OCD.

Box 18.1. Summary Box

� SPECT and PET binding studies onOCDneurotrans-
mission indicate diminished serotonergic input
into the frontosubcortical circuits, i.e. decreased
availability of serotonin transporter and increased
serotonin 5-HT2a receptor availability.

� In addition, elevated availability of dopamine
transporter and lower density of dopamine D1

and D2/3 receptors in striatum suggest dopami-
nergic hyperactivity.

� 1H MRS studies demonstrate striatal glutaminer-
gic hyperactivity in OCD.

� Dopaminergic and glutaminergic hyperactivity are
normalized in response to SRI treatment of OCD.

� Obsessive–compulsive symptoms might be pri-
marily caused by a serotonergic deficit leading to
disinhibition of striatal glutaminergic and dopami-
nergic activity that can be successfully reversed
with drugs that increase synaptic serotonin.
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Chapter

19 Structural imaging of other anxiety disorders

José Alexandre de Souza Crippa and Geraldo F. Busatto

Introduction
Compared to the other psychiatric conditions, the
diagnostic classification of anxiety disorders was
developed relatively late within the history of mental
health. This is mainly due to the fact that the various
disorders currently referred to as anxious were not
even recognized as belonging to the same entity. Until
recently, this group of conditions was still thought to
be of a purely psychological nature. However, current
studies have raised new hypotheses linking biological
components to the etiology and to specific symptoms
of these disorders.

Besides animal research, earlier post-mortem stud-
ies and clinical observations, the research area that has
contributed most significantly to bringing new insights
into the commonalities and differences among the anx-
iety disorders and their respective neural circuitries is
neuroimaging. Neuroimaging techniques permit the in-
vivo evaluation of the human brain, allowing a better
understanding of its anatomical, functional and meta-
bolic substrate. Among the various neuroimaging
methods used, magnetic resonance (MR) is one of the
most frequently employed, mainly because of its high
image resolution and the ability to differentiate between
different tissues, in addition to being harmless to the
patient. MR images can also provide diverse qualitative
and quantitative information about the cerebral struc-
ture of the patient, allowing the investigation of putative
abnormal brain circuits possibly involved in the patho-
physiology of psychiatric disorders. Thus, neuroima-
ging can help elucidate the biological processes that
occur in brain regions related to psychological, cogni-
tive and physiological experiences manifested in the
different anxiety disorders.

In this chapter, we review the literature which
uses MRI for morphometric evaluation of the brain

in studies related to anxiety disorders, with an
emphasis on panic disorder (PD), generalized anxiety
disorder (GAD), social anxiety disorder (SAD), and
simple phobias. This review necessarily extends and
expands previous reviews that we have written,
together with our colleagues, on this same and related
topics (Crippa et al., 2004a; Ferrari et al., 2008; Trzes-
niak et al., 2008).

Structural magnetic resonance (MR)
imaging–methods for brain volumetric
measurements
One of the most accepted methods used for the investi-
gation of brain morphometry involves the use of
regions of interest (ROI). In its most conventional
form, an ROI-based approach requires manual delin-
eation of cerebral regions in sequential MRI slices, and
the areas obtained in each slice are then summed up to
provide a measure of the volume of the brain structure
of interest. In order to minimize observer biases, land-
marks and rules for manual tracing must be previously
defined, and operators must be rigorously trained. This
procedure is labor-intensive, thus limiting both the
number of brain regions analyzed and the sample size,
as well as also requiring investigators to have an
a-priori hypothesis regarding specific brain regions
(Menzies et al., 2008). Furthermore, ROI-based studies
are limited in their treatment of neocortical morph-
ology because of the inherent difficulties in defining
structurally complex and variable regions of the human
cortex. Thus, the study of neuroanatomy and its rela-
tionship to behavior and brain function has received
further impetus from the advent of powerful computa-
tional tools with which to analyze high-resolution
three-dimensional (3D) brain images. The systematic
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morphometric evaluation of the brain as a whole has
recently become possible with the use of automated
techniques such as voxel-by-voxel analysis. Such
voxel-wise methods originate from the automated
methods developed in the 1990s for the analysis of
positron emission tomography (PET) data, most often
using a program called Statistical Parametric Mapping
(SPM). The application of such methodology to struc-
tural MRI, namely voxel-based morphometry (VBM),
permits the comparison of the concentration/volume
of gray and white matter between groups of interest
for each voxel of the cerebral volume after automatic
image segmentation, without the need to define ROI
regions in advance. Structural MRI scans are spatially
normalized to an anatomical template and segmented
into gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF) compartments (Ashburner et al., 2000). In opti-
mized versions (OVBM), the VBM methodology
allows the creation of study-specific templates that
average information from MRI scans acquired with
the same equipment and imaging parameters. Pro-
cessing steps are added to minimize the influence of
extracerebral voxels on the routines of spatial normal-
ization and segmentation, and to preserve the volumes
of brain structures, which may be considerably
deformed during normalization (Good et al., 2001).

In the following sections of this chapter, we present
and discuss the findings of MRI studies that have used
some of the above morphometric techniques in the
investigation of groups of patients with PD, SAD,
GAD and phobias.

Neuroanatomic circuits of fear
and anxiety
Based on the fear conditioning framework, the anx-
iety disorders reviewed here are believed to arise from
an abnormality in cortical/subcortical interactions,
resulting in an inappropriate expression of the fear
response (Cammarota et al., 2007). It is well known
that the amygdala clearly plays a critical role in the
functional neurocircuitry of anxiety disorders. This
brain region mediates states of increased arousal as
well as the fear response, and its central nucleus serves
as the hub both for the integration of information and
for the execution of autonomic and behavioral fear.
The amygdala is linked to normal fear conditioning
and is thought of to be involved in the pathophysiology
of different anxiety disorders. Moreover, this brain
area is important for other emotional information

processing and behavior, such as reward-related pro-
cessing, encoding of emotionally salient information,
risk-taking, processing stimuli of positive valence, and
appetitive or aversive olfactory learning (Paulus,
2008). Connections between the amygdala and the
sensory thalamus, prefrontal, insular, and somatosen-
sory cortices are also relevant for recognizing threat-
related information. For instance, the insular cortex
seems to be important for subjective feeling states and
interoceptive awareness.

The hippocampus also appears to be important to
understanding anxiety disorders and has been suggested
to be involved in processing of contextual information.
Dysfunction of this brain area has been related to patho-
logical anxiety via overgeneralization, as a consequence
of deficient appreciation for the contextual specificity of
potentially threatening stimuli.

In addition to the amygdala and hippocampus,
a network of other brain structures, including the
insula, anterior cingulate gyrus, and medial prefrontal
cortex (MPFC), is important for the identification of
the emotional significance given to a stimulus, as well as
for generating an affective response, and for regulating
the affective state. Insula activation is thought to be
involved in differential positive versus negative emotion
processing, in particular fearful face processing, pain
perception, and when individuals are required to make
judgments about emotions (Paulus and Stein, 2006;
Paulus, 2008). The MPFC cortex and the anterior cin-
gulate gyrus are also important for cognitive and affect-
ive aspects of conflict aswell as for emotional processing
and executive control in response to environmental
demands. This neural substrate with executive function
seems to modulate the activation of the amygdala and
the extended limbic system (Cannistraro et al., 2003).

Panic disorder (PD)
PD is a complex, multi-dimensional psychiatric dis-
order characterized by the presence of unexpected
panic attacks with consequent anticipatory anxiety
about experiencing new episodes as well as panic-
related phobias (e.g. agoraphobia). The manifestations
of PD include a variety of affective, cognitive, behav-
ioral and physiological symptoms. As in the cases of
obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD) and post-trau-
matic stress disorder (PTSD), PD has been increasingly
understood as a disorder with an underlying brain
dysfunction. This perspective is supported by the abil-
ity to induce panic attacks with pharmacological
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compounds, by the occurrence of panic symptoms in
neurological conditions such as temporal lobe epilepsy,
by the response to biological treatment with selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and benzodi-
azepines, and by epidemiological studies showing a
higher incidence of PD in first-degree relatives of PD
patients (suggestive of genetic vulnerability). The inte-
gration of experimental and clinical evidence has pro-
vided support for the development of theories
concerning the neurobiology of PD.

Deakin and Graeff (1991) proposed that the panic
attack corresponds to a spontaneous activation of the
fight-or-flight system, while the fear of having new
panic attacks (anticipatory anxiety) would inhibit this
same system, as observed in the defensive response in
the face of distal threat. The increase in the transmis-
sion originating from the dorsal raphe nucleus to
amygdalar–hippocampal areas would increase anxiety
while inhibiting the periaqueductal gray, preventing
panic attacks. Conversely, Gorman et al. (2000) estab-
lished an analogy between PD and conditioned fear.
This hypothesis highlights distinct neural substrates
involved in aversive conditioning and in the mechan-
ism of fear, and suggests that the central nucleus of the
amygdala is the key structure involved in panic attacks,
whereas the hippocampus plays an important role in
the development of phobic avoidance.

In their anxiety regulation model, Gray and
McNaughton (2000) postulate the existence of a
“behavioral inhibition system” whose main structure
is the septohippocampal system, with inbound and
outbound projections � via the parahippocampal
cortex � from the Papez circuit, locus coeruleus,
raphe nuclei, and prefrontal cortex. The hypothesis
is that the hippocampus differentiates between
important and meaningless stimuli, thus coordinating
different behavioral reactions. Anatomical and func-
tional abnormalities in this system, such as those
found in PD, could lead to anomalous defense reac-
tions such as panic attacks and the development of
phobic avoidance. Some of these theories suggest
that structures located in the temporal lobe are dir-
ectly or indirectly involved in PD.

Qualitative brain anatomical
abnormalities in PD
The qualitative evaluation of MR brain imaging may
be a useful technique in the clinical assessment and in
research involving PD patients. Pioneer computed

tomography (CT) studies provided evidence of brain
alterations in PD patients such as regional foci of
atrophy, ventricle enlargement, small infarcts (Uhde
and Kellner, 1987; Lepola et al., 1990) and enlarge-
ment of cortical sulci, predominantly in the prefrontal
region and unrelated to the degree of atrophy or the
duration of the illness, suggesting that such abnor-
malities are not progressive (Wurthmann et al., 1997).

Using MR, Ontiveros et al. (1989) found that 43%
(N¼ 30) of PD patients who are sensitive to lactate
had anatomical abnormalities, mostly in the right
temporal lobe, compared to only 10% of healthy con-
trols. The most commonly reported findings were
abnormalities in signal intensity and dilation of the
temporal horn of the lateral ventricle. The authors
also observed that temporal lobe abnormalities were
related to severity and duration and early onset of the
illness. Thus, these authors suggested that PD may be
secondary to temporal lobe dysfunctions and that
patients with PD presenting neuroanatomical alter-
ations would have a worse prognosis and require
longer pharmacological treatment than those with
no such abnormalities. An example of a qualitative
brain anatomical abnormality in PD is presented in
Figure 19.1.

The above findings were later confirmed in a
study involving 31 PD matched to 20 healthy con-
trols. The authors reported a higher frequency of
anatomical alterations in patients (40%) – mostly
signal abnormalities and asymmetric atrophy in the
right temporal lobe – as compared to controls (10%)
(Fontaine et al., 1990).

Figure 19.1 Coronal T1 weighted image showing an arachnoid
cyst (arrow) in the anterior portion of the temporal pole in a panic
disorder patient (56 years old).
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In a sample of 28 patients with electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG) alterations, 17 (60.7%) also presented
neuroanatomical abnormalities as assessed with MRI,
in contrast to 17.9% of patients with normal EEG and
only 3.6% of healthy controls. The most commonly
found alterations were located in the limbic/septohip-
pocampal system. In addition to decreased volume of
the right hippocampus, the authors found high rates
of cavum septum pellucidum (CSP) in PD patients
with EEG abnormalities, which did not occur in
patients with a normal EEG (Dantendorfer et al.,
1996). The authors argued that CSP may represent a
structural abnormality of the septohippocampal
system in PD, supporting the hypothesis proposed
by Gray and McNaughton (2000). However, definitive
conclusions could not be reached, since a high preva-
lence of CSP can also be associated with epilepsy
(Guru et al., 1998) and schizophrenia (Shenton
et al., 2001), among other illnesses. Additionally, the
images were analyzed in a qualitative manner and no
three-dimensional quantitative method was used.
More recently, our group has investigated the preva-
lence and size of the CSP in 21 PD patients compared
to 21 healthy controls, but no significant differences
were detected between groups by manual, ROI-based
methods (Crippa et al., 2004b).

Quantitative morphometric MR studies of PD
In the first quantitative MR study of PD, Vythilingam
et al. (2000) measured the volume of the temporal
lobe, hippocampus and whole brain in 13 PD patients
and 14 healthy subjects. The authors found decreased
bilateral volume of the temporal lobe in PD patients,
although they found no differences in the volume of
the hippocampus. Later on, Massana et al. (2003a)
evaluated the whole temporal lobe, amygdala and
hippocampus of 12 patients with PD compared to
12 healthy controls. This was the first study to deter-
mine the volume of the amygdala in PD patients, with
the observation of a significant bilateral reduction of
this region compared to controls. Later, Uchida et al.
(2003), using the same a-priori hypothesis and a
manual ROI-based method, detected a reduction of
the left temporal lobe in 11 patients with PD com-
pared to 11 controls.

The absence of abnormalities of the temporal lobe
in the study by Massana et al. (2003a), in contrast to
the studies by Uchida et al. (2003) and Vythilingam
et al. (2000), may be attributed to a highly conservative

measurement of the ROI employed, which centered
only on the medial segment and excluding volumes of
the hippocampus and amygdala.

The first study on PD patients using VBM-based
methods detected a reduction of gray matter in the
left parahippocampal gyrus of PD patients (Massana
et al., 2003b). Later, one study (Yoo et al., 2005), using
OVBM, demonstrated a bilateral reduction of gray
matter in the putamen of 18 patients with PD com-
pared to the same number of healthy controls. In this
study, the severity of PD symptoms and the duration
of the disorder were negatively correlated with the
volume of the putamen. Protopopescu et al. (2006),
also using OVBM, detected an increased gray mass
volume in the brain stem of 10 patients with PD
compared to controls, specifically at rostral sites.

More recently, Uchida et al. (2008) assessed gray
matter volume in 19 PD patients and 20 healthy vol-
unteers using VBM. The authors found a relative
increase in gray matter volume in the left insula of
PD patients as compared to controls. Increases in the
left superior temporal gyrus as well as in the midbrain
and pons were also observed in the PD group. Add-
itionally, relative gray matter deficits occurred in the
right anterior cingulate cortex (Figure 19.2).
The authors concluded that insula and anterior cingu-
late abnormalities may be relevant to the evaluation
process that ascribes negative emotional meaning to
potentially distressing cognitive and interoceptive
sensory information in PD, and that abnormalities in
brainstem structures may be involved in the gener-
ation of panic attacks. These results were partially
confirmed in a recent study published by Asami and
colleagues (2008), in which the anterior cingulate
cortex and its subregions were assessed by a combin-
ation of ROI and OVBM methods on 26 PD patients
and 26 matched healthy controls. Both manual ROI
tracing and optimized VBM showed significant
volume reduction in the right dorsal anterior cingulate
cortex in the PD patients.

The PD and control groups of the above studies
were matched for number, age, years of schooling,
socioeconomic level and hand dominance. Small
samples were investigated in all of these studies, ranging
from 10 to 26 patients with PD. However, the studies
mainly differed regarding the use of psychotropicmedi-
cation and presence of comorbidities. The main struc-
tural MR studies of PD are presented in Table 19.1.

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a newly
developed MRI technique that allows mapping
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anatomical connectivity. It measures the extent of
water diffusion in multiple directions and due to the
myelination of axons, water diffusion in the direction
of neuronal axons is less restricted than in the per-
pendicular direction. Fractional anisotropy (FA)
values obtained from diffusion tensor images repre-
sent this level of “anisotropic” water diffusion in
white matter regions. Consequently, FA values pro-
vide a quantitative indicator of white matter coher-
ence or integrity with lower values signifying

decreased white matter structural connectivity
(Basser, 1995). Using this imaging tool, Han et al.
(2008) evaluated the anterior and posterior cingulate
regions of 24 PD patients and the same number of
healthy controls. The authors observed that the
PD patients presented greater FA values in left anter-
ior and right posterior cingulate regions as compared
to the controls. Additionally, the white matter con-
nectivity for these two cingulate regions was also
positively correlated with clinical PD severity.

Figure 19.2 Clusters located in brain
regions with foci of significantly abnormal
gray matter volumes in PD patients
(n 19) relative to healthy controls (n 20)
are highlighted in yellow (increase) and
blue (decrease). Brain regions showing
abnormalities in the PD group are labeled
with white printed numbers (1, left insula
and claustrum; 2, superior temporal
gyrus; 3, midbrain and pons, 4, anterior
cingulated gyrus). L, left; R, right. (From
the Uchida et al., 2008 study).
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Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD)
GAD is a chronic and recurrent disorder character-
ized by excessive and uncontrollable worries about a
number of events and activities in daily life. Associ-
ated symptoms include irritability, restlessness and
concentration impairment. Somatic symptoms may
include muscle tension, sweating, dry mouth, nausea,
and diarrhea. The prevalence of GAD is considered
high in the general population and in the primary
care setting in particular. GAD symptoms closely
resemble those of other anxiety disorders and depres-
sion. This has led some investigators to contest it as a
distinct diagnostic category.

The neurobiology of GAD seems to involve neu-
rochemical, neuroendocrine, neurophysiological, and
genetic factors. For instance, there is evidence of the
involvement of the following neurotransmitters and
systems in GAD: GABA/benzodiazepine complex,
norepinephrine, serotonin (5-HT), cholecystokinin,
corticotrophin-releasing factor, hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis, and neurosteroids. Fur-
thermore, alterations in the autonomic reactivity have
been demonstrated. However, GAD is a relatively new
diagnostic category and has gone through major
changes in its conceptualization, since the symptoms
of this condition closely resemble those of other anx-
iety disorders and depression. Thus, in spite of the
existence of some evidence of a neurobiological foun-
dation for GAD, it is not surprising that there are
no consistent neuroanatomical hypotheses specific for
this disorder to date. For the same reasons, the
number of neuroimaging studies in GAD is also
limited, but the literature has increased recently and
furthered understanding in regard to the neuroana-
tomical aspects of this condition.

Neurobiological studies using different investiga-
tive techniques (e.g. neurochemistry, physiology, and
genetics) in both humans and animals have indicated
that, inGAD, theremay be abnormalities of some brain
regions responsible for emotional processing and social
behaviors, such as the amygdala, prefrontal cortex and
temporal areas (Jetty et al., 2001). As we previously
observed (Ferrari et al., 2008; Crippa et al., 2004b),
few studies using structural volumetric MRI have been
conducted for this disorder, a fact that prevents defini-
tive conclusions based on brain volumetric data. How-
ever, morphometric MRI studies of GAD to date
support the hypotheses raised by investigations using
other tools, such as functional neuroimaging, which

postulate the presence of anatomical abnormalities
localized in the amygdala and the temporal lobe, more
specifically in the superior temporal gyrus.

The three studies that investigated the volume of
brain structures in GAD involved only pediatric
samples. De Bellis et al. (2000) found greater total
and right amygdala volumes in children and adoles-
cents with GAD compared to healthy controls. Later,
the same group (De Bellis et al., 2002) reported that
children with GAD had a larger volume of the super-
ior temporal gyrus. These studies also investigated
other parameters such as intracranial volume, total
brain volume, temporal lobe, frontal lobe, thalamus,
hippocampus, corpus callosum, and basal ganglia, but
no significant differences were found in any of these
regions in comparison with healthy controls.

More recently, another morphometric MR study
of GAD used the VBM-based approach to compare
children with and without anxiety (Milham et al.,
2005). The sample of patients with anxiety was het-
erogeneous, consisting of 9 patients with SAD, 3 with
separation anxiety, and 13 with a diagnosis of GAD.
Reduction of the volume in the left amygdala was
demonstrated in the group of patients with anxiety,
although the heterogeneity of anxiety disorders limits
the specificity of the findings.

Social anxiety disorder (SAD)
and simple phobias
In general, the literature concerning the neural sub-
strates of SAD � also known as social phobia � and
specific (or simple) phobias is limited or inconclusive.
Similarly, despite some speculation, there are cur-
rently no definitive models of the neuroanatomical
substrate of phobias. One possibility is that phobias
are learned, and thus reflect mostly an example of
conditioned fear of a specific stimulus or situation.
Conversely, phobias might be the product of dysregu-
lated systems for the detection of threatening stimuli
or situations. For example, if humans have a neural
network that is specifically designed to assess social
signs of threat and another one to evaluate the threat
posed by small animals or closed places, these may be
the neural substrates underlying the physiopathology
of phobias (Rauch and Shin, 2002).

Recent functional neuroimaging studies (Gross-
Isseroff et al., 2009; Phan et al., 2009) in patients with
SAD suggest that the medial and orbito-prefrontal
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areas may be involved in the physiopathology of the
disorder. However, explicit evidence for this is still
lacking. We herein describe a 21-year-old man who
developed acute late-onset SAD symptoms after a
traumatic brain injury. The patient was involved in
a traffic accident at age 17, suffering a contusion on
the left frontal lobe with loss of consciousness. He was
taken to the local emergency clinic at a municipal
hospital, and since no neurological deficits were
detected and no particular abnormalities were
observed on a brain CT scan, he was discharged.
However, a few months after the frontal head trauma,
he exhibited excessive shyness and fear of speaking,
eating, and writing in front of unfamiliar people,
especially women, because of fear of acting in a
humiliating way. Exposure to social or performance
situations provoked an immediate anxiety response
with palpitations, tremors, sweating, and muscle ten-
sion, which interfered significantly with the patient’s
daily routine and social life. After four years of func-
tional disability, he was referred to our social anxiety
unit where MR and CT brain scans showed an intra-
diploic expansive bone formation in the left frontal
region, with mass effect and reduction of the frontal
horn of the ipsilateral lateral ventricle (Figure 19.3a).
Although neuropsychological testing showed no
impairments, single-photon emission computed tom-
ography (SPECT) revealed hypoperfusion in blood
flow at the medial and orbitofrontal regions (Figure
19.3b). The patient improved after chirurgic resection
of the bone lesion and with the use of sertraline at a
dosage of 150 mg daily. Although individuals with
lesion-induced SAD may be rare, clinicians should be
alert to small brain lesions like the one uncovered in
this case. However, our interpretation that the expan-
sive lesion located in the frontal brain area, showing
the corresponding hypoperfusion on SPECT localized
to the orbitofrontal region, is responsible for SAD
symptoms, needs to be viewed with caution; other
subtle lesions that could not be detected on MRI
may exist and the SPECT imaging procedure may
be insufficient to detect a small amount of hyper- or
hypoperfusion within the orbitofrontal–subcortical
circuitry other than the marked hypoperfusion
observed in the orbitofrontal area.

No structural neuroimaging studies have been
found in the literature involving patients with simple
phobia until now, and very few have investigated the
volume of brain structures in patients with SAD
to date. The first study investigated this issue using

an ROI-based approach in twenty-two patients and
the same number of healthy controls (Potts et al.,
1994). The authors did not find differences between
groups in volume measures of the total brain, puta-
men, caudate, or thalamus (Potts et al., 1994). How-
ever, they noted that SAD patients had a greater
decrease in the volume of the putamen with aging.

The diagnostic frontiers of SAD are still contro-
versial, since it could be described as part of a con-
tinuum of severity rather than a disorder based on an
arbitrary threshold with qualitative distinctions.
Taking this into account, we investigated possible
differences among subjects along the social anxiety
spectrum using the simulated public speaking test
(SPST), an experimental model of human anxiety
(Crippa et al., 2008). Afterwards, the anticipatory
measures of SPST among groups were correlated with
different volume of gray matter regions by MR using
the VBM method. We evaluated patients with gener-
alized SAD (N¼ 25), subjects with subclinical SAD
(with fear of a social situation without avoidance or
impairment; N¼ 14) and healthy controls (N¼ 22).
The subjective SPST findings showed that avoidance
and functioning impairment were due to a negative
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Figure 19.3 (a) Magnetic resonance (MR) scan showing an
intradiploic expansive bone formation with mass effect in the left
frontal region. (b) Single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT) revealing hypoperfusion in blood flow in the same region in
a patient social anxiety disorder patient (21 years old). (Chaves et al.,
submitted.)
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self-evaluation in SPST and not to the level of anxiety
experienced. When all groups were pooled together,
there was a positive correlation between levels of
anxiety experienced and the volume of the right
amygdala (Figure 19.4a). The negative self-evaluation
of performance in the SPST was associated with a
reduction in the volume of the anterior cingulate
complex only in the SAD group (Figure 19.4b). These
results suggest that the association between anxiety
and amygdala volume may be part of a continuum of
social anxiety. However, the correlation between self-
evaluation of performance with reduced anterior cin-
gulated cortex volume only in the SAD group does
not support the idea that this association may be also
part of a social anxiety spectrum.

Using DTI, Phan et al. (2009) recently observed
that SAD patients had significantly lower FA localized
to the right uncinate fasciculus white matter, close to
the orbitofrontal cortex. The authors suggested that
an abnormality in the uncinate fasciculus, the major
white matter tract connecting the frontal cortex to
the amygdala and other limbic temporal regions,
could underlie the aberrant amygdala–prefrontal
interactions, resulting in dysfunctional social threat
processing in SAD.

Discussion
Given that we have only begun to understand the
neural circuitry of anxiety, our current diagnostic
system of the anxiety disorders is arguably the most
effective tool available for the classification of such
conditions. Apart from OCD, the evidence from
treatment and neuroimaging studies strongly indicate
that the anxiety disorders that are currently classified

in separate diagnostic categories may have overlap-
ping pathology, while those that are grouped together
within a given category may have very different
underlying brain mechanisms. Ongoing efforts in
neuroimaging promise to elicit new insights into the
commonalities and differences among the anxiety
disorders and their respective neural circuitries.

In this chapter, the most consistent finding in
quantitative neuroimaging studies of PD was
reduced volume of the temporal lobe, although this
was not always replicated. The more recent studies
implicated other anatomical regions in the patho-
physiology of PD, often by means of the VBM tech-
nique that allowed the investigation of differences in
regional volumes in whole brain. Thus, reductions in
anterior cingulate cortex, amygdala and hippocampal
region have been described, as well as an increase
in gray matter in the insula, superior temporal
gyrus and the brainstem structures. In contemporary
anatomic models of PD, it is proposed that abnor-
malities in the insula and anterior cingulate may also
be particularly important to the pathophysiology of
PD, since these structures participate in the evalu-
ation process of negative emotional meaning to
potentially distressing cognitive and interoceptive
sensory information. On the other hand, abnormal
brain stem structures may be involved in the gener-
ation of panic attacks. Brainstem reticular system and
mesolimbic dysfunction can account for arousal,
anxiety, autonomic, and cardiorespiratory compon-
ents of PD (Gorman et al., 2000). Recent findings
suggestive of a smaller volume of the putamen in
patients with PD should also be pointed out, this
being an area of the basal ganglia that has also been
correlated with the severity of panic symptoms.

Figure 19.4 (a) Positive correlation
between anxiety VAMS scores during
public speaking (SPM t map, p<0.01,
uncorrected) with SVC on right amygdala
(highlighted in yellow) in the SAD
spectrum (SAD, subclinical SAD and
healthy control groups, pooled together)
(cluster size 105; Z 3.09). (b) Negative
correlation between negative self
statement during public speaking (SPM
t map, p<0.01, uncorrected with SVC)
on bilateral anterior cingulate cortex
(highlighted in blue) in the SAD group
(cluster size 105; Z 3.09) (Crippa
et al., 2008).
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Accordingly, due to the nature of the symptoms,
subcortical areas such as basal ganglia and limbic
system, in addition to the MPFC, have been suggested
as being involved in the pathophysiology of PD.

In general, there is some degree of discrepancy
between the findings of the various morphometric
MRI studies of PD reported to date. Such variability
of findings is possibly due to the different techniques
of evaluation, the presence of comorbidities among
the subjects studied and the small number of partici-
pants in the majority of investigations. However,
another reason for the discrepant results may also be
the multiplicity of brain regions that may be involved
in the pathophysiology of PD. In addition, anticipa-
tory anxiety may be related to abnormalities of limbic
structures, while phobic avoidance may be related to
abnormal activity of the temporal lobe, prefrontal
cortical areas, and brainstem (Gorman et al., 2000).

Structural neuroimaging studies of GAD are still
in an early phase. The studies reviewed in the present
chapter involved highly heterogeneous samples,
reflecting the methodological difficulties in conduct-
ing studies of this disorder in samples with a precise
diagnosis and with no comorbidities. Moreover, these
studies were conducted with pediatric samples only,
making it difficult to generalize the observed findings
to the whole GAD population. However, the detection
of a reduction of the amygdala is in agreement with
functional imaging studies and with ample theories
that relate this region to the mechanisms of recogni-
tion and learning in threatening or dangerous
situations.

So far, only two structural neuroimaging studies
have evaluated the volume of brain structures in
patients with SAD. In the first one using a ROI-based
approach, the authors found no differences between
patients and healthy controls regarding measures of
the total brain, putamen, caudate, and thalamus
(Potts et al., 1994). In the most recent study in this
field conduced by our group (not yet published as a
full-length paper), we have also not found differences
between SAD patients, subthreshold social phobic
subjects and controls, using a VBM-method,
although the observed association between anxiety
and amygdala volume is suggested as being part of
a continuum of social anxiety (Crippa et al., 2008).
Thus, concurrent with our earlier observations
(Ferrari et al., 2008; Crippa et al., 2004b), the present
chapter notes the scarce number of morphometric
MRI studies on SAD to date. It is surprising that

SAD, one of the most frequent anxiety disorders in
the general population, which causes important func-
tional impairments, has not been investigated as
often as other anxiety disorders such as OCD and
PTSD. In addition, until now no structural neuroi-
maging paper has been published in samples of sub-
jects with specific phobias. This is especially
intriguing considering the relative easiness of recruit-
ing never-medicated SAD and simple phobia patients
who are often without significant comorbidities
during the initial phases of these conditions. How-
ever, DTI methodology has proven to be a useful tool
to study these and the other anxiety and psychiatric
disorders.

It is important to point out that the inconsisten-
cies in structural imaging findings for the anxiety
disorders reviewed in this chapter do not reflect loss
of validity of the model of investigation, but may
rather reflect confounding factors resulting from the
design of the studies. Many studies included subjects
with comorbidities such as depression or other
anxiety disorders that might have hampered the speci-
ficity of the results. Another important point is the
inclusion of patients currently or previously taking
medications since their use, among other factors, has
been shown to affect cerebral morphology of the
patients (Ferrari et al., 2008). Differences in age and
gender balancing also cause a lack of homogeneity
between results across separate studies (Table 19.1).

An additional confounding factor is the presence
of patients with different levels and types of symp-
toms. Regarding PD in particular, previous imaging
studies suggested that the different symptomatologic
subtypes such as respiratory and non-respiratory
(Freire et al., 2009) or lactate responders and non-
responders (Maddock et al., 2009) may have distinct
neural substrates. In agreement with this, it was
suggested that generalized and non-generalized SAD
subtypes have distinct neurobiological correlates
(Mathew and Ho, 2006). In relation to the subtypes
of specific phobia defined by DSM-IV (animal,
natural environment, blood/injury, situational),
morphological and functional neuroimaging studies
among subgroups are still required.

With respect to the methods of MRI analysis, stud-
ies with automated analysis methods such as VBM
hold the promise of capturing larger numbers of cere-
bral structures, thus reducing, for example, the diffi-
culty of manual studies in delimiting the anatomical
margins of the structure of interest and the problems
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of the execution and reproducibility of this task.
In the selected studies here, analyses by VBM indeed
accounted for the observation of changes in other
cerebral structures not previously included as a-priori
hypotheses in studies that used ROI-based methods.
However, the diverse findings obtained in studies
using this technique, in addition to sample differ-
ences, reveal that VBM still is an evolving method.
There are limitations regarding cerebral normaliza-
tion and smoothing stages that may cause loss of
information and degradation of anatomical details
across different brain structures (Hulshoff et al.,
2001). Thus, it is necessary to determine whether the
results obtained with VBM are comparable to those
obtained with standard ROI-based morphometry, so
that the findings may be better analyzed in the light of
these methods, as recently conducted in studies in
patients with PD by our group (Uchida et al., 2008)
and by Asami et al. (2008).

Also with respect to the MRI methodologies, many
studies have been carried out using 1.5 T scanners.
However, scanners with 3.0 T (or stronger) magnetic
fields are increasingly available and may become the
standard for research purposes in the next few years.
Higher intensity magnets can enhance the signal-to-
noise ratio inMRI, improving the distinctions between
tissues. The extent to which these differences will
impact on research in anxiety disorders should become
clearer over the next decade.

It is important to note that the structural neuro-
imaging findings discussed in the present chapter are
not readily reconcilable with previous functional
imaging literature on the anxiety disorders evaluated.
For instance, in the MR study by Asami et al. (2008),
in PD patients there was a reduction of the anterior
cingulate cortex, whereas previous functional imaging
studies demonstrated an increased activity of this
region (Javanmard et al., 1999; Bystritsky et al.,
2001). Moreover, the decreased activity of the insular
cortex in functional imaging studies (e.g. Boshuisen
et al., 2002) contrasts with the observed increased
volume of this brain region (Uchida et al., 2008).
These observations suggest that anatomic findings
do not necessarily imply functional changes. In this
respect, the structural studies can complement func-
tional ones, especially regarding the delimitation
of anatomical changes, the ability to show that
increased or reduced tissue volumes are compatible
with hyper- and hypometabolism due to compensatory
mechanisms.

Finally, it is equally important to make a cautionary
note regarding the potential translation of these neuro-
imaging findings to clinical practice. The majority
of neuroimaging studies in psychiatry are research-
oriented, and are not designed to have an immediate
clinical application. For instance, many neuroimaging
findings relate to mean differences in comparisons
between groups of patients and controls, and it is diffi-
cult to use this information in an individual patient in a
clinical setting, especially regarding the anxiety dis-
orders reviewed herein. Nevertheless, neuroimaging
studies are increasingly being designed with the aim
of translating findings into psychiatric practice, and
neuroimaging already plays a major role in the exclu-
sion diagnosis of anxiety disorders due to a general
medical condition (see example above; Figure 19.3).

Conclusion
The present chapter indicates that structural neuro-
imaging methods can be used for a better understand-
ing of the neurobiology of PD, SAD, and other phobic
disorders, although they have still been little explored
when compared to other anxiety disorders such as
OCD and PTSD (Ferrari et al., 2008). Despite a few
contradictory findings, mainly due to the variability
and limitations of the methodologies used, morpho-
metric abnormalities of some brain structures appear
in a more consistent and relatively specific manner
in PD. Apparently discrepant results may be due to
the different a-priori hypotheses used in studies with
ROI, although the findings may indeed reveal distinct
brain structures involved in the physiopathology of
the same disorder. It will be important for future
studies to reproduce prior results and determine
which findings are unique to each anxiety disorder.
Additionally, it would be important to know whether
the brain abnormalities observed in PD and phobias
vary progressively during the course of the disorder,
as suggested for depression (Frodl et al., 2009) and
schizophrenia (Takahashi et al., 2009). Also, it is still
not fully understood what the real significance is of
the observed qualitative abnormalities in PD. Finally,
additional studies will need to establish the extent to
which anxiety disorders overlap with comorbid dis-
ruptive, mood, anxiety, or psychotic disorders. It is
foreseeable that the rapid advancement of neuroim-
aging techniques, a better sample standardization and
greater emphasis on longitudinal studies will permit
further clarification of this issue.
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Box 19.1. Summary Box

� Structural MRI studies in PD have described
reductions of the anterior cingulate cortex, amyg-
dala and hippocampal region, as well as volume
increase in the insula, superior temporal gyrus
and brain stem structures. These brain regions
have been implicated in the neurobiology of fear
processes and panic attacks, although their rela-
tive contribution to the pathophysiology of PD is
still a matter of dispute.

� The observed reduction of the amygdala in
GAD is in agreement with the functional imaging
studies and with theories linking this region to
mechanisms of recognition and learning
regarding threatening or dangerous situations.
However, structural neuroimaging research in
GAD is still in an early phase, and all existing
reports have involved pediatric samples only.

� There is a scarce number of morphometric MR
studies on SAD and in samples of subjects with
specific phobias. However, DTI methodology has
proven to be a useful tool to study these and the
other anxiety and psychiatric disorders. In add-
ition, the study of SAD as a continuum of severity
appears to be promising.

� Structural MRI has been increasingly employed
with the aim of translating findings into psychi-
atric practice, and already plays a major role in
the exclusion diagnosis of anxiety disorders due
to a general medical condition.

� Future investigations about fear mechanisms, PD,
GAD, and phobias at the structural, molecular
and functional levels should ultimately provide
useful insights for a better understanding of the
neurobiology of these conditions.
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Chapter

20 Functional imagingof other anxiety disorders

Oliver Tüscher, Daniel J. Zimmerman and David A. Silbersweig

Panic disorder is a common and incapacitating
mental disorder (primary as well as comorbid: PD
lifetime prevalence 1.6–4.7% and 12-month preva-
lence in other mental disorders ~69%; Alonso and
Lepine, 2007; Kessler et al., 2005). It is characterized
by the recurrent, unexpected attacks of multiple som-
atic (e.g. palpitations, sweating, paresthesias, feeling
of shortness of breath or choking) and cognitive fear
symptoms (e.g. derealization or depersonalization,
fear of losing control or dying), which can occur with
or without agoraphobia (fear of experiencing panic in
situations from which escape might be difficult). The
condition is diagnosed if such panic attacks are
followed by persistent concerns about having add-
itional attacks, worry about the implications of the
attack or its consequences, and a significant change in
the behavior related to the attacks (American Psychia-
tric Association, 2000).

Brain imaging in panic disorders
Structural and functional neuroimaging studies have
contributed enormously to the understanding of the
neural substrates of PD. To date, some 200 human
neuroimaging studies have been performed using a
wide variety of imaging techniques ranging from
computed tomography (CT) and structural magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), to positron emission tom-
ography (PET) and single photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT), resting state cerebral blood
flow (CBF) and receptor binding studies, to
functional PET, SPECT and MRI studies using “pan-
icogen” drug challenge (e.g. lactate, CO2, yohimbine)
or cognitive activation paradigms (for reviews see
Damsa et al., 2009; Engel et al., 2009; Graeff and
Del-Ben, 2008; Rauch et al., 2003). In short, those
studies implicated structural as well as functional

alterations in hippocampal and parahippocampal
areas (one of the most consistent findings), prefrontal
cortex, anterior cingulate gyrus, superior temporal
cortex, insula, amygdala, hypothalamus, thalamus
and brainstem (mostly interpreted as the periaque-
ductal gray matter, PAG) of panic patients.

Functional magnetic resonance
imaging in panic disorders
There are, however, comparably few functional MRI
(fMRI) studies in PD compared to other imaging
methods or to other anxiety disorders. Aside from
one case report of a spontaneous panic attack in a
patient with panic disorder, most fMRI studies have
used a panic disorder-related cognitive induction/
provocation paradigm.

Along these lines, one of the first fMRI studies on
PD used aurally presented (script-driven) imagery
exposure that were to specific fearful stimuli of each
patient’s own fear hierarchy (Bystritsky et al., 2001).
Panic patients (n¼ 6, unmedicated for 2 weeks) had
increased activity in right inferior frontal cortex, hippo-
campus and, both, the anterior and posterior cingulate
during imagery compared to healthy control subjects.
The authors suggested that this pattern of (hyper-)activ-
ity indicates an overly active emotional memory system
which facilitates encoding and retrieval of fearful
or traumatic events leading to recurrent panic attacks
(Bystritsky et al., 2001).

Two further studies used threat or panic-related
linguistic stimuli to evoke panic disorder-related
neural activity. Maddock and colleagues used aurally
presented threatening (threat to survival) and neutral
words where they asked subjects to silently rate their
valence (Maddock et al., 2003). This explicit emotional
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processing resulted in relative hyperactivity of the left
posterior cingulate and left middle/inferior frontal
cortex and a more asymmetric activation of the right
more than left parahippocampal region in panic
patients (n¼ 6, unmedicated for 2 weeks).

In contrast, van den Heuvel and colleagues applied
an implicit emotion processing paradigm based on a
Stroop color–word paradigm for PD patients, in com-
parison to obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD)
patients, patients with hypochondriasis, and healthy
controls (van den Heuvel et al., 2005). Aside from
congruent and incongruent color words, panic- and
OCD-related were used. Panic patients (n¼ 15,
unmedicated for 4 weeks), compared with control
subjects, showed bilaterally increased activation in
the anterior prefrontal cortex (PFC), the dorsal cin-
gulate, and inferior parietal cortex and right-sided in
the dorso- and ventrolateral PFC, orbitofrontal
cortex, thalamus, middle temporal cortex, amygdala,
and hippocampus. Similar regions were identified
when comparing PD with OCD; however, patients
with hypochondriasis compared to healthy controls
showed a pattern similar to PD patients but lacking
amygdala and ACC hyperactivity. Interestingly,
PD patients over-activated a similar fronto-temporo-
striatal network in response to OCD-related words as
they did to panic-related words, but without the add-
itional amygdala and hypothalamic increase that
OCD patients showed to OCD-related words
(whereas OCD patients did not show increased acti-
vation to panic-related words). In sum, the results
intriguingly imply amygdalar and cingulate hyper-
activity to panic disorder-specific stimuli (neither
OCD nor hypochondriasis patients showed that activ-
ity), as well as a tendency for over-generalization to
negative/threat-related stimuli in PD (to a lesser
extent, this was also true in hypochondriasis).

Of note, although all studies discussed so far used
linguistic threat (i.e. preferably left brain-processed)
stimuli, all studies showed a relative rightward later-
alization of fear/panic-related neural networks. This
finding is in line with results of prior PET and SPECT
studies, although their results have been questioned as
being possible clinching artifacts (for review see Engel
et al., 2009; Rauch et al., 2003).

Further corroboration of the importance of (right)
amygdalar hyperactivity in PD and panic attacks is pre-
sented in a single case study by Pfleiderer et al. (2007).
They recently reported a female patient with panic dis-
order experiencing an (accidental) spontaneous panic

attackwhile taking part in an fMRI auditory habituation
paradigm. The panic attack was associated with sig-
nificantly increased activity in the right amygdala.
This is the first report of a spontaneous panic attack
within an fMRI setting that supports findings from
other neuroimaging techniques (Engel et al., 2009).

Another line of studies used pictures of facial emo-
tion to test for abnormalities in emotion processing
in PD.

One other of the first fMRI studies on PD was a
study by Thomas et al. (2001) with anxious children
(PD, n¼ 2 and/or generalized anxiety disorder, GAD,
n¼ 11, mean age around 13 years, all unmedicated;
matched depressed children as control group) using a
passive facial emotion viewing task (implicit emotion
processing). Although only 2 subjects had a diagnosis
comparable to adult PD, the results showed that right-
sided amygdala hyperactivity is specific to anxiety
(compared to healthy and depressed children) and
related to the extent of everyday anxiety symptoms.
This implies that amygdala hyperactivity might be a
trait rather than a state marker of anxiety.

However, comparable to other fMRI studies of
facial emotion perception in general and in other
psychiatric diseases, amygdala hyperactivity is not
always detectable in PD.

Explicit emotion processing in the anterior cin-
gulate and amygdala was tested using facial expres-
sion discrimination tasks (subjects were instructed to
monitor facial affect and report after scanning) with
either fearful and neutral (Pillay et al., 2006), or
happy and neutral face presentations (Pillay et al.,
2007) in PD patients (n¼ 8, all medicated with either
an SSRI and/or a benzodiazepine) and healthy sub-
jects. Compared to control subjects, PD patients
showed bilaterally lower activation of the subgenual
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the amygdalae
but higher activity in more dorsal parts of the anter-
ior cingulate for neutral (Pillay et al., 2006) and
even more so for happy faces, as well as increased
left amygdala amygdala activity for neutral expres-
sions (Pillay et al., 2007). The authors discussed their
findings as a result of attentional processes during
cognitive evaluation and a possible reduction in
response to acute emotional cues because of a
chronic hyperarousal concerning diminished reactiv-
ity for fearful faces (Pillay et al., 2006). The ACC
increases for happy faces were discussed as a conse-
quence of heightened cognitive demand because of
increased conflict monitoring, and their possibly
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particular emotional relevance as situations absent of
threat (Pillay et al., 2007). Aside from confounding
factors (medication, small sample size), an additional
interpretation of the relatively increased activity in
the amygdala for neutral faces could be that it re-
flects an increase in sensitivity of the amygdala to
ambiguity, which biases an organism towards greater
sensitivity to negativity (Whalen, 2007).

Further explanation of amygdalar activational dif-
ferences might come from imaging genetics studies
in PD. Domschke et al. used an implicit, passive
viewing masked facial emotion paradigm (fearful,
happy, neutral) to investigate the influence of genetic
polymorphisms involved in the serotonin and dopa-
mine metabolism in PD (n¼ 20, 10 medicated with
an SSRI, 10 unmedicated) (Domschke et al., 2008).
Distinct genetic polymorphisms of the serotonin
transporter gene (functional -1019C/G 5-HT1A and
5-HTTLPR) leading to higher concentrations of sero-
tonin in the synaptic cleft resulted in a lower acti-
vation of the right prefrontal cortex and increased
activity of both amygdalae after presentation of faces
with happy emotional expressions (Domschke et al.,
2006). In particular, polymorphisms of the serotonin
transporter gene are of great interest in PD, since
serotonin plays a special role in anxiety, and SSRIs
are first-line PD pharmacotherapy (Canli and Lesch,
2007). The same group also reported a role of
the functional catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT)
val158met polymorphism in the activation of amyg-
dala and prefrontal cortex. In response to fearful
faces, increased activation in the right amygdala
was observed in PD patients with at least one 158val
allele, whereas relatively increased activation of the
orbitofrontal and ventromedial prefrontal cortex
associated with the 158val allele was shown for the
presentation of fearful, angry and happy faces
(Domschke et al., 2008). Although findings in both
studies were not in line with previous findings of
imaging genetics studies of those polymorphisms
(Canli and Lesch, 2007; Domschke et al., 2008), gen-
etic characterization to constrain analysis will be of
importance in future imaging studies, since those
genetic polymorphisms may explain substantial vari-
ance in imaging experiments (Meyer-Lindenberg and
Weinberger, 2006).

A recent example of a task-wise experimentally
refined facial emotion study is that by Chechko
et al. (2009). The authors used a combination of
an explicit facial expression (fearful and happy)

discrimination task with a Stroop emotional-word
paradigm by printing either congruently or incon-
gruently the words “fear” or “happy” on the emo-
tional face pictures (Chechko et al., 2009). This task
was used first in healthy subjects as an emotional
conflict paradigm where it showed reciprocal nega-
tive feedback connectivity of the pregenual ACC
with the amygdala (Etkin et al., 2006). In PD patients
(n¼ 18, all remitted, all medicated with an SSRI),
compared to healthy subjects, only previous-trial
conflict-related neural activity differed with stronger
dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), temporal,
parietal and dorsolateral prefrontal activation during
conflict detection after a preceding congruence
(Chechko et al., 2009). The context of preceding
incongruence lead to diminished dACC and dorso-
medial prefrontal cortex activity and increased para-
hippocampal, amygdala and brainstem (midbrain
and dorsal pons) activity in PD patients compared
to healthy controls. This pattern of activity with
diminished (dorsal) ACC and medial prefrontal
cortex activity on one hand and amygdalar hyper-
activity on the other resonates with dysfunctional
networks in other anxiety disorders, especially PTSD,
and in psychiatric disorders in general (Engel et al.,
2009; Etkin and Wager, 2007; Rauch et al., 2003).
One unique feature of PD might still be the dysfunc-
tion of brainstem areas (posterior midbrain and
dorsal pons, mostly interpreted as the PAG) which
have initially been seen as the key generator region
for panic attacks and panic disorder (for review
see Del-Ben and Graeff, 2009). Recently, this view
has been challenged by an amygdala-centered
“fear network” model relying in many ways on the
neural basis of classical fear conditioning (Gorman
et al., 2000).

Neural substrates of instructed fear
in panic disorder
To further discern unique PD-related neural dysfunc-
tion in comparison to another major anxiety disorder,
and to probe the neural substrates of this fear net-
work, the authors have recently applied an instructed
fear paradigm consisting of a Threat and a Safe con-
dition (Tuescher et al., in press) to PD (PD without
agoraphobia, n¼ 8, unmedicated), PTSD (n¼ 8,
unmedicated) and healthy subjects. In this task, the
association of a previously neutral stimulus (visually
presented colored squares) with a possible aversive
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event (electrodermal stimulation) is learned by means
of a verbal instruction (Butler et al., 2007; Phelps
et al., 2001). Symbolically acquired fear can result in
physiological fear responses and functional neuro-
imaging data comparable to the responses to a condi-
tioned stimulus and its extinction in classical fear
conditioning (Butler et al., 2007; Delgado et al.,
2008; Phelps et al., 2001). Relative to PTSD and con-
trol subjects, PA patients demonstrated significantly
less activation to the Threat and increased activity
to the Safe condition in the subgenual cingulate
(Brodmann Area 25), extending into the ventral stria-
tum and extended amygdala (the bed nucleus of the
stria terminalis and its sublenticular extension into
the centromedial amygdala; Figure 20.1). PA patients,
in contrast to PTSD and control subjects, revealed a
marked decrease to the Threat and an increase to the
Safe condition over time in midbrain, suggesting
abnormal reactivity in this key region for fear expres-
sion (Tuescher et al., in press). Importantly, these
results extend previous findings of hypoactivation of
the cingulate cortex to the subgenual ACC and repli-
cate brainstem dysfunction – in direct contrast to
fronto-limbic pathway dysfunction in PTSD. In this
experimental context, the increased activity in
response to the Safe condition of the subgenual

cingulate, ventral striatum, and extended amygdala
might be interpreted as a strong signal for absence of
threat (Pillay et al., 2007). It might also be considered
in the context of amodel that would suggest that in PD,
compared with PTSD, the bias is toward internal,
viscero-somatic threat, rather than external threat.

Symptom-related neural substrates
of instructed fear in panic disorder
In order to test hypotheses concerning fear circuit
dysfunction in specific PD symptom domains, the
Panic Disorder Severity Scale (PDSS), which assesses
symptom status in panic disorder (PD), was entered
into a correlational analysis with condition-related
blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) activity in
the instructed fear paradigm (PD without agorapho-
bia, n¼ 8, unmedicated). In PD subjects, the com-
bined frequency and distress severity of panic attacks
(PDSS 1 and 2) correlated with increased activity in
both, dorsal and extended amygdala, caudal mid-
brain and pons, and with decreased activity in ven-
tral medial and lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) in
response to the Threat versus Safe condition (Figure
20.2). In turn, the severity of anticipatory anxiety
related to panic attacks (PDSS 3) correlated with
increased activity in bilateral ventral amygdala, and
decreased activity in right lateral orbitofrontal cortex
(OFC) and pregenual anterior cingulate cortex in
response to the early Threat versus Safe condition
(Figure 20.3). The severity of agoraphobic symptoms
(PDSS 4) correlated with increased activity in bilat-
eral ventral amygdala, right hippocampus and para-
hippocampal cortex in response to the early Threat
versus Safe condition and with decreased activity in
right OFC (Figure 20.4). In summary, symptom sever-
ity-dependent neural activity corroborates amygdala
hyperactivity and ventral prefrontal hypoactivity in
PD in response to cognitively induced threat also rep-
resenting anticipatory anxiety. With a given symptom,
additional brain areas, e.g. hippocampus for agora-
phobic symptoms, also respond in a symptom sever-
ity-related manner consistent with the function this
brain area subserves in that symptom.

Taken together, the fMRI results of cognitively
instructed fear in PD presented here support the
notion of a dysregulated fear processing neural net-
work in PD while at same time point to the import-
ance of both amygdala and brain stem in PD

Figure 20.1 Coronal (y 18), sagittal (x 18) and axial (z 11)
sections showing decreased subgenual cingulate (Brodmann
area 25), ventral striatum, and extended amygdala activity for the
Threat vs. Safe condition in Panic vs. PTSD subjects. Color coding in
the scale represents study specific t values. (right right.)
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symptoms. This combined model addresses brain
stem functional affiliations, possibly including the
PAG with its role in fear expression as well as the
ascending reticular activating system, with its role
in arousal (the former and latter both affecting auto-
nomic tone). The model also addresses fear percep-
tual and fear regulating functions associated with
the amygdala–hippocampus–ventromedial PFC
limbic circuit. Fear perceptual features as anticipatory
anxiety, for instance, involve dysfunction of more
ventral parts of the amygdala (i.e. the sensory input
region) together with prefrontal areas subserving
attention, i.e. the pregenual ACC, and evaluation,
i.e. ventromedial OFC, of emotionally salient stimuli.
Similarly, agoraphobic symptom severity, which can
be seen as a form of contextual fear related to an
aspect of the environment as a place where a panic
attack might have occurred and might occur, is also
related to activity in ventral parts of the amygdala in
conjunction with the hippocampus. On the other
hand, dysregulated fear expression seems to be medi-
ated by dorsal/extended amygdala areas (i.e. the output
regions) in concert with brainstem areas as exempli-
fied in comparison to control or PTSD subjects and

Figure 20.2 Sagittal (x 10), coronal (y 0), and axial (z 11)
sections showing that in panic disorder subjects, the combined
frequency of and distress severity during panic attacks correlate
(PDSS 1 þ PDSS 2) with increased activity in both, dorsal and
extended amygdala, and caudal midbrain and pons, as well as
decreased activity in prefrontal cortex in response to the Threat
versus Safe condition. Color coding in the scale represents
study specific t values. (Right right.)

Figure 20.3 Sagittal (x 21), coronal (y 2), and axial (z 21)
sections showing that in panic disorder subjects, the severity of
anticipatory anxiety related to panic attacks (PDSS 3) correlates
with increased activity in bilateral amygdala, and decreased
activity in right lateral orbitofrontal cortex and pregenual anterior
cingulate cortex in response to the early Threat versus Safe
condition. Color coding in the scale represents study specific t
values. (Right right.)

Figure 20.4 Sagittal (x 25), coronal (y 8), and axial (z 25)
sections showing that in panic disorder subjects, severity of
agoraphobia (PDSS 4) correlates with increased activity in bilateral
amygdala, right hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex in
response to the early Threat versus Safe condition; correlation with
decreased activity occurs in right OFC. Color coding in the scale
represents study specific t values. (Right right.)
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in correlation with frequency and severity of panic
attacks – which can be seen as paroxysmal fear and
autonomic activation. Prefrontal cortex hypofunction
(mainly ventromedial), however, seems to be
common ground for dysregulation of both fear
perception and fear expression.

Conclusion
Initial neurocircuitry models of panic disorder have
hypothesized that the panic attack itself is generated
by certain brainstem areas including the ascending
reticular system and respiratory and cardiovascular
control centres (for review see Del-Ben and Graeff,
2009). Recent models have proposed a neuronal “fear
network” with the amygdala at its center which is
controlled by medial prefrontal areas and the hippo-
campus (Gorman et al., 2000). In this model, amyg-
dala projections to brainstem nuclei might trigger
many of the somatic anxiety symptoms during a
panic attack. Entero- and exteroceptive awareness
are thought be increased by a greater reactivity of
the insular cortex and have recently been suggested
as the main processing sites for (perceptional and
emotional) uncertainty (Simmons et al., 2008). In
cognitive symptoms, such as fear expectancies and
avoidance, prefrontal cortical areas appear to be
involved predominantly.

However, the fMRI studies discussed above as well
as panic attacks occurring in an individual with bilat-
eral selective amygdala lesions (Wiest et al., 2006) also
suggest that the amygdala is not solely responsible for
PD symptoms. A current model of PD might entail
amygdalar and brainstem dysfunction on the basis of
altered regulation by prefrontal (especially cingulate),
hippocampal and insular cortices (Graeff and Del-
Ben, 2008; Protopopescu et al., 2006; Tuescher et al.,
in press). Alternatively, bottom-up limbic and/or
brainstem activation is possible. In either case, associ-
ated viscero-somatic anxiety, accompanied or driven
by autonomic discharge, may result, accounting for
the cardinal symptoms of PD. The implementation of
new fMRI paradigms targeting discrete symptoms or
regions/circuits (Silbersweig and Stern, 1997; Sim-
mons et al., 2008), allowing direct symptom provoca-
tion in the scanner (Dieler et al., 2008; Eser et al.,
2009; Schunck et al., 2006) and/or direct comparison
of disorders in one experimental setting (Stern and
Silbersweig, 2001) will help to detail and test such
models.

Box 20.1. Summary box

� Functional MRI (fMRI) studies in panic disorder
(PD) are infrequent compared with other anxiety
disorders and psychiatric conditions, as well as in
relation to the prevalence of PD.

� Most fMRI studies in PD are constrained by rather
modest sample sizes, medication and genetic
effects.

� FMRI studies have highlighted the importance of
amygdala, anterior cingulate (ACC) and prefrontal
cortex dysfunction in the pathophysiology of PD,
features shared by other anxiety disorders.

� Inconsistencies in amygdalar and prefrontal find-
ings might be, in part, due to different task
demands, e.g. implicit versus explicit processing
of emotional stimuli.

� Brainstem dysfunction has been (re-)established
by recent fMRI studies, supported by converging
findings using other neuroimaging techniques,
andmight be a distinguishing characteristic of PD.

� Methodological development (imaging genetics,
function or region specific paradigms, data pre-
and post-processing inventions) will continue to
refine circuit models of PD.

� Further studies comparing PD with other anxiety
disorders are needed to discern the unique and
overlapping neural network changes in PD.
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Chapter

21 Molecular imaging of other anxiety
disorders
James W. Murrough and Sanjay J. Mathew

Introduction
Neuroimaging research is beginning to define functional
anatomical correlates of both normal fear and anxiety
as well as the pathological anxiety symptoms found
in the anxiety disorders. These studies in humans are
guided by molecular biology and behavioral neurosci-
ence research utilizing animal models of fear and
anxiety. Anatomical circuits and neurochemicals that
may govern normal and abnormal fear and anxiety
are beginning to emerge through convergence of both
animal and human data. Current research seeks to
understand how normal fear systems become dys-
regulated in clinical anxiety disorders.

This chapter reviews the neurochemical imaging
literature in the anxiety disorders, focusing on key
findings in post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),
panic disorder (PD), social anxiety disorder (SAD;
also referred to as social phobia) and generalized
anxiety disorder (GAD). PTSD develops in a sub-
group of individuals who experience a traumatic
event (for example, a life-threatening situation), and
is characterized by re-experiencing phenomena and
intrusive memories related to a traumatic event,
hyperarousal (for example, exaggerated startle), and
avoidance and emotional numbing. Panic disorder is
characterized by the recurrence of discrete panic
attacks with the development of anticipatory anxiety
and avoidance in between attacks. Panic attacks are the
unprovoked, sudden onset of a constellation of psy-
chological and physical symptoms that include intense
fear or dread, a feeling of the need to escape, rapid
heart beat or palpitations, shortness of breath, dizzi-
ness and diaphoresis. Social anxiety disorder consists
of excessive embarrassment or humiliation in social
situations that leads to behavioral avoidance and occu-
pational or social impairment. Generalized anxiety

disorder is characterized by pervasive worry that is
excessive and intrusive with accompanying physical
symptoms such as muscle tension and fatigue.

Although each of the anxiety disorders has a
unique natural history, phenomenology, and symp-
tom profile, they share a common feature of an
exaggerated fear response. This observation of an
exaggeration of normal fear in anxiety disorders
provides the rationale for the application of neuro-
biological models of fear to the study of the patho-
physiology of these disorders. Neuroimaging
approaches to the study of anxiety disorders include
volumetric magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
functional MRI (fMRI), MR spectroscopic imaging
(MRSI), and functional and neuroreceptor studies
using positron emission tomography (PET) and
single photon emission computed tomography
(SPECT). This chapter focuses on neuroreceptor
studies of the serotonin (5-HT) system and the
gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)–benzodiazepine
(BZD) system utilizing PET or SPECT, and MRSI
studies primarily focusing on the GABA system.
A brief review of neuroanatomical and neurochem-
ical aspects of fear and anxiety is presented to pro-
vide a neurobiological context for these studies.

Neuroanatomical overview
of fear and anxiety
An understanding of neuroanatomical correlates of
fear and anxiety-related behaviors that has emerged
from preclinical studies provides a structure in which
to interpret human neuroimaging studies of anxiety
disorders. More than two decades of behavioral
neuroscience research has established a set of inter-
connected brain structures that regulate the expres-
sion of fear-related behavior (LeDoux, 2000). Brain
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regions that comprise this fear circuitry include the
amygdala, the hippocampus, the insula, the orbito-
frontal cortex (OFC) and medial prefrontal cortex
(mPFC), and related parts of the thalamus, hypothal-
amus, sensory cortices and brain stem. The amygdala
is a critical node in this circuitry and serves to evalu-
ate threat-related sensory information relayed to its
lateral nucleus through the anterior thalamus. Output
from the central nucleus of the amygdala serves to
coordinate threat response through ascending projec-
tions to motor cortex, and descending projections to
the hypothalamus and brain stem nuclei to modulate
endocrine and autonomic responses and arousal/
vigilance.

The modulation of emotional behavior in
animals and humans is envisioned to depend on
functional interactions between the amygdala (and
related limbic and paralimbic structures) and regions
of the mPFC and OFC (Rauch et al., 2006). These
prefrontal structures are thought to represent the
significance or salience of a given stimulus to the
organisms and interact with the amygdala through
dense, reciprocal connections. Regions of the mPFC
appear particularly important in reducing fear
responses and extinguishing fear-related behaviors
that are no longer reinforced (Quirk et al., 2006).
PFC regions may serve to suppress amygdala-based
fear responses once a threat has passed or the context
of the threat has changed. The hippocampus also
appears to be important in modulating fear-related
behaviors by providing contextual cues through
reciprocal connections with the amygdala and
through direct modulation of the hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis. Dysfunction of the
hippocampus has been suggested to contribute to
the generalization of fear responses observed in some
anxiety disorders.

Neuroimaging studies utilizing fMRI and PET in
healthy populations provide evidence for a role for
the amygdala, the mPFC, and other regions in emo-
tional behavior in humans that parallels work
in animals (Phan et al., 2002). In parallel, neuroima-
ging studies in anxiety-disorder populations provide
evidence of dysfunction in a core system of fear cir-
cuitry in humans. In particular, abnormal activation
of the amygdala has been demonstrated in many, but
not all, neuroimaging studies of anxiety disorders.
In PTSD, amygdala hyperactivity has been demon-
strated repeatedly during symptom provocation or
negative emotional processing (Rauch et al., 2006;

Shin et al., 2004, 2005). Likewise, amygdala hyper-
activity has been demonstrated in SAD (Phan et al.,
2006; Stein et al., 2002), specific phobia (SP) (Straube
et al., 2006), and panic disorder (van den Heuvel
et al., 2005). In addition to the amygdala, abnormal
insula activity has been observed in multiple neuro-
imaging studies of anxiety disorders (Paulus and
Stein, 2006).

A recent quantitative meta-analysis by Etkin and
Wager (2007) compared fMRI and PET studies of
PTSD, SAD, SP, and fear conditioning in healthy
individuals. In this report, several patterns of acti-
vation were found with potential clinical and
nosological implications. First, all three anxiety dis-
orders and normal fear activated a set of distinct
but overlapping brain regions with two regions
being common across all three anxiety disorders:
the amygdala and the insula. These findings suggest
that PTSD, SAD and SP share a common overactiv-
ity of amygdala-based fear circuitry. Second, only
patients with PTSD demonstrated regions of
hypoactivation compared to healthy controls. These
regions included the OFC, regions of mPFC (dorso-
medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC), ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), rostral anterior cingu-
late cortex (rACC), dorsal anterior cingulate cortex
(dACC)), midcingulate, anterior hippocampus,
and parahippocampal gyrus. All five studies of
PTSD demonstrated negative correlations between
symptom severity and activity in the mPFC.
Hypoactivation of regions of the mPFC in patients
with PTSD may reflect a deficit in emotion regula-
tion that is unique to this syndrome among the
anxiety disorders.

There have been relatively few neuroimaging
studies of GAD relevant to neural circuitry. Three
fMRI studies in adolescents with GAD demonstrated
both amygdala and vmPFC dysfunction (McClure
et al., 2007; Monk et al., 2006, 2008). A recent direct
comparison of patients with GAD and SAD revealed
distinct neural circuitry abnormalities in the two dis-
orders (Blair et al., 2008). The authors found that
SAD was associated with increased responses to fear-
ful facial expressions in the amygdala, consistent with
the findings from Etkin and Wager (2007), while
GAD was not. In contrast, GAD was associated with
increased responses to angry facial expressions in
regions of PFC. In both disorders, region-specific
patterns of neural responses were associated with
severity of anxiety symptoms.
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Neurochemical aspects of fear and
anxiety relevant to neurochemical
imaging of anxiety disorders
The anatomic circuits that underlie fear and anxiety
outlined above are modulated by specific neurochem-
ical systems. Among the most closely scrutinized
chemical systems include the amino acid neurotrans-
mitters GABA and glutamate, the monoamine neuro-
transmitters norepinephrine (NE), dopamine (DA),
and serotonin (5-HT), the neuropeptides substance
P, neuropeptide Y, and corticotropin-releasing hor-
mone (CRH), opioids and cortisol/corticosterone.
Stress-related neurochemical alterations have clear
adaptive value, for example by increasing the organ-
ism’s preparedness through increasing attention, vigi-
lance, memory function, as well as peripheral
autonomic and endocrine function. However, long-
term dysregulation of these systems may underlie a
vulnerability to the development of anxiety disorders.
Unfortunately, in-vivo imaging methods are currently
unavailable for many of the chemical systems identi-
fied in preclinical studies of anxiety disorders, for
example the noradrenergic system and the HPA axis.
However, radioligands are available for the 5-HT1A

receptor and the 5-HT reuptake transporter (SERT),
for the GABA-BZD receptor, and for the DA trans-
porter (DAT). Additionally, 1H-MRS can estimate
steady-state GABA and glutamate concentrations.
Below, we provide a partial review of preclinical and
human investigations of several neurochemical
systems relevant to neurochemical imaging of anxiety
disorders: namely the 5-HT, GABA-BZD and DA
systems.

Serotonin system
Serotonin is a monoamine neurotransmitter synthe-
sized in brainstem nuclei whose axons project through-
out the forebrain to regulate a diverse array of
neural functions. Serotonin is also found in the gastro-
intestinal tract and is known to regulate cardiovascular
function. Acute stress increases 5-HT turnover in mul-
tiple brain regions including the PFC, nucleus accum-
bens, amygdala, and lateral hypothalamus (Kent et al.,
2002b; Briones-Aranda et al., 2005). Serotonin release
may have anxiogenic and anxiolytic effects, depending
on the region of the forebrain involved and the receptor
subtype activated. Serotonin is thought to act via the
amygdala and PFC to enhance defensive responses

to threat on one hand, and act via the dorsal periaque-
ductal gray (dPAG) to inhibit threat-related behaviors
on the other (Graeff, 2002). Anxiogenic effects appear to
be mediated via the 5-HT2A receptor, whereas stimula-
tion of 5-HT1A receptors is generally anxiolytic in
animals (Graeff, 2004).

There is a ligand available for human in-vivo
neurochemical imaging of the 5-HT1A receptor.
The behavioral phenotype of 5-HT1A knockout
mice includes increases in anxiety-like behaviors
(Klemenhagen et al., 2006), whereas in mice
overexpressing the 5-HT1A receptor these traits are
reduced (Kusserow et al., 2004). Early postnatal shut-
down of 5-HT1A receptor expression produces an
anxiety phenotype that cannot be rescued with restor-
ation of 5-HT1A receptors (Gross et al., 2002). How-
ever, when 5-HT1A receptor expression is reduced in
adulthood and then reinstated, the anxiety phenotype
is no longer present. These results suggest that altered
function of 5-HT1A receptors early in life can produce
long-term abnormalities in the regulation of anxiety
behaviors.

Another area of investigation has been the SERT,
for which an in-vivo radioligand is available for
neurochemical imaging in humans. Polymorphisms
in the promoter region of the SERT gene, producing
a short (s) and long (l) allele, have been linked to
behavioral and temperamental traits associated with
the development of mood and anxiety disorders
(Hariri et al., 2005). Preclinical studies have reported
greater anxiety-like behaviors in rodents with altered
5-HT transporters or 5-HT levels (Lesch et al., 1996).
Functional MRI studies of healthy volunteers with
no psychiatric history showed that carriers of the
s allele had higher reactivity in the amygdala to
fearful faces (Hariri et al., 2005). Early-life stresses,
in combination with the presence of the s allele,
confer greater susceptibility to depression or behav-
ioral inhibition in children (Fox et al., 2005), and
greater susceptibility to depression in adults (Caspi
et al., 2003).

Gamma-aminobutyric acid–benzodiazepine
system
g-Aminobutyric acid is the primary inhibitory neuro-
transmitter in the brain. GABA exerts an inhibitory
influence on neuronal activity via activation of mem-
brane-bound receptors. These receptors include the
GABAA receptor, a fast-acting, ligand-gated chloride
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channel, and the GABAB receptor, a slower-acting,
G protein-coupled receptor. Agents that are positive
allosteric modulators of the GABAA receptor tend
to be anxiolytic, such as benzodiazepines (BZD),
barbiturates or ethanol (Kalueff and Nutt, 2007).
Benzodiazepine agents bind to distinct BZD sites on
GABAA receptors, potentiating and prolonging the
synaptic actions of GABA binding by increasing
the frequency of GABA-mediated chloride channel
opening (Smith, 2001).

Preclinical investigations have established a pri-
mary role for the GABA–BZD system, in particular
the a-2 and a-3 subunits, in modulating anxiety
(Atack, 2005; Morris et al., 2006). Reduced BZD recep-
tor binding results from acute stress in preclinical
models (Kalueff andNutt, 2007). Inhumans,pharmaco-
logical challenge studies also support a role for GABA–
BZD function in anxiety (Nutt and Malizia, 2001).
Human anxiety disorders could be related to a down-
regulation of BZD receptor binding following expos-
ure to the stress. Other possible explanations are that
stress results in changes in receptor affinity, changes
in an endogenous BZD ligand (the existence of
which is controversial), or stress-related alterations in
GABAergic transmission that affect BZD receptor
binding. In addition, a preexisting low level of BZD
receptor density may be a genetic risk factor for
the development of stress-related anxiety disorders
(Kalueff and Nutt, 2007).

Dopamine system
Dopamine (DA) is a catecholamine synthesized in a
collection of nuclei in the ventral tegmental area
(VTA) and substantia nigra (SN) in the brainstem. As
with other monoamines, DA regulates diverse neural
functions related to mood, cognition, and behavior. In
particular, DA appears to play a key role in reward-
related behaviors. In animals, acute stress influences
DA release and metabolism in a number of specific
brain areas important in affective behavior, including
the amygdala, the nucleus accumbens and the mPFC.
Stress appears to enhance DA release in the mPFC but
inhibit DA release in the nucleus accumbens, which
may reflect reciprocal interactions between cortical
and subcortical DA targets (Ventura et al., 2002).

DA transmission in the mPFC appears to play a
critical role in extinction of the conditioned fear in
animals. Therefore, reduced prefrontal cortical DA
results in the preservation of fear produced by a

conditioned stressor, which may have implications
for PTSD or other anxiety disorders (Morrow et al.,
1999). There is potentially an optimal range for stress-
induced DA release in mPFC to facilitate adaptive
behavioral responses.

In humans, investigations of serum or cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) levels of DA or its metabolites have failed to
demonstrate clear alterations in DA activity. Genetic
analyses of polymorphisms of the major DA metaboliz-
ing enzyme catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) have
suggested an association between specific polymorph-
isms and anxiety disorders, although these findings
await replication (Domschke et al., 2007).

Neurochemical imaging findings
in specific anxiety disorders
Post-traumatic stress disorder
Serotonin system
A single neuroreceptor PET study of the 5-HT system
in patients with PTSD found no evidence for 5-HT
dysfunction. Bonne and colleagues employed [18F]-
FCWAY to investigate the 5-HT1A receptor in 12
medication-free patients with PTSD (10 females and
2males) and amatched group of 11 never traumatized,
healthy comparison subjects (10 females and one
male) (Bonne et al., 2005). The type of trauma in this
sample was mixed, with 5 PTSD subjects having
suffered prepubertal sexual abuse, 3 having suffered
childhood physical or emotional abuse, 2 who had
suffered sexual assault as adults, and 2 who had experi-
enced other severe traumatic events as adults. The
regions of interest were brain structures with high
5-HT1A receptor density: anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC), posterior cingulate cortex, anterior insula,
mesiotemporal cortex (hippocampus plus amygdala),
anterior temporopolar cortex, andmidbrain raphe. No
significant differences in 5-HT1A receptor distribution
were observed between patients and healthy subjects in
any region of interest (ROI). This lack of difference is
in contrast to similar studies conducted in patients
with panic disorder (Neumeister et al., 2004a) and
SAD (Lanzenberger et al., 2007), in which differences
in 5-HT1A receptor distribution were found between
patients and matched healthy volunteers.

Gamma-aminobutyric acid–benzodiazepine system
Bremner and colleagues investigated the BZD recep-
tor in 13 patients with Vietnam War combat-related
PTSD and 13 matched healthy comparison subjects
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using SPECT imaging of [123I]-iomazenil (Bremner
et al., 2000a). In the PTSD patients, BZD distribution
volume was 41% lower in the prefrontal cortex (Brod-
mann’s area 9) bilaterally relative to comparison sub-
jects. There was no difference in other brain areas
including the pons, striatum, thalamus, cerebellum,
or midbrain. However, a second study of the BZD
receptor in Gulf War-related PTSD failed to replicate
the original finding of decreased prefrontal binding.
In this second study, Fujita et al. studied 19 veterans
with PTSD and 19 age-matched, healthy veterans
using [123I]-iomazenil SPECT (Fujita et al., 2004).
There was no difference in BZD receptor distribution
in any region, including the prefrontal cortex. The
different findings between these two studies may have
been related to differences in the age of the control
groups or to differences in the time interval between
trauma exposure and scanning.

In a more recent study by Geuze et al., the
authors used [11C]-flumazenil and PET to investigate
the BZD receptor in 9 drug-naive male Dutch vet-
erans with military-related PTSD and 7 male Dutch
veterans without PTSD (Geuze et al., 2008). [11C]-
flumazenil PET is felt to be a more accurate tech-
nique for quantifying BZD–GABAA receptor binding
than [123I]-iomazenil SPECT. Control veterans with-
out PTSD also met the A1 criterion for PTSD (that
is, they had also experienced traumatic events). The
authors employed both ROI-based analyses and
voxel-wise whole-brain statistical parametric map-
ping analysis. In this study, veterans with PTSD
showed widespread decreases in binding potential
throughout the brain including the hippocampus,
amygdala, insula, ACC, regions of the PFC, temporal,
parietal, and occipital cortices, cerebellum, thalamus,
and striatum.

Although not entirely consistent across studies,
taken together these findings suggest abnormalities of
the GABA–BZD system in PTSD. These findings are
also consistent with animal models demonstrating that
stress can alter the GABA–BZD system (see above).
The observed low GABA–BZD binding in patients
with PTSD could reflect a premorbid reduced level of
receptor binding sites or decreased receptor binding
affinity, or may have resulted from trauma or disease-
related reductions in GABA–BZD binding. Of note,
Vaiva and colleagues measured serum GABA levels in
108 motor vehicle accident victims immediately after
the trauma and then assessed these subjects 6 weeks
later for PTSD and found a significant association

between low GABA and the eventual development of
PTSD (Vaiva et al., 2004).

Panic disorder
Serotonin system
Neumeister and colleagues investigated the 5-HT1A

receptor in PD using [18F]-FCWAY PET (Neumeister
et al., 2004a). The sample in this study consisted of
16 unmedicated patients with PD (10 female, 6male), 7
of whom also met criteria for MDD, and 15 matched
healthy controls (10 female, 5 male). The ROIs exam-
ined were similar to those used by Bonne and col-
leagues (2005) and included the ACC, posterior
cingulate cortex, anterior insula, mesiotemporal cortex
(hippocampus plus amygdala), anterior temporopolar
cortex, and midbrain raphe. In contrast to PTSD,
5-HT1A receptor distribution was lower in the PD
group relative to the control group in the ACC, PCC,
and raphe. No between-group differences were found
in the anterior insula, mesiotemporal cortex, or the
anterior temporopolar cortex. Lower 5-HT1A receptor
distribution was evident in both the pure PD and the
PD plus comorbid depression subgroups relative to the
control group and these two PD subgroups did not
significantly differ from each other.

Although this finding awaits replication, reduced
5-HT1A binding in PD is consistent with animal stud-
ies of the 5-HT1A receptor in anxiety (Graeff, 2004).
Reduced density of 5-HT1A receptors may represent a
genetic or epigenetic vulnerability of the development
of PD and commonly comorbid mood disorders.
A polymorphism regulating 5-HT1A receptor tran-
scription was found to be associated with depression
and suicide (Lemonde et al., 2003). On the other
hand, the finding of reduced 5-HT1A receptor binding
may reflect a sequela of the illness or a compensatory
process. The specific observation of abnormal 5-HT1A

receptor binding in the ACC and PCC has implica-
tions for neurocircuitry models of PD given the
prominent role of these structures established in
human functional neuroimaging investigations
(Rauch et al., 2006).

Gamma-aminobutyric acid–benzodiazepine system
Several early studies using SPECT and [123I]-iomaze-
nil uptake demonstrated regional alterations in BZD
receptor binding in patients with PD (Schlegel et al.,
1994; Kaschka et al., 1995; Kuikka et al., 1995).
Kaschka et al. compared a group of 9 patients with
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PD and depression with a matched control group of
9 dysthymic patients without PD and found bilateral
decreases in uptake of [123I]-iomazenil in the inferior
frontal and temporal lobes in the PD group relative
to the comparison group (Kaschka et al., 1995).
Kuikka et al. compared 17 patients with PD with 17
matched healthy control subjects and found reduced
uptake in left PFC compared to right PFC in the PD
group (Kuikka et al., 1995). The results from these
studies, however, may be limited by the use of non-
quantitative methods for estimation of BZD receptor
binding and other methodological limitations.

Bremner et al. utilized a quantitative method of
[123I]-iomazenil SPECT imaging and measurement of
radioligand concentration in plasma to better esti-
mate BZD receptor binding in patients with PD
(n¼ 13) and healthy controls (n¼ 16) (Bremner et al.,
2000b). The authors found decreased BZD receptor
binding in left hippocampus and precuneus in PD
patients relative to controls. In addition, the authors
found decreased BZD receptor binding in PFC (Brod-
mann’s areas 8, 9, and 10) in patients who had a panic
attack at the time of the scan compared to patients
who did not have a panic attack. The finding of
decreased binding in the hippocampus is consistent
with preclinical studies showing a decrease in BZD
receptor binding in hippocampus with acute and
chronic stress.

In addition to SPECT, several groups have investi-
gated the BZD receptor in PD using [11C]-flumazenil
PET (Malizia et al., 1998; Cameron et al., 2007; Hasler
et al., 2008). Malizia and colleagues found a global
reduction in BZD receptor binding with peak reduc-
tions in right OFC and insula in PD subjects relative
to healthy controls (Malizia et al., 1998). Cameron
et al. examined 11 PD patients compared to 21
healthy control subjects and replicated the finding of
reduced BZD receptor binding in the insula in the PD
group (Cameron et al., 2007). Abnormal GABA func-
tion of the insula in PD is interesting in light of
the emerging view of the insula in anxiety disorders
and may be consistent with some of the symptoms of
PD given the involvement of the insula in visceral,
somatic, and affective functioning (Paulus and
Stein, 2006).

A recent study by Hasler et al. (2008) examined
BZD receptor binding with [11C]-flumazenil PET in
15 patients with PD and 18 matched healthy control
subjects. In this study, the authors found lower BZD
receptor binding in the PD group in multiple brain

regions with the largest effect in bilateral dorsal
anterolateral PFC (DALPFC). Other brain regions
demonstrating reduced binding included right frontal
polar cortex, right dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC), bilat-
eral precentral gyrus, right postcentral gyrus, right
superior temporal gyrus, ACC, right superior parietal
cortex, and left superior occipital gyrus. Unexpect-
edly, the PD subjects also showed increased binding
compared to controls in the hippocampus/parahippo-
campal gyrus bilaterally and the left DLPFC. In sub-
jects with PD, the severity of panic and anxiety
symptoms correlated positively with BZD receptor
binding in the DALPFC but negatively with binding
in the hippocampus/parahippocampal gyrus.

These results of Hasler et al. are to some extent
consistent with those of previous PET [11C]-flumaze-
nil studies in PD. They are also consistent with find-
ing of widespread reductions in GABA–BZD receptor
binding in PTSD by Geuze et al. (2008). However, the
findings of increased binding in the parahippocampal
gyrus/ventral hippocampus by Hasler et al. in PD
are in disagreement with those of Cameron et al.
(who observed no difference in this area), and Malizia
et al. (who found reduced BZD receptor binding in
a volume placed over the amygdala and adjacent
hippocampus). The results are also in disagreement
with those of Bremner et al., who reported decreased
BZD binding in the left hippocampus and increased
binding in the right dorsolateral PFC with [123I]-
iomazenil SPECT (Bremner et al., 2000b). Increased
BZD receptor binding in the parahippocampal region
conceivably may reflect a compensatory mechanism
in PD. The parahippocampal gyrus and anterior ven-
tral hippocampus (containing the subiculum) share
extensive anatomical projections with the amygdala
and MPFC regions, and participate substantially in
the neural circuitry of emotion regulation (Ongur
et al., 2003).

In addition to the neuroreceptor studies described
above, three studies using 1H-MRS to estimate GABA
concentrations have been conducted in PD (Goddard
et al., 2001, 2004; Hasler et al., 2009). Goddard and
colleagues (2001) estimated total occipital GABA
(GABA plus homocarnosine) in 14 unmedicated
patients with PD and 14 matched control subjects
using 1H-MRS. Patients with PD had a 22% reduction
in total occipital cortex GABA concentration com-
pared to controls. This finding adds support to
preclinical and human evidence suggesting that def-
icits in GABA function are associated with PD. In a
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follow-up study, they examined the response to
a BZD challenge (clonazepam administration) in
patients with PD (Goddard et al., 2004). They pre-
dicted that patients with PD would demonstrate
a deficient GABA neuronal response to the challenge.
In a repeated measures design, the authors measured
occipital cortex GABA responses to acute oral BZD
in 10 PD patients and 9 healthy comparison subjects.
Panic disorder patients demonstrated a blunted
decrease in GABA level to the challenge compared
to the healthy controls, who exhibited a significant
decrease in occipital GABA. These data may be con-
sistent with a trait-like abnormality in GABA func-
tion in patients with PD.

However, in a more recent 1H-MRS study by Has-
ler et al., the authors examined 17 PD patients and 17
matched controls and found no difference in GABA
concentration in PFC (Hasler et al., 2009). In addition,
there was no significant difference in glutamate/glu-
tamine (Glx), choline, or N-acetyl aspartate concen-
trations. Of note, the regions of interest (ROI) in the
previous studies was the occipital cortex, while the
Hasler et al. report examined a region of the PFC.

Although there is disagreement among studies of
the GABA–BZD system in PD, the preponderance of
evidence does suggest an abnormality of this system
in the illness. As discussed in relation to the findings
of altered GABA–BZD function in PTSD, these find-
ings in humans are consistent with studies of stress in
animals (Kalueff and Nutt, 2007). However, it is not
known whether altered GABA–BZD function repre-
sents a premorbid vulnerability to the disorder or
represents a consequence of the disorder.

Social anxiety disorder
Serotonin system
Lanzenberger and collegues investigated the 5-HT1A

receptor in 12 medication-free male patients with
SAD and 18 healthy male control subjects using
[carbonyl-11C]-WAY-100635 PET (Lanzenberger
et al., 2007). Major depressive disorder was an exclu-
sion criterion in this study. Regions of interest (ROIs)
were defined a priori and included the ACC, OFC,
insula, amygdala, hippocampus. The authors found
significant 5-HT1A binding reductions in the amyg-
dala (21.4%), the ACC (23.8%), and insula (28.0%).
A correlation analysis revealed no significant correl-
ation between state or trait anxiety scores and regional
5-HT1A binding in both groups. The finding of

reduced 5-HT1A binding in the ACC in patients with
SAD is consistent with the finding by Neumeister
et al. (2004b) of reduced 5-HT1A binding in the ACC
in patients with PD. This suggests alterations in 5-HT
function in limbic and paralimbic areas in patients
SAD as well as PD. However, Bonne et al. (2005) did
not find evidence of altered 5-HT1A function in PTSD.

Kent et al. investigated the occupancy of the SERT
by paroxetine in 5 patients (3 men, 2 women) with
SAD using PET with the [11C]-McN 5652 radioligand
(Kent et al., 2002a). Patients were scanned at baseline
and then again after 3–6 months of daily paroxetine
(20–40mg/day). Occupancy levels were determined by
measuring the decrease in SERT availability between
the baseline scan and the treatment scan. Occupancy
levels were also compared between different regions
(ACC, amygdala, midbrain, thalamus, striatum, and
hippocampus). After treatment, large reductions in
binding were observed in themidbrain, thalamus, stria-
tum, amygdala, hippocampus, and cingulate cortex.
This suggests a marked effect of SERT blockade by
paroxetine in patients with SAD, consistent with the
therapeutic effects of paroxetine and other selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) in this disorder.

Van der Wee et al. (2008) investigated both the
SERT and DAT using 123I-b-CIT SPECT in patients
with SAD and healthy controls. 123I-b-CIT can be
used to probe both the SERT and DAT because bind-
ing of 123I-b-CIT in the striatum primarily reflects
DAT density whereas binding in the thalamus
and midbrain primary reflects SERT binding (de
Win et al., 2005). Average binding ratio for SERT in
the left and right thalamus was significantly higher
in patients with SAD than in matched healthy con-
trols. No significant differences were found in the
midbrain. The average binding ratio for DAT in
the striatum was significantly higher in patients
than in matched controls. Increased SERT binding
may result from increased density of the transporter
or else reduced 5-HT concentrations at the trans-
porter, which would decrease competition for the
radioligand.

The finding of altered SERT binding in SAD is
consistent with a role for abnormal 5-HT function
in this disorder, as further suggested by the finding
of reduced 5-HT1A receptor binding by Lanzenberger
et al. (2007). Dysfunction of both 5-HT and DA
has been implicated in the pathophysiology of
SAD (Mathew et al., 2001). Although these findings
await replication, SAD appears to share dysfunction
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of the 5-HT system in common with PD, but in
contrast to PTSD (Bonne et al., 2005; Neumeister
et al., 2004a).

Gamma-aminobutyric acid–benzodiazepine system
To date, no neuroreceptor studies of the GABA-BZD
system have been conducted in SAD. In a single
1H-MRS study, Pollack et al. investigated GABA and
glutamate patients with SAD (N¼10) at baseline com-
pared to a matched group of healthy controls, and
changes following 8 weeks of pharmacotherapy with
levetiracetam (Pollack et al., 2008). Levetiracetam
is an anticonvulsant agent, which may enhance
GABAergic activity and has demonstrated anxiolytic
effects in animal models of anxiety and in small
trials in humans anxiety disorders (Zhang et al., 2005).
The authors hypothesized that levels of GABA would
be lower and glutamate elevated at baseline compared
to healthy controls, and that GABA would increase
and glutamate would decrease with treatment. The
authors found lower GABA and higher glutamate
in the thalamus of patients with SAD compared to
controls. There was a significant reduction in thal-
amic glutamine with levetiracetam treatment but no
significant change in GABA.

The finding of reduced GABA in SAD are consist-
ent with the results of Goddard et al. (2001) in PD
demonstrating a reduction in occipital cortex GABA
concentration, but in contrast to those of Hasler et al.
(2009), who found no difference in GABA in the PFC
in patients with PD. However, taken together, the
findings of Pollack et al. add support to a role for
GABA–BZD dysfunction in human anxiety disorders
(Geuze et al., 2008; Hasler et al., 2008; Pollack et al.,
2008).

Dopamine system
Tiihonen et al. (1997a) used [123I]-b-CIT with SPECT
to measure DAT binding in 11 patients with SAD and
28 healthy control subjects. The authors found
approximately 14% decreased uptake in the striatum
of SAD subjects compared to controls. Schneier et al.
(2000) used the D2 receptor radiotracer [123I]-iodo-
benzamide ([123I]-IBZM) and SPECT to compare D2

receptor binding in 10 patients with SAD and 10
healthy comparison subjects. The authors found
approximately 30% decrease in binding potential in
patients with SAD compared to healthy control sub-
jects. In a follow-up study, the same group investi-
gated D2 binding in patients with OCD with and

without comorbid SAD (Schneier et al., 2008). D2

receptor availability was assessed with [123I]-IBZM
SPECT in 7 subjects with OCD comorbid with SAD,
8 with OCD, and 7 matched healthy subjects. There
was a mean reduction in striatal [123I]-IBZM binding
of 38.7% in the comorbid SAD group compared to
healthy controls, but no difference between OCD
alone and healthy controls.

As noted above, van der Wee et al. (2008) investi-
gated both SERT and DAT binding using SPECT and
[123I]-b-CIT in patients with SAD and healthy con-
trols. In contrast to the reports by Tiihonen et al.
(1997a) and Schneier et al. (2000, 2008), van der
Wee et al. found a significantly higher (25%) average
binding ratio for DAT in the striatum in patients
compared to matched controls (van der Wee et al.,
2008). The reason for the opposite directionality of
these findings in SAD is unclear, although these stud-
ies are limited by their small sample sizes. Given that
altered DAT binding may represent either overactiv-
ity or underactivity of the DA system, and the incon-
sistency of findings, the role of DA in SAD remains
unclear.

Generalized anxiety disorder
Serotonin system
Maron and colleagues investigated SERT binding in
the midbrain and thalamus in 7 patients with GAD
and 7 healthy controls using [123I]-b-CIT SPECT
(Maron et al., 2004). The authors found no differ-
ences in SERT binding between the patients and
controls. Of potential interest was the finding that
midbrain SERT binding in patients was significantly
and negatively correlated with their anxiety levels
measured by a visual analog scale immediately before
the scan. However, this study failed to convincingly
demonstrate altered 5-HT activity in patients with
GAD. This finding is consistent with the lack of dif-
ference in 5-HT1A binding in patients with PTSD
(Bonne et al., 2005), but in contrast to positive find-
ings in PD (Neumeister et al., 2004a) and SAD
(Lanzenberger et al., 2007; van der Wee et al., 2008).

Gamma-aminobutyric acid–benzodiazepine system
Compared to other anxiety disorders, there have been
relatively few investigations of the GABA–BZD
system in GAD. An early study of the BZD receptor
using [123I]-NNC 13–8241 SPECT showed decreased
ligand binding in the left temporal pole in 10 female
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patients with GAD compared to matched healthy
control subjects (Tiihonen et al., 1997b). In a
second study of 10 unmedicated patients with a
mix of anxiety disorders, including 4 with GAD,
5 with PD, and 1 patient with SAD, and matched
healthy controls, [11C]-flumazenil PET was used to
characterize potential differences in BZD binding
(Abadie et al., 1999). The authors found no difference
in [11C]-flumazenil binding between the anxiety
group and the healthy group in any region. Overall,
the role of GABA-BZD in GAD remains to be
determined.

Other (non-GABA) proton-magnetic resonance
spectroscopy studies
Several studies have utilized 1H-MRS to investigate
potential abnormalities in N-acetyl-aspartate
(NAA), choline (CHO), creatine (CR) or lactate in
GAD. An initial study in 15 patients with GAD and
15 matched controls by Mathew et al. (2004) dem-
onstrated a 16.5% elevation in NAA in the right
DLPFC of patients with GAD. The same group then
re-analyzed the data focusing on the centrum semi-
ovale as a representative region of cerebral white
matter and found decreased concentrations of
CHO and CR in GAD patients without a history
of early trauma, whereas GAD patients with early
trauma were identical to controls (Coplan et al.,
2006). This study may have implications for the role
of white matter in the pathophysiology of GAD.
A recent study of hippocampal NAA in relation to
treatment response to the glutamate-modulating
agent riluzole found an association between
response and increasing NAA levels in patients with
GAD (Mathew et al., 2008). Since NAA is taken as a
marker of neuronal integrity, an association with
response to riluzole is notable. Riluzole is FDA-
approved for the treatment of amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, and may possess neurotrophic or neuro-
protective properties.

Major depressive disorder with
comorbid anxiety disorder
As anxiety disorders are frequently comorbid with
mood disorders, investigations of patients with
“anxious depression” may be informative in deter-
mining specificity of neurochemical abnormalities.
Sullivan and colleagues used [11C]-WAY-100635

PET to estimate regional 5-HT1A binding in 28
patients with MDD and comorbid anxiety (Sulli-
van et al., 2005). Twelve had at least one comorbid
anxiety disorder, which included PD (n¼ 7), SAD
(n¼ 4), GAD (n¼ 2), or PTSD (n¼ 4). The authors
examined correlations between regional 5-HT1A bind-
ing and 3 anxiety symtom components referred to as
“psychic”, “somatic”, and “motoric” anxiety. Psycho-
metric data from a larger MDD sample (n¼ 288),
which included the 28 PET subjects, was used to gen-
erate a polychoric correlation matrix of anxiety items
from the Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS)
and the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) for a
principal components analysis (PCA). ROIs included
OFC, mPFC, ACC, mid cingulate cortex, amygdala,
and hippocampus. The authors found that higher
psychic and lower somatic anxiety predicted over
50% of the variance in 5-HT1A binding in multiple
cortical regions. Psychic anxiety was a positive cor-
relate and somatic anxiety was a negative correlate of
ligand binding in the four cortical regions examined.
There were no correlations between 5-HT1A binding
and the three anxiety components in amygdala or
hippocampus. They did not find an association
between anxiety and 5-HT1A binding in the amyg-
dala, hippocampus, or the brainstem. The psychic
and somatic anxiety components were not related to
depression severity. The authors found lower binding
in the subjects with comorbid PD. ANOVAs con-
ducted for each ROI individually showed significant
main effects of PD diagnosis for all regions except
amygdala and occipital cortex.

The finding of reduced 5-HT1A binding in MDD
patients with comorbid PD is in line with the findings
of Neumeister and colleagues (2004a), described
above, in which they report reduced 5-HT1A binding
in patients with PD compared to healthy controls.
Likewise, the inverse relationship between 5-HT1A

binding in the ACC and other cortical regions and
somatic anxiety is consistent with 5-HT dysfunction
in PD. However, the positive relationship between
5-HT1A binding and psychic anxiety may be some-
what unexpected. Psychic anxiety appeared to have
opposite relationships with 5-HT1A binding com-
pared with somatic/hypochondriacal anxiety and PD
in the same cortical regions. The authors speculate
whether enhanced neurotransmission at 5-HT1A

receptors in cortical regions could result in both
anxiogenic and anxiolytic effects depending on the
type of anxiety.
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Conclusions
The neurobiology of anxiety disorders is beginning to
be illuminated through complementary human neuro-
imaging studies and basic and behavior neuroscience
investigations in animals. In particular, neurochemical
studies utilizing PET or SPECT radioligands and
1H-MRS are starting to characterize abnormalities of
the 5-HT, GABA-BZD and DA systems in anxiety dis-
orders, extending preclinical work on the role of these
systems in fear and anxiety to humans.

This chapter provided a brief review of neuroana-
tomical and neurochemical aspects of fear and
anxiety, followed by a summary of neurochemical
imaging findings in PTSD, PD, SAD and GAD. Con-
sistent with animal studies, abnormalities of the 5-HT
system have been demonstrated in PD and SAD. In
contrast, alterations in the 5-HT system have not been
found in PTSD or GAD. However, as studies have
small sample sizes and use varying neuroimaging
techniques and heterogeneous clinical samples (with
differences across studies in duration of illness,
comorbidity, sex distribution, age, etc.), these findings
require replication and extension before any defini-
tive conclusions regarding 5-HT function in anxiety
disorders can be drawn. Findings of altered GABA–
BZD function have been demonstrated in PD, PTSD
and SAD, consistent with preclinical research. How-
ever, as with the 5-HT system, caution regarding
definitive interpretations is warranted given small
sample sizes, varying methodologies and, in some
cases, disparate findings between studies.
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Chapter

22 Neuroimaging of anxiety
disorders: commentary
Scott L. Rauch

Introduction
In this section, nine chapters summarize brain
imaging findings with regard to the structure, funct-
ion and chemistry of post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD) and other anxiety disorders, as well as
obsessive–compulsive disorder (OCD). The authors
of these reviews have done a marvelous job of captur-
ing the tremendous progress that has beenmade in this
field over the last two decades, by succinctly distilling
the material into salient points. In many respects, this
entire volume is a testament to the progress in psychi-
atric neuroscience attributable to the translational
tools of neuroimaging. Still, here I wish to underscore
the translational potential of neuroimaging, as exem-
plified by advances in neuroimaging and the neurocir-
cuitry of anxiety disorders. In so doing, I will highlight
several themes, spanning the potential contributions
of neuroimaging to: diagnosis, pathophysiology, eti-
ology, and clinical utility, as well as trends in the
evolution of psychiatric neuroimaging as a field.

Diagnosis
Neuroimaging is yet to deliver on the promise of
diagnostic value in psychiatry, with very few excep-
tions, such as ruling out general medical causes (e.g.
tumor, or stroke) of disturbed mental status. Espe-
cially with DSM-V looming, there is an amplified
yearning in the field for biomarkers of diagnostic
specificity and sensitivity sufficient to transform our
syndrome-based nosology to one of true pathophysi-
ology-based diseases. While we are not yet there, the
neuroimaging literature on anxiety disorders aptly
illustrates the advances characterized by convergent
findings of group differences sufficient to provide
heuristic value in shaping circuitry-based models of

disease. We would also wish for data to guide the
organization of our diagnostic scheme, in terms of
commonalities across the conditions within a
category of disorder, as well as distinctions between
specific diagnoses. Indeed, what do anxiety disorders
have in common, that distinguishes them from other
categories of psychiatric conditions, with respect
to neural substrates? Leading candidates might
include amygdala hyper-responsivity to disorder-
specific threat stimuli, as well as hypersensitivity of
insular cortex. Conversely, what distinguishes among
the anxiety disorders with respect to neural substrates,
in a manner that would support their designation
as separate, distinct disorders? One important point
of differentiation may relate to amygdalar responses
to non-specific threat; such probes might cleave
the category into those exhibiting hyper-responsivity
(e.g. PTSD and panic disorder), those showing no
difference from healthy controls (e.g. social and spe-
cific phobias), and finally those actually showing
blunted amygdalar responses (i.e. OCD). Likewise,
the fine mapping of involvement as relates to medial
frontal, insular, and hippocampal/parahippocampal
cortex could provide the texture necessary to “finger-
print” these various disorders. Achieving the ultimate
aim of identifying truly pathognomonic characteris-
tics of the anxiety disorders may require some com-
bination of brain imaging and other indices, such
as genetic factors.

Pathophysiology
Beyond diagnosis per se, neuroimaging research is
providing clues regarding pathophysiology. This is
especially important, because it paves the way toward
innovative, new and better treatments. For instance,
neuroimaging data can help bridge between animal
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models and human disease. By providing neural
validators of animal models to complement crude
behavioral indices of validity, we are better equipped
to develop more sophisticated animal models of psy-
chiatric diseases. These models then provide a test bed
for experimental therapies. One especially compelling
example of this relates to the advent of D-cycloserine
(DCS) as a pharmacologic augmentation agent in
combination with extinction-based behavioral therap-
ies for anxiety disorders. The inspiration for this
direction of research came from the use of fear con-
ditioning in animals as a model for anxiety disorders
and their treatments; neuroimaging has helped
to motivate related hypotheses with regard to neuro-
circuitry and to test them directly in humans.
In addition, as circuitry-based models of disease
mature, there will be opportunity to develop more
sophisticated circuitry-based therapies via neuro-
modulation, such as by use of transcranial magnetic
stimulation and/or deep brain stimulation. Cell trans-
plantation and targeted genetic therapies may also
one day leverage circuitry-based knowledge of neu-
ropsychiatric diseases.

Etiology and pathogenesis
If an understanding of pathophysiology paves the
road to better treatments and possibly cures, then
knowledge of etiology and pathogenesis provides
our most promising path to prevention. Two lines
of research have been most fruitful in beginning
to shape our understanding of etiology and pathogen-
esis with respect to anxiety disorders. These entail
studies employing: (1) a developmental approach,
and (2) genetic methods. In the case of neuroimaging,
the advent of methods that obviated exposure to
radioactivity were critical to begin gathering develop-
mental data on brain structure, function, and chemis-
try from an early age. These advances also enabled
repeated acquisitions in the same subjects, to plot the
trajectories of brain development in healthy subjects,
including those at risk for disease, as well as individ-
uals with psychiatric disorders. In particular, in the
case of anxiety disorders, there has been interest in
the neural substrates of at-risk groups, such as those
with behavioral inhibition in childhood, as well as
those with high neuroticism in adulthood. Such
an approach begins to delineate the backdrop of
normal brain development, to characterize biomar-
kers of high risk, and ultimately to potentially identify

predictors of conversion to full disease. Such would
enable the identification of those destined to develop
anxiety disorders in advance, thereby providing
enriched samples for studies of true prevention
strategies.

Studies combining neuroimaging and genetics
have begun to elucidate the variance in brain structure
and function explained by genotype. Conversely, it is
now possible to utilize brain imaging indices as quan-
titative endophenotypes to guide the analysis of genetic
studies. To the degree that contemporary models of
anxiety disorders reflect interest in amygdalo-cortical
circuitry and monaminergic systems, it is noteworthy
that pioneering neuroimaging/genetic studies have
largely focused on monoamine oxidase (MAO) and
serotonergic reuptake site polymorphisms, as well as
differences in amygdala, medial frontal cortex, and
hippocampus structure or function. This is a very
important area of research, clearly in its infancy.

Clinical utility
As noted above, to date, neuroimaging has very limited
clinical utility in psychiatry. Beyond the hope that
further research may lead to clinical applications for
neuroimaging in psychiatric diagnosis, it is perhaps
more likely that neuroimaging indices will become
useful in guiding treatment. Several studies have indi-
cated that brain imaging measures can be correlated
with, and hence predict, treatment response. If suffi-
ciently refined, one could imagine a scenario whereby
neuroimaging tests would be used to evaluate the like-
lihood of positive/negative responses to various treat-
ments, and thus enable health care providers and
patients to prioritize treatment trials in an individual-
ized manner. The predictive power of such methods
would need to be high in order to be of true clinical
utility; moreover, they would need to be cost-effective.

Evolution of imaging as a field
The studies summarized in this section on anxiety
disorders illustrate several important trends in neuro-
imaging research in general, as well as psychiatric
neuroimaging in particular. Over the past 20 years,
we have seen a movement toward studies of much
larger cohorts of subjects, which helps to mitigate
risks of statistical error, by providing greater statis-
tical power and potentially more representative
samples. With an accrual of studies using analogous
or complementary approaches, meta-analyses have
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become more common; when done well, such efforts
can provide compelling evidence based on convergent
findings. Conversely, meta-analysis can help to show
inconsistency of findings, that otherwise might be
obscured. There are also emerging examples of stud-
ies that formally test the reliability of findings, which
is an important step toward rigorous methodology in
psychiatric neuroimaging.

There is also a movement toward multi-modal
imaging, where data gathered across various methods
can bring together structural, functional, and chem-
ical indices to provide greater depth, texture, and
convergent validity to findings. Likewise, assessment
of inter-regional correlations, and methods that
enable finer temporal resolution, reflect greater
sophistication in assessing the brain basis of healthy
functions as well as diseases and their treatments. In
this context, there is a growing trend toward appreci-
ating that named gross brain regions are often further
divisible into subterritories with distinct anatomic
(from connections to cytoarchetectonics) and func-
tional profiles. Prime examples pertinent to anxiety
disorders have been the evolution to: (1) subdividing
the anterior cingulate cortex (e.g. into dorsal, pregen-
ual, and subgenual subterritories); (2) distinguishing
between posteromedial vs. lateral orbitofrontal cortex;
(3) distinguishing anterior insula from mid/posterior
insula; (4) considering the difference between ventral
amygdala and dorsal into extended amygdala; and
(5) distinguishing between anterior and posterior
hippocampus.

It is noteworthy that the enhanced accessibility
and tempered cost of imaging may gradually reduce
the threshold for leveraging the power of this tech-
nology. However, with progressive focus on lowering
health care costs and scrutinizing the cost-efficiency
of tests, the clinical utility of neuroimaging tests may
be held to an ever-stricter standard in this regard.

Conclusion
Although it has been less than a quarter of a century
since the classic pioneering PET studies of anxiety
disorders by Baxter, Reiman and others, the field
has been revolutionized. Cohesive circuitry models
have been posed and refined, informed by animal
research, and most directly tested via hypothesis-
driven brain imaging studies in humans. Early PET
metabolic techniques have been complemented and to
some extent eclipsed by PET blood flow, fMRI, and a

host of morphometric and neurochemical imaging
methods, as well as a dizzying array of innovative
paradigms and sophisticated analytic approaches.
The centrality of amygdalo-cortical circuitry, includ-
ing important roles for the insula, medial frontal
cortex, and hippocampus, is progressively well estab-
lished. Still, with each set of findings seems to come a
larger number of unanswered questions, and a grow-
ing appreciation for the profound complexity of
anxiety disorders, especially at the level of their neural
substrates. These are tremendously exciting times in
this field. Nonetheless, we are yet to deliver on the
promise of clinical utility, which should remain a
focal point on the horizon to guide us forward into
the future. Large-scale studies, with well-established
paradigms, together with non-imaging (e.g. genetic)
data, and ideally in the context of longitudinal
designs, will likely yield the greatest impact in the
next few years to come. Currently, there is no better
prospect for such work to bear fruit than across the
anxiety disorders.
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Structural imaging of Alzheimer’s disease

Liana G. Apostolova and Paul M. Thompson

Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the most common neuro-
degenerative disorder worldwide, is the sixth most
common overall cause of death in the USA. It ranks
third in health care costs in the USA after heart
disease and cancer, and claims an estimated $156
billion USD in direct and indirect costs annually
(Wimo et al., 2006). An estimated 13 million elderly
will be diagnosed with dementia of the Alzheimer’s
type (DAT) by the year 2050 in the USA alone
(Hebert et al., 2003). As a result of the global aging
of the population of all developed countries, the
socioeconomic impact of DAT will continue to rise.
By the time DAT is clinically diagnosed with current
criteria, AD pathology has already spread widely in
the brain. To ameliorate the personal and economic
impact of DAT, we need to improve on our abilities
to diagnose and treat patients as early as possible. This
requires improved neuroimaging methods to track
pathology in the living brain, and improved computa-
tional methods to identify factors that accelerate or
resist disease progression.

Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is an intermedi-
ate cognitive state prior to dementia onset, in which
people experience some cognitive changes but con-
tinue to do well in their daily activities. MCI carries a
4–6-fold increased risk of future diagnosis of demen-
tia. Approximately 10–15% of MCI subjects transition
into DAT annually (Petersen, 2007; Petersen et al.,
2001), making the MCI state the single most import-
ant risk factor of future diagnosis of dementia.
A number of pathologic reports have found extensive
AD-type pathologic changes in the brains of MCI and
cognitively normal elderly (Haroutunian et al., 1998;
Price and Morris, 1999), suggesting that there is a
long latent pre-dementia stage. Nowadays, the AD
research spotlight focuses increasingly onMCI and even

on pre-MCI, as the pre-dementia or pre-symptomatic
stages of DAT, respectively, when widespread. This is
because widespread neuronal and synaptic loss have
usually already occurred by the time dementia can be
diagnosed using current criteria.

As treatment is unlikely to reverse all symptoms of
full-blown dementia (at the DAT stage), researchers
are investigating earlier disease interventions for the
pre-DAT stages (Petersen et al., 2005; Salloway et al.,
2004). Such a therapeutic intervention is likely to real-
ize the greatest impact (Cummings et al., 2007). Still, a
pre-DAT diagnosis is not easy to attain, as all standard
diagnostic criteria for AD to date require the presence
of a fully developed dementia syndrome. It has been
suggested recently to substitute the requirement for
functional decline with a positive disease-specific bio-
marker, which will allow us to make a diagnosis of AD
in the pre-DAT stages (Dubois and Albert, 2004;
Dubois et al., 2007). This would make it easier to
recognize and treat AD earlier then currently feasible.
In addition to blood and cerebrospinal fluid markers,
neuroimaging has received significant scientific con-
sideration as a promising in-vivo disease-tracking
modality that can also provide potential surrogate
biomarkers for therapeutic trials. Several non-invasive
or mildly invasive neuroimaging techniques such as
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission
tomography (PET) and amyloid imaging have received
considerable attention as promising AD biomarkers
(de Leon et al., 2007; Dubois et al., 2007).

Most early neuroimaging work in AD and MCI
was based on several volumetric methods. The two
most widely used methods have been the region-of-
interest (ROI) and the voxel-based morphometry
techniques (VBM; Ashburner and Friston, 2000).
Recent development of several highly advanced
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computational anatomy techniques has revolution-
ized the field. This new technology enables us to
detect and to visualize discrete changes in cortical
and hippocampal integrity and to track the spread of
AD pathology throughout the living brain. We can
now visualize regionally specific correlations between
brain atrophy and important disease-related measures
such as neuropsychological tests, age of onset or
factors that influence disease progression. In this
chapter, we will mostly focus on the new generation
of cortical and hippocampal mapping techniques,
while reviewing the research findings reported in
the literature. We will also discuss strengths and
weaknesses of the various analytic approaches.

Computational anatomy approaches
for cortical analysis
The computational anatomy field is based on math-
ematical approaches for modeling anatomical struc-
tures in brain images, e.g. by using three-dimensional
geometrical surfaces. Computer algorithms can model
individual anatomy, and they can also mathematically
combine information frommany hundreds of subjects
in order to examine feature statistics such as cortical
gray matter thickness (Bakkour et al., 2009; Dickerson
et al., 2009; Lerch et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2003),
fMRI activation (Dickerson and Sperling, 2008),
metabolism (Apostolova et al., 2010c), or molecular
pathology at the group level (Braskie et al., 2008).
Some of the most sophisticated methodologies rely
on alignment of cortical features such as gyral/sulcal
landmarks identified either by hand or with computer
vision approaches followed by statistically guided
detection of subtle brain changes associated with prog-
nosis, treatment, or other factors of interest. These 3D
cortical statistical maps may also be based on serial
scanning of a group of subjects over time (e.g. Gogtay
et al., 2004). The resulting animations, or time-lapse
maps, can reveal the trajectory of disease, or compare
how different drug treatments resist the spread of the
disease (Thompson et al., 2004c, 2009).

T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
reveals several characteristic features of DAT-related
neurodegeneration. These include progressive enlarge-
ment of sulcal and ventricular CSF spaces, and diffuse
cortical and white matter atrophy. The sequence of
DAT pathologic changes in the human brain follow a
characteristic sequence, which is now widely agreed,
and relatively well understood. The neurofibrillary

tangles deposit first in the entorhinal cortex and
the hippocampus followed by the rest of the limbic
system and the rest of the neocortex with a posterior
to anterior trajectory; the neuritic plaques also show a
posterior to anterior trajectory – plaque deposition
typically starts in temporoparietal cortices and
spreads to the frontal association cortices (Braak and
Braak, 1991). AD is also associated with neuronal
shrinkage and death, neuropil loss, and intracortical
myelin reduction (Duyckaerts and Dickson, 2003),
which are all thought to be responsible for the
atrophic changes seen on structural MRI sequences.
Prior to assessing the extent and severity of cortical
atrophy on an MRI scan, one first has to isolate the
cortical gray matter mantle. Many tissue classification
methods have been developed to quantify the amount
of gray and white matter tissue loss by assigning each
image voxel to a specific tissue class. Some of the most
recent tissue classifiers rely on sophisticated Bayesian
methods accounting for the statistical likelihood of
finding each tissue type at each location in a stereo-
taxic space (Ashburner and Friston, 2000, 2005) to fit
statistical models to the MRI signal intensities in a
scan, while adjusting for spatial intensity distortions
resulting from magnetic field non-uniformities in the
scanner (Shattuck et al., 2001; Wells et al., 1996).

The computational anatomy-based cortical thick-
ness approaches are related to the simpler but widely
used VBM method. The VBM method computes a
local measure of gray matter volume called “gray
matter density” (GMD). GMD is the proportion of
tissue segmenting as gray matter in a small spherical
region (typically of 10–12 mm radius) centered at that
point (Thompson et al., 2001; Wright et al., 1995).
GMD is easy to measure, as it does not require accur-
ate modeling of the inner and outer cortical surfaces
in each scan. The implicit spatial smoothing of the
method renders the technique quite robust to image
noise. The few shortcomings of technique result from
the risk of errors due to misregistration of data into
the common space or from potential interactions
between diagnosis and registration errors (Bookstein,
2001; Thacker, 2003). The VBM methodology was
recently improved and nowadays relies on alignment
of brain scans into a common space while adjusting
for complex shape differences (Ashburner, 2007;
Chiang et al., 2007) resulting in improved power to
detect atrophy in multi-subject studies. An entire field
of non-linear registration methods has emerged to
automatically reshape anatomical scans to match a
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common brain template, often using fluid transform-
ation models with millions of parameters (see Klein
et al., 2009, for a head-to-head comparison of these
methods).

These fluid transformations, which align anatomy
from one scan to another, may also be used to create
detailed maps of atrophy occurring over time within a
subject, or in a group of subjects. The resulting
approach, called voxel compression mapping (Fox
et al., 1999) or tensor-based morphometry (TBM;
Lepore et al., 2008; Thompson et al., 2000), can reveal
the regions and rates of atrophic changes in 3D
throughout the brain. Population studies using TBM
have revealed where atrophic rates in elderly subjects
are related to genetic risk factors (e.g. the ApoE2
protective gene; Hua et al., 2008), to cardiovascular
risk factors such as body mass index (BMI; Raji et al.,
2009) and to levels of amyloid pathology measured in
spinal CSF (Leow et al., 2009). Current efforts are
examining which fluid registration methods have the
greatest statistical power to capture disease effects and
changes that are correlated with declining cognition
(Yanovsky et al., 2009).

Some cortical computational anatomy techniques
have evolved feature alignment even further by
matching as precisely as possible the ubiquitous cor-
tical anatomical landmarks, such as sulcal lines. This
results in further removal of possible confounding
variance due to potential mismatch of cortical anat-
omy across subjects (Thompson et al., 2001). One of
these techniques, termed cortical pattern matching
(Thompson et al., 2004c), is illustrated in Figure 23.1.
This method derives a 3D outer surface mesh of each
subject’s brain onto which any imaging variable of
interest (such as cortical thickness, PET, fMRI sig-
nals) is then mapped with great anatomical precision
after taking full advantage of the detailed morpholo-
gic knowledge provided from each subject’s sulcal
map. As well as matching the entire cortical surface
from one subject to another, a higher-order corres-
pondence is also enforced to match a large network of
3D sulcal curves lying in the cortex. This matching is
achieved using mathematical methods from differential
geometry such as covariant partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs) (Joshi et al., 2007; Thompson et al.,
2004c), implicit function methods (Leow et al., 2005),
harmonic maps (Shi et al., 2007a), diffeomorphic cur-
rents (Durrleman et al., 2008), or the Ricci flowmethod
(Wang et al., 2008). The mathematics underlying these
methods is often complex, with several new concepts in

mathematics being applied to ensure that the mappings
match landmarks precisely while remaining invertible
and one-to-one (a property ensured by using “cur-
rents”), and with minimal metric distortion (a property
enforced using the Ricci flow, which was used to prove
Fermat’s last theorem; Perelman, 2002).

Because cortical patterns are aligned across sub-
jects, sharp boundaries may emerge in the resulting
maps differentiating tissue that is relatively spared
(e.g. primary sensorimotor cortex) from other areas
that are greatly impaired (e.g. the surrounding associ-
ation cortices). As well as improving localization of
cortical deficits relative to anatomical landmarks, the
alignment of cortical features can improve statistical
power. These surface-based mapping methods were
initially developed to examine cortical gray matter
atrophy and its clinical correlates, but they have
recently been extended to show that cortical thickness
is correlated with functional activation observed
with functional MRI (Lu et al., 2009; Rasser et al.,
2005) or PET (Apostolova et al., 2010c), and with
event-related potential data (Michie et al., 2008), and
PET-based measures of amyloid plaque and tangle
burden (Braskie et al., 2008).

In AD research, cortical atrophy is a major area of
study. The cortical thickness measurement, as a proxy
measure for cortical atrophy, can be defined in several
different ways, including via the Eikonal equation
(Thompson et al., 2005b), which seeks the shortest
path joining both the inner and outer cortical sheets,
or by line–integral convolution (Aganj et al., 2009),
which adjusts the thickness measure for the partial
voluming of cortical gray matter voxels with white
matter and CSF. One approach we developed
for cortical thickness measurement is based on the
Eikonal fire equation with fully 3D front propagation
(Thompson et al., 2005b). It quantifies the distance of
cortical gray matter voxels from the gray/white inter-
face, progressively coding voxels from the inner to
the outer cortical surfaces. The method also uses
local topological criteria to avoid mis-coding voxels
on sulcal banks that are adjacent to each other
(Thompson et al., 2005b). The cortical thickness
measurements (in millimeters) are plotted at each
point on the 3D cortical surface model extracted from
the scan. Thickness data across subjects are combined
by applying a flow field in spherical coordinates using
standard spherical coordinate system as a reference
grid onto each subject’s cortical surface prior to aver-
aging the data. Additional precision is added from
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the information contained in the sulcal/gyral land-
marks when averaging data from corresponding cor-
tical regions (Thompson et al., 2004c). This method
allows pixel-by-pixel averaging of values of cortical
thickness across all subjects and helps to reinforce
consistent features, identifying systematic patterns

of atrophy. Once each subject’s thickness data
are aligned to a common space, statistical models
are fitted to the thickness measurements at each sur-
face point. The results are displayed in the form of a
3D statistical map, which illustrates the regional
significance of the findings.

Figure 23.1 Schematic of the cortical
pattern matching technique (Thompson
et al., 2003). After alignment to a standard
coordinate space and removal of the skull
and soft tissues, a 3D hemispheric model
is derived onto which the sulcal lines are
drawn. Sulcal maps are then averaged
with the spherical flow model. Each
individual’s gray matter thickness is
estimated using the Eikonal fire equation
and mapped onto the 3D hemispheric
models prior to group averaging and
statistical comparisons.
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Regional effects are immensely important for any
non-uniform disease process, as is the case in AD.
In addition to regional findings, the overall signifi-
cance of the statistical map can be assessed using
formulae for the distribution of features in Gaussian
random fields, or by using permutation methods,
which randomly assign subjects to groups to find
out how likely effects are to occur by accident
(Thompson et al., 2004c). These cortical thickness
maps have been validated by (1) examining the stabil-
ity of cortical thickness measures in repeated scans
over time (which is around 0.15mm; Sowell et al.,
2008), and by (2) showing that the recovered average
3D pattern of thickness agrees well with post-mortem
measures derived in independent samples by von
Economo (von Economo, 1929). The trajectory of
cortical thinning over the human lifespan was
recently mapped in 176 subjects aged 7–87, docu-
menting the rapid attrition of cortical gray matter
in temporal lobe areas late in life (Sowell et al.,
2003a), with some subtle sex differences (Sowell
et al., 2007). Such normative data on the expected
cortical thickness and its variance at different ages
in healthy populations have been useful for
detecting characteristic patterns of abnormal cortical
thinning in many disorders, including ADHD (Sowell
et al., 2003b), schizophrenia (Thompson et al., 2009),
bipolar disorder (Bearden et al., 2007), Williams syn-
drome (Thompson et al., 2005b), Tourette syndrome
(Sowell et al., 2008), epilepsy (Lin et al., 2007), HIV/
AIDS (Thompson et al., 2005a), and in chronic meth-
amphetamine users (Thompson et al., 2004b).

Sulcal landmarking assures precision, but it comes
at a price: it can be quite time-consuming. Several
groups are thus attempting to develop a method for
automated matching of cortical features by matching
mean curvature maps using information theory
(Wang et al., 2005), or by attempting to find cortical
sulci automatically, using approaches known as graph
cuts methods (Shi et al., 2007b) or by fitting geodesic
paths between umbilic points on the surface (Liu
et al., 2008).

3D surface-based analyses have documented the
relentless progression of AD pathology-driven
changes from pre-DAT (i.e. the MCI stage) to mod-
erate DAT (Apostolova et al., 2007b; Thompson et al.,
2003). The sequence of cortical atrophy follows
the expected spread of DAT changes described by
Braak and Braak based on sectioning post-mortem
brain tissue of DAT patients (Braak and Braak, 1991)

(see Figure 23.2). Among the many explanations
proposed for this sequence are the notion of retro-
genesis (Reisberg et al., 1999), in which the earliest-
developing brain regions (typically primary cortices)
are the last to be affected by cortical atrophy in AD.

Figure 23.2 Utility of the cortical pattern matching method in
structural MRI analyses. Top row: schematic of Braak and Braak
amyloid staging. Second row: cross sectional comparison of MCI vs.
very mild DAT patients. Third row: longitudinal study of atrophy
progression in DAT subjects (also see 3D animation sequence
located at http://www.loni.ucla.edu/~thompson/AD 4D/dynamic.
html). Fourth and fifth row: cross sectional comparison of early vs.
late onset DAT.
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The primary cortices are most heavily myelinated,
which may protect them from the burden of AD
pathology; by contrast, the high plasticity and meta-
bolic load of the medial temporal lobes may make
them more vulnerable to AD-related cell death.
Recent time-lapse maps suggest the degenerative
sequence is in some respects the opposite of the
sequence of cortical maturation in childhood (Gogtay
et al., 2004). Cortical development mirrors the evolu-
tionary sequence in which functional areas of the
cortex appeared; the primary cortices, which support
the most primitive functions, mature earliest in
infancy and remain the least vulnerable to AD path-
ology in later life.

Figure 23.2 shows several useful applications of
the cortical pattern matching method that have
advanced structural MRI research in AD. Spatially
detailed maps have been used to compare the extent
of atrophy between subjects with MCI and early
DAT (Apostolova et al., 2007b) (Figure 23.2, second
row). They have also illustrated the sequence of
cortical degeneration in DAT subjects over a 1.5-year
period (Thompson et al., 2003) (Figure 23.2, third
row). Another application is to show differences
between various neurodegenerative disorders, such
as between dementia with Lewy bodies, the second
most common neurodegenerative dementia in the
elderly and DAT (Ballmaier et al., 2004) or between
two distinct phenotypes of the same disorder – as
in early- and late-onset DAT (Frisoni et al., 2007)
(Figure 23.2, fourth and fifth row). In the latter study,
age of DAT onset clearly shows a profound effect.
Subjects diagnosed with DAT before the age of 65
(early onset Alzheimer’s dementia, EOAD) show
greater cortical involvement relative to age-matched
controls (19.5% atrophy) relative to subjects with age
of onset after 65 years (late onset Alzheimer’s demen-
tia, LOAD who show 11.9% atrophy relative to age-
matched controls) (Frisoni et al., 2007). Such data
implicate age as a critical factor in how much gray
matter loss is necessary for cognitive decline in differ-
ent age groups.

Using similar computational anatomy techniques
other research groups have reported consistent find-
ings. Lerch et al. (2005) reported 18% thinner cortices
in mild to moderate DAT subjects relative to healthy
controls in a regional pattern consistent with that
depicted in Figure 23.2. In the MCI stage, the differ-
ences seemed to localize to the entorhinal and lateral

occipito temporal cortices (Singh et al., 2006). Another
research group developed a set of 9 ROIs based on
the regions that best differentiated DAT from cogni-
tively normal elderly (Dickerson et al., 2009). These
included the medial and inferior temporal, temporo-
polar, supramarginal and angular, superior and infer-
ior frontal, superior parietal and precuneus regions.
They termed the combination of these ROIs “the cor-
tical signature of DAT”. Cortical thinning in these
predefined regions was robust across four independent
DAT samples (Dickerson et al., 2009) and was also
present in subjects with questionable DAT who later
progressed to mild DAT (Bakkour et al., 2009).

In recent years, we have also used cortical pattern
matching to improve the precision of mapping and
empower the statistical analyses of functional neuro-
imaging data of DAT subjects (Figure 23.3). In a
longitudinal PET study, cognitively normal subjects
who demonstrated cognitive decline over a 2-year

Figure 23.3 Utility of the cortical pattern matching method in
functional analyses. Top panel: longitudinal FDG PET metabolic
decline in a typical DAT pattern in elderly subjects over 2 years.
Bottom panel: significant associations between cognitive
performance and [18F] FDDNP cortical binding.
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period showed 10–15% interim metabolic decline in
posterior cortical areas including lateral temporal,
parietal and occipital cortices as well as the posterior
cingulate and precuneus (Apostolova et al., 2010c)
(Figure 23.3, top panel).

Molecular imaging has revolutionized DAT
imaging research. Several new compounds capable
of selective binding to aberrant intra- and extracellu-
lar protein deposits are increasingly pursued for
their potential ability to visualize AD pathology in
the pre-symptomatic latent disease stages. One recent
[18F]-FDDNP study (Braskie et al., 2008) examined
the relationship between cognitive performance and
amyloid/tau deposition in 10 cognitively normal,
6 MCI and 7 DAT subjects. We reported significant
correlations between [18F]-FDDNP binding and mean
cognitive performance on a cognitive battery consist-
ing of three episodic memory and three executive tests
(calculated as the average Z score from the six indi-
vidual test Z scores for each subject) (Figure 23.3;
bottom panel). Next, we grouped the subjects based
on their cognitive performance in four groups – a
highly performing cognitively normal group (average
Z¼ 2 corresponding to 2 standard deviations (SD)
above age-adjusted norms), a group performing as
well as expected for age (averages Z¼ 0), a group
performing on average 2 SD below age-corrected
norms (Z¼ –2) and a cognitively demented group
with an average Z score¼ 4. A time-lapse movie illus-
trating the progressive [18F]-FDDNP cortical binding
with worsening cognition (see Figure 23.4) may
be viewed at http://www.loni.ucla.edu/~thompson/
FDDNP/video.html. This movie sequence shows a
striking resemblance to the previously documented
spread of cortical atrophy over 1.5 years in DAT
subjects (a cortical atrophy time-lapse movie can
be viewed at http://www.loni.ucla.edu/~thompson/
AD 4D/dynamic.html) and the Braak and Braak
amyloid staging based on pathologic investigation of
post-mortem specimens shown in figure 1.1 of Braak
and Braak (1991).

Another important utility of the cortical mapping
approaches is the exploration of brain–behavior cor-
relations. DAT patients manifest with relentlessly
progressive decline across all cognitive domains
as well as with neuropsychiatric abnormalities.
The human cortex is known for its functional com-
partmentalization. For instance, the language func-
tions are primarily housed in the perisylvian areas of

the left hemisphere in right-handed individuals. AD
is one disorder that gives us an exceptional oppor-
tunity to study cortical specialization, as it is
a disease that results in the progressive breakdown
of cognition. For instance, one might expect a strong
linkage between declining language performance
and cortical atrophy in the perisylvian areas of the
left hemisphere as we have previously demonstrated
(Apostolova et al., 2008). Global cognitive measures,
on the other hand, are expected to map onto
both hemispheres. Two recent Mini-Mental Examin-
ation (MMSE) cortical pattern matching studies con-
firm this expectation (Apostolova et al., 2006c;
Thompson et al., 2001). Apathy is a behavioral
abnormality thought to result from disruption of
the connections of or from direct structural damage
to the anterior cingulate gyrus. In DAT subjects,
apathy maps to the posterior parts of the posterior
cingulate gyrus (Apostolova et al., 2007a). These
reports could also be credited for demonstrating an
important parallel between cognitive decline and
structural changes as any disease-modifying thera-
peutic agent should in addition to cognitive and
behavioral improvement also demonstrate an arrest
in the spread of brain pathology and the associated
cortical atrophy.

Figure 23.4 Gradual increase in [18F] FDDNP cortical binding
with declining cognitive performance (also see 3D animation
sequence located at http://www.loni.ucla.edu/~thompson/FDDNP/
video.html).
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Computational anatomy approaches
for hippocampal analysis
Despite its anatomic complexity, the hippocampus is
one of the most researched brain regions in DAT.
Historically, DAT hippocampal research has relied
on the ROI technique followed by hippocampal
volume measurement and between-group statistical
comparisons. Innumerable hippocampal volumetric
reports have ascertained that AD-type pathology
results in progressive hippocampal shrinkage (Jack
et al., 2004) which links to memory decline (de
Toledo-Morrell et al., 2000; Grundman et al., 2003).

Many techniques focusing on subcortical struc-
tures proceed by first extracting the structure of inter-
est from the original scan. The extraction is typically
done by having an expert manually trace the outline
of the structure on each successive image slice,
following a standardized tracing protocol with explicit
rules. Although such segmentation can be highly
accurate in the hands of the experienced and knowl-
edgeable tracer, it is highly time-consuming. Because
it is operator-dependent, it is also prone to human
bias. In our experience, tracing one hippocampus on
1-mm thick coronal T1-weighted MRI sections
requires approximately 30 min. Such a timeframe
makes automated segmentation techniques highly
appealing.

Over the last few years, several fully and semi-
automated methodologies have been proposed to seg-
ment the hippocampus, but none is currently in wide
use. Hogan et al. (2000) used a deformable template
approach to elastically deform a hippocampal model
to match its counterpart in a target scan. This method
was successful, but required 10–15 min of user inter-
action to define both global and hippocampal-specific
landmarks. Other closely related atlas-deformation
approaches have been published as well (Carmichael
et al., 2005; Chupin et al., 2007; Crum et al., 2001;
Shen et al., 2002). Another approach called ITK-
SNAP (Yushkevich et al., 2006) uses active surface
methods implemented in a level-set framework.
In ITK-SNAP, the user must first determine an
approximate boundary for the structure of interest,
and the final segmentation depends to some extent
on the starting position of the active surface. Also, the
deforming surface is driven by an intensity-based
energy minimization functional. This makes it very
difficult to segment a structure such as the hippocam-
pus as local intensity information is not sufficient to

determine the hippocampal boundary, particularly its
junction with the amygdala. The technique proposed
by Shen et al. (2002) used an active contour method
augmented by a-priori shape information. Neverthe-
less, that method is still subject to some of the same
limitations as ITK-SNAP, requiring some user
initialization.

Fully automatic methods do not require any user
input, and are usually based on extracting and com-
bining some set of image features to determine the
structure boundary. Some commonly used features
include image intensity, gradients, curvatures, tissue
classifications, local filters, or spectral decompositions
(e.g. wavelet analysis). However, determining which
features are informative for segmentation, and how to
combine them, is difficult without expert knowledge
of the problem domain, and without proper features
for each different problem, segmentation becomes
very challenging. Lao et al. (2006) used a multispectral
approach to segment white matter lesions based on
co-registered MRI scans with different T1- and
T2-dependent contrasts. They used support vector
machines (SVMs) to combine the intensity profile of
these different scans, and perform multivariate classi-
fication in the joint signal space. This will only work if
segmentation is possible with only these specific MRI
signals, which in general it is not. Powell et al. (2008)
also used SVMs and artificial neural networks to
segment out the hippocampus. Although they report
very good segmentation for their data, their test size
was small (5 brains) and they used 25 manually
selected features, which means that generalization to
other data sets is not guaranteed. Golland et al. (2005)
proposed using a large feature pool, and Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) to reduce the size of the
feature pool, followed by SVM for classification. PCA
does not choose features that are necessarily well
suited for segmentation, it only chooses features with
a large variance. Therefore, the features chosen by
PCA are not guaranteed to give good classification
results. Another common approach for fully auto-
mated segmentation is to nonlinearly transform an
atlas, where the hippocampus is already segmented,
onto a new brain scan, using deformable registration.
Such an approach was proposed by Hammers et al.
(2007), but its accuracy depends on the image data
used to construct the atlas, as well as the registration
model (e.g. octree- or spline-based, elastic, or fluid)
and may have difficulty in labeling new scans with
image intensities or anatomical shapes that differ
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substantially from the atlas. A fully automatic exten-
sion of the level-set approach was suggested by Pohl
et al. (2007). In this approach, the traditional signed
distance function applied in most level-set implemen-
tations is transformed into a probability using the
LogOdds space. This can lead to a more natural
formulation of the multi-class segmentation problem
by incorporating statistical information into the level-
set approach. Powell et al. (2008) presented several
automated segmentation methods using multidimen-
sional registration, and compared template, probabil-
ity, artificial neural network (ANN) and SVM-based
automated segmentation methods. They found that
machine learning methods (which is the category in
which our method falls) generally outperform tem-
plate- and probability-based methods, and show
promise in becoming as reliable as manual raters
while requiring no rater intervention.

Another fully automated approach for subcortical
segmentation is FreeSurfer by Fischl et al. (2002,
2004). FreeSurfer uses a Markov Random Field to
approximate the posterior distribution for anatomical
labelings at each voxel in the brain. However, in
addition to this, they use a very strong statistical prior
distribution based on the knowledge of where struc-
tures are in relation to each other. For instance, the
amygdala is difficult to distinguish from the hippo-
campus based on intensity alone. However, they
always have the same spatial relationship, with the
amygdala immediately anterior to the hippocampus,
and this is encoded by the statistical prior in Free-
Surfer to separate them correctly. FreeSurfer also
makes use of additional statistical priors on the likely
location of structures after scans are aligned into a
standard stereotaxic space, and their expected inten-
sities based on spatially adaptive fitting of Gaussian
mixture models to classify tissues in a training
data set. As FreeSurfer is a freely available package
over the internet, we have and will continue to com-
pare its segmentation results to ours (Morra et al.,
2010). This required us to develop some extensions of
the freely available capabilities of FreeSurfer, such as
converting its usual outputs – multi-class segmented
volumes – into parametric surfaces, allowing us to
compare surface-based statistical maps of disease
effects, based on the outputs of all segmentation
methods.

Our group recently developed a new hippocampal
segmentation approach based on a well-established
machine learning approach called adaptive boosting,

or AdaBoost. AdaBoost is highly underutilized in
medical imaging, although it has generated great
interest in the field of pattern recognition and other
fields of engineering (see Morra et al., 2009d, for a
comparison with other methods). The algorithm
requires a small set of manually traced structures of
interest to automatically develop and learn a set of
classification/segmentation rules for segmenting
future images. Using image-based features as input,
the AdaBoost determines the combination of classi-
fiers that can determine most accurately which image
voxels belong to the structure of interest and which do
not (i.e. binary output). As with other adaptive boosting
methods, it is not expected that each of the features
used has good classification ability in its own right;
in fact, any adaptive boosting method uses so-called
“weak learners”, with individual classification per-
formance only slightly better than chance, and com-
bines them effectively using the boosting strategy.

AdaBoost iteratively selects classifiers from a can-
didate pool and combines them into a strong learner
(Freund and Shapire, 1997). Features that have
proven useful in medical image segmentation are
those that can be derived from each voxel in all brains
such as image intensity, tissue classification maps of
gray matter, white matter, and CSF, x, y, and z stereo-
taxic coordinates after spatial normalization to the
standard space (along with combinations of positions
such as xþy or x*z), curvature filters, gradient filters,
mean filters, standard deviation filters, and Haar
filters (Viola and Jones, 2004) of sizes varying from
1�1�1 to 7�7�7. Rather than the algorithm devel-
oper selecting which features might help to classify
the hippocampus, the algorithm itself uses all 20 000
or so possible features and retains only those that
reduce the classification error on the training set.
Two key features give AdaBoost its power. First, it
may be considered a “voting” method, in which each
individual feature contributing to the classification
may perform very poorly, only slightly better than
chance (i.e. random guessing). Second, during
training, a successively higher weight is given, at each
iteration, to voxels that are incorrectly labeled,
resulting in a classifier with extremely high accuracy.
A good metric of the benefit of an automated
approach is to see how well it agrees with human
raters who were not involved with training it. In
terms of precision, the agreement in hippocampal
volumes between two different human raters was only
about 3% higher than the agreement between the
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algorithm and the rater not used to train it, with all
values in the 83–89% range (Morra et al., 2008a).

Once the algorithm acquires sufficient segmenta-
tion knowledge from the training data set (typically
within 48–72 h of intense computation) it can be
applied to the full data set. With sufficient computer
power, AdaBoost will segment all hippocampal struc-
tures from any size data set (tested successfully in
over nine hundred subjects from the Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative data set, ADNI) in
as little as 1 min. The time required to apply the model
to new data sets is substantially less than the time
required to train it, and arbitrarily many data sets may
be segmented without needing any user interaction.

Undoubtedly, the time saving that such a method-
ology assures is highly appealing and of critical value
for large and very large studies. However, one must
bear in mind the implicit limitations of such
approaches. Such techniques may not be ideal for
small-scale studies, which would benefit much more
from the greatest precision possible. Thus, for small
data sets, it may be most appropriate to continue to
rely on manual segmentation by experienced and
highly knowledgeable raters with proven high inter-
and intra-rater reliability. Still, for any medium-sized
to very large data sets (e.g. more than 50 scans), the
AdaBoost technique is invaluable. Another major
limitation of AdaBoost lies in its dependency of the
quality of the training data set. Any inconsistencies
and inaccuracies in the manually traced training data
set would degrade the segmentation algorithm under-
scoring again the extreme importance of having a
reliable and well-trained human rater.

Several papers report on the development, valid-
ation and robustness of the AdaBoost mapping

method (Morra et al., 2008a, 2008b, 2009b, 2009c).
The initial validation report specifically shows that
the algorithm performance compares as favorably as
another human rater to one manual rater’s perform-
ance (used as the gold standard for hippocampal
segmentation; Morra et al., 2008a). Similarly, it
compares favorably to the performance of automated
hippocampal segmentation Freesurfer technique
(Morra et al., 2008a).

Automated segmentation is a noteworthy achieve-
ment that assures fast segmentation of the structure
of interest, but it is only the first step of the research
methodology. It can be followed by the classic simple
volumetric analyses where volumes of the structure
of interest are determined from the segmentations
and used as numerical measures in straightforward
statistical data models. The other possibility is to sub-
ject the segmented hippocampi to more advanced
computational modeling approaches. These techniques
can provide 3D visualization and result in better
understanding of the regional changes of the hippo-
campal structure. One such technique – the hippocam-
pal radial distance mapping approach (Thompson
et al., 2004a) – fits each hippocampal mesh model with
a medial curve composed of the centroid points of each
slice and then calculates the distance from the medial
core to each hippocampal surface point thus providing
a measure sensitive to local atrophy (i.e. the hippo-
campal radius or thickness; Figure 23.5). After 3D
averaging of these shape models, general linear, non-
linear or correlational analyses are employed to show
the relationship between hippocampal atrophy (or
thinning) and covariates of interest, such as diagnosis,
cognitive scores as proxy measures of disease severity,
future outcomes (i.e. future conversion to DAT), etc.

Figure 23.5 Schematic of the
hippocampal radial distance technique.
After manual or automated hippocampal
extraction (A), a 3D hippocampal meshed
model is built (B) and the radial distance
to each surface point is estimated (C) and
mapped onto the surface of each
individual (D) prior to group averaging
(E) and statistical comparisons.
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Using the radial distance and other conceptually
related approaches, several research groups have dem-
onstrated astounding agreement of the hippocampal
3D generated results with the known progression of
AD pathology through the hippocampal structure –
first affecting the CA1 and the subiculum (Apostolova
et al., 2006b, 2010a, 2010b; Csernansky et al., 2000;,
2005) and later the CA2 and CA3 (Apostolova et al.,
2006a, 2010a, 2010b). For a review of these studies
please see Apostolova and Thompson (2007, 2008)
and Thompson and Apostolova (2007).

Map-based analysis of hippocampal anatomy can
now be performed in large populations, due to the
development of the automated AdaBoost technique
described above. We recently applied the AdaBoost
segmentation methodology paired with the radial dis-
tance mapping approach in studies of the hippocam-
pal data from the baseline and 1 year follow-up ADNI
data set (Morra et al., 2009b, 2009c). The two largest
AD-related hippocampal studies to date, conducted
with the AdaBoost/radial distance hippocampal
approach, agree with the literature. Furthermore,
the AdaBoost technique proved very well suited
for diagnostic determinations (i.e. differentiating
between cognitively normal and MCI or DAT or
between MCI and DAT, Figure 23.6, left column)
and for demonstrating cognitive correlations between
global cognitive measures such as the MMSE and
the Clinical Dementia Rating scale (CDR) and hippo-
campal atrophy (Figure 23.6, right column) (Morra
et al., 2008a, 2009a, 2009b). The cognitive models

(where cognitive measures were the predictors and
hippocampal radial distance was the dependent vari-
able) were found to have greater statistical power
relative to the models using diagnostic group as the
predictor variable (Morra et al., 2009a). While true
continuous variables (in this case, cognitive scores)
generally associate with more statistical power than
closely related categorical variables (in this case diag-
nosis), this finding also demonstrates that a diagnos-
tic “fitting” of subjects in one of three diagnostic
labels – even when soundly based on well-established
diagnostic criteria – is an oversimplification of the
progressive and continuous disease process. In our
follow-up paper (Morra et al., 2009c), we searched
for associations between the amount of hippocampal
atrophy measured with the radial distance method
accrued by the ADNI subjects over 12-month period
and the associated change in cognition. While all
diagnostic groups showed significant change in hippo-
campal radial distance from baseline to follow-up, of
all the clinical covariates tested (conversion fromMCI
to DAT, MMSE, CDR scores, homocysteine serum
level, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, and educa-
tion) only conversion from MCI to DAT showed
significant association with hippocampal atrophy on
the right.

Hippocampal atrophy is generally perceived to be
a highly desirable disease proxy measure that could
prove useful for determination of disease-modifying
effects in clinical trials. For decades, DAT clinical trial
design has relied solely on cognitive and functional

Figure 23.6 Examples of hippocampal
radial distance mapping results following
automated AdaBoost hippocampal
segmentation of the very large ADNI
imaging data set. Left panel: cross
sectional between group comparisons.
Right panel: cross sectional analyses of
the association between hippocampal
radial distance and cognitive measures.
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outcome measures. In recent years, there has been
increased interest in using various disease biomarkers
as surrogate outcome measures, even though none
has quite claimed that status yet. The major advan-
tages of these biomarkers would be the ability to
rapidly screen potential drug candidates in phase II
trials by evaluating their effect on the biomarker
instead of relying on very long trial duration to show
cognitive or functional benefit. This is expected to
lead to faster evaluation of potential compounds
and the ability to decrease phase III trial duration
and to shrink the sample sizes necessary to detect
specific outcomes. A primary prevention phase III
DAT trial of a successful compound that reduces
DAT incidence rates by 50% (assuming 6% incidence
of DAT in the 75–79 years old age group and 12%
incidence in the 80–84 years old age group) would
need to enroll 5000 subjects and last for 5 years (Thal
et al., 1997). All of the above benefits would result in
substantial cost savings and would free resources
for development of more promising compounds. Fur-
thermore, biomarkers are the only feasible approach
for quantifying disease-associated changes in the
presymptomatic AD stage (Cummings et al., 2007).
The AdaBoost/radial distance technique seems to
not only be a fast, high throughput approach very
well suited for clinical trials, it also proved to be a
sensitive, reliable and robust method for application
to medium to very large epidemiological and clinical
trial data sets.

Computational anatomy approaches
for ventricular analyses
Ventricular enlargement is another consistent finding
in DAT. Despite its relative lack of specificity for any
single neurodegenerative disorder (i.e. it is readily
observed in many neurodegenerative disorders and
is not as tightly linked to actual disease pathology as
regional hippocampal and cortical atrophy are), it is a
well-documented and powerful DAT imaging bio-
marker (Jack et al., 2004). Similar to the hippocam-
pus, the ventricles may be segmented as an internal
cerebral structure and modeled in 3D. Some recently
developed automated ventricular segmentation tech-
niques have proved to be immensely useful. The
MAFIA approach (multi-atlas fluid image alignment;
Figure 23.7), for instance, relies on fluid registration
of several (usually four to six) surface-based ventricu-
lar models also called atlases (Chou et al., 2008b).
These atlases are single-subject 3D parametric meshes

Figure 23.7 Schematic of the automated MAFIA ventricular
extraction approach followed by radial distance mapping for
ventricular analyses.
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developed from manually drawn ventricular contours
by an experienced rater. Using a Navier–Stokes vis-
cous fluid model (Christensen et al., 1996) these
atlases are fluidly registered to the lateral ventricles
of each study subject (i.e. diffeomorphically propa-
gated to each unlabeled image). Each final individual
ventricular model is derived by averaging of all mesh
models obtained via fluid registration of the four to
six initial atlases (there are four to six ventricular
segmentations for each subject that are then averaged
into the final 3D model used in further analyses).
As is the case with the hippocampus, the automated
approach saves time and manual effort and reduces
the possibility of subjective bias. This is then followed
by the radial distance technique. Averaging of four to
six ventricular models for each individual optimizes
the extraction and minimizes any potential misregis-
tration bias. Such bias is optimally minimized when
no less then four atlases are applied, and the use of
multiple atlas results in tangible gains in statistical
power for detecting disease effects and gene effects
on ventricular expansion (Chou et al., 2007). Using
the single-atlas approach, we reported findings that
agree with a-priori hypotheses of progressive

ventricular enlargement from cognitively normal eld-
erly to DAT (Carmichael et al., 2007).

Using the MAFIA approach, our group recently
mapped the 3D pattern of ventricular differences
between AD and cognitively normal subjects and
between ApoE4 carriers and non-carriers in a rela-
tively small sample of 17 DAT and 18 cognitively
normal subjects (Chou et al., 2008a). AD subjects
showed significant posterior and frontal expansions
of the lateral ventricle relative to controls while
ApoE4 carriers demonstrated mainly frontal horn
dilations relative to ApoE4 non-carriers. In one of
the largest ventricular mapping studies to date using
80 DAT, 80 MCI and 80 cognitively normal controls
from the ADNI data set, ventricular enlargement pro-
vided excellent power for discriminating DAT or MCI
from cognitively normal subjects (Figure 23.8, left
panel) (Chou et al., 2009). CDR and MMSE scores
showed the expected strong linkage with ventricular
enlargement (Figure 23.8, first and second row of the
right panel). The presence of depression likewise
showed linkage to ventricular enlargement in the full
sample (Figure 23.8, third row of the right panel),
which could be partly attributed to its increasing

Figure 23.8 Examples of hippocampal
radial distance mapping results following
the automated MAFIA ventricular
segmentation approach of ADNI data. Left
panel: cross sectional between group
comparisons. Right panel: cross sectional
analyses of the association between
hippocampal radial distance and clinical
and laboratory measures known to
associate with DAT.
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prevalence with disease severity. The authors also
investigated the associations between several CSF
DAT biomarkers (Amyloid b or Ab1–42, Tau, phos-
phorylated tau or pTau, as well as the ratios Ab1–42/
Tau and Ab1–42/CSF pTau). CSF Ab1–42 was the only
CSF biomarker that showed a significant positive
association with ventricular radial distance (Figure
23.8, bottom row of the right panel).

Conclusions
A major advantage of computational anatomy tech-
niques is to track the disease process in 3D, revealing
the dynamic sequence in which brain structures are
affected. In longitudinal studies, where subjects are
scanned repeatedly over time, time-lapse movies can
be reconstructed to show the evolution of cortical
(Thompson et al., 2004c) and hippocampal atrophy
(Apostolova et al., 2010a, 2010b), and plaque and tangle
deposition (Braskie et al., 2008). The agreement between
these tracking methods with post-mortem pathology
suggests that detailed measures of disease progression
are obtainable in the living brain, even before cogni-
tive decline is detectable using clinical criteria.

Initial tests of these approaches in clinical trials
suggests that differences between comparable medica-
tions can be tracked over intervals as short as 3 months,
using cortical modeling and successive MRIs
(Thompson et al., 2009). For disease biomarkers to
be valuable measures in a clinical trial, they must be
not only sensitive to subtle changes, but also efficient
to measure. As publications emerge from the ADNI
initiative (Jack et al., 2008), the most high-throughput
methods have been those for automatically segment-
ing the hippocampus, where close to a thousand scans
have been analyzed in a single analysis (Morra et al.,
2009c; Schuff et al., 2009). Similar approaches for
automated segmentation of the ventricles and cau-
dates have also shown high efficiency and detection
sensitivity (Apostolova et al., 2010d; Chou et al.,
2008b). Some approaches, such as tensor-based mor-
phometry, are ideal for mapping the profile of atro-
phy throughout the whole brain in 3D, and are
especially suitable for detecting changes in the white
matter, which other morphometric approaches may
overlook. All of these automated measures show a
robust and reliable association with diagnostic cat-
egorization and with several measures of disease pro-
gression, including CSF-based measures of pathology.
Currently, many of these methods are being

compared head-to-head in terms of their ability to
detect slowing of AD in a clinical trial setting. Ultim-
ately, the approaches used are likely to be those that
detect changes over the shortest follow-up intervals,
require the smallest sample sizes, and those that are
the most efficient to apply.

Box 23.1. Main points

Alzheimer’s dementia (AD) is the sixth overall cause of
death in the USA, ranking third in health care cost
in the US after heart disease and cancer.

By the time AD is diagnosed, pathologic changes
such as neuritic plaques, neurofibrillary tangles,
synaptic and neuronal loss are widespread.

Substituting the requirement for functional decline
with a positive disease-specific biomarker (such as
hippocampal atrophy or low cerebrospinal fluid
amyloid beta level) will allow us to introduce
therapeutic interventions earlier.

Recent advances in computational neuroanatomy
have allowed us to visualize highly specific
regional atrophic changes in those at risk.

Future implementation of imaging biomarkers as pri-
mary or secondary outcome measures in clinical trials
will result in cost-effectiveness and efficiency as
smaller sample sizes and trial durationwill be possible.
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Chapter

24 Functional imaging of Alzheimer’s disease

Vanessa Taler and Andrew J. Saykin

Alzheimer’s disease
Background
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a devastating progressive
neurodegenerative disorder that is the most common
cause of age-related dementia, accounting for between
60 and 80% of cases of dementia. In 2008, around
5.2 million Americans had AD, with an approximate
annual cost of $100 billion. It is estimated that
between 11 and 16 million people will be diagnosed
with AD in the United States by 2050 (Alzheimer’s
Association, 2008).

Neuropathological alterations in AD include
synaptic loss and cortical atrophy, buildup of beta-
amyloid fragments into the “senile” plaques between
neurons identified a century ago, and of tau protein
into the hallmark neurofibrillary tangles within dead
or dying neurons. Cholinergic and glutaminergic
pathways are prominently involved in the patho-
physiology of AD. While the genetic bases of sporadic
late-onset AD are not yet well understood, there are
several genetic factors that have been identified as
playing a role in the disease. A small number of AD
cases (< 5%) are familial in nature and caused by rare
mutations in the amyloid precursor protein (APP) or
presenilin (PSEN) genes. Presence of the ε4 allele of
the apolipoprotein-E (APOE) gene confers increased
risk of the more prominent late-onset form of AD,
and many studies aiming to identify risk markers for
AD focus on these genes.

Declines are observed in a number of cognitive
domains in AD, including memory, executive func-
tion, and lexical–semantic language abilities, among
others. Functional neuroimaging studies examining
metabolism, brain activity, and blood flow alterations
during cognitive tasks in the early stages of AD have

been performed with the aim of determining the way
in which AD neuropathology alters cortical activation
patterns, identifying possible markers of imminent
development of AD, and examining response to
therapeutic interventions.

Early stages of AD
One of the major goals of AD research is to identify as
early as possible those individuals who will go on to
develop the disease, in order to initiate pharmaco-
logical treatment as early in the disease course as
possible. In recent decades, it has become clear that
a subset of elderly adults exhibit cognitive impairment
but do not meet the criteria for full-blown dementia
(e.g. Graham et al., 1997; Levy, 1994). In 1999, Peter-
sen and colleagues defined the syndrome of mild
cognitive impairment (MCI), where patients exhibit
objective and subjective cognitive impairment but not
dementia. MCI patients develop AD at a rate of
around 10–15% per annum, compared to 1–2% in
the general elderly population (Petersen, 2007). How-
ever, some MCI patients appear to remain stable or
even recover (Winblad et al., 2004); MCI is con-
sidered a risk factor for AD rather than a prodromal
stage of the disease by some investigators, where
others believe it is in fact an early stage of AD
(Morris, 2006).

Anatomical brain changes: structural
imaging in AD, MCI and cognitive complaints
Volumetric measures of the medial temporal lobe and
hippocampus distinguish AD from healthy control
subjects with 78–94% sensitivity and 60–100% speci-
ficity (Bosscher and Scheltens, 2001). In AD, cortical
gray matter changes spread from temporal and limbic
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to frontal and occipital regions, while sensorimotor
regions are relatively spared; some evidence suggests
that progression is faster in left than right hemisphere
(Thompson et al., 2003). Neuropathological changes
are known to occur prior to clinical onset of AD:
hippocampal atrophy occurs before dementia onset
(Fox et al., 1996; Visser et al., 1999; Jack et al., 1997,
1999), predicts decline to AD (de Leon et al., 1989,
1993), and progresses subsequent to clinically identi-
fiable dementia (Fox et al., 1996). In MCI, recent
research has indicated greater rates of atrophy in
converters than non-converters in hippocampus,
entorhinal cortex, temporal pole, and middle
temporal, fusiform, and inferior temporal gyri
(Desikan et al., 2008). Analysis of a large cohort
of MCI patients (n ¼ 62) indicates that degree of
neurodegeneration in the medial temporal lobe best
predictes conversion to AD within one year;
decreased left hippocampal volume was the most
robust marker of imminent conversion (Risacher
et al., 2009).

An even earlier stage of cognitive decline may be
represented by subjects who exhibit marked subject-
ive cognitive complaints but no significant neuro-
psychological deficits. These subjects have been
shown to manifest hippocampal gray matter changes
similar to those observed in amnestic MCI (Saykin
et al., 2006) (see Figure 24.1). Functional neuroima-
ging studies in this population are limited, but hold
the promise of significant advances in identification
and understanding of the earliest stages of cognitive
decline and dementia.

Functional neuroimaging
in AD patients
Although structural imaging plays a critical role in
understanding AD, regions of cortical atrophy are not
always in accord with measures of decreased regional
cerebral blood flow (Matsuda et al., 2002). Functional
neuroimaging studies of AD patients provide a
unique opportunity to study in vivo the way in which
AD neuropathology influences cortical activation
during cognitive processing. We will review findings
from various cognitive tasks conducted in three
modalities: functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET) and
perfusion single photon emisson computed tomog-
raphy (SPECT).

Functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI)
Functional MRI studies of AD patients performing
various cognitive tasks have revealed three distinct
patterns of alteration in cortical activation. First,
a number of studies have suggested decreased acti-
vation in AD relative to healthy elderly. For instance,
hippocampal, several studies have reported reduced
frontal and temporal activation in AD during visual
and verbal encoding (Kato et al., 2001; Small et al.,
1999; Rombouts et al., 2000; Sperling et al., 2003) and
verbal learning (Schröder et al., 2001). In contrast,
other studies have found increased activation during
cognitive processing in AD compared to healthy eld-
erly, including in lateral temporal areas in a semantic
task (Grossman et al., 2003) and in visual areas in a
visuospatial task (Kato et al., 2001). Significant cor-
relations have been observed between activation and
atrophy in the left inferior frontal gyrus during a
semantic task in AD but not in healthy elderly (John-
son et al., 2000). Finally, recent studies suggest that
AD and control subjects may engage differing cortical
regions during cognitive processing. In semantic and
episodic memory tasks, controls have been found to
recruit left prefrontal and temporal cortex, while AD
patients appear to recruit bilateral dorsolateral pre-
frontal and posterior cortices (Grady et al., 2003).
Activation of prefrontal and posterior regions in
AD patients has been correlated with better task per-
formance (Grady et al., 2003). Similar results have
been reported for memory encoding and recognition,
with AD patients manifesting decreased hippocampal
activation and increased parietal and frontal acti-
vation relative to control subjects (Pariente et al.,
2005).

While the differing findings may reflect differ-
ences in clinical assessment of the patient groups,
task modalities and demands, and analytic methods
(Craig-Schapiro et al., 2009), they may also reflect
qualitative differences in processing across groups.
The combination of decreased and increased acti-
vation in AD patients relative to healthy elderly
adults, as well as engagement of differing cortical
regions, suggests that increased activation may be
due to compensatory activity during cognitive
processing (Masdeu et al., 2005). One possibility is
that the differing results may reflect qualitative
changes as the disease progresses: increases in
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activity with slight neuronal dysfunction or loss,
and subsequent decreases with greater neuronal
dysfunction (Masdeu et al., 2005). This will be dis-
cussed further in below.

A second issue to consider is the involvement of
networks rather than isolated areas. During a verbal
learning task, diminished activation has been
reported in AD relative to control subjects in a
network involving occipital, temporal and frontal
cortex (Schröder et al., 2001), suggesting that AD
pathology results in altered patterns of cortical activ-
ity rather than deficits in any single area. This con-
clusion is bolstered by the finding that areas not
typically thought to be involved in AD pathology,
such as sensorimotor areas, have been found to
exhibit lower activation in AD than control subjects
(Buckner et al., 2000, D’Esposito et al., 2003), likely
reflecting disrupted cortical networks. These find-
ings are reviewed in greater detail below.

Positron emission tomography (PET)
Regional cerebral glucose metabolism (CMRgl) can be
assessed using 18F-2-deoxy-2-fluoro-D-glucose (FDG-
PET) as a marker. Decreased metabolism has been
observed in AD in temporoparietal cortex (e.g. Hoff-
man et al., 2000; Sakamoto et al., 2002), posterior cin-
gulate (e.g. Minoshima et al., 1997; Nestor et al., 2003a),
association cortex (Mosconi et al., 2005), hippocampal
complex, medial thalamic, and mamillary bodies
(e.g. Nestor et al., 2003a; for a review, see Matsuda,
2001). Increased CMRgl has been observed in limbic
regions in early-onset relative to late-onset AD (Mosconi
et al., 2005). A recent analysis involving a large multi-
center cohort (Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging
Initiative, www.adni-info.org) demonstrated reduced
CMRgl bilaterally in posterior cingulate, precuneus,
parietotemporal and frontal cortex in AD relative
to healthy control subjects; greater disease severity

Figure 24.1 Structural changes (with
permission from Saykin et al., 2006)
Regions showing significant GM atrophy
in the MCI and the CC groups compared
to HC group. Displayed at the left of each
panel are images showing selected
regions with group differences in the
overall analysis, including bilateral frontal
(top), right hippocampus (middle), and
left hippocampus (bottom, p< 0.001).
Also displayed are graphs of group
differences in signal intensity from
spherical regions of interest in each of the
corresponding brain areas.
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correlated with declines in these regions as well as in
left frontal and temporal regions (Langbaum et al.,
2009).

Differing patterns of activation during cognitive
tasks are also observed in AD patients and cognitively
normal subjects. Whole-brain activation deficits have
been reported in a visual recognition task (Kessler et al.,
1991). In verbal episodic retrieval, reductions in blood
flow have been observed in left hippocampus and par-
ietal cortex, and increases have been observed in left
prefrontal cortex and cerebellum (Bäckman et al.,
1999). In rehearsal of word lists, AD patients exhibited
bilateral frontal activation, while in healthy control
subjects only the right frontal cortex was activated
(Woodard et al., 1998). Reduced activation in AD-
affected brain regions and increased frontal activation
was observed in episodic (Becker et al., 1996b) and
short-term memory (Becker et al., 1996a) tasks. As in
the fMRI results discussed above, the combination
of reduced and increased activation may reflect impair-
ment and concomitant compensatory processing.

Perfusion single photon emisson computed
tomography (SPECT)
Like PET, SPECT is a nuclear imaging technique in
which radiolabeled molecules are used to measure
regional cerebral blood flow. Researchers should be
aware of the importance of correction for atrophy-
related partial volume effects in analysis of SPECT
measures (Sakamoto et al., 2003); this is also the case
for PET. Although SPECT perfusion imaging is signifi-
cantly less accurate than PET in detecting AD (Silver-
man, 2004), its lower cost and greater accessibility
means that it is still widely used. SPECT studies have
indicated several regions of blood flow alterations in
AD: temporoparietal association cortices (Julin et al.,
1998), posterior cingulate (Kogure et al., 2000; Johnson
et al., 1998), and hippocampal–amygdaloid complex
(Kogure et al., 2000; Lehtovirta et al., 1996; Johnson
et al., 1998; Ohnishi et al., 1995; Julin et al., 1997).
Greater hemispheric asymmetry has been observed in
women than men with AD (Ott et al., 2000). In general,
SPECT results have been consistent with the findings
from PET and fMRI in terms of regional involvement.

Functional neuroimaging: early
detection of AD
Attempts to delineate the earliest markers of AD
using functional neuroimaging have focused on

patients exhibiting memory impairment in the
absence of dementia (MCI) or significant subjective
cognitive complaints, on those with a family history
of AD, and on patients known to be at genetic risk,
either because they carry an autosomal dominant
genetic mutation that is deterministic for AD (PSEN
or APP mutation) or because they carry the APOE-ε4
allele, which is the major genetic risk factor for devel-
opment of sporadic late-onset AD. Here we review
findings from studies of these populations using
fMRI, PET and SPECT, and discuss the implications
for early detection of AD-related alterations in
patterns of cortical activation.

Mild cognitive impairment
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
Functional MRI studies have indicated changes
in MCI relative to healthy elderly adults (see
Figure 24.2). In MCI, decreased activation of medial
temporal lobe (Machulda et al., 2003; Petrella et al.,
2007) and increased activtion of posteromedial cortex
(Petrella et al., 2007) has been observed in memory
encoding. Johnson et al. reported that healthy elderly
but not MCI subjects exhibited dynamic signal
attenuation in hippocampal and parahippocampal
regions during associative learning (Johnson et al.,
2008) and face repetition (Johnson et al., 2004). This
reduced signal activation was not associated with gray
matter atrophy in the MCI patients (Johnson et al.,
2004). In associative encoding, increased hippocam-
pal activation has been reported in MCI relative to
healthy elderly (Dickerson et al., 2005). This increased
activation was correlated with better memory per-
formance in these patients (Dickerson et al., 2004).
These results indicate the existence of a link between
these patients’ learning difficulties and the medial
temporal region, although the precise way in which
they are linked remains unclear.

In assessing the various studies reporting reduced
or increased activation in MCI of various cortical
regions during memory tasks, it is important to dis-
tinguish between the encoding and recognition com-
ponents of memory processing. Studies that have
examined these processes separately have indicated
differing patterns of activation for the two stages.
For instance, Johnson et al. (2006a) demonstrated
reduced activation in hippocampus in MCI relative
to control subjects during encoding, and in posterior
cingulate during recognition. Similarly, Trivedi et al.
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(2008a) report that, relative to healthy control sub-
jects, MCI patients showed greater hippocampal acti-
vation and reduced frontal activation during
successful encoding, while during successful recogni-
tion, reduced medial temporal activation but greater
frontal activation was observed.

As noted for AD patients above, it is important in
interpreting these results to consider the degree of
impairment exhibited by the MCI patients. An inde-
pendent components analysis of fMRI activity in mild
AD patients, mildly and more severely impaired MCI
patients during an associative memory task indicated
the presence of multiple memory-related neural net-
works whose activation varied across participant
groups. Activation of hippocampal regions was asso-
ciated with deactivation of parietal regions across all
subjects. Relative to control subjects, less impaired
MCI patients showed increased activation of hippo-
campus, while more impaired MCI patients and AD
patients showed decreased hippocampal activation;
meanwhile, parietal regions were more deactivated
in mild MCI and less deactivated in more impaired
MCI and mild AD patients. This reduced deactivation
was related to increased activation of attentional net-
works, suggesting a complex pattern of engagement of
memory and attentional regions that evolves over the
course of the disease (Celone et al., 2006).

Finally, it should be recalled that a subset of MCI
patients may represent relatively cognitively healthy
elderly adults who perform poorly on neuropsycho-
logical testing at a particular point in time. This is in
contrast to the more typical progressive memory loss
seen in MCI. The differences between these sub-
groups may reflect differential regional involvement

of medial temporal structures. For example, in a study
of face classification in patients with an isolated
memory impairment (comparable to MCI), in which
patients could be divided into two subgroups, one
that showed decreased activation throughout all
hippocampal regions relative to healthy elderly adults,
similar to AD patients, and another whose dysfunc-
tion was limited to the subiculum (Small et al., 1999).
These results suggest that all hippocampal regions are
involved in early AD, and that age-related (non-AD)
memory decline may be related to dysfunction limited
to the subiculum.

PET
PET studies have suggested hypometabolism in vari-
ous brain regions in MCI, including medial temporal,
cingular, cingulo-parietal, and prefrontal cortex and
precuneus (Devanand et al., 2006; Langbaum et al.,
2009; Seo et al., 2009; Nobili et al., 2008); hypo-
metabolism in these regions was correlated with cog-
nitive performance in MCI (Perneczky et al., 2007;
Chételat et al., 2003; Nishi et al., 2010). Posterior
cingulate, specifically retrosplenial cortex, has been
suggested as an important junction between pre-
frontal areas that play a role in episodic retrieval
and memory processing instantiated in the hippo-
campus (Nestor et al., 2003b). Impairment in func-
tions such as attention and visuospatial functions
that are cortically mediated have been found to occur
8–37 months after reductions in cerebral blood flow
in temporoparietal regions (for a review, see Wolf
et al., 2003).

Several studies have demonstrated that conversion
from MCI to probable AD appears to be predicted by

Figure 24.2 fMRI in MCI (with permission from Dickerson and Sperling, 2008) High quality image (349K) The localization, magnitude, and
extent of abnormalities observed in fMRI studies of patients with neurologic diseases depend on both localization and severity of pathology
and on functional networks engaged by the particular fMRI task, as well as participant performance on the task. In this illustration, regions
of cortical thinning in Alzheimer’s disease from structural MRI (left, Dickerson et al., 2007a) are compared with cortical areas activated, as
measured with fMRI, in normals during an event related study of successful learning of new information that was able to later be freely recalled
(right, Dickerson et al., 2007b). Analytic tools are emerging that enable the direct investigation of relationships between functional and
structural abnormalities in MCI/AD and other disorders.
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declines in regional CMRglc in brain regions associ-
ated with AD pathology: temporoparietal (Arnaiz
et al., 2001), hippocampus, parahippocampal cortex,
and lingual and fusiform gyri (Chételat et al., 2005),
and parietal cortex (Mosconi et al., 2004b; Caselli
et al., 2008). In a prospective study using generalized
estimating equation analyses, Devanand et al. (2006)
found that a resting PET covariance pattern previ-
ously found to discriminate between AD and control
subjects was able to predict conversion to AD in an
independent sample of MCI patients. Low baseline
entorhinal cortex metabolism has been found to pre-
dict both conversion from cognitively normal to MCI
and subsequent involvement of temporal neocortex
(de Leon et al., 2001).

PET imaging can also be used to assess cerebral
blood flow during cognitive tasks. In an episodic
memory task using semantically related word pairs,
MCI patients and healthy control subjects showed
differing patterns of activation for retrieval, right
frontal and left temporal activation was reduced in
MCI patients relative to control subjects, while
increased activation was observed in left frontal
regions. These results suggest differences in the way
in which memories are retrieved by MCI patients and
healthy older adults (Moulin et al., 2007).

SPECT
Consistent with the findings in AD as well as the
MCI findings from other modalities, SPECT studies
of MCI have indicated hypoperfusion in temporopari-
etal, posterior cingulate, and medial temporal regions,
with increasing hypoperfusion as the disease pro-
gresses (Kogure et al., 2000; Johnson et al., 1998; Brad-
ley et al., 2002). MRI and/or CT have been reported to
better discriminate normal controls from MCI than
the widely used measure of cerebellum-to-region of
interest ratios, as measured by SPECT (Scheltens
et al., 1997). However, more recent research has indi-
cated that conversion from MCI to AD can be pre-
dicted by lower perfusion in cingular cortex (Johnson
et al., 2007a), and that early-stage AD can be discrim-
inated from other dementia types through automated
assessment of perfusion to posterior cingulate gyrus,
precuneus and parietal cortices (Waragai et al.,
2008). As discussed above, the wide availability and
relatively low cost of SPECT relative to PET or fMRI
means that it has retained its importance in clinical
settings.

APOE-ε4 carriers
fMRI
Themajority of fMRI studies of non-demented APOE-
ε4 carriers have indicated increased brain activation
relative to non-carriers. This increase in activation is
not restricted to medial temporal lobe structures, but
encompasses large areas of the brain. A study of verbal
learning indicated that these tasks result in increased
activation of hippocampus, prefrontal and parietal
cortex in ε4-carriers relative to non-carriers (Book-
heimer et al., 2000), while verbal paired-associate
encoding and consolidation appear to result in recruit-
ment of a wide network of right hemisphere structures
(Han et al., 2007). Increased activation in parietal
cortex has been observed in verbal fluency (Smith
et al., 2002) and mental rotation (Yassa et al., 2008),
and increased parietal and frontal activation has been
observed in working memory tasks (Wishart et al.,
2006; Filbey et al., 2006). Increased memory load has
been associated with greater activation of dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex in homozygous ε4 carriers relative to
homozygous ε3 carriers (Petrella et al., 2002). Bondi
et al. (2005) reported that in a picture learning task, ε4
carriers exhibited increased activation in multiple,
widespread brain regions, including hippocampal,
parahippocampal, frontal, and parietal cortices. These
widespread patterns of increased activation have been
interpreted as reflecting compensatory activation
(Wierenga and Bondi, 2007) or increased cognitive
effort for ε4 carriers relative to non-carriers, and does
not appear to reflect task difficulty per se (Burggren
et al., 2002).

In contrast, some studies have indicated decreases
in activation in ε4 carriers relative to non-carriers,
both at rest and during cognitive tasks (for a review,
see Scarmeas and Stern (2006)). For instance,
decreased hippocampal activation has been observed
during episodic encoding for carriers relative to non-
carriers (Trivedi et al., 2006, 2008b). In semantic
categorization, dose-related decreased activation has
been observed in left inferior parietal cortex and
bilateral anterior cingulate (Lind et al., 2006b), and
parietal activation during categorization predicted
subsequent episodic memory performance within
the ε4 carriers group (Lind et al., 2006a). Carriers
showed decreased response in cingulate cortex and
precuneus in episodic face recognition (Xu et al.,
2008), and alterations in activation in ventral visual
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pathways, including medial temporal regions, were
observed during visuospatial encoding (Borghesani
et al., 2008). In a study of memory function, non-
carriers exhibited learning-related increases in acti-
vation in bilateral hippocampal, left orbital and
middle frontal, and left middle temporal regions,
while carriers exhibited a decrease in activation in
these regions (Mondadori et al., 2007). Decreased
activation was observed in carriers in bilateral mid-
and posterior inferotemporal regions relative to non-
carriers during visual naming and letter fluency tasks
(Smith et al., 1999).

Overall, the varying activation patterns in ε4 car-
riers compared to non-carriers likely reflect a pattern
of impairment and compensatory processing, as for
the MCI group discussed above. However, as observed
by Scarmeas and Stern (Scarmeas and Stern, 2006), the
mixed findings may reflect incipient AD pathology
or may simply be due to genetic differences across
subjects in terms of brain structure and function.

PET
Although similar patterns of cerebral hypometabo-
lism have been reported in ε4 carriers and non-car-
riers with AD (bilateral temporal, parietal, posterior
cingulate, and prefrontal cortex), more pronounced
hypometabolism has been reported in AD patients
that carry the ε4 allele, relative to non-carriers, in
parietal, temporal, and posterior cingulate cortex
(Drzezga et al., 2005), anterior cingulate and frontal
cortex (Mosconi et al., 2004c, 2005), association and
limbic cortices (Mosconi et al., 2004a). These effects
interacted with age: CMRgl decreases were greater
with increasing age in ε4 carriers than in non-carriers
(Mosconi et al., 2004c), and hypometabolism was
more pronounced in the hippocampi and basal
frontal cortex in early-onset ε4 carriers than in late-
onset carriers and all non-carriers, possibly reflecting
reduced tolerance to AD pathophysiology in certain
brain regions in carriers (Mosconi et al., 2005). The
effects of the ε4 allele on CMRgl were found to be
present in very mild but not mild or moderate-to-
severe AD, suggesting that this allele plays a role in
the development of the disease but not its metabolic
progression (Lee et al., 2003). One study has found
that dementia severity and ε4 status appear to be
independent predictors of the cerebral metabolic pat-
tern in AD patients (Mielke et al., 1998).

Research has also indicated that asymptomatic
ε4 carriers exhibit abnormally low CMRgl in

Alzheimer’s-associated regions, including cingulate
and temporal association cortices (Rimajova et al.,
2008), precuneus and posterior cingulate, parietotem-
poral, and frontal cortex (Reiman et al., 1996). This
reduction was dose-dependent (Reiman et al., 2005)
and occurred as early as 20–39 years of age (Reiman
et al., 2004). Left–right parietal asymmetry in CMRgl
has also been found to be higher in non-demented ε4
carriers than non-carriers (Small et al., 1995).

Combining functional imaging and genotyping
holds considerable promise for identifying patients
with early AD (Rapoport, 1997; Small et al., 1996),
determining prognosis for patients at risk of develop-
ing AD (Drzezga et al., 2005), and testing the efficacy
of treatments (Small et al., 1996; Reiman et al., 2001).
A recent study found that a combination of FDG-PET
findings and APOE genotyping allows classification
of MCI subjects into likely converters and non-
converters with significantly better sensitivity and
specificity than either method alone (Drzezga et al.,
2005). In a group of APOE-ε4 carriers with non-
symptomatic memory decline (characterized as
“pre-MCI” subjects), Caselli et al. (2008) found that
lower baseline CMRgl in posterior cingulate, bilateral
parietal, and left prefrontal cortex correlated with
subsequent verbal memory decline. That is, declines
in CMRgl in AD-affected regions prior to onset of
cognitive symptoms preceded and predicted verbal
memory decline in these patients. APOE-ε4 carriers
with MCI showed hypometabolism in temporopari-
etal and posterior cingulate cortex, and ε4 carriers
who went on to develop AD showed additional reduc-
tions in anterior cingulate and inferior frontal cortex.
CMRgl in these frontal regions has been reported
to predict conversion to AD in the ε4 carriers with
100% sensitivity, 90% specificity, and 94% accuracy
(Mosconi et al., 2004b).

Consistent with the findings from fMRI studies,
functional imaging studies using H2

15O PET have
found decreased activation in multiple brain regions
during non-verbal memory tasks in healthy young
(Scarmeas et al., 2005), older (Scarmeas et al.,
2004b), and AD (Scarmeas et al., 2004a) carriers of
the ε4 allele, indicating that the effects of the ε4 allele
are observable even in college-age carriers.

SPECT
SPECT analyses have indicated that carriers of the ε4
allele exhibit greater hypoperfusion over larger areas
of frontal, parietotemporal and occipital cortex
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(Sakamoto et al., 2003; H�gh et al., 2001), and greater
parietal rCBF asymmetry has been observed in non-
carriers relative to carriers (van Dyck et al., 1998).
Differences in occipital cortex have been demon-
strated to be dose-dependent (Lehtovirta et al.,
1996). Perfusion differences became more marked as
the disease progressed (Sakamoto et al., 2003; Lehto-
virta et al., 1998), even when carriers and non-carriers
did not differ in global clinical severity (Lehtovirta
et al., 1998). SPECT measures indicated that APOE
status interacted with age, with ε4-related differences
in frontal association hypoperfusion being most
marked in elderly patients (H�gh et al., 2001).

Family history of AD
A family history of AD is an important risk factor for
development of AD. Studies of family history have
focused on either autosomal dominant genetic muta-
tions that are deterministic for AD (APP, PSEN-1,
and PSEN-2), or on the effects of a family history of
sporadic AD. We will discuss each of these in turn.

APP and PSEN genes
In subjects carrying a mutation in the PSEN-1 gene,
PET and SPECT studies have indicated abnormalities
in regions typically affected in sporadic AD: parietal,
temporal, anterior frontal and entorhinal cortex, cin-
gulate and hippocampal complex (Mosconi et al.,
2006; Fox et al., 1997; Johnson et al., 2001), although
two studies report no effect of PSEN mutations on
CMRgl in non-demented carriers (Higuchi et al.,
1997; Almkvist et al., 2003). Similar alterations have
been reported in carriers of the APP mutation (Basun
et al., 2008; Julin et al., 1998; Wahlund et al., 1999),
although again non-demented carriers appeared to
have more or less normal CMRgl (Almkvist et al.,
2003). Any observed changes were most marked in
carriers with a diagnosis of AD, and similar but less
severe patterns have been reported for asymptomatic
mutation carriers (for a discussion of the APP muta-
tion, see Rossor et al., 1993, 1996).

Family history of sporadic AD
In fMRI, altered activation patterns in AD-affected
brain regions have been observed during cognitive
tasks in patients with a family history of AD, inde-
pendent of APOE status (Bassett et al., 2006), or
patients at high risk of AD due to APOE status and
family history (Fleisher et al., 2005; Smith et al., 1999,

2005). PET studies have indicated similar results for
maternal but not paternal history of AD (Mosconi
et al., 2007). In an fMRI study of monozygotic twins
where one is affected with AD, the affected twin
exhibited greater bilateral parietal involvement than
the unaffected twin during visuospatial and verbal
working memory tasks, and decreased dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex activation was observed during a
visuospatial working memory task (Lipton et al.,
2003). It should be noted that a first-degree family
history of AD appears to influence the expression of
APOE-ε4, modulating hippocampal and medial tem-
poral response in encoding (Johnson et al., 2006b),
face recognition (Xu et al., 2008), and self-appraisal
(Johnson et al., 2007b).

Subjective cognitive complaints
While structural imaging studies have indicated atro-
phy in areas known to be affected by MCI and AD in
older adults with significant subjective cognitive com-
plaints (Saykin et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006c), very
little research has been published to date examining
functional imaging measures in these subjects. An
early study using FDG-PET indicates that a decline
in self-reported use of mnemonics (i.e. a subtype of
subjective memory complaint) correlates with
decreased frontal lobe function, although no effects
were observed on parietal or temporal metabolism
(Small et al., 1994). A recent PET study indicated that
subjects with significant subjective cognitive com-
plaints had reduced CMRgl in parietotemporal and
parahippocampal regions. This effect was found to
interact with APOE status: ε4 carriers with cognitive
complaints showing the lower CMRgl than either
carriers with no cognitive complaints, or non-carriers
(Mosconi et al., 2008). Further research is clearly
needed in this important area.

Functional connectivity
Researchers have recently begun to focus on the pos-
sibility that deficits in AD may be caused by declines
in functional connectivity between regions rather
than solely to focal neurodegeneration (e.g. Matsuda
et al., 2002). Functional connectivity refers to the
functional links between brain regions, and is meas-
ured by the temporal synchrony and correlations in
activation between distinct brain regions (Wang et al.,
2007). This connectivity can be assessed during
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performance of a cognitive task or while at rest, using
data from a variety of methodologies including fMRI
and PET.

Functional connectivity during
cognitive tasks
Changes in functional brain connectivity in AD have
also been explored in AD using memory tasks. In a
study of short-term verbal memory, Grady et al.
(2001) found a reduced correlation between acti-
vation in prefrontal regions and hippocampus in
AD patients relative to control subjects, and suggest
that a reduction in integrated activity within a distrib-
uted network including these areas may underlie
memory breakdowns in AD. Similarly, Lekeu et al.
(2003) reported a correlation between performance
on a free recall task and right frontal regions, while
performance on cued recall was correlated with
residual parahippocampal activity. These results sug-
gest that impairments in retrieval may be due to a loss
of functional connectivity between frontal and para-
hippocampal regions, and that patients performed
this task by retrieving semantic associations in the
absence of recollection. In MCI, decreased connectiv-
ity has been observed relative to healthy control sub-
jects between fusiform gyrus and visual/medial
frontal areas when performing a face-matching task
(Bokde et al., 2006), and between the hippocampus
and prefrontal, temporal, parietal and cerebellar
regions in a memory task (Bai et al., 2009).

Enhanced connectivity has also been reported
in at-risk subjects. In an associative memory task
(face–name learning), ε4 carriers showed strengthened
connectivity of hippocampus to anterior cingulate, infer-
ior parietal/postcentral gyrus region, and caudatenucleus
(Bartrés-Faz et al., 2008). The authors interpreted this
as reflecting additional activity in cortico-subcortical
network. This finding may indicate compensatory
increases in those at risk.

Desgranges et al. (1998) used PET to assess the
relationships between cognitive decline and CMRgl.
They found an association between verbal episodic
memory impairment and changes in a network
including limbic structures, and right parietotemporal
and frontal association cortices; between tests of
short-term memory and posterior association cortex;
and between tests of semantic memory scores correl-
ated with activity in left temporoparietal and frontal
association cortices. Such studies of functional

anatomic links to cognitive performance are an
important extension of research focusing on focal
neurodegeneration.

Functional connectivity in the resting state
Interpretation of alterations in functional connectiv-
ity associated with performance on cognitive tasks has
been complicated by several factors. First, decreased
neural metabolism is associated with declines in cog-
nitive performance (Small et al., 2000, 2002; de Leon
et al., 2001), meaning that low activation during cog-
nitive tasks in AD could be the cause or the conse-
quence of poor performance (Rombouts and
Scheltens, 2005). Second, performance of cognitive
tasks can be difficult for AD patients. In addition,
there may be compensatory changes during early
stages of decline. Therefore, additional alternative
approaches to assessing functional brain changes are
desirable (Rombouts and Scheltens, 2005).

In order to get around these issues, a number of
studies have examined the default resting state net-
work in AD. The default network is a set of function-
ally intercorrelated regions, including posterior
cingulate/precuneus, inferior parietal, left dorsolateral
frontal, and left lateral inferior frontal cortex, left
inferior temporal gyrus, medial frontal regions, and
the right amygdala, that are often deactivated when a
subject performs a task that requires attention, rela-
tive to when the subject is at rest in the scanner
(Shulman et al., 1997).

Decreased resting state connectivity has been
observed in AD patients in several regions: between
frontal and parietal regions (Horwitz et al., 1987;
Wang et al., 2007), between hippocampus and various
brain regions including medial prefrontal cortex,
ventral anterior cingulate cortex and posterior cingu-
late cortex (Wang et al., 2006b; Zhou et al., 2008);
between cerebellum and cortical, subcortical, and
limbic regions, especially frontal cortex (Allen et al.,
2007); in the posterior cingulate and hippocampus
(Greicius et al., 2004) (see Figure 24.3); and between
entorhinal cortex and limbic and paralimbic systems,
including the posterior cingulate cortex, anterior cin-
gulate cortex, lingual gyri and left middle temporal
gyrus (Hirao et al., 2006). While decreased connectiv-
ity has been observed between anterior and posterior
regions, studies have indicated increased connectivity
within lobes, and disruptions are observed in anti-
correlated networks (mutually inhibitory connections)
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(Wang et al., 2007). Some researchers have suggested
that AD pathophysiology may be associated with
abnormalities in resting-state low-frequency fluctu-
ations (< 0.08 Hz) between posterior cingulate and
hippocampus (Greicius et al., 2004), within the
hippocampus (Li et al., 2002), and in occipital and
temporal lobes and posterior cingulate cortex/pre-
cuneus (He et al., 2007). In the latter study, the
decrease in functional connectivity was correlated
with disease severity as measured by scores on the
Mini-Mental State Exam.

An important property of functional networks in
healthy subjects is that they are “small-world” net-
works, characterized by many connections over a
short distance in addition to a few long-distance con-
nections in random places (for a recent review and
discussion of these networks, see Guye et al., 2008).
A loss of small-world properties has been observed in
functional networks in AD, with a lower clustering
coefficient both overall and within the hippocampi
(Supekar et al., 2008). In the latter study, AD and
control subjects could be accurately distinguished on
the basis of the network clustering coefficient alone,
with a sensitivity of 72% and a specificity of 78%.
Another study found that AD and control subjects
could be discriminated at 83% accuracy based on the
correlation and anticorrelation coefficients of intrin-
sically anticorrelated (i.e. mutually inhibitory) net-
works, using leave-one-out cross-validation (Wang
et al., 2006a). Additionally, a greater persistence of
resting fMRI noise has been reported in AD than
control subjects in the medial and lateral temporal
lobes, insula, dorsal cingulate/medial premotor
cortex, and left pre- and post-central gyrus (Maxim
et al., 2005), and reduced task-related deactivation of

the default-mode network has been observed in AD
patients relative to healthy control subjects during an
episodic encoding task (Persson et al., 2008).

Very little research on functional connectivity has
been done in MCI, although a recent fMRI study
indicates that reduced connectivity is observed in
MCI relative to control subjects between both hippo-
campi and posterior cingulate (Sorg et al., 2007),
consistent with the findings in AD.

Neuroimaging of drug effects
A number of studies have explored the effects of
cholinergic medications in AD and MCI using fMRI.
For example, in AD, cholinesterase inhibitors have
been found to improve visuoattentional response in
extrastriate and frontoparietal regions in AD (Bentley
et al., 2008), and in face recognition in fusiform gyrus
(Kircher et al., 2005).

A recent study examining memory encoding and
retrieval during face recognition found that acute
treatment with galantamine (a single dose) resulted
in increased activation during memory retrieval in
posterior cingulate, left inferior parietal, and anterior
temporal regions in MCI, and increased hippocampal
activation during memory encoding in AD. In con-
trast, more prolonged exposure (5 days) resulted in
decreased activation in posterior cingulate and pre-
frontal regions during retrieval in MCI, and in hippo-
campus during encoding in AD (Goekoop et al.,
2006). Seven-day treatment with galantamine resulted
in increased hippocampal activation during a spatial
navigation task (Grön et al., 2006).

More extended cholinergic treatment (approxi-
mately 6 weeks) in MCI has been shown to increase

Figure 24.3 Default mode network (with permission from Greicius et al., 2004) Default mode network in healthy elderly and AD subjects
(Washington University data). Axial images showing the default mode network for the healthy elderly (A) and AD (B) groups. The blue
arrows indicate the PCC. The hippocampus and underlying entorhinal cortex (green arrows) were detected bilaterally in healthy elderly
subjects (A) but only in the right hemisphere in the AD group (B). Joint height and extent thresholds of p < 0.0001 were used to determine
significant clusters. The numbers beneath each image refer to the z coordinate in Talairach space. T score bars are shown at right.
Functional images were overlaid on the group averaged structural image.
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frontal activation during an n-back working memory
task; this activation was correlated with improvement
in task performance and baseline hippocampal volume
(Saykin et al., 2004) (see Figure 24.4). In another study
with 12–24 weeks of donepezil treatment, MCI
patients showed increased frontal activation during
delayed-response visual memory task, while a placebo
group showed decreased frontal activation (Petrella
et al., 2009).

In sum, these findings provide evidence for (a)
important involvement of cholinergic system in
memory function in MCI and AD; (b) different
functional status of cholinergic system in these
groups; and (c) the sensitivity of fMRI as a biomarker
for assessment of pharmacologically induced changes.

Amyloid imaging
A variety of tracers have recently been developed
to allow in-vivo imaging of the beta-amyloid (Ab)
deposits that are one of the neuropathological hall-
marks of AD. These include [F-18]BAY94–9172,
[F-18]AV-45, [F-18]AH110690, and [F-18]FDDNP
(for a recent discussion, see Klunk and Mathis,
2008). The most widely used of these agents, however,
is Pittsburgh Compound B (PiB), whose use was first
reported in 2004 (Klunk et al., 2004). This technique

involves PET imaging with the positron emitter
carbon-11. In case studies, a good correspondence
has been demonstrated between in-vivo measures of
Ab using PiB and post-mortem measures (Ikonomovic
et al., 2008; Bacskai et al., 2007), suggesting that it is
a valid marker for these deposits.

Increased PiB uptake, indicating Ab deposits, has
been demonstrated in MCI (e.g. Kemppainen et al.,
2007, Pike et al., 2007, Forsberg et al., 2008) (see
Figure 24.5), across all subtypes (Wolk et al., 2009),
and, interestingly, in some cognitively normal elderly
adults (e.g. Aizenstein et al., 2008; Mintun et al.,
2006). This uptake is correlated with measures of
episodic memory in both cognitively normal and
MCI subjects (Pike et al., 2007). A recent study indi-
cated correlations between Ab deposits, hippocampal
atrophy, and measures of episodic memory, suggest-
ing that Ab-induced hippocampal atrophy may drive
episodic memory declines in healthy elderly and
MCI (Mormino et al., 2009). Amyloid imaging is
clearly an important avenue for future research to
expand our understanding of the neural substrates
of cognitive impairment in MCI and AD as well as
presymptomatic stages of disease.

Conclusions and future directions
Neuroimaging can be expected to take on an increas-
ingly important role in research and patient care for
Alzheimer’s disease, prodromal states and related
neurodegenerative disorders. Until recently, the major
role of imaging was to help with a clinical diagnosis of
AD by exclusion of other etiologies for cognitive
decline. Now, specific patterns of antecedent structural
changes andmetabolic profiles have been identified on
MRI and FDG-PET, with a continuous performance
test (CPT) code for differential diagnosis of dementia
now being available for PET. Molecular imaging of
amyloid deposition as a measure of plaque burden
seems poised to become a major surrogate biomarker
for disease status in AD. In the near future, preclinical
diagnosis of AD by PET andMRI, coupled with lumbar
puncture for CSF biomarker studies (e.g. Koivunen
et al., 2008), will likely become widespread. Functional
MRI including connectivity analyses, ASL perfusion,
MRS, and iron detection studies also suggest potential
roles for these MR-based modalities that can provide
complementary information. However, more research
is required, particularly of a longitudinal nature.
Although approved pharmacological interventions to

Figure 24.4 Influence of cholinergic enhancement by donepezil
on fMRI activation during working memory (from Saykin et al.,
2004, with permission). Statistical parametric maps displaying the
results of the group � time interaction analysis. This image shows
regions that were more activated in patients with MCI than healthy
controls at Time 2 (post medication) compared with Time 1
(baseline).
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date have shown limited disease modification proper-
ties, there is a rich drug development pipeline for AD
with numerous promising targets. These interventions
are likely to have disease-modifying or preventative
potential only if administered very early in the course
of illness, perhaps a decade or more before an AD
diagnosis. Neuroimaging will play an increasing role
in early detection (Weiner, 2009), and is likely to take
on an equally important role as a biomarker for treat-
ment response (e.g. Dickerson and Sperling, 2005;
Saykin et al., 2004; Petrella et al., 2009; Klunk et al.,
2004; Klunk and Mathis, 2008). The NIA-sponsored
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI)

is assessing the role of many of the imaging methods
described in this chapter as biomarkers for early
detection and progression in AD. In addition to the
US ADNI, parallel efforts have been initiated world-
wide including consortia in Europe, Australia, Japan,
and most recently China. This is the largest neuro-
imaging research initiative ever launched and should
lead to advances not only in AD but also in the
design of clinical trials employing neuroimaging
methodology. All of these research efforts can be
expected to yield critical new knowledge that will impact
the care of patients suffering from this devastating
disease.

Figure 24.5 PiB (with permission from
Kemppainen et al., 2007)
Visualization of the results of Statistical
Parametric Mapping analysis. The regions
with significant increases (corrected p
value at cluster level< 0.01) in N methyl
[11C]2 (4’ methylaminophenyl)
6 hydroxybenzothiazole [11C]PIB uptake in
patients with mild cognitive impairment
vs control subjects visualized using
surface rendering are shown in two upper
rows. The red yellow scale indicates the
level of significance of the differences in
[11C]PIB uptake (yellow most
significant difference). The lowest row
depicts an axial slice visualizing the
increase in the subcortical structures and
related color bar indicating T values.
Image is presented in the neurologic
convention (right is right).
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Box 24.1. Main points

Patients with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) show altered
patterns of cortical activation during various tasks
that tap cognitive processing, including memory,
visuospatial, and semantic processing.

In populations at risk for AD, such as patients with mild
cognitive impairment (MCI) or carriers of the ε4 allele
of the APOE gene, both increases and decreases in
activation have been reported, depending on the
task, modality, and region.

These results may reflect qualitative changes in acti-
vation as the disease progresses (e.g. increased
activation reflects compensatory activation, while
decreased activation reflects more impaired pro-
cessing as the disease progresses).

Changes also likely occur in networks involving topo-
graphically distributed cortical regions, both at rest
and during cognitive processing.

Box 24.2. Future directions

Neuroimaging biomarkers are likely to prove useful in
a number of areas, including imaging of treatment
response, and earlier detection of AD.

Exploration of network-level changes in functional
connectivity, for example using diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI), will add to our current knowledge
of activation changes in individual cortical
regions.

Amyloid imaging (e.g. PET imaging with Pittsburgh
compound B) is an important new direction to
expanding our understanding of neurological
changes in MCI and AD.
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Chapter

25 Molecular imaging of Alzheimer’s disease

Norbert Schuff

Abstract
Neurochemical imaging offers an opportunity to
study at a molecular level in-vivo the neuronal sub-
strates that underpin Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and
related disorders, such as mild cognitive impairment
(MCI). In particular, proton magnetic resonance
spectroscopic imaging (1H MRSI) is unique among
diagnostic imaging modalities because the method
can measure several different brain metabolites sim-
ultaneously, including N-acetylaspartate (NAA), a
neuronal integrity marker, and myo-inositol (MI),
a potential glial marker. The goal of this chapter is
to review key findings of 1H MRSI in AD, MCI and
aging, and to discuss the potential value of this tech-
nology for diagnosis and prognosis of AD as well as
for the assessment of therapeutic intervention. Other
neurochemical imaging technologies such as direct
mapping of neurotransmitter systems using emission
tomography (PET) tracers and new trends, such as
amyloid PET imaging are also briefly discussed.

Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common cause of
dementia and a growing health problem globally,
affecting 20% of the population over 80 years of age
(Ferri et al., 2005). Currently, the definite diagnosis of
AD can only be made through autopsy to find the
pathological hallmarks of the disease: microscopic
amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles. Macro-
scopically, AD is characterized by progressive loss of
brain tissue that leads to a rapid decline in cognitive
function. The development of markers that can reliably
indicate presence of the disease at the earliest possible
stage is therefore an important public health goal. In
addition to AD, there is nowadays also a particular

interest in older individuals who lie cognitively some-
where in the middle between normal and dementia and
who fit the concept ofmild cognitive impairment (MCI)
(Petersen et al., 1999), because this syndrome is thought
to be a transitional stage to AD. MCI may define a
window for the prediction of AD as well as therapeutic
interventions with the prospect of slowing progression
or even preventing the disease, though not all patients
with MCI go on to develop AD (Panza et al., 2005).

Neurochemical imaging technologies offer an extra-
ordinary opportunity to study in-vivo the neuronal
substrates that underpin AD and MCI at a molecular
level and therefore hold great promise for the identifi-
cation of a marker of AD. In particular, magnetic
resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is unique among diag-
nostic imaging modalities because the method can
measure several different brain metabolites simultan-
eously, providing in principle a multivariate spectro-
scopic profile of a disease. The goal of this chapter is to
review key MRS findings in AD and MCI and discuss
the potential value of MRS for diagnosis and prognosis
of AD as well as for the assessment of therapeutic
intervention. Other promising neurochemical imaging
modalities that directly probe neurotransmitter systems
using radioactive positron emission tomography (PET)
tracers are also briefly reviewed and new trends, such as
amyloid PET imaging are also discussed.

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy
Magnetic resonance-detectable cerebral
metabolites
Magnetic resonance spectroscopy enables non-invasive
analysis of the chemical composition of biological
tissue, and when combined with magnetic resonance
imaging techniques, it provides a readily available
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method for mapping abundant (i.e. concentrations in
the range of a few millimoles) and small molecules in
the human brain. Depending on the nucleus, different
metabolic aspects can be assessed, but because of its
wide availability on clinical MRI systems, proton mag-
netic resonance spectroscopic imaging (1H MRSI) is
most widely used. 1HMRSI can measure several abun-
dant cerebral metabolites simultaneously, including
N-acetylaspartate (NAA), a key molecule involved
in the metabolism of aspartate (Koller et al., 1984)
and excitatory dipeptide N-acetyl-aspartyl-glutamate
(Birken and Oldendorf, 1989), synthesis of lipid
(Urenjak et al., 1993), and regulation of cellular
osmosis (Blakely and Coyle, 1988). Using immuno-
histochemical techniques, NAA has been shown to be
predominantly localized in neurons, axons and den-
drites within the central nervous system (Simmons
et al., 1991), while it is largely absent in mature glial
cells (Urenjak et al., 1993). Animal models of neuronal
injury have also been shown to give good correlations
between NAA levels (as measured by MRS) and neur-
onal counts on histology (Guimaraes et al., 1995).
NAA is therefore considered a neuron marker and
has been studied extensively in AD. In addition to
NAA, other prominent spectral features in 1H MRSI
are the resonances of the moieties of choline (Cho),
creatine (Cr) as well as myo-inositol (MI). Cho is
mainly composed of cytosolic phosphocholine and

glycerophosphocholine, which are the products of
membrane breakdown and precursors of choline
acetylcholine synthesis. Free choline and acetylcholine,
which have very low abundance in brain tissue, make
practically no detectable contributions to Cho (Klein,
2000). Cr reflects the sum of phosphocreatine and free
creatine. MI is primarily present in glial cells (Glanville
et al., 1989), but virtually absent in neuronal cell cul-
tures (Brand et al., 1993). Increased MI levels correlate
with glial proliferation in inflammatory processes in
the central nervous system (Bitsch et al., 1999) and are
possibly an index of glial activation and proliferation in
AD. The possibility of measuring neuronal processes
selectively through NAA and inflammatory processes
through MI has been a major motivation for many
researchers to utilize 1H MRSI for studies of dementia.

1H MRSI in AD
Representative 1H MRSI metabolite maps of the
brain, showing the distribution of NAA and MI from
a cognitive normal individual and a patient diagnosed
with AD are depicted in Figure 25.1. Also shown for
each subject is an entire 1H MR spectrum from a
particular brain location (black square). The spectra
indicate lower NAA and slightly higher MI levels in
the AD patient compared to the control subject.
Reduced NAA levels have been reported consistently

Figure 25.1 Examples of brain 1H MRSI metabolite maps of N acetylaspartate (NAA), a marker of neuronal integrity and myo inositol (MI), a
potential glial marker, from a 76 year old patient with Alzheimer’s disease (bottom) and a cognitive normal subject of the same age. The
1H MRSI data were obtained at the standard clinical magnetic field strength of 1.5 T. Also shown are the entire proton magnetic resonance
spectra for each subject from a location in the posterior brain (indicated by a black square). They show NAA is lower and MI slightly higher in
the AD compared with the control subject. A reduction of the resonance of choline moiety (Cho), presumably reflecting cell membrane
breakdown, can also be seen in the AD patient. In contrast, the patient and the control subject have comparable levels of creatine (Cr).
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by 1H MR spectroscopy studies in various brain
regions in AD, but predominantly in gray matter
regions in the parietal lobe (Moats et al., 1994; Rose
et al., 1999; Shonk et al., 1995; Tedeschi et al., 1996),
the temporal lobe (Parnetti et al., 1996; Tedeschi et al.,
1996), and the hippocampus (Dixon et al., 2002; Jessen
et al., 2001; Schuff et al., 1997). Some of these studies
were performed using single-voxel 1H MR spectros-
copy, a technical simplification of 1H MRSI that
measures metabolites at one location at a time only.
Nonetheless, single-voxel and spectroscopic imaging
measurements yielded generally similar results.
Although these metabolite changes are not specific to
AD, several studies have shown that AD is associated
with a characteristic regional pattern of reduced NAA
concentration that involves predominantly parietal
and temporal lobe gray matter, including the hippo-
campus, while white matter and frontal lobe gray
matter regions are typically spared (Schuff et al.,
2002; Zhu et al., 2006). This distribution resembles
the regional neuropathological involvement in AD.
Moreover, it has been shown that the typical distribu-
tion of low NAA in AD is different from the patterns
of low NAA in other types of dementias. For example,
ischemic vascular dementia and frontotemporal
dementia both exhibit low NAA, usually in frontal
lobe regions and white matter, while the parietal lobe
is spared (Capizzano et al., 2000; Ernst et al., 1997;
Mihara et al., 2006; Schuff et al., 2003). However,
while regional differences between the various
dementias may be prominent during the mild stage
of each disease, the difference can disappear with
increasing dementia severity as the pathology spreads
throughout the brain. Several studies using structural
MRI and 1H MRSI together also showed that the
NAA reduction in AD can occur irrespective of brain
atrophy (Pfefferbaum et al., 1999; Schuff et al., 2002),
implying that 1H MRSI and structural MRI each
provide complementary information. Indeed, NAA
measurements can improve the classification
between AD patients and cognitively normal elderly
subjects over the classification using structural MRI
measures, such as hippocampal atrophy, alone
(Schuff et al., 1997).

Imaging of MI, which is technically more
demanding than imaging of NAA because the signal
of MI decays faster than does that of NAA, shows
consistently elevated MI levels in AD. Generally, the
regional distribution of elevated MI in AD mirrors
that of reduced NAA (Zhu et al., 2006). However,

the increase of MI levels does not always correlate
with the decrease of NAA levels, despite the observa-
tion that MI and NAA alterations occur in the same
brain region. In particular, one 1H MRSI study found
increased MI levels of white matter in AD in absence
of any significant NAA changes (Siger et al., 2009).
This result suggests that increased MI may be an
even more robust and sensitive indication for AD
pathology than NAA, at least with regard to white
matter. Studies that used MI and NAA together typ-
ically achieved 90% correct classification between AD
patients and cognitively normal subjects (Fernandez
et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2006). However, the results
should be interpreted with caution, because these
studies relied on a clinical determination of AD with-
out confirmation by autopsy. Only few spectroscopy
studies with confirmed diagnosis of AD by autopsy
have been reported so far (Kantarci et al., 2008;
Klunk et al., 1992). These studies revealed correl-
ations between MR metabolites and density of
plaques and tangles in the brain tissue, where the
strongest correlation was observed for the ratio of
NAA to MI.

Reports of altered Cho levels in AD are conflict-
ing. Some studies reported elevated Cho levels
(Kantarci et al., 2000; Meyerhoff et al., 1994) in AD,
whereas others found normal levels (Parnetti et al.,
1997; Schuff et al., 1997). In contrast to Cho, most
studies found no significant alterations of Cr levels in
AD and Cr is often being used as an internal refer-
ence. However, Cr levels between white matter and
gray matter differ about twofold, which can mimic
metabolite variations in 1H MRSI voxels with hetero-
geneous tissue compositions. In quantitative studies,
1H MRSI is often used together with structural MRI
to account for tissue variations (Schuff et al., 2001).

1H MRSI in MCI
Several MRI studies reported NAA and MI alterations
in MCI that resembled the distribution already seen
in AD, although the magnitude of the changes are
usually lower than those in AD (Ackl et al., 2005;
Chantal et al., 2004; Chao et al., 2005; Kantarci
et al., 2000, 2002). One 1H MRSI study in particular
found substantial NAA reduction in the medial tem-
poral lobe, including the hippocampus, in MCI,
whereas atrophy of the hippocampus or cortex in
these patients was only minor (Chao et al., 2005).
Moreover, in these subjects, the decrease of NAA
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was more strongly correlated with impaired memory
functions than hippocampal atrophy. Observations of
abnormal NAA and MI levels in absence of significant
brain atrophy even extended to minimally impaired
subjects, who show informant-based functional
decline that sets them apart from cognitive normal
peers, but who are otherwise too minimally impaired
to meet MCI criteria (Chao et al., 2010). The alter-
ations of NAA and MI levels in MCI may therefore be
sensitive to biochemical changes before tissue loss is
measurable. However, whether NAA or MI is a more
sensitive marker of early biochemical changes in MCI
is still a matter of debate. Several 1H MRSI studies of
MCI reported increased MI levels in absence of sig-
nificant NAA alterations (Catani et al., 2001; Kantarci
et al., 2000; Siger et al., 2009), consistent with the idea
that increase in MI occurs earlier than the NAA
degrees during the progression toward AD. However,
not all MCI subjects convert to AD. More prospective
1H MRSI studies that follow-up MCI subjects clinic-
ally and confirm AD by autopsy are necessary to
compare the sensitivity of MI and NAA to detect early
AD pathology.

Box 25.1. 1H MRSI in AD and MCI
� 1H MRSI enables non-invasive mapping of abun-

dant and small molecules in the brain, such as
N-acetylaspartate (NAA), a marker of neuronal
integrity and myo-inositol (MI), a potential marker
of gliosis.

� In AD, NAA is reduced and MI elevated predomin-
antly in the parietal and temporal lobe regions,
including the hippocampus.

� In MCI, the extent of NAA and MCI alterations are
between those seen in AD and normal aging.

� NAA and MI alterations can occur even in
absence of measurable brain atrophy, implying
that they reflect neuronal damage before it can
be detected structurally.

Prospective 1H MRSI studies
An important potential application of 1H MRSI is in
the prediction of cognitive decline that might lead to
the development of AD, since the feasibility of pro-
tecting a healthy brain is always greater than trying to
repair one that is already damaged. The interest in
prospective 1H MRSI studies to predict cognitive
decline has been growing in recent years, although
such studies are still far fewer in numbers than cross-
sectional 1H MRSI studies. In general, NAA levels

decline with progressive cognitive impairment in
patients with clinically established AD (Adalsteinsson
et al., 2000; Jessen et al., 2001), and recently, a similar
pattern of NAA decline has also been reported in MCI
(Kantarci et al., 2007). Furthermore, several studies
found that MCI patients, who later progressed to AD,
have lower NAA levels at baseline than those MCI
patients who remain stable (Chao et al., 2005; Meta-
stasio et al., 2006). In particular, NAA/MI ratios have
been shown to be an efficient predictor for decline of
memory functions (Kantarci et al., 2002), as well as
for decline of executive functions (Olson et al., 2008)
in MCI. Furthermore, NAA of medial temporal lobe
including the hippocampus used together with struc-
tural MRI measure of brain atrophy predicted con-
version from MCI to AD better than structural MRI
alone (Chao et al., 2010). Additional support for the
predictive values of NAA and MI comes from a recent
prospective 1H MRSI study that followed patients to
autopsy (Kantarci et al., 2008). This showed that
decreased NAA and increased MI levels were associ-
ated with higher neuritic plaque scores and greater
likelihood of AD. The NAA/MI ratio proved to be the
strongest predictor of pathologic likelihood of AD.
Although the odds of developing AD when presenting
low NAA and high MI levels have not yet been estab-
lished, the findings – taken together – suggest that
NAA and MI are useful objective measures of cogni-
tive decline and potentially early markers for AD.
Interestingly, a recent longitudinal study found
Cho/Cr ratios increased in patients with MCI, who
progressed to AD (Kantarci et al., 2007), despite con-
flicting results of Cho alterations in AD from cross-
sectional studies. In contrast, Cho/Cr ratios decreased
in MCI patients, who remained stable. The findings
suggest a possible relationship between the compen-
satory cholinergic mechanisms of MCI and decreased
Cho/Cr ratios.

Box 25.2. Prospective 1H MRSI studies
� The NAA/MI ratio is an efficient predictor for

decline of memory functions.
� The NAA/MI ratio is also the strongest predictor

of pathologic likelihood of AD, as determined by
brain autopsy.

� Low NAA and high MCI levels at baseline are
associated with higher rates of conversion to AD.

� The findings suggest that NAA and MI are useful
objective measures of cognitive decline and
potentially early markers for AD.
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Use of 1H MRSI in treatment trials
1H MRSI measurements of NAA seem particularly
suited for monitoring the efficiency of potentially neu-
roprotective pharmacological interventions in AD,
because NAA is considered a marker of neuronal
integrity. Recent data indicate that NAA levels may
show modest short-term improvement after cholines-
terase treatment in AD, even in the absence of clinical
improvement compared with the placebo group
(Krishnan et al., 2003). However, the data were not
entirely conclusive in regard to a drug effect, because
NAA tended to initially increase in the first half of the
trial, consistent with an improvement, but then
decreased to levels not different from baseline, imply-
ing that treatment was only of temporary use. In
another clinical trial involving 1H MRSI, Memantine,
an N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) antagonist and
approved treatment in the US and Europe of moderate
to severe AD, was associated with reduced glutamate
levels, consistent with the expected anti-excitotoxic
properties of the drug (Glodzik et al., 2008). (The
resonances of glutamate and its precursor glutamine
are readily detectable at 1H MR spectra at higher mag-
netic fields and reflect that metabolic pool of this
neurotransmitter.) No changes over time were found
for NAA either in the treatment or in the placebo
group, implying that the measured decrease in glutam-
ate levels in the treatment group was unlikely to be
related to neuron loss, but more likely reflected a
therapeutic effect. The use of 1HMRSI in clinical trials
is only at the beginning, and several technical hurdles
to perform spectroscopy studies uniformly at multiple
centers must still be overcome.

Other neurochemical imaging
modalities
Positron emission tomography
of neurotransmitter systems
The development of molecular imaging techniques
such as positron emission tomography (PET) using
specific radioligands has paved the way for direct
measurements of neurotransmitters systems. While
almost all neurotransmitters are affected in AD, the
disease is especially known for impairment of chol-
inergic transmission in hippocampal and the basal
forebrain (Engelborghs and De Deyn, 1997). PET
studies using a substrate for acetylcholinesterase

demonstrated in-vivo that the loss of acetylcholinester-
ase was most profound in the amygdala, followed by
the cerebral cortex and the hippocampus (Kuhl et al.,
1999; Shinotoh et al., 2003). Investigators have also
used PET radioligands to visualize cholinergic nico-
tinic receptors in AD, which have been found to cor-
relate with cognitive measures of attention (Kadir
et al., 2006). An early PET study demonstrated reduced
uptake of [11C]-nicotine binding in AD, reflecting
losses in high and low affinity nicotinic receptor sites
(Nordberg et al., 1990). In addition, significantly lower
[11C] nicotine binding was observed in the frontal
cortex, temporal cortex, and hippocampus of AD
patients compared with controls (Nordberg et al.,
1995). The degree of reduction corresponded to the
severity of cognitive impairment, butwas reversiblewith
administration of tacrine, a cholinesterase inhibitor
(Nordberg, 1993). Acetylcholine muscarinic receptors
on the other hand, appear to be preserved in AD until
more advanced stages of dementia (Wyper et al., 1993).

The central serotonin (5-HT) system, one of the
most widely distributed neurotransmitter systems
throughout the brain, is thought to play a major role
in cognition. The effects of 5-HT are exercised
through binding to a variety of membrane-based
receptors, but the most extensively studied receptor
is 5-HT1A. A recent PET study using a selective [18F]
molecular imaging probe for 5-HT1A receptors,
termed MPPF, showed a striking reduction of MPPF
binding in the hippocampus in AD patients compared
to cognitive normal controls, consistent with loss of
hippocampal neurons (Kepe et al., 2006). MCI
patients exhibited intermediate MPPF binding values
between AD and controls. Representative MPPF
images are shown in Figure 25.2 (top row), depicting
regionally diminished signal intensities of MPPF,
especially in the hippocampus in an AD patient and
less prominent reductions in an MCI patient relative
to a cognitively normal subject. Discrepant to this,
however, is another [18F] MPPF study that reported a
downregulation of hippocampal 5-HT1A binding in
patients with mild AD but an upregulation in patients
with MCI (Truchot et al., 2007). The discrepancy
remains unexplained but the main concerns are the
small number of subjects in each study (about
10 patients per group in each study) and the clinical
heterogeneity across the sample. Variability between
subjects in disease severity and duration as well as
comorbidity with other disorders such as depression
could influence the results significantly.
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Amyloid PET imaging
Another promising development in imaging is the
recent discovery of PET tracer compounds that enable
detection of amyloid plaques in the living brain, one

of the defining hallmarks of AD, previously only
detectable at autopsy. The most extensive experience
has been with the amyloid-binding [¹¹C] radiotracer-
labeled Pittsburgh compound B (or in short PIB),
which binds to amyloid-b plaques but not to tangles.
Representative PIB images from a patient with AD
and a cognitively normal elderly subject are shown
in Figure 25.3 (bottom row), superimposed on

Figure 25.2 Representative examples of brain PET images from a
control subject (Left), an MCI subject (Center), and an AD patient
(Right): Images of [18F] MPPF binding (summed 30 60 min) to
serotonin (5 HT1A) receptors, are shown at the Top. The images from
the AD patient show strongly decreased [18F] MPPF binding in the
hippocampus (arrows in Top), coinciding with globally decreased
cortical metabolism, as reflected by images of deoxy [18F] fluoro D
glucose (FDG), shown in the Middle, and increased cortical binding
of [18F] FDDNP, a molecule that binds to plaques and tangles, shown
at the Bottom. Reproduced from Kepe et al. (2006) with permission
from the National Academy of Sciences of the USA.

Figure 25.3 Representative brain
amyloid PET images (Bottom) with the
[11C] Pittsburg compound B (PIB) from an
AD patient (Left) and a control subject
(Right). The images from the AD patient
show highly increased binding of PIB in
cortical regions, which coincides with
decreased cortical metabolism, as
reflected by images of FDG PET, shown in
the Middle. The corresponding structural
MRI data are shown (Top) for anatomical
reference. Data made available with
permission from the Alzheimer’s Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI).

Box 25.3. PET of neurotransmitter systems
� Developments of specific PET radioligands have

paved the way for direct measurements of neuro-
transmitter systems.

� Acetylcholine receptors were most profoundly
diminished in the amygdala in AD.

� Cholinergic nicotinic receptors were reduced in
the hippocampus and temporal cortex in AD.

� Serotonin 5-HT1A receptors were reduced in
the hippocampus in AD and to a lesser extent
also in MCI.

Box 25.4. Amyloid PET
� An [¹¹C] radiotracer-labeled compound (PIB) has

been developed, which binds to amyloid-b
plaques but not to tangles.

� Amyloid PET has shown high amyloid load in AD
and in MCI.

� Amyloid PET shows higher amyloid load in MCI
patients who convert to AD than in those who
remain stable.

� However, amyloid PET is at its beginning and its
diagnostic accuracy still needs to be determined.
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structural MRI data. Higher PIB binding, reflecting
higher amyloid load as represented by warmer colors,
is clearly visible in the images of the AD patient. It has
been shown that MCI patients can have a PIB uptake
similar to that in AD (Forsberg et al., 2008; Kemppai-
nen et al., 2007), suggesting that amyloid deposition
occurs early. Furthermore, converters from MCI to
AD had a significantly higher uptake of the amyloid
tracer in the posterior cingulum than non-converters
(Forsberg et al., 2008). However, some MCI patients
show no tracer binding at all (Price et al., 2005).
Amyloid imaging could therefore become useful for
predicting the future disease course in at risk elders.
However, because the early amyloid burden spares the
hippocampus, which is known to be impacted early in
AD (Braak and Braak, 1998), amyloid PET is unlikely
to replace the need for imaging the hippocampal
formation by other means. It is also not yet known
whether amyloid imaging correlates more tightly than
structural, functional or neurochemical imaging with
cognitive decline. Nonetheless, the development
of joint analyses utilizing amyloid PET as well as
neurochemical, structural and functional imaging
measures together may accomplish greater predictive
power than either imaging modality can provide on
its own.

Future perspectives
The studies reviewed above indicate that 1H MRSI
measures have the potential of offering a relatively
direct window into neurochemical alterations in the
brain and such measures might indicate neurodegen-
erative events more accurately than measures derived
from peripheral tissue. However, potentially useful
biomarkers need to undergo pathological validation
in order to be deemed clinically useful. Most
1H MRSI studies of AD lack clinical validation of
the cohorts under investigation, a problem that also
applies to neurotransmitter studies by PET. Only
recently have 1H MRSI measures been subjected to
pathological validations in patients who were
followed to autopsy (Kantarci et al., 2008). More
prospective 1H MRSI studies that include patho-
logical validations are necessary to determine if the
metabolite alterations are useful as surrogates for
neurodegeneration. This may require many years of
data collection.

From a technical perspective, in-vivo 1H MRSI
will likely continue to benefit from new

developments, such as stronger MRI magnets and
refined acquisition methods. MRI scanners operating
at a magnetic field strength of 3 Tesla compared to the
established strength of 1.5 Tesla are now being more
and more integrated into clinical practice, and 7 Tesla
magnets are in operation at several research sites
worldwide. An increased signal-to-noise ratio at
higher field strength and greater spectral dispersion
is expected to increase the diagnostic accuracy and
test–retest reproducibility of 1H MRSI. Paralleling the
development of stronger magnets, new methods are
being developed by physicists to simplify 1H MRSI
data to allow for more accurate quantification of
metabolites such as glutamate, glutamine, and GABA
(4-aminobutyric acid, the major inhibitory neuro-
transmitter in the mammalian brain). Accurate quan-
tification of these metabolites currently suffers
from significant spectral overlap with resonances
from other metabolites (Kaiser et al., 2008). These
metabolites might provide additional diagnostic infor-
mation in dementia. Furthermore, MRSI studies
based on other nuclei, specifically 13C, should
become more feasible at higher magnetic fields.
13C MRS measures of the neuronal tricarboxylic
acid cycle, glucose oxidation and glutamate neuro-
transmission – to name a few – may provide add-
itional markers for neurochemical processes in AD
(Lin et al., 2003; Ross et al., 2003).

Box 25.5. Future perspectives
� 1H MRSI will benefit from new developments that

improve measurement precision, including the
detection of additional metabolites, such as glu-
tamate, glutamine, and GABA.

� Development of new PET radioligands will make
possible the investigation of more neurotransmit-
ter systems, such as several serotonin receptor
subtypes.

� Multi-transmitter PET imaging will provide the
possibility to explore how different transmitter
systems interact.

� Development of an [18F]-labeled derivative as
amyloid tracer will allow for wider distribution
and application of amyloid PET.

The work in PET neurotransmitters briefly
reviewed above constitutes only a beginning in the
exploration of the role of the various neurotransmitter
systems in human cognition. For example, several
serotonin receptor subtypes other than 5-HT1A have
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been implicated on cognitive functions from animal
models. Future radioligand development will allow for
further investigation of the functional role of other
serotonergic subtypes in humans. In addition, multi-
transmitter system imaging will provide the possibility
to explore how different transmitter systems interact.

Amyloid imaging technology holds particular
promise for more efficient assessment of pharmaco-
logic interventions that aim to clear amyloid from the
brain. However, the diagnostic potential of amyloid
imaging will not be fully realized until an effective
treatment exists for AD and amyloid load changes
over time can be measured. At that time, the ability
to identify early and perhaps presymptomatic condi-
tions that might be slowed or even reversed by
therapy will become essential. Development of a
[18F]-labeled derivative of PIB is also underway,
which will allow for wider distribution and applica-
tion of amyloid imaging.

Summary
Neurochemical imaging modalities provide a power-
ful tool in studies of Alzheimer’s disease and related
cognitive disorders, expanding our knowledge of the
neuronal underpinning of the disease and potentially
aiding development of targets for pharmacological
treatment. Present data support the concept that
1H MRSI measures of reduced NAA, a neuronal
integrity marker and elevated MI may be valuable in
predicting development of dementia and monitoring
early disease progression for preventive therapies.
However, investigations of 1H MRSI as a marker for
differential diagnosis and progression of dementia
have been largely limited to clinically confirmed
cohorts, and more studies are necessary to validate
potential 1H MRSI markers by histopathology at aut-
opsy, a limitation that 1H MRSI currently shares with
PET imaging of neurotransmitter systems. Overall,
MRS is a promising investigational technique in
dementia and related cognitive disorders at this time
that provides unique measures of multivariate spec-
troscopic profiles of the brain. The potential clinical
application of 1H MRSI in aging and dementia is
expected to grow with technical advances in the field.
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Chapter

26 Neuroimaging of Parkinson’s disease

Raúl de la Fuente Fernández and A. Jon Stoessl

Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common
neurodegenerative disorder after Alzheimer’s disease
(de Lau and Breteler, 2006). PD is characterized by
the progressive loss of dopamine neurons in the sub-
stantia nigra pars compacta (SNpc), which leads to
striatal dopamine denervation, particularly affecting
the dorsolateral part of the putamen (Kish et al., 1988;
Fearnley and Lees, 1991). As this part of the putamen
is mostly involved in motor performance, motor dys-
function is the chief manifestation of PD. However, it
has become increasingly recognized that other brain
systems and functions are impaired in PD. Thus,
behavior disorders and cognitive dysfunction are
often present in PD, and constitute a major source
of disability (Dubois and Pillon, 1997; Schrag et al.,
2000; Aarsland et al., 2001; Weintraub et al., 2004).
The actual prevalence rates of cognitive dysfunction
and dementia in PD are difficult to determine, as they
will depend upon whether extensive neuropsycho-
logical analysis was used or not, as well as several
confounding factors (e.g. age, presence of depression).
In general, it is accepted that at least some 30% of PD
subjects will end up developing dementia (Dubois and
Pillon, 1997). The risk of dementia can be up to
sixfold higher in PD compared to subjects without
PD (Aarsland et al., 2001).

The underlying mechanisms by which these non-
motor manifestations of PD actually come into
play are still poorly understood. It is well known
that the Lewy body, the pathological hallmark of PD
(Gibb and Lees, 1988; Fearnley and Lees, 1991) or
Lewy neurites, can be present not only in surviving
dopamine neurons of the midbrain, but also in the
cerebral cortex and other brainstem nuclei (Gibb and

Lees, 1988; Gibb et al., 1989; Kosaka and Iseki, 1996;
Del Tredici et al., 2002; Braak et al., 2003). While
some subjects with Lewy body pathology develop
cognitive impairment as an early or even initial mani-
festation of disease – a condition named dementia
with Lewy bodies (DLB) – most of them initially
present with typical motor symptoms and then go
on to develop dementia, an entity known as PD
dementia (PDD) (Gibb et al., 1989; Del Tredici
et al., 2002; Braak et al., 2003). In all likelihood both
conditions are nothing more than the two ends of
the same spectrum (de la Fuente-Fernández and
Calne, 1996).

Pathological observations suggest that PD usually
first affects the lower brainstem structures, and then
progresses in a caudo-rostral direction to affect mid-
brain structures (particularly SNpc) and finally the cere-
bral cortex (Braak et al., 2003). Cases that follow this
pattern would ultimately present with clinical features
of PDD. However, Lewy body pathology can affect the
cerebral cortex from the beginning of illness, which
would manifest clinically as DLB (Gibb et al., 1989;
Braak et al., 2003). Still, PD subjects without frank
dementia, where Lewy body pathology is presumably
restricted to the brainstem, most often present with
signs of frontal–executive dysfunction (Cools, 2006;
Dagher and Nagano-Saito, 2007; Grahn et al., 2008).
There is evidence that such frontal dysfunction is likely
related, at least in great part, to “deafferentation” caused
by striatal dopamine deficiency (Cools, 2006; Grahn
et al., 2008). As we will see in this review, recent neu-
roimaging studies have started to unravel some of the
mysteries behind the behavior and cognitive manifest-
ations of PD (Postuma andDagher, 2006; Nandhagopal
et al., 2008).
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Topography of dopamine
depletion in PD
Most of the burden of Lewy body pathology involves
dopamine cells in the ventrolateral tier of SNpc
(Fearnley and Lees, 1991), a region that primarily
projects to the dorsal striatum (nigrostriatal dopa-
mine pathway), particularly the dorsolateral part of
the putamen, but also dorsal parts of the caudate
nucleus (Bernheimer et al., 1973; Kish et al., 1988,
1992). Less affected by Lewy body pathology are
dopamine cells located in medial and dorsal regions
of SNpc, and even less affected are dopamine cells in
the ventral tegmental area (VTA). Dopamine cells
from the VTA send projections to the ventral stri-
atum and other limbic structures (mesolimbic dopa-
mine pathway). The ventral striatum is a structure
that includes the nucleus accumbens as well as the
ventral parts of the caudate and putamen. In addition
to these dopamine projections to dorsal and ventral
striatum, there are also direct dopamine projections
from VTA and the medial part of SNpc to the frontal
cortex (mesocortical dopamine pathway). There is
evidence to suggest that this pathway is also damaged
in PD (Javoy-Agid and Agid, 1980; Scatton et al.,
1983). Asymmetries in the damage to the different
dopaminergic regions may help explain some the
variability in motor and cognitive function often
encountered in PD (Cheesman et al., 2005; Foster
et al., 2008).

Cortico-striatal loops
The basal ganglia consist of several structures
involved in a complex functional network. Following
an oversimplified model, there are three major
anatomical and functional cortico-striatal loops,
which are mostly organized in parallel (Alexander
et al., 1986; Albin et al., 1989; Middleton and
Strick, 2000; Obeso et al., 2000; see Figure 26.1).
(1) The motor loop, where several cortical motor
regions, particularly the supplementary motor
area (SMA), connect with the putamen, which in
turn modulates the same cortical motor areas
through several relays involving the internal palli-
dum/substantia nigra pars reticulata (GPi/SNpr) and
the ventrolateral nucleus of the thalamus. (2) The
cognitive loop, connecting the dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex (PFC) to the dorsolateral part of the
head of the caudate nucleus, which in turn sends

back modulatory adjustments to the dorsolateral
prefrontal PFC through GPi/SNpr and the medio-
dorsal and ventral anterior thalamic nuclei. (3) The
limbic loop, with inputs from the orbitofrontal
cortex (OFC) to the ventral caudate nucleus, and
from the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), amygdala
and hippocampus to the nucleus accumbens; these
two structures of the ventral striatum modulate the
corresponding cortical and limbic regions through
the ventral pallidum and the mediodorsal nucleus of
the thalamus. As mentioned earlier, dopamine
inputs originating in SNpc modulate the motor and
cognitive loops by acting on dopamine receptors in
the dorsal striatum (putamen and caudate), respect-
ively. Dopamine inputs from VTA modulate the
limbic loop by acting on dopamine receptors in the
ventral striatum.

In-vivo anatomical and functional confirmation
of these cortico-striatal loops in humans comes from
magnetic resonance imaging techniques (Bestmann
et al., 2004; Lehéricy et al., 2004). In addition, in-vivo
experiments in humans combining positron emission
tomography (PET) and repetitive transcranial mag-
netic stimulation (rTMS) techniques also support
the notion that these cortico-striatal loops are
indeed segregated. Thus, while rTMS of the motor
cortex induces the release of dopamine in the puta-
men, rTMS applied to the dorsolateral PFC induces
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Figure 26.1 Parallel loops involving the basal ganglia and
responsible for regulation of motor, cognitive and behavioral
function. ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; GPI, internal globus
pallidus; M1, motor cortex; MD, medial dorsal nucleus;
OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; PFC, prefrontal cortex; PMC, premotor
cortex; SNc, substantia nigra pars compacta; SNr, substantia nigra
pars reticulata; VA, ventral anterior; VTA, ventral tegmental area.
Adapted from Alexander et al. (1986).
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dopamine release in the caudate nucleus (Strafella
et al., 2001, 2003b).

It remains unknown whether the mesocortical
dopamine pathway modifies the functional interface
of these three parallel loops (Cools, 2006). Interest-
ingly, while dopamine D2-type receptors are particu-
larly abundant in the striatum (Cooper et al., 2003),
D1-type receptors may predominate in the PFC
(Bergson et al., 1995; Williams and Goldman-Rakic,
1995; Sawaguchi, 2000). In addition, there are differ-
ences in dopamine handling among the nigrostriatal,
mesolimbic and mesocortical pathways (Cooper et al.,
2003), which may also explain in part their distinct
response to dopaminergic treatment in PD. All these
factors should be taken into account when examining
the function of the cortico-striatal loops (Kimberg
and D’Esposito, 2003; Cools, 2006). In fact, it has long
been recognized that dopaminergic treatment can
have both positive and negative effects on cognitive
function in PD subjects (Gotham et al., 1986, 1988;
Owen et al., 1993b; Kulisevsky et al., 1996, Cools
et al., 2001b; Lewis et al., 2005). Dopamine replace-
ment therapy can also act as a mood modifier (Black
et al., 2005).

Frontal lobe dysfunction in PD
The three major cortico-striatal loops outlined above
involve a number of frontal cortical areas, which are
functionally (and perhaps structurally) differently
impaired at different stages of PD (Lange et al.,
1992; Owen et al., 1992, 1993a; Owen, 1997; Fera
et al., 2007). In the early stages of PD, frontal lobe
dysfunction most likely reflects deafferentation in
relation to dopamine deficiency, first in the dorsal
striatum and later in the ventral striatum as well. In
keeping with this notion, the administration of a
dopamine D2 receptor antagonist to healthy volun-
teers reproduces to a great extent the cognitive deficits
often seen in PD subjects (Mehta et al., 1999). In later
stages of the disease, however, damage to the meso-
cortical dopamine pathway, and even direct damage
to frontal cortical areas (cortical Lewy body path-
ology), may contribute to impair normal frontal lobe
function. In fact, dementia in PD is related to the loss
of dopamine cells in the medial part of SNpc (Rinne
et al., 1989), where the mesocortical dopamine path-
way originates. There is some indication that frontal
lobe dysfunction may predict incident dementia in
PD (Woods and Tröster, 2003).

The cortico-striatal motor loop: motor
tasks in PD
In keeping with currentmotor programmodels of basal
ganglia function (Mink, 1996), PET studies measuring
cerebral blood flow (CBF) have shown that the basal
ganglia and SMA play a major role in motor sequence
control (Boecker et al., 1998). As expected, compared to
normal controls, PD subjects have less activation in the
contralateral putamen and the corresponding frontal
motor regions, such as SMA, while performing motor
tasks (Playford et al., 1992). Interestingly, a similar
covariance pattern was obtained under resting condi-
tions using PET with fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG-PET)
(Asanuma et al., 2006). Greater deficits of activation
occur in self-initiatedmovements as compared to exter-
nally triggered movements (Jahanshahi et al., 1995). In
contrast, PD subjects often show over-activity in cor-
tical areas that are relatively putamen-independent, par-
ticularly when performing more complex motor tasks
(Samuel et al., 1997a). These activation abnormalities
are corrected after normalization of basal ganglia func-
tion by either pharmacological (Jenkins et al., 1992;
Rascol et al., 1992) or surgical approaches (Grafton
et al., 1995; Limousin et al., 1997; Samuel et al., 1997b;
Ceballos-Baumann et al., 1999; Fukuda et al., 2001;
Strafella et al., 2003a; Asanuma et al., 2006). Functional
magnetic resonance (fMRI) studies have in general
yielded similar results (Haslinger et al., 2001; Buhmann
et al., 2003), although there are some conflicting observa-
tions (Sabatini et al., 2000; Peters et al., 2003). It is worth
noting that the functional changes observed during per-
formance of motor tasks most likely also reflect some
additional frontal lobe abnormalities in relation to atten-
tion, planning, and working memory (Owen et al., 1992;
Rowe et al., 2002; Dirnberger et al., 2005). Thus, PD
subjects performing simple motor tasks also show
under-activation of frontal areas not directly involved
in themotor loop, such as the PFC and ACC (Playford
et al., 1992). Interestingly, compensatory reorganiza-
tion of the cortical–striatal motor loop has been
found during the presymptomatic phase of PD
(Buhmann et al., 2005).

The cortico-striatal cognitive loop:
cognitive tasks in PD
Normal performance of typical frontal lobe cogni-
tive tasks, such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task
or the Tower of London planning task, depends
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upon several frontal executive functions including
attention, planning, and cognitive flexibility. Functional
neuroimaging studies in healthy human subjects have
shown that the dorsal striatum (in particular, the
caudate nucleus) and the dorsolateral PFC are acti-
vated during task set-shifting (Dagher et al., 1999;
Sohn et al., 2000; Monchi et al., 2001; Lewis et al.,
2004). In contrast, PD subjects off medication have
impaired task set-shifting (Cools et al., 2001a), pre-
sumably in relation to deafferentation of the dorso-
lateral PFC, which is dependent on inputs from the
dorsal part of the caudate nucleus (Cools et al.,
2001b). In this context, it is worth noting that PD is
characterized by substantial dopamine depletion in
the most rostrodorsal part of the caudate nucleus
(Kish et al., 1988). In fact, after the putamen, the
dorsal part of the caudate nucleus is the striatal struc-
ture with greater dopamine depletion in PD. As the
rostrodorsal part of the caudate is connected with
the dorsolateral PFC (Yeterian and Pandya, 1991),
impairments in tasks involving attentional set-shifting
can be predicted to occur in PD, even in early stages
of disease (Owen et al., 1993b; Cools et al., 2001a).

In keeping with these anatomical considerations,
and also in keeping with the clinical observations,
CBF PET studies have found reduced activation in
the basal ganglia of PD subjects during performance
of the Tower of London test (Owen et al., 1998;
Dagher et al., 2001). In addition, the degree of impair-
ment on executive tasks was found to correlate with
dopaminergic hypofunction in the caudate nucleus
(Marié et al., 1999; Brück et al., 2001). At the PFC
level, however, the results are not so clear-cut and, in
fact, there have been some a-priori conflicting obser-
vations. As expected, fMRI studies have shown that
PD subjects with executive dysfunction do have
underactivation of the cognitive loop (caudate and
PFC) as compared to PD subjects without dysexecu-
tive dysfunction (Lewis et al., 2003). However, several
functional neuroimaging studies, including PET and
fMRI, have also shown that, as compared to healthy
controls, PD subjects have increased (not decreased)
activation in the dorsolateral PFC during perform-
ance of PFC-sensitive cognitive tasks (Dagher et al.,
2001; Cools et al., 2002b; Mattay et al., 2002). As
levodopa administration (i.e. dopamine replacement)
normalized these activation pattern abnormalities, the
authors proposed that over-activation of the dorsolat-
eral PFC observed in PD subjects could be related to
dysfunction in the mesocortical dopamine pathway

(e.g. reduced dopamine levels in PFC) (Cools et al.,
2002b; Mattay et al., 2002). Naturally, one cannot be
absolutely certain as to whether the normalizing effect
of dopamine replacement occurs at the level of the
caudate nucleus (normalization of the nigrostriatal
dopamine pathway) or at the level of the frontal
cortex (normalization of the mesocortical dopamine
pathway). Nonetheless, current models of basal gan-
glia function do suggest that the effect of dopamine
replacement in the caudate nucleus should lead to an
increase (not a decrease) in PFC activity (Alexander
et al., 1986; Albin et al., 1989), which lends support to
the notion of a dysfunctional mesocortical dopamine
pathway in PD.

More recent fMRI studies in early PD subjects
have yielded more detailed information on this issue
(Monchi et al., 2004, 2007). It has been shown that, as
compared to normal controls, PD subjects have both
over-activation in the dorsolateral PFC and under-
activation in the ventrolateral PFC during perform-
ance of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (Monchi
et al., 2004). More importantly, using the Montreal
Card Sorting Task, the same authors demonstrated
that the pattern of activation in PD was dependent
upon whether the cognitive task involved the caudate
nucleus or not. Only when the task was caudate-
dependent did PD subjects show prefrontal under-
activation, in both the dorsolateral and ventrolateral
PFC (Monchi et al., 2007). In contrast, when the
cognitive task was caudate-independent, PD subjects
actually showed over-activation, not only in PFC, but
also in cortical regions not normally involved in the
performance of the task (Monchi et al., 2007). Taken
together, these observations suggest that, in addition
to dopamine depletion in the caudate nucleus, the
mesocortical dopamine pathway most likely also plays
a role in the pattern of cognitive dysfunction observed
in PD. Nonetheless, changes in the ventral part of the
caudate nucleus, which is connected to the ventrolat-
eral PFC (Yeterian and Pandya, 1991), may also con-
tribute to the PD activation pattern.

The cortico-striatal limbic loop: reversal
learning tasks and behavior in PD
In contrast to the severely affected dopaminergic pro-
jections to the dorsal striatum (caudate and puta-
men), the dopaminergic projection to the ventral
striatum seems to be essentially normal in PD, at least
in the early stages of the disease (Kish et al., 1988).
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This simple observation has profound implications
for understanding why dopamine replacement
therapy sometimes leads to behavioral disorders in
PD subjects. Nonetheless, a recent PET study sug-
gested that depression, which sometimes precedes
PD motor symptoms, may be associated with loss
of dopamine terminals in the ventral striatum (Remy
et al., 2005).

There is compelling evidence that probabilistic
reversal learning tasks are well suited to examine the
function of the ventral striatum, in particular the
nucleus accumbens (Cools et al., 2007). To perform
these tasks, subjects must reject the learned rule in
favor of a contradictory rule (Swainson et al., 2000).
Hence, probabilistic reversal learning tasks, as is
the case for the cognitive tasks used to examine the
cortico-striatal cognitive loop, are also dependent on
cognitive flexibility. However, they are conceptually
different from typical set-shifting tasks such us the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test. Essentially, reversal
learning tasks test for balance between “go” and
“no-go” signals (Frank et al., 2004). fMRI studies on
healthy human volunteers have shown that probabil-
istic reversal learning tasks activate the ventral stria-
tum and the corresponding ventrolateral PFC (Cools
et al., 2002a). This pattern of activation (accumbens–
ventrolateral PFC) contrasts with the pattern obtained
during performance of set-shifting tasks (caudate–
dorsolateral PFC). As expected, PD subjects off medi-
cation perform much better on reversal learning tasks
than on tasks involving the dorsal striatum circuitry
(Swainson et al., 2000) and show normal activation in
the nucleus accumbens (Cools et al., 2007). However,
dopamine replacement therapy may actually worsen
the performance of reversal learning tasks in PD
subjects, and this deleterious effect is reversed by
levodopa withdrawal (Cools et al., 2001b).

To explain this paradoxical effect (i.e. worsening
on dopamine replacement therapy), it has long been
proposed that treatment may “over-dose” the essen-
tially normal ventral striatum, and the corresponding
limbic loop, in PD subjects (Gotham et al., 1986,
1988; Cools, 2006). Accordingly, while dopamine
replacement therapy improves function in circuitries
dependent upon structures with major PD-related
dopamine depletion (dorsal striatum), the same treat-
ment paradoxically impairs function in areas with
no (or only minor) dopamine depletion, such as
the ventral striatum (Cools, 2006). Interestingly,
the administration of direct dopamine agonists to

healthy human subjects also leads to impairments in
reversal-learning performance (Mehta et al., 2001).

It is well known that the mesolimbic dopamine
pathway and corresponding cortical frontal areas are
involved in reward processing and goal-directed
behaviors (Schultz, 2002; Brown and Braver, 2005;
Knutson et al., 2005). Hence, functional abnormalities
in the limbic loop may also explain why medicated
PD subjects sometimes develop a number of behav-
ioral disorders, including impulsivity, compulsive
eating and shopping, hypersexuality, drug-seeking
behavior, pathological gambling and other risk-taking
behaviors (Goodwin et al., 1971; Vogel and Schiffter,
1983; Nausieda, 1985; Lawrence et al., 2003; Nandha-
gopal et al., 2008). Several experiments have shown
that medicated PD subjects may have an impaired
capacity to gauge different probability values (Knowlton
et al., 1996) as well as the predicted reward value
(Schott et al., 2007), and often exhibit abnormal bet-
ting strategies (Cools et al., 2003). Thus, while PD
subjects off medication tend to avoid negative out-
comes, they are particularly sensitive to positive
outcomes when on medication (Frank et al., 2004).
In other words, dopamine replacement therapy favors
“go” signals over “no-go” signals.

These experimental observations set the founda-
tions to explain the behavioral disorders sometimes
encountered in PD, and suggested that medicated
PD subjects may indeed have greater than normal
levels of dopamine in the ventral striatum. A recent
PET study has lent support to this prediction
(Evans et al., 2006). After levodopa administration,
PD subjects with the so-called “dopamine dysregula-
tion syndrome” (i.e. subjects with abusive use of
medication) release substantially more dopamine
in the ventral striatum than PD subjects without
this behavioral disorder. It is assumed that such
increased levels of dopamine in the ventral striatum,
particularly in the nucleus accumbens, must trigger
rewarding signals, which perpetuates the abnormal
behavior in question, be it abusive use of anti-PD
medication or pathological gambling or sex, to
name but a few. In fact, the same (or very similar)
mechanism seems to be implicated in addiction to
drugs of abuse, where the dopamine reward signal
seems to be amplified (Schultz, 2002). There is
also evidence to suggest that signals from the
caudate nucleus may contribute to modulate these
abnormal behaviors (Kaasinen et al., 2001; Tricomi
et al., 2004).
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Cognition and cortical pathology in PD
In keeping with neuropathological studies, which
have demonstrated Lewy bodies and cell loss in
medial temporal lobe areas (Braak et al., 2003),
high-resolution MRI images have demonstrated
hippocampal atrophy in PD (Camicioli et al., 2003;
Burton et al., 2004; Nagano-Saito et al., 2005;
Summerfield et al., 2005). This hippocampal atrophy,
which may precede frank dementia in PD, was correl-
ated with impairments in memory tests. Naturally,
frontal lobe dysfunction (see above) or direct Lewy
body pathology in the frontal lobe (Braak et al., 2003)
may also contribute to memory deficits in PD. In fact,
cortical Lewy body pathology is common in paralim-
bic, temporal and frontal areas of the neocortex in PD
subjects with dementia (Kosaka and Iseki, 1996; Braak
et al., 2003). On the other hand, while the FDG-PET
pattern of glucose metabolism in non-demented PD
subjects is characterized by hypometabolism in
frontal areas (Huang et al., 2007), visual hallucin-
ations, which are a major clinical criterion for the
diagnosis of dementia with Lewy bodies, are associ-
ated with relative frontal lobe hypermetabolism
and relative hypometabolism in posterior (parieto-
occipital) cortical areas (Nagano-Saito et al., 2004).
This pattern of posterior hypometabolism may help
distinguish dementia related to Lewy body pathology
from Alzheimer’s disease (Minoshima et al., 2001). In
addition, there is pathological (Scatton et al., 1983)
and in-vivo PET evidence that other neurotransmit-
ters, particularly cholinergic pathways, are also
involved in PD dementia (Bohnen et al., 2003; Hilker
et al., 2005). Indeed, cholinergic dysfunction can

be even more severe in PD subjects with dementia
than in Alzheimer’s disease (Bohnen et al., 2003).
Finally, in-vivo PET studies are currently investigat-
ing whether concomitant amyloid pathology may
contribute to dementia in PD subjects, although at
this point, it appears that amyloid deposition is asso-
ciated more with DLB than with PDD (Edison et al.,
2008; Gomperts et al., 2008).
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Chapter

27 Neuroimaging of other dementing disorders

William Hu and Murray Grossman

Introduction
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common form
of dementing illness in the elderly (Kokmen et al.,
1993), but advances in molecular pathology over the
past few decades have led to the identification of other
common neurodegenerative disorders (Prusiner and
Hsiao, 1994; Neary et al., 1998; McKhann et al., 2001;
Boeve et al., 2003; Lippa et al., 2007; Murray et al.,
2007). Patients with these non-Alzheimer dementia
disorders frequently have similar subjective com-
plaints as patients with AD, but atypical features in
the evaluation of these cognitively impaired patients
should alert the astute physician of an alternative
non-AD diagnosis, including behavioral and language
variants of frontotemporal dementia (Neary et al.,
1998; McKhann et al., 2001), dementia with Lewy
bodies (Lippa et al., 2007), vascular dementia, and
other forms of less common neurological disorders,
including Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (Prusiner and
Hsiao, 1994). The utility of imaging studies has been
studied extensively in many of these disorders, and
this chapter will focus on the group differences
between disorders and highlight the role of structural
and functional imaging in non-Alzheimer dementias.
Disease-specific features unique to one type or one
group of disorders are frequently congruent with the
localization model of neurodegenerative disease based
on prominent clinical deficits, but the majority of
these studies lack the power to determine the positive
and negative predictive values of disease-specific
features at the group level when used on an individual
patient basis, despite variable amount of anecdotal
clinical evidence.With a few exceptions, these imaging
features – when present – should only be used as
supportive evidence to complement clinical impres-
sion when present. Unusual imaging features should

broaden instead of narrow the clinical differential
diagnosis, and additional investigational modalities
should be considered to better define the disease
process.

Frontotemporal dementia – behavioral
variant (bv-FTD)
Frontotemporal dementia is the second most
common dementing illness in those under the age
of 65 (Knopman et al., 2004). The clinical syndrome
of frontotemporal dementia includes behavioral
(bv-FTD) and language variants (McKhann et al.,
2001), and the two disorders not infrequently share
features of the other (Neary et al., 1998). Historically,
cases of bv-FTD often carried the clinical diagnosis
of Pick’s disease (McKhann et al., 2001), although
Pick’s disease pathology of tau-positive Pick bodies is
not universally present in cases of clinically diagnosed
Pick’s disease. In fact, when multiple clinicopatho-
logic series were examined, Pick’s disease with tau-
positive Pick bodies only represented a minority of
bv-FTD with autopsy confirmation (Hodges et al.,
2004; Kertesz et al., 2005; Forman et al., 2006a;
Josephs et al., 2006b). About half of the bv-FTD
patients have neuritic or intracellular lesions immu-
noreactive to TAR DNA binding protein of ~43 kDa
(TDP-43; Neumann et al., 2006) and these patients
are said to have frontotemporal lobar degeneration
associated with TDP-43 (FTLD-TDP). The other
patients have pathologic changes consistent with
Pick’s disease (Dickson, 2001), corticobasal degener-
ation (CBD; Murray et al., 2007), progressive supra-
nuclear palsy (PSP; Dickson, 2008), frontotemporal
dementia with parkinsonism linked to chromosome
17 (FTDP-17; van Swieten and Spillantini, 2007), or
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tangle-predominant dementia (Jellinger and Attems,
2007). The common link among these disorders is the
presence of hyperphosphorylated tau in neurofibril-
lary tangles, and they are grouped together as
tauopathies. Patients with clinical bv-FTD can also
have pathology in keeping with AD, and they are
sometimes considered to have frontal-variant of AD
(Johnson et al., 1999; Grossman et al., 2008).

Modern imaging techniques have allowed for
structural and functional analysis of patients with
bv-FTD. Due to the clinical and pathologic hetero-
geneity of FTD, information on bv-FTD has come
from both studies on clinically diagnosed cases with
variable pathologic confirmation and analysis of
pathologically confirmed FTLD cases, with bv-FTD
the most common clinical diagnosis in most series.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain is
the most utilized modality in the clinical evaluation
of patients suspected of having bv-FTD, and patients
often have frontal and/or temporal atrophy,
although more global atrophy may also exist. Voxel-
based morphometry (VBM) analysis of patients with
clinical bv-FTD generally showed atrophy in the right
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate
cortex, and insula, and additional atrophic regions
have been identified in different clinical series,
including orbitofrontal and left motor cortices (Rosen
et al., 2002a), as well as right posterolateral temporal
cortical atrophy (Grossman et al., 2004). Certain
behavioral characteristics common in bv-FTD are
also associated with patterns of focal brain atrophy,

including disinhibition with orbitofrontal and right
medial temporal limbic structure atrophy (Zamboni
et al., 2008), apathy with dorsolateral prefrontal atro-
phy (Zamboni et al., 2008; Massimo and Grossman,
2008), poor emotional comprehension with right amyg-
dala and orbitofrontal atrophy (Rosen et al., 2002b),
disagreeableness with left orbitofrontal atrophy (Rankin
et al., 2004), and binge eating with right insular circuit
atrophy (Woolley et al., 2007). At the same time,
frontal atrophy is often found in cognitively normal
control subjects, and left frontal lobe atrophy was found
to be more associated with bv-FTD than right frontal
lobe atrophy in a comparison study between 30 cogni-
tively normal subjects and 16 bv-FTD patients (Chow
et al., 2008).

Patterns of brain atrophy in FTLD can also be
analyzed according to the subtypes of pathologic dis-
orders giving rise to bv-FTD. As a group, autopsy-
confirmed cases of FTLD had more atrophy in frontal
lobar regions, anterior cingulate gyri, and the insula
compared with autopsy-confirmed cases of AD
(Rabinovici et al., 2007). However, no group differ-
ences were found between tau-positive and tau-
negative (FTLD-TDP) cases of FTLD in two series
comparing a total of 16 cases of FTLD-TDP and 15
cases of tauopathies using VBM analysis (Whitwell
et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2007). When examined
according to the exact pathologic diagnosis rather
than presence or absence of tau pathology, each type
of TDP-43- or tau-positive pathology was associated
with a particular pattern of brain atrophy: FTLD-TDP
with atrophy in the bilateral orbitofrontal cortices,
posterior superior temporal lobes, and posterior fusi-
form gyri; Pick’s disease with Pick bodies with bilat-
eral dorsolateral prefrontal atrophy; frontotemporal
dementia with parkinsonism linked to chromosome
17 (FTDP-17) with atrophy in the right temporal lobe
and orbitofrontal cortex, CBD with atrophy in the
frontoparietal cortical regions and subcortical nuclei;
PSP with atrophy in the brainstem, cortical regions,
and the adjacent white matter (Whitwell et al., 2005;
Josephs et al., 2008a). Given the multitude of atrophy
patterns associated with the pathologic heterogeneity
of FTD, it is thus possible that atrophy pattern alone
from one time point is insufficient to distinguish
FTLD-TDP from tauopathies. In cases with serial
volumetric imaging, longitudinal patterns of atrophy
can be examined by brain and ventricular boundary-
shift integral analysis. Using such analysis in a cohort
of 12 patients with FTLD-TDP (10 with bv-FTD)

Figure 27.1 Patterns of atrophy in patients with behavioral variant
of frontotemporal dementia (bv FTD).
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and 10 patients with CBD or PSP (3 with bv-FTD),
CBD cases were found to have the highest annual rate
of brain atrophy at 2.3% per year, while FTLD-TDP
cases had an annual rate of brain atrophy at 1.7%
per year (Whitwell et al., 2007b). In contrast, AD
cases and control cases had annual rates of brain
atrophy at 1.1 and 0.3% per year, respectively. Hence,
compared with AD, FTLD case had more frontal or
temporal atrophy and faster annual rates of atrophy,
and some tau-positive cases (CBD) had significantly
faster annual rates of atrophy than other pathologic
subtypes of FTLD.

At the individual patient level, imaging studies
should aid the clinician in the distinction between
FTD and other non-FTD dementing illnesses. Struc-
tural imaging could be sensitive early in the disease
course, but is insufficiently specific in patients even-
tually diagnosed with FTD. In one study of serially
diagnosed and followed patients with dementia, 40
of 63 FTD patients had more prominent frontal
and temporal atrophy out of proportion to general-
ized atrophy, with positive and negative predictive
values of frontotemporal abnormalities in FTD diag-
nosis at 66 and 69%, respectively (Mendez et al.,
2007). The utility of volumetric MRI in distinguishing
AD and FTD was addressed in a recent study
using 37 clinically diagnosed AD patients and 12
clinically diagnosed FTD patients (8 with bv-FTD).
With VBM and high-dimensional pattern classifica-
tion, the average accuracy in differentiating AD
from FTD on an individual patient basis was 84%
(Davatzikos et al., 2008).

Box 27.1. Behavioral variant frontotemporal
dementia (bv-FTD)

Characterized clinically by change in comportment,
apathy, disinhibition, poor planning/judgment.

Atrophy seen in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, orbito-
frontal cortex, anterior cingulated gyrus, insula,
posterior temporal lobe.

Reduced cerebral blood flow and cerebral metabol-
ism seen in frontal or frontotemporal regions.

In searching for an imaging biomarker for FTD
or FTLD, functional brain imaging studies – includ-
ing both single-photon emission computed tomog-
raphy (SPECT) and positron emission tomography
(PET) – represented a significant step forward in the
clinical diagnosis of bv-FTD. Reduction in frontal
cerebral blood flow on SPECT was seen in 80% of

autopsy-confirmed cases of FTLD, and reduction
in parietal cerebral blood flow present in 90% of
autopsy-confirmed AD cases was found in 28% of
autopsy-confirmed FTLD (McNeill et al., 2007).
Similar to VBM, patterns of hypoperfusion in FTD
may also correspond to behavioral deficits, such as
right frontal hypoperfusion with loss of insight, left
frontal hypoperfusion with change in hygiene, and
left temporal hypoperfusion with compulsion and
mental rigidity (McMurtray et al., 2006). In clinically
diagnosed patients with FTD, PET using 18-F fluoro-
deoxyglucose (FDG-PET) tended to show fronto-
temporal hypoperfusion (Ishii et al., 1998b), while
parietal–temporal hypoperfusion was more common
in AD patients (Minoshima et al., 1997). In patients
with autopsy-confirmation, FDG-PET with stereotac-
tic surface projection (SSP) was able to achieve diag-
nostic accuracy of 89% with significant inter-rater
diagnostic agreement (Foster et al., 2007). Import-
antly, FDG-PET results improved overall clinical
diagnostic accuracy from 79 to 90%. A direct com-
parison of diagnostic accuracy between SPECT/PET
imaging and volumetric MRI imaging further
showed increased sensitivity and specificity in the
diagnosis of FTD (Mendez et al., 2007). Currently,
FDG-PET is approved by the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services in the US for improving clin-
ical diagnostic accuracy of FTD or AD in cases of
atypical dementia, and the utility of FDG-PET scan
in distinguishing bv-FTD from AD may be as early
as the mild cognitive impairment (MCI) stage, as
some patients diagnosed with clinical MCI already
demonstrated different patterns of hypoperfusion
consistent with either AD or FTD (Mosconi et al.,
2008).

Familial FTLD-TDP
A significant proportion of patients with bv-FTD
have a family history of dementia, parkinsonian dis-
order, or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Over the past
decade, a number of mutations have been identified
to be associated with familial FTD that clinically
often presents with bv-FTD. This includes mutations
in the microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT)
that cause the tauopathy FTDP-17, and mutations
in progranulin (PGRN), charged multi-vesicular
body protein 2B (CHMP2B), and valosin-containing
protein (VCP), all of which cause familial tau-
negative FTLD-TDP. Only limited information is
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available on the imaging findings of these patients,
and no systemic characterization of imaging charac-
teristics yet exists for familial FTLD-TDP of known
mutations. As a group, patients with PGRN muta-
tions had more severe atrophy affecting the frontal,
temporal, and parietal lobes than patients without
PGRN mutations (Whitwell et al., 2007a). This
widespread pattern of atrophy is possibly associated
with the more severe clinical phenotypes in
patients with PGRN mutations, some of whom also
demonstrated deficits reflecting parietal lobe dys-
function in addition to frontal and temporal lobar
dysfunction (Beck et al., 2008; Le Ber et al., 2008;
Rohrer et al., 2008). CHMP2B mutations were
found in a large Danish pedigree with autosomal
dominant FTD linked to chromosome 3 (Skibinski
et al., 2005) and a Belgian patient with familial FTD
(van der Zee et al., 2008). Imaging studies of
affected patients have shown mild to generalized
cortical atrophy on CT, and hypoperfusion in the
frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes on SPECT
(Gydesen et al., 2002; van der Zee et al., 2008).
Mutations in VCP lead to a multi-system disorder
involving FTD, inclusion body myopathy, and
Paget’s disease of the bone, and are associated with
ubiquitin- and TDP-43-immunoreactive lesions dis-
tinct from the typical FTLD (Forman et al., 2006b).
Limited imaging data are available on patients with
FTD and VCP mutations. Case reports or case series
have shown minimal to severe cortical atrophy on
CT or MRI (Le Ber et al., 2004; Bersano et al., 2007;
Watts et al., 2007; Viassolo et al., 2008), prominent
callosal and frontal white matter atrophy on MRI
(Krause et al., 2007), and/or mild to severe diffuse
frontal lobe hypoperfusion on SPECT (Le Ber et al.,
2004; Watts et al., 2007). The mixed imaging find-
ings likely reflect the relatively heterogeneous clinical
phenotypes involved with each mutation, but it
appears that no imaging abnormality is reliably asso-
ciated with one particular type of familial FTLD
mutation. Radiological evidence of differential gray
and white matter involvement may be indicative of
underlying disease mechanism by which mutations
in these ubiquitous proteins lead to focal frontotem-
poral dysfunction. In the future, imaging modalities
using substrate-specific ligands targeting abnormal
proteins should allow for more accurate diagnosis
in suspected familial cases and clinically asymptom-
atic carriers.

Semantic dementia
Semantic dementia (SD) represents a fluent form of
primary progressive aphasia (PPA) or language vari-
ant-FTD (lv-FTD). It is characterized by marked loss
of semantic knowledge in both spontaneous speech
and confrontational naming, degraded object knowl-
edge, circumlocution, mildly slowed rate of speech
production, and preserved grammar and repetition
(Neary et al., 1998). Behaviorally, patients with SD
are much more likely to have symptoms reminiscent
of bv-FTD than patients with other forms of lv-FTD
or AD (Rosen et al., 2006). Subtle behavioral features
may also be preferentially associated with SD, such as
unusual food preferences rather than general hyperor-
ality seen in bv-FTD (Seeley et al., 2005). In clinico-
pathologic series, the most common pathologic
diagnosis in SD patients was FTLD-TDP, with AD
being the next most common cause and tauopathies
only infrequently associated with SD (Forman et al.,
2006a; Snowden et al., 2007; Knibb et al., 2006). When
FTLD-TDP pathologic pattern was further examined
according to microscopic structures immunoreactive
to TDP-43 and ubiquitin, SD was found to have
mostly abundant dystrophic neurites and rare intracel-
lular lesions (MacKenzie Type II, Sampathu Type I)
(Grossman et al., 2007; Snowden et al., 2007). Gross
examination of the brain in autopsy-confirmed cases
often, but not universally, showed lobar asymmetry
corresponding to the clinical aphasic presentation
(Snowden et al., 2007).

Early work showed left hemispheric atrophy in
small groups of patients clinically diagnosed with
SD, especially in the left temporal pole (Mummery
et al., 2000). However, bilateral atrophy can also occur
in SD, especially later in the disease course (Garrard
and Hodges, 2000). Compared to control subjects, SD
patients had more atrophy in the anterior inferior
temporal gyrus, anterior superior temporal gyrus,
posterior amygdala, and ventromedial frontal cortex
bilaterally (Rosen et al., 2002b). All these regions
except the ventromedial frontal cortex also showed
more atrophy in SD when compared with bv-FTD,
and these findings have been confirmed in subsequent
series of patients using VBM analysis (Gorno-
Tempini et al., 2004; Davies et al., 2008). Atrophy in
SD likely extends beyond gray matter, as white matter
atrophy was also found in SD compared with bv-FTD
and control subjects (Chao et al., 2007). One diffusion
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tensor imaging (DTI) study revealed disruption of the
inferior longitudinal fasciculus connecting the anter-
ior temporal and frontal regions (Borroni et al.,
2007). We have performed similar DTI analysis in
SD patients, and found abnormalities in the white
matter connecting the anterior temporal region to
the frontal and parietal integration regions (Asmuth
et al., 2008). FDG-PET studies in SD patients have
shown dysfunction in the bilateral temporal regions
and medial orbitofrontal regions, reflecting results
from VBM analysis (Desgranges et al., 2007; Drzezga
et al., 2008). The degree of dysfunction on FDG-PET
analysis was more severe than the degree of atrophy
on VBM analysis, likely reflecting substrate- (FTLD-
TDP) or region-specific neuronal dysfunction before
the development of lobar atrophy. As some cases of
SD also have cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) profiles sug-
gestive of AD (Hu and Grossman, unpublished data)
or AD pathology on autopsy (Knibb et al., 2006),
amyloid-specific imaging has also been performed in
eight clinically diagnosed SD patients (Drzezga et al.,
2008). Interestingly, none of these patients demon-
strated retention of Pittsburgh Compound B, leading
the investigators to the conclusion that SD can be
accurately diagnosed clinically. However, as the sen-
sitivity of [11C]-PIB PET in non-AD cases still needs
to be confirmed, this small study should be inter-
preted with caution especially given the common
occurrence of AD pathology in autopsy-confirmed
series of SD.

Box 27.2. Semantic dementia (SD)

Clinically characterized by fluent aphasia, degraded
object knowledge, circumlocution, preserved
grammar and repetition; may be associated with
early behavioral changes.

Atrophy in left and right anterior temporal poles.
Cerebral hypometabolism in bilateral temporal poles.

Deficits in SD patients have yielded important
information on the neurological substrate for single
word and sentence comprehension through correl-
ational analysis. Single word meaning impairment
correlates with left posterolateral and ventral tem-
poral atrophy in SD (Mummery et al., 2000; Gross-
man et al., 2004; Bright et al., 2008) and bilateral
anterior temporal lobe hypometabolism (Nestor
et al., 2006). With disease progression, SD patients
can additionally develop difficulties in sentence
comprehension, which correlates with atrophy in the
posterolateral portion of the left temporal cortex
(Grossman and Moore, 2005; Davies et al., 2008).
More posterior cortical disease involvement in SD
patients can manifest as degraded visual–perceptual
feature knowledge of concrete object and actions.
This has been correlated with atrophy in the visual
association cortex likely reflecting deficits in semantic
association (Yi et al., 2007). A neuropsychological
correlate of the bilateral temporal involvement in SD
is poor comprehension of emotion, especially emo-
tions with negative valence such as sadness. This
deficit in SD correlates with atrophy in the right
amygdala and right orbitofrontal cortex (Rosen
et al., 2002b), and provides further evidence that SD
is more than a left-hemispheric degenerative process,
and this pattern of bi-temporal degeneration may be
associated with the specific pathology morphology of
prominent dystrophic neurites.

Progressive non-fluent aphasia
Progressive non-fluent aphasia (PNFA) is a non-
fluent form of lv-FTD, characterized by effortful
speech, shortened phrase length, and reduced use
of grammatical elements (Kartsounis et al., 1991;
Grossman et al., 1996a; Turner et al., 1996). Single
word comprehension is usually preserved, but com-
prehension of grammatically complex (Mesulam
et al., 2008) sentences is impaired (Turner et al.,

Figure 27.2 Patterns of atrophy in patients with semantic
dementia (SD).
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1996). In particular, impairments of verb processing
may be more pronounced than noun processing in
sentence comprehension (Rhee et al., 2001). Patients
with a PNFA-like form of primary progressive apha-
sia are variably classified as PNFA or non-fluent PPA
in published studies, although there is high agreement
between cases of PNFA and cases of non-fluent PPA
(Clark et al., 2005; Knibb et al., 2006; Mesulam et al.,
2008). Patients with PNFA usually do not have prom-
inent behavioral features early in the disease course,
although they may demonstrate behavioral abnormal-
ities later in the disease course including hyperorality,
disinhibition, or apathy. Pathologically, PNFA is
highly associated with tauopathies in most clinico-
pathologic series, although clinically diagnosed cases
of PNFA can also have pathologic changes in keeping
with Alzheimer disease or FTLD-TDP (Forman et al.,
2006a; Josephs et al., 2006b; Knibb et al., 2006;
Mesulam et al., 2008). Dysarthria is more common
in the non-fluent form of PPA than fluent forms
(Clark et al., 2005). Apraxia of speech (AOS), a dis-
order of motor speech planning, can be present in
PNFA with or without non-verbal oral apraxia
(Gorno-Tempini et al., 2004).

Volumetric MRI studies in individual patients
with PNFA have shown minimal atrophy, left peri-
sylvian atrophy, or left-hemispheric atrophy (Caselli
et al., 1992; Turner et al., 1996; Nestor et al., 2003).
A detailed VBM analysis showed significant atrophy
in the pars opercularis, triangularis, pars orbitalis of
the left inferior frontal gyrus, left precentral gyrus of
the insula with extension into the inferior precentral
gyrus and middle frontal gyrus, bilateral caudate
nuclei, and left putamen (Gorno-Tempini et al.,
2004). The atrophy in PNFA is also more severe on
a group level compared with other forms of FTD-
related disorders (Grossman et al., 2004). While atro-
phy surrounding the left perisylvian fissure is

insufficient by itself for the diagnosis of PNFA as it
can also be seen in AD cases without aphasia (Nestor
et al., 2003; Gorno-Tempini et al., 2004), its presence
is often considered supporting evidence for PNFA
(Mesulam et al., 2008). It is also important to note
that while this radiographic change is common in the
clinical diagnosis of PNFA, its presence likely only
reflects the neuro-anatomical basis of the clinical syn-
drome and should not be used in the prediction of
pathology. In one detailed clinicopathologic series
of patients with non-fluent aphasia, three cases of
PNFA with asymmetric left frontal atrophy in one
series all had AD pathology on autopsy (Knibb
et al., 2006). Interestingly, even in cases of PNFA
with AD pathology, the degree of asymmetry in AD
pathology as might be expected from the lateralized
clinical phenotype is minimal despite asymmetric
atrophy (Mesulam et al., 2008). This may be in part
due to the extensive interhemispheric abnormalities
seen on DTI studies of PNFA patients (Asmuth et al.,
2008). Alternatively, this has led to speculations that
AD changes in these cases of non-FTLD PNFA may
represent late-stage changes, although further con-
firmatory evidence is necessary before the association
between AD pathology and PNFA phenotype can be
discounted.

AOS has been the subject of a number of clinico-
pathologic analyses. Whereas PNFA with apraxia of
speech is most often associated with tauopathies,
PNFA cases without AOS are more likely to have
pathologic findings of FTLD-TDP (Josephs et al.,
2006a; Snowden et al., 2007). In one of these series
of patients with PNFA-related disorder and autopsy-
confirmed FTLD, AOS was present in more than half
of the cases, and was the dominant clinical feature
in 40% (Josephs et al., 2006a). VBM analysis of
patients with AOS only showed atrophy predomin-
antly affecting the bilateral superior premotor cortex,
with extension into the precentral gyrus and supple-
mental motor area. In contrast, patients with PNFA
plus AOS showed atrophy in the superior premotor
cortex, greater involvement of the posterior inferior
frontal lobe, but without involvement of the supple-
mental motor region (Josephs et al., 2006a). All of the
AOS cases and PNFA plus AOS cases had tauopathies
on pathologic examination, so the distinctions in
clinical phenotypes and imaging analysis cannot be
explained by differences between tauopathies and
FTLD-TDP alone. However, with the majority of
AOS cases having pathology of PSP and all cases

Figure 27.3 Patterns of atrophy in patients with progressive
non fluent aphasia (PNFA) if the underlying pathology is
frontotemporal lobar degeneration (red) or Alzheimer’s disease
(green).
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of PNFA plus AOS having CBD pathology, the
observed difference in atrophy may instead reflect
the exact pathologic subtype of tauopathy rather than
general presence of absence of tau-related changes.

Consistent with the pattern of atrophy seen in
volumetric analysis, functional imaging using SPECT
and FDG-PET has also shown left-hemispheric
hypoperfusion or hypometabolism (Turner et al.,
1996; Nestor et al., 2003; Clark et al., 2005). Using
the region-of-interest (ROI) method in PET analysis,
a group of PNFA cases had general left-hemisphere
hypometabolism compared to controls, and more
hypometabolism in the left inferior frontal, superior
and middle temporal gyri relative to clinically prob-
able AD (Grossman et al., 1996b). Additional areas
identified via ROI analysis include bi-frontal and left
temporoparietal regions, and left subcortical nuclei
(Talbot et al., 1995; Newberg et al., 2000). Using
statistical parametric mapping, one subsequent study
showed that patients with pure and possibly early
PNFA had hypometabolism more restricted to the
left anterior insula, and PNFA cases with more cogni-
tive impairment demonstrated more severe patterns
of hypometabolism with extension into Broca’s area,
superior temporal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, and
dorsomedial frontal region (Nestor et al., 2003).
These abnormalities in metabolism were distinct from
both cognitively normal control subjects and patients
with AD. Specifically, analysis of PNFA cases against
AD cases yielded a single focus of hypometabolic
cluster in the left frontal operculum (Nestor et al.,
2003). On a qualitative level, abnormalities on SPECT
and FDG-PET are more pronounced than abnormal-
ities seen in VBM analysis alone.

Box 27.3. Progressive non-fluent aphasia (PNFA)

Clinically characterized by effortful speech, agrammat-
ism, difficulty with comprehension of grammat-
ically complex sentences, with preserved
comprehension and object knowledge.

Can be with or without apraxia of speech.
Atrophy in left perisylvian fissure.
Cerebral hypometabolism in left insula and left peri-

sylvian fissure.

Correlational analysis between patterns of brain
imaging abnormalities and neuropsychological def-
icits has been able to confirm the neuro-anatomical
basis of many language deficits observed in PNFA.

Early in the disease course of PNFA, patients tend to
have greater difficulty understanding grammatically
complex sentences compared to grammatically simple
sentences (Grossman and Moore, 2005). In healthy
seniors, fMRI studies have shown an association
between grammatical components of sentence
processing and ventral portions of left inferior frontal
cortex (Grossman et al., 2002). Difficulties in sentence
comprehension by PNFA patients may thus be asso-
ciated with dysfunction in this region. In a SPECT
analysis, hypoperfusion in the lateral superior and
inferior portions of the left frontal lobe and left anter-
ior superior temporal lobe was associated with diffi-
culties in understanding sentences containing a
grammatically subordinate clause (Grossman et al.,
1998). A similar finding has been documented in a
VBM analysis relating left inferior frontal and anter-
ior superior cortical atrophy to reduced speech flu-
ency in a semi-structured speech sample (Ash et al.,
2009). In a blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD)
fMRI study, PNFA patients were presented with
grammatically complex sentences. PNFA patients
with grammatical comprehension difficulties showed
only limited left inferior frontal recruitment during
the task (Cooke et al., 2003). Reduced activity in the
left frontal lobe shown on a study of arterial spin
labeling in PNFA patients was related to their diffi-
culties in sentence comprehension (Grossman et al.,
2001). In comparison, non-aphasic patients showed
good activation of the left inferior frontal region in
the BOLD fMRI study (Cooke et al., 2003).

The strong association between the clinical
phenotype of PNFA and pathologic changes consist-
ent with tauopathies, especially with the concurrent
symptoms of AOS and grammatical difficulties,
makes PNFA the ideal clinical correlate to pathologic
tauopathies. Recognition of the dominant clinical
deficits and left perisylvian atrophy or dysfunction
will be crucial in the identification of patients with
PNFA and highly probable underlying tau-positive
pathology, such that PNFA patients could be
included in therapeutic trials targeting hyper-
phosphorylated tau.

Logopenic progressive aphasia
It has long been observed that up to 33% of patients
with lv-FTD may have pathology consistent with AD
(Hodges et al., 2004). This, along with the clinical
observation that some patients with progressive
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aphasia cannot be easily classified as either SD or
PNFA, has led to studies to characterize patients
with the clinical syndrome of primary progressive
aphasia and pathologic findings of AD. Gorno-Tem-
pini and colleagues have proposed the diagnosis of
logopenic progressive aphasia, characterized by slow,
effortful speech with word finding pauses, impaired
repetition and comprehension for longer sentences
but preserved functioning for single words, and pre-
served grammar (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2004;
Gorno-Tempini et al., 2008). Atrophy on MRI and
hypoperfusion on SPECT in these patients are evi-
dent in the posterior left temporal lobe and inferior
parietal lobule, distinct from patterns seen in SD and
PNFA. In our experience, many of these clinically
diagnosed patients have cerebrospinal fluid profiles
consistent with AD (elevated tau level and tau/Ab42
ratio, 11 out of 15), and this profile has been associ-
ated with autopsy confirmation of AD (Bian et al.,
2008) and the presence of cerebral amyloid by
using PET imaging with amyloid-specific substrate
Pittsburgh compound B (PIB-PET) as would be
expected in AD (Fagan et al., 2006). Mesulam and
colleagues recently characterized patients with pri-
mary progressive aphasia according to their clinical
and pathologic diagnoses, and found AD to be the
most common source of pathology in patients
with logopenic aphasia (7 out of 11; Mesulam
et al., 2008). Similar to clinically diagnosed LPA
patients, progressive aphasic patients with pathologic
AD have also been found to have predominantly
temporoparietal cortical atrophy (Josephs et al.,
2008b). Unlike AD cases with prominent memory
impairment, these aphasic AD patients had demon-
strated relative sparing of the hippocampal struc-
tures. Thus, clinical, imaging, and pathologic data
all point to an aphasic disorder with AD pathology
unique from aphasic variants of FTLD or amnestic
variants of AD, and future studies will be necessary
to determine how diagnostic accuracy of LPA is
influenced by functional and amyloid-specific
imaging studies.

Box 27.4. Logopenic progressive aphasia (LPA)

Clinically characterized by word finding pauses, cir-
cumlocution, impaired repetition and comprehen-
sion of longer sentences, preserved grammar and
single word comprehension.

Atrophy in left temporal–parietal region.

Frontotemporal dementia with motor
neuron disease
A small proportion of patients with behavioral or lan-
guage-variant FTD can develop symptoms of motor
neuron disease (MND) an average of 12–13months into
the disease course (Hu et al., 2009b). The emergence of
motor neuron symptoms is nearly universally associated
with significantly worse prognosis than FTD without
MND (Josephs et al., 2005), although some patients
can have less rapid decline than the typical patients with
FTD-MND (Hu et al., 2009b). Patients with amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) can also develop a dement-
ing syndrome indistinguishable from FTD (Phukan
et al., 2007). Therefore, FTD, FTD-MND, ALS with
dementia (ALS-D), and ALS are thought to represent
different stages of a disease spectrum. However, few
empirical data exist to determine whether FTD-MND
represents secondary motor neuron involvement in sus-
ceptible FTD patients or a unique disease entity that
simultaneously affects two vulnerable neuronal popula-
tions, and whether FTD-MND and ALS-D are more
similar to each other on the molecular level than to their
constituent disorders. In this section, we will discuss
both imaging characteristics that potentially distinguish
the combined disorders from FTD or ALS alone, and
findings that may support a more continuous nature of
the disorder spectrum.

Volumetric imaging studies have echoed patho-
logic findings (Geser et al., 2008) that ALS is a diffuse

Figure 27.4 Patterns of atrophy in patients with logopenic
progressive aphasia (LPA) if the underlying pathology is
frontotemporal lobar degeneration (red) or Alzheimer’s disease
(green).

Box 27.5. FTDwithmotor neurondisease (FTD-MND)

Clinically characterized by onset of ALS/MND before
or after onset of FTD.

Atrophy seen in motor and pre-motor cortices and
frontal lobes.

Less temporal atrophy in FTD-MND than bv-FTD.
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disorder that involves extramotor regions during the
disease course. VBM analysis of patients with ALS
and ALS/FTD showed common areas of atrophy
involving motor and pre-motor cortices, bilateral
frontal lobes, superior temporal gyri, temporal poles,
and left posterior thalamus, but ALS/FTD patients
had more significant atrophy in the frontal regions
compared with non-demented ALS patients (Chang
et al., 2005). Furthermore, in non-demented ALS
patients, those with subclinical cognitive impairment
had more prominent atrophy in the right frontal,
parietal, and limbic regions compared with ALS
patients without any cognitive deficits (Murphy
et al., 2007). The degree of frontal lobe involvement
in ALS thus parallels the extent of clinical cognitive
impairment. Interestingly, while one might expect the
most severe stage of dementia in ALS to reflect pat-
terns of atrophy seen in FTLD-TDP without motor
neuron disease, this has not been found. While
patients with autopsy-confirmed FTLD-TDP without
motor neuron involvement had atrophy in the frontal
and temporal lobes, patients with FTLD-TDP with
motor neuron involvement only had prominent atro-
phy in the frontal lobe. Thus, FTLD disorders involv-
ing motor neurons may preferentially affect the
frontal regions more than the temporal regions, while
FTLD-TDP without motor neuron involvement
appears to preferentially affect both the frontal and
temporal lobes. In addition, abnormalities on
T2-weighted images have been reported in some
patients with FTLD-MND, possibly reflecting region-
specific myelin loss (Mori et al., 2007). However, due
to the relative rarity of FTD-MND or ALS-FTD, find-
ings from small series of patients with both FTD
and ALS must be confirmed in larger collaborative
studies.

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) has been
used to identify region-specific neuronal dysfunction,
and we have used 1H-MRS to evaluate patients with
bv-FTD. When the region of interest analysis was
performed on the primary motor cortex, we found
half of the patients with bv-FTD to have a decreased
N-acetylaspartate peak and an increased choline
peak, even though these patients had no clinical evi-
dence of a motor system disorder. As a similar pro-
portion of bv-FTD patients have FTLD-TDP on
autopsy, one hypothesis would be that all FTLD-
TDP patients presenting with bv-FTD have neuronal
loss in the primary motor cortex and possibly sub-
clinical motor neuron disease, and a small proportion

of them would go on to develop clinical ALS.
However, the proportion of patients who develop
ALS is small, and the interval periods between onset
of FTD and MND symptoms in FTD-MND and ALS-
D patients form a bimodal rather than continuous
distribution. Thus, MRS abnormality may be associ-
ated with the underlying pathologic change, but may
lack value in predicting which FTD patients would
develop ALS. Longitudinal studies in patients studied
with spectroscopy are needed to evaluate this
hypothesis.

Corticobasal syndrome/corticobasal
degeneration
Corticobasal syndrome (CBS) is frequently con-
sidered part of the FTD spectrum disorder, as patients
with CBS often have frontal cognitive deficits, and
corticobasal degeneration (CBD) represents a signifi-
cant pathologic category in those with bv-FTD and
non-fluent lv-FTD. In this chapter, CBS refers to the
clinical syndrome that may or may not have patho-
logic substrate of CBD, and CBD is used strictly to
refer to the pathologic substrate that includes features
of cortical atrophy, ballooned neurons, and tau-
immunoreactive lesions in the neurons and astrocytic
plaques (Dickson et al., 2002). No consensus criteria
yet exist for the clinical diagnosis of CBS, but experts
generally agree that CBS patients have combined def-
icits reflecting cortical and subcortical (basal ganglia)
disease usually in an asymmetric fashion (Boeve et al.,
2003; Litvan et al., 2003; Murray et al., 2007). Cortical
features common in CBS include apraxia, cortical
sensory loss, alien-limb phenomenon, visual–spatial
difficulties, and language deficits such as PNFA; sub-
cortical features of CBS can include asymmetric dys-
tonia, rigidity, tremor, and myoclonus (Litvan et al.,
2003). Pathology of clinical CBS can include tauopa-
thies such as CBD and PSP, AD, and CJD, and path-
ology of CBD can give rise to the clinical syndromes
of bv-FTD, non-fluent lv-FTD, and CBS (Dickson
et al., 2002; Forman et al., 2006a; Murray et al.,
2007; Fulbright et al., 2008).

The most remarkable feature in structural imaging
of CBS reflects the asymmetric disease involvement.
One could frequently detect asymmetric atrophy in the
frontal and/or parietal lobes corresponding to the
asymmetric clinical abnormalities. VBM analysis of
CBS patients showed atrophy in the premotor cortex
and subcortical white matter (Soliveri et al., 1999;
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Boxer et al., 2006). The imaging asymmetry is highly
correlated with the clinical asymmetry at the individ-
ual patient level, and is highly dependent on the inclu-
sion or exclusion of patients with speech disorders on
the group level (Kitagaki et al., 2000; Josephs et al.,
2004; Groschel et al., 2004). In other words, patients
diagnosed with CBS with apraxia of speech are likely to
have left-hemispheric atrophy (Boxer et al., 2006),
while CBS patients without speech disorders are more
likely to have right-hemispheric atrophy (Hu and
Grossman, unpublished data). Furthermore, T2 signal
abnormalities on MRI have been observed in the more
atrophic gyri, possibly reflecting gliosis (Soliveri et al.,
1999; Hu et al., 2005). While this has been considered
as a possible predictor of the underlying disease pro-
cess, the possible association between this signal
abnormality and specific FTLD pathology has since
been invalidated, as it has also been shown to be asso-
ciated with AD pathology. Nevertheless, regardless of
the underlying pathology, asymmetric cortical atrophy
appears to be common in CBS in our experience, along
with possible atrophy in the contralateral dorsomedial
frontal cortex (Listerud et al., 2009). This pattern of
atrophy appears to extend beyond only those diag-
nosed clinically with CBS. In autopsy-confirmed cases
of CBD, VBM analysis has shown significant cortical
atrophy involving the posterior inferior, middle and
superior frontal lobes, the superior premotor cortex,
the posterior temporal and parietal lobes, insula
cortex, supplemental motor area, and subcortical gray
matter including the globus pallidus, putamen, and
head of the caudate nucleus compared to control sub-
jects (Josephs et al., 2008a). Cortical atrophy was more
prominent in those who presented with a cognitive
disorder than with an extrapyramidal disorder, and
white matter atrophy may be more pronounced in

patients with a clinical parkinsonian disorder. Lastly,
atrophy in the middle corpus callosum is common in
CBD (Groschel et al., 2004; Josephs et al., 2008b). This
has been speculated to be associated with the presence
of the alien-limb phenomenon, although the emer-
gence of alien limbs is perhaps more likely due to
cortical involvement rather than a disconnection
syndrome.

Box 27.6. Corticobasal syndrome (CBS)

Clinically characterized by progressive cortical and
basal ganglia dysfunction.

Asymmetric atrophy in the posterior frontal and par-
ietal lobes contralateral to the most affected side,
and possibly ipsilateral frontal lobe.

Cerebral hypometabolism in the cortex and basal
ganglia contralateral to the most affected side.

Similar to its utility in differentiating AD from
FTD, functional imaging studies have been studied
extensively for their potential in differentiating a tau-
opathy such as CBS from an alpha synucleinopathy
such as idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (Blin et al.,
1992; Eckert et al., 2005). One study using MRS dem-
onstrated a significantly reduced N-acetylaspartate to
choline ratio in the parietal cortex contralateral to the
most affected side in CBS patients (Tedeschi et al.,
1997). In early FDG-PET studies, CBS patients
showed diffuse cortical and subcortical hypometabo-
lism, and the brain regions with the most pronounced
changes invariably corresponded to the most affected
limb sites (Eidelberg et al., 1991; Blin et al., 1992). In
addition to severe hypometabolism contralateral to
the most affected side, hypometabolism in the ipsilat-
eral side was also seen in the motor and/or premotor
cortical region in one study (Lutte et al., 2000). In one
large subsequent series, patients with CBS were found
to have asymmetric uptake of radiotracers, character-
ized by hypometabolism in the cortex and basal gan-
glia contralateral to the most affected limbs, and
additionally hypermetabolism in the cortex and
basal ganglia ipsilateral to the most affected side (Eck-
ert et al., 2005). This pattern is quite unique from
idiopathic Parkinson’s disease, which is associated
with subcortical gray hypermetabolism and bilateral
frontal and/or parietal hypometabolism, and progres-
sive supranuclear palsy, which is associated with
hypometaboslim of the brainstem and frontal cortex,
plus hypermetabolism of the parietal cortex. PET

Figure 27.5 Asymmetric pattern of parietal atrophy in patients
with corticobasal syndrome (CBS).
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analysis using fluorodopa also demonstrated more
prefrontal involvement and less subcortical hypomet-
abolism in CBS than in idiopathic Parkinson’s disease
cases (Laureys et al., 1999).

With the variety of unique symptoms that can
emerge in the course of CBS, correlational studies
have been used to identify anatomical regions respon-
sible for symptoms such as apraxia and alien-limb
phenomenon. Atrophy in the temporal cortex of
CBS patients accounted for 41% of the variance in
cognitive performance, and 33%of the neuropsychiatric
symptoms (Groschel et al., 2004). Using 18 patients
with CBS, anterior cingulate hypometabolism was asso-
ciated with poor performance on praxis tasks, and
dysfunction in the superior parietal lobule and supple-
mentary motor area identified CBS patients who were
unable to correct their praxis errors (Peigneux et al.,
2001). This difficulty in self-correction in CBS probably
reflects dysfunction in dynamic coding of body position
and movements associated with disruption in the
frontal–parietal circuits (Buxbaum et al., 2007). CBS
patients also have impairments in calculations that
require number representation (Halpern et al., 2003).
In healthy adults, number representation has been pri-
marily associated with the parietal cortex and prefrontal
cortex, and the parietal atrophy in CBS may account
for the clinical difficulty in calculation and relative
magnitudes (Halpern et al., 2004).

A future direction in the clinical and investiga-
tional characterization of CBS involves the use of
functional imaging in pathologic prediction. In
autopsy-confirmed cases of CBS with either CBD
pathology or AD pathology, prominent hypoperfu-
sion in the parietal lobe – similar to that seen in
amnestic cases of AD – was more common in AD
cases presenting with CBS than CBD cases presenting
with CBS (Hu et al., 2009a). While the number of
these cases is small, studies such as this suggest that
functional imaging along with substrate-specific bio-
markers such as cerebrospinal fluid amyloid-beta
level (Bian et al., 2008), or amyloid-specific imaging
(Rabinovici et al., 2007) can reliably identify CBS
cases associated with AD. As tauopathies and AD
account for the vast majority of CBS cases, patients
with CBS and supporting studies not suggestive of
AD can be presumed to have tauopathies with rela-
tively high confidence, and future natural history,
correlational, and therapeutic CBS studies should
no longer be hampered by the inclusion of a high
proportion of AD patients.

Alzheimer’s disease with TDP-43
immunoreactivity
No discussion on FTLD-related disorders is complete
without discussion of AD cases with TDP-43 copathol-
ogy. Since the discovery of TDP-43 immunoreactive
lesions in ubiquitin-positive, tau-negative cases of
FTLD, TDP-43 immunoreactivity has been found in
up to 40% of AD cases (Amador-Ortiz and Dickson,
2008; Hu et al., 2008). While the exact pathologic and
clinical significance of this copathology remains to be
defined, AD patients with TDP-43 copathology were
found to have more atrophy in the bilateral hippocam-
pal regions (Josephs et al., 2008c). In turn, this may
modify the clinical AD phenotype, or accelerate the
overall process of neurodegeneration due to synergis-
tic interaction between the two pathologic processes.
In addition, a small proportion of patients with famil-
ial FTD have co-existing AD pathology of intermediate
severity (Mukherjee et al., 2006), and all these patients
with co-existing FTLD and AD pathology may have
laboratory evidence in favor of AD pathology, includ-
ing CSF studies and amyloid-specific imaging. While
some patients with clinical features of FTD patients
have pathologic evidence of AD without FTLD,
it is important to not discount the possibility of AD
as a copathology in patients otherwise determined
to have FTD.

Dementia with Lewy bodies and
Parkinson’s disease dementia
Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) and Parkinson’s
disease dementia (PDD) are two dementing illnesses
associated with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD).
DLB is thought to represent the second most
common cause of dementia in the elderly, accounting
for 10–15% of cases in autopsy series (McKeith et al.,
1996). PDD is estimated to occur in up to 41% of
patients with PD (Apaydin et al., 2002). DLB and
PDD share the clinical features of cognitive and
movement disorders, plus pathologic Lewy bodies
immunoreactive to alpha-synuclein on autopsy
(Colosimo et al., 2003; Noe et al., 2004). DLB and
PDD are differentiated clinically by the temporal
sequence of symptomatic onset: DLB is diagnosed
when dementia occurs before or concurrently with
parkinsonism, and PDD is diagnosed when dementia
develops in a patient with established PD (McKeith
et al., 2005). Subtle clinical and pathologic differences
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have been reported between DLB and PDD. Clinically,
DLB patients are more likely to have visual hallucin-
ation than PDD patients (Mosimann et al., 2006), and
may have worse levodopa response than PDD patients
(Apaydin et al., 2002; Burn et al., 2003; Bonelli et al.,
2004). DLB cases on autopsy may have more Lewy
body pathology and AD pathology than PDD cases
(Harding and Halliday, 2001; Ballard et al., 2006). On
cognitive testing, patients with both DLB and PDD
commonly present with executive dysfunctions, and
DLB patients may have more prominent conceptual
and attentional errors than PDD patients (Downes
et al., 1998; Aarsland et al., 2003). Investigation into
the imaging correlate of clinical features has fre-
quently followed the clinical division differentiating
DLB and PDD, and will be reviewed here separately
and then jointly.

Mixed results have come from early structural
imaging analysis of DLB. Most studies prior to 2000
showed relative preservation of cortical structures
compared with control subjects (Barber et al., 2000),
although hippocampal atrophy was found in DLB
(Hashimoto et al., 1998). Subsequent studies using
VBM analysis showed volume loss in the frontal,
temporal, and insular cortical regions compared with
control subjects, but less medial temporal and hippo-
campal atrophy compared to AD cases (Burton et al.,
2002; Ballmaier et al., 2004; Tam et al., 2005). More
subcortical atrophy has also been recently reported in
one study (Burton et al., 2004). One recent VBM
analysis again showed less cortical atrophy in patients
with DLB, with scattered areas of atrophy identified
in the hippocampus, parietal lobe, and frontal lobe.
More significant atrophy was found in the dorsal
midbrain, substantia innominata, and hypothalamus
via VBM analysis and region of interest analysis
(Whitwell et al., 2007c). The discrepancies in contem-
porary studies may in part reflect differences in
clinical duration and severity, as findings of more
significant cortical atrophy in DLB had mean mini-
mental status score in the range of 13–16, compared
with 22 out of 30 in the study with relatively promin-
ent subcortical atrophy.

Fewer volumetric studies are available on PDD.
One early study reported hippocampal atrophy more
prominent than that seen in AD (Laakso et al., 1996),
and hippocampal atrophy was correlated with clinical
measures of memory impairment (Riekkinen et al.,
1998). The first large series of PDD patients were
found to have diffuse pattern of cortical volume loss

in the bilateral temporal and occipital lobes, along
with right middle and inferior frontal gyri, left infer-
ior and superior parietal lobe, right cauduate and
putamen, and bilateral thalamus. When compared
with other patients with similar symptoms, PDD
patients had more atrophy in the left occipital cortex
than PD patients without dementia, but less signifi-
cant atrophy in the bilateral medial temporal struc-
tures compared with AD patients (Burton et al.,
2004). In a separate study, PDD patients were found
to have less atrophy than AD patients in multiple
brain regions, including in the amygdala and middle
temporal gyrus bilaterally, along with the right insula
and post-central gyrus, and left hippocampus and
middle occipital gyrus (Beyer et al., 2007).

Two studies referenced above have also directly
compared patients with DLB and PDD. In the first,
there was no difference in severity of atrophy between
DLB patients and PDD patients (Burton et al., 2004),
In the second study, DLB patients were found to have
more atrophy in the temporal, parietal, and occipital
lobes than in PDD (Beyer et al., 2007). The discordant
findings again may reflect different clinical disease
severity, as DLB patients in the earlier study had more
cognitive impairment (mean MMSE 16.5 vs. 19.4) and
were younger (mean age 77.9 vs. 73.6 years). Further
analysis taking disease severity into account is neces-
sary to determine whether there is any definitive
difference in atrophy pattern between DLB and
PDD, although consistent findings from available
studies seem to point to a diffuse pattern of atrophy
for both entities between that of AD and control
subjects. Furthermore, no focal atrophy (as may be
seen in FTD-related disorders) has been identified to
correlate with the clinical or pathologic diagnosis of
DLB and PDD.

Functional imaging studies have offered more
definitive findings in DLB and PDD. Occipital hypo-
perfusion has been reliably identified in DLB, with
relative preservation of temporal perfusion compared
with AD patients (Donnemiller et al., 1997; Ishii et al.,
1999; Lobotesis et al., 2001). Similar patterns of
hypometablism in the primary visual and/or visual
association cortex have also been observed, and the
hypometabolism was associated with more severe
pathologic changes (Ishii et al., 1998a; Higuchi et al.,
2000; Minoshima et al., 2001). PDD patients have also
been observed to have more occipital hypoperfusion
than AD patients (Vander Borght et al., 1997; Firbank
et al., 2003). The decreased occipital perfusion has
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been correlated with increased fluctuation of
consciousness, while decreased posterior cingulate
perfusion was associated with hallucination severity
in some studies but not in others (O’Brien et al., 2004,
2005; Osaki et al., 2005). When patients were imaged
longitudinally, DLB patients were found to have
increased perfusion to the putamen which was correl-
ated with worsening of parkinsonism. On the other
hand, PDD patients did not demonstrate a significant
change in putamenal perfusion compared with con-
trol subjects, although striatal perfusion did correlate
with worsening parkinsonism on an individual basis
(Firbank et al., 2005). Direct comparison of metabolic
rates showed that DLB and PDD patients had very
similar patterns of hypometabolism, although DLB
patients had more metabolic decrease in the anterior
cingulate region compared with PDD patients (Yong
et al., 2007). These findings in DLB and PDD patients
complement patterns of atrophy observed in struc-
tural analysis, and the differences in DLB and
PDD patients may offer functional support for the
observed differences in degree of atrophy between
DLB and PDD.

Box 27.7. Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) and
Parkinson’s disease dementia (PDD)

Clinically characterized by concurrent onset of cogni-
tive and parkinsonian symptoms (DLB) or onset of
cognitive symptoms in the setting of parkinsonism
(PDD).

DLB shows more atrophy in frontal/temporal cortices
and subcortical structures than control subjects,
but less medial temporal atrophy than AD.

PDD shows more atrophy in frontal/temporal/occipi-
tal cortices than control subjects, but less medial
temporal atrophy than AD.

Cerebral hypoperfusion and hypometabolism in
occipital regions in DLB and PDD.

Substrate-specific imaging has been increasingly
used in PD-related disorders to analyze striatal dopa-
mine transporter loss. Iodine I-123-radiolabeled 2b-
carbomethoxy-3b-(4-iodophenyl)-N-(3-fluoropropyl)
nortropane (123I-FP-CIT) is a ligand with high
specificity for the dopamine transporter (Walker
et al., 1999). In a clinical cohort, striatal binding of
123I-CIT was significantly decreased in PD compared
to control subjects and patients with vascular parkin-
sonism, drug-induced parkinsonism, or essential
tremor (Eerola et al., 2005). Patients with PD, PDD,

and DLB all have reduced 123I-FP-CIT SPECT uptake
in the caudate and putamen compared with AD
patients and control subjects (Walker et al., 2002;
O’Brien et al., 2004). When specific parts of the basal
ganglia were analyzed, PDD patients had the most
severe loss of dopamine transporter in the caudate
and putamen, followed by DLB and PD patients,
and PD patients had the largest differential dopamine
transporter loss between caudate and posterior puta-
men. Statistical parametric mapping of 123I-FP-CIT
SPECT images confirmed reduced ligand uptake in
the bilateral caudate and putamen in DLB and
PD patients compared with AD patients and control
subjects (Colloby et al., 2004), and the rate of
dopamine transporter loss was similar among patients
with PD, PDD, and DLB over time (Colloby et al.,
2005). In a phase III, multi-center study, 123I-FP-CIT
SPECT imaging showed sensitivity of 77.7% and
specificity of 90.4% in the diagnosis of DLB
(McKeith et al., 2007). Abnormality in dopamine
transporter on SPECT has since been introduced as
a suggestive feature in the diagnosis of DLB (McKeith
et al., 2005).

A similar receptor-specific ligand imaging
approach has been used to investigate the density of
muscarinic acetylcholine receptors in DLB and PDD,
as loss of acetylcholine receptors may reflect cognitive
decline. Compared to control subjects, muscarinic
receptors were increased in the right occipital lobe
in DLB, and bilateral occipital lobes in PDD, possibly
corresponding to previous changes in perfusion seen
in similar regions (Colloby et al., 2006). In the same
study, bilateral frontal and temporal receptor loss was
observed in PDD, but not in DLB. While loss of
cholinergic neurons may explain the receptor up-
regulation in the occipital regions, the cause and
functional consequence of decreased frontal and tem-
poral receptor density remain unclear. In a clinico-
pathologic study, increased muscarinic receptor
binding in Brodmann area 36 in the temporal lobe
was positively correlated with delusions in autopsy-
confirmed DLB patients, although PDD patients were
not assessed. The conflicting findings between in-vivo
imaging and direct pathologic analysismay reflect differ-
ences in disease duration or in-vivo specificity of ligand
binding, and caution must be exercised in interpreting
such imaging results. However, results from studies
using dopamine transporter imaging remain encour-
aging, with potential utility in differentiating parkinso-
nian disorders associated with alpha-synucleinopathies
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from those associated instead with tauopathies
(Kim et al., 2002; Plotkin et al., 2005).

Vascular dementia
Vascular dementia is a clinically and pathologically
heterogeneous entity. Clinically, cognitive impair-
ment and dementia can result from large vessel dis-
ease or small vessel disease. Dementia can result from
large vessel disease by large territory cortical infarcts
or strategically located infarcts, and small vessel dis-
ease dementia often stems from lacunar infarcts,
accumulation of clinically silent infarcts, or extensive
small vessel disease. While a history of multiple clin-
ically apparent infarctions can be useful in the diag-
nosis of multi-infarct dementia or dementia from
large vessel disease, neuroimaging is essential in the
diagnosis of small vessel disease. The most commonly
used vascular dementia criteria are from the National
Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
Association Internationale pour la Recherche et l’En-
seignement en Neurosciences (NINDS-AIREN),
which incorporate the use of neuroimaging as part
of the diagnostic algorithm (Roman et al., 1993).

Large vessel disease
1. Topography: radiological lesions associated with

dementia include any of the following or
combination thereof:

a. bilateral anterior cerebral artery territory;
b. posterior cerebral artery territory, including

paramedian thalamic infarctions and inferior
medial temporal lobe lesions;

c. cortical association areas, including parietal–
temporal regions, temporal–occipital regions,
and angular gyrus;

d. watershed carotid territories in the superior
frontal and parietal regions.

2. Severity – in addition to the above, relevant
radiological lesions associated with dementia
include:

a. large vessel lesions of the dominant
hemisphere.

3. Bilateral large vessel hemispheric strokes.

Small vessel disease
4. Topography: multiple basal ganglia and

frontal white matter lacunar infarcts; extensive

peri-ventricular white matter lesions; bilateral
thalamic infarcts.

5. Severity – leukoencephalopathy involving at least
25% of the total white matter.

While it is commonly accepted that cerebrovascu-
lar disease contributes to the development of cogni-
tive impairment and/or dementia either directly or in
conjunction with degenerative causes, it remains con-
troversial whether some types of cerebrovascular
lesions are more detrimental cognitively than others.
Patients often have a combination of large and small
vessel disease, along with vascular risk factors shared
by cerebrovascular disease and Alzheimer disease. On
MRI, large vessel disease is characterized by cortical
infarcts in the corresponding vascular or watershed
territories. Lacunar infarcts are small, cavitated lesions
located in areas commonly associated with unique
clinical syndromes in some but can be clinically silent
in others, including the thalamus, basal ganglia,
internal capsule, thalamus, pons, corona radiata, and
centrum semiovale. The cavitary center shares the
same imaging intensity as CSF on both CT and MRI,
and is more easily visualized on MRI due to improved
sensitivity. Population studies have shown increasing
prevalence of clinically silent lacunar infarcts with age
(Price et al., 1997; Vermeer et al., 2002; DeCarli et al.,
2005). White matter hyperintensities (WMH) are also
frequent findings in the elderly patients with and
without dementia, and are associated with demyelina-
tion and gliosis reflecting tissue degeneration of vari-
able severity (Englund, 1998, 2002). Longitudinally,
WMH progression is common in the subcortical
white matter, and new lacunes frequently also occur
in the subcortical white matter, especially in the
frontal lobe (Gouw et al., 2008). The exact association
between these vascular lesions and dementia re-
quires further clarification, but potential mechanisms
include direct causal relationship between cumulative
white matter injury and dementia, additive or syner-
gistic effect of vascular lesions with age-related AD
pathology, and common risk factors predisposing to
vascular and AD pathology.

Analysis of the cerebrovascular contribution to
dementia is complicated by the observation that risk
factors predisposing individual patients to vascular
pathology – hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and dia-
betes – are the same risk factors that increase the
likelihood of and rate of decline in AD (Mielke
et al., 2007), and clinically silent infarcts – at times
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numerous – can be seen in cognitively normal
subjects. Similarly, patients with vascular lesions and
AD pathology have lower AD pathologic burden for
the same degree of clinical impairment compared
with those without vascular lesions (Snowdon et al.,
1997), but not all radiographical WMH are thought to
be pathological in nature (Sze et al., 1986). Various
studies have examined patients with different levels of
vascular lesions and co-existing AD pathology. At
the microvascular level, patients with mild WMH
based on neuroimaging have worse performance on
memory/language tests than executive control tests,
and patients with moderate to severe WMH have the
reverse pattern of worse executive functions than
memory/language functions (Price et al., 2005). In
direct comparison of potential predictors associated
with subcortical vascular lesion burden, severity of
cognitive impairment is associated with total WMH
burden, hippocampal atrophy and cortical atrophy
than number of lacunes (Fein et al., 2000; Mungas
et al., 2001). Specifically, brain atrophy is correlated
with all cognitive domains, WMH is associated with
impaired short-term memory/language and mental
inflexibility, and strategic infarcts in the thalamus
and/or cortical gray matter are associated with poor
short-term and working memory but not with
mental flexibility (Swartz et al., 2008). Unlike deep
white matter lesions, periventricular WMH did not
appear to be correlated with cognitive impairment
(Delano-Wood et al., 2008). Furthermore, there may
exist a threshold beyond which the cumulative WMH
becomes clinically significant (Price et al., 2005; Chui
et al., 2006; Libon et al., 2008).

When vascular lesions and AD pathology were
examined in clinicopathologic series, a slightly
different pattern of clinical significance emerges for
microinfarcts, periventricular and diffuse white
matter demyelination co-existing with AD pathology.
One such large clinicopathologic study identified 156
brains with a spectrum of AD pathology, lacunes, and
microvascular pathology including cortical microin-
farcts, diffuse and focal gliosis, periventricular and
deep white matter demyelination without any other
form of pathology or copathology such as Lewy
bodies (Gold et al., 2007). The presence of clinical
dementia was independently correlated with Braak
and Braak staging of AD pathology, Ab deposition
stage, cortical microinfarct density, and thalamic
and basal ganglion lacunar infarct number. In this
study, white matter lacunes, periventricular and

diffuse white matter demyelination scores, and
cortical gliosis were not associated with the presence
of clinical dementia. The inclusion of both ends of
the vascular–degenerative dementia spectrum (high
probability AD with mild microvascular lesions, and
low probability AD with severe microvascular lesions)
and quantitative confirmation of AD and vascular
lesions proved powerful in elucidating the interaction
between AD and microvascular pathology. Namely,
even in cases of severe AD pathology, presence of
vascular lesions – both those that would be visible
on neuroimaging and those that would be difficult to
assess on conventional neuroimaging – still affected
the severity of cognitive impairment in patients with
clinical dementia. However, this likely does not con-
tradict the previous imaging-based findings, as the
contribution of white matter lesions to clinical
dementia may only be significant in milder cases of
AD (more “pure” vascular dementia) and be diluted
in series incorporating cases with moderate to severe
AD pathology (Snowdon et al., 1997; Kovari et al.,
2007).

When larger cortical infarcts are also analyzed
alongside AD pathology and microvascular path-
ology, yet another pattern of relative contribution
has been reported. In a large clinicopathologic study
of 153 brains including those with microvascular
and macrovascular infarcts, nearly 50% of patients
with microvascular infarcts also had macrovascular
infarcts, and the presence of macrovascular infarcts
did not seem to correlate with severity of AD path-
ology (Schneider et al., 2007). As expected, the pres-
ence of macrovascular infarctions increased the odds
of developing clinical dementia, especially multiple,
large, and subcortical infarctions. Microscopic infarc-
tions also contributed to dementia independent of
macroscopic infarctions and AD pathology. In a
follow-up study, the same group reported that the
presence of microvascular infarcts increased the risk
of dementia fourfold (Schneider et al., 2007). Thus,
multiple variants of cerebrovascular lesions may
significantly contribute to the development of demen-
tia, with or without the existence of significant AD
pathology. Nevertheless, it remains to be determined
whether vascular dementia (moderate to severe
vascular pathology with mild AD pathology), mixed
dementia (moderate to severe vascular and AD
pathology), and clinically probable AD (moderate
to severe AD pathology, mild vascular pathology)
can be reliably distinguished clinically and
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radiographically. Prospective studies incorporating
both detection of AD pathologic substrate (11C-PIB-
PET) and white matter lesions/integrity (MRI/DTI)
will be necessary to define the vascular–degenerative
spectrum.

Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease
Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (CJD) is a rare neuroinfec-
tious disorder that often enters the differential diag-
nosis of a patient with dementia, and will only be
briefly discussed in this chapter. It is thought to be
caused by the incorrectly folded human prion protein.
It has a sporadic and familial form. Clinically, CJD is
characterized by rapidly progressive dementia associ-
ated with myoclonus, ataxia, and seizure, although the
combination of these symptoms do not always trans-
late into clinical or pathologic prionopathies (Hu
et al., 2006; Geschwind et al., 2008). The first ante-
mortem diagnostic tests for CJD came from cerebro-
spinal fluid analysis and elecroencephalography
(EEG), when it was found that patients with aut-
opsy-confirmed CJD had elevated 14–3–3 protein, a
neuronal nuclear protein involved in the stress
response, and periodic sharp wave complexes (PSWC).
Different cut-off values for CSF 14–3–3 generated diag-
nostic thresholds of either high sensitivity or high spe-
cificity, but CSF 14–3–3 assays are not widely available
and could only be performed in limited specialty
laboratories in the USA.With increasing clinical recog-
nition of CJD and availability of MRI, it became appar-
ent that many CJD patients had patterns of MRI
abnormalities not seen in other neurodegenerative
disorders. In sporadic cases of CJD (sCJD), T2 and
diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) abnormalities have
been observed in the cortical and deep gray matter.
Furthermore, the patterns of MRI abnormalities are
correlated with the polymorphic codon 129 of prion
protein gene: MM1/MV1/MV2 cases had frequent
striatal abnormalities, MM2 had rare striatal abnormal-
ities but more frequent cortical abnormalities, VV1
cases had high frequency of cortical abnormalities but
also some striatal abnormalities, and VV2 cases had
high prevalence of striatum, thalamus, and cortical
abnormalities (Parchi et al., 1996). Most patients with
PSWC on EEG had MRI DWI abnormalities (Kandiah
et al., 2008), and patients with isolated DWI abnormal-
ities in the cortex may be associated with slightly better
prognosis than those with affected cortical and striatal
regions (Meissner et al., 2008).DWIwas associatedwith

improved clinical diagnostic accuracy of 90.5% com-
pared with other laboratory tests: 57.1% for neuron-
specific enolase and 76.2% for 14–3–3 (Satoh et al., 2007).

Box 27.8. Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (CJD)

Clinically characterized by rapidly progressive
dementia, ataxia, myoclonus, with supporting evi-
dence of EEG abnormalities and elevated 14–3–3
in CSF.

DWI abnormalities in cortical regions, thalamus, and/
or striatum.

“Pulvinar sign” suggestive but not diagnostic of vari-
ant CJD.

In familial CJD, DWI abnormalities in the caudate
nucleus are sensitive and highly specific, and FLAIR
abnormalities were slightly more sensitive but less
specific than DWI findings (Fulbright et al., 2008).
In variant CJD (vCJD), DWI abnormalities in the
pulvinar nucleus of the thamalus were seen in
32 out of 36 patients which led to the introduction
of the “pulvinar sign” in CJD diagnosis (Zeidler et al.,
2000). Unlike sCJD, these patients generally do not
have EEG abnormalities, and CSF 14–3–3 is only
elevated in about half of the cases (Will et al., 2000).
Hence, DWI abnormalities significantly improve the
diagnostic accuracy of sCJD, and can be crucial in
the diagnosis of vCJD, although sCJD cases could
also have DWI appearances mimicking those seen in

Figure 27.6 DWI abnormalities in the cortical ribbon region of a
sporadic Creutzfeldt Jakob disease (CJD) case. (Image courtesy of
Dr. Keith A. Josephs.)
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vCJD (Martindale et al., 2003). At the same time,
subtle MRI changes associated with CJD can be
missed by inexperienced readers, and should be
examined with care in patients clinically suspected
to having a prionopathy.

Summary
In conclusion, non-AD neurodegenerative disorders
frequently give rise to clinical phenotypes distinctly
different from clinically probable AD with prominent
memory impairment, although structural and func-
tional imaging studies could serve as useful biomar-
kers in cases lacking collateral history or cases too
impaired for objective testing. Common patterns of
imaging findings (for example, frontotemporal
abnormalities in FTLD, temporoparietal abnormal-
ities in AD) could also be useful in the identification
of atypical dementia variants of common pathology,
as evidenced by imaging findings in LPA being more
similar to AD than FTLD. When used appropriately,
volumetric brain analysis of demented patients may
be sufficiently sensitive and specific to improve the
clinical diagnostic accuracy, although the develop-
ment of radio-ligands specific for each neuropatho-
logic substrate involved in AD, FTD, and DLB will
significantly enhance the clinical diagnosis of neuro-
degenerative disorders, especially in cases of co-
existing pathology. The utility of imaging will likely
extend beyond diagnostic aide to involve better
understanding of the basic neuropathologic process,
and can serve as measurable endpoints to identify
therapies of high promise and yield. It is thus of
crucial importance for clinicians involved in the care
and research of patients suffering from common and
unusual dementing illnesses to familiarize themselves
with the general patterns and caveats of these degen-
erative conditions.
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Chapter

28 Neuroimaging of cognitive
disorders: commentary
Mony J. de Leon, Henry Rusinek, Wai Tsui, Thomas Wisniewski,
Jerzy Wegiel and Ajax George

When my career-long colleagues and I look back, we
are struck by the wealth of accumulated knowledge
derived from the structural imaging of patients with
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). While many of these
advances were made possible by improvements in
imaging hardware, creative image analysis protocols
and new software tools, the key to improved under-
standing of AD was the interdisciplinary interactions
across the fields of neuropathology, biology, and
neuropsychology. We note also that much of the
research reviewed in the previous chapters on AD
and non-AD dementias would not have been possible
without such interdisciplinary interactions and
important advances in neuroimaging techniques that
have taken place over the past two decades. In this
brief commentary, we offer our highly personal view
of three-dimensional tomographic imaging related
to AD. We describe important research themes that
emerged over the past 30 years and which continue
to be successfully employed to understand and to
ultimately prevent AD.

Hardware advances
The age of structural imaging in AD began with X-ray
computed tomography (CT). In spite of the advances
made with CT between 1975 and 1985 (see Figure 28.1),
poor soft tissue contrast, beam hardening artifacts, and
long acquisition times limited the descriptions of the
gross atrophy and limited the systematic search for
specific anatomical targets of AD. It was not until about
1979, about 7 years after CT first became available, that
we identified cortical atrophy as the second radiological
feature of AD that exceeded age effects (de Leon et al.,
1979). Ventricular dilatation was the first recognized
abnormality of AD (Barron et al., 1976), no doubt
having its roots in prior observations made with

pneumoencephalography. That the CT characterization
of excess cortical atrophy in ADwas difficult to discern,
given the well-known post-mortem “walnut” appear-
ance of the cortical convexities, highlights the initial
challenges in using this technology. Still, the semiquan-
titative methods used to observe the CT detectable

Figure 28.1 CT scans taken with first and second generation
commercial CT cameras. Top images demonstrated improvements
in imaging cortical atrophy and bottom images the improvements
in appreciating ventricle size.
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excess regional cortical atrophy was not very useful in
day-to-day clinicalwork. It was not until the availability of
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) that regional cortical
atrophy was readily appreciated visually and quantified.
Thus, MRI brought the description of cortical atrophy
into the standard clinical use we take for granted today.

Similar technology-driven evolutions occurred
both with the appreciation of hippocampal atrophy
as an early feature of AD, and for age-related white
matter lesions as an indicator of microvascular path-
ology. In the mid 1980s it was known that hippocam-
pal pathology affected virtually all AD patients and
possibly accounted for the memory impairment
symptoms. It was also believed that the hippocampus
tissue could not be directly studied using CT and the
anatomical investigation was off limits. Our CT stud-
ies introduced the “negative angulation acquisition
plane” to more efficiently reveal and measure tem-
poral horn enlargement and incidentally found evi-
dence for hippocampal atrophy. On CT, we defined
hippocampal atrophy as cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
accumulations in the perihippocampal fissures. In
1988, we described the prevalence of hippocampal
atrophy in AD (de Leon et al., 1988) (Figure 28.2a
and b), and in 1989 we published the first imaging
study predicting the transition from mild cognitive
impairment (MCI) to AD (de Leon et al., 1989). Later,
MRI studies with the capacity to discern the gray
matter, white matter and the CSF of the hippocampal
region, directly measured (Jack et al., 1989) and post-

mortem validated the hippocampal volume (Bobinski
et al., 2000) (Figure 28.3a–c).

The use of CT to detect white matter lesions did
not fare as well as either cortical or hippocampal
atrophy. CT reports of white matter disease failed to
convince readers that white matter pathology was
discernable, it was not typically characterized at
post-mortem unless correlated with a Binswanger-
type profile. The first published clinico-radiological
correlations (George et al., 1986a) were not well
accepted. To bring the white matter evaluation into
routine use required that white matter pathology be
sensitively detected, post-mortem verified, and with
apparent clinical significance (George et al., 1986b).
The solution came with MRI imaging sequences such
as long TR dual-echo spin-echo or fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery (FLAIR); the latter having the
advantage of easily separating white matter lesions
(WML) from CSF-like lesions. White matter path-
ology had bright T2 and FLAIR signals which made
for reliable observations. MRI proved to be very sen-
sitive and it allowed the study of WML even in
normal aging (Figure 28.4). The increased MRI sig-
nals were first referred to as “unidentified bright
objects” (UBOs), reflecting their unknown etiology.
Here the association between imaging and neuropath-
ology again proved to be invaluable and quite possibly
changed the post-mortem exam to include scrutiny of
available films. UBOs in elderly populations were soon
commonly recognized as common tissue changes,

Figure 28.2 (a) Lateral scout view highlighting the cantho meatal and negative angulation planes. Note the approximate 25� difference
between the planes. The negative angulation plane is designed to parallel the long (anterior posterior) axis of the hippocampus. (b) Axial CT
scans at the level of the hippocampus highlighting the cantho meatal (left) and negative angulation planes (right). The negative
angulation plane affords increased visibility for the CSF accumulations in the hippocampal region (arrows).
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secondary to microvascular pathology and associated
with hypertension and other vascular disease risk
factors. Clinically, the UBOs of aging were associated
with numerous treatable vascular disease risk factors.

Software advances
Advances in software engineering have further added
to our understandings of vulnerable brain tissue and
aided in appreciating the progression of AD-related
changes. Historically, image registration combined
with whole-brain data acquisitions and uniformity
corrections led the way in interrogating cross-modality
data sets. Structural imaging has been invaluable in

anatomically defining the regional tissue vulnerability
and atrophy correction as estimated by FDG-PET
(fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography)
and amyloid imaging (Li et al., 2008) and other tracers.
Notable, and as reviewed byApostolova and Thompson,
are recent studies that show regional hippocampal for-
mation atrophy rates are differentially increased in the
presymptomatic phases of AD, thus enabling the detec-
tion of possible candidates for primary prevention study
(Apostolova et al., 2010; Jack, Jr. et al., 2005; Rusinek
et al., 2003). Also contributing to the discovery of brain
regions vulnerable in early AD and in other neurode-
generative disorders and enhancing the discovery of
functional networks are the voxel-wise image analysis

Figure 28.3 (a) Axial CT (left) and MRI (right) scans at the level of the hippocampus with arrow highlighting the hippocampal atrophy
as defined by enlarged perihippocampal CSF spaces. (b) MRI scans of a elderly male subject who over the course of 10 years declined from
normal cognition to MCI to a dementia diagnosed as AD. The scans highlight in red the hippocampal area, in yellow the entorhinal cortex,
and in green the temporal horn of the lateral ventricle. (c) Histololgical validation of the hippocampal volume. Study depicts the regional
vulnerability of the hippocampus proper in AD (bottom) vs. control (top). Colors depict the subfields of the hippocampus: central red the
dentate gyrus, maroon the CA1, green, yellow and blue the subicular regions.
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Figure 28.4 (a) WML on 1981 CT. (b) WML on first generation 1981 MRI T2 image. (c) 2009 MRI FLAIR image.
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technologies, most notably Statistical Parametric Map-
ping (SPM) (Friston et al. 1995; see Taler and Saykin
and de la Fuente-Fernándex and Stoessel, this volume).

Pathology correlation and validation
Structural imaging owes a great debt to pathology for
the contributions made to understanding the lesions
and pathologic anatomy of AD. Over the past 35 years,
pioneers such as Blessed, Scheibel, Glenner, Wis-
niewski, Iqbal, Terry, Braak and others have defined
productive pathologic targets for imaging (de Leon,
2006). These studies revealed a topography of affected
brain, ranging from the synapses, pyramidal neurons,
and interacting glia affected, to the regional distribu-
tion and chemistry of the neurofibrillary tangle and the
amyloid plaque. This pathological infrastructure con-
tinues to be fundamental to launching the structural
(and molecular) imaging investigations that target the
sites affected in the early stages of disease.

Although MRI imaging has yet to deliver a specific
marker of AD pathology, MRI has provided sensitive
characterizations of the effects of AD pathology and the
promise of new MR contrast agents for identifying
amyloid plaque pathology (Poduslo et al., 2002;
Sigurdsson et al., 2008) (see Figure 28.5). In the chapters
that preceded, we find ample evidence of how novel
MRI acquisition modalities and analyses contribute to
early diagnosis and to revealing the topography of AD
changes. The MR spectroscopy approach is clearly of
great interest with respect to improving the staging of
brain damage and estimating the risk for the clinical
expression of disease and for understanding treatment
outcomes (Schuff, this volume). Today,MRI increasingly

contributes to guiding the neuropathology exam rather
than exclusively using the post-mortem exam for val-
idation. This new role has been enhanced with high-
resolution imaging, an increasing number of novel
acquisition protocols tuned to selective pathology,
and modeling to describe brain damage (diffusion of
water molecules in the white matter, estimations of
blood flow based on endogenous oxygen-related tissue
contrast, and tracer uptake and clearance).

Yet, an even greater calling is approaching: the
revelation of disease mechanism. Here, too, MRI
imaging in collaboration with pathology, physiology
and biology has begun to make key contributions.
Animal models for AD have used fMRI to demon-
strate in-vivo the action of soluble b-amyloid (Ab) in
discrete brain areas (Luo et al., 2008), thus enabling
the first descriptions of the functional role of Ab. In
another of many examples, human studies show that
early in the course of AD there are regional blood
flow compensations following cognitive challenge
that may underlie cognitive reserve and also identify
regions at future risk (Sperling, 2007). These pursuits
have moved MR imaging into the role of a primary
player for revealing both general brain mechanisms
and those that apply to AD and other diseases.

Clinical validation and biomarker
correlation
MRI imaging readily lends itself to repeat examin-
ations. It is widely understood that this approach is
necessary for revealing correlates of disease progression
and for clinical validation. In addition to predicting

Figure 28.5 MR images from a Tg
mouse at baseline and after injecting
a gadolinium labeled amyloid beta.
Note the uptake of the tracer in many
brain regions. The right hippocampus
is outlined in red.
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clinical changes and establishing rates of brain
change, longitudinal examinations can also contribute
to CSF biomarker development. In particular, several
studies have shown that longitudinal measurement of
MRI atrophy could statistically contribute to CSF
biomarkers that are specific for tauopathy and amyl-
oid pathology to improve the prediction of AD risk
(Brys et al., 2009). MRI has also been shown to be
useful for correcting the progressive biomarker dilu-
tion of brain-derived biomarkers in the increasing
CSF spaces characteristic of AD. Specifically, tau and
other brain-derived biomarkers measured in the CSF
do not show progression effects in spite of an
increased topography of affected brain. Studies show
that using MRI to correct for the increased CSF
volume enables recognition of longitudinal CSF bio-
marker changes (de Leon et al., 2002).

Standardized image acquisitions
and data sharing
Recent large-scale multi-center studies are providing
confirmation of MRI results that were previously
based on smaller samples of patients. Data sharing is
essential to identify clinically valid test measurements
that can be collected reliably across sites with different
MRI machines, levels of expertise, and time and
financial commitment to research questions. In par-
ticular, the German Competence Network, the Euro-
pean Union Study and the Alzheimer’s Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) taking place in
North America are good examples of multiple centers
collaborating to create large MRI data sets using
standardized acquisitions or standardized analyses.
While most of the MRI protocols presented in this
text were evaluated in single site studies (typically,
measures are first studied where they are developed),
the future looks bright for successful entry to the
public domain of large imaging data sets, such as that
provided by ADNI. While shared data sets cannot
replace essential site-specific innovations, they will
foster standardized and quality-controlled image
acquisitions, contribute image analysis solutions for
clinical trials and mechanism searches, and improve
estimates of risk with translation to community
settings.

The past 30 years of imaging in AD have contrib-
uted to a remarkable journey marked by a greatly
increased understanding of the brain and affording
hope to millions of sufferers of neurodegenerative

diseases. Without doubt, the future will discover a
wealth of new contributions and solutions leading to
the prevention of AD. We are grateful to our col-
leagues at the NIH for their faithful support of this
work: Neil Buckholtz, Marcelle Morrison-Bogorod,
Tony Phelps, and Richard Hodes. God-speed to the
pioneers we lost along the way: Alfred Wolf (PET),
David Christman (PET), Jacob Cohen (Biostatistics),
and Henryk Wisniewski (Neuropathology).
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Section V
Chapter

29
Substance Abuse

Structural imaging of substance abuse

Sandra Chanraud, Anne Lise Pitel and Edith V. Sullivan

The availability of imaging tools has enhanced our
appreciation of the effects of chronic and excessive
alcohol exposure on the human brain. The specific
localization of alcohol effects on the brain could further
enhance our understanding of the behavioral, cognitive,
and motor impairments associated with alcoholism.
Cognitive impairments observed in alcohol dependents
can limit a person’s ability to sustain sobriety and re-
establish normal life function. Indeed, impairment of
executive control of behavior may well contribute
directly to maintenance of addiction. Thus, assessment
and acknowledgment of alcohol dependents’ cognitive
impairments and their neuroanatomical substrates
could inform and direct treatment approaches.

Brain tissue shrinkage, reflected by ventricular and
sulcal enlargement, has been reported widely from
initial in-vivo imaging studies using computerized
tomography (CT) to more recent work using magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) with evidence that these
changes are progressive with continued alcohol use,
and at least partly reversible with abstinence. In-vivo
CT and MRI studies of alcoholism complement post-
mortem neuropathological investigations in the search
for structural brain abnormalities due to alcoholism,
and each type of study has provided focus for the other
in targeting structures to investigate (Sheedy et al.,
1999; Sullivan et al., 1999).

Careful selection of MR sequence parameters
for image data acquisition and semi- or automated
methods for image data analysis increase the oppor-
tunity for precise identification and quantification of
changes in central nervous system morphometry that
can then be used to identify subtle changes in the
brain. Within specific brain regions, changes in tissue
characteristics may also be detectable in a longitudinal

assessment. Here, we first review briefly the general
principles of brain imaging and of images analyses as
they pertain to the characterization of appropriate
structural regions. Then, we review the literature on
the effects of alcoholism on brain structure as
revealed by brain imaging.

Alcoholism: definition
and epidemiology
Alcohol use disorders are maladaptive patterns of
alcohol consumption that include alcohol abuse and
dependence (American Psychiatric Association, 1994)
and are associated with domestic violence, economic
cost and loss of productivity. According to the DSM
IV (First et al., 1998), alcohol abuse is defined as
repeated use despite recurrent adverse consequences.
It causes clinically significant distress or impairment
of social or occupational functioning, as manifested
by failure to fulfill major role obligations, repeated
exposure hazards, getting into legal difficulties,
and developing social and interpersonal problems.
Alcohol dependence is considered as alcohol abuse
combined with tolerance, withdrawal, and an uncon-
trollable drive to drink. Alcohol dependents neglect
activities, spend inordinate amounts of time drinking
or recovering from drinking, and continue consum-
ing alcohol despite alcohol-related physiological or
physical problems. According to the National Epi-
demiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Condi-
tions (NESARC), a nationwide survey of more than
43 000 adults conducted from 2001 to 2002, 66% of
people with alcohol dependence also meet the criteria
for alcohol abuse (Hasin et al., 2007). Symptoms of
alcohol dependence typically progress from abuse to
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impaired control, to tolerance, and finally, to physio-
logical and psychological dependence.

Alcohol dependence is a highly prevalent mental
disorder, affecting people of all ages and socioeco-
nomic groups. Alcoholism affects almost three
times as many men as women and is particularly
common in young adults. Despite its high preva-
lence, the available data suggest that alcohol
dependence and abuse are underdiagnosed. Treat-
ments are available that can assist the patient in
attaining abstinence and improve aspects of health
that may have been damaged by chronic alcohol
intake, but these will likely not reach the patient
unless the initial diagnosis is made (Cargiulo,
2007). Only 24.1% of those with alcohol dependence
are treated, slightly less than the treatment rate
found in 1997 (Hasin et al., 2007). In the year
2000, alcohol consumption was responsible for
85 000 deaths or 3.5% of all deaths in the United
States (Cargiulo, 2007). Some of these deaths were
attributed to the acute effects of excessive alcohol
consumption (injuries and alcohol-related acci-
dents), but many more were attributed to the insidi-
ous effects of alcohol abuse and dependence.
Indeed, chronic heavy drinking is associated with
high risk of developing acute and chronic physical
and mental health problems, including cardiovascu-
lar disease, central and peripheral neurological
impairment, hepatic disease, cancer, fetal alcohol
disorders, and psychiatric disorders associated with
increased risk of suicide. Significant morbidity and
mortality are associated with alcohol dependence,
and almost 19 million Americans require treatment
for an “alcohol problem”. However, only 2.4 million
have been diagnosed and just 139 000 receive medi-
cation to treat it (To and Vega, 2006). Alcohol
treatment usually involves therapy in addition to
medication that helps reduce craving. Alcoholism
clinicians have access nowadays to a wide range of
treatment options for their patients (http://pubs.
niaaa.nih.gov/publications/aa49.htm). Some of
these treatments, such as 12-step self-help programs
(e.g. Alcoholics Anonymous), have been used for
decades. Others, including brief intervention (five
or fewer standard office visits) and various thera-
pies borrowed from other fields, such as motiv-
ational enhancement therapy and couples therapy,
are newer concepts that have been shown to be
effective in reducing the risk for alcohol-related
problems (Cisler et al., 1998; Miller et al., 1999).

Basics of structural
and diffusion imaging
Computerized tomography
Originally called computed axial tomography because
of its required plane of acquisition, CT scanning is a
non-invasive method to image bone and tissue and
can provide high-resolution (�1 mm) information on
brain structure in three-dimensional space. Although
CT is often used instead of structural MRI in clinical
settings because of its lower cost, it poses a risk of
radiation because it uses X-rays. The information
matrix obtained by CT scanning permits the recon-
struction of an image in which skull boundaries, the
distribution of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and some
differentiation between healthy and diseased tissue
can be discerned.

However, gray matter and white matter are rela-
tively isointense, rendering CT studies poorly able to
distinguish whether expansion of CSF spaces deep in
the brain (ventricles) and over its surface (sulci) is due
to volume or quality changes in white matter, gray
matter, or both. In addition, some of the principal
lesion sites associated with Wernicke’s encephalop-
athy, for example, the mammillary bodies are difficult
to assess quantitatively on CT scans because they are
obscured by artifacts from surrounding bone struc-
tures and are not visualized optimally in the axial
plane. Although the amount of CSF in the third
ventricle has been used as an indirect measure of
diencephalic lesions (Shimamura et al., 1988), more
direct and quantitative assessment of the tissue itself
is essential for determining loci of alcoholism’s effect
on brain structures. The cerebellum is another site
often affected by alcoholism that cannot be optimally
viewed with CT. An additional limitation of CT is the
exposure of the patient to radiation, which makes it
difficult for use in longitudinal studies. The applica-
tion of nuclear magnetic resonance, which is free of
ionizing radiation, has provided opportunities to
examine brain structures in living persons repeatedly
and to do so with high resolution and improved tissue
differentiation.

Magnetic resonance imaging
The nuclei of certain atoms exhibit nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR). That is, when they are exposed to a
strong magnetic field, they behave like small, spinning
magnets and align themselves within the field. Each
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type of nucleus spins at its own particular rate (the
resonant frequency), which is determined by the
strength of the magnetic field. If the nuclei are bom-
barded with radio waves (energy similar to radio and
television signals) at the frequency at which they are
spinning, they absorb this energy, and their alignment
in the magnetic field is disturbed. When the radio
waves are turned off, the transverse vector component
produces an oscillating magnetic field, which induces
a small current in the receiver coil. This signal is
called the free induction decay (FID). In MRI, the
static magnetic field can be varied across the body (a
field gradient), so that different spatial locations
become associated with different precession frequen-
cies. Application of the field gradient destroys the FID
signal, but this can be recovered and measured by a
refocusing gradient (to create a so-called “gradient
echo”), or by a radio frequency pulse (to create a so-
called “spin-echo”).

The magnetic resonance image is determined pri-
marily by three variables: proton density, T1, and T2.
Proton density reflects the number of hydrogen nuclei
stimulated. T1 is an exponential time constant that
describes the return of the nuclei to equilibrium and
realignment with the magnetic field. Higher T1 values
mean it takes nuclei longer to return to realignment
after perturbation. T2 is the exponential time constant
describing signal loss due to interference between
hydrogen nuclei. The T1 and T2 tend to reflect pro-
portion of free water to bound water in a tissue; the
biological significance of these variables is not yet
fully understood.

Proton density, T1, and T2 differ in biological
tissues, and this provides the subtle gradations by
which details of brain structure can be perceived.
A great deal of flexibility is available in designing
MRI examinations. In addition to the flexibility in
highlighting tissue differences, MRI offers great flexi-
bility in the direction in which the brain is viewed.
During scanning, magnetic gradients can be applied
in the three (orthogonal) directions, or planes, to
provide information about the spatial location of the
signals in that plane. This allows the brain and par-
ticular structures within it to be viewed, not only from
bottom to top (axial), as in conventional CT images,
but also from front to back (coronal), from left to
right (sagittal), or at any oblique angle to these planes.
This flexibility also enables greater accuracy in
aligning images with internal landmarks, an essential
consideration for ensuring consistency of data

from repeat scans on the same person (Rohlfing
et al., 2006).

Diffusion imaging and tracking fibers
Brain functions are emergent properties of interacting
brain areas within networks. In contrast with “func-
tional segregation” which aims to localize functions to
specific brain areas, “functional integration” describes
function in terms of the flow of information between
brain areas. The brain is composed of numerous
functional networks of interconnected areas, through
which information is transferred and transformed.
On an anatomical level, functional networks commu-
nicate through white matter fibers that are orderly
structures.

In the context of diffusion-weighted MRI (Basser,
1995), diffusion describes the stochastic movement of
molecules in liquids, called Brownian molecular
motion. In unconstrained media, this movement is
isotropic, i.e. it can be described by the same Gaussian
probability distribution across all spatial directions.

In biological tissue, such as the cerebral white
matter, however, the molecular motion of water mol-
ecules is restricted by the cellular microstructure.
Diffusion barriers, such as the neuronal membrane,
myelin sheathes and intra-axonal transport, deter-
mine a preferred spatial orientation of the molecular
movement. This orientation of diffusion is called
anisotropy (Basser, 1995). Diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) is based on this nature of diffusion that can
be described mathematically by a tensor and repre-
sented as an ellipsoid. The directions of the main
axes of the ellipsoid (in the MR scanner’s coordinate
system) are given by the eigenvectors (e1, e2, e3) with
their lengths representing the eigenvalues (l1, l2, l3)
of the diffusion tensor. The largest eigenvalue (l1)
corresponds to the principal eigenvector e1, which
represents the main diffusion direction within the
voxel. Commonly used measures of diffusion include
fractional anisotropy (FA), which is an estimate of the
fraction of the diffusion attributed to anisotropy and
ranges between 0 (isotropy) and 1 (diffusion hypo-
thetically only in a single orientation). Another meas-
ure that has been used to compare different voxels in
terms of diffusion is intervoxel coherence, which
quantifies the degree of diffusion collinearity between
adjacent voxels (Pfefferbaum et al., 2006a). Measures
of diffusivity, such as mean diffusivity (MD) or
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) and trace of
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the diffusion tensor (Tr) (all closely related to each
other), can also be used to quantify the overall diffu-
sion in a particular voxel or region. However, the
ADC does not assess the orientation of molecular
movement. Therefore, differences in FA, MD or
ADC could reflect differences either in orientation,
coherence, or number of fiber tracts.

Methods of brain exploration
A number of studies have tracked anatomical changes
in the same group of alcohol dependents over several
years, providing longitudinal data on the effects of
alcohol. Cross-sectional studies have investigated
anatomical differences between groups of alcohol-
dependent subjects and groups of controls of the same
age providing data on differences in regional volume
or shape.

Studies of changes in brain structure related to alco-
hol consumption have typically been of two types. Some
have been largely quantitative, commonly using meas-
urements calculated from 3D T1-weighted images.
Others have been qualitative, comparing high-resolution
images of a specific region of interest and neuronal
populations.

Generalized differences in cerebral cortical volume
were best-appreciated using fully quantitative volu-
metrics (Chanraud et al., 2007; Cardenas et al., 2007;
Rohlfing et al., 2006), whereas more specific damage to
small structures, such as the mammillary bodies, or
subregions of larger structures, such as the cerebellum
and thalamus, can best be appreciated by utilizing a
variety of MR sequences and qualitative techniques of
measurement (Pearlson and Calhoun, 2007).

Regions of interest
Manual delineation of brain regions of interest (ROI)
is the current gold standard for morphometry and
anatomical validity. ROI methodology typically
involves development of reliable and valid anatomic
landmarks, rater training, and inter-rater reliability.
Despite its strength, it also has limitations: it is time-
consuming and labor-intensive, especially when com-
paring several brain regions in large groups of subjects.
Manually delineated ROIs are also subject to inaccur-
acy because local individual neuroanatomy can be
marked by substantial inter-subject variability, espe-
cially in diseased population. The hypothesis-based
nature of the ROI method restricts assessment to pre-
specified regions. Until recently, most structural MRI

brain studies were confined to relatively straightfor-
ward ROI-based measurement of brain regions and
remains essential for quantification of small struc-
tures, such as the mammillary bodies.

Automated data-driven methods
To overcome the laborious nature of manual volu-
metric methods, automated methods have been
developed to determine differences between groups
and changes over time in brain structure using
hypothesis- and rater-independent approaches. One
of the best-established methods is the automated
measurement of the whole-brain volume over time,
which is already being used as a secondary end point
in clinical treatment trials (Kinkingnehun et al.,
2008). However, the heuristic value of this method is
limited, as only global effects can be recorded without
providing information about regionally differentiated
effects.

Voxel-based morphometry
Whole-brain analyses such as VBM (Mechelli et al.,
2005) has grown in popularity because of its ease of
use. VBM and optimized VBM are fully automated
measurement methods for examination of structural
MR images of the whole brain by voxel-wise compari-
son of the relative local densities (Sowell et al., 2001)
or volumes (Maguire et al., 2000) of brain tissue
between two groups of subjects. By giving equal
weight to every voxel included in the 3D sampling
array, VBM provides an unbiased measure of highly
localized regions that might not be examined in
hypothesis-based ROI studies, and thus provides a
multiple regional comparison. Conceptually, VBM
tests for residual tissue density differences remaining
after spatial normalization of MRI scans into stand-
ardized stereotaxic space. Owing to the nature of this
normalization procedure (Ashburner and Friston,
2000), VBM analyses are less sensitive to shape differ-
ences and thus may exhibit high reliability at the
expense of validity. VBM results can be modulated
to account for the variable shape changes in non-
linear normalization and thus preserve the volume
of the particular tissue within a voxel. The normaliza-
tion procedures employed in VBM, although highly
reliable because they are automated, make the process
less sensitive to group differences in shape or gray–
white matter differentiation, and are prone to errors
caused by misregistration of anatomical structures.
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The method has been updated and optimized (Good
et al., 2001) to reduce errors arising from systematic
differences in head shape, variations in segmentation,
and inconsistent brain stripping as well as errors
introduced by spatial normalization. Recently, a
VBM study in alcohol dependent subjects, performed
using images segmented from non-brain tissue as
inputs, resulted in an increased sensitivity for
detecting alcohol-related effects (Fein et al., 2006).
VBM and ROI methods provide different types of
information, and they should therefore be used in
tandem, with automated VBM being used to generate
hypotheses by identifying areas that can be subse-
quently be more thoroughly investigated with ROI-
based approaches.

Deformation-based morphometry (DBM)
Whereas VBM transforms brain images into a stand-
ard space to compensate for global differences but
preserves local differences in cortical gray matter dis-
tribution, DBM (Gaser et al., 2001) transforms the
brain volumes at high resolution to a standard tem-
plate to eliminate the anatomical differences between
the brains. The anatomical information then is not in
the MRI images themselves, but in the deformation
fields that are required to transform the patient’s brain
into a standard brain. These deformation fields offer a
multivariate vector field of localization information
from which regional volume effects can be extrapo-
lated. This method allows searching the entire brain
for significant changes, and has been shown to permit
longitudinal studies that distinguish between volume
differences and volume changes in morphometric
analyses of alcohol-dependent subjects (Rohlfing
et al., 2006).

Methods of exploration
of diffusion-weighted images
Different approaches can be applied to study differ-
ences in regional brain anisotropy between subjects.
Some studies have used voxel-based approaches
(VBA) (Bruno et al., 2008), where data sets from sub-
jects belonging to one diagnostic group have been
processed with reference to a specific metric (e.g. FA),
normalized to a standard anatomical template, com-
bined and averaged, before being compared to simi-
larly processed data sets from another group. Other
studies (Schulte et al., 2005) have used an ROI
approach, where ROIs are placed in regions of the brain

thought to be implicated in a particular condition and
are compared in terms of an averaged measure of a
specific metric between different groups of subjects.
Using the multivariate information of diffusion
tensors, in-vivo fiber tracking can be performed. This
allows reconstructing the fiber tracts originating
from selected white matter areas based on individual
diffusion-weighted images. Tractography allows seg-
mentation and visualization of putative fiber tracts
crossing one or more brain regions, along with meas-
urement of various characteristics over the tract so
defined, such as average FA, or average length of the
tract. The tract structure can be appreciated and the
trajectory can be followed over many slices (Mori and
van Zijl, 2002). DTI is well adapted for a general
description at a microstructural level of subcortical
white matter architecture in the human brain. Unlike
anatomical imaging, DTI tractography facilitates the
comparison of specific and identified neuronal circuits.

Macrostructural abnormalities
in alcoholism
CT findings
The first CT investigations in repeated series from
Canada, Sweden, Germany, and England reported
convergent findings by showing diffuse abnormalities
in the form of ventricular-enlargement and sulcal
widening (Carlen et al., 1978; Bergman et al., 1980;
Ron et al., 1982; Schroth et al., 1985) in alcoholism.
CT studies of healthy subjects spanning the age range
demonstrated a considerable shrinkage of tissue com-
plemented with expansion of CSF-filled spaces in the
brain associated with aging (Pfefferbaum et al., 1986;
Stafford et al., 1988), indicating the need to take normal
age-related brain changes into account in investigations
of alcoholism and other conditions affecting the brain.
Following the method of Pfefferbaum et al. (1986), and
later modified (Pfefferbaum et al., 1993) to account for
normal variation in intracranial volume (Mathalon et al.,
1993), age norms for each CT measure were calculated
from healthy subjects and CT measures of alcoholics
were then expressed as deviations from age norms.
This approach allows determination of the magnitude
of tissue shrinkage or sulcal or ventricular expansion
for a single individual or a group of patients and to
compare different pathological groups with each other.

Several studies of alcoholic patients have reported
increases in the size of the lateral ventricles and
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cortical sulci (Lishman et al., 1987; Jernigan et al.,
1982). After adjusting for age norms, Pfefferbaum’s
group found that older alcoholics have more brain
shrinkage for their age than do younger alcoholics.
The ventricular enlargement revealed in these
subjects was related to lifetime alcohol consumption
(Pfefferbaum et al., 1988). Not all investigators have
been able to demonstrate such a relationship, and
some have reported a surprising lack of association
between amount of alcohol consumed and amount of
cortical shrinkage (for review, see Lishman, 1990).

MRI findings
Since 1981, when Besson et al. reported shorter brain
T1s in both gray and white matter in intoxicated
alcoholics, which lengthened during withdrawal and
abstinence (1–6 weeks), several longitudinal studies
have reported conflicting results. These studies exam-
ined alcoholics at different intervals since last drink,
and many had limited control data (Besson et al.,
1981, 1989; Schroth et al., 1988; Smith et al., 1985).
Chick et al. (1989) found longer T1s in the alcoholics
measured 2 weeks postwithdrawal, whereas Agartz
et al. (1991), in a study of comparable design but
using a lower field instrument, found no differences
in T1 or T2 between alcoholics and controls. Both
studies found correlations between volume deficits
and T1 (Mander et al., 1989), suggesting that partial
voluming (some CSF present in what appears to be a
tissue voxel) may contribute to the increased T1 seen
in alcoholics.

Cross-sectionalMRI studies of chronically alcohol-
dependent subjects, without obvious complications
from nutritional deficiencies or hepatic disorders,
demonstrated cortical and cerebellar shrinkage relative
to the controls (Wang et al., 1993; Hayakawa et al.,
1992; Shear et al., 1994). Specific brain regions affected
by chronic alcohol exposure include cortical gray
and white matter (Jernigan et al., 1991; Pfefferbaum
et al., 1992), particularly prefrontal areas in older alco-
holic individuals (Pfefferbaum et al., 1997; Cardenas
et al., 2007), mammillary bodies (Shear et al., 1996;
Sullivan et al., 1999), anterior hippocampus (Agartz
et al., 1999; Sullivan et al., 1995), thalamus (De Bellis
et al., 2005; Sullivan, 2003; Chanraud et al., 2007), pons
(Pfefferbaum et al., 2002; Sullivan, 2003; Chanraud
et al., 2008), and cerebellum (De Bellis et al., 2005;
Sullivan et al., 2000a, 2000c) (Figure 29.1).

MRI: regional specificity
Does brain tissue shrinkage equally
involve gray and white matter?
There is pathological evidence showing that alcohol-
ism damages both gray and white matter (Jensen and
Pakkenberg, 1993; Kril et al., 1997; Harper, 1998)
with the mainstay of cortical loss in the frontal lobes.
However, neuropathological studies agree that the
reduction in alcoholics’ brain weight is largely due
to reduction in the white matter volume rather than
in the gray matter volume (Harper, 1998). Interest-
ingly, results from a more recent study suggest that

Figure 29.1 MRI scans from a 53 year
old control man (upper) and a 53 year old
alcoholic man (lower) from axial (left),
coronal (right) and sagittal (right) views
(from Rosenbloom and Pfefferbaum,
2008). Tissue shrinkage, ventricular
expansion and corpus callosum thinning
are particularly noticeable.
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some white matter brain regions, e.g. splenium, have
greater sensitivity to alcohol-induced damage through
different molecular mechanisms (Kashem et al.,
2008), due to distinct interaction with the hetero-
geneous distribution of proteins depending on the
nature of the axons. Apparent atrophy of the cerebral
cortex, mostly represented by widening of the cortical
sulci and narrowing of the gyri in alcoholics, is also
reported by the neuropathological studies. This could
be explained by white matter shrinkage (Harper,
1998). At a microscopic level, Courville (1955) and
later Harper et al. (1987) published quantitative stud-
ies documenting neuronal loss in alcoholics. They
revealed a reduction of 22% in the number of
neurons, and this loss was specifically localized in
the superior frontal cortex because no differences
were found in other brain regions explored (i.e.
motor, cingulate, and inferior temporal cortices).
Using a semi-automated procedure to segment brain
tissue into gray matter, white matter, and CSF, Pfef-
ferbaum et al. (1992) reported a significant shrinkage
of both gray and white matter volume and an increase
of CSF-filled spaces. Later, these same investigators
studied cortical gray matter volumes extracted from
high-resolution T1-weighted MR images in younger
and older chronic alcoholics. They found that cortical
gray and white matter volumes in prefrontal regions
were significantly smaller in younger alcoholics
compared with age-matched controls (Pfefferbaum
et al., 1997). More recently, VBM studies have con-
firmed widespread damage in both gray matter and
white matter (Jang et al., 2007), with more significant
alterations of gray matter in focal regions such as the
frontal cortex, the thalamus, the insular cortex, the
dorsal hippocampus and the cerebellum and more
significant alterations of white matter in periventricu-
lar area, pons and cerebellar peduncles (Chanraud
et al., 2007; Mechtcheriakov et al., 2007). Gray matter
alterations localized to the frontal and temporal lobes
have been reported using DBM method (Cardenas
et al., 2007). White matter volume deficits in temporal
lobe seem to be particularly present in patients with a
history of seizure (Sullivan et al., 1996).

Subcortical gray matter
� Striatum

Using a sensitive method of volume estimation for
post-mortem specimens, Kril et al. (1997) were unable
to show any change in the volumes of the caudate or of

the putamen. By contrast, MRI studies have revealed
smaller volumes of caudate and putamen in alcoholics
than in controls, regardless of length of sobriety
(Jernigan et al., 1991; Sullivan et al., 2005a). In the
more recent study, the nucleus accumbens was shown
to have greater volume shrinkage in more recent than
longer sober alcoholics (Sullivan et al., 2005a).

� Insula

Both shape analysis of the perisylvian region in both
hemispheres (Jang et al., 2007; Makris et al., 2008)
and VBM studies (Chanraud et al., 2007) have
revealed shape or volume differences in the insula
of alcoholics compared with controls. Shape deform-
ations revealed by Jang et al. (2007) were localized
mainly in the central part of the insula in both hemi-
spheres, with a greater difference in the right than in
the left hemisphere. In healthy subjects, the surface of
left insula is more convex than the right one. Thus,
normal left–right insula asymmetry observed in
healthy subjects is reduced in alcoholics.

� Hippocampus

An early experimental rodent model of alcohol tox-
icity showed that neurons in the hippocampal forma-
tion brain region are selectively damaged by alcohol
(Walker et al., 1980). However, in humans, glial cell
loss (Korbo, 1999) and neuronal dysmorphology
(Harding et al., 1997) rather than neuronal loss have
been reported in hippocampus. Structural neuroima-
ging studies have also demonstrated hippocampal
volume deficit in alcoholics (Agartz et al., 1999;
Laakso et al., 2000; Wilhelm et al., 2008; Sullivan
et al., 1995; Kurth et al., 2004). The hippocampal
volume shrinkage has been attributed to pathological
changes in white matter (decrease in axonal diameter
and loss of white matter) (Harding et al., 1997), but
the incorporation of newly formed neurons to the
dentate gyrus could also be affected by alcohol (He
et al., 2005; Nixon and Crews, 2004).

One MRI study measured hippocampus volume
in late-onset alcoholics (Type I) and violent, early-
onset alcoholics (Type II) compared with non-
alcoholic controls (Laakso et al., 2000). The right but
not left hippocampus was significantly smaller in both
alcoholic groups. Despite the absence of age-related
decline in hippocampal volumes in the control sub-
jects, consistent with other reports (Sullivan et al.,
2005b), alcoholics with Type I showed a tendency
toward decreased volumes with age, confirming earlier
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reports (Sullivan et al., 1995), and also with the
duration of alcoholism. A later study reported
volume deficits in alcoholics compared with non-
alcoholic controls, with left hippocampal volume
reduction being slightly greater than on the right
(Beresford et al., 2006). Another association was
revealed between hippocampal volume and the type
of alcoholic beverage consumed, a stronger negative
correlation being found in subjects consuming
wine and spirits than in subjects consuming beer
(Wilhelm et al., 2008). The effects of the different
types of alcoholic beverage on hippocampus may be
accounted by homocysteine-mediated excitotoxicity.
Indeed, homocysteine is a mediator of excitotoxicity
and neurotoxicity via overstimulation of N-methyl-
D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors (Lipton et al., 1997)
and its plasma concentration is dependent on both
the type of beverage and amount of alcohol con-
sumed (Bleich et al., 2000). Therefore, these findings
suggest that homocysteine-mediated excitotoxicity
could be an important pathophysiological mechan-
ism in alcohol-related hippocampus damage.
Finally, deficits in alcoholics’ hippocampal volume
do not seem to be related to seizures (which are
usually generalized rather than focal) occurring
during first-onset withdrawal (Bleich et al., 2003)
or more chronically (Sullivan et al., 1996).

� Mammillary bodies

Atrophic change in the mammillary bodies is a car-
dinal feature of Wernicke’s encephalopathy. Explor-
ation of this brain structure has revealed smaller

volumes in amnesic as well as in non-amnesic alco-
holics (Sullivan et al., 1999). Therefore, visualizable
mammillary body damage does not seem to be neces-
sary for the development of amnesia in alcoholic
subjects (Shear et al., 1996).

� Hippocampus vs. mammillary bodies in alcoholics
vs. Korsakoff syndrome (KS)

Brain structural volume deficits in the hippocampus
and mammillary bodies show a graded effect from
uncomplicated alcoholics to alcoholic Korsakoff
patients. Sullivan and Pfefferbaum (2009) compared
these two groups of alcoholics using manual volu-
metric quantification of several brain structures.
Regional brain volumes were adjusted for normal
variation in intracranial volume and age and ex-
pressed as standardized Z-scores, where the expected
mean of the controls was 0 and standard deviation
was 1. Results indicated graded regional brain volume
shrinkage, where deficits of uncomplicated alcoholics
were significant (generally about 0.5 standard devi-
ation deficit), but less severe than those of KS (about
1–2 standard deviation deficit), notably in the mam-
millary bodies and hippocampus. Contrary to Squire
et al. (1990), who reported spared hippocampus but
barely detectable mammillary bodies in KS alcoholics,
these recent findings suggest that hippocampus
volume is as much impaired as mammillary bodies
in both uncomplicated and amnesic alcoholics
(Figure 29.2), the hippocampus alteration being twice
as large as in KS than in uncomplicated alcoholics
(Sullivan and Marsh, 2003).

Figure 29.2 T1 weighted Spoiled echo
(SPGR) images of a 59 year old healthy
man (left panel) and a 53 year old man
with Korsakoff syndrome (from
Rosenbloom and Pfefferbaum, 2008).
Note the shrunken mammillary bodies
(arrows) in the alcoholic Korsakoff man
(B and D) compared with the control
(A and C). Mean � SD of volumes of
mammillary bodies and hippocampus are
represented in the right side. All volumes
are expresses as standardized Z scores,
adjusted for normal variation in
intracranial volume and age. The
expected value of the controls is 0
(SD 1) (from Sullivan and Pfefferbaum,
2009).
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� Brain reward system

Whereas Kril et al. (1997) found volume deficits in the
amygdala only of alcoholics with KS, Alvarez et al.
reported a neuronal density reduction in the amygdal-
oid complex in alcoholics of all ages (Alvarez et al.,
1989). Using a modified version of VBM, Fein et al.
(2006) specifically examined the amygdala in abstinent
alcoholics who demonstrate impairment on a simu-
lated gambling task that requires unaltered amygdala
and ventromedial prefrontal regions for intact per-
formance. Compared with controls, abstinent alcohol-
ics had significantly less gray matter density in the
amygdala. The authors were cautious in attributing
this dysmorphology to alcoholism per se, and offered
an alternative explanation that the structural abnor-
mality predated alcoholism. Given the amygdala’s role
in emotional regulation and behavioral control (for
review, seeMcBride, 2002), premorbid deficits in these
functions could put individuals at heightened risk for
developing alcohol use disorders (Clark et al., 2008;
Kamarajan et al., 2006). In additon to being smaller,
the amygdala was negatively associated with both alco-
hol craving and probability of relapse within 6 months
following detoxification (Wrase et al., 2008). Another
morphometric analysis of brain reward system
revealed lower total reward-network volume in alco-
holic subjects (Makris et al., 2008). Specifically, notable
volume deficits were found in right dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex, right anterior insula, and right nucleus
accumbens and in left amygdala. Such damage in the
brain reward system could predate the onset of alco-
holism, result from chronic drinking, or represent an
interaction of both possibilities.

� Brainstem

The brainstem is considered critical in development
and maintenance of drug dependence (for review, see
Koob, 2008). The dorsal and median raphe nuclei, a
major source of serotoninergic axons in the brain,
have been a focus of investigation ever since the
disruptive effects of alcohol on neurotransmission
were first described (Balldin et al., 1994). Whereas
neuronal counts showed no significant difference in
uncomplicated alcoholics, the functionality of these
axons was disrupted (Baker et al., 1996). Brain regions
that are part of the brainstem have been observed by
MRI to be altered in alcoholic men (Sullivan, 2003;
Bloomer et al., 2004) and women (Pfefferbaum et al.,
2002). More recently, these findings were confirmed

for the pons volume with an ROI approach. Indeed,
whereas the midbrain volume did not differ bet-
ween alcoholics and controls, the volume of the pons
was smaller in alcoholics than controls (Chanraud
et al., 2008).

� Cerebellum

Neuronal loss occurs in the cerebellum of alcoholics
(for review, see Cavanagh et al., 1997). This effect was
noted by post-mortem studies of Purkinje cells in the
superior vermis (Victor et al., 1959; Torvik and Torp,
1986), in the small rostral and caudate lobes (Phillips
et al., 1987), and in the anterior folia of the vermis
(Baker et al., 1999). Quantitatively, two large autopsy
studies revealed cerebellar atrophy in 26.8–27.6%, of all
examined alcoholics (Lindboe and Loberg, 1988; Torvik
et al., 1982). Vermal white matter volume is also sig-
nificantly smaller in alcoholics than non-alcoholic
controls (Baker et al., 1999). Different cell types of the
cerebellum appear to be differentially susceptible to
alcohol-related damage. The Purkinje cells are the most
vulnerable and global reductions in Purkinje cell
numbers (Phillips et al., 1987), and densities (Andersen
2004; Ferrer et al., 1984; Victor et al., 1959) are com-
monly observed in the cerebellum of alcoholics.

Cerebellar atrophy as revealed by CT has been
reported in a high percentage of alcoholics (Diener
et al., 1986; Melgaard and Ahlgren, 1986). More
recent MRI studies have revealed gross vermian
volume deficit in 33% of chronic alcoholics without
KS or Wernicke’s encephalopathy (Antunez et al.,
1998), both in gray and white matter volumes
(Shear et al., 1996; Sullivan, 2003). This is of par-
ticular interest given recent data showing the
importance of the cerebellum in the organization
of higher order cerebral functions (Sullivan et al.,
2003; Schmahmann, 2004).

White matter volume
� Corpus callosum

Thinning of the corpus callosum occurs in uncom-
plicated alcoholics and is more prominent in the
anterior rather than posterior regions (Pfefferbaum
et al., 1996; Estruch et al., 1997). In addition to
macrostructural shrinkage observed in alcoholic
women with MRI (Hommer et al., 1996), DTI
studies have revealed evidence for microstruc-
tural degradation, which is compounded by age
(Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2005; Pfefferbaum et al.,
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2006a). Severe callosal thinning is a marker of
Marchiafava–Bignami disease, possibly caused by
nutritional deficiency and resulting in severe de-
myelination and necrosis (Victor et al., 1989). As with
Wernicke encephalopathy and Korsakoff syndrome,
the reflection of Marchiafava–Bignami disease in
alcohol-related callosal damage raises the possibility
of a continuum of graded brain dysmorphology asso-
ciated with chronic alcoholism (Sullivan and
Pfefferbaum, 2009).

MR diffusion tensor imaging
in alcoholism
Recent developments in neuroimaging have motiv-
ated examination of neural circuits. In part, this trend
follows system-based hypotheses of mental illnesses
proposing that disruption of the circuits (Sullivan
et al., 2003; Andreasen et al., 1996) linking “effectively
connected” structures produces behavioral manifest-
ations of target disorders. Passingham et al. (2002)
proposed the concept of a “connectional fingerprint”,
whereby the function of a cortical area is determined
by its extrinsic connections and its intrinsic proper-
ties. This conceptualization suggests that functional
connectivity has an anatomical basis and that ana-
tomical information is a critical component for dis-
tinguishing patterns of brain functional connectivity.

Features of this model can be tested with neuroima-
ging, and choice of neuroimaging modality deter-
mines the level of analysis to test the hypothesis
proposed.

When used to study white matter structure
(and thus brain anatomical connectivity) in alcohol-
ics, DTI has revealed microstructural damage related
to alcoholism and in interaction with age in cerebral
areas that appear intact from analyses of structural
MRI (Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2002; Sullivan and
Pfefferbaum, 2003) (Figure 29.3). Prior studies have
shown widespread FA deficits in both hemispheres
(Pfefferbaum et al., 2006b), as well as white matter
tract damage in alcoholic subjects in the genu and
splenium of the corpus callosum, the centrum
semiovale (Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2002, 2005;
Pfefferbaum et al., 2000), corticopontine bundles
(Chanraud et al., 2008), and right frontolimbic con-
nections (Harris et al., 2008).

The association of localized and remote gray
matter regional alterations with alterations in brain
white matter raises the possibility that damage in
alcoholism has a predilection to specific anatomical
circuits and thus specific functional networks.
Dysfunction of the brain circuitry may account, at
least in part, for neuropsychological deficits and
their typical pattern in alcohol dependent
individuals.

Figure 29.3 Images from sagittal (left),
coronal (left) and axial (left) views of a
57 year old alcoholic man (upper panel)
and a 54 year old control man (lower
panel) displaying values for FA and
illustrating clearly the white matter
architecture of the brain (from
Rosenbloom and Pfefferbaum, 2008). Note
the robust appearing white matter
structures in the control compared with
the alcoholic.
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Factors contributing to the
heterogeneity of brain damage
Even though ethanol is an agent with apparent direct
toxic effects on neurons (Riley and Walker, 1978;
McMullen et al., 1984), possibly because of its non-
oxidative metabolism to fatty acid ethyl esters within
cells (Charness, 1993), the question of its direct, indir-
ect or compounded effects on brain is still a matter of
debate. Indeed, the consumption of ethanol is also
indirectly associated with a variety of other factors
influencing brain morphometry.

Thiamine
A deficiency in the essential nutrient thiamine
resulting from chronic alcohol consumption is one
factor underlying alcohol-induced brain damage.
A reduction in thiamine can interfere with numerous
cellular functions, leading to serious brain disorders,
including KS subjects. Chronic alcohol consumption
can result in thiamine deficiency by causing inad-
equate nutritional thiamine intake, decreased absorp-
tion of thiamine from the gastrointestinal tract, and
impaired thiamine utilization in the cells (for review,
see Martin et al., 2003). However, people differ in
their susceptibility to thiamine deficiency, and differ-
ent brain regions also may be more or less sensitive to
this condition. Various brain regions and even differ-
ent cell types within one brain region may differ in
their sensitivity to alcohol-induced damage as well as
in their susceptibility to associated problems, includ-
ing alcohol-related malnutrition (e.g. thiamine defi-
ciency). For example, human post-mortem studies
have found that the anterior superior cerebellar ver-
mis most frequently exhibits alcohol-induced damage
(Baker et al., 1999; Victor et al., 1959). Additional
studies have found that thiamine deficiency contrib-
utes to a reduction in the number and size of a certain
cerebellar cell type called Purkinje cells in parts of the
cerebellar vermis (Phillips et al., 1987). In-vivo studies
mirror post-mortem results, and have found that
uncomplicated alcoholics showed the same pattern
of focal brain volume deficits as did the KS alcoholics,
but in a milder form. When compared with healthy
controls, uncomplicated alcoholics had mild to mod-
erate volume deficits and alcoholics with KS had
moderate to severe volume deficits in the mammillary
bodies, hippocampus, thalamus, cerebellum, and pons
(Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2009). Thiamine

deficiency seems to contribute to the constellation of
cerebral alterations (Butters, 1981). However, the
degree of implication of this nutritional deficiency
in alcohol-related brain damages is still a matter of
debate and is amendable to controlled studies with
animal models (Langlais and Zhang, 1997; Pentney
and Dlugos, 2000; He et al., 2007; Pfefferbaum et al.,
2007).

Aging
Morphological abnormalities in alcoholics are highly
similar to brain changes revealed in normal aging
(Harper, 1998; Pfefferbaum et al., 2005; Carlen and
Wilkinson, 1987). The prominent differences in the
frontal lobes and the enlargement of ventricles can be
found in alcoholics when compared with healthy sub-
jects, and in normal elderly when compared with
younger adults (Pfefferbaum et al., 1997; Sullivan
et al., 2000a). Older alcoholics have greater brain
dysmorphology than younger ones, and this age-
alcoholism interaction is not necessarily related to
years of chronic alcoholism. Two hypotheses have
been proposed following these findings (see for
review Oscar-Berman and Schendan, 2000). The first
hypothesis refers to “accelerated aging”, whereby
alcoholics would show signs of premature aging by
precocious onset of neuroanatomical and behavioral
changes typically associated with advancing age. The
second, “increased vulnerability”, differs from the
first by the timing of alcohol action. This proposal
suggests that an aging brain is more vulnerable to the
influences of neurotoxins, including ethanol, than is
the brain of a younger person. Thus, only older alco-
holics would be more sensitive to the untoward effects
of alcoholism and would show more alcohol-related
neuroanatomical and neuropsychological abnormal-
ities than younger ones (Pfefferbaum et al., 1998).

Taken together, most of the evidence from neuro-
pathological and neuroimaging investigations support
the increased vulnerability model (Oscar-Berman and
Marinkovic, 2003). Indeed, neuroimaging has high-
lighted the greater degree of brain alterations in older
alcoholics when compared with younger alcoholics in
the cerebral cortex (Di Sclafani et al., 1995; Harris et al.,
1999, Pfefferbaum et al., 1997), corpus callosum
(Pfefferbaum et al., 1996), hippocampus (Laakso et al.,
2000; Sullivan et al., 1995), and cerebellum (Harris
et al., 1999; Sullivan et al., 2000a). DTI data also provide
evidence of such age-related effects on white matter
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microstructure. In the corpus callosum, findings are in
accordance with an interaction between the age and
recent drinking history (Pfefferbaum et al., 2006a).

Gender
Neuroimaging studies present some discrepancies
regarding gender differences in alcohol-related brain
changes. Mann et al. (2005a) studied a sample of
alcoholic men and women in which women had lower
absolute average alcohol consumption in the year
before study than men, but equivalent for their
weight, and had shorter history of alcohol depend-
ence. Despite the shorter history, women did not
differ from men regarding the extent of the brain
damage. The authors concluded that reduction of
brain volume seemed to develop faster in women,
the “telescoping effect”, arguing in favor of a greater
vulnerability to alcoholism among women than men.

One MRI study reported that although age and
alcoholism interacted adversely in both sexes, alco-
holic men, but not alcoholic women, had abnormally
small cortical white matter and enlarged sulcal
volumes compared with same sex healthy comparison
groups (Pfefferbaum et al., 2001). By contrast,
Hommer et al. (2001) reported clear gender differ-
ences in the brain structure of alcoholics. In that
study, alcoholic men and women had smaller volumes
of gray and white matters as well as greater volumes
of sulcal and ventricular CSF than non-alcoholic men
and women, but these differences were larger for the
women than men. Two other studies (Kroft et al.,
1991; Pfefferbaum et al., 2002) reported no differ-
ences in any brain regions measured (ventricles,
corpus callosum, pons and cortical white matter)
between alcoholic women and non-alcoholic women
of similar ages. Despite lack of abnormalities detect-
able on a volumetric, macrostructural level, alcoholic
women were shown to have white matter microstruc-
tural abnormality quantified with a DTI region of
interest analysis (Pfefferbaum and Sullivan, 2002).
Thus, in some instances, DTI has proved to be a more
sensitive measure than MRI in detecting the subtle
effects of alcoholism.

Comorbidity
Alcoholism is frequently accompanied by comorbid-
ities of drugs of abuse and psychiatric diseases
(Petrakis et al., 2006; Hasin et al., 2007). For example,
individuals with schizophrenia are at increased risk

for developing substance abuse disorders (Regier
et al., 1990). The tendency among schizophrenic indi-
viduals to overvalue alcohol-like rewards and to
devalue the potential negative consequences of alco-
hol abuse may be a contributing factor to their sub-
stance abuse risk (Krystal et al., 2006). Alcoholism is
also common in subjects with attention deficit/hyper-
activity disorder (ADHD), affecting 1 in 5 adults with
ADHD (Wilens and Upadhyaya, 2007). The preva-
lence rates of alcoholism in subjects with bipolar
disorder (Vornik and Brown, 2006) and depression
(Kessler et al., 1996) are much higher than in the
general population. These psychiatric diseases are
associated with brain dysmorphology and dysfunc-
tion (Malhi and Lagopoulos, 2008), and comorbid
association must be taken into account for a more
accurate picture of direct and compounded effects of
chronic alcoholism (Sullivan et al., 2000b).

Smoking
While smoking rates among non-drinkers are 20–30%
in the Western world, rates are up to 80 or 90% among
alcohol-dependent subjects. Using high-resolutionMRI,
Gadzinsky et al. (2005b) have observed a different pat-
tern of structure-function relationships in non-smoking
alcoholics and in smoking alcoholics. In non-smoking
alcoholics, visuospatial learning and memory were posi-
tively correlated with temporal white matter and occipi-
tal white matter volumes, whereas no significant
structure–function relationships were observed in
smoking alcoholics. These results suggest that chronic
smoking in alcoholics can further disturb brain func-
tional neurocircuitry. Furthermore, chronic smoking
associated with alcoholism appears to compound the
effects of alcohol-induced neuronal injury and cellmem-
brane dysfunction, inferred from MR spectroscopy, in
the frontal lobes and midbrain (Durazzo et al., 2004).

Family history
Results of twin, family, and adoption studies have
shown that genes and environment influence vulner-
ability to alcoholism (Dick and Foroud, 2003;
Begleiter and Porjesz, 1999; Schuckit et al., 2004;
Whitfield et al., 2004). The Collaborative Studies on
Genetics of Alcoholism (COGA) is a multi-site
research program that was developed by the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA)
to clarify the relation between genetic contribution to
the predisposition for the development of alcoholism
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and, conversely, alcoholism’s effect on gene expres-
sion (for reviews, see Porjesz and Rangaswamy, 2007;
Bierut et al., 2002; Oscar-Berman and Marinkovic,
2007; Mayfield et al., 2008). Since its inception, mul-
tiple members from hundreds of families with a his-
tory of alcoholism have been recruited to participate
in neuropsychiatric evaluation, genetic screening, and
behavioral testing with sensitive and quantitative elec-
trophysiological and neuropsychological examination
(Begleiter and Porjesz, 1999). These studies have led
to the identification of genes and phenotypes related
to alcoholism risk (Edenberg and Foroud, 2006).
Offspring from families having a high density of
alcoholism differ in both neurophysiological and
neuroanatomical characteristics that could not be
explained by personal drinking history or particular
childhood and adolescent psychopathology and there-
fore are present before the onset of alcoholism.

Smaller brain volumes were observed in family
history positive subjects with high risk for developing
alcoholism (e.g. corpus callosum: Venkatasubramanian
et al., 2007). More particularly, brain regions within
limbic system (hippocampus, amygdala and orbito-
frontal cortex) in alcoholics’ offspring are smaller than
controls at the same age (Benegal et al., 2007; Hill et al.,
2001; De Bellis et al., 2000). Such dysmorphology
could underlie dysfunctioning in emotional processing
and could be involved in the vulnerability to develop
alcohol dependence. Because the amygdala tends to
increase in volume during childhood and adolescence,
smaller volumes observed in high-risk children may
indicate a developmental delay that parallels delays
seen in visual P300 amplitude (Hill et al., 2001).
Curiously, cerebellar volume has been shown to be
larger in offspring from alcohol dependent families
than in controls age- and sex-matched. This volume
difference could be related to less gray matter pruning
than normal. Such structural difference in the cerebel-
lum, which plays a role in regulating cognitive func-
tions and has been documented in other genetically
related disorders such as autism (Amaral et al., 2008),
could also increase the susceptibility for developing
alcohol dependence (Hill et al., 2007).

Relations between structural
changes and brain functions
A significant percentage of recovering chronic alco-
holics exhibit mild to moderate deficits in complex
cognitive and motor processes (Oscar-Berman and

Marinkovic, 2007; Sullivan et al., 2000d). These func-
tions tend to be impaired but not completely lost.
Typically, the processes affected are executive func-
tions (Noel et al., 2001), episodic memory (Pitel et al.,
2007), visuospatial abilities (Beatty et al., 1996), and
gait and balance (Sullivan et al., 2000c). Although
some studies failed to find any relation between brain
functions and structural brain data in alcoholics
(Demir et al., 2002; Wang et al., 1993), others do
provide evidence for such associations (Chick et al.,
1989; Fein et al., 2006; Durazzo et al., 2007; Makris
et al., 2008; Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2001). Per-
formance on a task evaluating global cognitive effi-
ciency (Mini Mental State Examination) have been
related to the ventriculocranial ratio (Mochizuki
et al., 2005), and more specific cognitive processes
have been also associated with abnormalities in
more localized brain regions or circuits (Sullivan
and Pfefferbaum, 2005).

Executive function deficits in alcoholics were
originally examined in relation to prefrontal lobe
damage (Nicolas et al., 1993, 1997). Yet, alterations
in nodes and connections of the frontocerebellar cir-
cuitry seem to be better predictors of executive dys-
functioning than alterations in prefrontal regions
(Sullivan et al., 2003). The frontocerebellar circuitry
encompasses two loops: a feedback loop involving the
thalamus (Haber and McFarland, 2001) and a feed-
forward loop involving the pons (Schmahmann and
Pandya, 1997). When considering this far-reaching
multi-modal circuit, executive deficits were found to
be related to the gray matter volume in the frontal
lobes, cerebellum, pons, and thalamus (Sullivan et al.,
2003; Chanraud et al., 2007). Moreover, a tractogra-
phy study revealed that in alcoholics, the number of
white matter fibers reconstructed between the mid-
brain and the pons correlated with executive perform-
ance (Chanraud et al., 2009). Taken together, these
findings suggest that, in alcoholics, compromised
frontocerebellar circuitry may underlie, at least in
part, executive dysfunctions, either by disruption of
nodes themselves or by disconnection of circuitry. In
addition to the involvement of the frontocerebellar
loops, executive functions and attentional processes
may be related to the integrity of the corpus callosum
(Estruch et al., 1997 Schulte et al., 2004; Pfefferbaum
et al., 2000). Such relations were observed with both
macrostructural (MRI) and microstructural (DTI)
imaging data (Pfefferbaum et al., 2006a; Schulte
et al., 2005).
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Episodic memory functioning relies on a specific
brain network, Papez’s circuit, which includes the
gray matter structures of the hippocampus, mammil-
lary bodies, thalamus, and cingulate cortex, intercon-
nected by white matter fiber bundles, in particular,
the cingulate bundle and the fornix (Papez, 1937).
Even though damage to these brain structures and
white matter bundles have been reported in alcoholics
(see previously in this chapter), little is known about
the structural abnormalities underlying episodic
memory deficits in alcoholics. Gazdzinski et al.
(2005b) have suggested that episodic memory per-
formance is related to white matter in the temporal
lobe in alcoholism. However, further investigations
are required to specify the relations between episodic
memory disorders and Papez’s circuit integrity in
uncomplicated alcoholics.

Visuospatial abilities are sometimes considered as
reflecting the vulnerability of the right hemisphere to
alcohol. Although some evidence supports this possi-
bility (Oscar-Berman and Marinkovic, 2003, 2007),
other studies found that visuospatial performance was
related to white matter volume in the cerebellum (Sul-
livan, 2003) and microstructural integrity of the sple-
nium (Pfefferbaum et al., 2006a). Concerning motor
functions, disorders of control postural, gait and bal-
ance as well as ataxia have been related to vermis
volume (Sullivan, 2003; Sullivan et al., 2000a, 2006),
whereas grip strength has been associated with puta-
men volume (Sullivan et al., 2005a). These cognitive
and motor dysfunctions are most prominently present
in alcoholics early in abstinence and during the first
weeks of sobriety. Some cognitive and motor recovery
may evolve with sustained abstinence from alcohol
consumption (Brandt et al., 1983; Fein et al., 1990; Reed
et al., 1992; Rourke and Grant, 1999; Rosenbloom et al.,
2004; Munro et al., 2000), and it has occasionally been
associated with recovery of alcoholism-related struc-
tural brain damage (Rosenbloom et al., 2007).

Reversibility of structural brain damage
Potential reversibility of brain damage with abstin-
ence was first investigated in the 1980s with CT scans.
The initial seminal report focused on eight alcoholics
who were scanned during treatment and then
rescanned after a 10- to 14-month interval (Carlen
et al., 1978). The four subjects who remained abstin-
ent and improved functionally showed reversal of
cerebral shrinkage, whereas the four subjects who

continued drinking or demonstrated no functional
improvement in the interval showed no change in
tissue shrinkage. Subsequent reports of larger samples
from this (Carlen et al., 1984) and other laboratories
(Ron et al., 1982; Muuronen et al., 1989) confirmed
the possibility of reversibility of brain shrinkage in a
proportion of abstinent alcoholics. Moreover, analysis
showed positive correlations between functional
improvement scores on neurological examination
and reversible cerebral volume reduction measure-
ments (Carlen et al., 1984). Two years later, a CT
study revealed decreased CSF volume and increased
cerebral density with maintained abstinence over 4
weeks in alcoholics (Carlen et al., 1986).

Subsequent longitudinal MRI investigations con-
firmed reduction of ventricular dilatation after several
weeks (Schroth et al., 1988; Zipursky et al., 1989) or
months (Shear et al., 1994) of drinking cessation.
Pfefferbaum et al. (1995) specified the course of the
decrease of ventricle volume. MRI data were obtained
on a group of alcoholics after an average of 12 days
(MRI-1) and 32 days (MRI-2) of sobriety and again
2–12 months after MRI-2 (MRI-3, during which
period some maintained abstinence and some
relapsed). Results indicated, in abstainers, decline in
CSF volume of the lateral ventricles from MRI-1 to
MRI-2 and reduction of third ventricular volume
from MRI-2 to MRI-3 in abstainers. Therefore, these
data suggest that reduction in lateral ventricular
volumes occurs early in the course of abstinence and
is related to improvement in hematocrit, hemoglobin
level and red blood cell count (Pfefferbaum et al.,
2004), and that shrinkage in third ventricular volume
appears later with continued abstinence (Figure 29.4).

Interestingly, the volume of brain structures
belonging to Papez’s circuit might be particularly sensi-
tive to abstinence. Indeed, the volume increase of amyg-
dala (Wrase et al., 2008), thalamus (Cardenas et al.,
2007), anterior cingulate (Cardenas et al., 2007) and
hippocampus (Liu et al., 2000; Wrase et al., 2008)
have been described in sober alcoholics. A recent
study in rodent models of binge drinking (Nixon,
2006), which focused on the effects of alcohol on
structural plasticity in hippocampus during and after
intoxication, indicated that adult neurogenesis in the
hippocampus is inhibited during alcohol intoxication
but returns to normal with cessation of drinking.
Whether substantial and functionally viable neurogen-
esis occurs in the human hippocampus or other brain
structures remains however uncertain (Rakic, 2002).
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Improvement in abstinent alcoholics was also
reported in cerebral cortex (Liu et al., 2000) and
temporal and insula cortices (Cardenas et al., 2007),
as well as brainstem and cerebellar cortex volume (Liu
et al., 2000; Cardenas et al., 2007). The convergence of
these findings led Cardenas et al. (2007) to suggest
that the fronto-ponto-cerebellar circuit, though
adversely affected by heavy drinking, is amenable to
recovery with abstinence.

In alcoholics with sustained sobriety, several asso-
ciations between neuropsychological and MRI data
have been reported. Lateral ventricular reduction
was related to memory improvement (Rosenbloom
et al., 2007), third ventricle volume decrease to non-
verbal short-term memory improvement (Sullivan
et al., 2000c), and fourth ventricle volume decrease
to the ataxia improvement (Rosenbloom et al., 2007).

Despite evidence for recovery of brain volume
with abstinence, the mechanisms accounting for this
recovery remain unclear. The hypothesis of brain
rehydration was tested by Schroth et al. (1988), who
were the first to examine white matter recovery with
drinking cessation. No significant increase of T2
values was found, and the authors concluded
that alcohol-induced reversible brain effects could
not be solely attributed to fluctuation of free water
in the brain. The rehydration hypothesis was also
considered by Mann et al. (1993) but has received
little support. Later investigations showed decrease

of white matter in relapsers (Pfefferbaum et al.,
1995) and increase in abstainers (Shear et al., 1994),
notably in the corpus callosum and subcortical white
matter (Cardenas et al., 2007). The mechanism for
either volume loss or restoration with abstinence
remains controversial but probably involves changes
in both myelination and axonal integrity. Wallerian
(retrograde) axonal degeneration leads to a perman-
ent reduction in both white and gray matter volume
(see Box), explaining why tissue volume recovery
appears incomplete with abstinence (for review, see
Sullivan and Zahr, 2008). Future longitudinal studies
using DTI are required to gain a better understanding
of the white matter recovery in sober alcoholics and to
specify its role in the cortical volume improvement.

Several factors can predict brain recovery with
abstinence. First, the extent of the brain damage
may be related to the rapidity of the recovery since
smaller brain volumes at baseline were reported to
predict faster brain volume gains (Gazdzinski et al.,
2005a; Yeh et al., 2007). Gray matter measured at
baseline was a better predictor of extent of gray
matter recovery than baseline white matter was of
its recovery (Cardenas et al., 2007). Second, volume
decrease may be associated with interim drinking
during the interval of the follow-up (Pfefferbaum
et al., 1998), precluding significant volume change
(Shear et al., 1994), or even causing decrease of white
matter volume (Pfefferbaum et al., 1995) in relapsers.

Figure 29.4 Here we see the contrast
between an alcoholic who continues to
drink and one who maintains sobriety
(from Rosenbloom and Pfefferbaum,
2008). For both cases, the images to the
left were obtained after a period of
sobriety and the images to the right were
obtained 1 year later. In the lower panel
for each woman we see expansion of the
lateral ventricles with continued drinking
and reduction of the lateral ventricles
with continued sobriety. In the upper
panel, we see that a lesion in the pons,
clearly visible in the first image has
resolved after a year of sobriety.
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The rapid reversal of brain volume gains in relapsers
may be modulated by duration of abstinence and
non-abstinence periods, as well as recency of drinking
(Gazdzinski et al., 2005a). History of drinking before
cessation may also modify brain recovery: the most
rapid volume recovery was observed after abstinence
in individuals with the greatest drinking severity
(Gazdzinski et al., 2005a). Third, concomitant
smoking has recently been highlighted as a factor
affecting brain damage reversibility (Yeh et al.,
2007). Gazdinsky et al. (2008) found that increase of
hippocampus volume correlated with visuospatial
memory improvements only in non-smoking alcohol-
ics. These findings suggest, therefore, that chronic
cigarette smoking may exacerbate behavioral reper-
cussion of brain volume change. Fourth, alcoholic
men and women may also differ regarding brain
recovery, improvement being greater and faster in
women than in men (Mann et al., 2005a; Schuckit
et al., 1995, 1998), but further investigations are
required to confirm this conclusion. Finally, investi-
gations regarding neuropsychological recovery sug-
gest a decrease in brain plasticity in aging since
older alcoholics have exhibited a slowdown in the
course of recovery compared with younger alcoholics
(Fein et al., 1990; Munro et al., 2000; Reed et al., 1992;
Rourke and Grant, 1999).

The capacity of brain volume to return to normal
with drinking cessation is unknown. Short-term
abstinence (6 weeks) seems sufficient to induce
improvement in brain volume, but not sufficient to
return to normal as determined by comparison with
control subjects (Mann et al., 2005b). Whether the
improvement returned subjects to their own premor-
bid level cannot be determined; however, three inter-
pretations can be given for these findings. First,
extended abstinence longer than the one studied may
be required for sober alcoholics to have similar brain
volume as control subjects. In that case, a return to
normal would imply that there was no pre-existing
brain abnormality in alcoholics and that brain damage
in alcoholics are entirely the results of the harmful
effects of alcohol (possibly compounded by concomi-
tant thiamine deficiency, comorbid diseases, etc.) on
the brain. The second explanation is that some brain
damage associated with alcoholism, such as neuronal
loss (Harper, 2007), may be irreversible, even with
extended abstinence. A third explanation is that alco-
hol-dependent subjects have pre-morbid brain differ-
ences from non-dependents that could be considered

as a predisposition or risk-factor (Schottenbauer et al.,
2007). In that case, even after complete recovery,
alcoholics would still have different brain volumes
from controls because they started that way. Longer-
term longitudinal investigations, including separate
samples of offsprings of alcoholic persons, are
required to examine these hypotheses.

Interpretation of MRI findings
Even though structural imaging has revealed brain
abnormalities in alcohol dependents, what can MRI tell
us about the neuropathology of alcoholism? MRI
reports must be interpreted with caution because “dif-
ferences” or “changes” observed do not necessarily
reflect a loss of brain tissue. The term “atrophy”, for
example, describes the end product of a gradual alter-
ation in morphology, followed by a loss of neurons
without any products of degradation. The term “degen-
eration” is used in post-mortem neuropathological
studies of alcoholism to describe the result of a more
rapid alteration process that affects either the neuron
directly or the myelin and that is associated with phago-
cytosis or gliosis mechanisms resulting in products of
degradation (Adams and Victor, 1989). MRI findings
likely reflect in part neuropathological processes or out-
comes, but whether brain tissue shrinkage reflects fewer
neurons, glia, synapses and neuropil remains unknown
with current in-vivo structural imaging technology.

Alcohol-related brain changes have the potential of
involving cell body death, and loss of axons, dendrites,
and synapses, but it is difficult to determine the
sequence of events and the causal relationships among
these events. Axonal degeneration can precede and
sometimes causes neuronal death (for review see Cole-
man, 2005). Axonal degeneration can be directly trig-
gered by drugs and is a common secondary event in
inflammation and myelin disorders (Medana and
Esiri, 2003). Lesions affecting the cell body (Figure
29.5A), or affecting the axon (Figure 29.5B), can gen-
erate degeneration of the whole axon distal to their
sites. It is possible that abnormally low FA in alcohol-
dependent subjects reflects alteration of localized white
matter fibers and also damage in remote gray matter.
More subtle changes in white matter could also result
from alcohol’s effects on myelin production. Also,
programmed axonal self-destruction may be used by
unhealthy neurons to eliminate an injured axon or to
disconnect it from their post-synaptic targets to con-
serve resources (Figure 29.5C and D). Finally, a lack of
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signals from appropriate target cells can cause the
axons to degenerate, as it occurs in culture when the
axon of a neuron is locally deprived of brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (Figure 29.5C). These potential
mechanisms may work independently or in concert
to compromise axons either directly or indirectly.
Given that axons connect brain regions thus enabling
cerebral interneuronal communication, such alter-
ations could also be the substrate of brain dysfunction,
characterized by incomplete lesions, disconnection
syndrome, and inefficient signal processing.

Conclusion
Alcohol dependence follows a longitudinal course,
from initiation to development of dependence, chronic
intake, withdrawal, and often relapse. Advances in
MRI technologies have enabled exploration of brain
changes for each of these steps and, for example, have
revealed widespread volume deficits in gray and white
matter with a predilection for the prefrontal cortex.

Selective components of function that are impaired
in alcohol dependents can persist even after months of
sobriety and can linger for years (Rosenbloom et al.,
2004). Some impairments have occasionally been
related to specific brain abnormalities. The relation-
ships between brain regions and cognitive or motor
functions predominantly involve two anatomo-func-
tional circuits (frontocerebellar and Papez circuits)
rather than either isolated local brain nodes or global
dysmorphology. Variability in the extent and constel-
lation of brain abnormalities and their functional con-
sequences in alcohol-dependent subjects provide clues
to alcohol’s action on the brain and raise the possibility
that individual differences play a major role in alco-
holism’s detrimental effects. Indeed, individual differ-
ences in response to alcohol use and alcohol
dependence may reflect variance in patterns of alcohol
use (e.g. ventricles (Ding et al., 2004)), nutritional
status (e.g.Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome (Thomson,
2000)), manifestation of withdrawal signs and symp-
toms (e.g. temporal white matter (Sullivan et al.,

Figure 29.5 Possible mechanisms of neuron damage by: (A) anterograde degeneration due to direct chronic injury of the neuron’s cell body;
(B) retrograde degeneration due to myelin or axonal damage; (C) axonal degeneration due to chronic injury on post synaptic neuron;
(D) axonal degeneration due to neurotransmission dysfunction.
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1996)), and genetically determined vulnerability (e.g.
offspring (Oscar-Berman and Marinkovic, 2007)).
Although frontocerebellar and Papez circuits seem to
be more particularly altered by alcoholism, damage in
both circuits does not necessarily co-occur. Different
factors may affect these two circuits, leading to differ-
ent profiles of brain abnormalities among alcoholics.

Alterations of nodes that are part of frontocere-
bellar circuit (see Box 29.1, regions highlighted in
blue) are related to executive impairments and
working memory deficits and are associated with the
age at first alcohol intake (Chanraud et al., 2007).
Interestingly, parts of this circuit mature late in ado-
lescence (Casey et al., 2008), a time when alcohol use
can be heaviest (NESARC), and are particularly sen-
sitive to pathological disruption (Ridler et al., 2006).

Alterations in Papez circuit (see Box 29.1, regions
highlighted in yellow) can lead to neurological compli-
cations that are related to thiamine deficiency.

Nutritional status may, therefore, interact with alcohol
consumption in damaging brain regions within this cir-
cuit. Damage to the hippocampus, which is part of this
circuit, can differ depending on the nature of the alcohol
drunk (Wilhelm et al., 2008). Therefore, drinking history,
amongmultiple other factors,must be taken into account
when gauging the neuropathology of alcoholism.

Such factors can be examined with animal
models of alcohol dependence and controlled, in
terms of alcohol-exposure amount, age at exposure,
withdrawal, and nutrition (Crews et al., 2004; Pfeffer-
baum et al., 2007). In combination with structural
imaging, experimental models of alcoholism could
be a translational point in identifying mechanisms
of alcohol-related brain dysmorphology. Clinically,
these neuroimaging tools have unveiled in-vivo char-
acterization of brain tissue abnormalities that predate
the development of alcohol dependence and can serve
as predisposing factors, those that result from alcohol

Box 29.1.

Brain circuits commonly damaged in alcohol-dependent subjects and related to selective cognitive impairments in
these subjects, notably executive functions and episodic memory. Sagittal (top left), coronal (top right)
and surface-rendered (bottom left) views of brain regions that are part of the frontocerebellar circuit (in blue)
and Papez circuit (in yellow) and their relations with cognitive impairments (bottom right). Alterations within one
or both of these circuits (see conclusion) are usually found in alcohol-dependent subjects.
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dependence to help maintain addiction, and those
that can manifest neuroplasticity contributing at least
some degree of recovery with prolonged sobriety.

Box 29.2. Commonly observed structural brain
abnormalities

Gray matter volume shrinkage of prefrontal cortex,
cerebellum (especially anterior vermis), pons,
mammillary bodies, hippocampus, and thalamus
particularly in older alcoholic individuals.

White matter tract microstructural damage affecting
the genu and splenium of the corpus callosum, the
centrum semiovale, corticopontine bundles, and
frontolimbic connections.

Compounded effects of alcohol with a variety of
other factors, including age, gender, nutritional
(thiamine) deficiency, drugs of abuse, psychiatric
comorbidity, and family history of alcoholism.

Evidence for recovery of brain volume with abstin-
ence, but mechanisms of damage or repair remain
elusive.
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Chapter

30 Functional imaging of substance abuse

Omar M. Mahmood and Susan F. Tapert

Introduction
Overview of substance abuse
Substance use disorders (SUD; substance abuse or
dependence) are prevalent in both adult and adolescent
populations. It is estimated that 8% of the US popula-
tion aged 12 and older currently uses some formof illicit
drug, and that this percentage is slightly higher among
youths aged 12–17 (9.5%) (SubstanceAbuse andMental
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), 2008).
The most commonly used substance is alcohol, and
the most frequently used illicit drug is cannabis,
followed by non-prescribed medications, cocaine,
methamphetamines, and hallucinogens. Given their
prevalence and deleterious physical, psychosocial, and
financial effects, SUDs have become a major focus of
research, with a particular recent emphasis on elucidat-
ing the mechanisms of addiction-related dysfunction
and implications for treatment.

SUDs, as defined in the DSM-IV, include sub-
stance dependence and substance abuse. Substance
dependence refers to recurrent use of a substance
resulting in a clinically impairing pattern of repeat-
edly experiencing at least 3 of the following 7 criteria
within a 12-month period: (1) tolerance; (2) use to
relieve withdrawal; (3) using larger amounts or for
more time than intended; (4) inability to cut down or
quit; (5) spending excessive time obtaining, using, or
recovering from the substance; (6) giving up import-
ant activities due to the substance use; and (7) con-
tinued use despite negative consequences, such as in
medical or psychological health. Substance abuse
refers to recurrent use of a substance, also resulting
in a clinically impairing pattern, but repeatedly
experiencing at least 1 of the following 4 criteria
within a 12-month period: (1) an inability to fulfill

major role obligations in a work, school, or home
environment; (2) use in physically hazardous situa-
tions (e.g. driving while intoxicated); (3) legal prob-
lems; or (4) a failure to stop using despite significant
social or interpersonal problems caused by the sub-
stance abuse (American Psychiatric Association,
1994). Substance abuse is a less severe diagnosis, and
can only be met if substance dependence was never
present. In 2007, an estimated 22.3 million people in
the United States met criteria for substance abuse or
dependence according to DSM-IV classifications
(SAMHSA, 2008).

Overview of functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI)
By detecting changes in arterial blood flow correl-
ated with cognitive functioning, fMRI studies have
been particularly useful in identifying patterns of
regional brain activity that are specific to SUDs.
The signal changes detected and analyzed during
an fMRI experiment correspond to blood oxygen
level-dependent (BOLD) differences that indicate
where neural activity is localized in the brain. Typ-
ically, researchers use fMRI to compare differences
in activation between substance using and healthy
control groups during performance of an identical
cognitive task. As we will review here, fMRI studies
have found relationships between brain activation
patterns and long-term cognitive consequences of
using different intoxicating substances. In addition,
fMRI has been used to understand the neural sub-
strates of reward systems in substance abusers, and
to evaluate susceptibility to relapse and other
markers of treatment outcome. What follows is a
review of fMRI studies in various SUDs. Unless
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otherwise noted, all of the studies described include
participants with a history of SUD who were abstin-
ent at the time of participation.

Box 30.1. Overview of this chapter
� This chapter will provide a summary of work

using fMRI to evaluate (1) cognitive functioning,
(2) cue reactivity and reward processing, and
(3) neural predictors of treatment outcome in
individuals with substance abuse or dependence.
Peer-reviewed fMRI studies have now been pub-
lished on individuals with dependence or abuse
of alcohol, cannabis, cocaine, methamphetamine,
MDMA, and nicotine.

� Studies selected for review here include partici-
pants who met diagnostic criteria for DSM-IV
substance dependence or abuse, or who demon-
strated a recurrent and regular pattern of use,
utilize BOLD fMRI techniques, and have at least
6 subjects per group. The majority of the studies
compared users to a control group of healthy
non-users. Participants’ duration of abstinence
at the time of scanning was characterized. Stud-
ies solely designed to examine the acute effects
of substances on neural and cognitive function-
ing were not included in this review.

Alcohol
Alcohol use disorder (AUD; DSM-IV alcohol abuse
or dependence) is associated with widespread volume
loss in the brain and cortical gray and white matter
abnormalities, with particular vulnerability in the pre-
frontal and frontal regions (Pfefferbaum et al., 1997),
as well as impairments in visuospatial functioning,
memory, balance, speeded processing, and aspects of
executive functioning (Rosenbloom et al., 2007). To
probe neural systems subserving these cognitive def-
icits, Pfefferbaum and colleagues administered a
spatial working memory task to adult men with and
without AUD in an fMRI paradigm (Pfefferbaum
et al., 2001). They found that non-drinking controls
exhibited a pattern of brain activation in frontal
regions and the dorsal “Where” stream that are typic-
ally activated during visuospatial processing tasks,
whereas men with AUD exhibited decreased frontal
activation and more activation of the ventral “What”
stream during performance of the task. As groups did
not differ on task accuracy, the authors concluded
that the atypical patterns of activation seen in the
AUD group suggested the employment of an

inappropriate strategy and functional reorganization
of brain systems causing alternative neural pathways
to execute the task, because the optimal network
had been compromised (Pfefferbaum et al., 2001).
Similar results were found when a spatial working
memory task was administered during fMRI
scanning to young women with a history of AUD
and age-matched controls (Tapert et al., 2001). Young
women with AUD also demonstrated decreased
activation in prefrontal and parietal regions associ-
ated with spatial memory functioning, indicating that
the adverse impact of alcohol on neural systems may
be observable in young adulthood.

In an fMRI study of verbal working memory in
chronic alcoholism, individuals with AUD and
healthy controls once again demonstrated equivalent
performances on the task while exhibiting differences
in brain activation (Desmond et al., 2003). While
AUD individuals produced a pattern of activation in
the left frontal lobe and right cerebellar regions that is
expected in verbal working memory processing, they
demonstrated greater levels of activation in those
regions compared to healthy controls. This finding
of increased activation along with more bilateral acti-
vation across the brain was suggested to reflect a
compensatory response required for individuals with
AUD to maintain the same level of performance
compared to controls (Desmond et al., 2003).

Adolescents with AUD have been found to exhibit
abnormal patterns of brain activation that suggest
both reorganization of neural systems and increased
compensatory responses as a result of subtle alcohol-
related neuronal injury (Tapert et al., 2004b). While
performing a spatial working memory task, adoles-
cents with AUD produced an overall pattern of acti-
vation that was consistent with expected spatial
memory systems. However, this pattern was charac-
terized by less brain response in bilateral cerebellar
and left precentral gyrus regions yet more response in
bilateral parietal regions than healthy control adoles-
cents evidenced. Further, greater recent alcohol use
was linked to increased activation, while heavier levels
of lifetime drinking were linked to particularly low
activation in frontal and cerebellar regions. In con-
trast to these working memory-related differences,
adolescents with AUD did not show any divergence
in activation from non-drinkers on a simple finger
tapping task, suggesting that neural abnormalities
may be constrained to cognitive challenges. These
findings indicated that even with relatively brief
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histories of heavy drinking (1–2 years), abnormal
brain functioning related to alcohol use is detectable
as early as adolescence (Tapert et al., 2004b).

Several fMRI studies have investigated neural
response in individuals with AUD when reacting to
alcohol-related stimuli. In such studies, the functional
brain activity in persons with AUD and healthy con-
trols is compared as the two groups are presented
with salient cues (often visual) that are known to
elicit craving for alcohol. By studying “cue reactivity”
(a conditioned physiological and cognitive response
to drug cues) in an fMRI environment, researchers
are able to learn more about the neural substrates of
reward systems that are thought to maintain addictive
behaviors.

The first study of cue reactivity using fMRI and
visually presented alcohol stimuli was conducted by
George and colleagues (2001). Compared to social
drinkers, adults with alcohol dependence exhibited
increased activation in the left prefrontal cortex and
the anterior thalamus in response to pictures of alco-
holic beverages versus non-alcoholic beverages.
A similar finding of increased activation in the dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex in response to images of
alcoholic versus non-alcoholic beverages was found
in a pilot study of six adults with AUD, and additional
activation was observed in the ventral striatum, anter-
ior cingulate, and orbitofrontal gyrus (Wrase et al.,
2002). The authors suggested that in addition to the
attention and working memory functioning sup-
ported by the prefrontal regions, the reaction to sali-
ent alcohol cues elicited activation of the brain’s
reward system, particularly the anterior cingulate
(which is associated with reward-based decision
making) and the ventral striatum (which includes
the nucleus accumbens, an essential structure in
reinforcing pleasurable and rewarding behavior; Wrase
et al., 2002). In adolescents and young adults with
AUD, many of the same brain systems show increased
response to alcohol cues, as compared to healthy
controls (Tapert et al., 2003, 2004a). When presented
with visual alcohol-related stimuli, adolescents with
AUD demonstrated significantly more activation in
widespread frontal regions, particularly in the left
hemisphere, as well as in a network of areas associated
with reward and drug craving (anterior cingulate,
subcallosal cortex/nucleus accumbens, and limbic
regions; Tapert et al., 2003). Notably, young women
with a history of alcohol dependence exhibited a more
restricted pattern of activation in left frontal and

limbic regions during visual presentation of alcohol-
related words, which may not have elicited as much
cue reactivity as pictoral stimuli (Tapert et al., 2004a).
In a study that investigated cue reactivity in AUD
adults while simultaneously measuring subjective
ratings of alcohol craving, the reward pathways seen
in previous studies (i.e. anterior cingulate, nucleus
accumbens, limbic regions) were again activated in
response to visual alcohol cues (Myrick et al., 2004).
The authors also found that in addition to the anter-
ior cingulate and nucleus accumbens, real time sub-
jective craving ratings correlated with activation in
the left orbitofrontal cortex (Myrick et al., 2004).

In a study of brain response to an olfactory cue
(ethanol odor) in alcohol-dependent adults who
recently completed detoxification compared to
healthy controls, Schneider and colleagues found
increased activation in limbic regions (right amyg-
dala/hippocampal area), the superior temporal gyrus,
and the cerebellum among alcohol dependent patients
(Schneider et al., 2001). Following three weeks of
inpatient psychiatric day treatment and cognitive
behavioral group therapy focused on alcohol-related
problems, alcohol-dependent patients reported sig-
nificantly reduced craving in response to ethanol
odor, and their neural response no longer included
increased activation of the limbic regions or the cere-
bellum. The authors concluded that this change in
brain activation following treatment reflected the
reduction in craving that is related to emotional reac-
tions supported by the amygdala and learned memory
associations supported in part by the cerebellum
(Schneider et al., 2001).

Interestingly, fMRI studies can provide unique
insights into the effects of treatment for alcohol-
related disorders and clinical outcomes for patients.
Grüsser and colleagues found that the intensity of
brain activation in the anterior cingulate, medial pre-
frontal cortex and striatum in response to visual alco-
hol cues predicted subsequent relapse in abstinent
AUD individuals (Grüsser et al., 2004). Similar pat-
terns of reward system activation were found in a study
that compared activation in adults with and without
AUD in response to alcohol versus non-alcohol stimuli
and affectively positive versus affectively negative
stimuli (Heinz et al., 2007). Although the increased
neural response of reward systems to alcohol stimuli
did not predict later drinking, greater response in the
ventral striatum and thalamus during presentation of
non-alcohol affectively positive images was associated
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with a lower relapse risk (Heinz et al., 2007). These
clinically useful studies show how fMRI can assess
vulnerabilities in patients with AUD, thus helping to
optimize interventions.

Studying the neural response to emotional stimuli
among AUD individuals provides an understanding
of the affective and behavioral dysfunction that is
frequently associated with heavy alcohol use. When
asked to determine the intensity of various facial
expressions, AUD individuals did not differ from
healthy controls in accurately decoding emotional
intensity (Salloum et al., 2007). However, the alcohol
group exhibited less activation than controls in the
rostral anterior cingulate cortex when processing
negative emotional stimuli (i.e. faces depicting sad-
ness, fear, and disgust). The authors suggested that
the observed dysfunction of the affective division of
the anterior cingulate reflected the deficits among
AUD individuals in integrating emotional and cogni-
tive information that can lead to misinterpretations of
social interaction. Gilman and Hommer (2008) pre-
sented AUD adults and healthy controls with images
designed to arouse positive and negative emotional
responses while simultaneously presenting images of
alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages. In the absence
of an alcohol cue, AUD individuals showed greater
activation to negative images than the control group
in the parahippocampal gyrus, lingual gyrus, and the
inferior occipital gyrus. When negative images were
presented in conjunction with an alcohol cue, AUD
individuals exhibited a decrease in activation, particu-
larly in parahippocampal regions, and demonstrated
an overall pattern of activity similar to that of con-
trols. The authors concluded that these neural
responses underscored the tendency of individuals
with AUD to consume alcohol for the effect of
blunting the impact of pain or fear emotions.

Cannabis
There is conflicting evidence about whether heavy,
chronic use of cannabis is related to structural brain
damage (see Quickfall and Crockford, 2006, for a
review). Most studies have found no differences
between cannabis users and non-users, although some
evidence suggests reduced gray matter volumes in
parahippocampal regions (Matochik et al., 2005). In
functional neuroimaging studies, abstinent cannabis
users tend to show global decreases in brain activation
compared to control groups, with decreased blood

flow observed in the frontal lobes (Lundqvist et al.,
2001), anterior cingulate (Pillay et al., 2004), and the
cerebellum (Block et al., 2000). Neuropsychological
studies of the residual effects of cannabis have shown
deficits in executive functioning (Pope and Yurgelun-
Todd, 1996), attention (Solowij et al., 1995), and
learning and memory (Solowij and Battisti, 2008) that
tend to remit after a month of abstinence in adult
users (Pope et al., 2001), but may not in adolescent
users (Medina et al., 2007).

Depending on the cognitive task administered,
fMRI studies have found that chronic marijuana
use is associated with altered brain activation across
various neural networks that may be attributable to
the widespread distribution of cannabinoid receptors
in the brain (Chang and Chronicle, 2007). When
heavy cannabis users were compared to controls
during performance of a spatial working memory
task, they demonstrated increased functional activity
in the prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate (areas
associated with spatial working memory), as well as
additional activation of the putamen and caudate
nucleus (areas thought to have been recruited to com-
pensate forsubtle neural deficits) (Kanayama et al.,
2004). A similar finding was seen in adolescents,
where spatial working memory performance correl-
ated with activation in an expected network support-
ing spatial perception and working memory (medial
prefrontal cortex and bilateral superior parietal
regions; Schweinsburg et al., 2008). When compared
to non-users, adolescent cannabis users exhibited
increased activation in the right superior parietal
lobule yet diminished activation in the right dorsolat-
eral prefrontal cortex. Thus, a history of heavy canna-
bis use during adolescence may have resulted in a
reorganization of neural networks characterized by a
weakened capacity to rely on executive functioning
and a heavier reliance on spatial rehearsal and atten-
tional networks (see Figure 30.1) (Schweinsburg et al.,
2008). This compensatory increase of parietal involve-
ment during performance of a spatial working
memory task was replicated in another study that also
found a positive relationship between adolescent can-
nabis users’ performance and activation in the left
temporal lobe, suggesting the employment of a non-
optimal verbal strategy that was not seen in non-users
(Padula et al., 2007).

Visually tracking and attending to moving stimuli
activated a visual attention network (dorsal medial
and lateral prefrontal cortex, parietal cortices, and
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occipital regions) in both cannabis users and non-
using controls (Chang et al., 2006). However, among
cannabis users, functional activity was relatively weak
in these areas, while small regions of activation were
observed in frontal, parietal, and temporal cortices
that were not present among the controls. The investi-
gators concluded that these differences represented
neuroadaptive changes in response to heavy cannabis
use (Chang et al., 2006). During performance of an
auditory working memory (n-back) task, controls and
tobacco-smoking individuals demonstrated a deacti-
vation of the hippocampus across trials that was not
exhibited by cannabis users (Jacobsen et al., 2004b).
A visual working memory task that required partici-
pants to memorize target items (a group of letters)
and then decide whether items presented in subse-
quent trials matched any of the target items elicited a
consistent network of activation in cannabis users and
non-users (with no differences in the response seen in
the anterior cingulate and dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex; Jager et al., 2006). However, the authors
hypothesized that a greater magnitude of activation
observed in the superior parietal regions of cannabis

users’ brains suggested that the task demands placed a
higher neurophysiological burden on individuals with
a history of frequent cannabis use (Jager et al., 2006).
A combination of diminished neural function and
compensatory hyperactivity during performance of a
visual working memory task was observed in an early
study by Yurgelun-Todd and colleagues (1999). The
authors found that cannabis users exhibited reduc-
tions in blood flow to the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex compared to non-users, but increased acti-
vation of the anterior cingulate cortex.

Changes in neural processing following long-
term, heavy cannabis use have also been found in a
number of studies of learning and memory function
(Solowij and Battisti, 2008). Nestor and colleagues
found that during learning and recall of face–number
pairs, cannabis users showed reduced activation in
superior and middle frontal regions that suggested
an inefficiency in frontally mediated associative learn-
ing (Nestor et al., 2008). Although they did not differ
in memory performance from the control group,
cannabis users exhibited greater activation of the
parahippocampal regions that was interpreted as a
compensatory shift in neural functioning required to
maintain normal memory formation. This finding is
in conflict with another study that demonstrated
decreased parahippocampal response in cannabis
users during a picture-pairing task (Jager et al.,
2007). These discrepancies may reflect differences in
task demands between the recognition memory para-
digm of the picture-pairing task and the memory
retrieval required for the picture–number recall task
used by Nestor and colleagues.

In a study of verbal memory functioning that
examined the interaction between the effects of can-
nabis use and nicotine withdrawal, adolescent canna-
bis users and non-users with concomitant tobacco
addiction were compared on list-learning abilities
and verbal working memory during smoking depriv-
ation and ad-lib smoking conditions (Jacobsen et al.,
2007b). When deprived of nicotine, the abstinent
cannabis users demonstrated deficits in delayed recall
of verbal stimuli that improved when they were
allowed to smoke tobacco. In contrast, the control
group showed no difference in verbal memory
between nicotine withdrawal and ad-lib smoking.
During performance of a verbal working memory
task in an fMRI environment, nicotine withdrawal
elicited increased activation of a network involved in
phonological processing and working memory

Figure 30.1 Spatial working memory related activation in
adolescent cannabis (n 15) users was greater (clusters> 1328 μl,
p< 0.05) in the right superior parietal lobule (shown here in blue),
yet diminished in the right dorsolateral prefrontal regions (shown
here in orange), as compared to demographically similar non users
(n 17), suggesting that a history of heavy cannabis use during
adolescence may be linked to a reorganization of neural networks
characterized by a weakened capacity to rely on executive
functioning and heavier reliance on spatial rehearsal and attentional
networks (Schweinsburg et al., 2008).
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function (inferior parietal cortex, superior temporal
gyrus, posterior cingulate gyrus, and the right hippo-
campus) in cannabis users, but the same effect was
not found in the control group. The findings sug-
gested that heavy cannabis use during adolescence
may have developmental effects on the neurocircuitry
underlying verbal learning and memory that are
unmasked in the context of nicotine withdrawal.

Inhibitory processing, a component of executive
functioning, has been studied to a limited extent in
fMRI investigations of heavy cannabis use. While
performing a modified Stroop task that required par-
ticipants to inhibit the over-learned process of read-
ing a word and instead engage in a less automatic
process of identifying the printed (incongruently)
color of a word, cannabis users demonstrated less
activation of the anterior cingulate but greater acti-
vation of mid cingulate regions compared to controls
(Gruber and Yurgelun-Todd, 2005). In addition, can-
nabis users showed more diffuse activity in the bilat-
eral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex compared to the
focal, right-sided activation seen in the control group.
This failure to strongly activate the anterior cingulate,
which is implicated in normal executive functioning,
along with the increased and bilateral activity in other
cortical regions was interpreted as reflecting neural
compensation and the adoption of alternative pro-
cessing strategies (Gruber and Yurgelun-Todd,
2005). Inhibitory processing in adolescent cannabis
users has been studied using a go–no-go task in which
participants were asked to respond to most visual
stimuli with a button press, and to inhibit their
response when presented with a target stimulus
(Tapert et al., 2007). Compared to age-matched con-
trols, adolescent users showed substantially greater
activation in multiple cortical areas (particularly in
dorsolateral prefrontal and parietal), indicating that
cannabis users recruited additional neural resources
to exert adequate executive control during an inhib-
ition task (see Figure 30.2).

As demonstrated in the studies described, the
effects of cannabis use on brain function persist
even after periods of abstinence. However, the
duration of abstinence may influence the nature
of cannabis-related neural changes. Chang and
colleagues found that longer periods of abstinence
correlated with stronger activation in areas that were
diminished in cannabis users, suggesting that with
time, abstinent users experience a continued normal-
ization of neural function (Chang et al., 2006).

Yurgelun-Todd and colleagues observed a similar
normalization of cortical activity after 28 days of
abstinence (Yurgelun-Todd et al., 1999). Notably,
cannabis users still exhibited functional abnormal-
ities, and this persistence of neural response
aberrancy has been found in other studies of users
with the same duration (�1 month) of abstinence
(Padula et al., 2007; Pillay et al., 2008; Schweinsburg
et al., 2008; Tapert et al., 2007).

Methamphetamine and cocaine
Methamphetamine and cocaine, the two most com-
monly used illicit stimulant drugs (SAMHSA, 2008),
have been found to cause long-term damage to dop-
aminergic pathways in the brain (Volkow et al., 1993,
2001). Structural MRI reveals that chronic use of
both stimulants is associated with decreased brain
volumes in the anterior cingulate cortex as well as the
medial temporal lobe region (Franklin et al., 2002;
Thompson et al., 2004). In addition, cerebral blood
flow abnormalities are detected in widespread cortical

Figure 30.2 Inhibitory processing in adolescent cannabis users
was studied using a go no go task, in which participants responded
to most visual stimuli with a button press, but needed to inhibit
responding when presented with a target stimulus. Compared to
age matched controls (n 17), adolescent cannabis users (n 16)
showed substantially greater activation (clusters> 943 μl, p< 0.05)
in multiple cortical areas (shown here in blue), including dorsolateral
prefrontal and parietal areas, indicating that cannabis users recruited
additional neural resources to exert adequate executive control
during an inhibition task (Tapert et al., 2007).
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areas following a history of protracted stimulant use
(Chang et al., 2002; Strickland, 1993). Neuropsycho-
logical evidence indicates that stimulant dependent
individuals exhibit deficits in executive functioning
and learning and memory following 2–5 weeks of
abstinence (Beatty et al., 1995; Berry et al., 1993; Scott
et al., 2007), with deficits in psychomotor speed and
attention persisting even after 1 year of abstinence
(Toomey et al., 2003).

A number of neuroimaging studies have focused
on the neural substrates of executive dysfunction
in stimulant dependence. In a study of response
inhibition using a go–no-go task, cocaine users dem-
onstrated poorer inhibitory control compared to
non-users (Kaufman et al., 2003). An event-related
fMRI study design allowed for analysis of successful
inhibition trials, and found cocaine users to show
reduced activity in the anterior cingulate cortex
and right insula during response inhibition, as com-
pared to non-users. Hypoactivity in the anterior
cingulate region as well as right prefrontal cortex
was demonstrated during another response inhibition
task that also subjected participants to increasing
working memory load (Hester and Garavan, 2004).
In addition, the authors found that activation of
the anterior cingulate remained constant in cocaine
users with increasing levels of working memory load,
whereas non-users exhibited a greater response in the
same region in order to cope with increasing cogni-
tive demand. Similar dysfunction of the frontal–
executive systems has been observed in metham-
phetamine users as well. On a decision-making task,
methamphetamine users tended to exhibit more
stimulus-driven responses than non-users; and
although overall patterns of activation were similar
between both groups across various regions of the
cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal and orbitofrontal
regions were less active among methamphetamine
users (Paulus et al., 2002). A subsequent study found
that methamphetamine users were less sensitive to the
degree of their success or failure on the decision-
making test compared to non-users, and this differ-
ence in processing information was associated with
attenuated activation in the bilateral middle frontal
gyrus (Paulus et al., 2003). The authors posited that
these findings elucidated the neural substrates of
habit-based learning in stimulant dependence, in
which users choose responses based on stimulus-
driven experiences with little attention to the out-
come’s success.

Similar to alcohol research, a number of studies have
investigated cue reactivity and craving in stimulant-
dependent individuals. In one of the first fMRI studies
of cue-induced craving in cocaine users, Garavan
and colleagues found that users demonstrated an
increase in activation across several brain regions
(including prefrontal cortex, anterior and posterior
cingulate, and bilateral parietal lobes) compared to
non-using controls while viewing a film of cocaine
cues (Garavan et al., 2000). Exposure to a film of
sexually evocative scenes elicited activation of a neural
network that overlapped with craving-related activation.
However, cocaine users exhibited greater activation
in three areas (anterior cingulate, right inferior par-
ietal lobule, and the caudate nucleus) when viewing
cocaine cues compared to the sexual stimuli. These
findings suggest that cocaine craving is supported
by the same neural circuitry that is activated during
processing of evocative and rewarding stimuli, and
that chronic cocaine abuse may lead to a reorgani-
zation of the brain’s reward pathways that alters
natural emotional drives (Garavan et al., 2000). Sub-
jective reports of cocaine craving amongst users
also correlate with this activation of dopaminergic
reward pathways in limbic regions, anterior cingulate,
and orbitofrontal cortex (Risinger et al., 2005). After
visual presentation of cocaine cues replicated the
increased anterior cingulate activity seen in other stud-
ies, cocaine users who began to experience craving
exhibited patterns of activation thatmirrored the neural
response seen in healthy controls during the viewing
of emotionally sad stimuli (Wexler et al., 2001). The
investigators posited that, among users, there is a
physiologic relationship between reaction to cocaine cues
and neural activity associated with dysphoric states.

Given that drug craving is known to increase in
times of emotional stress (Jaffe et al., 1989), some
researchers have used fMRI to explore the neural
substrates of negative emotion in stimulant depend-
ence. Goldstein and colleagues presented cocaine users
with verbal drug cues and found that when partici-
pants rated the words with more negative emotional
valence, they exhibited increased activation of the
dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (Goldstein et al.,
2007). This may reflect the intrusive and negative
nature of the cue-related thoughts that users encounter
when experiencing craving. A similar hyperactivation
of the dorsal anterior cingulate during exposure to
pictures of fearful and angry faces was found in meth-
amphetamine users when compared to non-using
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controls (Payer et al., 2007). The authors suggested
that these results indicated an over-sensitivity to nega-
tive cues that could underlie the socio-emotional dis-
turbances frequently seen in stimulant-dependent
individuals. In contrast to these findings, Sinha and
colleagues found that guided imagery and recall of
stressful situations in cocaine users was associated
with decreased activation of the anterior cingulate
cortex and parahippocampal regions as well as
increased activation in the caudate nucleus and puta-
men, compared to non-using controls (Sinha et al.,
2005). This pattern of activation in cocaine-dependent
individuals was interpreted as a failure to exert cogni-
tive control and regulation of emotion during stressful
experiences and a reliance upon automatic, habit-
based compulsions supported by the dorsal striatum
that may explain the potential for relapse behaviors
during emotional stress.

To determine whether fMRI patterns of activation
could predict relapse among methamphetamine
users, Paulus and colleagues administered a two-
choice decision-making task to recently abstinent
users who were subsequently interviewed about
relapse behavior one year later (Paulus et al., 2005).
The initial neural response patterns in the posterior
cingulate, right insular, and temporal cortex correctly
predicted individuals who relapsed and those who did
not relapse. Methamphetamine users who relapsed
exhibited decreased activation in a network of struc-
tures implicated in decision-making processes (insula,
dorsolateral prefrontal, parietal, and temporal cor-
tices). In contrast, when cocaine dependent individ-
uals were exposed to drug cues in an fMRI study after
a 2-week inpatient detoxification, increased activation
in a network of brain regions (left precentral, superior
temporal, posterior cingulate, right middle temporal,
and lingual cortices) correlated with poorer treatment
outcomes following 10 weeks of outpatient substance
abuse treatment (Kosten et al., 2006). The greater
response to drug cues in sensory, motor, and limbic
cortical areas observed in users who relapsed com-
pared to those who did not may underlie a vulnerabil-
ity to cocaine abuse relapse that can be identified in
early abstinence.

Opioids
Prolonged dependence on opioid compounds is
associated with a broad range of neuropathologic
changes, but there is little evidence for major

anatomical abnormalities (see Büttner and colleagues,
2000, for a review). There are instances where the
brains of opioid-dependent individuals contain
hypoxic–ischemic changes, lesions, and abscesses;
although these findings are frequently attributed to
drug-induced respiratory problems, detrimental
effects of adulterants mixed with the drug, or infec-
tions resulting from unsterile injections (Büttner
et al., 2000). Evidence from single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) studies in adults
with opioid dependence indicates cerebral perfusion
defects in the frontal, parietal and temporal cortices
that show partial improvement with prolonged
abstinence (Rose et al., 1996). Structural MRI has
shown wider Sylvian fissures and enlarged ventricles
in opioid-dependent patients compared to healthy
non-users, suggesting some cerebral atrophy associ-
ated with chronic opioid use (Kivisaari et al., 2004).
Although most domains of neuropsychological func-
tioning do not seem to be significantly impaired in
opioid users, deficits in verbal fluency and cognitive
flexibility have been observed, with evidence for
recovery of cognitive ability during continued abstin-
ence (Davis et al., 2002).

In the first fMRI study of cognitive ability in
opioid dependence, performance on a response inhib-
ition task elicited diminished activation of the anter-
ior cingulate cortex compared to healthy controls
(Forman et al., 2004). In addition, opioid-dependent
individuals failed to exhibit a strong relationship
between brain activation and error rate performance
that was demonstrated in the control group. The
authors concluded that this disruption in error-
related anterior cingulate activity may contribute to
behavioral impulsivity in opioid addiction. Similar
findings were reported by Lee and colleagues, who
suggested that, among heroin users, attenuated activ-
ity in the anterior cingulate region and the left infer-
ior frontal gyrus during performance of a go–no-go
task reflected inefficient self-monitoring and cogni-
tive control (Lee et al., 2005). Among non-users, a
network of structures was activated during response
inhibition (including the medial prefrontal cortex,
the anterior cingulate cortex, the inferior frontal
gyrus, and the insula) that showed marked hypo-
activation among heroin users (Fu et al., 2008). In a
combined MR spectroscopy and event-related fMRI
study that required participants to perform a target
detection task while ignoring multiple sources of
cognitive interference, opioid-dependent individuals
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exhibited increased task-related activation in frontal,
parietal and cerebellar regions and reduced concentra-
tions of N-acetylaspartate and glutamate/glutamine in
the anterior cingulate cortex compared to healthy con-
trols (Yücel et al., 2007). Replicating findings from
previous studies, the investigators also found that an
expected correlation between anterior cingulate acti-
vation and behavioral performance measures was not
observed in the opioid-dependent group. Taken
together, these findings indicate biochemical and
physiological abnormalities of the anterior cingulate
that may require the compensatory recruitment of
fronto-parietal and cerebellar involvement in the
attempt to exert inhibitory control following opioid
addiction.

To compare drug craving induced by opioid cues
to a naturalistic craving, Xiao and colleagues exam-
ined the neural response of abstinent heroin users
who were temporarily deprived of water as they
viewed drug-related and water-related cues (Xiao
et al., 2006). They found that water-related cues
elicited the expected activation in the anterior cingu-
late region, whereas the drug-related cues elicited
activation in a broader network including the inferior
frontal cortex, the fusiform gyrus, and the cerebellum.
The findings suggested that opioid craving involves
neural substrates that may differ from those support-
ing basic physiological drives. When undergoing a
methadone treatment program, heroin addicts dem-
onstrated a heightened response to drug-related cues
compared to neutral cues across several brain areas
(orbitofrontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex,
hippocampal regions, insula, and the right amygdala)
just prior to receiving a daily methadone dose
(Langleben et al., 2008). After receiving methadone,
the users exhibited a decrease in activation in all areas
previously sensitive to drug-related cues except for
the anterior cingulate and the orbitofrontal cortices
that suggested a continued vulnerability to craving
even after receiving methadone treatment. In an
interesting study of abstinent opioid users who were
presented with drug-related and emotional cues, Xu
and colleagues compared fMRI activation before and
after administering electroacupuncture therapy to
the participants (Xu et al., 2008). Prior to electro-
acupuncture, opioid users exhibited the expected
heightened activation of various brain regions (dorso-
lateral frontal regions, anterior cingulate cortex,
inferior/superior parietal lobule, and fusiform gyrus)
in response to the drug-related cues compared to

emotional cues. However, after receiving electroacu-
puncture treatment, the opioid group demonstrated
a decrease in activation associated with drug-related
cues and a more normalized, increased neural
response to the emotional cues.

MDMA
MDMA (3, 4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine) is a
substance with complex pharmacological properties
that can have a broad range of effects on the brain (see
Cowan, 2007, for review). There are multiple prepar-
ations of MDMA (sometimes referred to as “Ecstasy”)
that result in numerous forms of the drug, each with
slightly different chemical compositions (Tanner-
Smith, 2006). MDMA use is associated with degener-
ation of serotonergic pathways characterized by
global and regional reductions of serotonin receptor
and reuptake transporter levels across subcortical and
cortical regions (Cowan, 2007). Chronic MDMA
users exhibit a range of mild to moderate cognitive
deficits, with learning and memory showing the
greatest impairment (Zakzanis et al., 2007).

While performing a working memory task,
MDMA users demonstrated heightened activation of
the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, and basal ganglia
compared to non-users (Moeller et al., 2004). This
greater activation in a network of structures support-
ing working memory and sustained attention may
have reflected an inefficient neural response among
MDMA users. Another study using an n-back test
of working memory had more equivocal findings
(Daumann et al., 2003a). A conservative statistical
threshold found no differences in brain activation
between MDMA users and non-users. However, when
a liberal criterion was applied, MDMA users exhibited
increased activation in the right parietal cortex and
decreased response in the left frontal and temporal
regions. In a follow-up study, the investigators found
that this parietal activation, which was directly related
to higher doses of MDMA, was greater 18 months
after baseline testing in individuals who continued to
use MDMA compared to those who remained abstin-
ent (Daumann et al., 2004).

To assess hippocampal functioning in MDMA
use, Daumann and colleagues (2005) compared
the neural response of users and non-users during
performance of an encoding and retrieval task. They
found that although both groups performed equally
well on memory functioning, the MDMA users
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displayed diminished and more spatially restricted
activation in the left hippocampus compared to
non-users. In contrast, adolescent MDMA users
exhibited greater activation of the left hippocampus
during a working memory task compared to age-
matched controls (Jacobsen et al., 2004a). In addition,
longer durations of abstinence correlated with lower
levels of activation in the hippocampus, suggesting a
potential recovery of function with sustained abstin-
ence from MDMA. These findings provide evidence
for hippocampal dysfunction that may have resulted
from the effects of MDMA toxicity on serotonergic
neurons targeting the hippocampus.

Due to the high rates of polysubstance abuse
among MDMA users, disentangling the cognitive
and neural sequelae that are solely attributable to
MDMA can pose some difficulties. Using regression
analyses, Jager and colleagues (2008) assessed the
independent effects of MDMA and other drugs
while assessing neurocognitive function of polysub-
stance users. Of the three cognitive domains that
were tested in an fMRI paradigm, two (working
memory and attention) were unaffected by MDMA
use, while the remaining domain (associative
memory) showed impairment as a function of
MDMA use that was correlated with lower acti-
vation of the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and
increased activation of the right middle occipital
gyrus. In a study investigating the effects of pure
MDMA use on working memory, participants were
grouped into three categories: MDMA users with
no other substance use history, MDMA users
with concomitant polysubstance use, and non-using
controls (Daumann et al., 2003b). Performance on a
working memory task was equivalent in all three
groups, but only the pure MDMA group showed
decreased activation in the inferior temporal gyrus,
the angular gyrus and the striate cortex compared
to the other two groups. Taken together, these stud-
ies indicate MDMA use is associated with altered
neural responses that can be uniquely attributed to
MDMA toxicity but which may be modulated by
the presence of polysubstance use.

Nicotine
Reward pathways in the brain are strongly activated
by nicotine, which binds to receptors on dopaminer-
gic cell bodies resulting in increased dopamine levels
in the nucleus accumbens (Ray et al., 2008). Structural

MRI studies of cigarette smokers have found smaller
gray matter volumes in broad areas of the frontal
lobe, occipital lobe, and medial temporal regions
compared to non-smokers (Gallinat et al., 2006).
Importantly, many of the harmful neurological effects
of cigarettes are not solely due to nicotine, but are
also linked to the oxidative stress, inflammation, and
atherosclerotic processes resulting from exposure to
tobacco smoke (Swan and Lessov-Schlaggar, 2007).
Although acute doses of nicotine have been shown
to improve cognitive functioning (Potter andNewhouse,
2008), nicotine withdrawal is associated with slowed
information processing, disruption of working memory,
and other cognitive deficits (Blake and Smith, 1997;
Snyder et al., 1989).

While requiring smokers to perform an n-back
working memory task with varying degrees of cogni-
tive load, Xu and colleagues found that activity in the
left dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex showed an
expected increase with task difficulty when partici-
pants were allowed to smoke on the day of the experi-
ment (Xu et al., 2005). However, when participants
were required to abstain from smoking for 14–16 h
prior to testing, the same dorsal lateral prefrontal
region maintained a heightened level of activation,
regardless of task difficulty. This finding suggests that
working memory processing was less efficient during
abstinence from nicotine. A subsequent study by the
same authors found that after a night of abstinence,
smokers who were allowed a cigarette prior to testing
exhibited a pattern of brain activation that resembled
the neural response of healthy controls during a
working memory task (Xu et al., 2006). Similar to
findings in adults, adolescent smokers performing a
working memory task exhibit increased activation in
left prefrontal cortex as well as left inferior parietal
lobe following a period of abstinence (Jacobsen et al.,
2007a). Thus, the reduction in cortical efficiency
associated with nicotine abstinence may develop fairly
rapidly given that it is observable in adolescents who
have been smoking cigarettes for far shorter durations
than adult smokers. With as little as one hour of
smoking deprivation, the neural effects of nicotine
withdrawal have been observed in smokers perform-
ing a cognitive interference task that elicited greater
activation in the right prefrontal cortex compared to
an ad-lib smoking condition that allowed participants
to smoke just prior to being tested (Xu et al., 2007).

A number of studies have evaluated cue reactivity
in nicotine-dependent individuals. Typically, abstinent
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smokers are presented with smoking-related visual
cues (pictures, video, virtual environment simulation)
that result in greater activation of visuospatial, atten-
tion, and reward circuitry compared to neutral cues
(Brody et al., 2007; David et al., 2005; Due et al., 2002;
J. H. Lee et al., 2005). The neural response to smoking
cues has shown correlations with subjective reports of
craving and expectancy to smoke (McBride et al., 2006;
McClernon et al., 2005) and is sometimes moderated
by gender and ethnicity (McClernon et al., 2007;
Okuyemi et al., 2006). Despite the varying durations
of abstinence in these studies, there is consistent evi-
dence that cue-induced craving activates nicotine
reward pathways involving prefrontal, anterior cingu-
late, and limbic regions.

Summary
fMRI studies conducted in the past decade have
greatly expanded our understanding of how the
chronic heavy use of alcohol and other drugs affect
brain systems subserving cognitive functioning and
reward processing, and have pointed toward neural
features linked with the probability of favorable treat-
ment response. Across alcohol, cannabis, stimulants,
and opioids, we see that cognitive challenges such as
working memory and executive control tasks tend to
reveal activation patterns suggestive of neural com-
pensation. That is, those with SUD may perform
adequately on the task but tend to show some areas
of less response (i.e. failure to engage) and other
areas of greater response (i.e. compensation). Across
substances, presentation of addiction-relevant cues
evokes increased activation, particularly in reward
(nucleus accumbens), limbic (amygdala), and the
executive processing regions with strong limbic con-
nections (e.g. prefrontal and anterior cingulate).
During treatment, particularly high cue reactivity and
particularly low response to cognitive or decision-
making tasks has been linked to elevated risk for
relapse. Differential results across substance types
may pertain to sociodemographic factors, direct and
indirect neurotoxic effects of use and withdrawal
from each substance, and the long-term effects of
each compound on cerebrovasculature. Please see
Table 30.1 for a detailed presentation of findings from
different fMRI paradigms across substances of abuse.

Several important methodological issues are critical
for future studies in this area. First, polysubstance use
is common, so studies either need to have multiple

comparison groups (e.g. users of MDMA, users of the
same substances taken by the MDMA users but no
history ofMDMAuse, and non-users), or large samples
and a careful collection of continuous measures of each
drug class so that statistical covariation (including of
potential interaction effects) can be employed. Second,
the duration of abstinence at the time of the fMRI is
critical to consider, as results could be attributed to
intoxication,withdrawal, early recovery, or to long-term
effects depending on how much time had elapsed since
the most recent substance use. Related to this issue is
verification of self-reported substance use, where mul-
tiple sources (e.g. self-report, collateral report, and bio-
logical confirmation) of data are recommended. Third,
inferences about causality cannot be drawn from cross-
sectional comparisons of users and non-users, as a
multitude of features that predate the substance use
(e.g. family history, prenatal substance exposure, trau-
matic brain injury, conduct disorder, inhibition deficits,
mooddisorders)mayaccount for findings. Longitudinal
studies are helpful for ascertaining whether changes
in substance use are followed by changes in BOLD
response patterns. Finally, most substances of abuse
adversely affect cerebrovasculature, but through differ-
ent mechanisms, and such compromise should be ruled
out prior to drawing conclusions about observed BOLD
response abnormalities.

Box 30.2. Summary points
� fMRI activation in SUD populations has been

related to cognitive function, reward circuitry,
and treatment response.

� Despite normal performance on some cognitive
tasks, individuals with SUD have shown a combin-
ation of weakened neural response in some brain
areas, and an increased compensatory response in
other areas.

� Duration of abstinence at the time of neuroima-
ging can determine whether fMRI findings are
associated with effects of intoxication, withdrawal,
or chronic use.

� Drug-induced changes in cerebrovasculature
should be ruled out when investigating fMRI acti-
vation in substance abuse.
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Table 30.1 Summary of fMRI studies on individuals with substance use disorders

Substance Cognitive
domain

Neural correlates Findings

Alcohol Spatial working
memory

Frontal parietal pathways Decreased activation of frontal regions (Pfefferbaum
et al., 2001; Tapert et al., 2001, 2004a) and the dorsal
“where” stream (Pfefferbaum et al., 2001; Rosenbloom
et al., 2007) and increased activation of inferior regions/
ventral “what” stream, reflecting the use of an alternative
strategy/neural network (Pfefferbaum et al., 2001;
Tapert et al., 2004a).

Verbal working
memory

Left frontal lobe, right
cerebellum

Inefficient hyperactivation of verbal working memory
circuitry, along with compensatory recruitment of
widespread bilateral cortical areas (Desmond et al., 2003).

Cue reactivity Prefrontal cortex, ventral
striatum, anterior cingulate

Heightened response of attention, working memory, and
decision-making pathways specific to reward processing
and reinforcement of pleasurable behavior (George et al.,
2001; Tapert et al., 2003, 2004a; Wrase et al., 2002).

Limbic regions Increased activation of centers of emotional craving that
impact learned associations (Myrick et al., 2004;
Schneider et al., 2001; Tapert et al., 2003).

Emotional
responsiveness

Anterior cingulate Decreased activation in a region important for
integrating emotional and cognitive information
(Salloum et al., 2007).

Parahippocampal gyrus Increased response to emotionally negative stimuli of the
ventral “what” stream that returned to normal when
alcohol cue was present (Gilman and Hommer, 2008).

Cannabis Spatial working
memory

Prefrontal cortex, anterior
cingulate

Greater response in expected medial and frontal
networks supporting task performance (Kanayama et al.,
2004; Padula et al., 2007; Schweinsburg et al., 2008) with
recruitment of additional cortical areas to compensate
or support alternative strategies (Padula et al., 2007).

Auditory
working
memory

Hippocampus Dysfunctionally high activation during mnemonic
processing (Jacobsen et al., 2004b).

Visual working
memory

Prefrontal cortex, anterior
cingulate

Normal to diminished response of prefrontal regions
with compensatory hyperactivation seen in the anterior
cingulate (Yurgelun-Todd et al., 1999) and parietal regions
(Jager et al., 2006) suggesting burdensome task demands.

Learning
and memory
retrieval

Middle frontal and
parahippocampal regions

Reduced activation in attentional networks during
learning and heightened response in memory formation
circuitry (Jacobsen et al., 2007b; Nestor et al., 2008).

Recognition
memory

Parahippocampal regions Weakened response of memory circuitry (Jager et al., 2007).

Executive
control

Prefrontal cortex, anterior
cingulate

Recruitment of bilateral, dorsolateral prefrontal and
parietal cortical areas to achieve adequate performance;
diminished activation of error monitoring (anterior
cingulate) (Gruber and Yurgelun-Todd, 2005;
Tapert et al., 2007).
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Table 30.1 (cont.)

Substance Cognitive
domain

Neural correlates Findings

Stimulants Executive
control

Anterior cingulate, insula,
prefrontal cortex

Hypoactivation of frontal executive systems that is
unable to adapt to changes in cognitive load (Hester and
Garavan, 2004; Kaufman et al., 2003; Paulus et al., 2002)
and correlates with poor planning (Paulus et al., 2003)
and increased relapse risk (Paulus et al., 2005).

Cue reactivity Prefrontal cortex, anterior
cingulate, parietal lobes

Hyperactivation of medial frontal attentional systems
related to reward processing (Garavan et al., 2000;
Risinger et al., 2005; Wexler et al., 2001).

Caudate nucleus,
Limbic regions

Craving-related activation in areas overlapping with
networks supporting sexual drive and emotion
regulation (Garavan et al., 2000; Risinger et al., 2005;
Wexler et al., 2001).

Emotional
responsiveness

Anterior cingulate Increased activation reflecting over-attentiveness
to negative stimuli when viewing emotional cues
(Goldstein et al., 2007; Payer et al., 2007).

Decreased activation during stressful guided
imagery reflecting failure to exert cognitive control
(Sinha et al., 2005).

Opioids Executive
control

Anterior cingulate,
inferior frontal gyrus

Reduced activation of response inhibition networks
(Forman et al., 2004; Fu et al., 2008; T. M. C. Lee et al.,
2005) resulting in compensatory recruitment of parietal
and cerebellar regions (Yücel et al., 2007).

Cue reactivity Anterior cingulate,
orbitofrontal cortex,
fusiform gyrus

Increased activation of craving circuitry in addition
to broader involvement of multiple cortical regions
(Langleben et al., 2008; Xiao et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2008).

MDMA Working
memory

Prefrontal cortex,
hippocampus

Heightened activation of sustained attention and
working memory networks reflecting an inefficient
neural response (Jacobsen et al., 2004a; Moeller
et al., 2004).

Temporal regions Decreased activation possibly reflecting damage to
serotonergic pathways (Daumann et al., 2003a; 2003b).

Learning and
memory
retrieval

Hippocampus,
prefrontal cortex

Diminished activation of memory-formation circuitry
(Daumann et al., 2005; Jager et al., 2008).

Nicotine Working
memory

Left prefrontal cortex Increased activation of sustained attention circuitry
suggesting inefficient neural response, even with
reduced task difficulty (Jacobsen et al., 2007a;
Xu et al., 2005).

Executive
control

Right prefrontal cortex Greater activation when task performance requires
filtering of interfering information (Xu et al., 2007).

Cue reactivity Prefrontal cortex, anterior
cingulate, limbic regions

Increased activation of visuospatial, attention, and
reward circuitry (Brody et al., 2007; David et al., 2005;
Due et al., 2002; J. H. Lee et al., 2005).
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Chapter

31Molecular imaging of substance abuse

Brian C. Schweinsburg, Alecia D. Dager Schweinsburg and Graeme F. Mason

Introduction
The use of substances for psychoactive effects dates
to antiquity with evidence in archaeological finds of
alcohol-related intoxication and possibly ritualistic use
of Nymphaea caerulea in ancient Egypt and alcohol
abuse in classic Greek and Roman culture. While a
variety of legal and illicit substances are used for their
mind-altering effects, the misuse of drugs and alcohol
can result in a constellation of behavioral and physio-
logic consequences that comprise addiction, which is
often considered to be a cyclic process associated with
chronic relapse. Koob and Le Moal (2001) outlined a
continuum of allostasis to pathology as an individual
experiences the rewarding properties of drugs, transi-
tions to dependence, develops addiction, and enters
periods of protracted abstinence. Circuitry including
cortical–thalamo-striatal loops, the reward system,
and stress system contribute to a reward system allo-
static state that reflects long-term deviation from
normal brain states that ultimately can lead to patho-
logic change (Koob and Le Moal, 2001). While there
are a number of potential individual and environmen-
tal differences associated with vulnerabilities in the
transition to drug and alcohol-related brain pathology
(allostatic load), a core neurobiological feature of the
continuum is altered neurochemistry among neural
pathways.

Scope of the addiction problem
A five-year population survey of civilian, non-
institutionalized United States residents aged 12 or
older revealed substantial use of drugs and alcohol
(Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Admin-
istration (SAMHSA), 2008). Based on survey esti-
mates, 22.3 million persons (9.0% of the United

States population aged 12 years or older) met Diagnos-
tic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th
edition (DSM-IV) criteria for substance dependence
or abuse in the past year; 3.2 million individuals were
classified with dependence on or abuse of both alcohol
and illicit drugs; 3.7 million were dependent on or
abused illicit drugs but not alcohol; and 15.5 million
were dependent on or abused alcohol but not illicit
drugs. Males aged 12 or older had nearly twice the rate
of substance use disorders compared to females (12.5
versus 5.7%). However, male and female youths aged
12–17 showed similar rates (7.7%). The percent esti-
mate of illicit drug use during the past month in
youths aged 12–17 (9.5%) has remained relatively
stable since 2005, and was significantly lower in 2007
compared to 2002–2004. However, 19.7% of young
adults aged 18–25 used illicit drugs in the past month
in 2007, which reflects a generally stable pattern of use
from 2002 to 2007, but a statistically larger percentage
than those aged 12–17. Further, the National Survey
on Drug Use and Health revealed that the 18–25
cohort were the most likely to use tobacco products
during the past month (41.8%), in the context of 70.9
million United States residents aged 12 or older using
tobacco products over the past month in the year 2007.

The transition from drug or alcohol use initiation
to a substance use disorder is a complex pathway
involving, but certainly not limited to, genetics (e.g.
family history), age at first use, and character traits, to
highlight a few. Further, the National Comorbidity
Survey Replication revealed a significant level of asso-
ciation indicating comorbidity between drug and/or
alcohol dependence and psychiatric disorders includ-
ing social phobia, generalized anxiety disorder,
manic/hypomanic disorder, attention deficit hyper-
activity disorder, intermittent explosive disorder,
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major depressive disorder, dysthymia, and post-
traumatic stress disorder (Kessler et al., 2005).

Even relatively conservative estimates of the eco-
nomic cost of alcohol and drug abuse in 1995 were
staggering. Adjusted population estimated costs were
276 billion dollars for alcohol and drug-related health
care expenditures, impact on productivity (e.g. illness,
premature death, crime/victims), and other losses
associated with motor vehicle accidents and the
impact on the criminal justice system (NIDA and
NIAAA, 1998).

The neurobehavioral characterization of addiction
encompasses a broad spectrum of features. Typically
it includes character traits such as sensation-seeking
and impulsivity, as well as altered behavior, such as
compulsiveness. Associated neuropsychological dis-
ruptions include executive dysfunction, for example.
Structural and functional brain abnormalities include
brain volume loss, altered white matter pathway
integrity, and dysfunctional neural networks. In line
with a neurobiological model of addiction, altered
neurochemistry remains at the core of the acute and
chronic addictive process that is so disruptive to indi-
viduals, their families, and the public. This under-
scores the importance of describing the addiction
process through careful in-vivo neurochemical inves-
tigation, and it is fortunate that there exist today
powerful imaging tools to enhance understanding of
human addiction. Box 1 summarizes the overarching
aims of the review.

In-vivo neurochemical measurements
Positron emission tomography (PET)
One might think of PET and SPECT (single-photon
emission computed tomography) as inside-out X-rays
or CT scans. X-rays and CT use a beam of gamma
radiation external to the head, shining it on the head so
that the bones and other tissues of varying density cast a
range of shadows on film or other detector on the oppos-
ite side of the body. PET, however, makes use of radio-
active compounds that are injected into the body and
shine X-rays outward from whatever their location. By
detecting the radiation fromangles all around the body, it
is possible to create a three-dimensional reconstruction
of where the radiation is most highly concentrated.
Therefore, SPECT and PET provide images of how
particular radioactive chemicals are distributed through
the body, and in particular, within regions of the brain.

PET and SPECT differ from one another in that
SPECT uses one X-ray per molecule, and PET uses
two. The radioactive isotopes used for PET emit posi-
trons, which are positively charged electrons, a form
of anti-matter. A positron travels randomly for up to
a few millimeters until it encounters an electron, at
which point the electron and positron, matter and
anti-matter, annihilate one another. From the site of
the collision, two X rays are emitted in almost exactly
opposite directions. The PET camera has radiation
detectors around the head, and a count is registered
when two X-rays are detected simultaneously 180�

apart. Background radiation is a source of noise in
PET and SPECT imaging, and the requirement that
detection be simultaneous at opposite detectors
decreases the likelihood of random counts and
increases the spatial resolution of the detection, with
machines available with resolution of 4–5 mm.

PET can be used for many purposes. The most
common application for the brain is the measurement
of the uptake of the glucose. Under most circum-
stances, glucose provides the primary fuel for brain
energy metabolism, and it passes across the blood–
brain barrier on a passive transporter. Once in the
brain, within 1–2 s, the glucose diffuses throughout
the brain water space, and its first step in metabolism

Box 31.1. Substance abuse review aims

1. Provide an overview of the most commonly used
methods for studying the neurochemistry of
human addiction in-vivo.

2. Describe the current literature highlighting neu-
rochemical changes associated with both illicit
and non-illicit substances of abuse.

3. Summarize findings in a neurobiological context
and report considerations for future work.

Review summary points

1. A variety of methods are now in use to study
diverse aspects of neurochemistry in the living
human brain.

2. Legal and illegal substances have some common
effects on neurochemistry of function and identi-
fiers of neuronal health such as NAA. However,
each substance has its own variations that make
it unique in its effects on the brain.

3. Future studies will include some improvements
in technology but are likely to profit enormously
fromcollaborative, interdisciplinary approaches that
include neuroimaging, genetics, andpharmacology.
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is the addition of a phosphate group. There exists an
analog of glucose, deoxyglucose, which once phos-
phorylated is almost entirely trapped in the brain
and cannot be metabolized further. By injecting radio-
labeled deoxyglucose and mapping the radioactivity
in the brain, one can measure how quickly various
regions of the brain are using glucose, as developed
in pioneering work by Louis Sokoloff and colleagues
in 1977, and adapted and validated for use in humans in
1979 by Michael Phelps and coworkers with the
positron emitter fluorine-18 in fluoro-deoxyglucose
(FDG) (Phelps et al., 1979).

Other useful compounds are carbon-11 (11C) and
oxygen-15 (15O), because those elements are common
in many biological compounds. For example, instead of
the glucose analog FDG, it is possible to use glucose
labeled with 11C, which is chemically identical to natur-
ally occurring glucose in the body. Oxygen-15 (15O) can
be used to create labeled water and image its uptake into
the brain tissue as a measure of blood flow. A technical
difficulty with some isotopes, including 11C and 15O, is
their short radiological half-life, 20 min and 122 s,
respectively. Facilities that use such short-lived isotopes
must have a cyclotron on site to generate the isotopes
immediately before each measurement.

These and other radioisotopes can be used to create
ligands, called radioligands, used to study dopamine
release, dopamine receptor binding, and many other
systems that are of interest for substance abuse.

For any of the neurotransmitter systems, the strat-
egy to evaluate the receptor density is to inject the
radiotracer and measure how much radioactivity
results in each pixel of the brain image. The strategy
to assess the amount of neurotransmitter released to
bind to receptors is to administer a ligand that binds
to the appropriate receptors, image the radioactivity,
and then administer a drug that causes a release of the
neurotransmitter. Upon release of the neurotransmit-
ter, the neurotransmitters will displace a fraction of
the radioactive ligand from the receptors, thereby
decreasing radioactivity in that area of the image.
An example is the measurement of dopamine release
that occurs with a dose of cocaine.

The general approach is comparative. That is, to
evaluate the effects of cocaine use on dopamine receptor
binding, one might measure dopamine receptor bind-
ing in a group of subjects who habitually use cocaine
and in a group of appropriately matched subjects who
do not use cocaine. To evaluate the effects of acute
ethanol administration on metabolism as measured by

FDG–glucose, one might measure glucose metabolism
in a group of subjects and then repeat the measurement
after giving a dose of ethanol. In some cases, it is
desirable to wait a period of time long enough to allow
the radioactivity from the first study to be reduced
either by radioactive decay or excretion from the body.

Often, radioligands are analogs of the natural
neurotransmitter under study. Development of the
radioligands can require years to synthesize and test
a wide range of compounds for efficacy and toxicity.
Requirements of an effective radioligand are numer-
ous and stringent. The requirements include appropri-
ate binding affinity: binding should be sufficient for
the radioligand to attach to the receptor in subphar-
maceutical doses and remain there long enough to
acquire the images. If the radioligand is intended for
competitive binding studies with neurotransmitter
release, then binding must also be weak enough to
allow the neurotransmitter to displace the radioligand.
The radioligand must have the ability to enter the
brain, either in the form administered or as a metabol-
ized product. Transfer into the brain may require a
transporter, or it may demand appropriate lipophil-
icity to pass through the blood–brain barrier. Many
molecules must usually be screened to meet the many
requirements of a radioligand for PET or SPECT.

PET researchers have developed techniques to
study various aspects of the neurotransmitter systems.
For dopamine, targets include type D1-like and
D2-like receptors, the synaptic dopamine transporter,
the vesicular dopamine transporter, and the dopamine-
degrading enzymes monoamine oxidase A and mono-
amine oxidase B (reviewed in Lindsey et al., 2005;
Elsinga et al., 2006). The serotonergic system has been
studied from the perspective of serotonin transporters
and serotonin receptors, with a variety of compounds
synthesized for imaging of serotonin transporters and
5-HT1A and 5-HT2A receptors (Hesse et al., 2004).
Opioid receptor mapping has been achieved with
chemicals with specificity for different receptor sub-
types: ligands exist that are used for m, or m/d/k, and
m/k receptor subtypes (Henriksen and Willoch, 2008).
More recently, cannabinoid receptors have received
growing attention from the neuroimaging commu-
nity (Lindsey et al., 2005), and several tracers for
measurement of cannabinoid receptors have been
developed to the point of testing in humans (Horti
and Van Laere, 2008). The GABAergic system has
been subject to study for some time using SPECT
and PET, using receptors that have varying degrees
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of specificity by for subtypes of the benzodiazepine
receptor (Katsifis and Kassiou, 2004). Glutamate, by
far the most abundant neurotransmitter in the human
brain, provides a large and largely understudied target
in neuroimaging, with ligands under development or
in use for metabotropic glutamate receptors (Wang
et al., 2007; Sanchez-Pernaute et al., 2008), AMPA
receptors (Arstad et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2006), and
NMDA receptors (Waterhouse et al., 2004; Stone
et al., 2006; Biegon et al., 2007).

In all cases, there are trade-offs to be made among
the ligands. 18F has a longer half-life than 11C and is
therefore easier to use in many cases, but depending
on the system under study, a given 18F tracer may
have binding affinity or specificity that is inferior to
those of another tracer that has been synthesized
with 11C. A SPECT tracer with 123I, with its long
half-life, may show promise, but with its single
photon will yield lower precision than the double-
photon obtained with PET and a positron emitter.
Each tracer has its own strengths and weaknesses that
must be assessed for a given application.

1H magnetic resonance imaging
and spectroscopy (MRI and MRS)
MRI and MRS have their basis in the detection of
atomic nuclei with spin, such as the nuclei of hydro-
gen (found abundantly in water, fat, and other neu-
rochemicals). Although the detection is of the atomic
nucleus, there is no ionizing radiation as is found with
X-rays, radioactive decay, or nuclear power gener-
ation. For MRI, a person lies in a magnetic field that
is typically tens of thousands of times more powerful
than the magnetic field of the Earth. The nuclei that
have spin, such as hydrogen, orient themselves either
with or against the orientation of the large magnetic
field, which people often call North–South when
speaking of magnets. A very slight majority of the
nuclei, far less than 1%, orient themselves with the
magnetic field, and a burst of radio energy, typically
on the order of a few thousandths of a second, is
transmitted to the person in the region of interest,
which in the case of this chapter is the brain. That
disturbs the orientation of that tiny majority of
nuclei, and then they return a signal of radio energy
on the order of microvolts, and it is that signal that
yields MRI and MRS. MRI is based on the localization
of the signal in different parts of the head, often with
resolution of 1 mm or better.

MRI of many types can be used to study neuro-
biology. Structural MRI yields views of the brain that
appear similar to what one might find in an anatomy
book, although the techniques of acquisition can be
modified to emphasize particular features of interest,
such as fluid pockets (e.g. in multiple sclerosis) or
beds of blood vessels (e.g. to study tumor pathology).
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been developed
to measure the characteristics of diffusion in the
tissue, which can be used to track fibers or observe
the process of breakdown of tissue structure over the
course of diseases. Functional MRI (fMRI) is used
heavily today to detect regional changes in brain
activity by measuring changes in signal intensity that
depend on blood flow, blood volume, and oxygen
extraction in the living, working brain.

MRS typically yieldsmuch coarser spatial resolution
than MRI, but provides identification of multiple neu-
rochemicals at the same time. That is because the precise
frequency at which the signal returns from the brain
depends on the type of chemical in which the nucleus
resides. For example, hydrogen nuclei in glutamate

Figure 31.1 Many of the neurochemicals detected by MRS. Ac,
acetate; Asp, aspartate; Cho, choline, phosphocholine, and
glycerophosphocholine; Cr, creatine; PCr, phosphocreatine; GABA,
gamma amino butyric acid; Glc, glucose; Glu, glutamate; Gln,
glutamine; NAA, N acetylaspartate; Pyr, pyruvate; Lac, lactate.
Pyruvate is not typically detected in the brain with 1HMRS, but lactate
sometimes is and, when elevated, often indicates an energetic
problem. Intercellular cycles are known to exist for glutamate,
glutamine, and GABA, and evidence suggests a cycle for NAA, as well.
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yield a signal whose frequency differs slightly from that
of glutamine. Nuclei in fat yield a signal whose fre-
quency is generally distinct from that of water.

Choline (Cho) that is detected byMRS is believed to
be associated primarily with membrane metabolism,
appearing either by transport into the brain (Michel
et al., 2006), or via synthesis de novo from phosphatidyl
ethanolamine using S-adenosylmethionine as a methyl
donor (Blusztajn et al., 2008). Although choline is
used for the generation of acetylcholine, the quantity
of acetylcholine is so low that it forms an undetectably
small component of what is seen by MRS.

The synthesis of creatine (Cr), derived from argin-
ine, also requires S-adenosylmethionine as a methyl
donor, or creatine can be transported into the brain
from the blood stream (Braissant et al., 2001). Once
in the brain, creatine is phosphorylated to generate
phosphocreatine as a reserve of high-energy phos-
phate for the maintenance of levels of ATP. The
creatine signal observed with MRS in vivo represents
an unresolved combination of creatine and phospho-
creatine, although in well-prepared acquisitions from
high-quality extracts, creatine and phosphocreatine
can be distinguished from one another.

The synthesis of N-acetylaspartate (NAA) by the
methylation of aspartate with acetylCoA, is catalyzed
by aspartate-N-acetyltransferase, which is found most
abundantly in association with mitochondria (Patel
and Clark, 1979; Truckenmiller et al., 1985; Ariyan-
nura et al., 2008). Because the enzyme to degrade
NAA resides in glia (Truckenmiller et al., 1985; Chak-
raborty et al., 2001), and neurons contain at least the
great majority of NAA, it is believed that the synthesis
of NAA occurs primarily in neurons. The primary
purposes of NAA remain to be determined, although
diverse purposes been proposed. Clinically, its level
appears to represent neuronal viability, perhaps as a
marker of mitochondrial soundness.

Myo-inositol in the MRS field is regarded primarily
as a compound used to regulate brain osmolarity (this
role is reviewed in a study of myo-inositol transport
(Silver et al., 2002)). Myo-inositol also plays a role in
phosphoinositide metabolism (Brockerhoff and Ballou,
1962) and, therefore, intracellular signaling (Pacheco
and Jope, 1996). Generally, elevations in MR-detected
levels ofmyo-inositol are associated with pathology.

Glutamate, glutamine, and g-aminobutyric acid
(GABA) are related structurally to one another and
to brain energymetabolism. Glutamate is an excitatory
transmitter that is derived from a-ketoglutarate, an

intermediate of the oxidative metabolism via the Krebs
cycle. Glutamine synthetase catalyzes the conversion
of glutamate to glutamine, and glutamate decarboxy-
lase mediates the modification of glutamate to form
the inhibitory transmitter GABA.Most studies ofMRS
of brain today acquire data under conditions that do
not resolve the three metabolites from one another,
yielding a composite signal that is by convention called
Glx. The separate detection of glutamate, glutamine,
and GABA becomes easier at higher magnetic fields
and with strategies to isolate the signals from one
another. Examples of selective strategies are J-editing
(Rothman et al., 1993), echo time averaging (TE-aver-
aging) (Hurd et al., 2004), and strategic choices of
acquisition parameters (Choi et al., 2006).

Underlying the metabolites are macromolecules,
including protein resonances. Under conditions
common to many psychiatric MRS studies, the macro-
molecules are present in significant quantities and con-
tribute significantly tomeasurements of Glx (Behar and
Ogino, 1993). Strategies have been developed to char-
acterize the macromolecular resonances for each MRS
acquisition method, and it is crucial to do so if Glx or
any of its components are to be assessed.

13C MRS
The explanation of MRS referred in its examples to an
application entirely to the detection of the hydrogen
nucleus (1H).However, there existmanynucleiwith spin,
including phosphorus-31 (31P), which yields informa-
tion about high-energy compounds involved in metab-
olism, as well as other neurochemicals. The nuclei of
other elements such as lithium, sodium, and oxygen-17
(17O) have also been detected for various purposes. One
atom that is most complementary to 1H studies of neu-
roenergetics and neurotransmission is carbon-13 (13C).

13C comprises 1% of the naturally occurring carbon
in the human body, is not radioactive, and has spin, so
13C can be detected with MRS. Most carbon has the
form carbon-12 (12C) and is invisible to MRS. The
safety of consumption of 13C coupled with its low nat-
ural occurrence in the human body means that one can
administer natural compounds such as sugar, enriched
with 13C, and follow the fate of that 13C as it appears in
the brain and is converted to various products thatMRS
can then detect. If one administers 13C-enriched sugar
to a patient and then uses MRS to detect 13C in the
brain, one will first observe the appearance of the sugar
in the brain, followed by 13C enrichment of glutamate,
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glutamine, and other neurochemicals. If 13C appears in
these various compounds more quickly in one condi-
tion than another, even though the sugar gets to the
brain in a similar amount of time, then one can deter-
mine that those compounds are being produced
more quickly. Therefore, by tracking the appearance
of 13C-labeled neurochemicals over the course of one
or a few hours, it is possible to measure rates of meta-
bolic processes.

A major metabolic focus of interest is neurochem-
ical signaling. There are two major cell types in the
brain, neurons and glia. Neurons transmit electrical
impulses and communicate with each other by release
of neurotransmitters. Glia surround the neurons
andmaintain a stable extracellular environment as well
as providing the neurons with key substrates. The
glutamate/glutamine cycle is a metabolic pathway
shared between neurons and glia. In this pathway,
glutamate released by the neuron as a neurotransmit-
ter is taken up by surrounding glial cells, then con-
verted to glutamine. Glutamine is not neuroactive, and
is released by the glia for uptake by the neurons to
replace lost glutamate. Measurement of the glutamate/
glutamine cycle is of particular interest because it is a
direct measurement of glutamate neurotransmission,
which is the major excitatory neurotransmitter path-
way in the cerebral cortex. Neuronal glucose oxidation
by the Krebs cycle is the main source of energy for the
brain, and impairment of the Krebs cycle is a symptom
of several neurological and psychiatric diseases.

13C MRS has the unique ability to measure both of
these critical pathways simultaneously and non-
invasively. 13C is a non-radioactive isotope of carbon
with a natural abundance of 1.1%. If metabolic sub-
strates such as glucose are enriched with 13C, then as
the glucose is consumed by the brain, products such as
glutamate, glutamine, and GABA become labeled. By
tracking the labeling of these compounds in the brain
over the course of a 2-h infusion, as has been done in
hundreds of human measurements in the Yale MR
Center and other institutions, one can determine rates
of glucose oxidation and glutamate–glutamine neuro-
transmitter cycling, and GABA synthesis.

Drugs of abuse
Methamphetamine
Methamphetamine abuse impacts the brain inmultiple,
sometimes overlapping ways. One established line of
research has been to examine the cerebrovascular effects

of the drug.Methamphetamine has been found to result
inmicroinfarctions, hemorrhagic lesions, and/or vascu-
litis (Bostwick, 1981; Cahill et al., 1981). This type of
cerebrovascular damage is observed to be widespread
resulting in global cerebral hypometabolism or hypo-
perfusion (Kao et al., 1994; Iyo et al., 1997; Alhassoon
et al., 2001). On the other hand, the neurochemical
impact of methamphetamine appears to bemore select-
ive. Due to its direct effect on dopaminergic neurotrans-
mission, studies of methamphetamine have found
significant damage in fronto-striatal and thalamic path-
ways (Wang et al., 2004). A well-documented finding
from this body of literature is the significant loss of
striatal dopamine transporters, which are considered
markers of dopaminergic terminals (Wang et al.,
2004). Some researchers have found that dopamine
terminal damage is associated with motor and verbal
learning deficits (Volkow et al., 2001) and is reversible
with long-term abstinence (Volkow et al., 2001b).

1H MRS in-vivo has been used to explore the effect
of methamphetamine on NAA, choline, myo-inositol
(MI) and creatine. These studies have found reduc-
tions in NAA (Ernst et al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2000;
Nordahl et al., 2002), increased myo-inositol (Ernst
et al., 2000), elevated choline (Ernst et al., 2000), and
decreased creatineþ phosphocreatine (Ernst et al.,
2000; Sekine et al., 2002) in a diverse set of regions.
Researchers have attributed changes in these metab-
olites to neuronal injury or death, astrocytosis, mem-
brane changes, and alterations in energy metabolism
in the brain. Although some of these findings are
regional (e.g. decreased NAA in basal ganglia and
frontal white matter, increased myo-inositol in the
frontal gray matter), it is not clear whether the find-
ings are specific to these regions or simply reflect
changes that potentially affect other regions of the
brain as well.

Using rodent models of methamphetamine abuse,
researchers have reported significant damage to dopa-
mine terminals and changes in glutamatergic neuro-
transmission (Eisch et al., 1992; Pu and Vorhees
1995; Cass, 1997; Fleckenstein et al., 2000). The mech-
anisms underlying these changes have received con-
siderable attention, with many studies suggesting
important roles for excitotoxicity and accumulation
of reactive oxygen species, as well as other factors
(Farfel and Seiden, 1995; Davison et al., 1996;
Stephans and Yamamoto, 1996; Larsen et al., 2002).
These studies are the foundation for acute models of
methamphetamine-related injury.
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Eisch et al. (1996) reported on 3H-mazindol
binding to striatal dopamine transporters and 3H-
glutamate binding to glutamate receptors in the
striatum and cortex one week and one month after
methamphetamine infusion. Findings indicate that a
neurotoxic regimen of methamphetamine results in
long-lasting injury to striatal dopamine terminals but
reversible decreases in glutamate receptor binding.
This and other research from the animal literature
(Eisch et al., 1996; Yamamoto et al., 1999) supports
the notion that the brain is involved in a neuroadap-
tive process during acute methamphetamine expos-
ure, withdrawal, and abstinence.

In contrast to the multiple studies that have exam-
ined the effect of methamphetamine on dopaminergic
neurons in humans, there have been very few in-vivo
studies examining the impact of the drug on non-
dopaminergic systems (Volkow et al., 2001c). This is
despite the fact that there is evidence that metham-
phetamine abuse might impact brain regions that are
not significantly innervated by dopaminergic path-
ways. For example, Volkow and colleagues (2001c)
found significant hypermetabolism in the parietal
lobe of methamphetamine dependent patients. Based
on animal research that had found increases in gluta-
matergic receptors in the parietal cortex of rats (Eisch
et al., 1996), Volkow and colleagues speculated on
whether such an increase in receptors would make
the parietal lobe sensitive to glutamatergic excitotox-
icity. In addition, they questioned whether the regional
impact of methamphetamine might be similar to the
effect of the drug on pyramidal glutamatergic cells in
the parietal cortex of rats (Commins and Seiden, 1986;
Ryan et al., 1990).

While the mechanisms have not been fully charac-
terized, animal studies form the foundation for under-
standing the complex phenomenon of neuroadaptation
after drug abstinence. It may be the case that the neu-
rochemical changes during methamphetamine abstin-
ence parallel other models of neuroadaptation after
withdrawal (e.g. alcoholism). If this is the case, the
neurochemical signature during acute methampheta-
mine use and during abstinence is likely to be different.
Whereas an excitotoxic process is implicated in meth-
amphetamine-related neuronal injury during acute
use, longer-term abstinence (>one month) may be
associated with the opposite effect. For example, Yama-
moto and colleagues show that after seven days of
abstinence, rats displayed decreased cortical glutamate
release (Yamamoto et al., 1999).

Opioids
Few studies have examined opioid receptor binding in
humans, and thus the relationship between the neu-
rochemical underpinnings of intoxication and the
transition to prolonged use remains largely unclear.
Methadone maintenance among former heroin users
has been associated with decreased striatal mu- and
kappa-opioid receptor binding (Kling et al., 2000).
Similarly, others have characterized a dose-dependent
reduction in mu receptor binding during buprenor-
phine maintenance, particularly in frontal, striatal,
and limbic regions (Zubieta et al., 2000; Greenwald
et al., 2003). Buprenorphine maintenance is also asso-
ciated with reduced mu-opioid receptor availability
(Greenwald et al., 2007). In one preliminary study,
mu-opioid receptor binding was characterized using
11C-carfentanil PET among three heroin-dependent
individuals both during buprenorphine maintenance
and after 2 weeks of detoxification (Zubieta et al.,
2000). During detoxification, heroin users demon-
strated increased mu receptor binding compared to
non-users in inferior prefrontal cortex and anterior
cingulate, which could suggest upregulation of opioid
receptors in heroin dependence. However, the small
sample of only three heroin users should be noted
when interpreting results.

The endogenous opioid system may have a gen-
eral role in substance dependence. For instance,
cocaine-dependent men showed increased carfentanil
binding, indicating increased mu-opioid receptor
density, in the caudate, thalamus, anterior cingulate,
and frontal and temporal cortices (Zubieta et al., 1996).
There has also been question as to whether chronic
opioid use is associated with altered reward system
functioning. A recent PET study examined striatal
dopamine transporter availability in 11 former
heroin users, 10 former users undergoing methadone
maintenance, and 10 non-users (Shi et al., 2008).
Compared to non-users, methadone-maintained
individuals showed reduced dopamine transporter
function in bilateral caudate and putamen, while
abstinent heroin users demonstrated lower dopamine
transporter function in bilateral caudate alone. These
results could suggest recovery of function with pro-
longed abstinence from opioids. In addition, anxiety
level was correlated to dopamine transporter density
in the caudate among methadone maintenance sub-
jects, while there was no relationship between dopa-
mine transporter density and craving in either
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opioid-dependent group. Thus, it appears that
reduced in heroin craving among methadone users
may not be related to striatal dopamine functioning.

There is scant evidence on brain metabolite levels
among individuals with opioid dependence. One
proton MRS study characterized metabolites in indi-
viduals with heroin dependence during methadone
maintenance. Heroin-dependent subjects demon-
strated diminished absolute concentrations of NAA
in medial frontal gray matter. No differences were
found for choline or creatine, nor in NAA levels in
medial frontal gray matter, lateral frontal white or
gray matter (Haselhorst et al., 2002).

Nicotine
Nicotine acts through a variety of mechanisms and
diverse neurotransmitters to alter dopamine release in
the brain. It causes release of dopamine (Brody et al.,
2004), and the nicotine is an important factor for that
release (Brody et al., 2009). Nicotine also exerts
diverse effects on GABAergic neurons and their inter-
actions with glutamatergic and dopaminergic
neurons. In the cortex, GABAergic neurons exert
their inhibitory powers on glutamatergic neurons
locally, including those glutamatergic neurons that
project from anywhere in the cortex to the striatum,
where the glutamatergic projections stimulate dopami-
nergic neurons. Striatal GABAergic neurons locally
inhibit dopaminergic neurons, which project to the
nucleus accumbens. One action of nicotine is to
stimulate GABAergic activity through nicotinic
acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) for several minutes
and then receptor desensitization reverses this effect,
which actually inhibits ongoing cholinergic inputs.
Both activation and desensitization of nAChRs likely
contribute to the circuit and behavioral effects of
nicotine, but the impact of each of these is unknown.
In rat midbrain tissue slice experiments, nAChR
desensitization leads to disinhibition of the dopamine
neurons through suppression of GABA neuron excit-
ability (Mansvelder et al., 2002). Similar disinhibition
of cortical pyramidal neurons by desensitization of
nAChRs on GABA neurons may occur, but this
would be preceded by an increase in GABA neuron
activity and enhanced GABA release. A recent study
in rat prefrontal cortex slices suggests that nAChR
excitation of GABA interneurons enhances GABAer-
gic drive onto pyramidal neurons. Under these con-
ditions, stronger synaptic inputs to the pyramidal

neurons are necessary to induce LTP, which means
that the synaptic inputs that are reinforced must have
a higher signal-to-noise ratio (Couey et al., 2007).

Nicotine has been shown to increase the release of
GABA in a variety of brain regions and conditions, at
readily attainable levels of nicotine (McGehee and
Role, 1996). For a useful review of the neurochemistry
of nicotine interactions with these neurotransmitter
systems, see Watkins et al. (2000). The release of
tritiated glutamate was increased in rat cerebellar
slices through the action of nicotine on a7 acetylcho-
line receptor activation (Markus et al., 2003), and the
effect could be blocked with a-bungarotoxin (Markus
et al., 2004). In preparations of prefrontal cortical
slices of rat brain, nicotine induced glutamate release,
with the observation lacking in mice that lacked the
b2-nAchR subunit (Lambe et al., 2003). Also in pri-
mary hippocampal neuronal cultures, nicotine-
induced glutamatergic neurotransmission has been
observed, as well as stimulation of release of GABA
(Gray et al., 1996; Radcliffe and Dani, 1998; Radcliffe
et al., 1999). Likewise, nicotine-induced GABA release
has been observed in slices of human cerebral cortex
(Alkondon et al., 2000).

Studies of smoking to examine neurochemical
damage to the brain, rather than nicotine in particu-
lar, have shown that smoking exerts apparently dele-
terious effects on the neurochemicals NAA and
choline in recovering alcoholics (Gazdzinski et al.,
2008), although it is uncertain whether the effects
arise from nicotine in particular or the broader effects
of smoking.

Although nicotine affects many systems, it is pos-
sible that its breadth of impact presents greater
opportunities for treatment of addiction than would
be possible if its effects were more focused.

MDMA
There is considerable variability in purity of the ingre-
dient methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA) in
Ecstasy pills, presenting methodological challenges
for researching the effects of this drug. In addition,
much of the neuroimaging work related to MDMA
use has focused on the possible neurotoxic impact of
chronic exposure, rather than the acute neurochem-
ical effects that may contribute to continued use and
dependence. One PET study of MDMA administra-
tion demonstrated reduced glucose metabolism in
bilateral frontal cortex, but increased glucose
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metabolism in bilateral cerebellum and right putamen
(Reneman et al., 2002a).

Both PET and SPECT studies have reported
reduced serotonin transporter (SERT) levels through-
out the brain among current users (for review, see
Cowan, 2007), with similar results produced by dif-
ferent ligands (McCann et al., 2005). Reductions in
prefrontal and parietal SERT levels appear associated
with learning and memory decrements among cur-
rent users (McCann et al., 2008). However, one group
described continued verbal learning decrements
following discontinuation of use, despite normaliza-
tion of SERT levels (Thomasius et al., 2003, 2006),
questioning the behavioral implications of these sero-
tonin system changes. The question of mood dys-
regulation among chronic MDMA users has remained
equivocal, and recent evidence has not supported a
relationship between SERT availability and mood (de
Win et al., 2004; Thomasius et al., 2006).

Although most radioligand imaging among
MDMAusers has focused on SERT levels, a few studies
have explored alterations in other receptor systems.
One group has used SPECT imaging to characterize
the effects of chronic MDMA use on post-synaptic
serotonin receptors. Current MDMA users demon-
strated reduced serotonin-2A receptor levels in frontal,
parietal, and occipital cortex (Reneman et al., 2002a).
Dopamine systems have also been investigated. One
study found higher [123I]-CIT binding in the striatum
of current MDMA users, reflecting increased dopa-
mine transporter levels (Reneman et al., 2000b), while
others have found no difference in dopamine trans-
porter binding (McCann et al., 2008).

A preliminary PET study identified diminished
resting glucose metabolism among MDMA users
within the amygdala, hippocampus, and prefrontal
cortex (Obrocki et al., 1999). Utilizing PET, reduced
glucose metabolism was observed in the striatum,
amygdala, and cingulate among current users
(Buchert et al., 2001). This effect was more pro-
nounced among individuals who began use before
the age of 18.

MRS studies of MDMA use have presented
some inconsistent findings. One group has reported
increased parietal white matter myo-inositol related to
lifetime use, but no difference in NAA/Cr in frontal,
occipital, and parietal regions (Chang et al., 1999).
A study of polydrug-abusing MDMA users also failed
to observe significant reductions in NAA/Cr in cortical
regions, and a trend toward lower NAA/Cr in the

hippocampus (Daumann et al., 2004). More recently,
an MRSI study demonstrated no differences in abso-
lute concentrations of occipital NAA or myo-inositol
among MDMA users compared to controls, although
small sample size and a gender imbalance may have
influenced results (Cowan et al., 2007). An extension
of this work found no relationship between degree of
MDMA use and metabolite levels (Cowan et al.,
2009). However, others have observed reduced NAA
among MDMA users. Reneman and colleagues (2002c)
characterized reduced NAA/Cr and NAA/Cho in
frontal cortex, with degree of exposure negatively
correlated to NAA ratios. No differences were found
in midline occipital gray or parietal white matter
NAA ratios or in myo-inositol ratios. Another study
by the same group identified reduced prefrontal gray
matter NAA/Cr that was associated with poorer
verbal delayed recall among MDMA users, although
no relationship was found with immediate recall
(Reneman et al., 2001). Overall, MRS findings have
been relatively subtle, which could imply that this
technique is less sensitive to detecting neurotoxicity
related to MDMA use.

Although much research has indicated neuro-
chemical abnormalities among MDMA users, the
question of whether these effects predate the onset
of use remains difficult to answer. In a recent pro-
spective multi-modal neuroimaging study, 188 young
adults who were at risk for MDMA use were scanned
both before MDMA initiation and again one to three
years later (de Win et al., 2008). At follow-up, those
who initiated use demonstrated no differences in
SERT binding or MRS metabolite ratios compared
to individuals who remained Ecstasy-naive. This
study suggests that initiation of Ecstasy use may not
cause neurochemical abnormalities among novel low-
dose users.

While mounting evidence indicates serotonergic
system damage among current MDMA users, recent
work has suggested the possibility of normalization
during protracted abstinence. With relative consist-
ency across a variety of cross-sectional and longitu-
dinal designs, former users have exhibited normalized
SERT binding (for review, see Gouzoulis-Mayfrank
and Daumann, 2006; Cowan, 2007). Further support-
ing the possibility of recovery, studies have character-
ized a positive correlation between duration of
MDMA abstinence and SERT binding (Semple et al.,
1999; Buchert et al., 2004). There is also preliminary
evidence of normalization of serotonin-2A receptor
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densities. In a cross-sectional SPECT study, recent
users exhibited reduced binding throughout the
cortex, but users who had been abstinent at least
two months demonstrated altered binding only in
occipital cortex (Reneman et al., 2002a). Moreover,
there was a positive correlation between binding and
abstinence duration.

Cannabinoids
Marijuana is the most widely used illicit substance in
the United States (SAMHSA, 2008), and researchers
have been attempting to describe its influence on the
brain for decades. Much in-vivo imaging work has
focused on neurocognition among marijuana users,
yet less attention has been given to the possible neu-
rochemical impact of marijuana use in humans. In
addition, research on the effects of cannabinoids pre-
sents unique methodological considerations because
cannabinoid metabolites can remain detectable in the
urine for several weeks among heavy users (Ellis et al.,
1985), and may continue to affect neural functioning
beyond the stage of acute intoxication. Thus, it is
important to consider length of abstinence among
study participants in order to determine whether
results represent acute, residual, or persisting alter-
ations in neural functioning.

Acutely, marijuana primarily exerts its psychoactive
effects via stimulation of CB1 receptors by D-9-tetra-
hydrocannabinol (THC). Autoradiographic investiga-
tions have revealed the greatest distribution of CB1
receptors in the basal ganglia, hippocampus, cerebel-
lum, and association cortices, including prefrontal
cortex and cingulate gyrus (Herkenham et al., 1990;
Glass et al., 1997; Eggan and Lewis, 2007). In-vivo
imaging of the cannabinoid system is under recent
development (cf. Lindsey et al., 2005), and new ligands
are beginning to be tested (Burns et al., 2007; Hamill
et al., 2009). A case report SPECT study indicated an
increase in striatal dopamine release following mari-
juana use, as a participant in a schizophrenia research
study surreptitiously used between scans (Voruganti
et al., 2001). More recently and in a controlled environ-
ment, a raclopride PET study demonstrated dopamine
release in the human ventral striatum following inhal-
ation of THC (Bossong et al., 2009). This provides
preliminary evidence that marijuana, like other drugs
of abuse, causes striatal dopamine release consistent
with the neurochemical model of reward response in
addiction. There is also evidence that cannabinoids

modulate other neurotransmitter systems (for review,
see Lopez-Moreno et al., 2008); however, this has not
yet been demonstrated in-vivo in humans.

Acute THC administration increases cerebellar
glucose metabolism in both non-users (Volkow et al.
1991, 1996) and individuals with cannabis depend-
ence (Volkow et al., 1996). In addition, dependent
individuals demonstrated increased glucose metabol-
ism in orbitofrontal cortex, prefrontal cortex, and
basal ganglia (Volkow et al., 1996), which are regions
densely packed with CB1 receptors.

Among chronic users, one PET study has revealed
reduced resting cerebellar glucose metabolism (Volkow
et al., 1996). Recent investigations have also begun
utilizing proton MRS to characterize neurochemical
functioning in chronic marijuana users. Chang and col-
leagues (2006) scanned individuals with histories of
heavy marijuana use with and without HIV, localizing
voxels in frontal white matter, parietal white matter,
basal ganglia, thalamus, cerebellar vermix, and occipital
gray matter. Independent of HIV status, marijuana use
was associated with decreased NAA, choline, and glu-
tamate in the basal ganglia, and increased creatine in the
thalamus. HIV-negative marijuana users also demon-
strated reducedmyo-inositol compared to controls. In a
1HMRSI study, a group of current heavy cannabis-using
males exhibited lower dorsolateral prefrontal NAA/Cr
than controls (Hermann et al., 2007). A recent 1H MRS
study examined metabolite levels among polydrug
MDMA users, and examined the relationship between
metabolite levels and exposure to MDMA, cannabis,
alcohol, or cocaine (Cowan et al., 2009). Only the degree
of marijuana involvement showed a relationship with
reductions in inferior frontal/insula NAA/Cr.

The question of neurochemical recovery in heavy
marijuana users has begun to be explored. Sevy and
colleagues measured raclopride and FDG binding
among marijuana dependent individuals who had
been abstinent at least 12 weeks (Sevy et al., 2008).
Results indicated similar striatal D2/D3 receptor
availability between groups. Cerebral glucose metab-
olism was reduced in orbitofrontal cortex, precuneus,
and putatmen; no relationship was found between
D2/D3 availability and glucose metabolism. These
results indicate lasting alterations in glucose metabo-
lism, but normal dopamine functioning. In the
1H MRS study by Chang and colleagues (2006), a
large proportion of marijuana users had been abstin-
ent for months or even years. Although length of
abstinence was not specifically examined in relation
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to brain metabolite levels, it is possible that altered
neurochemistry observed in this study represents
changes that persist with abstinence.

Alcohol
MRS investigations have revealed chemical pathology
in the brains of alcoholic individuals. Decreased levels
of NAA have been found in the frontal lobes
(Fein et al., 1994; Jagannathan et al., 1996; Bendszus
et al., 2001; Schweinsburg and et al., 2001, 2003),
thalamus (Jagannathan et al., 1996), and cerebellum
(Jagannathan et al., 1996; Seitz et al., 1999; Bendszus
et al., 2001) of abstinent alcoholics. The reductions in
NAA found in these studies are generally thought to
reflect neuronal injury or death. In addition, elevated
myo-inositol has been reported in brain white matter
(Schweinsburg et al., 2001). The damage may result
from nutritional problems such as thiamine deficien-
cies (Pfefferbaum et al., 2007), but other factors can
certainly contribute significantly (Zahr et al., 2009).

Several MRS studies have examined the impact of
sobriety on brain metabolites. Martin and colleagues
(1995) found reduced levels of choline/NAA in the
cerebellar vermis of recently detoxified alcoholics.
Individuals who maintained sobriety showed
improvements in this ratio, and the authors concluded
that this may indicate “remyelination or reversal of
partial cholinergic deafferentation”. Similar choline
results were found in the cerebellum by Bendszus and
colleagues (2001). Increased frontal lobe (Bendszus
et al., 2001) and cerebellar (Bendszus et al., 2001;
Parks et al., 2002) NAA levels have been observed after
approximately 30 days sober. In a preliminary study,
myo-inositol was significantly elevated in a midline
frontal gray matter and right thalamus region of inter-
est in recently detoxified alcoholics (Schweinsburg
et al., 2000). However, a small group of individuals
who had maintained long-term abstinence from alco-
hol had concentrations of myo-inositol that closely
reflected control values. These results suggest revers-
ible astrocyte proliferation and/or an osmolar
response to alcohol-induced cell shrinkage.

In further support of a model of energy ineffi-
ciency associated with alcohol use and alcoholism,
positron emission tomography (PET) studies using
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) have revealed reductions
in resting glucose metabolism. Glucose is oxidized to
carbon dioxide and water in a series of reactions that
yield a fundamental energy source ATP. In a recent

quantitative PET study, healthy volunteers displayed
substantial reductions in whole brain and regional
glucose metabolism during an alcohol challenge
(Wang et al., 2003). The largest reductions were in
occipital cortex with large changes in parietal lobes as
well. An earlier study showed similar findings, and a
small group of alcoholics evidenced even greater
decreases than controls (Volkow et al., 1990). Abstin-
ent alcoholics generally demonstrate glucose hypomet-
abolism (Wik et al., 1988; Gilman et al., 1990; Volkow
et al., 1992, 1994; Johnson-Greene et al., 1997; Dao-
Castellana et al., 1998), with evidence of recovery
during short-term (Volkow et al., 1992, 1994) and
long-term (Johnson-Greene et al., 1997) abstinence.
The frontal lobes may be particularly vulnerable to
alcoholism-related glucose hypometabolism, and
reduced metabolism is reportedly correlated with tests
of frontal lobe functioning (Adams et al., 1993). The
reduction in glucose metabolism may be paired with
reduced production of ATP by mitochondria. Given
the links between NAA synthesis and glucose metab-
olism (Moreno et al., 2001) and the evidence provided
by previous PET studies, the observed reductions in
NAA during short-term sobriety and subsequent
increases during protracted abstinence suggest that
chronic, heavy alcohol consumption may lead to alter-
ations in cerebral energy metabolism.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, smoking is
associated with compromised functional and neuro-
chemical recovery in alcoholics (Gazdzinski et al.,
2008). With respect to neurotransmission, smoking
and non-smoking alcoholics show different time-
dependent changes in brain GABA levels after the onset
of sobriety (Mason et al., 2006). This may be due to
different adaptations of acetylcholine receptors (Staley
et al., 2006), GABA receptors (Staley et al., 2005), or
other aspects of diverse neurotransmitter systems.

Factors that moderate substance use
One important moderating factor to consider is
gender. There are gender differences in the prevalence
of substance use, with rates generally higher among
men (SAMHSA, 2006). There are also gender differ-
ences in physiological response to intoxication. For
example, lower percent body water and slower alcohol
metabolism lead to greater alcohol intoxication
among women. Gender differences in response to
acute and long-term exposure may be subserved by
neurochemical differences as well.
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Conclusions
Physicists, engineers, mathematicians, chemists, biolo-
gists, biochemists, physiologists, and clinicians from a
range of fields have worked in teams at institutions
around the world to create the methods and applica-
tions that have led to current neurochemical findings
about substance abuse. At this point, information
exists that show structural, chemical, and functional
alterations from legal and illicit substances. Some of
the changes appear to be outright damage, while others
are likely to be adaptive. To carry the research further,
developments are under way to improve spatial reso-
lution of the imagingmethods or to enhance the ability
to differentiate similar chemicals that are detected by
MRS. New radiochemicals are constantly in develop-
ment to achieve greater sensitivity and specificity for
given aspects of particular neurotransmitter systems.
However, an approach has been appearing more often:
multi-modal experiments.

Increasingly, neuroimaging scientists are working
together in groups within and between institutions to
study similar patients or the same patients using
various methods at their disposal. For example, one
may explore structural changes in the brains of meth-
amphetamine abusers with the use of diffusion
imaging and then evaluate neurochemical changes in
areas of abnormalities by the use of MRS and PET.
Such studies are expensive but yield richer informa-
tion than would be obtained by performing all three
measurements as completely separate operations.

Another recent entry into the field of neurochem-
istry is genetics. Studies are now being designed in the
context of substance abuse to explore the relation-
ships of the precise form of certain genes with func-
tion and neurochemistry. For example, it is now
possible to perform genotyping of a family and then
measure aspects of brain structure, function, and
chemistry in the same people to compare to what
was found with the genes. This type of work also
requires a constructive collaborative environment of
the sort used for multi-modal imaging projects.

A third tool for research on substance abuse is
pharmacology. Today there exists a rich arsenal of
medications that are designed to target particular
aspects of neurochemistry, and they can be used to
test hypotheses. If neurochemical imaging shows that
dopamine is probably the primary target of an illicit
substance, and a medication is given with the goal of
an opposite effect on dopamine, one can measure if

the neurochemical effect was reversed. At the same
time, functional and behavioral aspects of the sub-
stance and the medication’s effects can be studied.

In summary, the future of neurochemical research
on substance abuse will probably entail group efforts
to evaluate several aspects of brain function.
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Chapter

32 Neuroimaging of substance
abuse: commentary
Adolf Pfefferbaum

Neuroimaging offers a unique window into brain struc-
ture and physiology not otherwise available in living
persons. Alcohol and other substances of abuse change
the brain, and these changes themselves may contribute
to maintenance of the disorders. Thus, it is often hard
to know whether the brain alterations observed in
patients with alcohol and substance abuse are cause or
effect. Their clinical trajectories are classically ones of
exacerbations and remissions, with some unfortunate
individuals ending in death. With animal models we
canmanipulate many factors out of experimental control
in humans; with humans we are limited to naturalistic
observations following the course of the disorder. Yet,
with longitudinal observations through remissions and
exacerbations, some of the cause and effect mystery can
be resolved.

The three preceding chapters set forth reviews of
major neuroimaging approaches to the problem –
structural integrity with computed tomography (CT)
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), physio-
logical response to cognitive and motor challenge
with functional MRI (fMRI), metabolic and neuro-
transmitter function with positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET) and single-photo emission computed
tomography (SPECT), and metabolite assays with
MR spectroscopy. Each of the approaches has
strengths and limitations and they should all be con-
sidered complementary to each other. Done well, each
requires substantial technical sophistication.

Among the insights we can potentially gain from
in-vivo human neuroimaging regarding alcohol and
substance abuse disorders are characterization of
neuropathology; factors modulating or contributing
to the onset, course, and maintenance of misuse; the
scope and limits of recovery; and possible benefits of
selective substance use (see Box 32.1).

Characterization
Magnetic resonance neuroimaging is uniquely suited
for the delineation of the nature of alcohol and sub-
stance abuse induced neuropathology. Relevant char-
acterization includes the specific patterns of sparing
and loss of brain structures; the tissue type, quality,
and microstructural integrity of affected loci; and
global and regional cerebrovascular status. The ability
to define the unique and common neuropathology
attendant to the abuse of various substances has the
potential to define specific neuropathology that may
be of diagnostic, prognostic, and treatment relevance.
Finally, brain structure–function studies can shed
light on selective neural substrates of cognitive and
motor functions and dysfunctions.

Modulators
Family history and genome analysis studies hold prom-
ise for elucidating the role of genetic contributions to
susceptibility or resistance to brain damage from sub-
stances of abuse. However, as human conditions, sub-
stance abuse disorders are not merely pharmacological
toxicities but comprise constellations of behaviors (e.g.
quantity and frequency of consumption), comorbidities
(e.g. polysubstance use, somatic pathology such as hep-
atic disease, HIV infection, and endogenous psychiatric
comorbidities such as depression), and environmental
factors (e.g. social and psychological deprivation, mal-
nutrition, cigarette smoking). There is ample evidence
that some substance abuse disorders, for example alco-
holism, are “complex genetic disorders” and prototypic
consequences of gene–environment interactions; the
neuroimages of individuals with alcoholism are the
product of both their genes and their environment.
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Course and maintenance
Alcoholism especially is a lifelong disorder that inter-
acts with the dynamic changes that occur in the brain
throughout the life span from adolescence to senes-
cence. As with normal development and aging, the
neuroadaptive processes that are invoked to compen-
sate for pathological compromise of function are
amenable to longitudinal elucidation with neuroima-
ging. Conversely, rather than being adaptive, these
neural changes may contribute to the furtherance of
abuse, inducing self-perpetuating disorders. Study of
individuals at risk but before the onset of substance
abuse could allow the disentangling of the problem of
determining what neuropathology is cause and what
is effect. And once abuse and craving have developed,
functional neuroimaging may be the ultimate brain
structure–function investigative tool to determine the
brain loci responsible for continued abuse.

Recovery
Functional MR studies of craving during abstinence,
together with characterization of the degree and locus of
macro- and microstructural neuropathology, could pro-
vide predictors of prognosis for relapse and recovery.
Indeed, the nature of compensation and limits of rehabili-
tation depend on the degree to which there is brain repair
with abstinence and progressive damage with continued
abuse. Rehabilitative schemes should be directed towards
functional sparing in compensation for known loss.

Benefits of use (not of abuse)
Finally, there are potential beneficial effects of many
abused substances. When used judiciously, not all
substances of abuse are necessarily detrimental to
human health and well-being. Opiates are used to
reduce pain; psychostimulants, including nicotine
(although not delivered through tobacco smoke), are
used to maintain alertness in dangerous battle condi-
tions; marijuana is used for nausea control and appe-
tite stimulation; and alcohol in moderation has
cardiovascular and cerebrovascular protective proper-
ties demonstrable with neuroimaging.

Conclusion
The neuroimaging window into the brain structure
and physiology of alcohol and other substances abuse
disorders has already provided a wealth of insight into
the characterization of common and specific neuro-
pathology. The future potential and challenge for
human neuroimaging of substance abuse disorders
is to contribute to the understanding of the under-
lying mechanisms of maintenance, relapse, injury,
and repair.
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Box 32.1. What can be learned about alcohol
and substance abuse from in vivo human
neuroimaging?
� CHARACTERIZATION

– Neuropathology – Unique and Common
– Diagnostic specificity
– Substrates of selective cognitive and motor

dysfunctions
� MODULATION

– Genetic susceptibility or resistance to
damage

– Environmental contributions
– Somatic pathology
– Polysubstance
– Psychiatric comorbidities

� COURSE AND MAINTENANCE
– Lifetime dynamic course
– Neuroadaptation
– Self-perpetuating disorders
– Craving

� RECOVERY
– Repair with abstinence
– Compensatory mechanisms
– Time course

� BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF USE (NOT OF ABUSE)
– Somatic
– Behavioral
– Social
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Chapter

33
Eating Disorders

Neuroimaging of anorexia and bulimia

Guido K. W. Frank and Michael D. H. Rollin

Introduction
The conceptual framework of the pathophysiology
and etiology of the eating disorders (EDs) anorexia
nervosa (AN), bulimia nervosa (BN) as well as the
emerging ED binge eating disorder (BED), has under-
gone significant changes in the past few decades.
Brain imaging techniques now give us the opportun-
ity to assess regional brain activity and neuroreceptor
function in-vivo in humans, and thus may help us
understand how neuronal circuits are related to
behavior and pathophysiology.

A host of neuroimaging tools is now available for
ED research. Structural imaging techniques such as
computer tomography (CT) and radiation-free mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) provide information
on gross structural abnormalities. Magnetic reson-
ance spectroscopy (MRS) can detect brain chemicals
containing choline, aspartate and others, which are
involved in brain neurotransmission. Positron emis-
sion tomography (PET), single photon emission com-
puted tomography (SPECT) and functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) are used to assess brain
activity thought to be associated with changes in
regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF). In addition,
neurotransmitter receptor function and regional cer-
ebral glucose metabolism (rCGM) can be assessed
with PET and SPECT and radioligands. Electroen-
cephalography (EEG) and evoked potentials (EPs)
record neuronal electrical activity, and quantitative
electroencephalography (qEEG) employs spectral
analysis of EEG data from multiple-electrode, whole-
head recordings and provides better spatial resolution
compared to the traditional EEG. Recent advances in
the field of brain research using neuroscience-based
imaging paradigms have made great progress with
respect to emotional and cognitive processes that

may be altered in psychiatric illness. For example, a lot
has been learned about brain pathways that are involved
in fear-provoking stimuli (Ohman et al., 2007), induc-
tion of abnormal mood states (Konarski et al., 2007),
processing of food and other rewarding stimuli
(Chau et al., 2004), cognitive flexibility (Alvarez and
Emory, 2006), and numerous other areas with poten-
tially direct relevance to eating disorders. In comparison
with, for instance, psychosis or depression research, the
body of neurobiologic research in EDs is relatively
small, but nevertheless significant advances have been
made over the past 10 years to shed light on biological
brain processes that may be part of the pathophysiology
of AN, BN and BED.

Of importance when reviewing ED research are
state-related factors. The ill state of the EDs, particu-
larly of AN, can be accompanied by severe metabolic,
electrolyte, and endocrine disturbances (Task Force
on DSM-IV, 1994). As such, research in ill EDs is
always potentially confounded by these effects. We
have taken care to indicate where studies have exam-
ined the ill state versus recovered state of these
illnesses, as this may help to somewhat disentangle
findings related to starvation versus traits related to
the underlying pathophysiology of the illness. Even in
recovered subjects, however, it has to be taken into
consideration that observed differences may represent
either premorbid traits contributing to the develop-
ment of the illness, or a consequence of having been
previously ill.

Anorexia nervosa
AN is a disorder that usually begins during adoles-
cence, most commonly in females, and is associated
with an intense fear of gaining weight, feeling
fat despite being underweight, emaciation, and
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amenorrhea. The hallmark sign of low weight is
defined as a body mass index (BMI, weight in kilo-
grams/height in meters2) of <17.5. A restricting
type (AN-R), marked by food restriction and usually
over-exercising, has been distinguished from a binge-
eating/purging type (AN-B/P), where afflicted indi-
viduals regularly overeat and then use measures such
as self-induced vomiting, laxatives or diuretics in
order to lose or not gain weight (Task Force on
DSM-IV, 1994). Comorbid depression and anxiety
disorders are common (Bulik et al., 1997).

CT and MRI studies
CT and MRI studies generally show that under-
weight AN subjects tend to have enlarged sulci and
ventricles and decreased brain mass (Kornreich et al.,
1991; Hentschel et al., 1995, 1997). While these alter-
ations shift towards normal with weight restoration,
it has been questioned to what extent they normalize
(Golden et al., 1996; Swayze et al., 1996). It is also
not clear whether these changes during the ill state
are primarily related to changes in gray (GM) or
white matter (WM), or to the extracellular space.
Moreover, it remains uncertain whether these are
generalized brain changes or are specific to particular
brain regions. Katzman’s group (Katzman and
Colangelo, 1996) found reduced total GM and WM
as well as enlarged cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) volume
during the ill state in 13 adolescent AN women. By
contrast, in a cohort of ill AN, BN and control
women (CW), Husain assessed the midsagittal plane
acquired by MRI, finding reduced midbrain and
thalamic size in AN, but no GM alterations (Husain
et al., 1992). Lambe compared 12 recovered AN
(defined as BMI > 17.0 kg/m2, regular menses > 6
months) to 13 ill AN and 18 controls, and found that
they had reduced GM and increased CSF volume
compared to controls, but greater GM and smaller
CSF space compared to ill AN subjects (Lambe et al.,
1997). Furthermore, a longitudinal study on 6 women
studied during the ill state and after weight recovery
(mean 16 months) showed that WM volume was
recovered after weight recovery, but a GM deficit
persisted as well as increased CSF space (Katzman
et al., 1997). More recently, Mühlau demonstrated a
modest decrease in global GM volume after recovery
from AN (n¼ 22) compared to controls (Mühlau
et al., 2007). In addition, there was a persistent
significant decrease in anterior cingulate cortex

(ACC) volume that correlated with past lowest BMI.
It is unclear, but possible that this finding represents a
cortical injury due to a period of severe malnourish-
ment, or alternatively a state of only partial recovery.
A recent analysis ofMRIs of 12 female and sixmale AN
subjects, obtained in the mid 1990s, again found a
persistent decrease in ACC volume after recovery,
and furthermore, the degree to which ACC volume
was restored with recovery was positively correlated
with sustained remission from AN symptoms
(McCormick et al., 2008). However, Wagner et al.
(2006) performed the largest study in recovered ED
subjects, including 30 AN (14 AN-R, 16 AN-B/P), and
found no significant alterations in GM, WM, or CSF
volumes. Furthermore, most recently, a case series of
12 ill adolescent AN subjects again revealed global GM
loss that at seven month follow-up had completely
reversed (Castro-Fornieles et al., 2009). Thus it appears
that these volume abnormalities are likely state-related,
and normalize with long-term recovery.

The reason for even these transient changes in
brain volume is also not known. Some data suggest
that cortisol may contribute to brain alterations.
Katzman and Colangelo (1996) found that urinary free
cortisol was positively correlated with CSF volume,
and inversely with GM volume. AN subjects are
known to have increased CSF cortisol (Gwirtsman
et al., 1989). Thus it is possible that hypercortisolemia
may play a role in reduced brain mass in ill AN sub-
jects, maybe through its catabolic or fluid-homeostatic
effects (Ganong, 2005). On the other hand, reduced
mesial temporal cortex (amygdalo-hippocampal com-
plex) size in ill AN subjects did not show a relationship
with hormonal levels including urinary free cortisol in
the past (Giordano et al., 2001). It is unclear if this
finding was confined to the mesial temporal cortex
or ubiquitous, making its interpretation difficult.

The question of whether alterations in brain
mass contribute to cognitive or mood changes in
ill AN subjects has not been well studied. Kingston
et al. (1996) combined structural imaging with psy-
chological assessments (including anxiety, depres-
sion, attention, memory) in 46 AN inpatients
before and after weight gain, compared to controls.
No significant correlations were found, suggesting
either no specificity of disturbance that can be
related to specific behavior, or simply inefficient
analysis methods. Similarly, Connan correlated hip-
pocampal volume in ill AN subjects with cognitive
testing, and while finding a decrease in
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hippocampal volume in the AN group, found no
correlation between cognitive performance and
hippocampal volume loss (Connan et al., 2006).

In summary, these studies tend to indicate that
during the ill state, a GM and probably WM volume
loss or shrinkage occur that at least partially recover
with weight restoration. Those structural alterations
are relatively non-specific, and behavioral correlates
have not been discovered.

MRS studies
MRS can give information on nerve cell damage by
assessing brain metabolites such as choline, N-acetyl-
aspartate (NAA), phosphorus, and myo-inositol. MRS
studies in juvenile AN subjects found higher choline-
containing compounds relative to total creatine and
lower ratios of NAA relative to choline in WM
(Hentschel et al., 1999; Schlemmer et al., 1998). Those
changes were interpreted to indicate altered cell mem-
brane turnover, as they were reversible with recovery
(Mockel et al., 1999). Two studies (Rzanny et al., 2003;
Roser et al., 1999) showed reduced brain phospholipids
that positively correlated with BMI, also suggesting a
state-dependent phenomenon. The latter study also
found BMI positively correlated with frontal cortex
myo-inositol, which is a part of the serotonin (5-HT)
second messenger neurotransmission system (Leonard,
1994) and couldbe consistentwith reduced5-HTactivity
in ill AN subjects (Kaye et al., 2000). Castro-Fornieles
et al. (2007), in a longitudinal study, found state-
dependent changes in NAA, glutamate/glutamine,
and myo-inositol that again resolved with recovery
from illness, further indicating thatmetabolic alterations
are state-dependent and do not represent pathogenetic
traits. These metabolic alterations are likely to be related
to the neuronal insults suffered from starvation.

PET and SPECT studies, resting condition
Most studies that have assessed “resting” brain activity
in AN subjects have used SPECT. Gordon et al. (1997)
found that 13 of 15 ill AN had unilateral temporal lobe
hypoperfusion that persisted in the subjects studied
after weight restoration. Kuruoglu and colleagues
studied two ill AN subjects with bilateral hypoperfu-
sion in frontal, temporal, and parietal regions which
normalized after three months of remission (Kuruoglu
et al., 1998). Takano et al. (2001) found hypoperfusion
in 14 ill AN subjects, in the medial prefrontal cortex
and ACC and hyperperfusion in the thalamus and

amygdalo-hippocampal complex. In a study by
Chowdhury, 15 ill adolescent AN subjects had unilat-
eral temporoparietal and frontal lobe hypoperfusion
(Chowdhury et al., 2003), and Rastam and col-
leagues found temporo parietal and orbitofrontal
hypoperfusion in ill and recovered AN subjects
(Rastam et al., 2001). These studies, demonstrating
abnormal rCBF in ill AN subjects, have, however,
been challenged by a recent study that found no
such abnormality when a partial volume correction,
i.e. a correction for brain volume reduction seen in
ill AN subjects, was applied during image process-
ing (Bailer et al., 2007b). This is in contrast to the
previous rCBF studies, and suggests that prior find-
ings of reduced rCBF in AN subjects could have
been a confounded result due to brain volumetric
alterations in AN subjects (Katzman et al., 1997).
Kojima and coworkers demonstrated a persistent
decrease in rCBF in the ACC after weight recovery
among 12 AN-R subjects (Kojima et al., 2005).
Matsumoto et al. (2006) studied 3 AN-R and 5
AN-B/P subjects before and after weight recovery, find-
ing increases in rCBF in several regions after inpatient
treatment. The same study found a significant correl-
ation between low interoceptive awareness score on
Eating Disorders Inventory-3 (EDI-3) and decreased
perfusion of right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which
is implicated in emotional self-awareness, a trait that
has long been proposed as abnormal in AN (Bruch,
1962). After long-term recovery, Frank et al. (2007)
found no persistent alterations in cerebral perfusion in
10 recovered AN-R and 9 recovered AN-B/P subjects,
indicating that such abnormalities recover with illness
recovery.

Fewer studies have assessed glucose metabolism
using PET. Delvenne et al. studied 20 ill AN subjects
who showed frontal and parietal hypometabolism
compared to controls, which normalized with weight
gain (Delvenne et al., 1995, 1996, 1997a, 1997b). But
here too, no correction for brain volume changes was
applied, and the results would need to be confirmed
in a partial volume corrected sample.

Taken together, brain activity studies in AN in the
resting condition most frequently suggest alterations
of the temporal, parietal or cingulate cortex during the
ill state, and a few studies suggest persistent alterations
in those areas after weight gain. It remains unclear
whether cerebral perfusion changes truly exist or are
just a technical confound due to brain volume abnor-
malities. If there is in fact reduced rCBF or glucose
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metabolism in ill and recovered AN, that could be a
potentially important finding given that the mesial
temporal cortex is implicated in emotional processing,
and increased anxiety in AN could be related to altered
amygdala function. However, at this point reduced
rCBF after recovery and even during the ill state may
be less likely (Bailer et al., 2007b; Frank et al., 2007).

Two studies (Frank et al., 2007; Yonezawa et al.,
2008) have compared ill AN-R and AN-B/P subjects
using SPECT, and have found no significant differ-
ences in rCBF between the two groups, suggesting that
cerebral blood flow is not part of pathophysiology that
distinguishes the two AN subtypes. Interestingly,
Goethals and colleagues demonstrated an absence of
rCBF differences between diagnoses among 31 AN-R,
16 AN-B/P, and 20 BN subjects, but showed that
among all diagnoses, rCBF results in prefrontal and
parietal areas were positively correlated with measures
of body dissatisfaction and ineffectiveness as measured
by EDI-3 (Goethals et al., 2007).

EEG, EPs, and qEEG
EDs have been studied by EEG since at least 1955
(Martin, 1955). Since that time, much of the EEG
work has focused on sleep and eating disorders. Early
work confirmed the clinical finding that AN is
accompanied by insomnia and early awakening
(Crisp et al., 1967; Lacey et al., 1975). A complete
overview of sleep EEG in AN is beyond the scope of
this volume and we focus in this review on more
specific AN- related symptoms.

Evoked potentials (EPs), or event-related potentials
(ERPs), are specific activations in time and location,
generated by response to sensory stimuli, and meas-
ured by electrophysiologic recording. Variations in
these activations’ amplitudes provide evidence of the
nature of cortical response to the associated stimuli.
Bradley et al. (1997) engaged 20 ill AN adolescents in
both a verbal and a non-verbal memory task, and
found increased latency and decreased amplitude of
the P300 activation, which is associated with attention,
processing capacity and memory integration; this
alteration suggests slowness and inefficiency in the
memory task performance. In follow-up with eight
recovered AN subjects, there was partial but incom-
plete improvement of this parameter compared to
controls, suggesting the possibility of a memory-
related cognitive processing impairment in AN apart
from nutritional status. Another study (N¼ 12) used a

sensory-filtering paradigm to assess P300 response to
shape recognition. In controls, stimuli that appeared
frequently would eventually yield a low-amplitude
P300 response, suggestive of processing accommoda-
tion to repetition; however, AN subjects showed a
consistently elevated P300 response suggestive of
hyperarousal (Dodin and Nandrino, 2003).

Pieters et al. (2007) studied another ERP of interest,
the error-related negativity (ERN), which is a discrete
drop in amplitude recorded following a response error;
thought to be part of an error-monitoring mechanism
to enhance learning. Among controls, “perfection-
ism”, as a psychological trait measured by question-
naire, was correlated with a higher magnitude (more
negative) ERN, as might be expected, during a simple
visual processing task (“flankers task”). Among AN
subjects, perfectionism scores were higher, consistent
with prior research (Kaye et al., 1995), and AN subjects
made fewer errors than their control counterparts.
Paradoxically, however, AN subjects showed a weaker
ERN than did controls in the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) area, when error rate was included as a covari-
ate, suggesting less prominent error monitoring
among AN subjects in the ACC. The significance of
this surprising finding is unclear; the authors conjec-
tured that AN may recruit other cerebral structures in
their error monitoring, such that the activation meas-
ured by ERN is only part of their error-monitoring
mechanism. Interestingly, fMRI studies have identi-
fied ACC as the likely generator of the ERN signal
(Carter et al., 1998; Kiehl et al., 2000), and a number
of fMRI studies have shown significant alterations in
ACC activation in EDs (see below).

Pollatos et al. (2008) studied visual identification
of emotional state of faces by 12 AN females, and
their associated visual EPs (VEPs). This study found
AN subjects performed worse than controls in the
task of correctly identifying the emotional valence of
the faces. The amplitude of the N200 VEP, which is
associated with processing of unfamiliar stimuli, was
increased in response to all emotional categories of
faces. This may suggest that AN subjects require more
attentional resources in order to decode the emotional
states of others. The P300 response, on the other
hand, was decreased in amplitude to faces with nega-
tive valence (fear, anger, disgust), but increased to
neutral faces. The authors posit that this reflects AN
subjects working harder to resolve the emotional
valence of the more ambiguous condition, as repre-
sentative of a possible disturbance in social cognition.
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Quantitative EEG (qEEG) studies have recently
come to prominence as another functional assessment
method. A standard qEEG setup involves a 19-channel
recording scheme with electrodes regularly distrib-
uted according to the International 10–20 system
(Grunwald et al., 2004; Klem et al., 1999). Grunwald
and colleagues gave ill AN subjects a tactile explor-
ation task and measured theta-frequency band
power on each hemisphere, finding an asymmetry
in theta power in both resting and active states in ill
AN but not in CW subjects; furthermore, the active
(but not resting) asymmetry persisted into recovery
at follow-up testing. The significance of the global
asymmetry is not obvious, but may reflect diffuse
whole-hemispheric dysfunction in AN; the authors
posit that this reflects a trait hyperarousal (leading
to desynchronization and lower amplitude) of the
right hemisphere. Alternatively, this finding may
develop as a result of starvation and persist as a
scar effect, with preferential preservation of the
dominant left hemisphere function. The second
qEEG study (Rodriguez et al., 2007) included
AN-R, AN-B/P, and BN subjects, who were not
recovered but past the acute phase of the illness (5–
47 days post hospital admission). That study found
decreased alpha frequency power in central, parietal,
occipital, and temporal/limbic areas. Loss of ampli-
tude in the main arousal-related frequency bands
(alpha, beta, theta) suggests synaptic dysfunction and
neuronal damage (Besthorn et al., 1997; Jelic et al.,
1996; Moretti et al., 2004). The pathogenesis of the
findings is unclear, but may be related in part
to starvation, persistent electrolyte imbalance, and
presence of psychotropic medication.

Task-activation studies using PET, SPECT,
and fMRI (Table 33.1)
Functional brain imaging is performed in
conjunction with paradigms and tasks that are meant
to elicit areas of brain activation that might be specific
for AN pathophysiology. Many different paradigms
have been used over the past years, with PET
and SPECT comprising the earlier work and fMRI
achieving prominence more recently.

Eating custard cake showed increased brain activity
in AN subjects compared to controls using SPECT
in frontal, occipital, parietal and temporal areas
(Nozoe et al., 1993, 1995). Food imagination on
SPECT showed that AN-B/P subjects had greater

right-sided parietal and prefrontal activation com-
pared to controls and AN-R subjects (Naruo et al.,
2000). Gordon found, using PET, that in AN sub-
jects high-calorie foods provoked anxiety and led to
greater temporo-occipital activation when compared
to low calorie foods (Gordon et al., 2001). Ellison
et al., using fMRI, also found that visual high-calorie
presentation elicited high anxiety in AN subjects
together with left mesial temporal as well as left
insular and bilateral ACC activity (Ellison et al.,
1998). These results could be consistent with anxiety
provocation and related limbic activation (LeDoux,
2003). Uher et al. (2003) used pictures of food and
non-food aversive emotional stimuli to assess ill and
recovered AN subjects. Food images stimulated medial
prefrontal and ACC in both recovered and ill AN sub-
jects, but lateral prefrontal regions only in recovered
AN subjects; in controls, food pictures were associated
with occipital, basal ganglia and lateral prefrontal acti-
vation. Aversive non-food stimuli activated occipital
and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in all three subject
groups. In recovered AN subjects, prefrontal cortex,
ACC and cerebellum were more highly activated com-
pared to both controls and chronic AN subjects after
food presentation. This suggested that higher ACC and
medial prefrontal cortex activity in both ill and
recovered AN subjects compared to CW subjects may
be a trait marker for AN. These are areas of executive
function, decision-making, error-monitoring and also
reward expectancy. Such alterations could suggest
heightened vigilance or processing activity in response
to visual food stimuli. Taken together, these studies
suggest that the prefrontal cortex is active in the cap-
acity to appropriately or inappropriately restrict food,
possibly via heightened fear-related activation and anx-
ious cognitions followed by related decision-making,
such as food restriction.

Santel et al. (2006) compared AN-R subjects with
CW subjects confronted by food images in both
hungry and satiated states. They noted a decrease in
inferior parietal lobule (IPL) activation among sati-
ated AN subjects, and furthermore, the magnitude of
decrease correlated with illness severity. The IPL is
composed of both the primary somatosensory and
sensory association cortices, so this finding suggests
a decrease in sensory sensitivity, or increased habitu-
ation, to food images in ill AN subjects, which could
indicate a pathogenetic mechanism that facilitates
fasting or restriction. In turn, in the hungry state,
AN subjects showed decreased activation to food

Chapter 33: Neuroimaging of anorexia and bulimia
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Anterior Insula
Frontal

Operculum

Recovered ANControl Women
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Cingulate

Subgenual
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striatum

Dorsolateral
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Cortex

A. Main effect response to sequential Sucrose
stimulation versus baseline; p = 0.005, 8 voxel minimal
contiguity; both groups show thalamus and anterior
cingulate in addition to bilateral frontal
operculum/anterior insula activation; Control Women
(CW) showed left sided anteroventral striatal activation,
while Recovered Anorexia Nervosa (AN) had left
subgenual cingulate activation that extended into the
anteroventral striatum; CW also showed dorsolateral
prefrontal brain activation.

Control Women

(b)

Recovered AN
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B. Pleasantness ratings positively predicted left insula/frontal
operculum (FO/AI) main effect activation in the sequential Sucrose
condition in CW. In contrast, pleasantness ratings did not correlate
with left FO/AI main effect activation in RAN. 

Figure 33.1 Preliminary results from a confirmation study (Frank et al., unpublished data) indicate similar qualitative response to sucrose
across groups of 15 recovered anorexia nervosa (RAN) and control women (CW) [A], but a lack of pleasantness rating correlation in RAN
with insula activation as compared to the CW [B], and direct comparison of CW and RAN indicates reduced brain response in RAN in
frontal cortex, insula and striatum to sucrose application [C].
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stimuli in the occipital cortex compared to CW,
which may indicate a learned or innate attentional
bias away from food stimuli in the hungry state in
AN subjects, which again would facilitate fasting.

Neurophysiologic responses to taste stimuli are in
the early stages of investigation. Wagner et al. (2008)
used a 10% sucrose solution and water in recovered
AN-R subjects and found decreased ACC, insula, and
striatal activation to both taste stimuli. Furthermore,
self-report of pleasantness of the taste stimulus and
activation in these brain regions were only correlated
in controls. A confirmation study (Frank et al., unpub-
lished data, Figure 33.1) similarly found reduced brain
response to sucrose in recovered AN subjects com-
pared to controls, and a lack of a correlation of pleas-
antness rating for sucrose with insula activation. This
suggests a possible difference in the processing of tastes
between AN-R and CW subjects. The insula is impli-
cated both in early processing of sensory stimuli as well
as reward associations (Craig, 2002). The ACC, as
above, is implicated in reward anticipation and execu-
tive function (Bush et al., 2002). It is an interesting
contrast that ACC is activated by visual food stimuli
in AN subjects in Uher’s study above, whereas its
activation is decreased by gustatory stimuli in this
study; this may represent a difference in stimulus sali-
ency and anticipation versus actual stimulus-receipt
processing. ACC activation was also found to be

decreased in response to sweet stimuli among BN
subjects (Frank et al., 2006) (see below), despite the
very different behavioral approaches to food seen in
the phenotypes of AN-R versus BN. The response of
AN-B/P to similar stimuli remains to be seen.However,
a major problem with those studies is that since the
taste stimuli were readily distinguishable, it is not clear
what the impact of cognitive restraint may have been
with respect to reward activation control. In fact, pilot
data from our lab (Frank et al., unpublished data)
indicate that when ill AN subjects receive sweet taste
solution unexpectedly, they show an even greater brain
response in dopamine-related brain regions compared
to controls. This serves to demonstrate that cognitive-
emotional processes and underlying pathogenetic pro-
cesses have yet to be disentangled.

Body image distortion is an integral part of AN
pathophysiology and is part of its diagnostic criteria
(Task Force on DSM-IV, 1994). In a small pilot study
confronting three AN subjects and three CW with
their own digitally distorted body images using a
computer-based video technique and fMRI (Seeger
et al., 2002), AN had greater activation in the brain-
stem, right-sided amygdala and fusiform gyrus, again
suggesting anxiety related to the body experience that
is reflected by amygdala activity. However, in a follow
up study in a larger and more homogeneous sample
using the same paradigm, Wagner et al. (2003) found
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C. Comparison maps of Sucrose conditions across groups. Recovered AN
subjects (RAN) show less brain response compared to controls (CW) for
Sucrose application in the caudate, insula and prefrontal cortex.

Figure 33.1 (cont.)
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no amygdala activation, but a hyper-responsiveness in
brain areas belonging to the frontal visual system and
the attention network (Brodmann area [BA] 9) as well
as intraparietal lobule (IPL, BA 40), including the
anterior part of the intraparietal sulcus. The latter
areas are specifically involved in visuo spatial process-
ing. More broadly, the parietal lobes are implicated in
body schema integration and body ownership
(Giummarra et al., 2008). This finding makes the
involvement of the brain anxiety circuit less clear,
but suggests that perceptual alterations may be related
directly to the mechanisms of body image construc-
tion. Another study that used line drawings of body
shapes found reduced occipitotemporal (lateral fusi-
form gyrus) and parietal cortex activation in AN
subjects compared to controls and BN subjects (Uher
et al., 2005). Interestingly, the AN subjects rated both
underweight as well as overweight pictures as highly
aversive and the reduced activation in those face and
body recognition regions (Adolphs, 2002) may indi-
cate a general aversion to body-related topics and a
probably cognitively driven reduced brain response.

The amount of research in body image-related
issues in AN is sparse; studies in controls may help
develop new paradigms. In a study in a group of CW
only found left amygdala activation in relation to
unpleasant body-related words, as well as contra lateral
parahippocampal activation that was negatively
related to the Eating Disorders Inventory-2 (EDI-2)
score (Shirao et al., 2003). The same group compared
healthy control women with matched males in the
same body-related word paradigm, and again found
increased left amygdala activation among only the
women, whereas the men showed increased activity
in medial prefrontal cortex and hippocampus (Shirao
et al., 2005). Thus young women, with or without AN,
may have somewhat similar – probably learned – anx-
iety reactions to stimuli related to body image, which
may help to explain in neurobiological terms why
women are somuchmore susceptible to AN thanmen.

Related to body image distortion, Sachdev et al.
(2008) studied brain response to images of self versus
non-self in ill AN-R and AN-B/P versus CW subjects.
This study found decreased activation in frontal,
insula, precuneus and occipital regions for AN sub-
jects compared to CW when faced with self-images;
responses to other-images were similar. This suggests
a potential variation in attention to or interpretation
of self-images in AN. One might have expected a
greater activation for AN subjects given their extreme

sensitivity to their own appearance; however, a con-
flation of self/other processing in AN patients might
help maintain unrealistic ideas and expectations
about their own bodies, and the undue influence
of appearances of others and media imagery
(Borzekowski and Robinson, 2005). A study of 18
CW aged 18–35 years examined activations as women
actively compared images of themselves to slim fash-
ion models; this revealed activity in both body shape-
related areas including lateral fusiform gyri, right IPL,
right lateral prefrontal and left ACC. Furthermore,
activations in basal ganglia and amygdala were cor-
related with a self-report of anxiety generated by the
task (Friederich et al., 2007). Thus even in healthy
women, both body image and anxiety mechanisms
are implicated in the emotionally laden task of com-
parison to social ideals.

Rather than image stimuli, a recent small study on
mostly AN-B/P subjects versus CW used words that
were either neutral or associated with fatness or thin-
ness, in a Stroop task, in which subjects respond to a
word stimulus according to the color a word is
printed in rather than the word itself, as a test of
selective attention and executive function. This found
in AN a behavioral attention bias toward the fat/thin
valence words, as well as unique activation patterns
for each valence condition, with increases in left
frontal and left insula–temporo parietal junction acti-
vation with the thin valence, and decreases in left
frontal and right parietal activation in the fat valence
(Redgrave et al., 2008). Notably absent was a variation
in amygdala response, which might have been
expected from other studies. This pattern calls further
into question the significance of the emotional
response to body image-related issues, while suggest-
ing greater significance in mechanisms of body image
construction and self-perception. Further study into
these mechanisms will be crucial to understanding
this important part of AN pathophysiology.

A developing area of AN imaging attempts to
look directly at the neurophysiology of psychological
trait markers. Heightened anxious traits are well-
established in AN, and dopamine-mediated reward
pathways have been implicated (see below). Wagner
et al. (2007) used a monetary win/loss paradigm and
found among recovered AN women a relationship
between trait anxiety and response to wins and losses
in the caudate. Furthermore, AN women had similar
responses to positive and negative feedback in the
anteroventral striatum, whereas controls’ responses
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differed between positive and negative conditions. The
overall striatal response was greater in the recovered
AN women compared to controls. These findings sug-
gest a variation in reward processing, and potentially a
conflation between positive and negative stimuli that
may help to explain the AN subject’s ability to effect-
ively restrict food and maintain anhedonia.

It is difficult to compare these studies as the imaging
modalities and tasks are not consistent and the groups
of subjects are small. Still, it appears that cingulate and
prefrontal activity are frequently different between AN
and CW subjects. Those regions may be over-activated
when confronted with anxiety-provoking food-related
stimuli. Such a heightened vigilance is probably related
to anxious body and fear-of-fatness cognitions,
followed by actions in order to avoid weight gain. On
the other hand, AN subjects may respond less to taste
and other reward stimuli, which may help to be able to
restrict food intake, especially neurobiologically
“rewarding” foods. The results from the other imaging
studies are not conclusive. However, it appears that AN
subjects do have altered self-perception related brain
activation, and thismay suggest incorrect processing of,
and maybe abnormal feedback from, the body periph-
ery, which in turn may allow over-valued ideas of thin-
ness to control the self-image.

Receptor imaging studies (Table 33.1)
Neurotransmitters such as serotonin (5-HT) or dopa-
mine (DA) are distributed throughout the brain via
specific neuronal pathways. Their influence on behav-
ior is believed to be via action on specific receptors in,
for example, the midbrain, the basal ganglia and neo-
cortex. Radioligands exist for several of the 5-HT
receptor types. One of the most commonly assessed
receptor types is the 5-HT2A receptor, which is
involved in the regulation of feeding, mood, and
anxiety, and in antidepressant action (Barnes and
Sharp, 1999). Four studies have assessed 5-HT2A
receptor binding in ill and recovered AN women. Ill
subjects showed reduced binding in the left frontal,
bilateral parietal and occipital cortex (Audenaert
et al., 2003). Recovered AN-R subjects also had
reduced 5-HT2A binding, most strongly in mesial
temporal and parietal cortical areas as well as in the
cingulate cortex (Frank et al., 2002). In another study,
women recovered from AN-B/P had reduced 5-HT2A
binding relative to controls in the left subgenual cin-
gulate, left parietal, and right occipital cortex (Bailer

et al., 2004). In that study 5-HT2A binding was posi-
tively related to harm avoidance and negatively to
novelty seeking in cingulate and temporal regions,
with negative relationships between 5-HT2A binding
and drive for thinness. A later study by the same
group (Bailer et al., 2007b) found normal 5-HT2A
binding in ill AN subjects, but replicated the correl-
ation between 5-HT2A activity and harm avoidance.

The 5-HT2A findings further highlight the possi-
bility of disturbances of the ACC and mesial temporal
cortex in AN. Since these disturbances persist after
recovery, it is possible they are trait disturbances. The
ACC receives afferents from the amygdala and has
direct projections to the premotor frontal cortex and
other limbic regions. It plays a crucial role in initi-
ation of and motivation for goal-directed behaviors
(Devinsky et al., 1995) as well as computation of
the future value of potentially rewarding stimuli
(Richmond et al., 2003). In turn, the amygdala medi-
ates the interpretation of fear and the representation of
emotional stimuli values (LeDoux, 2003). One could
hypothesize that AN subjects have disturbed process-
ing of the valence of stimuli, resulting in poor flexibil-
ity in re-evaluating the actual danger of those stimuli
and reduced adaptation to new situations. This could
lead to altered reward prediction and reduced drive to
approach food rewards. Future studies will need to
determine whether relationships between 5-HT2A
receptor activity and measures for anxiety such as
harm avoidance can be replicated and expanded upon.

Another major serotonin receptor type is the
5-HT1A receptor. The Bailer study mentioned above
(Bailer et al., 2007b), as well as an earlier study from
the same group (Bailer et al., 2005), both examined
5-HT1A, which is found throughout the forebrain as
well as in the midbrain raphe nuclei. The 2005 study
of recovered AN-R, recovered AN-B/P, and recovered
BN subjects found an increase in 5-HT1A availability
in the dorsal raphe and throughout the cortex in the
AN-B/P and BN groups, but not in the AN-R group,
raising the possibility of alternative pathogenetic
pathways for binging/purging versus restricting
behavior. The group’s 2007 study (Bailer et al.,
2007b) in ill AN-R and AN-B/P subjects, however,
found increased 5-HT1A activity in similar regions in
both subtypes of AN, complicating the issue of this
receptor’s potential role in pathogenesis of the dis-
ease. Most recently, Galusca et al. (2008) examined
5-HT1A binding in ill and recovered AN-R subjects,
finding similar profiles in both ill and recovered of
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increased binding potential in frontal, temporal, par-
ietal, and amygdala regions. The consistency of diffuse
increase in 5-HT1A receptor activity across these stud-
ies and levels of recovery suggests a potential trait
disturbance in the serotonergic system.

Another study examined the serotonin transporter
(5-HT-T) activity among recovered AN-R, AN-B/P,
and BN subjects (Bailer et al., 2007a). Each group
revealed a distinct pattern of activity of this transporter
in dorsal raphe and anteroventral striatum, with AN-R
> AN-B/P and AN-B/P < BN (neocortical binding
could not be assessed due to a lack of specificity of the
radioligand). This finding suggests one possible explan-
ation for the variability in the affective traits associated
with the different eating disorder subtypes, but sub-
groups have been small and replication is needed.

Only one study has so far examined dopamine
receptor (D2/D3) activity in AN subjects. Frank et al.
(2005) found increased dopamine activity in the ante-
roventral striatum among recovered AN subjects. This
finding suggests an upregulation of dopamine recep-
tors, which may correspond to a prior finding of
decreased CSF concentrations of dopamine metabolite
in AN subjects (Kaye et al., 1999). Specifically, high
dopamine D2 receptor binding together with low brain
dopamine (Kaye et al., 1999) could be related to an
inflexible dopamine system and low motivation to
approach presented rewards in AN (Kelley, 2004).
Dopamine is implicated in the reward and addiction
system,with decreased dopamine receptor activity asso-
ciated with both addiction and obesity (Wang et al.,
2004). As such, thus the inverse finding in ANmay help
to account for both food restriction as well as the
anhedonic and avoidant drive frequently seen in AN.

Bulimia nervosa
BN is characterized by recurrent binge eating – eating
large amounts of food in a relatively short period of
time – followed by behaviors to counteract weight
gain, such as self-induced vomiting, use of laxatives
or diuretics, or excessive exercise. The purging type
may use all of those methods to prevent weight gain,
while the non-purging subtype engages only in
food restriction and/or excessive exercise in order
to not gain weight. Individuals with BN are at normal
or often high-normal weight and present with a
fear of gaining weight, as well as food and body
weight-related preoccupations. BN subjects also
frequently restrict food, but still ingest sufficient

amounts to not be underweight. BN is frequently
associated with major depression, anxiety disorders,
and substance abuse (Task Force on DSM-IV, 1994);
poor impulse control, mood instability, and self-
harming behavior also frequently co-occur (Task
Force on DSM-IV, 1994; Steiger and Bruce, 2007;
Svirko and Hawton, 2007).

CT and MRI studies
Only a few structural studies have been performed in
BN subjects. Pituitary abnormalities have been sug-
gested (Doraiswamy et al., 1991), as well as cerebral
atrophy (Laessle et al., 1989; Hoffman et al., 1989) and
ventricular enlargement (Krieg et al., 1987, 1989;
Kiriike et al., 1990). No conclusions on etiology or
impact on behavior of those structural lesions have yet
been drawn (Laessle et al., 1989), since those measures
may be short-term and dependent on nutritional intake
(Puri et al., 1999). As mentioned above, Wagner et al.
(2006) studied 10 recovered BN subjects and found no
persistent changes in gray or white matter or CSF
volumes. Because BN is not marked by the same degree
of starvation as AN, the lack of structural changes seen
in BN subjects may suggest that those changes seen in
AN subjects are in fact related strictly to the starvation
state rather than underlying pathogenetic traits.

MRS studies
A mixed group of AN and BN subjects had reduced
prefrontal myo-inositol and lipid compounds (Roser
et al., 1999; Rost et al., 1999) compared to controls.
However, a differentiation of AN- or BN-related
brain behavior was not performed, and the implica-
tion on the clinical picture remains to be explored.

PET and SPECT studies, resting condition
Similar to brain glucose metabolism findings in AN,
rCGM in the resting state was reduced globally in BN
compared to controls, with significantly reduced
rCGM in the parietal cortex using PET (Delvenne
et al., 1997c). Interestingly, depressive symptoms in
a BN group correlated with rCGM in the left antero-
lateral cortex in one study (Andreason et al., 1992).
This finding has not been replicated. However,
another study investigating brain activity in BN versus
depressed subjects (Hagman et al., 1990) found that
BN subjects had reduced right frontal activation com-
pared to CW and depressed subjects, but depressed
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subjects had reduced basal ganglia activity, supporting
different pathophysiology for BN and depression. In
9 recovered (mean 57 months) BN subjects, rCBF was
similar compared to 12 CW but correlated negatively
with length of recovery (Frank et al., 2000), which
could reflect either a scarring effect or possibly a return
to premorbid lower rCBF. A follow-up study found no
rCBF alterations in recovered BN subjects (Frank et al.,
2007).

It therefore appears that rCBF and rCGM alter-
ations during the ill state remit with recovery, although
pre- or post-illness alterations cannot be completely
excluded based on the available data. Furthermore, BN
and depression may be distinguished by different pat-
terns of brain activity, which is important considering
the frequent overlap in depressive symptoms.

Task-activation studies using SPECT,
fMRI (Table 33.2)
Nozoe et al. (1995) (SPECT) found that BN subjects
had greater right inferior frontal and left temporal
blood flow compared to controls before a meal, but
similar activity after. BN subjects have increased sub-
jective liking for sweet stimuli compared to controls
(Drewnowski et al., 1987), and therefore may have
altered processing of taste stimuli. More recently, an
fMRI study using a glucose taste paradigm versus a
control solution found in recovered subjects with
bulimic symptoms (seven BN and three AN-B/P)
reduced ACC activity compared to six CW (Frank
et al., 2006). The ACC is an area that is involved in
error monitoring but also in the anticipation of
reward (Richmond et al., 2003). In this paradigm,
where subjects knew which taste stimulus to expect,
higher activity in controls could suggest higher
reward expectation by controls than anticipated by
BN type subjects. On the other hand, Schienle and
colleagues (2009) compared 14 BN and BED subjects,
finding a relative increase in activation of the ACC in BN
subjects confronted with images of food, as well as an
increase in insula signal. It is possible that the insula
activation represents emotional arousal by the image,
whereas the ACC activation acts as a counterbalance to
that response, as the ACC is implicated in selection of
emotional attention and control of sympathetic auto-
nomic arousal (Critchley et al., 2002; Phan et al., 2002).
New pilot data (Oberndorfer et al., submitted) compared
sweet taste stimuli in BN compared to CW subjects, and
found that BN subjects have increased insula and striatal

response to the stimuli. Such a biologic “over-responsive-
ness”might be associated with a vulnerability to overeat.
But these results have to be confirmed.

One study has explored body image perception in
BN (Uher et al., 2005). In a small sample (n¼ 9), BN
subjects were compared to AN and CW and presented
with line drawings of body shapes (underweight,
normal and overweight). Similarly to AN, BN subjects
had reduced lateral fusiform gyrus activation, and com-
parably to AN high aversion ratings to any body shape.
Thus, reduced brain activation may have been an aver-
sion-driven restraint in brain response in that group.
However, this area of research needs more sophisti-
cated approaches to disentangle the various cognitive-
emotional versus biologic aspects of brain response
when studying body image perception and distortion.

Faris and colleagues have suggested a theory for the
pathogenesis of BN, based on dysfunction/hyperactiv-
ity of the afferents of the vagus nerve. They have previ-
ously demonstrated reduction in binging/purging in
BN by blocking vagal nerve transmission from the
viscera with the drug ondansetron (Faris et al., 2000).
More recently, they studied PET scans in 18 healthy
CW subjects undergoing artificial gastric distention,
notably finding activity in left inferior frontal, bilateral
opercula (frontal), left insula, and right ACC (Stephan
et al., 2003). The authors suggest that given these
regions of activity, most notably ACC, the subjective
experience of gastric distention might have a profound
emotional component that could in turn contribute to
the pathophysiology of binging and purging.

Receptor imaging studies (Table 33.2)
A few neurotransmitter–receptor studies have been
done in BN subjects. Kaye et al. (2001) found reduced
orbitofrontal 5-HT2A receptor binding in recovered
BN subjects. Orbitofrontal alterations could reflect
behavioral disturbances in BN that include impulsive-
ness and altered emotional processing (Steiger et al.,
2001). Altered orbitofrontal activity as found in bor-
derline personality disorder (Soloff et al., 2003) could
indicate a common area for impulse control disturb-
ance. In addition, in the Kaye et al. (2001) study, BN
women failed to show common correlations of age
and 5-HT2A binding. This finding raises the possibility
that BN women may have alterations of developmental
mechanisms of the 5-HT system. Another study
reported reduced 5-HT transporter binding in thalamus
and hypothalamus in ill BN subjects (Tauscher et al.,
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2001). The 5-HT system has consistently been shown
to be disturbed in EDs, and reduced 5-HT transporter
when ill may be related to altered brain 5-HT function,
such as reduced 5-HT activity during the ill state
(Jimerson et al., 1992). Reduced 5-HT2A activity after
recovery could reflect a trait disturbance involved in
alterations ofmood, anxiety and impulse control. Most
recently, increased 5-HT1A receptor binding was
found by Tiihonen et al. (2004) using PET in ill BN
subjects in all studied brain regions, but most promin-
ently in prefrontal, cingulate and a parietal cortex area.
Central serotonin function is inversely related to BN
severity (Jimerson et al., 1992) and increased 5-HT1A
receptor binding could be a negative-feedback upregula-
tion. Higher 5-HT1A binding could also be related to
the well-known phenomenon that BN patients require
higher doses of selective 5-HT reuptake inhibitors
compared to, for example, patients being treated for
depression. However, those 5-HT receptor alterations
and their implications on treatment will have to be
mechanistically studied and the findings replicated.

Binge eating disorder
BED is a proposed diagnostic category for DSM (Task
Force on DSM-IV, 1994). BED is characterized by BN-
like binging symptoms, except that no compensatory
measures are used. Very little is known about brain
activity in BED. Karhunen and colleagues found that
there may be a lateralization of blood flow in BED, with
higher activity in the left hemisphere compared to
theright in response to visual food presentation
(Karhunen et al., 2000). Also, there was a linear
correlation of hunger with left frontal/prefrontal
cortical activity. The same group found reduced
5-HT-T binding in the midbrain (Kuikka et al.,
2001), which improved with fluoxetine and group
psychotherapy (Tammela et al., 2003), suggesting, at
least in part, state-dependent serotonergic alterations.
Interestingly, a study of the 5-HT transporter in six
subjects with night eating syndrome (NES), which is
characterized by increased late-night eating in
non-binge portions, showed increased serotonin trans-
porter binding in the midbrain (Lundgren et al., 2008).
This preliminary contrast with BED suggests that the
appetitive drives in binging versus nocturnal eating
are represented by very different pathologies.

One fMRI study in BED (Geliebter et al., 2006)
compared thin BED and obese BED subjects with
matched thin and obese controls, with food-related

visual and auditory stimuli. This study found acti-
vation differences only in the obese binge eaters,
who exhibited increased activity in the frontal pre-
central region, near the premotor area that is associ-
ated with planning and mouth movements, which
suggests that the food stimuli brought about motor
planning associated with eating in these subjects. In
the study of Schienle et al. (2009) comparing BN and
BED, increased activation of orbitofrontal cortex was
found for BED subjects compared to BN and controls.
Furthermore, strength of this activation correlated
with self-reported reward-responsiveness. The orbito-
frontal cortex is implicated in secondary gustatory
processing and may reflect hedonic values of food
(Rolls et al., 1989), and is involved in determining
the reward value of food (Kringelbach, 2004). However,
future studies will need to test behaviors in relation to
specific brain response in order to draw meaningful
conclusions for the pathophysiology of BED.

Research in other conditions may help to illumin-
ate the pathophysiology of binge eating. Recently, the
prefrontal cortex was implicated in the capacity to
lose or maintain weight; Le et al. (2007) compared
obese women with lean and formerly obese women,
finding that only the currently obese had decreased
activity in the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex as
measured by PET. However, such studies need to be
followed up with paradigms that test emotional and
cognitive aspects of behavior control and their impli-
cations for the clinical presentation. A recent pro-
spective study of 32 patients with neurodegenerative
diseases of different types were observed in a free-
feeding condition. Of these, six were found to com-
pulsively binge after reporting satiety. All six of those
were independently clinically diagnosed with fronto-
temporal dementia (FTD), a specific form of neuro-
degenerative dementia. When compared with the
rest of the neurodegenerative cohort, the structural
MRI of binge eaters revealed significant atrophy of
the right ventral insula, right striatum, and right
orbitofrontal cortex (Woolley et al., 2007). Dysfunction
in these areas may contribute to binging behavior.
A second MRI study of FTD found that among 16
male subjects with the disorder, a specific decrease in
gray matter volume of bilateral posterolateral orbito-
frontal cortex was associated with the symptom of
hyperphagia (Whitwell et al., 2007). As such, orbitofron-
tal cortex in particular, from this and the studies above,
appears to be implicated in the binging process, although
what exact role it plays in binging remains to be clarified.
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In summary, very little brain imaging work in
BED has been done, but the available results indicate
possible serotonin abnormalities during the ill state,
and the orbitofrontal cortex and insula may be target
regions for future research.

Conclusion
Until recently, the assessment of psychiatric disorders
has relied on subjective reports from patients, and
biologic research has been limited by the inaccessibil-
ity of the living human brain. The emergence of brain
imaging techniques enables us to assess brain function
in-vivo and assess human behavior in conjunction with
biological correlates. The new imaging methods give
hope to the prospect of identifying biologic markers
that will help categorize the EDs AN and BN and, in
turn, identify more effective treatments that could
reduce morbidity associated with these frequently
debilitating and deadly illnesses. The above-reviewed
brain imaging studies in AN, BN and BED have iden-
tified the following aspects for future ED research.

Studying EDs is complicated due to a relatively small
prevalence and the many state-related (e.g. hormonal,
nutritional) disturbances associated with these illnesses.
Thus, it is difficult to assess factors that may be trait
related and possibly premorbid. Studying subjects after
long-term recovery may be our closest approximation
to studying subjects premorbidly. That approach, how-
ever, carries uncertainty as to whether the results
obtained are truly premorbid conditions, or represent
a “scar” from the illness. Ideally, studies during the ill
state correct for state dependent confounds (such as
partial volume correction for reversible brain reduc-
tions) but test disorder-specific behaviors in relation
to specific functional brain abnormalities.

The common global reductions of gray and white
matter in ill AN subjects remit at least in part with
recovery, and ill BN subjects may have similar changes.
It is possible that the explanation for reduction in brain
mass when ill may be brain protein, fat, or fluid loss
secondary to emaciation and dehydration. However,
since some ED studies found relationships of brain
volume with cortisol levels as well as cortisol related
to brain cell death (Lee et al., 2002), it remains to be
assessed whether hypercortisolemia in ill AN subjects
is truly contributing to those findings.

Resting rCBF and rCGM in AN and BN subjects
showedmostly a general reduced cortical activity in the

ill state that is most pronounced in temporal, parietal
or cingulate cortex. Very limited data suggest some
persistence of these findings after recovery in both
AN and BN, although more recent study of recovered
subjects disagree and do not suggest that rCBF/cCGM
studies should bemade amain focus of future research.

Functional MRI studies using visual stimuli of
food or body image in AN have had variegated
approaches and outcomes. Broadly, their results have
most often implicated involvement of prefrontal,
ACC, temporal and parietal cortices, with exaggerated
brain response to anxiety-provoking food stimuli. In
contrast, readily distinguishable taste stimuli indicate
a general reduction of brain response in recovered AN
subjects. Whether reduced brain response to other-
wise rewarding stimuli is cognitively or more bio-
logically driven will be an important next step in AN
research. One of the few task activation studies in BN
suggests altered ACC and cuneus activity in response
to a sweet taste stimulus. This finding suggests that the
decision-making network as well as reward pathways
may be differently activated in those tasks in BN.
However, those studies still have to be replicated.

The receptor imaging studies that are available at
this point in AN show that reduced 5-HT2A and
increased 5-HT1A receptor binding occurs in the ill
state. After recovery, this appears to normalize in
AN-R, but subjects with binging/purging symptoms
may continue to have increased 5-HT1A receptor
binding. BN subjects showed reduced 5-HT2A recep-
tor activity when recovered, and reduced 5-HT trans-
porter binding when ill, and they may have increased
5-HT1A receptor binding during the ill state. Such
findings of 5-HT disturbances in ill and recovered
subjects with EDs strongly suggest a trait disturbance
of the 5-HT system. Altered 5-HT receptor activity
could be related to emotional disturbances such as
increased depressive symptoms or anxiety. However,
the exact mechanisms of neuroreceptor–behavior
interactions needs further study.

Few studies have been done in EDs in comparison
to depressive disorders or OCD. The overlap and
comorbidity of both major depression and OCD with
EDs require studies that will directly compare those
disorders. EDs, and in particular AN, are frequently
debilitating with a high mortality. Studies comparing
psychiatric disorders will help to find common path-
ways and distinct areas of disturbance that may iden-
tify targets for successful drug interventions.
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Lastly, the combination of various imaging tech-
niques such as fMRI and ERP may hold the promise
of relating real time neuronal activity with behavior
and good spatial localization. And new techniques
will enable new types of imaging studies in EDs. For
example, manganese-enhanced MRI (MEMRI), which
uses manganese ion as a blood flow-related contrast
medium, was recently used to track binding of the
appetite-stimulating gut hormone ghrelin and the
appetite-suppressing peptide YY3–36 in mouse brains,
allowing for examination of the time course of hor-
mone binding in the hypothalamus versus appetitive
behavior (Kuo et al., 2007). Tracking the brain–
hormone link in humans will unfold a new wrinkle
in the evolving study of EDs.

Taken together, the last few decades have shown
significant advances in the study of ED neurobiology,
but the specific relationships between ED traits and
behaviors and brain function remain obscure. This
will be the task of the next generation of brain
imaging studies in EDs.

Box 33.1. Main research findings
� Neurotransmitter receptor studies have repeat-

edly implicated serotonin abnormalities in ill
and recovered eating disorder subjects, suggest-
ing that serotonin system abnormalities are a
trait disturbance in EDs.

� Functional brain imaging studies with challenge
tasks indicate a heightened arousal and anxiety
response to visual food presentation, but actual
food/taste stimulus presentation tends to result
in a reduced brain response.

� ED subjects may have a biologic under-
responsiveness to food stimuli, or – maybe more
likely – control cognitively aspects of the reward
systemand thus are able tomaintain food restriction.
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Chapter

34 Neuroimaging of obesity

Gene Jack Wang, Nora D. Volkow, Joanna S. Fowler and Panayotis K. Thanos

Abstract
Obesity is a major public health problem affecting
increasingly large numbers of people worldwide.
Although it reflects an imbalance between energy
intake and expenditure, the core pathophysiological
mechanisms responsible for maintaining this balance
are not well understood. It is of particular relevance
that the maintenance of normal weight requires the
coordination of peripheral signals of hunger and sati-
ety and brain responses to either procure and con-
sume food or to stop eating after a meal. Brain
imaging studies show that obese individuals have
significant deficits in regulation of energy homeo-
stasis (i.e. delayed response to peripheral metabolic
signals in the hypothalamus) and the brain circuits
that regulate normal eating behavior (i.e. hunger,
satiety, motivation, reward, emotion, learning,
memory and inhibitory control). Because of the com-
plexity and multi-factorial nature of obesity and
eating disorders, future progress will be facilitated
by a transdisciplinary approach which integrates
modern imaging tools with new knowledge on behav-
ior and genetics to guide the development of effective
preventive and therapeutic approaches.

Introduction
According to the National Center for Chronic Disease
Prevention and Health Promotion, an epidemic of
obesity has developed in the United States during
the past 30 years. Obesity is defined as an excessively
high amount of body fat or adipose tissue in relation
to lean body mass (Stunkard and Wadden, 1993).
Health effects can be related to both the amount of
body fat (or adiposity) as well as to the distribution of
fat throughout the body and the size of local adipose

tissue deposits. Local fat deposits can be imaged using
standard techniques such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). The standard measure of obesity is
the Body Mass Index (BMI), which is defined as a
person’s body mass in kilograms divided by the
square of his or her height in meters. The BMI is
more highly correlated with body fat than any other
indicator of height and weight.

Recent results of the National Center for Health
Statistics (NCHS) 2006 indicate that an estimated
34% of US adults aged 20–74 are obese, which is
defined as having a BMI of more than 30. More than
72 million Americans are obese (Ogden et al., 2006),
and about 32.7% of adults are overweight (BMI
between 25 and 29). It is particularly worrisome that
approximately 17% of children and adolescents are
now overweight, and this percentage has doubled
since the early 1970s (Ogden et al., 2007b). Although
the prevalence of obesity is leveling off in women,
children and adolescents, it is increasing in men
(Ogden et al., 2007a, 2008).

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) estimates that: “asmany as 47millionAmericans
may exhibit a cluster of medical conditions
(a ‘metabolic syndrome’) characterized by insulin
resistance and the presence of obesity, abdominal fat,
high blood sugar and triglycerides, high blood choles-
terol, and high blood pressure.” This syndrome may
result from poor diet and insufficient physical activity,
conditions that are now common in childhood. Over-
weight and obese individuals (BMI of 25 and above)
are at increased risk for conditions that include: hyper-
tension; hyper-cholesterolemia; type 2 diabetes; insu-
lin resistance, glucose intolerance; coronary heart
disease; angina pectoris; congestive heart failure;
stroke; cholecystitis; cholelithiasis; gout; osteoarthritis;
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obstructive sleep apnea and respiratory problems;
some types of cancer (endometrium, breast, prostate,
and colon); complications of pregnancy; poor female
reproductive health (i.e. menstrual irregularities,
infertility, irregular ovulation); bladder control prob-
lems (i.e. stress incontinence); uric acid nephrolithia-
sis, and psychological disorders (i.e. depression, eating
disorders, distorted body image, and low self esteem)
(Ogden et al., 2007b).

Obesity can derive from a variety of causes (i.e.
genetic, culture, nutrition intake, physical activity;
Bessesen, 2008). Although maintenance of an appro-
priate body weight requires balance between caloric
intake and physical activity, genetic factors play an
important role in both energy requirements and gen-
eral activity levels. Most notably, obesity is 10 times
more prevalent in persons whose parents, brothers, or
sisters are obese. Studies in identical twins have
clearly demonstrated that genetics play a major role
(Segal and Allison, 2002). For example, non-identical
twins raised together were less similar in weight than
identical twins raised apart. However, despite the
importance of genetics, it is likely that the changes
in the environment are the main contributors to the
rapid escalation and magnitude of the obesity epi-
demic in recent decades. The nature and nurture
interactions associated with obesity are thought to
occur after conception but before birth. Maternal
nutritional imbalance and metabolic disturbances
during pregnancy could affect gene expression
and contribute to the development of obesity and
diabetes mellitus of offspring in later life (Catalano
and Ehrenberg, 2006). Recent experiments have
shown nutritional exposures, stress or disease state
after birth may also result in lifelong remodeling of
gene expression (Gallou-Kabani and Junien, 2005).

Environmental and cultural influences are of
particular relevance. In modern society, food is not
only widely available, but also increasinglymore varied
and palatable. Nonetheless, the net effect of these
influences on overweight and obesity and on morbid-
ity and mortality is difficult to quantify. It is likely that
a gene–environment interaction(s), in which genetic-
ally susceptible individuals respond to an environment
with increased availability of palatable energy-dense
foods and reduced opportunities for energy expend-
iture, contribute to the current high prevalence
of obesity (Mietus-Snyder and Lustig, 2008). Learned
behaviors also play a large role in determining
whether people become overweight or obese, and

interventions in this area are the basis of most
prevention and treatment strategies. Surgical treat-
ment of obesity is becoming more common, and great
efforts are being directed towards developing pharma-
cological approaches. In themeantime, the high preva-
lence of obesity and associated ailments underscores
an urgent need to understand the mechanisms that
predispose individuals towards excessive body weight,
and to develop comprehensive efforts directed at
prevention and treatment. In the last decade, func-
tional brain imaging techniques have been used to
investigate the neurochemical and functional mechan-
isms associated with food reward and with overeating
and obesity.

Application of functional and
neurochemical brain imaging for
ingestive behavior and obesity
Positron emission tomography (PET) and single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
are imaging methods that measure the distribution
and movement of radiolabeled compounds in the
living human and animal body. With these methods,
it is possible to measure the distribution and concen-
tration of many receptors, transporters and enzymes
in the human brain as well as cerebral blood flow
(Zipursky et al., 2007). With PET it is also possible
to measure regional brain glucose metabolism using
2-deoxy-2-[18F]fluoro-D-glucose (FDG), a radiotracer
that is now widely available though regional
radiopharmacies.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
has provided measurement to assess changes in neural
activity levels in the brain in response to various
stimulations. fMRI measures the vascular correlate
of neuronal activity via the blood oxygen level-
dependent (BOLD) signal. BOLD-fMRI is the most
commonly used technique to study brain function in
humans non-invasively. For activated regions, the
local increases of cerebral blood flow and volume
largely exceed the local increase in oxygen consump-
tion, producing a decrease in paramagnetic deoxy-
hemoglobin concentration, which increases the
homogeneity of the local magnetic field, and conse-
quently the local MRI signal. This dynamic signal
increase is the basis of the BOLD contrast (Ogawa
et al., 1990, 1993; Kim et al., 1993; Turner et al.,
1993). The BOLD signal consists of both micro and
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macro vascular components (Duong et al., 2003). The
BOLD effect arising from the capillary bed reflects
local increases of synaptic activity (Ugurbil et al.,
1999). The BOLD signals arising from large veins
and pial veins, on the other hand, significantly reduce
spatial localization in fMRI studies, because these
draining veins can extend from several to tens of
millimeters from the activation sites (Menon, 2002).

Brain imaging of peripheral
signals in obesity
Food ingestion is modulated by needs for nutrition,
pleasure, and responses to stress. Food ingestion is
modulated by both peripheral and central signals.
Several factors were known to regulate eating behav-
ior include glucose, fatty acids, insulin and gut hor-
mones/peptides. Peripheral hormone signals that
originate from the gut (i.e. ghrelin, peptide YY3–36,
glucagon-like peptide 1, cholecystokinin), from the
adipose tissues (i.e. leptin, adiponectin) and from
the pancreas (insulin) continually inform the brain
about the status of acute hunger and satiety
(Cummings and Overduin, 2007). Neurons in the
hypothalamus express receptors for these peptide
hormones. These neurons mediate the actions of the
gut hormones that reflect energy content in the body
and coordinate eating behaviors and food intake to
maintain energy homeostasis. The hypothalamus and
its various circuits, including orexin and melanin
concentrating hormone-producing neurons in the lat-
eral hypothalamus, as well as neuropeptide Y/agouti-
related protein and alpha-melanocyte stimulating
hormone producing neurons in the arctuate nucleus,
are thought to be the principal homeostatic brain
regions responsible for the regulation of body weight
(Morrison and Berthoud, 2007). Numerous studies
have shown damage involving the hypothalamic
neurons induced hyperphagia and obesity (reviewed
in King, 2006).

Functional neuroimaging techniques have been
used to assess the link between intake of food ingredi-
ents (i.e. glucose) and changes in hypothalamus and
to compare responses in lean and obese individuals.
Several fMRI studies reported transient changes of the
BOLD signals in the hypothalamus after administra-
tion of glucose in rats and humans. Drinking of
glucose solution in fasting healthy volunteers revealed
a dose-dependent prolonged decreased BOLD signal
in the hypothalamus. The decreased fMRI signal

started shortly after drinking began (4–10 min) and
lasted for 30 min (Liu et al., 2000; Matsuda et al.,
1999; Smeets et al., 2005). However, the obese subjects
have much higher plasma insulin levels after glucose
ingestion, and the magnitude of inhibition of
responses in the hypothalamus is lower than in lean
subjects. The time to reach the maximal inhibition
effects in the hypothalamus is also much longer in
obese than in lean subjects (Matsuda et al., 1999). The
impaired responses in hypothalamus to glucose inges-
tion might be a contribution factor or a consequence
of overeating in obese individuals.

Glucose ingestion also triggers the release of sev-
eral gut peptides such as peptide YY3–36 (PYY), and
glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1), which act in the
hypothalamus to induce satiety (Batterham et al.,
2003). Plasma PYY levels increase in proportion to
the caloric intake after eating. A human fMRI study
showed BOLD signal in hypothalamus predicted food
intake in the fasting state when circulating levels of
PYY were low. Intravenous infusion of PYY to reach
plasma concentrations equivalent to that of postpran-
dial state minimized the response of the hypothal-
amus to eating behavior (Batterham et al., 2007).
Subjects with reduced postprandial PYY release
exhibit lower satiety which would be predicted to
promote the development and or maintenance of
obesity (Karra et al., 2009). An animal in-vivo func-
tional imaging using manganese-enhanced MRI
revealed that GLP-1 inhibits neuronal activity in the
hypothalamus of rats. The inhibition of fMRI signal
in hypothalamic neuron was more effective by drink-
ing glucose solution orally than via intravenous infu-
sion (Parkinson et al., 2009).

Adipocytes modulate the influx of dietary fat and
secrete a variety of hormones (e.g. leptin). Leptin sig-
nals to the brain the level of body fat stores and induces
weight loss by suppressing food intake and increasing
metabolic rate (Myers et al., 2008). It is also involved in
the neuroendocrine response to starvation, energy
expenditure and reproduction (initiation of human
puberty) (Ross and Desai, 2005). Leptin-deficient
mammals including humans are usually hyperphagic,
which is reversed with leptin-replacement therapy
(Morton et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 1994). Direct injec-
tion of leptin into the cerebral ventricle or hypothal-
amus of animals lacking leptin inhibited food intake
and decreased body weight and fat (Zhang et al., 1994).

FMRI-BOLD has been used tomap brain responses
while viewing food in genetically leptin-deficient
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human subjects. These studies revealed that viewing
food images elicited a desire to eat even when the
subjects had just eaten. After leptin replacement,
viewing images of favorite food elicited a desire to
eat only during fasting (Farooqi et al., 2007). The
brain images showed the leptin treatment suppressed
activity in response to food cue in the striatum, a
brain region involved in reward and motivation (see
following sections). Baicy et al. also reported in a
group of genetically leptin-deficient adults that leptin
replacement decreased food intake and weight and the
decrement was associated with suppressed activity in
brain regions related to hunger (i.e. insula, parietal
and temporal cortices) and enhanced activation in
regions related to satiety (i.e. prefrontal cortex) in
response to food cue (Baicy et al., 2007). Nevertheless
there are very few humans with leptin deficiency. The
common forms of obesity in humans are associated
with leptin resistance (failure of high leptin levels to
suppress feeding and mediate weight loss; Lustig,
2006; Myers et al., 2008). High levels of leptin in obese
patients have been posited to be due to leptin receptor
signaling defects, downstream blockade in neuronal
circuits, and defects in leptin transport across the
blood–brain barrier (Banks, 2008; Morrison, 2008).
Leptin resistance in the hypothalamus invokes the
starvation pathway and promotes food intake. Leptin
is also a critical hormone that alters metabolism
during caloric restriction in human (Ahima and
Lazar, 2008; Ahima et al., 1996). Decreased leptin
levels in a weight-reduced state can reduce energy
expenditure and promote weight gain.

Obese individuals often have enlarged adipocytes
with a reduced buffering capacity for fat storage. The
dysfunction of adipose tissue (particularly abdominal
fat) plays an important role in the development of
insulin resistance. Insulin shares a common central
signaling pathway with leptin that regulates energy
homeostasis through the hypothalamus. Insulin levels
reflect short-term changes in energy intake, whereas
leptin levels reflect energy balance over a longer
period of time (Ahima and Lazar, 2008). Insulin also
acts as an endogenous leptin antagonist. Suppression
of insulin ameliorates leptin resistance. Chronically,
increases in insulin (i.e. insulin resistance) impede
leptin signal transduction and promote obesity.
High plasma levels of insulin and glucose due to
insulin resistance are believed to be the origin of
metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes. Studies
using fMRI-BOLD showed subjects with type 2

diabetes while viewing high-energy food pictures
increased responses in insula, orbitofrontal cortex
(OFC) and striatum, which are brain regions involved
in interoception, motivation and emotion (Chechlacz
et al., 2009). These findings are in part similar to the
brain imaging studies observed in obese individuals,
which are discussed in the following sections.

In contrast to PYY or leptin, ghrelin normally
increases during fasting and drops after a meal
(Berthoud, 2008). The hunger peptide, ghrelin increases
food intake and body weight by stimulating neurons in
the hypothalamus. When ghrelin is administered intra-
venously to healthy volunteers during fMRI, their
response to food stimuli (pictures) increased in regions
of the brain, including the amygdala, OFC, anterior
insula, and striatum (Malik et al., 2008). The effects of
ghrelin on the amygdala and OFC are associated with
self-reports of hunger. This observation provides evi-
dence that ghrelin influences the brain regions involv-
ing hedonic and incentive response, which are beyond
nutritional needs. Fasting ghrelin levels are lower in
obese individuals and fail to decline after a meal, which
may contribute to their overeating (Wren, 2008).

Neurobiology of eating behavior
Eating is a highly reinforcing behavior (Wise, 2006).
In fact, some ingredients in palatable food (i.e. sugar,
corn oil) are compulsively consumed, and this loss of
control over food intake is similar to what is observed
with compulsive consumption of substances of abuse
(Rada et al., 2005; Liang et al., 2006). Behavioral
studies show similarities among certain patterns of
overeating and other excessive behaviors such as
drinking too much alcohol and compulsive gambling.
These behaviors activate brain circuitry that involves
reward, motivation, decision-making, learning, and
memory. Indeed, ingestion of sugar induces brain
release of opioids and dopamine (DA), which are
neurotransmitters traditionally associated with the
rewarding effects of drugs of abuse. In certain condi-
tions (i.e. intermittent, excessive sugar intake) rats can
display behavioral and neurochemical changes that
resemble those observed in animal models of drug
dependence (Avena et al., 2008). From an evolution-
ary perspective, animals would benefit from a neural
mechanism (circuitry) that supports an animal’s abil-
ity to pursue natural rewards (food, water, sex). How-
ever, these circuits are sometimes dysfunctional,
leading to various types of disorders.
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Endogenous opioids are expressed throughout the
limbic system and contribute to processing of reinfor-
cing signals, and palatable foods increases endogen-
ous opioid gene expression (Will et al., 2003).
Furthermore, injection of mu-opioid agonists in the
nucleus accumbens potentiates the intake of palatable
foods (Woolley et al., 2006). Opioid antagonists, on
the other hand, reduce food ratings of pleasantness
without affecting hunger (Yeomans and Gray, 1997).
It is likely that the opioid system is involved with the
liking and the pleasurable responses to food that
might promote the intake of highly palatable foods
such as those consumed in a diet high in fat and sugar
(Will et al., 2006).

Other neurotransmitters (e.g. acetylcholine,
GABA, serotonin and glutamine) are also involved
in eating behaviors (Kelley et al., 2005). For example,
acetylcholine and DA play opposite roles in the
nucleus accumbens (NAcc) in feeding behavior. DA
in the NAcc can increase appetite, but as feeding
slows down toward to the end of a meal, extracellular
acetylcholine increases (Avena et al., 2006). In add-
ition, other mechanisms modulate eating behavior
such as stress, which increases consumption of high-
energy food (Dallman et al., 2003), also contribute to
obesity (Adam and Epel, 2007). Neurotransmitter
imaging studies for obesity and overeating behaviors
in humans have mostly investigated the DA system,
and a few studies have also assessed the serotonin
system and we review them in the following sections.

Eating behavior and brain DA system
DA is a neurotransmitter known to play a major role
in motivation that is involved with reward and pre-
diction of reward. The mesocorticolimbic DA system
projects from the ventral tegmental area to the
nucleus accumbens (NAcc), with inputs from various
components of the limbic system including the amyg-
dala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, striatum, OFC,
and the prefrontal cortex. DA has been shown to
mediate the reinforcing effects of natural rewards
(i.e. sucrose) (Smith, 2004). DA pathways make food
more reinforcing and are also associated with the
reinforcing responses to drugs of abuse (i.e. alcohol,
methamphetamine, cocaine, heroine; Di Chiara and
Bassareo, 2007). The mesencephalic DA system regu-
lates pleasurable and motivating responses to food
intake and stimuli (Volkow et al., 2008a; Volkow
and Wise, 2005), which affects and alters behavioral

components of energy homeostasis. The mesencephalic
DA system can respond to food stimuli even in the
presence of postprandial satiety factors (Batterham
et al., 2007). When that occurs, the regulation of eating
behavior can be switched from a homeostatic state to an
hedonic corticolimbic state.

DA regulates food intake via the mesolimbic cir-
cuitry apparently by modulating appetitive motiv-
ational processes (Wise, 2006). There are projections
from the NAcc to the hypothalamus that directly
regulate feeding (Baldo and Kelley, 2007). Other fore-
brain DA projections are also involved. DAnergic
pathways are critical for survival since they help influ-
ence the fundamental drive for eating. Brain DA
systems are necessary for wanting incentives, which
is a distinct component of motivation and reinforce-
ment (Robinson et al., 2007). It is one of the natural
reinforcing mechanisms that motivate an animal to
perform a given behavior such as seeking food. The
mesolimbic DA system mediates incentive learning
and reinforcement mechanisms associated with posi-
tive reward, such as palatable food in a hungry animal
(Robinson et al., 2007).

DAnergic neurotransmission is mediated by five
distinct receptor subtypes, which are classified into
two main classes of receptors termed D1-like (D1 and
D5) and D2-like (D2, D3 and D4). In the case of drug
self-administration, activation of D2-like receptors has
been shown to mediate the incentive to seek further
cocaine reinforcement in animals. In contrast, D1-like
receptors mediate a reduction in the drive to seek
further cocaine reinforcement (Self et al., 1996). Both
the D1- and D2-like receptors act synergistically when
regulating feeding behaviors. Nevertheless, the precise
involvement of DA receptor subtypes in mediating
eating behavior is still not clear. DA D1-like receptors
play a role in motivation to work for reward-related
learning and translation of new reward to action
(Trevitt et al., 2001; Fiorino et al., 1993). No human
imaging studies have assessed the involvement of D1
receptors on eating behaviors. Animal studies showed
that infusion of DA D1 receptor antagonists in the
NAcc shell impaired associative gustatory (i.e. taste)
learning and blunted the rewarding effects of palatable
food (Fenu et al., 2001). Selective D1 receptor agonist
can enhance preference of high-palpability food over
regular maintenance diet (Cooper and Al-Naser, 2006).
The role of DA D5 receptors on eating behaviors is not
established due to the lack of selective ligands that can
discriminate between D1 and D5 receptors.
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The D2 receptors have been associated with feed-
ing and addictive behaviors in animal and human
studies. D2 receptors play a role in reward seeking,
prediction, expectation and motivation (Wise, 2006).
Food seeking is initiated by hunger; however, it is
food-predictive cues that activate DA cell firing and
motivate animals (Watanabe et al., 2001). Many
animal studies have evaluated mixed D2/D3 receptor
antagonists or agonists on food-seeking behaviors
(Missale et al., 1998). D2 receptor antagonists block
food seeking behaviors that depend on history associ-
ation (reinforcement) between the cues and the
reward they predict as well as on palatable foods
(McFarland and Ettenberg, 1998). When food is no
longer priming and rewarding for an animal, D2
agonists can be used to reinstate extinguished
reward-seeking behavior (Wise et al., 1990). Human
imaging studies of eating behaviors have mainly used
PET studies with [11C]raclopride, a reversible DA
D2/D3 receptor radioligand, which binds at D2 recep-
tors and D3 receptors with similar affinity and which
is sensitive to changes in extracellular DA. A human
PET study with [11C]raclopride that measured DA
release in the striatum following consumption of a
favorite food showed the amount of DA release was
correlated with the ratings of meal pleasantness
(Small et al., 2003). Food deprivation potentiates the
rewarding effects of food (Cameron et al., 2008).
During fasting, the role of DA is not selective for
food, but rather signals the salience for a variety of
potential biological rewards and cues that predict
rewards (Carr, 2007). Chronic food deprivation also
potentiates the rewarding effects of most addictive
drugs (Carr, 2002). The striatum, OFC and amygdala,
which are brain regions that receive DA projections
are activated during the expectation of food (Schultz,
2004). In fact, using PET and [11C]raclopride to
evaluate changes in extracellular DA in striatum in
response to food cues (presentation of palatable food)
in food-deprived subjects, we showed significant
increases in extracellular DA in the dorsal striatum
but not in the ventral striatum (where the NAcc is
located) (Volkow et al., 2002). The DA increases were
significantly correlated with the increases in self-
reports of hunger and desire for food. These results
provided evidence of conditioned-cue reaction in the
dorsal striatum. The involvement of DA in the dorsal
striatum appears to be crucial for enabling the motiv-
ation required to consume the food that is necessary
for survival (Sotak et al., 2005; Palmiter, 2008). It is

different from the activation in the NAcc, which may
related more to motivation associated with food pal-
atability (Szczypka et al., 2001; Wise, 2006).

It has been postulated that D3 receptors might be
involved in drug dependence and addiction (Heidbreder
et al., 2005). Recently, several selective D3 receptor
antagonists have been developed. These antagonists
have higher selectivity for the D3 receptor compared
to other DA receptors (Heidbreder et al., 2005).
Administration of a selective D3 receptor antagonist
prevented nicotine-triggered relapse to nicotine-
seeking behavior (Andreoli et al., 2003). It also
attenuated sucrose-seeking behavior induced by
sucrose-associated cue reintroduction in the rodent
(Cervo et al., 2007). We have also shown that D3
receptor antagonists decrease food intake in rats
(Thanos et al., 2008b). Several selective D3 receptor
PET radioligands have been developed (Hocke et al.,
2008; Narendran et al., 2006; Prante et al., 2008), but
none to our knowledge has been used to investigate
eating behavior and obesity in humans. The D4 recep-
tors are predominantly located in cortical regions in
both pyramidal and GABAergic cells (Mrzljak et al.,
1996), in striatal neurons and in hypothalamus
(Rivera et al., 2002). It is believed that D4 receptors
act as an inhibitory post-synaptic receptor controlling
the neurons of the frontal cortex and striatum (Oak
et al., 2000). These receptors may play a role influ-
encing satiety (Huang et al., 2005).

Imaging the interaction between
peripheral metabolic signals
and eating behavior
Many peripheral metabolic signals directly or indir-
ectly interact with brain DA pathways. Highly palat-
able foods can override internal homeostatic
mechanisms through action on brain DA pathways
and lead to overeating and obesity (Batterham et al.,
2007). Simple carbohydrates such as sugar are a
major nutritional source and contribute to about a
quarter of total energy intake. Animal studies have
demonstrated that glucose modulates DA neuronal
activity in the ventral tegmental area and substantia
nigra directly. The midbrain DA neurons also interact
with insulin, leptin and ghrelin (Palmiter, 2007;
Myers et al., 2008; Abizaid et al., 2006). Ghrelin
activates DA neurons; whereas leptin and insulin
inhibit them. Food restriction increases circulating
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ghrelin released from the stomach and activates the
mesolimbic system increasing DA release in the NAcc
(Abizaid et al., 2006). An fMRI study showed that
infusion of ghrelin to healthy subjects enhanced
activation to food cues in brain regions involved in
hedonic and incentive responses (Malik et al., 2008).

Insulin stimulates glucose metabolism directly,
functioning as a neurotransmitter or stimulating
neuronal glucose uptake indirectly. There is evidence
that brain insulin plays a role in feeding behavior,
sensory processing and cognitive function (Brody
et al., 2004; Rotte et al., 2005; Schultes et al., 2005).
Laboratory animals with disruption of brain insulin
receptors show enhanced feeding (Bruning et al.,
2000). A recent human study using PET-FDG showed
that brain insulin resistance co-exists in subjects with
peripheral insulin resistance, especially in the stria-
tum and insula (regions that relate to appetite and
reward; Anthony et al., 2006). These brain regions in
subjects with insulin resistance may require much
higher levels of insulin to experience the reward and
the interoceptive sensations of eating.

Leptin also plays a role in regulating eating behav-
ior in part through regulation of the DA pathway (but
also the cannabinoid system). An fMRI study showed
leptin could diminish food reward and enhance the
response to satiety signals generated during food con-
sumption through the modulation of neuronal activ-
ity in the striatum in leptin-deficient human subjects
(Farooqi et al., 2007). Recently, we showed evidence
that leptin modulated D2R expression in the mouse
striatum, and that these effects were genotype/
phenotype-dependent (Pfaffly et al., 2010). In add-
ition, it was recently shown that leptin plays an
important role in modulating adaptation responses
of the DA system with respect to chronic food restric-
tion (Thanos et al., 2008c). Thus insulin and leptin
can act complementarily to modify the DA pathway
and alter eating behaviors. Leptin and insulin resist-
ance in the brain DA pathways makes food intake a
more potent reward and promotes palatable food
intake (Figlewicz et al., 2006).

Imaging sensory experience of food
and its relation to eating behaviors
Sensory processing of food and food-related cues
plays an important role in the motivation for food,
and it is especially important in the selection of a
varied diet. Sensory inputs of taste, vision, olfaction,

temperature and texture are first sent to the primary
sensory cortices (i.e. insula, primary visual cortex,
pyriform, primary somatosensory cortex) and then
to the OFC and amygdala (Rolls, 2007). The hedonic
reward value of food is closely linked to the sensory
perception of the food. The relation of DA in these
brain regions during sensory perception of food will
be discussed.

Insular cortex
The insular cortex is involved in the interceptive sense
of the body and in emotional awareness (Craig, 2003).
The connection between stomach and brain were
assessed using fMRI and balloon extension, which
mimicked the gastric distension that occurs during
normal food intake. Gastric distension activated the
posterior insula, which may reflect its role in the
awareness of body state (Wang et al., 2008). Indeed,
in smokers, damage to the insula disrupts their
physiological urge to smoke (Naqvi et al., 2007).
Moreover, a recent study in rats reported that the
administration of a hypocretin receptor antagonist
into the insula decreases nicotine self-administration
(Hollander et al., 2008). The insula is the primary
gustatory area, which participates in many aspects of
eating behavior such as taste. DA plays an important
role in the tasting of palatable foods, which is medi-
ated through the insula (Hajnal and Norgren, 2005).
Animal studies have shown that tasting sucrose
increases DA release in the NAcc (Hajnal et al.,
2004). Lesions in the ventral tegmental area reduced
consumption of a preferred sucrose solution (Shimura
et al., 2002). Human imaging studies have shown
that tasting palatable foods activated the insula
and midbrain areas (Del Parigi et al., 2005; Frank
et al., 2008). However, the human brain can dis-
tinguish the calorie content of the sweet solution
unconsciously. For example, when normal weight
women tasted sweetener with calories (sucrose),
both the insula and DAnergic midbrain areas were
activated, whereas when they tasted sweetener with-
out calories (sucralose), they only activated the
insula (Frank et al., 2008). Obese subjects have
greater activation in the insula than normal controls
when tasting a liquid meal that consists of sugar
and fat (Del Parigi et al., 2005). In contrast, subjects
that have recovered from anorexia nervosa show
less activation in the insula when tasting sucrose
and no association of feelings of pleasantness with
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insular activation as observed in the normal con-
trols (Wagner et al., 2008). It is likely that dysregu-
lation of the insula in response to the taste might be
involved in disturbances in appetite regulation.
Recently, research in de Araujo’s laboratory has
shown for the first time the expression of the taste
receptor genes Tas1r1, Tas1r2 and Tas1r3, and their
associated G-protein genes, in the mammalian brain
(Ren et al., 2009). Neuronal expression of taste
genes was detected in different nutrient-sensing
forebrain regions. These results suggested that the
G-protein coupled sweet receptor T1R2/T1R3 is a
brain glucosensor (Ren et al., 2009).

Somatosensory cortex
There is limited literature that addresses the role of the
primary somatosensory cortex in food intake and
obesity. Activation of the somatosensory cortex was
reported in an imaging study of normal weight women
during the viewing of images of high-caloric foods
(Killgore et al., 2003). Using PET and FDG to measure
regional brain glucose metabolism (marker of brain
function), we showed that morbidly obese subjects had
higher than normal baseline metabolism in the som-
atosensory cortex (Figure 34.1) (Wang et al., 2002).
There is evidence that the somatosensory cortex influ-
ences brain DA activity (Huttunen et al., 2003; Rossini
et al., 1995), including regulating amphetamine-
induced striatal DA release (Chen et al., 2008b). DA
alsomodulates the somatosensory cortex in the human
brain (Kuo et al., 2008). Moreover, we recently showed
an association between the availability of striatal D2
receptors and glucose metabolism in the somatosen-
sory cortex of obese subjects (Volkow et al., 2008b).
Since DA stimulation signals saliency and facilitates
conditioning (Zink et al., 2003), DA’s modulation of
the somatosensory cortex to food stimuli might
enhance their saliency, which is likely to play a role in
the formation of conditioned associations between
food and food-related environmental cues.

Orbitofrontal cortex (OFC)
The OFC, which is in part regulated by DA as well as
serotonin activity, is a key brain region for controlling
behaviors and for salience attribution including the
value of food (Rolls and McCabe, 2007; Grabenhorst
et al., 2008). As such, it determines the pleasantness
and palatability of food as a function of its context.
Using PET and FDG in normal weight individuals, we

showed that exposure to food cues (using the same
paradigm as that with which we showed that cues
increase DA in dorsal striatum) increased metabolism
in OFC, and that these increases were associated with
the perception of hunger and the desire for food
(Wang et al., 2004). The enhanced OFC activation
by the food stimulation is likely to reflect downstream
DAnergic effects, and is likely to participate in DA’s
involvement in the drive for food consumption. The
OFC participates in learning stimulus-reinforcement
associations and conditioning (Cox et al., 2005;
Gallagher et al., 1999). It also participates in condi-
tioned cues-elicited feeding (Weingarten, 1983). Thus
its activation secondary to food-induced DA stimula-
tion could result in an intense motivation to consume
food. Dysfunction of the OFC is associated with com-
pulsive behaviors including overeating (Machado and
Bachevalier, 2007). This is relevant because food-
induced conditioned responses very likely contribute
to overeating irrespective of hunger signals (Ogden
and Wardle, 1990).

Amygdala
The amygdala is another brain region involved in
eating behaviors. More specifically, there is evidence

Figure 34.1 Color coded statistical parametric mapping (SPM)
result displayed in a coronal plane with a superimposed diagram of
the somatosensory homunculus with its corresponding three
dimensional (3D) rendered SPM images show the areas with higher
metabolism in obese than in lean subjects. The areas that are
significantly higher are displayed in red and are superimposed into
the surface of 3D reconstructed brain MRI images (grayscale). Obese
subjects have higher metabolism than lean subjects in the
somatosensory areas where the mouth, lips and tongue are
represented. (Adapted from Wang et al., 2002.)
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that it is involved with learning and recognition of the
biological significance of objects during food procure-
ment (Petrovich and Gallagher, 2003). Extracellular
DA levels in the amygdala were increased in a pre-
clinical study of food intake after a brief period of
fasting (Fallon et al., 2007). Functional neuroimaging
studies using PET and functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) have shown activation of the amyg-
dala with food-related stimuli, tastes and odors (Del
Parigi et al., 2002; Small and Prescott, 2005; Smeets
et al., 2006). The amygdala is also involved with the
emotional component of food intake. Stress-induced
amygdala activation can be dampened by the inges-
tion of energy-dense food (Dallman et al., 2003). The
amygdala receives interoceptive signals from the vis-
ceral organs. In an fMRI study in which we assessed
the brain activation response to gastric distention, we
showed an association between activation in the
amygdala and subjective feelings of fullness (Wang
et al., 2008). We also found that the subjects with
higher BMI had less amygdalar activation during
gastric distention. It is likely that perception mediated
by the amygdala could influence the content and
volumes of food consumed in a given meal.

Imaging the connection between
personality and overeating behavior
Eating behavior can be triggered by internal signals of
an energy deficit or by external cues. External cues
such as smelling, viewing or tasting of appetizing
foods can trigger a desire to eat even without the
subjective feeling of hunger (Burton et al., 2007).
The sensitivity to food cues can be variable among
individuals. Using fMRI, Passamonti et al. (2009)
showed that individual sensitivity to viewing appetiz-
ing food was associated with changes in brain con-
nectivity between the striatum, amygdala, anterior
cingulate and premotor cortex. Individuals who were
more sensitive to the external food cues had a greater
increase in their subjective feeling of hunger in the
presence of appetizing food. The differences in sensi-
tivity to food cues were positively associated with the
connectivity between ventral striatum and amygdala
when viewing appetizing food, as well as the connect-
ivity between ventral stratum and the premotor
cortex, which is involved with the preparation for oral
movement. The differences in sensitivity were nega-
tively correlated with connection between the anterior
cingulate gyrus and OFC, which is associated with

coding of the reward value of food. These results
implied that individuals with higher sensitivity to
food cues had increased risk to overeat when exposed
to an environment with constant exposure to food
stimuli (e.g. advertisements and food displays).

An individual’s experience to food reward also
plays an important role on eating behaviors. Animal
studies showed that anticipating an impending
reward from food intake activated mesotelencephalic
DA neurons, and the DA activation in the NAcc was
greater when conditioned stimuli that signaled food
receipt than after delivery of an unexpected meal
(Blackburn et al., 1989; Kiyatkin and Gratton, 1994;
Schultz et al., 1993). In an experimental environment,
individuals who worked harder to earn a preferred
snack in a task that permitted later consumption had
a stronger association with the intakes of the pre-
ferred food and with total calorie intake than with
the subjective perception of pleasantness for the
chosen food. It is likely that anticipated reward from
food intake is a stronger indicator of caloric intake
than the actual reward experience (Epstein et al.,
2004). The individual difference in anticipation and
motivation for food might lead to difference in food
intake. Obese individuals experience greater food
reward from anticipation and consumption and are
more motivated to eat than normal body weight sub-
jects (Epstein et al., 2007). In fact, an fMRI study of
adolescent girls showed obese girls had greater acti-
vation in insula and gustatory somatosensory cortex
than lean girls in response to anticipated food intake
and to actual consumption of food. These are the
brain regions that related to the sensory and hedonic
aspect of the food. However, the obese girls also had
decreased activation in caudate nucleus in response to
food consumption that might indicate a dysfunction-
ing DA system, which increases the risk of overeating
(Stice et al., 2008b).

Brain imaging studies of binge
eating disorder
Binge eating disorder (BED) is characterized by epi-
sodes of eating an objectively large amount of food
and feelings of loss of control (American Psychiatric
Association, 1994). It occurs in about 0.7–4% of the
general population and in about 30% of obese subjects
attending weight control programs (Dymek-Valentine
et al., 2004). Obese binge eaters eat significantly more
calories than obese non-binge eaters when asked to eat
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as much as they want or simply to eat normally
(Goldfein et al., 1993; Yanovski et al., 1993). Obese
binge eaters have high relapse rates during weight
control programs and experience their disorder
for long periods of time. A high prevalence of BED
(30–80%) was reported among morbidly obese sub-
jects who have undergone bariatric surgery (Niego
et al., 2007). The eating disturbances persist (6–26%)
in many of the same patients after surgery and are
correlated with weight regain (Burgmer et al., 2005;
Sallet et al., 2007). Obese binge eaters lost less excess
body weight than obese non-BED obese subjects
after bariatric surgery (Wolnerhanssen et al., 2008;
Colles et al., 2008). There is evidence that alteration
in brain monoaminergic system might play a role in
BED (Jimerson et al., 1992; Leibowitz and Alexander,
1998). Bulimic patients with frequent binging episodes
have lower serotonin and DA metabolite concentra-
tions in cerebral spinal fluid (Jimerson et al., 1992).

Several functional neuroimaging studies have
been used to investigate brain response to visual food
cue stimulation in BED subjects. Karhunen et al.
(2000) used SPECT to observe cerebral blood flow
changes in individual with clinical relevant BED
symptomatology during food stimulation. Following
overnight fasting, the obese female binge eaters had
greater left prefrontal and left frontal activation than
non-BED obese female subjects following exposure to
freshly cooked food (without consumption). This
activation was correlated with feelings of hunger.
Using fMRI, Geliebter and colleagues found obese
binge eaters had greater activation in premotor cortex
adjacent to the oral region compare to non-obese
binge eaters when viewing high-caloric food. The
scans were performed after intake of a standard meal.
It was suggested the activation might reflect oral
movement preparation for food consumption even
after the meal (Geliebter et al., 2006). A recent fMRI
study investigated the association between brain acti-
vitation and reward sensitivity during viewing of food
pictures in non-obese female binge eaters and in non-
binge eaters (Schienle et al., 2009). All of the subjects
experienced pleasant feelings while viewing the food
pictures and activation of OFC was observed in both
groups of subjects, with the BED showing greater
OFC activation than non-BED. Enhanced activation
in frontal and prefrontal regions, which are highly
associated with DA and serotonergic innervation in
the binge eaters, suggested a trait disturbance in these
neurotransmitters in the etiology of BED.

The role of the serotonergic system on BED has
been mainly documented in clinical and drug treat-
ment studies (Grilo et al., 2006; Capasso et al., 2009).
Kuikka et al. used SPECT and 123I labeled nor-b-CIT,
a radioligand that labels serotonin transporters to
compare obese BED and obese non-BED control
women (Kuikka et al., 2001). The BED had lower
serotonin transporter availability in the midbrain
than did the control women. Serotonergic dysregula-
tion was implicated in depression, and decreased
serotonin transporters in the midbrain were also
observed in subjects with major depression (Staley
et al., 1998). Similar results were reported in subjects
with bulimia nervosa using SPECT and 123I labeled
b-CIT, which showed low levels of serotonin trans-
porters in hypothalamus and thalamus in subjects
with the longer duration of illness (Tauscher et al.,
2001). These imaging studies suggest serotonergic
dysfunction in BED subjects may contribute to
sequential periods of binge eating and depression.

Brain DA system and obesity
The involvement of DA in overeating and obesity has
also been reported in rodent models of obesity
(Meguid et al., 2000; Hamdi et al., 1992; Geiger et al.,
2008; Bina and Cincotta, 2000). DA plays a role in
pathological feeding behavior, since low levels of DA
may interfere with the drive and motivation to eat.
Human genetic studies show a higher prevalence
of individuals with the A1 allele of Taq1A (A1/A1 or
A1/A2) are more likely to be obese than those without
this allele (Noble et al., 1991; Spitz et al., 2000; Epstein
et al., 2007). The individuals with at least one A1 allele
of Taq1A restriction fragment length polymorphism
has been linked with lower levels of D2R (Jonsson
et al., 1999; Ritchie and Noble, 2003; Tupala et al.,
2003). Nevertheless, a SPECT study did not replicate
the finding, which might imply that SPECT did not
have sufficient resolution to detect the difference
(Laruelle et al., 1998). Variants of the human obesity
gene and the D2R gene have been examined in
relationship to obesity (Noble et al., 1994). These two
polymorphisms together account for about 20% of the
variance in BMI; the association is particularly found
in younger women (Comings et al., 1996). The study
suggested that these individuals might overeat to
compensate for hypofunctioning DA system.

BED and/or obese subjects who carry the A1 allele
of Taq1A have a relatively high degree of reward
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sensitivity (Davis et al., 2008b). Both BED individuals
and non-BED obese subjects are more reward-
sensitive, have greater impulsivity and more addictive
personality traits than normal body weight non-BED
subjects (Davis et al., 2008a). This sensitivity to
reward in the obese subjects is positively related to
overeating behavior and to a preference for sweet and
fatty food (Davis et al., 2007). It is consistent with the
finding in binge eaters with frequent binge episodes
who are reported to have low DA metabolite concen-
trations in cerebrospinal fluid (Jimerson et al., 1992).
A recent fMRI by Stice et al. (2008a) found striatal
activation in response to food intake is related to body
weight changes and these changes were associated
with the D2R gene. Individuals with the Taq1A A1
allele showed less activation in striatal regions during
food stimulation. These individuals also had higher
BMI and were susceptible to future weight gain. These
results indicated that low DA brain activity (either
due to decreased DA release or to decreased stimula-
tion of post-synaptic DA receptors) might be associ-
ated with dysfunctional eating patterns.

Molecular imaging of brain
DA system on obesity
The DA system has been targeted for therapy of
obesity. Treatment with DA agonists in obese rodents
induced weight loss, presumably through DA D2-like
and DA D1-like receptor activation (Pijl, 2003).
Humans chronically treated with antipsychotic drugs
(D2R antagonists) are at a greater risk of weight gain
and obesity, which is mediated in part by blockade of
D2R (Wise, 2006). Administration of DA agonists in
obese mice normalizes their hyperphagia (Bina and
Cincotta, 2000). Our PET studies with [11C]raclo-
pride have documented a reduction in striatal
D2/D3 receptor availability in obese subjects (Wang
et al., 2001). The BMI of the obese subjects was
between 42 and 60 (body weight: 274–416 lb), and
their body weight remained stable prior to the study.
The scans were done after subjects fasted for at least
17 h and were done under resting conditions (no
stimulation, eyes open, minimal noise exposure). In
obese subjects but not in controls, D2/D3 receptor
availability was inversely related to BMI (Figure 34.2).

To assess whether low D2/D3 receptors in obesity
reflected the consequences of food over-consumption
as opposed to a vulnerability that preceded obesity, we
assessed the effect of food intake on D2/D3 receptor

in Zucker rats (a genetically leptin-deficient rodent
model of obesity) using autoradiography (Thanos
et al., 2008c). The animals had free access to food
for 3 months and the D2/D3 receptor levels were
evaluated at 4 months of age. Results showed that
Zucker obese (fa/fa) rats had lower D2/D3 receptor
levels than the lean (Fa/Fa or Fa/fa) rats, and that food
restriction increased D2/D3 receptors both in the lean
and the obese rats, indicating that low D2/D3 reflects
in part the consequences of food over-consumption.
Similar to the human study, we also found an inverse
correlation of D2/D3 receptor levels and body weight
in these obese rats. The relationship between BMI and
brain DA transporter (DAT) levels has also been
investigated. Rodent studies demonstrated significant
decreases in DAT densities in the striatum of obese
mice (Huang et al., 2006; Geiger et al., 2008). In
humans, a recent study using single photon emission

Figure 34.2 Group averaged images of [11C]raclopride PET scans
for obese and control subjects at the level of the basal ganglia.
The images are scaled with respect to the maximum value
(distribution volume) obtained on the control subjects and
presented using the rainbow scale. Red represents the highest value
(2.0) and dark violet represents the lowest value (0 ml/g). The obese
subjects have lower D2R availability as compared to the control
subjects. Linear regression between D2R availability (Bmax/Kd)
and body mass index (BMI) shows D2R availability levels were
inversely related to BMI in the obese subjects but not in the control
subjects. (Adapted from Wang et al., 2001.)
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tomography (SPECT) and [99mTc] TRODAT-1 to
study 50 Asians (BMI: 18.7–30.6) in resting state
showed that BMI was inversely associated with striatal
DAT availability (Chen et al., 2008a). These studies
suggest the involvement of an understimulated DA
system in excessive weight gain. Since the DA path-
ways have been implicated in reward (predict reward)
and motivation, these studies suggest that deficiency
in DA pathways may lead to pathological eating as a
means to compensate for an understimulated reward
system.

Inhibitory control and obesity
Impaired inhibitory control may contribute to behav-
ioral disorders such as addiction and pathological
overeating. We evaluated the responses of the brain
when subjects were exposed to appealing food either
with or without a prior directive to suppress the
desire for food (cognitive inhibition) (Wang et al.,
2009). Regional brain metabolic responses to food
stimulation with and without cognitive inhibition
were assessed with PET and FDG. Specifically with
cognitive inhibition as compared with no inhibition
male subjects (but not females) showed significant
decreases in anterior cingulate gyrus, left OFC, left
amygdala, right striatum. These regions, which
decreased metabolism, had been shown by prior stud-
ies to be activated by food stimuli when presented via
pictures, smells, taste, recall or a combination of these
(Wang et al., 2004; Delamater, 2007). The suppressed
activation of the OFC with inhibition was also associ-
ated with decreases in self-reports of hunger, which
corroborates the involvement of this region in pro-
cessing the conscious awareness of the drive to eat.
This finding suggests a mechanism by which cogni-
tive inhibition decreases the desire for food.

Individuals with dysfunction in the prefrontal
cortex can have higher risk for obesity. In fact, we
assessed brain glucose metabolism with PET and
FDG in a group of healthy volunteer (BMI range
19–37 kg/m2) during baseline condition (no stimula-
tion) (Volkow et al., 2009). We found a significant
negative correlation between BMI and metabolic
activity in prefrontal regions, but not in other cortical
or subcortical regions (Figure 34.3). The metabolism
in these prefrontal regions was positively associated
with performance in tests of memory and executive
function. These findings suggest that the deleterious
effects of excessive weight on cognitive function in
healthy individuals may be mediated in part via its
association with decreased activity of prefrontal
regions.

There are several genes related to DA transmission
that play important roles in drug reward and inhibi-
tory control (Hurd, 2006). For example, polymorph-
isms in the D2 receptor gene in healthy subjects are
associated with behavioral measures of inhibitory
control. Individuals with the gene variant that is
linked with lower D2 receptor expression had lower
inhibitory control than individuals with the gene
variant associated with higher D2 receptor expression
(Klein et al., 2007). These behavioral responses are
associated with differences in activation of the anter-
ior cingulate gyrus and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
which are brain regions that have been implicated in
various components of inhibitory control (Dalley
et al., 2004). Prefrontal regions also participate in
the inhibition of tendencies for inappropriate behav-
ioral responses (Goldstein and Volkow, 2002). The
significant association between D2R availability and
metabolism in prefrontal regions is observed in our
studies in drug-addicted subjects (cocaine, metham-
phetamine and alcohol) (Volkow et al., 1993, 2001,

Figure 34.3 Color coded SPM images
show the areas where absolute metabolic
measures are negatively associated with
BMI. The brain areas that are associated
with BMI are displayed in yellow and are
superimposed into the brain MRI
structural images (grayscale). Subjects
with higher BMI have lower prefrontal
metabolic measures (Adapted from
Volkow et al., 2009.)
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2007). We found that the reduction in D2R availability
in these subjects was associated with decreased
metabolism in prefrontal cortical regions (Volkow
et al., 2008b) (Figure 34.4), which are involved in
regulating impulse control, self-monitoring and
goal-directed behaviors (Grace et al., 2007; Brewer
and Potenza, 2008). A similar observation was
documented in individuals at high familial risk for
alcoholism (Volkow et al., 2006). These behaviors
could influence the ability of an individual to self-
regulate his/her eating behavior. In fact, damage to
the prefrontal cortex (i.e. Gourmand syndrome) can
cause overeating and weight gain (Regard and Landis,
1997). Diffuse hypoperfusion of prefrontal cortex
was identified using SPECT in overeating conditions
(e.g. Kleine–Levine syndrome) (Arias et al., 2002).
Previous work with PET using [11C]raclopride, [11C]
d-threo-methylphenidate (to measure DAT availabil-
ity) and FDG to evaluate the association between
DA activity and brain metabolism in morbidly obese
subjects (BMI> 40 kg/m2) found that D2/D3 receptor
but not DAT were associated with glucose metabolism
in dorsolateral prefrontal, OFC and cingulate cortices
(Volkow et al., 2008b). The findings suggested that

D2/D3 receptor-mediated dysregulation of regions
implicated in inhibitory control in the obese subjects
might underlie their inability to control food intake
despite their conscious attempts to do so. This led us
to consider the possibility that the low D2/D3 recep-
tor modulation of the risk for overeating in the obese
subjects could also be driven by its regulation of the
prefrontal cortex.

Memory and obesity
The susceptibility to gain weight is in part due to the
variability in individual responses to environmental
triggers, such as caloric content of food. The intense
desire to eat a specific food or food craving is
an important factor influencing appetite control.
Food craving is a learned appetite for energy
through the reinforcing effects of eating a specific
food when hungry (Rolls and McCabe, 2007). It is a
very common event that is frequently reported across
all ages. Nevertheless, food craving can also be
induced by food cues and sensory stimulation regard-
less of the state of satiety indicating that conditioning
is independent of the metabolic need for food (Fedor-
off et al., 2003). Functional brain imaging studies
have shown that the desire to eat a specific food was
associated with activation of the hippocampus, which
is likely to reflect its involvement in storing and
retrieving the memories for the desired food (Pelchat
et al., 2004; Thanos et al., 2008a).

The hippocampus connects with brain regions
involved in satiety and hunger signals including the
hypothalamus and insula. Using imaging studies with
implantable gastric stimulator and balloon gastric
distention methods, we showed activation of the
hippocampus presumably from downstream stimu-
lation of the vagus nerve and the solitary nucleus
(Wang et al., 2006, 2008). In these studies we found
that the activation of the hippocampus was associated
with a sensation of fullness (Figure 34.5). The findings
suggest a functional connection between the hippo-
campus and peripheral organs such as the stomach in
the regulation of food intake. The hippocampus also
modulates the saliency of stimuli through regulation
of DA release in the NAcc (Berridge and Robinson,
1998), and is involved in incentive motivation (Tracy
et al., 2001). It also regulates activity in prefrontal
regions involved with inhibitory control (Peleg-
Raibstein et al., 2005). Using imaging methodology,
Del Parigi et al. showed that tasting a liquid meal

Figure 34.4 Brain map obtained using SPM shows correlation
between D2R availability and brain metabolism in obese subjects.
The areas that metabolic measures are significantly correlated with
D2R availability are displayed in orange and superimposed into a
sagittal plane of brain MRI images (grayscale). The association
between DA D2 receptors and metabolism in orbitofrontal cortices
and cingulate gyrus suggests that D2 receptor mediated
dysregulation of regions implicated in inhibitory control may
underlie the inability to control their food intake despite their
conscious attempts to do so. (Adapted from Volkow et al., 2008b.)
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resulted in decreased activity in the posterior hippo-
campus in obese and previously obese but not in lean
subjects. Persistence of abnormal neuronal response
in the hippocampus in the previously obese was asso-
ciated with their susceptibility to relapse. These find-
ings implicate the hippocampus in the neurobiology
of obesity (Del Parigi et al., 2004). Obese subjects are
reported to crave energy-dense foods that make them
susceptible to gain weight (Gilhooly et al., 2007).

Application of brain imaging to drug
discovery and treatment of obesity
There are a number of targets for drug therapies
of obesity. Many small molecules and peptides
that target the hypothalamus have been reported
to increase satiety, reduce food intake and balance
energy homeostasis in rodent models (Harrold and
Halford, 2006; Aronne and Thornton-Jones, 2007).
However, some of these molecules when tested on
clinical trials failed to show meaningful weight loss
(Erondu et al., 2007). Functional neuroimaging tech-
niques play a role in assessing the efficacy of the
medication when the human subjects are in condi-
tioned food stimulation or in predicting the efficacy
of the medication in satiated state. For example:

(1) Leptin showed promising results for the treatment
of animal and human subjects with leptin

deficiency. Nevertheless, most of the obese human
subjects have high leptin levels and not leptin
deficiency. Leptin as an anti-obesity treatment
agent was called into question. However, recent
studies showed that low doses of leptin when
given after weight loss in obese subjects could
restore energy expenditures (i.e. increasing
skeletal muscle work efficiency, sympathetic
nervous system tone, thyroid function) and help
maintain the reduction in body weight
(Rosenbaum et al., 2005).

An imaging study with fMRI-BOLD was used to
assess the brain responses to visual food stimulation
under different weight conditions and leptin levels
(i.e. usual weight, 10% weight reduction and after
leptin treatment) in obese subjects (Rosenbaum
et al., 2008). At the initial weight, visual food stimuli
increased activity in brain regions involved in
energy homeostasis and emotional memory of food
intake (i.e. hypothalamus, amygdala, hippocampus,
parahippocampus, cingulate gyrus, frontal and
parietal cortices). The weight reduction state was
associated with increased activity in the brain stem,
parahippocampus, putamen as well as frontal and
temporal regions, which involved in motivation
and decision-making functions. The leptin treat-
ment reversed the brain activation to the pattern in
the initial weight state. This finding suggests that
leptin modulates the reward and executive control
responses to visual food stimuli, and that the
replacement of leptin can facilitate the maintenance
of weight loss. These results also suggest that some
obese individuals with relatively lower leptin levels
might benefit from leptin replacement therapy.

(2) Peptide YY3–36 (PYY), a physiological gut-derived
satiety signaling peptide, has shown promising
results in increasing satiety and reducing food
intake in humans (Batterham et al., 2003). An
fMRI study was used to assess the mechanism of
PYY in modulating neural activity related to
hedonic, cognitive and homeostatic pathways in
human subjects and to predict the efficacy of PYY
in inducing satiety. In this study, the fasting
participants were infused with PYY or saline
during 90 min of fMRI scanning (Batterham et al.,
2007). The fMRI signal changes in the
hypothalamus and OFC extracted from time series
data were compared with subsequent caloric
intake for each subject on the PYY and saline

Figure 34.5 Brain scans in obese subjects reveal higher
metabolism in brain reward pathways when a “stomach stimulator”
is turned on to simulate fullness vs. off. The 3D rendered SPM images
show the areas with higher metabolism when the “stomach
stimulator” is turned on. The areas that are significantly higher are
displayed in red and are superimposed into 3D reconstructed brain
MRI images (grayscale). (Adapted from Wang et al., 2006.)
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days. On the saline day when the subjects were
fasted and had lower plasma levels of PYY, the
change in the hypothalamus correlated with
subsequent caloric intake. In contrast, on the
PYY day when high plasma levels of PYY
mimicked the fed state, the changes in the OFC
predicted caloric intake independently of meal-
related sensory experience, whereas hypothalamic
signal changes did not. Thus functional imaging
studies provide a tool to assess the efficacy of the
medication in the fasted and fed states. In this
case, eating behaviors could be easily switched
from a homeostatic state to an hedonic
corticolimbic state by treatment with PPY alone.
Therefore the strategy to treat obesity should also
include agents that modulate the hedonic state of
food intake.

Concluding remarks
Obesity reflects an imbalance between energy intake
and expenditure that is mediated by the interaction of
energy homeostasis and hedonic food intake behav-
ior. Brain imaging studies show that obese individuals
have significant deficits in regulation of energy
homeostasis (i.e. delayed response to peripheral meta-
bolic signals in the hypothalamus) and circuits that
regulate abnormal eating behavior (i.e. motivation,
reward, emotion, learning, memory and inhibitory
control). These brain imaging studies have the poten-
tial to facilitate understanding the mechanisms
underlying obesity and overeating behaviors and pro-
vide scientific bases for the assessment of the efficacy
of drug treatments and for the development of novel
pharmacological approaches. A key limitation to pro-
gress in this area is that a core pathophysiological
abnormality that underlies obesity has yet to be iden-
tified. However, overeating behaviors and obesity are
likely heterogeneous disorders (Hainer et al., 2008).
Therefore, future brain imaging studies might be
applied to investigate the interaction between periph-
eral signals and hedonic pathways, as well as to assess
the efficacy of drug treatments, surgical therapy and
lifestyle changes (e.g. diet control and aerobic exer-
cise). In addition to PYY and leptin, several peptides
(e.g. GLP-1) as well as medications with DA proper-
ties (DA reuptake inhibitors, e.g. Bupropion), opioid
antagonists (e.g. Naltrexone) or combination of other
drugs that modulate DA and GABA activity (e.g.
Zonisamide, Topiramate) have been reported to

promote weight loss in obese subjects (Gadde et al.,
2003, 2007; Stenlof et al., 2007; Bessesen, 2008;
Aronne and Thornton-Jones, 2007). The efficacy
and mechanisms of these medications can be assessed
by functional neuroimaging techniques. Future
progress will also require the development of better
neuroimaging methods and a wider variety of radio-
tracers to image the growing number of molecular
targets that have been implicated in obesity and other
eating disorders (Aronne and Thornton-Jones, 2007).
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Box 34.1. Most significant findings of functional
neuroimaging studies in obesity and overeating
behavior
� Peripheral metabolic signals in obese individuals

Delayed response to glucose in the
hypothalamus.

Reduced postprandial peptide YY release and
exhibited lower satiety.

Failure to decrease ghrelin after a meal.
Decreased leptin levels in weight-reduced state

could promote weight gain.
� Brain dopamine pathway and overeating behavior

Consumption of a favorite food induced
dopamine release in the striatum.

Exposure to food-cues induced striatal dopamine
release and increased orbitofrontal metabolism,
which has a downstream dopaminergic effect.

Obese individuals had a reduction in striatal D2/
D3 receptor availability.

� Prefrontal function and overeating behavior
In non-obese individuals during a food cue,

cognitive inhibition could decrease activity in
prefrontal and in orbitofrontal cortices.

Greater body mass index was correlated with
decreased prefrontal activity.
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In obese individuals, decreases in striatal D2/D3
receptor availability were associated with
decreases in prefrontal metabolic activity.

� Memory and overeating behavior
Desire to eat a specific food was associated with

activation of the hippocampus.
Activation of the hippocampus was associated

with a sensation of fullness.
Obese and previously obese individuals

decreased activity in the posterior hippocam-
pus when tasting a liquid meal.
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Chapter

35 Neuroimaging of eating
disorders: commentary
Janet Treasure

Introduction
The preceding two chapters synthesize the evidence
from imaging studies which explore normal eating
behavior, and the clinical manifestations of disturbed
eating behavior ranging from obesity through to
anorexia nervosa. Both chapters have been written
by individuals with a high level of expertise and they
contain a wealth of information. For those of us
struggling to keep up and assimilate this knowledge
base, it is easy to get lost in the detail. I have therefore
introduced a simple diagram to help to navigate a
path through this information. In this diagram the
central control of appetite is simplified into three
basic elements (Figure 35.1).

First, there is the homeostatic system (Nutrostat)
centered mainly in the brain stem and hypothala-
mus that integrates metabolic markers (insulin,
leptin, PYY, ghrelin, etc.), and information from the
gastrointestinal tract, and has outputs such as hun-
ger, fullness and autonomic nervous activity. The
neurotransmitters involved include MCH, alpha
MSH, agouti-related peptide, orexin and neuropep-
tide Y. Second, there is the drive and reward system
(Hedonic) centered within the mesolimbic system and
striatum, which registers the salience and reward
value associated with food and is involved in signaling
the drive to eat. This has inputs from sensory organs
and the hippocampus. The key neurotransmitters in
this system are dopamine and opioids. The third
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Figure 35.1 A simplified model of the
central control of appetite.
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system, the self-regulatory system, includes fronto-
striatal circuits involving 5-HT, amongst other
neurotransmitters. This exerts control over the
other more reflexive, automatic components and
serves to integrate appetite into a personal and
societal framework.

The mechanisms involved within the nutrostat
and hedonic components of the model shown on the
diagram have been derived from laboratory work
with animals. In man, the cortical, deliberative com-
ponent plays a more dominant role. The function of
this system includes choices, costs, learning and deci-
sion making. An imbalance between these three com-
ponents may explain some of the clinical variation in
eating behaviors.

How brain imaging has clarified
understanding about the central
control of appetite in Man
Hedonic and metabolic systems
Scanning work in humans has for the most part
validated most of the elements within this model. In
his chapter, Wang has elaborated upon this and only
brief highlights are reiterated here.

Glucose, insulin and other GI-related hormones
modulate brain appetite systems by mechanisms
involving both the hedonic and nutrostat systems.
For example, fluxes in blood sugar parallel changes
in metabolism within the hypothalamus (Liu et al.,
2000; Smeets et al., 2005). PYY reduces eating behav-
ior and hypothalamic activation by food (Batterham
et al., 2007). Conversely, when ghrelin (a hormone
increased by fasting) is administered intravenously,
the metabolic response to pictures of food is increased
in the areas of the brain associated with the hedonic
system such as the amygdala, orbito- frontal cortex,
anterior insula and striatum (Malik et al., 2008).

The role of dopamine (DA) as a key neurochem-
ical in the hedonic system has been confirmed by
several studies. For example, the presentation of pal-
atable foods to fasting humans is associated with
an increase in DA in the dorsal striatum (Volkow
et al., 2002). Furthermore, the amount of dopamine
released is associated with the pleasure experienced
(Small et al., 2003). Tasting palatable foods also acti-
vates the insula and midbrain areas (Frank et al.,
2008), and gastric distension modulates activity in
the posterior insula (Wang et al., 2008).

Obesity
People with obesity (who are a heterogeneous group)
appear to have problems within all three components
from the model. For example, people with obesity
appear to have deficits in the nutrostat system with
a delayed response to peripheral metabolic signals in
the hypothalamus (Matsuda et al., 1999).

Scanning studies designed to interrogate reward
function and dopamine pathways in obesity have led to
fascinating findings. Obese subjects have higher
metabolism in the somatosensory areas related to the
mouth, tongue and lips (Wang et al., 2002), and greater
activation in reward centers when a device to mimic
fullness is switched on in the stomach (Wang et al.,
2008). These findings suggest that elements of the
hedonic response to food are more active in obesity.

There is an inverse linear relationship between
dopamine receptor (DA2) levels and BMI in people
with a BMI over 40 (Wang et al., 2001). This reduc-
tion in dopamine receptors is associated with lower
metabolicmeasures in the prefrontal area (Volkow et al.,
2009). Thus it is possible that dopamine may be
implicated in the loss of regulatory control overeating
in obesity (Volkow et al., 2008).

Studies of people with specific syndromes associ-
ated with obesity also offer interesting insights into
the central control of appetite. People with Prader
Willi syndrome who satiate poorly to a meal have
reduced medial orbitofrontal activity (Hinton et al.,
2006), and those people with congenital leptin defi-
ciency have the activation of the limbic system in
response to food cues reduced by leptin replacement
(Baicy et al., 2007; Farooqi et al., 2007). This suggests
that overeating in both of these syndromes is associ-
ated with abnormalities in brain function.

Eating disorders
As is well argued by Frank, there can be problems
interpreting some of the results of scanning studies in
people with eating disorders, as food restriction alters
brain structure with the loss of gray and white matter.
In order to overcome this difficulty, several groups
have studied patients after recovery, as for the most
part brain mass is restored following weight gain
(Castro-Fornieles et al., 2009; McCormick et al., 2008).

The neurochemistry and functional anatomy of
the brain has been explored. Brain monoamine func-
tion in eating disorders has been studied both in the
acute state and after recovery using specific ligands
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with PET technology. Changes in monamine receptor
density have been found both in the prefrontal regula-
tory control areas and the mesostriatal areas of the
hedonic system. 5-HT1A receptors in the prefrontal
cortex are increased especially in the acute state but
also after recovery (Bailer et al., 2005, 2007b; Galusca
et al., 2008). In the striatum, 5-HTT receptors are
increased in the restricting form anorexia nervosa after
recovery, whereas they appear to be decreased in the
binge purge form (Bailer et al., 2007a) and dopamine
receptors (DA2) are also increased after recovery in
anorexia nervosa (Frank et al., 2005). In summary,
people with eating disorders have key abnormalities
in monoamine function in both the hedonic and
the regulatory regions, and this may contribute to the
abnormal patterns of eating behaviors.

The functional changes elicited by specific eating
disorder stimuli (food and body) and more general
aspects of the psychopathology (reward, and self-
regulatory control) have also been examined. Food-
related imagery increases activity in the frontal and
limbic areas of people with eating disorders (Naruo
et al., 2000; Gordon et al., 2001; Ellison et al., 1998;
Uher et al., 2003, personal communication; Uher
et al., 2004; Schienle et al., 2009; Geliebter et al.,
2006). On the other hand, the metabolic response to
the taste of sucrose/glucose in the insula and striatal
circuits is reduced in anorexia nervosa (Frank et al.,
2006; Wagner et al., 2008). Thus anticipation of food
appears highly salient, whereas the consumption is
less salient or rewarding.

Activation to body image cues varies according to
the contextual aspects of the stimulus. In general,
body-related cues do not activate the same frontal/
limbic circuits as do food cues; rather, there is acti-
vation in the insula and occipital/parietal regions
(Uher et al., 2005; Redgrave et al., 2008; Sachdev
et al., 2008; Wagner et al., 2003; Seeger et al., 2002).
The insula is known to be a bridge between infor-
mation from the body and the limbic system, produ-
cing an emotional context for sensory experience.

People with anorexia nervosa and those with
bulimia nervosa fail to have different activation pat-
terns in the ventral striatum to reward or non-reward
in a guessing game (Wagner et al., 2007, 2010). This
suggests that the reward system in general and not
just to food is dysfunctional.

People in the acute phase of anorexia nervosa have
deficits in executive function with poor set shifting
(Roberts et al., 2007). This is associated with greater

activation in the frontal regulatory regions and
less activation in the striatum to a set-shifting task,
suggesting that this task requires greater effortful con-
trol (Zastrow et al., 2009). People with bulimia nervosa
also have decreased activity in the neural systems that
mediate self-regulatory control to the Simon task in
the inferior lateral prefrontal cortex on both sides and
mid-dorsal striatum (Marsh et al., 2009). This suggests
that there is a difficulty in self-regulation and control
in people with eating disorders which leads to rigidity.

In the following section I try to integrate some of
the current findings and develop some hypothetical
models which may explain some the clinical varieties
of eating and hopefully may suggest future research
directions. At the present time these are speculative,
although they do fit with some of the information
discovered from the research into brain scanning
described in these two chapters. I start with a model
for eating disorders, as these are more homogeneous
and are set more firmly within the framework of
psychology and psychiatry.

Amodel of brain function in eating disorders
In this section, I have developed a hypothetical model
of eating disorders which could be used as the basis
for further research. For the sake of simplicity, the
model is limited to appetite control, although the
inclusion of other aspects of brain function character-
istic of people with eating disorders, such as a tendency
to anxiety and compulsive behaviors, should also
be included in a more complete model. A diagram
illustrating the underlying processes is shown in
Figure 35.2.

The hypothesis is that the subcortical appetite
system (hedonic and nutrostat) in people at risk for
anorexia nervosa is set to attain less reward from food
and there is a a lower set point with tighter control
around it. This disposition to leanness is a familial
trait (Hebebrand and Remschmidt, 1995). In contrast,
those at risk of binge eating have a greater reward from
food with a set point which is more loosely regulated in
the direction of weight gain. Thus there is a tendency
to overeat and be overweight. Restriction, a key eating
disorder behavior, results from a choice to impose
regulatory control over subcortical areas.

However, over time, continued dietary restriction
produces nutritional and emotional consequences
that adversely impacts on the function of the regula-
tory control system. This reduces the control over the
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hedonic and the nutrostat systems. This means that
these subcortical regions (the amygdala and basal gan-
glia and ventromedial prefrontal cortex) are freed from
inhibition. Moreover, the level of inhibition needed to
regulate the lower sytems escalates with weight loss
because homeostatic mechanisms to maintain weight
at the set point swing into action and produce activation
in the nutrostat and hedonic systems. For example,
dopamine function within the hedonic system may be
modulated by the decrease in PPY and leptin and
increases in ghrelin. This means that food becomes
more rewarding.Also lower levels of glucose and insulin
adjust the output of the nutrostat system.

In addition to these homeostatic pathways, some
eating disorder behaviors themselves have a specific
impact on the control of appetite. This is exemplified
by models of binge eating in laboratory rodents.
Scientists have replicated in the laboratory the condi-
tions implicated in the exponential increase of binge
eating, i.e. food restriction, gastric drainage, stress
and intermittent access to highly palatable food and
produced “food addiction” (Avena et al., 2008; Avena,
2007). Not only do these animals “binge” eat, but they
also show withdrawal effects, a propensity to relapse
after a time, and cross-tolerance to alcohol and
cocaine. Thus the hedonic system becomes more
sensitive to food. There is individual variation in the
propensity to develop these changes.

This sensitization of brain reward systems in
combination with the decreased capacity of the
regulatory system may explain the switch from
extreme restriction to bulimic behavior which com-
monly occurs within the first three years of the
development of anorexia nervosa (Eddy et al., 2008;
Wentz et al., 2009).

The decrease in self-regulatory function may
explain the increase in avoidance, behavioral inhib-
ition and compulsive behaviors, as these also
become more dominant as they become freed from
regulatory control.

A model of brain function in obesity
Obesity is a heterogeneous condition and is beyond
the scope of this chapter to produce a model that can
account for all the various subtypes. In Figure 35.3, a
simple model is depicted which accounts for a pro-
portion of cases. The hypothesis is that the nutro-
stat and the hedonic system are set towards an
increased sensitivity to the reward of food. In part,
this may be innate or it may be acquired through
learning. This disposition leads to weight gain.
Amongst the negative consequences of weight gain
stigma and low self esteem can reduce functioning
of the self-regulation centre and also reduce the
range of possible rewarding activities by making

Figure 35.2 A putative model
describing the development of anorexia
nervosa. In a proportion of cases, binge
eating develops because of decreases in
the self regulatory control and increased
sensitivity in the hedonic system.
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social connection a source of pain rather than pleasure.
Thus food becomes the main source of solace and
security and there is less ability to inhibit this behavior,
resulting in a vicious circle.

Overall conclusions
Overall, there appears to be a coherence developing in
the central models of the control of appetite from
animals to man and into the clinical areas. Both
obesity and the eating disorders are associated with
abnormal functioning in regulatory control areas and
in the hedonic systems. Furthermore, the pattern of
monoamine functioning in these areas is abnormal.
In this chapter, I have speculated as to how innate
vulnerabilities and acquired changes may allow these
varieties of abnormal eating behavior to occur. It is to
be hoped that further interrogation of these systems
and translating some of the findings in to treatment
might improve the outcome of these conditions.
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Section VII
Chapter

36
Developmental Disorders

Neuroimaging of autism spectrum
disorders
John D. Herrington and Robert T. Schultz

The past two decades of neuroimaging research on
developmental disabilities appear to reflect the develop-
ment of the field of neuroimaging itself. The vast major-
ity of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies on
developmental disabilities have come frommodular per-
spectives of brain function – where specific areas are
associated with specific mental operations, developmen-
tal patterns, and clinical symptoms.More recently, it has
become clear that, although critical, modular perspec-
tives ought not to obscure the importance of distributed
perspectives, where cognitive functions are implemented
via complex interactions between multiple brain areas.

This chapter reviews MRI findings on develop-
mental disabilities that arise from both modular and
distributed perspectives on brain function, although
the former clearly represent the majority of existing
data. The chapter will focus exclusively on autism-
spectrum disorders (ASD, including the diagnoses of
autism, Asperger’s Syndrome, and Pervasive Develop-
mental Disorder – Not Otherwise Specified).1 Some
of the most recent and exciting developments in the
neurobiology of ASD relate to abnormal functional
and structural connectivity – in particular, findings of
decreased long-range connectivity between brain
areas. We conclude the chapter by discussing import-
ant futures avenues, with particular emphasis on
study designs and techniques that are capable of inte-
grating data from multiple sources.

The autism spectrum
The classic “triad” of autism includes (1) delayed or
impaired communication abilities, (2) diminished
social skills and social isolation, and (3) repetitive
behaviors or restricted interest repertoires. These
symptoms typically emerge early in development
(noticeable by age 2 or 3) and are generally lifelong

(Volkmar et al., 2005). In addition to the triad, ASDs
are associated with a number of other serious con-
ditions, including mental retardation and seizure
disorders. Although other biological abnormalities
(such as tuberous sclerosis) confer risk for autistic
symptoms, no specific abnormality has proven causal
in a majority of cases (see Bailey et al., 1996;
Abrahams and Geschwind, 2008).

There is growing appreciation for the diverse
manifestations of these symptoms and the disorder’s
very broad functional range – from a complete
absence of daily living skills to only subtle differences
in behavior. The inclusion of the diagnosis of Asper-
ger’s Disorder (AD) in the DSM-IV reflects the rec-
ognition that a large number of individuals with
significant social skill deficits fail to show delayed
language (whereas language delays are part of the
autism diagnosis). The diagnosis of Pervasive
Developmental Disorder – Not Otherwise Specified
captures cases who have some but not all of the
symptoms of autism or AD.

The etiology of ASD remains elusive. The data
covered in this chapter represent attempts to identify
critical brain mechanisms of ASD – attempts that
have proven both fruitful and incomplete. The eti-
ology of ASD can, of course, be examined from other
levels, including genetics. Although rarely integrated
with studies of brain mechanisms, research on the
genetics of ASDs bear directly on our understanding
of relevant brain mechanisms. The studies reviewed
in this chapter do not formally include genetics;
however, it is important to note that ASD does
appear highly genetically mediated, in ways that
may prove critical to MRI findings. The concordance
rate for ASD in monozygotic twins is considerably
higher (80–90%) than in dizygotic twins (10–20%;
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Bailey et al., 1995; Burmeister et al., 2008). The
relative risk of a child being diagnosed with autism
is 25 times the population average in families that
already have one affected sibling (Jorde et al., 1991;
O’Roak and State, 2008). Even in the absence of
multiple affected children, parents and other immedi-
ate family members will often show mild, subsyn-
dromal manifestations of autism – the so-called
broader autism phenotype (Piven et al., 1997).

The relationship between these genetics findings
and those from neuroimaging has come increasing
into focus. In the last two years, there have been
several reports on the contribution of rare genetic
variants to ASD risk, including sequence and struc-
tural variants (i.e. copy number variants; Glessner
et al., 2009; O’Roak and State, 2008; Sebat, 2007;
Wang et al., 2009). Many of these rare variants
involve genes that impact the growth and develop-
ment of the synapse (i.e. the neuroligands, neurexin,
contactin-associated proteins, among others). These
findings bear directly on recent accounts of long-
range connectivity deficits in ASD (described below).

Abnormal brain size and cellular
architecture in ASD
The observation that individuals with autism tend to
have enlarged heads dates back to the origin of the
diagnosis itself (Kanner, 1943). Although many sub-
sequent studies of head circumference have con-
firmed this observation, it did not receive much
attention until recently, as MRI technology permitted
the widespread measurement of in-vivo brain volume
and morphology. A pioneering study by Piven et al.
(1995) reported brain volume measurements from
22 individuals with autism and 20 controls. The aver-
age total tissue volume of individuals in the autism
group was 85 ml larger than the control group. This
increase manifested as both brain tissue and ventricu-
lar enlargement. Several studies now show that brain
and head size are normal at birth (Lainhart, 2006;
Hazlett et al., 2005), but undergo a period of exuber-
ant growth around 1 year of age (Courchesne et al.,
2001; Hazlett et al., 2005). There appears to be a
shifting of the entire brain size/head size distribution
toward large size, with about 20% of those with ASD
having brain sizes that average about 5% larger than
normal ones accounting for age and IQ, meeting the
97th percentile criterion for macrocephaly (Lainhart,
2006; Redcay and Courchesne, 2005).

Although white matter (WM) size reductions have
been shown in some tracts (such as the corpus callo-
sum; see Chung et al., 2004; Egass et al., 1995; Piven
et al., 1997), several studies have found that the WM
compartment is disproportionately enlarged in autism
(Courchesne et al., 2001; Herbert et al., 2003). Allo-
metric models of cerebral development suggest that
doubling the number of minicolumns (defined below)
supports a fourfold increase in neuronal connectivity,
potentially generating a fourfold increase in some
WM areas (Casanova et al., 2002). In other words,
WM increases may reflect increased neuronal number
in ASD. It seems counterintuitive that increases in
brain size and neuron count might be associated with
the profound deficits of autism. However, our accu-
mulated knowledge of typical brain development,
alongside theoretical models of increased brain size
(e.g. Ringo, 1991), clearly indicate that abnormally
increased WM likely reflects suboptimal signal trans-
fer, particularly between distant structures.

Although MRI has played a critical role in our
understanding of brain size in ASD, it does not allow
for the inspection of small-scale neuronal organiza-
tion, as in post-mortem studies. An increasing
number of post-mortem studies are identifying cellu-
lar abnormalities in ASD. We will highlight only one
of these findings, as it pertains directly to recent
connectivity data from fMRI. Casanova and col-
leagues (2002, 2006) now have two post-mortem
studies of select cortical areas with abnormal mini-
columnar structure. Minicolumns are comprised of
sets of radially oriented neurons that play a critical
role in neural information processing (Casanova
et al., 2006). Minicolumns appear significantly
increased in number and reduced in width in
autism. This finding is consistent with the observed
WM increase in ASD. Moreover, they found that
neuronal cell size was decreased, and speculated that
this would give rise to an abundance of short range
fibers only, since longer fibers require larger cell
bodies to support their metabolic needs. Using MRI
parcellation schemes, Herbert et al. (2003) found that
WM increases were especially pronounced in the
more superficial layers of WM, and argued that this
is consistent with an overabundance of short-range
fibers, and a decrease of long-range fibers. Thus, there
is an interesting convergence of data suggesting that
autism may involve an overabundance of short-range
fiber connections and a decrease of long-range
connections.
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ASD and language systems
Considerations of communication and language in
ASD are more complicated than suggested by a curs-
ory read of DSM-IV criteria (APA, 2000). Delays in
speech development are a defining feature of autism.
However, it is not strictly necessary for these delays to
manifest as language impairments after the first few
years of life. While impaired communication skills
represent a core diagnostic symptom of autism,
formal language impairments in ASD are only vari-
ably present, and are not part of the core phenotype.
Indeed, it is not clear that autism speech delays inevit-
ably lead to functional language impairments. Studies
of language functioning in autism later in childhood
reveal only subtle and inconsistent formal “language”
difficulties (Groen et al., 2008; Kjelgaard and Tager-
Flusberg, 2001; Tager-Flusberg et al., 2005). Import-
antly, formal aspects of language are correlated with
IQ, and matching study groups on IQ greatly dimin-
ishes language effects.

Nevertheless, language is impaired or absent in a
sizeable fraction of ASD cases. One of the most
common deficit areas, and one of the only language
deficit areas that has proven independent from IQ
deficits, relates to pragmatics (Colle et al., 2008;
Ghaziudden and Gerstein, 1996). There is an entire
literature documenting the relationships between social
interactions during early childhood and the develop-
ment of language skills. Theory of Mind skills (ToM,
discussed in more detail below) have been linked to the
development of language. In this regard, language def-
icits may be a consequence of what we consider to be
more of a core or universal ASD deficit (i.e. ToM).

Because of what is known about the neural basis of
language, hypotheses on the nature of ASD language
deficits have been highly focused – namely, on Broca’s
and Wernicke’s areas. ASD abnormalities have been
identified in both of these areas via structural MRI
(sMRI) (Herbert et al., 2003) and hemodynamic
imaging (for review, see Schultz and Robins, 2005).
Some data indicate that the typical left-hemisphere
asymmetry of language functions (among right-
handers) is shifted rightward (Müller et al., 1999;
Boddaert et al., 2003). These data are supported by a
structural MRI study indicating a more rightward bias
in the size of language areas (Herbert et al., 2002).

Some evidence indicates that observed abnormal-
ities in language areas may reflect different processing
styles, rather than deficits per se. In particular, Just

et al. (2004) showed decreased left Broca’s area
activity during a sentence comprehension task, but
also an increase in activity in Wernicke’s area. The
authors concluded that this pattern may reflect a bias
away from the integration of word meaning within
the sentences, and towards an in-depth processing of
individuals words. This conclusion is consistent with
theories of overall cognitive style in ASD (such as
weak central coherence theory, discussed below).

ASD and visual information processes
A recurring debate within the autism research com-
munity centers on whether the complex profiles of the
disorder emerge from deficits in broad systems, or
from circumscribed ones that have radiating effects
(for more detailed considerations of this topic, see
Belmonte et al., 2004a; Schultz, 2005). The theoretical
underpinnings of such debates are often thornier than
they first appear – to what extent can system-wide
brain abnormalities emerge from focal ones? Which
brain systems might represent specific impairment
loci, versus downstream effects of abnormalities in
other areas? Do progressions from discrete abnormal-
ities to broader ones follow specific developmental
trajectories that are themselves instrumental?

Data on visual information processing deficits in
ASD kindle many of these debates, as visual infor-
mation (gestures, facial expressions, etc.) is often piv-
otal to social understanding. Indeed, it has been
pointed out that congenital blindness, although asso-
ciated with outcomes that are clearly distinct from
autism, entails social behavior that resembles ASD
in many respects (Hobson and Bishop, 2003). Find-
ings on basic visual information processing deficits
in ASD have proven particularly compelling, and
may in fact play an etiological role in the disorder
(Schultz, 2005).

Low-level visual information
processing systems
Visual information processing has always been a topic
of great interest to ASD researchers, as individuals with
ASD often show preserved and sometimes enhanced
visual abilities. Particularly compelling is the observa-
tion that individuals with ASD often perform relatively
well on tasks requiring the disambiguation of stimulus
parts from a larger whole (Frith, 1989; Shah and Frith,
1983, 1993). These findings directly inform theories on
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the etiology of ASD – namely, weak central coherence
theory, which associates ASD with a diminished cap-
acity to perceive broad, coherent patterns of informa-
tion in the environment (Frith, 1989). Evidence in
support of this theory comes from, for example, the
embedded figures task, where one must locate a small
figure embedded in a larger one. Individuals with ASD
have shown normal or above-normal performance on
this task, despite deficits in other visual and cognitive
domains (Shah and Frith, 1983). For this task, the
tendency to perceive and process the entire stimulus
may actually interfere with the critical task – to find a
particular piece of that stimulus. Hence, the failure to
attend to the entire stimulus may leave individuals with
ASD at an advantage.

Other visual processes nevertheless appear dimin-
ished in ASD. For example, some evidence indicates
that individuals with ASD show a diminished capacity
to perceive global, coherent motion, as measured by
random dot kinematograms (RDKs) and related stim-
uli (see Dakin and Frith, 2005). A deficit in this area is
of particular interest to the clinical phenomenology of
ASD, as motion perception is critical to disambigu-
ation of objects within scenes, including other indi-
viduals (their gestures, body language, etc.). As
pointed out by Dakin and Frith (2005), data on global
motion perception in ASD are made problematic by
the use of paradigms where local motion is poorly
controlled (see Barlow and Tripathy, 1997, for a con-
sideration of local motion in RDKs). However, in lieu
of more direct evidence of local motion processing
deficits in ASD (see Bertone et al., 2003; Bertone and
Faubert, 2006; Pellicano et al., 2005; Pellicano and
Gibson, 2008), the weight of the existing data seems
to favor a global motion deficit.

As depth of processing increases (moving anteri-
orly along dorsal and ventral streams), additional
visual processing abnormalities become evident. For
example, numerous studies have established that the
integration of complex motion vectors across space is
implemented by the human homolog of the monkey
area MTþ, often referred to as MTþ/V5 (Cowey
et al., 2006; Dumoulin et al., 2000; Herrington et al.,
2007; Newsome and Pare, 1988). The complex kin-
ematics of human movement (including highly con-
figural, pendular motion) exemplify this type of visual
input. Numerous studies of biological motion have
used point-light (PL) displays, where a moving
human form is represented entirely by small number
of dots placed in locations corresponding to the major

joints of the body. When stationary, these dots
may not be readily identifiable as a human represen-
tation; however, when made to move like a person,
the human form immediately becomes obvious
(Johansson, 1973).

Herrington et al. (2007) were among the first to
examine brain activity during PL biological motion
perception among individuals with ASD. A sample of
individuals with Asperger’s Disorder and age- and
IQ-matched controls were asked to indicate whether
a PL figure appeared to be walking to the left or right.
When completing the task, decreased AD activity was
observed in multiple posterior areas including MTþ/
V5 (see Figure 36.1). Furthermore, the two groups did
not differ in MTþ/V5 activity during a control
condition where the same dots were presented in
scrambled form. This suggests that the difference
appears specific to the configural processing demands
elicited by a human form (although it remains to be
seen whether other, highly configural stimuli may
invoke similar effects).

Despite these intriguing findings, there is still
considerable debate surrounding whether ASD is
associated with abnormal function in basic visual
processing areas. Ultimately the debate may turn less
on the localization of specific visual cortex deficits in
ASD, and more on the identification of particular
levels of cognitive complexity where differences arise.
For example, Bertone and colleagues (2003, 2006)
argue that individuals with ASD have intact first-
order (luminance-based), but impaired second-order
(contrast-based) motion processors. Although this
would seem to implicate some areas of the dorsal
stream (i.e. V2 and V3) and not others (i.e. V1), to
our knowledge there have been no MRI studies dir-
ectly testing this hypothesis.

Fusiform gyrus and person perception
Visual information processing deficits in ASD emerge
more robustly in brain areas that are responsive to
specific classes of objects – namely, those related to
people. A large literature yields consistent evidence
that individuals with ASD are selectively impaired in
their ability to recognize face identity and facial
expressions (reviewed in Schultz, 2005; Wolf et al.,
2008). Importantly, the visual impairment is specific
to people, as individuals with ASD are not impaired
in other types of complex objects, such as buildings or
furniture (Grelotti et al., 2002; Wolf et al., 2008). Face
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perception can be divided into the recognition of
identity via structural facial features, and recognition
of the affective state of another (independent of their
identity) via the shape of individual features and
dynamic changes in their relative distance. Both types
of perception are necessary in navigating the social
world, although they appear to be mediated by some-
what different systems. Person identification is critic-
ally dependent on portions of the fusiform gyrus
(FG), an area on the underside of the temporal lobes
(Kanwisher et al., 1997; Kanwisher, 2000; Puce et al.,
1995). A medial portion of FG appears particularly
responsive to faces processing; this area is typically
referred to as the fusiform face area (FFA). In the
first neuroimaging study of face recognition in ASD,
we found selective hypoactivation of FG in ASD
(Schultz et al., 2000). FG hypoactivation has now been
replicated by 9 other labs (see Schultz and Robins,
2005).

Although the FG deficit is among the most
established neurobiological findings in ASD, it
remains unclear how this deficit develops. It is
important to note that individuals with ASD not
only show diminished face processing abilities, but
are also generally less interested in attending to
facial information (Klin et al., 2002; Sasson et al.,
2008). Although interest and ability in certain skills
would appear to be highly overlapping (e.g. those
who are interested in knitting are likely to have
above-average knitting skills), they are not reducible
to one another, and may influence one another
dynamically. Schultz (2005) proposed a model

whereby FG deficits in ASD arise from an initial
decrease in the social and emotional salience of faces
(which in turn stems from abnormalities in amyg-
dala function). As a consequence, these individuals
have less experience interpreting facial information,
leaving areas involved in face computations under-
developed. Ultimately, this leads to diminished
social intelligence and awareness.

This model is supported primarily by findings
reviewed in this chapter on FG, amygdala, and their
connectivity. Unfortunately, the vast majority of
these findings come from teenage samples or older,
whereas the progression of amygdala-mediated sali-
ence to FG function likely begins in infancy, long
before one generally receives an ASD diagnosis.
This presents a formidable methodological chal-
lenge for research on person information process-
ing deficits in ASD. Researchers are increasingly
focusing on studies of brain structure among
infants at elevated risk for ASD – those with an
older sibling on the spectrum – in order to under-
stand better the developmental origins of the social
deficit. Although measures of functional brain
activity remains largely out of reach for this age
group, other measures such as eyetracking are
gaining widespread prominence as tools to measure
attentional biases at very young ages (for example,
see Jones et al., 2008; Klin et al., 2009). In the
future, these tools can be combined with structural
MRI and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to get a
more complete picture of what is happening in the
brains of infants as ASD clinical symptoms emerge.

Non-Randomized Walker

Randomized Walker

Figure 36.1 Abnormal patterns of
temporal lobe activity in ASD during the
perception of a point light walking figure.
Areas of reduced brain activity among
individuals with Asperger’s Disorder
during the randomized and fully coherent
walking conditions. The statistical maps
represent the comparison of brain activity
between the two groups for the contrast
of fully coherent walker versus fixation
(top) and randomized walker vs. fixation
(bottom). Activations in yellow represent
clusters of activity that are significantly
lower for the ASD group as compared to
controls. The widespread decreases in
temporal lobe activity for the ASD group
appear for the fully coherent motion
perception condition, and largely
disappear for the randomized walker
condition. Taken with permission from
Herrington et al. (2007).
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Superior temporal sulcus and the processing
of faces and gestures
A large number of (mostly non-clinical) studies have
established the role of superior temporal sulcus (STS)
in various aspects of social perception. This area
appears responsive to the perception of a variety of
human movements, including limb motion, dynamic
facial expression, and shifts in eye gaze (Adolphs,
2003; Allison et al., 2000; Haxby et al., 2000; Pelphrey
et al., 2004; Robins et al., 2009; Thompson et al.,
2007). As the STS receives inputs from numerous
sensory and limbic/paralimbic areas, it has been con-
ceptualized as an integration area for perceptual
information (Barnes and Pandya, 1992; Milner,
2006; Oram and Perrett, 1996; Selzer and Pandya,
1994). In fact, STS is a key node of the “mirror neuron
system” (MNS) – a network of structures implicated
in imitation and social perception (discussed in more
detail below).

Although these functions are of direct clinical
relevance to ASD, few published functional imaging
studies have tested for STS abnormalities in this
population (see studies discussed in the MNS section
of this chapter). However, MRI data on this topic are
beginning to emerge. Using voxel-based morpho-
metry, Boddaert et al. (2004) reported decreased STS
gray matter concentration in ASD. Their data have
recently been corroborated by Lee et al. (2007), who
observed degradation in STS WM structure using
multiple indices from DTI (FA, axial and radial dif-
fusivity). Finally, although the recent sMRI study of
Bigler et al. (2007) focuses on language processes (and
not visual perception), their finding of diminished
superior temporal gyrus structure in ASD constitutes
further evidence for local abnormalities. Collectivity,
these data have proven sufficient to lead some
researchers to conclude that STS dysfunction plays a
significant role in ASD symptoms (Redcay, 2008;
Ziibovicius et al., 2006). Lastly, Herrington et al.
(2007) observed decreased STS activity in ASD during
human movement perception. More functional
imaging studies are needed to clarify our understand-
ing of STS function in ASD.

ASD and social intelligence
A central agenda in ASD brain imaging research has
been the identification of brain regions involved in
social functions. Many of these studies examine social

intelligence from the perspective of “Theory of Mind”
(ToM) – the ability to infer another’s mental state
(Baron-Cohen and Tager-Flusberg, 2000). Deficits in
ToM are a cardinal characteristic of autism, distin-
guishing it from, for example, specific forms of
mental retardation such as Williams Syndrome. There
has always been some debate regarding the specificity
and cognitive modularity of ToM (i.e. is ToM a dis-
tinct cognitive process, or does it emerge from
numerous others, and if the latter, which?). As a case
in point, the aforementioned data on FG in ASD
could just as easily be included in this section. Never-
theless, some form or other of ToM plays a role in
virtually every comprehensive account of the clinical
profile of ASD, a role that is often considered distinct
from established deficits in “lower-level” cognitive
processes.

Ambiguities surrounding the cognitive specificity
of ToM are at the center of MRI research of this
topic, if not always explicitly addressed. In particular,
there is considerable theoretical (and likely neural)
overlap between the constructs of social intelligence
and emotion. Many paradigms that tap ToM abilities
do so via the identification of another person’s emo-
tional state. Take, for example, functional MRI
(fMRI) studies of facial expression or eye gaze inter-
pretation in ASD, such as Baron-Cohen et al. (1999;
article chosen at random from many illustrating this
point). Although conceived as a study of social func-
tions, their data on abnormal amygdala function in
ASD can just as easily be interpreted strictly in terms
of emotion processes. Neurobiological studies of
emotion have their own rich history, vocabulary,
theoretical landscape (i.e. emotional identification
versus emotional expression, versus emotional experi-
ence, versus emotion regulation, each putatively asso-
ciated with distinct and overlapping brain areas). In
studies such as that of Baron-Cohen et al. (1999), the
invocation of emotion constructs does not directly
challenge the utility of theories such as ToM; rather,
they bring into focus a somewhat different set of
theoretical questions. Perhaps foremost among them:
to what extent are social skill deficits in ASD a conse-
quence of a dysregulation of emotion processes, par-
ticularly those concerning emotion identification? Few
studies have directly addressed this question. This is
unfortunate, as studies on the neural correlates of
ToM in ASD may prove highly revealing about the
manner in which humans make contact with their
social environments.
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Amygdala
Research on the role of amygdala in social and emo-
tional functions dates back more than a half-century
(Kluver and Bucy, 1939). The evidence accumulated
during this time points most clearly to an account of
amygdala function that involves social and emotional
surveillance (i.e. monitoring the environment for
socially and emotionally salient information) and
emotional experience (particularly negative affect
and fear conditioning; see Zald, 2003).

Our understanding of the role of amygdala deficits
in ASD has evolved considerably over the past decade.
Decreased amygdala activity has been observed in
ASD across multiple studies involving face or eye
stimuli (Ashwin et al., 2007; Baron-Cohen et al.,
1999; Critchley et al., 2000; Dapretto et al., 2006;
Hadjikhani et al., 2007; Pelphrey et al., 2007; Pinkham
et al., 2008). These studies complement a handful of
volumetric (Aylward et al., 1999; Howard et al., 2000;
Juranek et al., 2006) and post-mortem (Bailey et al.,
1998; Bauman andKemper, 1994; Kemper and Bauman,
1998) studies showing amygdala anomalies in ASD
(though there is some inconsistency among studies
regarding the precise nature of the abnormality, e.g.
larger or smaller volume). Indeed, the available data
and theoretical compatibility of amygdala dysfunction
accounts have led some to tie it closely with the core
etiology of ASD (see Baron-Cohen et al., 2000; Schultz
et al., 2000a).

However, amygdala accounts of ASD have proven
less complete than they may appear. In particular,
they leave unanswered some important questions
about the status of emotion processes (both emotion
perception and experience) in ASD. Numerous stud-
ies have associated increased amygdala function with
negative affect in depression and anxiety (see Davidson
et al., 2002). Although most clinical accounts of the
core ASD symptoms fail to mention depression and
anxiety, there is growing recognition that individuals
with ASD experience significantly elevated rates of
both (Stewart et al., 2006; Sukhodolsky et al., 2008).
This presents a sort of contradiction – on the one hand,
individuals with ASD show signs of decreased amyg-
dala activity (based on decreased social salience), and
on the other hand, one might predict an increase
(based on the presence of elevated negative affect).

Some attempts have been made to reconcile this
discrepancy via the consideration of abnormal atten-
tion processes in ASD. Dalton et al. (2005) recently

reported that amygdala signal in an ASD group
during face perception was positively correlated with
the amount of time spent fixating on the eyes. They
argued that amygdala function in ASD may in fact be
more intact than expected. Furthermore, they suggest
that ASD participants in prior studies may have
shown amygdala decreases not due to any fundamen-
tal neuropathology, but from inattention to, or pos-
sibly avoidance of, emotionally salient parts of their
environment (e.g. the eyes; also see Dalton et al.,
2007).

Their findings warrant replication for multiple
reasons. First, one aspect of this study has often been
misunderstood; although fMRI and eye gaze data
were collected simultaneously, they were not directly
compared, as might be done via the use of eye gaze
data as an explanatory variable in a whole-brain
generalized linear model (GLM) analysis. Such an
analysis would arguably be more robust in interpret-
ing eye gaze/amygdala relationships. Second, partici-
pants were not characterized in terms of co-occurring
mood or anxiety symptoms that might have affected
amygdala function. Nevertheless, if replicated, their
results will have a number of implications for future
MRI studies on social information processes in ASD.
Minimally, they draw attention to the importance of
monitoring attentional resource allocation during
ToM studies, to confirm that observed deficits are
not merely a consequence of inattention. More
broadly, it would shake up a number of assumptions
about the subcortical (e.g. amygdala) pathogenesis of
ASD that are frequently taken for granted.

At any rate, there remains a piece missing from
the amygdala account of ASD: how to account for
symptoms of negative affect and emotion dysregula-
tion. Unfortunately, at present we can say little
about how negative affect, ASD and amygdala func-
tion may be related, as almost no MRI studies of
ASD formally measure depression or anxiety. One
noteworthy exception is a recent study by Juranek
et al. (2006) reporting a significant correlation
between increased amygdala volume and a coarse
measure of negative affect – the Externalizing sub-
scale of the Child Behavior Checklist. It is possible
that, rather than representing a broad ASD endo-
phenotype, amygdala function may actually repre-
sent an important individual difference variable,
capturing variance in both internal emotional
experiences and in social–emotional contact with
others.
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Medial prefrontal cortex
Converging evidence from multiple experimental
tasks and sensory domains points to a role for medial
prefrontal cortex (mPFC) in aspects of ToM and
perspective taking (see Schultz and Robins, 2005).
Much of these data come from studies of ASD, where
mPFC activity is typically decreased. Although studies
vary, most localize this decrease to somewhere within
Brodmann areas 8 or 9. For example, Gallagher et al.
(2000) presented a sample of individuals with ASD
and a control group a series of cartoons where the
thoughts and intentions of specific characters had to
be inferred. The ASD sample demonstrated decreased
mPFC activity for those cartoons requiring mental
state inferences, but not for control cartoons requir-
ing non-mental state inferences.

An interesting line of research on ToM focuses on
the tendency for most people to anthropomorphize
objects and shapes that move in an apparently delib-
erate fashion. Evidence for this phenomenon origin-
ated with Heider and Simmel (1944), who created
animations depicting geometric shapes moving in a
manner that suggested specific gestures and emotions,
such as aggression and playfulness. Klin (2000)
developed an assessment around these videos, called
the Social Attribution Task (SAT). He showed that
individuals with ASD were less likely to make social
inferences about these videos, and more likely to
interpret them in strictly mechanistic ways.

Schultz et al. (2003) used a modified SAT to
identify ToM brain areas in a non-clinical sample.
As a control condition, participants observed the
shapes moving in a non-interactive manner. They
identified a number of areas showing increased activ-
ity during the social animation condition, including
FG, STS, amygdala, and mPFC (these results were
recently replicated by Vanderwal et al., 2008). In
another study, Schultz et al. (2008; in preparation)
show decreased activity in each of these areas in an
ASD sample. Castelli et al. (2000, 2002) have also
reported decreased mPFC activity in and ASD sample
using a variation on the Heider and Simmel task.

Castelli et al. (2002) conclude that the mPFC,
along with temporal areas, “can be considered the
rudiments of the mentalizing network of the brain,
independent of task and modality” (p. 1846). This
conclusion alludes to an important topic among
social neuroscientists in this field – the degree to
which mPFC functions as a discrete module

subserving ToM, or instead implements some
subordinate process that need not be specific to
ToM at all. A few studies to date indicate that mPFC
plays a role in social perspective-taking during the
comprehension of verbal information. In one of the
first mPFC studies on ASD, Fletcher et al. (1995) used
brief social stories requiring inferences about differ-
ent characters and events (presented as text on a
screen; also see Happé et al., 1996). Similar stimuli
were used by Gallagher et al. (2000) in a study using a
non-clinical sample; they found increased mPFC
activity during the social versus non-social story com-
prehension. Nieminen-Von Wendt et al. (2003)
reported decreased mPFC activity in ASD during an
aurally presented variation of Happé’s social stories
task.

Despite Castelli et al.’s conclusion and the afore-
mentioned studies, the link between mPFC and ToM
requires more refined cognitive theories about how
individuals make social inferences. The convergence
of data from both visual and language-based tasks
lends some credence to the notion of ToM-specific
functions, but it is less clear whether ToM deficits in
ASD may be ancillary to other cognitive impairments,
particularly with the domain of executive functions.
In the words of Frith and Frith (2000), “there is
clearly a need for more studies of patients with cir-
cumscribed lesions and for the development of test
materials for which difficulties with mentalizing can
be distinguished from more general problems of
understanding” (p. 342).

ASD, imitation, and the mirror
neuron system
There has recently been considerable speculation
regarding the relationship between ASD symptoms
and a constellation of brain areas referred to as the
mirror neuron system (MNS). MNS has proven
responsive to both the perception and implementa-
tion of specific body movements. Research in this
area was pioneered by Gallese et al. (1996), who
measured single cells in macaque area F5 (premotor
cortex; the homolog of the human inferior frontal
gyrus). They found that certain cells within F5
responded both when observing specific body move-
ments and when implementing those same move-
ments. Neurons with this “mirroring” property have
also been identified in inferior parietal and superior
temporal cortices (see Fogassi et al., 2005; Keysers and
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Gazzola, 2006). Together, these three areas comprise
what is typically regarded as the MNS. Human neu-
roimaging studies quickly followed the non-human
primate work, homing in on an analogous set of brain
structures.

Over the past decade there has been much specu-
lation regarding the function and developmental tra-
jectory of MNS. Numerous researchers have proposed
that these cells may work together to process infor-
mation regarding movements and gestures (Carr
et al., 2003, Dapretto et al., 2006; Fogassi et al.,
2005; Gallese et al., 2004). If so, this role has provoca-
tive implications for how people use their personal
experience of movement to interpret other people’s
movements, and possibly vice versa (Hurley and
Chater, 2005). More recently, scientists have begun
to speculate that the MNS may play a role in the
interpretation of social information (Rogers and
Williams, 2006; Hurley and Chater, 2005).

If MNS does support social communication, it
follows that it may function abnormally in ASD – as
has indeed been proposed by a number of researchers
(see Gallese, 2006). There are a growing number of
electrophysiology and hemodynamic imaging papers
supporting a link between ASD and abnormal MNS
function (Bernier et al., 2007; Dapretto et al., 2006;
Hadjikhani et al., 2006; Nishitani et al., 2004; Oberman
et al., 2005; Théoret et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2006).
However, this is clearly a nascent area of inquiry, with
critical questions remaining unanswered.

ASD studies aside, there are growing theoretical
concerns about the precise function of MNS. Despite
the numerous reports tying MNS functions to social
understanding, almost no studies have robustly tested
this. In a recent review of MNS and action under-
standing, Hickock (2009) argued MNS activity may
reflect either a “pure Pavlovian association” or mere
“sensory-motor pairings”. Indeed, MNS studies typic-
ally involve passive perception or tasks that require
decisions that have little or nothing to do with social
understanding per se. Those tasks that may have a
social perceptual component – such as facial expres-
sion perception – often involve static displays where
task demands are minimal (as in Dapretto et al.,
2006). The lack of data on this topic leaves open the
possibility that MNS activity may indeed be under-
standable as a sort of neural reflex, without any clear
association with action understanding.

Herrington et al. (in preparation) recently
addressed this issue by devising a task in which

responses to simple movement varied from trial to
trial. Their study required participants to judge the
direction in which a series of point-light figures were
walking. The task was made challenging by perturb-
ing the dot trajectories, deliberately inducing errors in
participant responses. Although both the STS and
inferior temporal gyrus (ITG) components of MNS
were responsive to the walking figure condition (com-
pared to a control stimulus), walking figure task
accuracy predicted activation in STS but not ITG
(see Figure 36.2). These data provide some of the first
evidence directly linking MNS activity to the accurate
perception of human actions, while also suggesting
that MNS nodes might prove somewhat heteroge-
neous in this function.

A second limitation on MNS theory relates to the
literature on imitation deficits in ASD. A key premise
behind MNS theories of ASD concerns the role that
childhood imitation plays in fostering the under-
standing of social gestures (see Rogers and Williams,
2006). A presumptive causal chain behind this prem-
ise starts with an MNS deficit, which leads to an
imitation deficit, which ultimately inhibits social
development and understanding. The difficulty with
this causal chain is that the literature on imitation

Figure 36.2 Accuracy on a human movement judgment task is
associated with increased activity within Superior Temporal Sulcus
(labeled A) and inferior temporal gyrus (labeled B). STS has proven
responsive to a variety of human movements (see Puce and Perrett,
2003) and is counted among nodes of the “mirror neuron system”
(Keysers and Gazzola, 2006). Taken with permission from Herrington
et al. (in preparation).
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deficits in ASD is fairly equivocal – deficits emerge in
some functional domains and not others, and may be
restricted in large part to spontaneous imitation only
(Rogers and Williams, 2006). Hamilton et al. (2007)
illustrated this in a study using a variety of basic
imitation tasks that were selected specifically for their
relation to putative MNS functions. They found no
performance differences among individuals with ASD
on these tasks. On the other hand, Bernier et al.
(2007) used a more challenging imitation measure
and found robust imitation differences between ASD
and control samples, which in turn predicted MNS
activity. These studies ultimately point to the import-
ance of identifying the specific parameters surround-
ing possible MNS abnormalities in ASD, including
the influences of attention and motivation.

ASD and brain connectivity
The relatively high spatial resolution of MRI lends
itself very well to the isolation of specific brain struc-
tures. However, a focus on localized structure and
function may obscure emergent properties of cortical
networks. ASD researchers using MRI have grown
increasingly worried that, much like someone on a
darkened street who looks for his missing keys exclu-
sively under the nearest lamppost, researchers may
rely too heavily on the most obvious uses of MRI
technology. Future research on the neurobiology of
ASD is more likely to prove fruitful if it is guided by
the principles of the systems we hope to understand,
and not the tools we use to understand them. These
principles clearly favor the analysis of distributed
cortical systems (Belmonte et al., 2004a). MRI can
measure such systems in multiple ways – namely,
through sMRI and DTI-based measures of cortical
volume and organization, and estimates of the inter-
relatedness of brain imaging signals across time.

Connectivity between fusiform gyrus,
amygdala, and superior temporal gyrus
Two of the aforementioned brain areas – FG and
amygdala – share extensive structural and functional
connections (Amaral and Price, 1984). Their respect-
ive roles appear distinct but overlapping – whereas
FG and STG/STS are tuned to the perception of
distinct person identities, the amygdala serves as a
rapid encoding system for emotionally arousing per-
cepts, including expressions (see Zald, 2003). Their

independent roles have been emphasized in studies
where individuals with FG lesions still remain capable
of completing facial affect discriminating tasks
(Tranel et al., 1988; Wada and Yamamoto, 2001).

However, FG and amygdala appear functionally as
well as structurally connected. We and others
hypothesize that FG activity is enhanced by input
from the amygdala (Morris et al., 1998a, 1998b;
Schultz, 2005; Vuilleumier et al., 2004). Data in
support of this hypothesis have come primarily
from lesion studies (Anderson and Phelps, 2001;
Vuilleumier et al., 2004). To date, few experiments
on this topic have used functional connectivity ana-
lyses (this represents an important next step in this
line of research). We have found an increased correl-
ation between amygdala and FG activity during a face
identification task (relative to house identification) in
a non-clinical sample (Schultz et al., 2005). Further-
more, connectivity between FG and amygdala was
significantly greater for control participants com-
pared to an ASD sample.

Data on FG/amygdala connectivity are also begin-
ning to emerge from DTI studies. Jou et al. (2007)
compared fractional anisotrophy (FA) data from
10 individuals with ASD and 10 controls (matched
for age and IQ). The ASD group showed decreased
FA (indicating reduced WM integrity) along the
corpus callosum (CC), superior longitudinal fascic-
ulus (SLF), and inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF).
As ILF connects FG and amygdala, an FA reduction
in this area strongly suggests abnormal connectivity
between these regions. Two other studies have provided
evidence for abnormal FG/amygdala connectivity in
ASD. Barnea-Goraly et al. (2004) reported reduced FA
in an ASD sample along the medial temporal gyrus,
directly adjacent to the FG.Although the authors do not
provide tractography data on their sample, their cluster
appears proximal to ILF and inferior fronto-occipital
fasciculus. Also using FA, Keller et al. (2007) reported
decreased WM integrity in the posterior limb of the
right internal capsule. This area covers a number of
WM tracts, including SLF and ILF.

Long-range connectivity
Converging evidence indicates that long-range
connectivity is particularly susceptible in ASD.
Numerous MRI studies suggest decreased corpus cal-
losum (CC) integrity in ASD (Alexander et al., 2007;
Barnea-Goraly et al., 2004; Herbert et al., 2004; Jou
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et al., 2007). The CC is a key communication channel
between the two hemispheres, composed of large
quantities of long-range fibers (Witelson, 1989). The
implications of this abnormality are extremely broad,
as numerous cognitive operations require the coord-
ination of both hemispheres (see Banich, 2004). In a
recent DTI study, Alexander et al. (2007) reported
that increased radial diffusivity in CC (reflecting
decreased WM organization) was inversely correlated
with processing speed and overall performance on
neuropsychological measures, though only for indi-
viduals with ASD. Radial diffusivity was also related
to degree of social impairment, as measured by the
Social Reciprocity Scale. CC abnormalities have also
been indicated by fMRI. Just et al. (2004) measured
brain activity during a sentence comprehension task,
and found decreased inter-hemispheric connectivity
between multiple language structures. Together, these
findings make a strong case for CC abnormalities in
ASD, though the degree to which such abnormalities
are specific to ASD remains largely unknown.

Long-range connectivity abnormalities have also
been identified within hemispheres. An early hemody-
namic imaging (positron emission tomography; PET)
study showed reduced inter-regional correlations in
persons with autism, suggesting reduced functional
integration and connectivity (Horwitz et al., 1988). In
recent years there have been at least six reports using
fMRI that also find reduced levels of functional con-
nectivity at longer distances. Just and colleagues have
numerous papers showing that fMRI activation time
series of widely spaced cortical processing nodes are
less well synchronized in ASD (Cherkassky et al., 2006;
Just et al., 2004, 2007; Kana et al., 2006; Koshino et al.,
2005). Reduced long-range synchronization is also
consistent with a prior PET study in autism during a
theory of mind experiment (Castelli et al., 2002).

These findings fit particularly well with the ASD
clinical profile. Belmonte et al. (2004b) outline how
the local/long-distance connection imbalance can
result in the broad tuning of perceptual functions
such that seemingly miniscule information in the
environment ends up co-opting broader-band cogni-
tive processes. In principle, the imbalance can encom-
pass symptoms at multiple levels of analysis, from
abnormal motion coherence thresholds to comorbid
seizure disorders. The possible behavior manifest-
ations appear consistent with weak central coherence
theory, where resources that might be allocated to the
holistic processing of stimuli or semantic meanings

are instead allocated to fragments of these (Belmonte
et al., 2004a; Frith, 1989).

Clearly, these findings warrant more detailed
analysis. In particular, accounts of long- and short-
range connectivity differences may ultimately prove
too coarse – how precisely does one delineate and
categorize these connections (e.g. “long” versus “short”
range), and how well do the delineations conform to
known processes of neuronal development? Are there
particular long- and short-range systems that are
affected, or do they vary from person to person,
tracking individual differences in behavior? As
described below, the answers to these questions will
likely necessitate the more widespread use of sophisti-
cated analytic approaches that can identify and distin-
guish between neural systems on multiple scales.

Neuroimaging studies of ASD:
future directions
Despite two decades of brain imaging data, the field
has yet to converge on specific, robust models of core
ASD pathobiology – although several attractive candi-
date models described in this chapter can serve as a
heuristic guide to future research. When reviewing
these data, it is easy to become bewildered by the
variety of brain structures and processes that have
been identified, and the difficulty in determining
which are etiological versus epiphenomenal. However,
recent years have witnessed great strides in ASD
model development – strides that bode well for the
future prospects of identifying ASD biomarkers. In
particular, the convergence of genetic, sMRI, fMRI
and DTI data on WM abnormalities and connectivity
disruption suggest that the field is learning how to
fruitfully integrate data from multiple sources. Indeed,
the pursuit of connectivity accounts of ASD is likely to
feature prominently in the next decade of research.

This section concerns itself with areas in which the
field of ASD brain research is likely to grow. Note the
decidedly methodological thrust to this summary – it
is our view that the future of this field lies in large part
in the advancement of analytic techniques that can
more effectively extract information from the com-
plex signals provided by MRI.

Functional connectivity
It is important to note that fMRI signals have some
inherent disadvantages with respect to connectivity
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measurement. While the typical sampling rate of
fMRI is somewhat faster than changes in blood oxy-
genation, these changes are themselves orders of mag-
nitude slower than the time-scale of connectivity
between neurons. Nevertheless, the use of fMRI
connectivity analyses has become increasingly wide-
spread.Themost straightforward analysis of connectivity
continues to be multiple regression, where voxel-
by-voxel activity is predicted by the interaction of
an experimental task and a specific brain region of
interest (Friston et al., 1997). Although not without
its complications, it is computationally equivalent to
what is carried out in almost every fMRI study;
we hope to see it used even more routinely in studies
of ASD.

Although connectivity analyses promise to
enrich our general understanding of brain function,
it seems particularly well-suited to the study of ASD.
Of particular interest is connectivity between nodes
of the social brain, including amygdala, fusiform
gyrus, superior temporal gyrus/sulcus, and portions
of prefrontal cortex. Although the field of ASD
research has played a critical role in expanding our
understanding of what these brain areas do, very
little is know about how they function vis-à-vis one
another.

fMRI pattern analysis
Functional imaging analyses typically involve “mas-
sively univariate” statistics – the repeated application
of GLM-based analyses predicting signal from indi-
vidual voxels throughout the brain. Newer methods
are emerging that can look at entire samples of voxels
in a multivariate framework that may ultimately
prove more sensitive and specific for categorizing
ASD subtypes and symptoms. Some of these methods
have already refined our understanding of modularity
in the brain, particularly within visual cortex (Haxby
et al., 2000, 2001, 2002; Norman et al., 2006). The
work of Haxby et al. has shown that the “on” or “off”
brain responses researchers typically report for basic
fMRI cognitive tasks can be superimposed on
more complex patterns of activity, where constella-
tions of tissue that appear dedicated to one function
actually play roles in other functions as well (see
Norman et al., 2006). Haxby’s findings emerged from
the application of pattern analysis to fMRI data.
Pattern analysis involves the selection and weighting
of a set of input “features” in the development of a

classification model. In the case of fMRI, input
features are composed of a set of voxels chosen either
a priori or by some other technique, such as trad-
itional per-voxel GLM (although much more sophis-
ticated feature selection procedures are available).
The classification model is then validated by testing
its validity and reliability in predicting subsequent
observations (e.g. additional blocks of data within an
fMRI run).

The relevance of this technique to ASD research
comes into focus when one considers the pattern of
findings on ventral stream abnormalities in ASD.
Some evidence indicates that facial recognition def-
icits in ASD stem not from a lesion-like absence of
FG function, but from a reallocation of FG and
adjacent areas to other visual tasks in a manner that
may ultimately prove inefficient (Grelotti et al.,
2005; Schultz et al., 2000b). Pattern analysis appears
particularly well-equipped to further test this
hypothesis, although it has not yet been used in
this way.

Multi-modal pattern analysis
The “features” that are submitted to pattern analysis
need not consist entirely of data from any one
imaging technique. A growing literature has used
pattern classification to categorize individuals as
belonging to specific clinical groups based on a com-
bination of multiple indices derived from sMRI and/
or DTI (Davatzikos et al., 2008; Fan et al., 2008;
Verma et al., 2008; Wang and Verma, unpublished
data). A key advantage of this approach is that it is
able to simultaneously select those channels and fea-
tures (such as discrete brain areas) that maximally
predict one’s group membership (e.g. ASD or con-
trol). Data from fMRI (such as parameter estimate
maps) can easily be included in this type of analysis.
This technique may prove extremely useful in identi-
fying the specific MRI modalities (fMRI, DTI, etc.)
that capture the most relevant information about
brain abnormalities in ASD.

The integration of genetics
Recent genetic advances suggest that abnormal
intracellular communication may represent an endo-
phenotype of ASD (Glessner et al., 2009; Jamain
et al., 2003; O’Roak and State, 2008; Sebat, 2007;
Wang et al., in press). However, no ASD studies to
date have combined genetics and MRI data.
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Techniques have been developed that allow for the
integration of fMRI data and large arrays of genetic
information. Liu et al. (2009) used an approach
called parallel independent component analysis
(ICA) to isolate fMRI and single nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP) factors that varied as a function of
group (in their case, schizophrenia versus control).
Their approach used independent components from
the separate modalities to inform and constrain the
calculation of final factors across both modalities.
Their data isolated a subset of 10 SNPs and signal
from a parietal lobe cluster that differed significantly
between the groups. This type of analysis seems
extremely well suited to research on the neurobiol-
ogy of ASD, where numerous common and rare
genetic variations are likely to play a role.

The spectra of individual differences
Throughout this chapter, the autism-spectrum dis-
orders have often been treated as if they represented
a unitary construct. This is clearly not the case
(Geschwind, 2008). The three diagnoses that encom-
pass ASD represent one particular clinical dimen-
sion; there are a great many others. The increasing
use of the term ASD instead of actual (DSM-IV)
diagnoses themselves reflects the profound ambigu-
ity among autism researchers regarding what cat-
egories are suitable to capture the variety of
presenting symptoms.

A key agenda of future research on ASD should be
to use neuroimaging to further define the underlying
dimensions of autism. For example, it may be that
issues of general intelligence in ASD relate to abnor-
mal long-range connectivity between structures and
hemispheres, but that this very abnormality interacts
with regional connections to enhance certain specific
abilities (perhaps explaining savant skills). It is pos-
sible that this interaction is itself mediated by the
superposition of specific genetic profiles within a
given individual – one that influences long-range
axonal development, and another that enhances local
relationships between pyramidal cells. The important
point here is not whether these particular speculations
ought to be pursued (although we feel that this would
prove fruitful), but rather, to illustrate that, rather
than looking at single functions among small samples
of individuals, neuroimaging studies of ASD will
benefit from approaches that consider multiple
aspects of the disorder simultaneously.

In an influential article on the study of environ-
mental contributions to genetically mediated dis-
orders, Rutter et al. (2001) highlighted the
importance of designs that involve very large
numbers of participants and research strategies, likely
spanning multiple research sites. We would argue that
the complexity of polygenetic conditions like autism,
with numerous important loci and gene-by-gene
interactions, indeed necessitates a large allocation of
resources. Endeavors such as the Autism Genetic
Resource Exchange (Geschwind et al., 2001) reflect
this growing necessity. As is often the case, the chal-
lenge becomes one of resource availability. In some
respects, this pursuit has gotten much easier as tech-
nology and MRI availability have advanced – it is
considerably quicker to acquire sMRI and DTI data
than it was only a few years ago, and advances in
computational power allow for much faster analysis
throughput.

However, there is one area in which it is hard to
imagine significant resource advances in the short
term – the critical step of ASD phenotyping and
diagnosis. Gold-standard research assessments on
ASD minimally rely on the Autism Diagnostic
Observation Schedule (Lord et al., 2000) and the
Autism Diagnostic Inventory – Revised (Lord
et al., 1994). Together, these instruments typically
take 2–4 h to administer, and should be used to
inform diagnosis by a clinical expert, an additional
time and resource burden. When one adds to this
numerous other dimensional measures of ASD
symptomatology, the marginal time required by
trained staff and clinicians often reaches two days
or more. Add to this the resources required for
broad participant recruitment, and the difficulty
many individuals with developmental disabilities
have laying still in an MRI machine for an hour or
more, and large-scale imaging studies of ASD
quickly seem daunting. Ultimately, multidimen-
sional studies of ASDs will benefit greatly from
widespread collaboration between scientists and
labs.

Box 36.1. The key nodes of the “social brain”
� Amygdala
� Fusiform gyrus
� Superior temporal sulcus/gyrus
� Ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC)
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Endnote

1. For discussions of the neurobiology of Rett Syndrome,
see Armstrong (2000). The other (and final) Pervasive

Development Disorder not discussed here is Childhood
Disintegrative Disorder (CDD). Almost no neuroimaging
studies of the disorder have been carried out on CDD, likely
due to ongoing concerns about the nosology and construct
validity of the disorder.
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Chapter

37 Neuroimaging of Williams–Beuren
syndrome
Andreia Santos and Andreas Meyer Lindenberg

Introduction
In the last decades, studying genetic neuropsychiatric
syndromes at multiple levels has proven to be a
powerful means for elucidating the pathways of both
typical and atypical neurodevelopment. Within this
context, Williams–Beuren syndrome, or Williams
syndrome (WS) for short, has been established as
model syndrome of special interest to investigate
gene–brain–behavior relationships and a “unique
window to genetic contributions to neural function”
(Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2006, p. 391).

WS is a relatively rare neurodevelopmental dis-
order characterized by a combination of distinctive
clinical, cognitive, behavioral, genetic and neuroana-
tomical features. It was first described in the early
1960s by two groups of cardiologists as a condition
involving a constellation of cardiovascular abnormal-
ities, hypercalcemia, peculiar facial “elfin-like” fea-
tures, and mild to moderate mental retardation
(Beuren et al., 1962; Williams et al., 1961).

Insights into the nature of WS culminated in the
mid 1990s with the identification of the genetic cause, a
so-called microdeletion (see below, Genetic profile).
Since then, several neuroimaging studies, using a wide
range of new imaging techniques, have attempted to
uncover the structural and functional neural substrates
of WS, providing an emerging understanding of brain
mechanisms mediating between genetic variation and
cognitive-behavioral phenotypes in humans.

The aim of this chapter is to review imaging
studies delineating the unique neuropsychiatric fea-
tures of WS, as well as recent advances in investigat-
ing the neural substrates of the disorder, which have
provided significant contributions to unraveling the
impact of a specific genetic defect on brain structure
and function.

Williams syndrome – an “odd”
syndrome
Clinical profile
WS is a genetic disorder caused by a hemideletion on
chromosome 7 (see further details below). Its esti-
mated prevalence ranges from 1 in 20, 000 (Morris
et al., 1988) to 1 in 7500 (Strømme et al., 2002) live
births, which means that WS could account for 6% of
all cases of mental retardation of genetic origin
(Strømme et al., 2002).

Clinical features of WS include a typical cranio-
facial dysmorphology (e.g. pouting lips, wide mouth,
spaced teeth, broad brow, full cheeks, short upturned
nose, flat nasal bridge, full nasal tip; Hammond et al.,
2005), growth retardation, and cardiovascular abnor-
malities, such as supravalvular aortic stenosis (present
in ~80% of individuals with WS) and a narrowing of
the aorta (AAP, 2001). Furthermore, individuals
with WS often present several neurological symp-
toms, including hyperreflexia, visual symptoms (e.g.
strabismus, nystagmus; Chapman et al., 1996; Morris,
2006), hearing abnormalities (e.g. abnormal sensitiv-
ities to classes of sounds (hyperacusis); fearfulness to
specific sounds (auditory allodynia); sensorineural
hearing loss; Cherniske et al., 2004; Levitin et al.,
2005; Marler et al., 2005) and coordination difficulties
(e.g. trouble walking down a staircase). Endocrine
(e.g. transient hypercalcemia and impaired glucose
tolerance), gastrointestinal (e.g. constipation, prolapse
and diverticula), and orthopedic (e.g. scoliosis or
joint contractures) symptoms are also commonly
reported in WS (Morris, 2006), together with con-
nective tissue disorders, failure to thrive in infancy
and premature aging (Korenberg et al., 2008; Morris
and Mervis, 2000).
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Of central interest for neuropsychology, psychiatry
and therefore, in the end, neuroimaging, the WS dele-
tion further results in an array of cognitive and behav-
ioral abnormalities, which have attracted a great deal
of research over the past decades.

Behavioral profile
The hallmark of WS behavior is undoubtedly their
high sociability. Most of the individuals with WS
exhibit an intriguing mix of social attributes. From
early development they are unusually friendly, inter-
act easily and show no fear of strangers (e.g. Jones
et al., 2000). They also appear highly empathetic
(Klein-Tasman and Mervis, 2003) and show enhanced
emotional empathy relative to other developmentally
delayed individuals (Tager-Flusberg and Sullivan,
2000). Finally, they tend to be socially fearless and
extremely outgoing to the point of being called hyper-
sociable (e.g. Jones et al., 2000). For a long time, this
notion of hypersociability and the idea of an “intact”
social “module” in WS prevailed (e.g. Bellugi et al.,
1994; Karmiloff-Smith et al., 1995). This was believed
to underlie strengths in specific domains such as
face processing, language and theory of mind (e.g.
Karmiloff-Smith et al., 1995). Yet, the panorama is
not always that positive and clear, since the social
fearlessness and gregariousness of individuals with
WS goes along with notable deficiencies in the prag-
matic aspects of social behavior. For instance, indi-
viduals with WS show substantial problems in social
adjustment (Gosch and Pankau, 1994), poor social
judgment (Einfield et al., 1997; Gosch and Pankau,
1997) and social decision-making (Fidler et al., 2007),
and they tend to be socially isolated in the school
environment (Udwin and Yule, 1991). As a conse-
quence, their social behavior is often maladapted and
characterized by overfriendliness, oversensivity and
poor peer relations (e.g. Laing et al., 2002). Although
sociability, empathy and overfriendliness are integral
features of WS, such data challenge the assumption
that sociability is a unitary trait entirely spared in WS.

In remarkable contrast to the absent social fear,
pervasive, intense and persistent non-social fears (e.g.
Blomberg et al., 2006), anticipatory anxiety, and spe-
cific phobias are often described in individuals with
WS (Dykens, 2003; Einfield et al., 1997) but are not,
in themselves, unique to the WS behavioral pheno-
type, since they also be found in individuals with
other disorders that result in mental retardation

(e.g. VanLieshout et al., 1998). The intensity of these
symptoms varies significantly across individuals.
Some WS individuals may be “on edge”, uneasy, or
worried, whereas others may be beset with phobias
and panic attacks (Scheiber, 2000). Attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD, predominantly in-
attentive type or combined type) is also common
(>50%) in children and adolescents with WS (Leyfer
et al., 2006).

While the WS behavioral profile concerns overt
behavior, the WS cognitive profile concerns the cog-
nitive processes underlying the overt behavior. This
distinction is important as different cognitive pro-
cesses may underlie similar behavioral expressions
(Karmiloff-Smith, 1998).

Cognitive profile
The WS cognitive profile is characterized by co-
existing strengths and deficits – not only between (e.g.
verbal and visuospatial) but also within (e.g. visuoper-
ceptual and visuoconstructive) domains.

A fundamental stable phenotype in WS is a severe
visuospatial construction deficit, which concerns the
inability to construct a whole from parts, such as in a
puzzle. The most impaired performance is clinically
observed on block design (Wechsler scales, see below)
and drawing tasks (Bellugi et al., 1988; Mervis et al.,
1999). Performance on such tasks is characterized by
a lack of global organization: individual elements
are not integrated accurately into the global form
(Bellugi et al., 1988). By contrast, at the level of visuo-
perception, theWS pattern of global and local process-
ing resembles that of typically developing controls
(Deruelle et al., 2006; Farran et al., 2001, 2003; Rondan
et al., 2008). Surprisingly, weakness in visuoconstruc-
tive, visuomotor and visuospatial working memory
tasks (Atkinson et al., 2001; Bellugi et al., 2000; Farran
et al., 2003) contrasts with near-normal abilities to
identify objects and faces (e.g. Landau et al., 2006; Paul
et al., 2002; Tager-Flusberg et al., 2003; Wang et al.,
1995).

In contradistinction, it was proposed until
recently that language abilities are relatively spared
in WS. Relative strengths in lexical development
(Bello et al., 2004), verbal working memory (Jarrold
et al., 1998; Vicari et al., 1996; Wang and Bellugi,
1994), socially engaging use of prosody, discourse
and narrative skills (Karmiloff-Smith et al., 1995;
Reilly et al., 2004) seem all to have served to augment
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an overall impression of linguistic strength (for a
critical review see Brock, 2007; Mervis et al., 2003b).
However, it is now clear that language development in
WS mostly follows a delayed and atypical path (for a
review, see Karmiloff-Smith et al., 2003), and more
recent studies have shown qualitatively different pat-
terns of deficit within both language and visuospatial
cognition (for a review see Brock, 2007; Farran and
Jarrold, 2003).

Finally, the WS cognitive profile is characterized
by mild to moderate mental retardation, with mean
IQ scores (inferred from standardized measures of
intelligence, such as the Wechsler scales) falling about
two standard deviations below the general population
mean (e.g. Udwin et al., 1987). Typical of WS are
significant differences between mean scores at the
verbal and the performance subtests (which usually
contain a visuoconstructive component), often reach-
ing 14 points (Howlin et al., 1998; Udwin and Yule,
1991). Indeed, close observation of the IQ scores in
WS suggest that it is not a unitary condition charac-
terized by homogeneous slowness of cognitive devel-
opment, but by a variety of conditions in which some
cognitive functions may be more disrupted than
others (for a review see Santos et al., 2007a).

Importantly, for the purpose of this review, there
is consistent evidence showing that IQ and brain
structure are correlated. For instance, a negative cor-
relation between gray matter volume and IQ has been
found in typically developing children and adoles-
cents, with IQ explaining 9–15% of the variance in
gray matter volume (Reiss et al., 1996; Wilke et al.,
2003). Although global, this association appears to be
more pronounced between gray matter volumes of
the prefrontal and cingulated cortices and IQ (Reiss
et al., 1996; Wilke et al., 2003), and mild between
subcortical and cerebellar gray matter and IQ (Reiss
et al., 1996). Moreover, IQ has been found negatively
correlated to parietal volume (Reiss et al., 1996), and
linked to cortical folding patterns in humans
(Thompson et al., 2001). Putatively, the strong asso-
ciation between IQ and brain structure is mediated
by genetic factors, since, for instance, gray matter
volumes seem to be highly hereditary (Pennington
et al., 2000; Reiss et al., 1996; Wilke et al., 2003).
This creates issues for WS research, because if one
studies participants with WS and reduced IQ com-
pared to either healthy controls or a group with
mental retardation of other cause(s), variance will be
introduced either by the IQ difference itself or by the

pathology underlying the IQ reduction in the
comparison group. Our approach to this problem
has been to study exceptional participants with WS
and normal-range IQ, which allow a comparison to
truly healthy controls. This strategy, however, while
fruitful, depends on the assumption that these sub-
jects are representative of WS in general (Meyer-
Lindenberg et al., 2006). WS provides a privileged
setting to elucidate genetic influences on brain organ-
ization, as well as on complex brain functions.

Genetic profile
WS is a genomic disorder caused by the absence of
some 26 contiguous genes on chromosome band
7q11.23 in one of the two chromosomes 7 (Donnai
and Karmiloff-Smith, 2000; Ewart et al., 1993; Koren-
berg et al., 2000; Peoples et al., 2000), leading to a
gene dosage effect which includes the gene for elastin
(ELN) in over 96% of individuals with WS (Lowery
et al., 1995). The microdeletion is due to a hemi-
zygous deletion during meiosis (Urbán et al., 1996),
related to that of repetitive sequences flanking the
region (Korenberg et al., 2000). Because the genes
involved in WS are known, and the dosage of at least
some of these genes is clearly abnormal, the study of
neural mechanisms in WS affords a privileged setting
to understand genetic influences on complex brain
functions in a “bottom-up” way.

Since the early 1990s, WS diagnosis is determined
by detecting the absence of one copy of the ELN gene
using the fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH)
test. The FISH is a cytogenetic method that detects
complex and cryptic chromosomal rearrangements,
and thus plays an important role in the investigation
of unsolved cases of mental retardation and multiple
anomalies (e.g. WS, Prader-Willi, DiGeorge syn-
drome; Sukarova-Angelovska et al., 2007).

The size of the deletion is approximately 1.5–1.8
megabases of genomic DNA, with little variance
across most individuals (Lowery et al., 1995). Yet,
occasionally individuals with WS are identified who
have smaller deletions – such cases are potentially
very useful as a way of providing clues to the roles
of specific genes in the behavioral expression of the
syndrome.

Brain structure
Several studies have aimed to determine structural
changes of the brain in WS. Early post-mortem
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studies have indicated cytoarchitectonic anomalies in
primary visual areas in WS, including increased cell
packing density, abnormal neuronal organization,
clustering and orientation, as well as reduced volume
of posterior forebrain areas (Galaburda et al., 1994,
2001, 2002). Interestingly, these latest differences were
interpreted as possibly related to the visuospatial def-
icits in WS (Galaburda et al., 2002). Further early
gross anatomical analyses revealed reduced brain size,
short central sulcus, a lack of asymmetry in the pla-
num temporale (Galaburda and Bellugi, 2000), and an
increased incidence of neurodevelopmental abnor-
malities such as Chiari I malformations (e.g. Pober
and Filiano, 1995; Wang et al., 1992b). Both increased
neocerebellar vermis (Jernigan and Bellugi, 1990),
normal cerebellar size (Jernigan and Bellugi, 1990),
and normal neocerebellar tonsils (Wang et al., 1992b)
have been reported in WS individuals. However, these
initial studies have mostly used chronological age-
matched individuals with Down syndrome as a
comparison group (e.g. Jernigan and Bellugi, 1990;
Jernigan et al., 1993; Wang et al., 1992b). Since 1993,
most studies have rather used typically developing
age- and gender-matched controls, thus somewhat
reducing the ambiguity inherent in using a control
group that suffers from a different neurogenetic syn-
drome, but still raising the problem of discrepant IQ.

Studies using high-resolution magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) have found significant brain differ-
ences between WS and typically developing individ-
uals. These include volumetric decreases in cerebral
gray (approximately 11%) and white matters (approxi-
mately 18%) of the thalamus, occipital and parietal
lobes (relative to frontal regions), along with a relative
increase in the size of the amygdala and superior tem-
poral and orbitofrontal gyri in WS relative to typical
controls (Reiss et al., 2004; Thompson et al., 2005).
These anatomical abnormalities were found to co-exist
with relative preservations in the auditory cortex (Hol-
inger et al., 2005) and cerebellum (Jones et al., 2002).
Interestingly, the most pronounced reductions (in
occipital and parietal regions relative to frontal
regions; Reiss et al., 2004) suggest that cortical pattern-
ing genes (Bishop et al., 2000) play a role in the devel-
opmental neuropathology of WS. Several genes, such
as CYLN2 and LIMK1, are implicated in neurodeve-
lopment. In addition, it may be that the deleted
transcription factor II-I (TFII-I) genes influence
cortical patterning in WS because they regulate goose-
coid, a protein that modulates anatomical patterning

in vertebrate embryos (Ku et al., 2005). Further,
CYLN2 and LIMK1 have been implicated in cellular
and axonal motility, which could impact on cortical
patterning.

Insights from analyses of regional volume have
been extended by analyses of cortical shape showing
reduced overall curvature of the brain (Schmitt et al.,
2001a), as well as abnormally increased gyrification in
parietal and occipital lobes (Schmitt et al., 2002) and
the temporoparietal zone (Thompson et al., 2005) in
WS. Unusual brain shape has also been found in the
hippocampus (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005b), the
central sulcus (Jackowski and Schultz, 2005) and
the corpus callosum (Luders et al., 2007; Schmitt
et al., 2001b; see Figure 37.1). These latter data con-
cern both the shape (less curved) and the volume
(reduced), with anterior callosal sections being rela-
tively spared, while the splenium and the isthmus
were found reduced in size (Schmitt et al., 2001b;
Tomaiuolo et al., 2002).

Significant advances in our understanding of the
structural basis of WS have come from the applica-
tion of voxel-based morphometry (VBM), which
allows the study of genetic variation without restric-
tion to anatomical boundaries. Meyer-Lindenberg
and colleagues (2004) identified circumscribed
symmetrical reductions in gray matter volume in

Figure 37.1 Group differences in callosal thickness. Illustrated are
regions of significant differences in callosal thickness between WS
patients and controls. The color bar encodes the P value associated
with the t test performed at each distance value from upper and
lower callosal boundaries. Permutation tests were significant for the
comparison of controls >WS (both in native and scaled space), but
not significant for the findings of WS> controls. Results shown in
the left panel are based on analyses in native space; findings on the
right refer to scaled space. Reproduced, with permission, from
Luders et al. (2007).
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high-functioning individuals with WS in three
particular regions: in the region of the dorsal occipi-
toparietal sulcus/vertical part of the intraparietal
sulcus, in the hypothalamic area around the third
ventricule, and in the orbitofrontal region (Meyer-
Lindenberg et al., 2004). Evidence for reduced gray
matter volume in the parietal sulcus is consistent with
previous studies on WS individuals with mental
retardation showing abnormal gyrification in the
parietal lobe (Schmitt et al., 2002) and with fMRI
findings for hypofunction in this region during visual
processing, suggesting deficient input from the par-
ietal sulcus into the later dorsal stream (Meyer-
Lindenberg et al., 2004, see Figure 37.2).

Further morphometric studies have shown signifi-
cant volume reductions in the occipital cortex and
thalamus (Reiss et al., 2004), which are regions known
to play a role in visuospatial processing (Logothetis,
1999; Zeki, 2001). In line with the hypothesis of visual
system abnormalities in WS, Reiss and coworkers
(2004) also found reduced gray matter density in
bilateral parahippocampal gyri, extending across the
midbrain tectum (superior and inferior colliculi) and
in superior parietal and occipital regions known to be
important components of the primate visual brain.
According to evidence in non-human primates
(Lawler and Cowey, 1986), the reduced volume and
gray matter density in the thalamus and superior
colliculus may contribute to WS visual deficits

(Atkinson et al., 2001), as well as to WS individuals’
unusually “intense” gaze when interacting with others
(Mervis et al., 2003a). Likewise, abnormalities in the
parahippocampal region possibly relate to deficits in
visual–spatial processing (Aguirre et al., 1998; Epstein
and Kanwisher, 1998) and memory (Davachi et al.,
2003; Ranganath and D’Esposito, 2001) in WS.
Finally, there is some evidence that anomalous pos-
terior cortical development in individuals with WS is
most pronounced in the superior parietal lobule,
which is significantly reduced relative to controls,
even after controlling for total cerebral volume
(Eckert et al., 2005).

While VBM studies of WS have produced consist-
ent findings of reduced posterior parietal gray matter
compared to typical individuals, different findings
have been reported for the hypothalamus and orbito-
frontal gray matter regions (Meyer-Lindenberg et al.,
2004; Reiss et al., 2004). In a recent study using
deformation based-morphometry analyses, Eckert
and colleagues (2006b) argued that this discrepancy
was due to methodological differences during
imaging pre-processing, since both findings of the
NIH cohort were replicated by the Stanford group
when Jacobian modulation of the images, which
allows an estimate of regional volume, was used
(Eckert et al., 2006b). In line with robust previous
findings, this study reported anomalous orbitofrontal
cortex (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2004) and posterior

a) Lateral

Dorsal stream:
spatial vision
pathway

Intraparietal
sulcus

VI

Ventral stream:
object recognition

Posterior Figure 37.2 Left panel: Spatial
relationship between area found to be
structurally abnormal with voxel based
morphometry (yellow), and two tasks
tapping into the function of the dorsal
visual stream (red and blue) in high
functioning participants with Williams
syndrome (WS) compared with controls
during fMRI. Overlapping regions in the
parietal lobule are colored purple,
showing consistent functional
abnormalities in the dorsal visual stream
directly adjacent to the structural
abnormality. Lower panel shows location
of proposed functional structural
impairment in the dorsal stream at the
intraparietal sulcus. V1, primary visual
cortex. Right panel: Significant
hypoactivation in the parietal lobe of
people with WS compared with controls
in the square completion
visuoconstruction task during fMRI,
showing dorsal visual stream impairment.
Reproduced, with permission, from
Meyer Lindenberg et al. (2004).
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parietal development and in WS (e.g. Eckert et al.,
2005; Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2004; Kippenhan et al.,
2005; Reiss et al., 2004; Schmitt et al., 2002;
Thompson et al., 2005).

Furthermore, recent findings indicate that WS is
associated with atypical sulcal/gyral patterning. For
instance, atypical central sulcus (Galaburda et al.,
2001; Jackowski, and Schultz, 2005) and Sylvian fissure
(Eckert et al., 2006a), as well as increased gyrification,
particularly in posterior cortical regions (Schmitt et al.,
2001a) have been reported. Moreover, one particular
case report showed oligogyric microcephaly with
a simplified gyral pattern, mostly in the parietal
lobe, where shallow parietal sulci were observed, in a
19-month-old infant with WS (Faravelli et al., 2003).
Although unusual, this finding is relevant, as there are
few studies examining WS infants or early childhood
brains. Using a novel method (curvature-based
approach) to analyze gyrification, Gaser and col-
leagues (2006) have shown increased gyrification bilat-
erally in occipital regions and over the cuneus in WS
individuals relative to age-matched controls. With
respect to gyrification asymmetry, small but numerous
clusters of leftward asymmetry or diminished right-
ward asymmetry, across the medial cortical surface
were found in WS (Gaser et al., 2006).

Further studies using surface-based analyses – a
method that can cope with the complexity of convo-
lutions and the high degree of individual variability
within the normal population – have revealed several
localized folding abnormalities in WS individuals,
arranged in a broad dorsoposterior to ventroanterior
swath, which was unusually symmetric in the two
hemispheres (Van Essen et al., 2006). In addition,
many of these abnormalities were found to occur in
pairs, involving a control-deeper region near the
fundus of a sulcus and a nearby WS-deeper region
near the crowd of a gyrus. Discrete folding abnormal-
ities were also observed in cortical areas associated
with multiple sensory modalities, as well as regions
implicated in cognitive and emotional behavior,
together with reduced hemispheric asymmetry in the
temporal cortex. Findings of this study suggest in-
triguing correspondence with several aspects of the
WS behavioral profile. For instance, prominent
folding abnormalities in the dorsal parietal cortex
involved regions typically engaged in visuospatial
and attentional processing (e.g. Meyer-Lindenberg
et al., 2004; Eckert et al., 2005), as well as folding
abnormality in the hippocampal region overlaps with

a region showing functional and structural abnormal-
ities in WS (e.g. Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005b).
Other examples for this correspondence come from
fMRI studies reporting altered activations during gaze
discrimination (Mobbs et al., 2004), auditory percep-
tion (Levitin et al., 2004b), visuospatial contruction
and spatial location processing (Meyer-Lindenberg
et al., 2004) in several regions that overlap with the
folding abnormalities found in WS (Van Essen et al.,
2006).

Kippenhan and coworkers (2005), using a different
surface-based method to measure sulcal depth, also
found significant depth reductions in the parietal
sulcus, in particular in the left parietal sulcus
(8.5 mm), as well as significant reductions in the left
orbitofrontal region and in the left collateral sulcus in
high-functioning individuals with WS. In this study,
sulcal depth findings in the intraparietal/occipitopar-
ietal sulcus were found to correspond closely to meas-
ures of reduced gray matter volume in the same area
(Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2004; Reiss et al., 2004),
suggesting that the graymatter volume loss and abnor-
mal sulcal geometry may be related. Together with
functional imaging (e.g. Meyer-Lindenberg et al.,
2004; Mobbs et al., 2004; Eckert et al., 2005) and
neuropsychological evidence (e.g. Mervis et al., 2000;
Atkinson et al., 2003), these findings provide compel-
ling converging evidence that the parietal sulcus is
involved in the pathophysiology of WS (Kippenhan
et al., 2005).

Because the WS deletion includes genes that regu-
late cytoskeletal dynamics in neurons, especially
LIMK1 and CYLN2, WS offers a privileged opportun-
ity to investigate the role of these genes in the forma-
tion of white matter tracks. Recently, the first study
has appeared investigating this issue. Using diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI), Marenco and colleagues (2007)
reported alterations in white matter fiber directional-
ity, deviation in posterior fiber track course and
reduced lateralisation of fiber coherence in individ-
uals with WS (Marenco et al., 2007; see Figure 37.3).
Findings were consistent with a reduction in cortical
fibers in intraparietal/parietal regions implicated in
the visuoconstructive deficit of WS.

In agreement with this, another DTI study exam-
ining white matter integrity in the dorsal and ventral
streams in individuals with WS showed significant
associations between higher fractional anisotropy
and visuoconstructive deficits in WS (Hoeft et al.,
2007). Importantly, differences in white matter tissue
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in individuals with WS led to the hypothesis that
haploinsufficiency in the WS region plays a major
role during the later stages of neuronal migration.
Redirected fibers that would ordinarily develop into
U-fibers or cross the midline in the dorsal portions of
the corpus callosum become unable to reach their
natural target and therefore deviate longitudinally,
giving rise to altered fiber tracts and orientation of
white matter (Marenco et al., 2007). In addition,
evidence for altered laterality of anisotropy in WS
(Marenco et al., 2007) suggest an abnormality either
in the differential timing of hemispheric development
of the white matter fibers or of differential quantity of
fibers formed in the two hemispheres.

Taken together, these studies provide important
information to guide future investigations of post-
mortem brain tissue in WS, knockout mouse models
of WS-related genes, and individuals with small dele-
tions in the WS critical region. Furthermore, these
studies reveal critical differences in WS’ brain struc-
ture and have helped clarifying the atypical neural
substrate and type of brain processing in WS. Interest-
ingly, it has been suggested that some of these anatom-
ical findings may concur with behavioral features of
WS. For instance, Santos and colleagues (2007b)
have found atypical development of functions that

depend on callosal integrity (interhemispheric
communication and hemispheric asymmetry) in chil-
dren and adults with WS, possibly related to structural
callosal abnormalities. Furthermore, convergent evi-
dence suggests that the reduced intraparietal sulcal
depth (Kippenhan et al., 2005), volume reduction in
this region (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2004) and reduc-
tions in parietal/occipital volumes (Chiang et al., 2007)
underlie the well-known visuospatial deficits in this
condition. Direct evidence from multi-modal imaging
and path analysis for this latter proposal was found by
Meyer-Lindenberg et al. (2004).

On the other hand, apparent sparing of the
volume of limbic structures, together with alterations
in prefrontal structures regulating amygdala, may
underlie hypersociability and relative strengths in
affective functions (Jernigan et al., 1993; Reiss et al.,
2000).

Using a signal detection methodology, Gothelf
and colleagues (2008) have recently suggested that
aberrant morphology of the ventral anterior pre-
frontal cortex in adolescents and young adults with
WS might be related to the social-affective language
use typically observed in this population. This inter-
pretation is also consistent with a recent study using
tensor-based morphometry (TBM), suggesting that
relatively preserved or even enlarged frontal lobes,
amygdala and cingulate gyrus may be related to
unusual affect regulation and language production
in WS (Chiang et al., 2007). A recent study using
VBM in children with WS has also found correlations
between inattention and volumetric differences in the
frontal lobes, caudate nucleus and cerebellum, and
between hyperactivity and differences in the left tem-
poral and parietal lobes and cerebellum (Campbell
et al., 2009), pointing to currently uncharacterized
frontostriatal and frontocerebellar involvement that
may be important for comorbities of WS.

While structural neuroimaging studies have
brought forth significant advances for the under-
standing of anatomo-behavioral correlates in WS,
the functional implications of abnormal structure
require studies using functional neuroimaging. We
now turn to this subject area.

Function
Many functional MRI (fMRI) studies on WS have
focused on the neural basis of disturbed visuospatial
cognition – a hallmark, yet fractioned, feature of the

Figure 37.3 Differences between controls and WS in tracts
connecting to the intraparietal sulcus and the ventral portion of the
cingulum bundle. The yellow arrows indicate fiber tracts coursing
rostrally to the corpus callosum, which were never present in
controls (normal first and third columns) but present in four of five
individuals with WS (second and fourth columns), especially in the
right hemisphere (P < 0.05). Reproduced, with permission, from
Marenco et al., 2007).
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disorder (e.g. Frangiskakis et al., 1996). There is
increasing evidence for a dissociation between visuo-
constructive and visuoperceptual abilities in WS (e.g.
Farran and Jarrold, 2003), with increased perform-
ance on tasks involving purely visual processing abil-
ities, such as visual closure abilities (e.g. Deruelle
2006), than on visuoconstructive tasks requiring
mental imagery and the integration of visual and
motor components (e.g. Farran et al., 2001). The
current view of the visual system – marked by the
functional and anatomical dissociation between a
ventral stream specialized for perception and a dorsal
stream specialized for action (Milner and Goodale,
1995) – has been proposed to account for this dissoci-
ation between visuoconstructive and visuoperceptual
functioning in WS. The theory that the ventral path-
way (projecting from primary visual cortex to the
temporal lobe) is primarily dedicated to perceptual
recognition of shape, form, objects and faces, and the
dorsal pathway (projecting from primary visual
cortex to the parietal lobe) is specialized for process-
ing spatial information and in visuomotor planning
has received strong support from both animal
research (e.g. Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982), func-
tional neuroimaging (Haxby et al., 1999), and neuro-
psychological studies on patients with localized brain
damage (e.g. Milner and Goodale, 1995).

Recent studies on a wide range of developmental
disorders have also shown that the distinction between
a ventral visual system governing object perception
and a dorsal system governing visuospatial processing
has neurodevelopmental relevance. Developmental
anomalies (e.g. hemiplegia, fragile X syndrome,
autism, dyslexia) disrupt the two visual processing
streams differently, with greater impairments on
dorsal- than ventral-stream functions (e.g. visuocon-
structive and visuoperceptual tasks, respectively;
Gunn et al., 2002; Hansen et al., 2001; Kogan et al.,
2004; Spencer et al., 2000). Neuropsychologically, the
profile of abilities in WS is characterized by visual
abilities subserved by the ventral stream, such as face
recognition, that are relatively well developed, whereas
those subserved by the dorsal stream, such as visuo-
spatial manipulation, are markedly impaired. It has
been consistently demonstrated that children and
adults with WS show greater performance deficits in
motion- (dorsal stream-dependent task) than in form-
coherence tasks, known to be dorsal and ventral-
stream dependent, respectively (Atkinson et al., 1997,
2003, 2006). These findings suggest that the dorsal

visual pathway may be more modifiable by atypical
input and/or experience than the ventral visual
pathway and support the idea of a dorsal-stream vul-
nerability in WS (Atkinson, 2000). While the two
pathways show numerous interactions (Van Essen
et al., 1992), and the differentiation of roles between
them is not straightforward, several authors (Atkinson
et al., 2003; Galaburda et al., 2002; Nakamura et al.,
2001; Paul et al., 2002) have hypothesized that the
neural basis of the visuospatial construction deficit in
WS might lie in the dorsal stream.

In order to test this hypothesis, Meyer-Lindenberg
and colleagues (2004) conducted a series of fMRI
experiments designed to assess visual system func-
tions hierarchically. In this study, 13 individuals with
genetically confirmed WS but normal general intelli-
gence were compared to (IQ, gender and age)
matched healthy subjects. Two tasks were included
in this study: a square completion and an attention
to object or location task. Both fMRI experiments
showed normal ventral system activation but consist-
ent hypoactivation in the dorsal visual stream in WS
participants. In addition, results of path analyses sug-
gested that a deficient input from the parietal sulcus
into the lateral dorsal stream was could account for
the hypoactivity observed in these regions. In other
words, it was argued that a localized structural anom-
aly in the intraparietal sulcus (consistent with previ-
ous evidence for bilaterally reduced gray matter
volume and sulcal depth) was associated with hypoac-
tivity in directly adjacent parietal regions during
spatial localization and visuospatial construction in
WS (see Figure 37.2). Based on these findings, the
authors argued that some genes in the WS deletion
might be implicated in visuospatial constructive cog-
nition through an impact on intraparietal sulcus
(Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2004).

Visuospatial processing in WS has also been
explored in relation to the local processing bias
hypothesis. This processing style refers to the percep-
tion of individual elements of an image, whilst
attending to the image as a whole figure is referred
to as global processing. It is now widely accepted that
both typically developing children (e.g. Kimchi, 1990)
and adults (e.g. Fagot and Deruelle, 1997; Navon,
1977) perceive information at the global level (i.e.
the contour of the shape) faster than at the local level
(i.e. the elements that compose the shape). By con-
trast, in visuoconstructive tasks, individuals with WS
tend to focus more on the parts or local elements
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of a stimulus, while ignoring or attending less to
global information (e.g. Bihrle et al., 1989). Evidence
for increased attention to local information has been
observed in the Block Design task and in drawings by
individuals with WS. For example, when assembling
cubes in the Block Design task, individuals with WS
tend to reproduce local rather than global informa-
tion (e.g. Bellugi et al., 1994). In drawings of objects,
individuals with WS usually attend to details of the
figure and tend to have difficulty processing the out-
line (e.g. Wang and Bellugi, 1994). A strong bias
toward local processing has also been found in tasks
involving the copying of hierarchical figures. For
instance, when drawing figures of a large letter made
up of smaller letters, individuals with WS were sig-
nificantly better at reproducing the smaller shapes
than at depicting the global shape making up the
figure (e.g. Bihrle et al., 1989).

Global processing abilities in WS were recently
investigated using fMRI (Mobbs et al., 2007a). In this
study, 10 genetically diagnosed individuals with WS
were compared to 10 typically developing (gender and
age) matched controls. Results revealed that individ-
uals with WS were less accurate and showed reduced
activation in the visual and parietal cortices when
performing the global processing task. The authors
also found relatively normal activation in the ventral
occipitotemporal cortex, but increased activation in
several posterior thalamic nuclei in WS individuals
relative to controls. In line with previous studies,
these findings suggest that a dorsal, but not ventral,
stream dysfunction underlies atypical visuospatial
cognition in WS, including global processing deficits
(Mobbs et al., 2007a).

There is evidence that face and house stimuli have
different relevance to spatial cognition, with faces
preferentially activating the ventral stream and houses
being rather processed by both ventral and dorsal
streams (Grill-Spector, 2003). Based on this idea,
Meyer-Lindenberg and colleagues (2005b) conducted
an fMRI study examining functional reactivity of the
hippocampal formation during passive viewing of
face and house stimuli in nine high-functioning indi-
viduals with WS relative to (IQ and age) matched
controls. Indeed, both positron emission tomography
(PET) and fMRI findings in this study supported
hypofunction in the intraparietal sulcus and parietal
lobe. Recently, Sarpal and colleagues (2008) have also
used this passive face- and house-viewing paradigm
to investigate further neural interactions of ventral

stream areas in WS. In particular, the authors focused
on the parahippocampal gyrus and the fusiform gyrus,
which are thought to respond in a selective manner to
stimuli depicting places and faces, respectively (e.g.
Aguirre et al., 1998; Kanwisher et al., 1997). This study
included the same participants as Meyer-Lindenberg
et al. (2004 and 2005b). Consistent with previous neu-
roimaging findings and behavioral accounts for rela-
tively spared face processing in WS (e.g. Paul et al.,
2002; Tager-Flusberg et al., 2003), no differences were
found between theWS and the control groups in ventral
stream activation during face viewing. However, the
WS group showed not only abnormal activation in the
intraparietal sulcus during house viewing, but also
abnormal interaction of this region with ventral visual
areas (see Figure 37.4).

In addition, significantly decreased functional
connectivity was found between the parahippocampal
place area and the intraparietal sulcus for the WS
group, whereas the control group showed a tight

Figure 37.4 Activation difference between groups during house
viewing in the right intraparietal sulcus (IPS; P < 0.05, corrected). No
differences were observed between groups during face stimuli
viewing. Reproduced, with permission, from Sarpal et al. (2008).
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functional coupling between these two areas. Further
reductions in functional connectivity between ventral
areas and areas implicated in visuospatial construct-
ive, executive and emotional functions that depend on
visual information input, were also found for the WS
group.

A further domain where subjects with WS show
marked impairment is delayed memory as well as
spatial orientation, both of which are hippocampally
dependent. To test the hypothesis of hippocampal
dysfunction in WS, Meyer-Lindenberg et al. (2005b)
studied activity during encoding of face and house
stimuli, hypothesizing that house viewing, which has
been linked to spatial function, would be abnormal in
this group. Confirming this hypothesis, results
showed no differential hippocampal formation acti-
vation to either stimulus in WS individuals, while for
controls faces elicited greater activation patterns than
houses. Together with marked hypoperfusion in the
hippocampal formation in PET, these findings
revealed a primary hippocampal dysfunction in WS
(Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005b) and launched the
idea that the WS region contains genes implicated in
hippocampal function.

At the behavior level, individuals with WS do
show intriguing social features including overfriendli-
ness, overuse of social engagement devises (e.g. eye
contact), increased empathy and drive towards social
interaction, positive interpersonal bias and social
disinhibition (Bellugi et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2000;
Klein-Tasman and Mervis, 2003; Mervis and Klein-
Tasman, 2000). Of particular interest for research is
the lack of social fear observed in individuals with

WS, who show no fear of strangers, nor even people
they objectively consider as not approachable (Fri-
gerio et al., 2006), together with non-social anxiety,
specific phobia and excessive worrying (e.g.
Bellugi et al., 1999). There is indeed evidence that
socially protective neural processing and dissociable
systems for social and non-social fear lie in the amyg-
dala (Adolphs, 2003; Prather et al., 2001). Based
on this idea, Meyer-Lindenberg and colleagues
(2005a) conducted a study focusing on amygdala
functioning and regulation in individuals with WS
relative to controls (same participants as Meyer-
Lindenberg et al., 2004, 2005b; Sarpal et al., 2008).
This study included two tasks requiring processing of
threatening stimuli, either faces or scenes, known to
engage amygdala (Hariri et al., 2002). Interestingly,
these two tasks brought forth significant group differ-
ences in amygdala activation. Relative to controls,
individuals with WS showed reduced amygdala acti-
vation for threatening faces but increased amygdala
activation for threatening scenes (see Figure 37.5).
Both results were found to be clearly in agreement
with the WS atypical social profile: diminished amyg-
dala reactivity to threatening faces being putatively
related to absence of fear of strangers and consequent
social disinhibition, and abnormally increased
reactivity to threatening scenes suggesting a potential
mechanism for excessive non-social anxiety (e.g.
specific phobias) in WS. Similar reactivity differences
as a function of the task were also found in the
prefrontal cortex, where controls differentially acti-
vated orbitofrontal, dorsolateral- and medial–
prefrontal cortex for threatening faces, while WS
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Figure 37.5 Left panel: Amygdala activation (p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons) for face and scene stimuli. First column,
normal controls; second column, high functioning participants with Williams syndrome; third column, significant differences between
groups (blue NC > WS, red WS > NC) in the amygdala. Right panel: Schema depicting key regions for social cognition and emotional
regulation affected in WS: amygdala, OFC, DLPFC and cingulate cortex. Left panel reproduced, with permission, from Meyer Lindenberg et al.
(2005a). Right panel adapted, with permission, from Meyer Lindenberg et al. (2006).
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individuals showed a task-invariant pattern of
activation. Given that both medial–prefrontal and
orbito-frontal cortex are densely interconnected with
amygdala and dorsolateral–prefrontal cortex and have
been implicated in the regulation of amygdala regula-
tion, these findings provide evidence for a dysregulation
of amygdala-prefrontal systems (involved in social and
non-social fear signalling; e.g. Schultz, 2005) in WS,
which may account for the gregarious behavioral pro-
file, the lack of socially related fear, and the presence of
non-social anxieties commonly reported in this condi-
tion (Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2005a).

The recent study by Sarpal et al. (2008) further
showed significant reductions in functional connect-
ivity between the fusiform face area (FFA) and the
amygdala and prefrontal cortex (see Figure 37.6),
areas possibly involved in the hypersocial symptoms
of WS, suggesting that also the afferent flow of face-
emotion related information into amygdala is
impaired in WS. Very recently, the finding of reduced
amygdala activation to fearful social visual stimuli
was replicated in a group of subjects with WS and
mental retardation (Haas et al., 2009). This study also
showed increased activation to positive stimuli
(happy faces), adding a new facet to the neural mech-
anisms underlying prosocial behavior in WS, and
suggesting that dysregulation of amygdala by pre-
frontal cortex may lead to changed activation profiles
not only between socially relevant and less relevant
stimuli, but also across a range of stimulus valence.

For a long time, media and families have held the
idea that individuals with WS have an unusual
musical talent. Empirical studies have indeed shown
that individuals with WS outperform individuals with
other neurodevelopmental disorders (autism and
Down syndrome) in musical accomplishment,

engagement and interest (Levitin et al., 2004).
Moreover, they were found to display greater emo-
tional responses to music, manifest interest in music
at an earlier age, spend more time listening to music
and to be more engaged in musical activities than
others (Levitin et al., 2004, 2005). There is neverthe-
less no clear evidence for increased musical ability in
WS, as in most tests their performance does not
seem to be better than that of typically developing
individuals (Levitin et al., 2004). Also, Deruelle and
colleagues (2005) have reported atypical music per-
ception strategies in children with WS relative to
typically developing controls. At the neural level, sig-
nificant differences in brain activation have been
found between WS and control groups, with regions
implicated in auditory processing of music and noise
in typically developing individuals (e.g. superior tem-
poral and middle temporal gyri) not being consist-
ently activated in the WS group (Levitin et al., 2003).
Rather, increased activation in the right amygdala and
a widely distributed network of activation in cortical
and subcortical structures was found for this group
during music processing.

Finally, Mobbs and colleagues (2007b) have
explored the neurobiological systems that underlie
response inhibition and attention deficits in WS using
fMRI. Although this study did not reveal group dif-
ferences in accuracy, significant differences were
found in brain activation patterns between WS and
(age and gender) matched typically developing indi-
viduals. Relative to controls, individuals with WS
have shown reduced activation in the striatum, dorso-
lateral prefrontal, and dorsal anterior cingulate corti-
ces (Mobbs et al., 2007b), suggesting abnormalities in
critical cortical and subcortical structures involved in
behavioral inhibition in WS, possibly at the origin of

Figure 37.6 Results from the between groups comparisons in right amygdala, right inferior frontal gyrus, right intraparietal sulcus and right
middle temporal gyrus (from left to right, respectively). Greater FFA connectivity was observed in control thanWS participants in bilateral amygdala
and right inferior frontal gyrus. The bilateral intraparietal sulcus exhibited significantly greater parahippocampal place area connectivity in controls
than in participants with WS. Participants with WS showed significantly more parahippocampal place area connectivity than controls with
posterior regions, including middle temporal gyrus. Reproduced, with permission, from Sarpal et al. (2008).
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deficits in response inhibition and the unusual social
phenotype of this disorder.

Conclusion
Taken together, these studies provide evidence for
atypical brain structure and function in WS suggest-
ing that brains of individuals with WS develop differ-
ently from the outset, which probably has subtle but
widespread repercussions at the cognitive and behav-
ioral levels. These studies revealed that MRI tech-
niques, by offering the possibility to study brain
structure, regional activation (fMRI) and white matter
tracks (DTI), are a powerful tool to investigate neural
correlates in WS. These techniques allow us to cap-
ture images of the brain and to define tissue types,
activation levels and connectivity. There are, however,
limitations to the use of MRI to investigate WS in
many participants, in particular due to the fact that
most individuals present mental retardation. Even if,
contrary to initial reports (e.g. Bellugi et al., 1988),
recent studies indicate that severe mental impairment
is rare in WS (Mervis and Klein-Tasman, 2000), the
intellectual impairment characterizing the disorder
limits WS individuals to perform consistently during
testing. Certain paradigms used in fMRI studies are
thus impossible to use withWS individuals due to their
level of difficulty. In addition, it is often difficult to
obtain usable images, because children with intellectual
impairment have more problems in staying still in an
MRI scanner thus resulting inmovement artifacts. This
can be avoided by selecting normal-intelligence partici-
pants with WS (e.g. Meyer-Lindenberg et al., 2004,
2005a, 2005b, 2006), who can cooperate with extensive
cognitive and imaging procedures and be appropriately
compared with typically developing controls.

Despite these limitations, studies using MRI to
investigate WS have provided important insights into
brain mechanisms underlying atypical behavior and
cognitive functioning. These findings form a spring-
board for future research, which needs to move
towards a detailed and mechanistic inquiry into spe-
cific neural and genetic mechanisms of neuropsychi-
atric syndromes. The mapping of fundamental
molecular events to specific neurobiological sub-
strates and phenotypic correlates may ultimately
enable the identification of relationships between
genetic etiology, cognitive processes and behavioral
outcomes of these still so sparsely understood syn-
dromes. Findings of the studies reviewed here offer a

systems-level characterization of genetically mediated
abnormalities of neural interactions that can be
probed for the identification of single-gene effects
on brain maturation. Further studies focusing on
whether and how single genes, or their interactions,
in the WS deletion contribute to the emergence of
separable neural systems abnormalities are indeed
needed. Future research using animal models, exam-
ining atypical participants and, potentially, investigat-
ing variation in WS region genes in the general
population holds the promise to uncover the links
between genetic mechanisms and complex behavior,
not only in WS, but also in the general population.
Finally, we hope that findings from studies integrat-
ing MRI research with molecular, cellular, and behav-
ioral methods will contribute to the development of
specific and more effective clinical interventions for
patients with neurogenetic disorders.
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Box 37.1. Summary

Williams syndrome (WS), a genetic microdeletion
syndrome, has been established as a unique window
to genetic contributions to neural function. This chap-
ter reviews imaging studies showing atypical brain
structure and function in WS and their possible impli-
cations at the cognitive and behavioral levels.

Brain structure in WS.
� Reduced overall brain size.
� Volumetric decreases in cerebral gray and white

matters of the thalamus, occipital and parietal
lobes (relative to frontal regions).

� Reductions in gray matter volume and depth in
the intraparietal sulcus, a region that is important
for visuospatial constructive function, and in orbi-
tofrontal cortex.

� Relative increase in the size of the amygdala and
superior temporal gyri.

� Abnormal sulcal/gyral patterning.
� Abnormal white matter fiber connectivity, espe-

cially in posterior fiber tract course.

Brain function
� Normal ventral visual stream activation but hypoacti-

vation in the dorsal visual stream, possibly associated
with structural anomalies in the intraparietal sulcus
and severe deficits in visuospatial construction.
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� Hypofunction in the intraparietal sulcus and
parietal lobe and abnormal interaction of this
region with ventral visual areas.

� Hypoactivation in the amygdala in response to
threatening faces, but increased activity to
threatening non-social stimuli, mirroring the
behavioral profile of absence of fear from
strangers and excessive non-social anxiety,
respectively.

� Abnormal interactions between the amygdala
and prefrontal regulatory regions, in particular
the orbitofrontal cortex, areas critically involved
in social processing.

� Reductions in functional connectivity between
the fusiform face area and the amygadala and
prefrontal cortex.

� Hypoactivation in the hippocampus associated
with reduced blood flow, abnormal neuronal
integrity marker NAA and abnormal shape.
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Chapter

38 Neuroimaging of developmental
disorders: commentary
Nancy J. Minshew

The two chapters in this section focus on two
fascinating neurodevelopmental disorders – autism
and Williams syndrome. Over the past 30 years, these
disorders have risen from the obscurity of “unde-
cipherable, enigmatic, rare” disorders to disorders that
have and will contribute breakthrough understandings
of gene–brain–cognition–behavior relationships. In the
process, these disorders also turned out not to be as
rare as initially thought.

The advances did not occur all at once, nor did
they occur with broad foresight of the significance of
these disorders for cognitive neuroscience and the
clinical specialties. The advances came slowly in
phases reflecting step-wise gains in methodology and
technology. The investments supporting this research
were meager, reflecting the perceived rarity of and
general disinterest in neurodevelopmental disorders.
This status did not change until decades of mostly
small-sized cognitive studies had identified intriguing
features of the cognitive profiles, similarly sized mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) and neuropathologic
studies were sufficient to implicate disturbances in
pre- and post-natal neuronal organizational and
migrational events, and genetic discoveries closed
the developmental neurobiologic loop. With the iden-
tification of genes came the beginning of the molecu-
lar pathophysiologies and the widespread conviction
of the significance of these disorders for cognitive
neuroscience and behavioral neuropsychiatry. It is
now no longer accurate to say that little is known
about the cause of autism or Williams syndrome, or
that these are minor disorders. However, as we read
these chapters, we do find that the price paid for small
studies and limited research funding for decades is
that many of the findings are inadequately defined
or remain unclear after many years. Fortunately,

sufficient work had been completed by the time the
genetic studies were conducted that it was possible
to make general sense of how the genes discovered
might relate to the brain and behavior in each syn-
drome. Much research remains to be done at every
level of the pathophysiology to clearly define the
mechanistic connections between the gene abnormal-
ities, the brain’s structural and functional alterations,
the resulting differences in cognition and neurological
function, and their relationship to behavior. This defin-
ition will empower treatment, as animal models are
demonstrating, and the scientific and medical rewards
of this research will extend far beyond these disorders.
It is, therefore, time that the neurodevelopmental
disorders be accorded their rightful place among the
major neuropsychiatric disorders that have a serious
impact on humans across the life span and have great
potential for providing gene–brain–cognition–behavior
insights with broad implications for skill deficits
among “typical” individuals, acquired brain injuries,
and degenerative disorders.

The first vital contribution in both of these neu-
rodevelopmental disorders was the refinement of the
diagnostic criteria and their reliable and valid oper-
ationalization in individuals with IQ scores in the
normal range. The study of individuals without intel-
lectual disability enabled identification of the unusual
cognitive profiles in both disorders, as well as func-
tional imaging with IQ-matched typical controls, thus
avoiding the confound of controls with intellectual
disability with its own cognitive diversity. The study
of the high functioning end of the spectrum of both
disorders as a research strategy was met with consid-
erable resistance in the field, taking decades to over-
come and even then it was not clear that the
underlying principle of this strategy was appreciated.
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In Williams syndrome, it was not until the discovery
of the genetic abnormality in the 7q11.23 region that
the validity of studying individuals without intellec-
tual disability was fully accepted, e.g. all individuals
with Williams syndrome have a microdeletion at
7q11.23. In autism, the discovery of low- and high-
functioning individuals with ASD among siblings and
twins, and the discovery of variability in affectation
among family members with the same gene, led to
more acceptance of studying individuals without
intellectual disability as a research strategy for gaining
insight into the fundamental nature of the disorder.
The clinical expansion of the ASD spectrum to the
point that about 50% do not have intellectual disabil-
ity has probably been just as influential in quelling the
criticism of studying high functioning individuals
with ASD. These examples are reminders that vari-
ation in severity is typical of most biologic disorders,
and that variation in severity alone is rarely a suffi-
cient basis for differentiating between disorders.

It is notable that both disorders are associated
with a range of intellectual ability, signifying that
intellectual disability is not a separate comorbid
disorder in either condition, but part and parcel of
the biology of each condition. According to the rules
governing genetics, chance co-occurrence (prevalence
of A � prevalence of B ¼ chances of A&B), cannot
explain the frequency of intellectual disability in these
neurodevelopmental disorders. If not comorbidity,
there needs to be a neurobiologic conceptualization
of each disorder that accounts for the frequent expres-
sion of intellectual disability. In Williams syndrome,
an explanation has been proposed first at the genetic
level as a gene dosage effect. Ultimately, the impact of
varying gene dose on cognition and behavior will be
determined and the mechanisms will be understood
for the variability in expression of the syndrome.
In autism, an explanation has been articulated based
on studies of the neuropsychological profile that
demonstrated intact information acquisition abilities,
intact or enhanced simple information processing
abilities, and impaired higher order or complex infor-
mation processing abilities (Minshew et al., 1992,
1997; Williams et al., 2006). The predictable outcome
of progressive loss of complex information processing
capacity is mental retardation with disproportion-
ate loss of higher-order abilities (social, language,
reasoning) and preservation or enhancement of
simple or elementary information processing abilities,
thus maintaining the unusual profile associated with

autism in low-functioning individuals. This charac-
terization of the cognitive and neurological profile in
autism is consistent with the broad involvement of
the brain manifested by the increased total brain
volume in children with ASD and the onset of early
accelerated growth in head size at 9 months coincident
with the onset of multi-domain signs (Dawson et al.,
2007; Rogers, 2009).

Once a sufficient number of individuals with
autism and Williams syndrome without intellectual
disability (mental retardation) could be identified and
matched to typical controls, it was possible to define
the unique cognitive features of these two disorders
and then begin the challenging process of establishing
links between the cognitive features and the behav-
ioral manifestations. This process was notable in both
disorders for defining a profile of deficits and intact
or enhanced abilities.

The strengths in both disorders defined these
disorders as much as the deficits, but were ultimately
appreciated to be accompanied by significant limita-
tions. In Williams syndrome, the hallmark of fearless
sociability and high degree of empathy were init-
ially considered great strengths. When the children
reached school age, their intense gaze and bold socia-
bility became impaired social cognition and poor peer
relationships, providing an example of how “too
much” can be as dysfunctional as “too little”. The
social hallmark of autism was for a long time con-
sidered to be the opposite of Williams syndrome, i.e. a
detachment or disinterest in people and lack of
empathy. However, as the spectrum of behavior was
more fully appreciated, the social impairment in
autism was refined to specify impairment in the reci-
procity of social interactions, embracing both those
who fail to respond and those who respond exces-
sively. The discovery of theory of mind deficits aided
greatly in the understanding of the social impairment
so that it could be understood in terms other than the
absence of interactions. The development of social
cognitive abilities will now aid the definition of the
social impairments in Williams syndrome. The hall-
mark strengths of autism were the remarkable
memory for minute or inconsequential details and
the often superior visuospatial abilities. However, it
quickly became apparent that their unusual percep-
tion and recall of details was accompanied by equally
impaired common sense, reasoning and judgment,
e.g. they cannot use these details to solve problems
or cope in daily life.
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Because of their strengths and their deficits, both
disorders have been considered to have local process-
ing strengths and global processing weaknesses, but as
a result of different underlying cognitive and neuro-
logic patterns. In Williams syndrome, there is a severe
visuospatial construction deficit resulting in an inabil-
ity to construct a whole from parts. Puzzle assembly
and block design are poor, but face and object identi-
fication are normal. Interestingly, a global processing
deficit was proposed for their difficulty with Block
Design and H-S tasks (large letter filled with the same
or different smaller letters) because of their difficulty
perceiving the global outline and the large letter. The
basis for this striking profile is the dissociation
between an intact ventral visual processing stream
and an impaired dorsal visual processing stream.
The impaired dorsal stream processing accounts for
both the visuospatial construction deficit and the
global processing deficit. By comparison, individuals
with autism often, although not always, do well on
puzzles and Block Design, and poorly on face recog-
nition and face emotion recognition, with nearly
normal performance on object recognition. Enhanced
local processing and/or impaired global processing
deficits have been hypothesized to explain these find-
ings in autism also (Kuschner et al., 2009). In autism,
however, the hypothesis is that increased u-fibers, e.g.
increased local connectivity, explains the enhanced
local processing skills, and reduced cortico-cortical
connectivity explains the global processing deficit.
The application of the global processing deficit to
two behavioral syndromes that are very different from
a cognitive perspective, and even more different
from a structural brain perspective and genetic
perspective, highlights the extreme limitations of
behaviorally based explanations for phenomena that
originate at a genetic and brain level.

Neither of these syndromes has been reducible to
a single primary deficit. In fact, this construct does
not have validity for neurologic disorders, i.e. dis-
orders of brain origin. Neurologic or brain dysfunc-
tion produces a pattern or profile of cognitive and
neurologic findings that conform to the principle of
the causative agent such as stroke, traumatic brain
injury, and so on. The first step in assessing neuro-
logic disorders is therefore to define carefully the
profile of impairments and the profile of intact or
enhanced abilities. Every major domain of function
must be examined and the pattern within each
domain must be examined to discern patterns that

provide clues to the underlying pathophysiologic–
neurobiologic process.1 Volpe’s (1998) chapters on
the clinical manifestations of disorders of organogen-
esis, neuronal proliferation, neuronal organization,
and neuronal migration and glial events provide a
superb foundation for cognitive neuroscientists and
clinicians to make links between developmental
neurobiology and the clinical expressions of brain
dysfunction. In Williams syndrome, the key was find-
ing the selective involvement of dorsal visual stream
processing with sparing of ventral stream processing.
The faithful recurrence of such a cognitive profile
accompanied by congenital malformations and dys-
morphism classified this disorder as a disorder of
brain development from the start. In autism, the key
to recognizing autism as a disorder of neuronal
organization from the beginning was the profile of
deficits and intact abilities, which was first suggested
in studies of IQ profiles, and Volpe’s description of
neuronal organization events as those events in brain
development that result in the circuitry that supports
those abilities that are most uniquely human.

Without this conceptual foundation, the aware-
ness of the developmental neurobiologic origins of
these disorders awaited critical clues provided by
structural imaging studies. In the case of Williams
syndrome, the abnormalities in cortical volume,
thickness and gyrification involved posterior cerebral
cortices corresponding to the disturbance in dorsal
stream visual processing and in orbital frontal cortex
related to the social difficulties. In autism, the increase
in total brain volume composed of increased cortical
gray matter (all lobes or all lobes except occipital) and
increased cerebral white matter but not corpus callo-
sum indicated a generalized cortical process. These
findings drew the attention of neuroscientists, who
immediately appreciated the implications of such
growth disturbances. Current imaging studies are
now examining cortical volume as a function of cor-
tical thickness and surface area to discern differing
neurodevelopmental processes (Raznahan et al., 2009)
and exploring the impact of genotype on brain struc-
ture (Raznahan et al., 2009; Scott et al., 2009). The
potential contributions of imaging research especially
in combination with other modalities is on the brink
of an entirely new world of discoveries (Church et al.,
2009; Dosenbach et al., 2008).

It took some time for the neurobiologic signifi-
cance of these findings to impact models of both dis-
orders. The final push came from genetic discoveries.
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In Williams syndrome, the genetic findings are rela-
tively uniform in that every case has a hemizygous
microdeletion in the same location on chromosome
7. However, how this microdeletion actually causes
the syndrome and its variations is unknown – it is
still a long way from gene to brain, but identifica-
tion of the genes is the beginning of the molecular
pathophysiology. In autism, 20–25 genes have been
discovered, all related to the development of neur-
onal connections. These genes account for 15–20%
of ASD cases. The progress on their molecular
pathophysiology has been dramatic in only a few
years. The rescue of adult animal models of some of
these genes and the prevention of the development
of seizures in tuberous sclerosis with mammalian
target of rapamycin (mTor) inhibitors have pro-
vided proof of concept of the potential benefit of
future neurobiologic interventions for those affected
individuals who elect them.

In conclusion, these two disorders have illustri-
ous histories that are both interesting and edifying.
Hopefully, the lessons learned from them can be
applied in the future to these and other neurodevel-
opmental disorders to hasten progress and the effi-
cient use of all resources. For these two disorders, the
next 5 and 10 years will witness the rapid growth of
far more complex technologies and methods of data
analyses to confront the enormous complexity of the
brain, the genome, and the multi-modal data derived
from their study.
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Endnote

1. Even if the gene or developmental neurobiologic event has
now been generally identified, the specifics of the mechanisms
are not known. Each mechanism in the sequence between gene
and behavior must be clearly defined and understood to
empower intervention. In Williams syndrome, much remains
to be done to characterize early development and outcome of
social, affective, language, and communication skills. In
autism, a more complete characterization of skills has been
completed because of the focus on many potential single
primary deficits. However, longitudinal studies of infant sib
lings at risk are providing vital new information; such studies
and much more across the age span will be needed to sort out
the sequence of brain events.
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